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PEPPIÀTT v. PEPPIATT.

Ontario Supreme Court, A p/kilate Division, Meredith, C.J.0., (1 arrow, Maclaren, ONT.
Magee and Hodgins, JJ.A. Ajtril S, 1916. -----

Marriage (§ IV B — 57) —Annulment—Powers of Provincial Cor rts ,S
—Constitutionality—Infant marriages without consent.

The consent to the murriuge of a party under IS required by sec. 15
of the Marriage Act (R.S.O. 1914, ch. 14S) is not a condition precedent
to the validity of the marriage.

[See annotation following this case.]

Appeal from the judgment of Meredith, C.J.C.P. Affirmed. Statement.
The statement of claim was as follows :—
1. The infant plaintiff resides at the city of Hamilton, in 

the county of Wentworth, with her mother and next friend in 
this action. The defendant is domiciled in the city of Hamilton, 
but is temporarily resident in the State of New York.

2. The plaintiff was born on the 24th day of November,
1895.

3. On or about the 16th day of January, 1913, the infant 
plaintiff went through a form of marriage with the defendant, 
at the city of Hamilton, being at that time under the age of 18 
years, without the consent required by the Marriage Act, R.S.O.
1914, ch. 148, sec. 15.

4. After the said ceremony the defendant left the infant 
plaintiff, going to the United States of America, and since the 
ceremony the parties hereto have not cohabited and lived 
together as man and wife.

5. The plaintiff therefore prays : (1) for a declaration of this 
Honourable Court adjudging that a valid marriage was not 
effected or entered into between the parties hereto, and annul
ling the said marriage; (2) for such other relief as to this Hon
ourable Court may seem meet.

The defendant did not appear nor defend, and the plaintiff 
had the pleadings noted as closed against him on the 1st Feb
ruary, 1915.

The judgment of the trial Judge given on May 19, 1916, was 
as follows:

1—30 D.L.R.
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ON^- Mehedith, CJ.C.P.:—Thin is another of those cases
8. C. which, tliough of infrequent occurrence in tliis Province, 

Peppiatt invariably, indeed necessarily, direct attention to the uncertain
*■ mid unsatisfactory state of the marriage and divorce laws of 

Peppiatt. '
----- (’anada whenever they do occur : uncertain and unsatisfactory

OJ.O.P. not only in the conflicting and indecisive character of the case- 
law upon the subjects, but equally so of the statute-law; and 
so it has been for many years, notwithstanding the fact that it 
is a thing regarding which it is of the utmost importance, not 
only to the persons directly concerned, but to the public as well, 
that there should be certainty and certainty of a satisfactory 
character. This case affords ample proof of all this, though 
other cases may afford much more. How can it be but unsatis
factory for man and woman to be uncertain whether they are 
really husband and wife ; whether they were lawfully married 
to one.another; as well as whether any of the ordinary Courts 
of law have any power to settle the question t

The conflict of judicial opinion in the Courts of this Pro
vince has been over the question whether its Courts have any 
power to decree that sort of divorce which follows a finding that 
the marriage was not a valid one ; or to pronounce a declaratory 
decree as to the validity or invalidity of the marriage. The 
cases are very much opposed to one another, or, rather, the ex
pressions of judicial opinion in them arc; and they are the less 
helpful as none of them was ever carried to a court of appeal.

The conflict in the Province of British Columbia seems to 
have been mainly over the question whether the Courts of that 
Province had jurisdiction in divorce cases generally : a question 
which the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ultimately 
had no difficulty in answering in the affirmative : Wafts v. Watts, 
[1908] A.C. 573; under laws in force in the Province before it 
became a part of the Dominion of Canada, and unaltered by 
the Parliament of Canada since.

The contests in the Province of Quebec have been of a wider 
character ; and really were whether the subject of marriage is, 
or may be, under ecclesiastic control : see Hébert v. Clotuitre 
(1912), 6 D.L.R. 411, and f/ssfter v. Vsxher, [1912] L.R. 2 Ir.445.
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The recent attempt to make plain and certain much of that 
which is so uncertain and unsatisfactory ended unfortunately 
only in a repetition of that which the Act says : that the subject 
of solemnisation of marriage, in the Province, is a subject within 
the exclusive legislative power of the Province.

Regarding legislation :—
Under the British North America Act, 1867, “marriage and 

divorce” are put within the exclusive legislative powers of the 
“Parliament of Canada” (sec. 91 (26)), with the exception of 
“the solemnisation of marriage in the Province,” which is 
placed under the exclusive power of the Legislatures of the 
Provinces (sec. 92 (12)).

In the 48 years that have gone by since that Act was passed, 
there has been considerable provincial legislation upon the sub
ject ; but in the Dominion Parliament, with its very much wider 
powers, not a line, beyond in effect permitting a man to marry 
his deceased wife’s sister or a daughter of his deceased wife’s 
sister.

The result of all this is that uncertainty and that unsatisfac
tory state of affairs, upon a subject of such general and vital 
importance as marriage and divorce, to which I have referred: 
a state of affairs which gives rise to the main question involved 
in this case, the question whether the Legislature of this Pro
vince exceeded its power in enacting sec. 36 of the Marriage Act, 
R.S.O. 1914, ch. 148.

To an ordinary reader of the constitutional enactment, it 
might be very difficult to perceive how it was possible that there 
could be so much contention, and so much litigation, over the 
meaning of the plain words committing to the Parliament of 
Canada the subject of marriage generally and the subject of 
divorce generally and exclusively, and to each Province the sub
ject of solemnisation of marriage, within the Province, only.

To make a contention, as has been done, the effect of which 
is to place, substantially, the whole subject of marriage under 
provincial legislative power, is, as it seems to me, to make a con
tention without any kind of foundation other than the desire 
that it might be so; the whole subject goes to Parliament with 
the one exception, “Solemnisation” out of it; the exception

ONT.
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Peppiatt.
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C.J.C.P.
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alone goes to the Provinces, exercisable by each, but only so 
us to affect marriages within its territorial limits.

Nor can I perceive any ground for contention, in this case, 
over the meaning of the words “Solemnisation of Marriage;” 
for, if they be given the cxtrcmest width of meaning, as wide as 
the meaning which some of the Courts in the United States of 
America have given them, and perhaps could hardly help giving 
them in order to give effect to the legislation in which they were 
used, or if they be given the meaning which I have no doubt 
they were intended to convey, that is, the religious ceremony 
which in those days in Canada was essential to a valid marriage, 
they cannot come near giving any kind of warrant to the 
Legislature of this Province to enact the legislation now in 
question. Solemnisation covers the ceremonial form by which 
marriage may be effected; it cannot affect the capacity of the 
man or woman to marry. Nor can it afford any justification for 
the creation of a Court to consider any question of such capa
city, nor indeed, in my opinion, to consider any question of the 
validity of the marriage with a view to any judgment directly 
respecting it, and the less a judgment in rem such as that 
sought in this action. That such things come within the ex
clusive legislative power of the Parliament of Canada, under 
the words “Marriage and Divorce,” I cannot doubt. Those 
words were intended to embrace the whole of both subjects in 
their widest sense. Complete power to legislate upon these 
subjects was intended to be conferred; all, with the exception 
of solemnisation of marriage, being given to Parliament; and 
so that legislative body must have power over the capacity of 
the contracting parties, as well as over the whole subject of 
divorce, in the widest meaning of that word. Whenever the 
interposition of any court is needed to sever any kind of a 
marriage tie, that court must be a divorce court, by whatsoever 
name it may be called ; and divorce in its entirety is within the 
exclusive legislative power of the Parliament of Canada. Pages 
of argument aimed really at having the exception not only 
made the rule but virtually to swallow up the rule, leaving to 
Parliament not even a crumb of the wedding cake, tend only to 
defeat their object.
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That the fullest power—as full as that of the Imperial Par
liament—to legislate in respect of marriage and divorce has 
been conferred, no one will deny ; and that the wide power is in 
the Parliament of Canada, and quite a comparatively narrow 
power over the subject is in the Provincial Legislatures, is ob
vious; they have power over the ceremonial part of marriage 
only; and that power restricted to marriage effected within the 
territorial limits of the Province only ; so that, if one do not like 
the ceremonial of any particular Province, he or she may choose 
that of another, and be married as lawfully in the one Province 
as the other: see Swifte v. Attorney-General for Ireland, [1912] 
A.C. 276; and also Ussher v. Ussher, [1912] 2 I.R. 445. So, 
too, the Parliament of Canada might render by legislation any 
solemnisation unnecessary, or abolish marriage altogether, or 
indeed make it a crime. No such power can vest in the Pro
vinces: their power is to provide for solemnisation only: and, 
as I have said, the fullest power must vest somewhere.

For very many years before as well as after the passing of 
the British North America Act, 1867, there never was any sug
gestion—that I am aware of—that any Provincial Court in 
Ontario had any kind of divorce jurisdiction—except that to 
which I shall presently refer—nor any kind of power to make 
any kind of judgment in rem as to the validity of any marriage ; 
and the purpose and effect of the constitutional legislation in 
question was to commit to Parliament the whole subject of 
divorce, and so, as far as this Province was concerned, with quite 
a clean sheet, and as in nearly half a century Parliament has 
written substantially nothing upon that sheet, but one conclusion 
is possible, namely, that there is but one Court, for this Province, 
in which the parties to a marriage can be relieved from any mar
riage tic that binds them, and that is the High Court of Par
liament in form—a committee of the Senate, perhaps, in reality.

The exception I have mentioned is the divorce â mensâ et 
thoro. Under the name ft alimony, this Court has power to ad
judge that which is tantamount to a divorce from bed and board, 
by reason of pre-confederation law, with which the Parliament 
of Canada has so far not seen fit to interfere, but of course will 
when it establishes a divorce court.
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In the only ease in which, as far as I know, it has ever been 
held that tin* Courts of this Province have power to avoid or 
nullify a marriage, the learned «Iudge who decided it also ex
pressed the opinion that, if there were not that power, yet there 
was power, under post-confederation provincial legislation, to 
make a declaratory judgment of the same character.* In sev
eral later cases that has been denied, on the ground that the 
provincial legislation permitting this Court to “make binding 
declarations of right, whether any consequential relief is or 
could be claimed or not,” was not intended to, and does not, 
extend the jurisdiction of the Court to any subject not before 
within such jurisdiction.

It is quite obvious that that legislation cannot affect such a 
case as this; it is not to be considered that the Legislature in 
tended to enact something beyond its power ; and, if there were 
such an intention, it would be fruitless. There being no power 
to avoid or annul a marriage, there can be no power to declare 
it avoidable or annulable.

It is quite obvious, too, that such legislation would auth
orise a declaration, founded upon a finding, incidentally but not 
directly, that the parties to the marriage were or were not man 
and wife; for instance, on the subject of dower or even an in
choate right of dower, or alimony, or of the woman’s right to 
pledge the man’s credit, as his wife; but no finding that the 
man and woman were not husband and wife could be rightly 
based upon a voidable marriage, valid until avoided by a 
court of competent jurisdiction, unless such a court had avoided 
it: see Cuaranty Trust Co. of Now York v. Hannay & Co., 
119151 W.N. 131, 119151 2 K.B. 536.

My conclusions, therefore, are that the provincial legislation 
in question is ultra vires; and that, therefore, this Court lms 
not power under it, nor has it power otherwise, to consider tin 
matters in question in this action ; and that, though it has the 
declaratory powers I have mentioned, they arc quite inapplic
able to the plaintiff's claim. 1 accordingly abstain from making 
any finding upon any of the facts involved—a thing which would

•Svp l.mrlrsH v. t'haiiibrrlnin, IS O.K. 2011.
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be unwarranted in one having no power to determine them be
cause of want of jurisdiction.

And 1 am precluded from giving effect to my opinion on the 
question of the jurisdiction of this Court by see. 32 of the Judi
cature Act, which renders a Judge of this Court incompetent 
to disregard a prior known judgment of any other Judge of co
ordinate jurisdiction, on any question of law or practice, with
out his concurrence, and provides that a Judge who deems 
such previous decision wrong, and the case of sufficient import
ance, may refer the case before him to a Divisional Court—that 
is, the ultimate provincial court of appeal in Ontario.

My opinion, upon each point that I have dealt with, is, neces
sarily, in conflict with a prior known judgment of a Judge of 
co-ordinate jurisdiction, there being decisions of such Judges 
both ways upon all points ; and emphatically the case is of suffi 
cient importance to go further ; indeed, the questions involved 
ought to have gone to a court of appeal long ago.

This case is accordingly referred to a Divisional Court.

George S. Kerr, K.C., for the plaintiff.
The defendant was not represented.
Edward Hayly, K.C., for the Attorney-General for Ontario.
The Attorney-General for Canada was not represented.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an action which came on for trial 

before the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, sitting without a 
jury, at Hamilton, on April V, 1915.

The learned Chief Justice, after hearing the evidence and the 
arguments of counsel, believing himself bound by a decision of a 
Judge of co-ordinate authority, which in his opinion was 
wrong, to hold what he considered not to be the law, to be the 
law, referred the case to a Divisional Court of the Appellate Divi
sion, under the provisions of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 32 of the Judicature 
Act (ll.S.O. 1914, eh. 50).

It may be open to question whether the circumstances which 
existed warranted a reference to a Divisional Court, but no objec
tion was made by any of the parties to our treating the case as 
having been projicrly referred; and, in any case, it would be proper 
for us to deal with the matter as if it were an appeal by the plain
tiff from a judgment of the trial Judge dismissing her action.

ONT.

s. c.
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The soit* question to he determined is, whether or not the pro
visions of sec*. 36 of the Marriage Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 148, are 
intra vires the L<-gislature of ntario.

The provisions of sec. 36 are as follows:—
‘ ‘36.—( 1 ) Where a form of marriage has been or is gone through 

lx*t ween persons either of whom is under the age of 18 years with
out the consent required by section 15, in the case* of a license, or 
where, without a similar consent in fact, such form of marriage 
has been or is gone through betw’een such persons after a procla
mation of their intention to intermarry, the Supreme* Court, not
withstanding that a license or certificate was granted or that such 
proclamation was made and that the ceremony was performed by 
a person authorised by aw to solemnise marriage, shall have juris
diction and power in an action brought by either party, who was 
at the time of the ceremony under the age of 18 years, to declare 
and adjudge that a valid marriage was not effected or entered 
into;

“Provided that such persons have not, after the ceremony, 
cohabited and lived together as man and wife, and that the action 
is brought before the ]>erson bringing it has attained the age of 
19 years.

“(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the excepted cases 
mentioned in section 16 or apply where, after the ceremony, there 
has occurred that which, if a valid marriage had taken place, 
would have been a consummation thereof.

“(3) The Supreme Court shall not be ImjuiuI to grant relief in 
the cast's provided for by this section wfhere carnal intercourse 
has taken place betw(*en the parties before the ceremony.”

Section 37 deals with the procedure in actions brought under 
sec. 36 and stands or falls with it.

By sec. 91 (26) of the British North America Act, exclusive 
authority to make laws in relation to “marriage and divorce” is 
vt*sted in the Parliament of Canada: and, by sec. 92 (12) of the 
same Act, exclusive authority to make laws in relation to “the 
solemnisation of marriage in the Province” is vested in the Pro
vincial Legislatures.

The question as to the* extent of the exclusive authority to 
legislate as to these matters of the Parliament of Canada and of 
the Provincial Legislature respectively was the subject of contro-
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versv for many years. It was, however, finally settled by the 
decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in In re 
Marriage Legislation in Canada, [1912] A.C. 880, that everything 
which is included in the solemnisation of marriage is excepted 
from the exclusive jurisdiction to legislate as to marriage which is 
vested in the Parliament of Canada.

In stating the opinion of the Hoard, the Lord Chancellor said: 
“The real controversy between the parties was as to whether all 
questions relating to the validity of the contract of marriage, 
including the conditions of tliat validity, were within the exclusive 
jurisdiction conferred on tin* Dominion Parliament by see. 91. 
If this is so, then the provincial power extends only to the director}’ 
regulation of the formalities by which the contract is to be authen
ticated, and does not extend to any question of validity. This 
was the view contended for by one set of the learned counsel who 
argued the case at their Lordships’ Bar. The other learned coun
sel contended tliat the power conferred by sec. 92 to deal with 
the solemnisation of marriage within a Province had cut down the 
effect of the words in sec. 91, and effected a distribution of powers 
under which the Legislature of the Province had the exclusive 
capacity to determine by whom the marriage ceremony might be 
performed, and to make the offieiation of the proper j>erson a 
condition of the validity of the marriage” (p. 880).

The conclusion to which the Hoard came was that “the pro
vision in sec. 92 conferring on the Provincial Legislature the exclu
sive power to make laws relating to the solemnisation of marriage 
in the Province operates by way of exception to the powers con
ferred as regards marriage by sec. 91, and enables the Provincial 
Legislature1 to enact conditions as to solemnisation which may 
affect the validity of the contract . . . Prima facie these
words” (i.c., “solemnisation of marriage”) “appear to their Lord- 
ships to inq)ort that the whole of what solemnisation ordinarily 
meant in the systems of law of the Provinces of Canada at the time 
of Confederation is intended to come within them, including con
ditions which affect validity. There is no greater difficulty in 
putting on the language of the statute this construction than there 
is in putting on it the alternative construction contended for. 
Both readings of the provision in sec. 92 are in the nature of limi
tations of the effect of the words of sec. 91, and there is, in their 
Lordships’ opinion, no reason why what they consider to be the
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natural construction of the words ‘solemnisation of marriage,' 
8. C. having regard to the law existing in Canada when the British 

Pepwatt America Act was passed, should not prevail” (p. 887).
. v- In new of this decision, two quest ions only have to bo consider-
iEPPI xt'I".-----' ed in order to determine whether or not sec. 3Ü is ultra vires the

Meredith,C.J.O. .» «it • 1 .Provincial legislature :—
1. Does the Marriage Act make the consent required by its 

15th section a condition precedent to the formation of a valid 
marriage?

2. And, if that question be answered in the affirmative, the 
further question, Are the provisions of sec. 15 intra vires the Pro
vincial Legislature as being part of what is comprehended in the

. words “solemnisation of marriage,” as those words have lxien 
interpreted in the Marriage cast1?

In my opinion, the answer to the first of these questions must 
be in the negative. What sec. 15 provides is, I think, in the 
nature1 of a direction to the issuer of marriage licenses. The 
affidavit which one of the contracting parties is required by sec. 
19 (1) to make, lief ore a license or certificate is issued, must state, 
among other things:—

“(d) the age of the deponent, and that the other contracting 
party is of the full age of 18 years, or the age of such other con
tracting party, if under the age of 18 years, as the case1 may be;”

“(f) the facts necessary to enable the issuer or deputy-issuer 
to judge whether or not the required consent has been duly given 
in the case of any party under the age of 18 years, or whether or 
not such consent is necessary.”

Then by sec. 21 it is provided that if “the person having au
thority to issue the license or certificate has personal knowledge 
that the facts are not as required by section 15, he shal not issue 
the license or certificate; and if he has reason to believe or suspect 
that the facts are not as so required, he shall, before issuing the 
license1 or certificate1, require further evidence to his satisfaction 
in aeldition to the affielavit prescrilxKl by section 19.”

Reveling sec. 15 in the light of the precisions of secs. 19 and 21, 
the worels “shall be1 requireel before,” in se‘c. 15, mewn, I think, 
shall be requires! by the persem who issues the lie-euise1 or by the 
person by whom the1 proe-lamation of the intent iem of the parties 
to intermarry is made. If it were otherwise1, and compliance with 
the requirement of se-c. 15 were essential to the valielitv of the
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marriage, it would follow that, although both of the contracting 
parties honestly believed and had reason to believe that each of 
them had attained the full age of 18 years, when in fact they or 
one of them had not, their marriage would 1h* invalid. Good 
faith has nothing to do with the matter; if the fact exists, that 
cotist-quence follows. It may happen sometimes, perhaps often, 
that persons proposing to marry do not know their own ages, 
and oftener still do not know the age of the other party to the 
proposed marriage; and it is impossible for me to believe that any 
Legislature would have enacted a law which would render invalid 
a marriage otherwise1 valid because both of the parties or one of 
them had not attained the age of 18 years, and the required con
sent had not been obtained, if it was honestly believed that that 
age had been attained by both of them.

Other instances of what I think are directory provisions arc 
found in sec. 5. Surely it cannot have been intended that, if a 
marriage takes place more than three months after proclamation 
of the intention to marry or after the date of the license or certi
ficate, or if the marriage is solemnised between ten o’clock in the 
afternoon and six o’clock before noon, or without the presence of 
two or more witnesses, or if the witnesses fail to affix their names 
as witnesses to the record in the register, or if the marriage is 
solemnised by a clergyman who was the issuer of the license or 
certificate, the marriage is invalid. Of these requirements of the 
law the contracting parties may be in blissful ignorance, and it 
would be a shocking thing if, where they had not been complied 
with, the persons who had married and had afterwards cohabited 
in the belief that they were man and wife were to be held to be 
living in adultery and the children of the marriage to be illegiti
mate.

It was argued by Mr. Bayly that sec. 36, when read in con
nection with sec. 15, shews that the intention of the Legislature 
was to make compliance with the provisions of sec. 15 essential 
to the formation of a valid marriage. I do not agree with that 
contention. If anything, a contrary intention is indicated. The 
jurisdiction which sec. 36 assumes to confer on the Supreme Court 
is, not to declare and adjudge any marriage which has taken place 
without the consent required by sec. 15 not to ben valid marriage, 
but so to declare and adjudge only in an action by a party who, 
at the time the ceremony of marriage was gone through, was under
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the age of 18 years, and then only if the parties liave not after 
the ceremony cohabited and lived together as man and wife, and 
if the action is brought before the person bringing it lias attained 
the age of 19 years.

There would have been more force in the argument if sec. 36 
had given jurisdiction to declare and adjudge tliat any marriage 
that hail been solemnised without the required consent was not 
a valid marriage; but, even if that had been the provision of the 
section, 1 do not think the argument would have been entitled to 
prevail. If marriages without the required consent are, as is 
contended they are, invalid, it was unnecessary to confer jurisdic
tion to declare andadjudge them to be invalidas the SupremeCourt 
had that jurisdiction vested in it by the Judicature Act. Then, 
if the section is intra vires, what is the position of parties who have 
married without the required consent, in the cases that are excluded 
from the operation of the section?

If it is intended that compliance with the requirements of the 
marriage law as to matters prior to the performance of the mar
riage ceremony shall be essential to the formation of a valid mar
riage1, it is, I think, incumbent on the Legislature to say so in plain 
and unequivocal language; and that, in my opinion, in the case 
with which I am dealing, it lias not done.

The provisions of R.S.O. 1914, ch. 148, sec. 15 (1), and sec. 
19 (1) (/), as to consent, art1 substantially the same as those of the 
Imperial Act 4 Geo. IV. eh. 76, see. 16, except that the consent is 
required in the case of a contracting party who is under the age of 
21 years.

The effect of sec. 16 of the Imperial Act was considered by 
the Court of King’s Bench in Hex v. Inhabitants of Birmingham 
(1828), 8 B. & C. 29, and it was held that its provisions were direc
tory only. Delivering the judgment of the Court, Lord Tenterden, 
C.J., pointed out that the language of the section “is merely to 
require consent, it does not proceed to make the marriage void, if 
solemnised without consent.” Other provisions of the Act, which 
are not to be found in the Provincial Act, were referred to in sup
port of the conclusion to which the Court came; but I have no 
doubt that the result would have been the same if those provi
sions had not been contained in the Act, for in making reference 
to them Lord Tenterden begins by saying, “If there ware any
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doubt upon the construction of tiiat section” (i.e., sec. 10), “it 
would be removed . .

The law liad at one time been otherwise. The provision of the 
Act 26 Geo. II. ch. 33, sec. 11, as to consent, was, that if a marriage 
was solemnised by license without the consent the marriage should 
be “absolutely null and void to all intents and purposes.”

Section 11 was repealed by 3 Geo. IV. ch. 75, the preamble of 
which, after reciting the section, recites that the Act wrns for the 
remedy of the great evils and injustice which had arisen from 
the provisions of the section, and a new section (8) was enacted, 
containing provisions very similar to those of the Provincial Act 
which are contained in sec. 15 (1) and sec. 19 (1) (J).

Section 8 was in turn repealed by 4 Geo. IV. ch. 76, and there 
was substituted for it the section of the Act which wfas under 
consideration in Rex v. Inhabitants of Birmingham.

It is not, I think, an unreasonable inference that the drafts
man of the Act 37 Viet. ch. 6, the provisions of which, with some 
changes and additions, now form lt.S.O. 1914, ch. 148, had before 
him these statutes and the Birmingham case, and deliberately 
refrained from embodying in the Act a provision like that con
tained in sec. 11 of 26 Geo. II. ch. 33. The then Attorney-General 
for the Province, the late Sir Oliver Mowat, an able and most 
careful lawyer, was, I have no doubt, the draftsman of the Act, as 
the bill was introduced into the Legislative Assembly by him.
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Meredith,C.J.O.

As I have come to the conclusion that the answer to the first 
question must be in the negative, it is unnecessary to answer the 
second question.

I should have thought, apart from authority, that the pro
vision requiring consent is ultra vires a Provincial Legislature. It 
is in effect a restriction upon the right of a person under the age 
of 18 years to marry, and therefore a restriction upon his personal 
capacity to contract marriage; and I should have thought that 
the provision, therefore, deals with a matter which does not fall 
within sec. 92 (12) as being part of what is included in “solemnisa
tion of marriage.” but is one as to which the Parliament of Canada 
alone has authority to legislate. It may be, however, that we 
would be bound by decided cases to hold otherwise.

I would dismiss the action without costs.
Appeal dismissed.
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Annotation.

ANNOTATION
By Alfred B. Morink. K.C., Toronto (Bur of Nov» Scotia, Newfoundland 

and Ontario), Consulting Kditor of D.L.H.

Void and voidable marriages Decrees of nullity -Jurisdiction of Supreme 
Court of Ontario -Critical review of decided cases.

This action was tried at Hamilton on April 9. 11)15, More Meredith, 
C.J.C.I’., without a jury. It was referred by him to a Divisional Court.

The unanimous judgment of the Court, conqinHtHl of Meredith, C.J.O., 
Maelaren, (iarrow, Magee and Hodgins, JJ.A., was delivered by Meredith, 
C.J.O., in April, 11)1(1.

The plaintiff alleged that she, being then under IK yearn of age, went 
through a form of marriage to the defendant in January, 11)13, without the 
consent required by the Marriage Act, R.8.O. 1914, ch. 148, and that the 
parties had not cohabited and lived together after the ceremony. The tnal 
Judge refused to make any findings on the facts, but as no defence had l»een 
filed, and the defendant did not ap|iear, the argument on the appeal pro
ceeded as if the facts were as alleged.

The trial Judge was of opinion that neither inherently, nor by the Judica
ture Act, nor yet by the Marriage Act, has the Supreme Court of Ontario 
power to avoid or annul a marriage, or to declare it avoidable or annullable, 
and that sec. 36 of the Marriage Act is ultra vire» the Ontario Legislature; 
but as Boyd, C., had express^! a contrary opinion in Lawless v. Chamberlain, 
lh O.H. 296, he held that he was precluded from giving effect to his opinion, 
and so referred the case.

The Appeal Court held that the Judicature Act conferred jurisdiction 
*o declare the invalidity of invalid marriages, and that sec. 36 of the Marriage 
Act was, therefore, unnecessary for that purpose, but gave no reasons for 
this opinion, and the action was dismissed on the ground that the Marriage 
Act did not make consent essential to the validity of the marriage of minors.

The Qi'F.htion Involved.
The trial Judge said:—"The main question involved in this case is whether 

the legislature of this province exceeded its power in enacting sec. 36 of the 
Marriage Art," and he was of opinion that it «lid. The Divisional Court, 
because of the interpretation it placed upon the Act as to the consequence 
of non-consent. did not expressly give judgment on the constitutional ques
tion thus raised by the trial Judge. But, inasmuch as it did not express any 
doubt as to the constitutionality of the section, and asserted jurisdiction 
under the Judicature Act, it impliedly did not agree with the trial Judge's 
opinion. Meredith, C.J.O., expressed the opinion that, apart from authority 
(Marriage case, 7 D.L.R. 629), sec. 15 of the Marriage Act, requiring con
sent to the marriage of minors, l>eing in the nature of a restriction upon 
personal capacity to contract marriage, might l>e ultra vires the legislature, 
upon the ground, apparently, that status or capacity is part of the "Marriage 
and Divorce" jurisdiction of Parliament (sub-sec. 16, sec. 91, B.N.A. Act 
1867). As a decision on this point was expressly avoided, the opinion of 
the Chief Justice may l»e treated as |iersonal. The implication to be drawn 
from the judgment of the Divisional Court seems, therefore, to Ik*, that the 
legislature can confer jurisdiction to make a decree of nullity, and inasmuch 
os the other Judges expressed a general consent to the judgment of Meredith, 
C.J.O., it is fair to assume that they individually also hold the view that 
Stc. 15 of the Marriage Act is ultra vires the legislature.
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The Power to Conker Jurisdiction.
In cases regarding nullity decided before Peppiatt v. Peppiatt, a dis

tinction does not ap|XNtr to have been made between jurisdiction to hear 
and determine actions for declaration of nullity, and the giounds upon which 
jurisdiction, if any existed, should be exercised; or between the power of 
legislatures to confer jurisdiction to hear and determine actions, and to 
enact laws affecting the validity of marriages. “Jurisdiction is a dignity 
which a man hath by power to do justice in causes of complaint made before 
him" (Termes de la Ix>y). In the exercise of that dignity he does justice 
according to the law applicable to the complaint. It is submitted that 
provincial legislatures may confer jurisdiction u|xm Courts to near matters 
within the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of Parliament:—

“The constitution of provincial Courts includes the power to determine 
the jurisdiction of the Court, and places that jurisdiction beyond the control 
of the Dominion Parliament." Per Meredith, C.J. (Quebec), Valin v. 
Langlois, 5Q.L.R. 1.

"The jurisdiction of Parliament to legislate as regards the jurisdiction 
of the provincial Courts is, I consider, excluded by sub-sec. 14, sec. 92, B.N.A. 
Act, inasmuch as the constitution, maintenance and organization of pro
vincial Courts plainly includes the power to define the jurisdiction of such 
Courts, territorially as well as in other res|XH‘ts." Per Strong, J., in Re 
County Courts of B.C., 21 Can. 8.C.R. 446.

It is submitted that jurisdiction to deal with a matter and the grounds 
upon which it shall be dealt with are severable, and that the former may 
be conferred by the legislature though the latter be within the exclusive 
authority of Parliament.

A Review of the Decisions.
Before considering the various questions that Peppiatt v. Peppiatt gives 

rise to, it is well to recall certain judgments in Ontario Courts. In Lawless 
v. Chamberlain (1889), 18 O.R. 296, a declaration of nullity was sought on 
the ground that the plaintiff had consented to the ceremony of marriage 
under duress. The action was dismissed on the ground that the proof fell 
short of the allegations, but Boyd, C., held that under the Judicature Act, 
and also by the inherent jurisdiction of the Court, he had power to make 
the decree. He said that the Chancery Courts in England had such juris
diction, though they had not exercised it except during the Cromwellian 
period. In T. v. B. (1907), 15 O.L.R. 224, Boyd, C., denied the jurisdic
tion of the Supreme Court to make a decree of nullity because of the impotency 
of one of the parties, on the ground that for such a cause a marriage was 
voidable only, not void ah initio, and that Ecclesiastical Courts only had 
jurisdiction in such a matter in England. A Divisional Court followed this 
judgment in Leakim v. Leakim (1912) 6 D.L.R. 875. In A. v. B. (1909), 
23 O.L.R. 261, a declaration of nullity was sought on the ground that one 
of the parties was insane when the form of marriage was gone through. 
Insanity was fourni as a fact by Clute, J., hut he held that, while a section 
of the Judicature Act (now sec. 16 (b) ) gave the Court |x>wer to make declara
tory judgments where no consequential relief was claimed, it did not enlarge 
the jurisdiction of the Court, and that the Court had never had |x>wer to 
declare the nullity of a marriage ceremony. In Hallman v. Hallman, 5 
O.W.N. 976; Prowd v. Spence, 10 D.L.R. 215, and a number of other actions, 
Lennox, J., has expressed his agreement with the judgment of Clute, J.,
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Annotation, as to jurisdiction, and so has Middleton, J., in Reid v. A ull (1014), 32 Ü.L.R.
68. In May v. May (1008), 22 O.L.R. 550, a Divisional Court refused a 
decree of nullity of a ceremony of marriage of partis within the prohibited 
degrees, saying that the jurisdiction to decree nullity had been exclusively 
exercised by Ecclesiastical Courts in England, and had not been introduced 
here by the Judicature Act.

No INTKRPRKTATION (ilVKX.
It should be noted that none of the preceding cases involved an inter

pretation of the Marriage Act. They are of value only in this connection 
in relation to the question of the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to enter
tain suits for nullity. Laudes» v. Chamberlain and T. v. It. both mention 
the question of inherent jurisdiction, the first to affirm, the second to deny. 
A learned writer (Holmeeted on Matrimonial Jurisdiction, at p. 8), says 
that the decrees sought in these eases were both in relation to voidable 
marriages, neither void al> initio, and, therefore, that T. v. It. “looks very 
like a distinct retreat from the position taken up in Latrie*» v. Chamberlain.” 
We suggest that in Latrie*» v. Chatnlterlain the marriage was treated by 
Boyd, C„ as void o6 initio, on the ground that without free consent there 
could be no contract, or, as the Judge expressed it, “consensms, non con- 
cubitu», facit matrimonium,” while in 7*. v. It. the marriage was voidable 
only.

“It has been debated whether a marriage brought about by duress is 
void de facto as well as de jure, so that it does not need the sentence of any 
Court to pronounce it invalid, or whether it is voidable only. The better 
opinion would seem to be that it is voidable only. Want of consent (by 
the principals themselves) may l>e purged away. A contract void ah initio 
cannot In* ratified." Eversley, p. 68.

“The term ‘voidable* implies an option to the parties to treat the rela
tionship as binding or not binding. Until set aside it is valid for ull civil 
purposes. When set aside it is rendered void from the beginning. The dis
tinction between void and voidable arose because the temporal Courts pro
hibited the spiritual Courts from bastardising the issue of voidable marriages 
after the death of one of the parties. The jurisdiction in suits for nullity 
of voidable marriages la-longed exclusively to Ecclesiastical Courts." lèvera

it must In* confessed, however, that, as Boyd, C., expressed in Latries* 
v. C ha mix Haiti, the opinion that under see. 28 of the Judieature Act, 1897, 
the Supreme Court had jurisdiction and power to declare the nullity of a 
void marriage because no other jurisdiction to do so existed, it is difficult 
to see why he did not on that ground consider voidable marriages as well 
as void ceremonies within the jurisdiction and power of the Supreme Court. 
The King's Ecclesiastical Law as to voidable marriages is part of the common 
law of England (sec* /ter Tyndall, C.J., in Hey. v. Milli*, 10 Cl. & F. 534, 
at 671), and. therefore, part of the common law of this province, and, while 
in England that law would In* applicable only by Ecclesiastical Courts, it 
would seem to In* applicable hen* by the Supreme Court, if the interpretation 
placed on sec. 28 of the Judicatun* Act. 1897, by Boyd, ('.. wen* correct. 
But we cannot assent to this interpolation of see. 28 of the Judieat me A et. 
1897, which n*ads as follows:—

“The High Court shall have the like jurisdiction and |N>wer as the Court 
of Chancery in England iHwsessed on the 10th of June, 1857, as a Court of
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Equity, to administer justice in all eases in which there existed no adequate Annotation, 
remedy at law.”

Boyd, C., referred to this section in Lawless v. Chamberlain as though it 
gave jurisdiction in all eases in which there existed no other adequate remedy.
It does not seem as though this section means more than this, that the High 
Court shall apply those |x>wers which English Chancery Courts exorcised 
prior to 1857 where common law Courts gave no relief. But the Eccle
siastical Courts were common Jaw Courts, and could give relief where nullity 
was claimed, so that equity hail nothing to do with the matter. (Per Dr.
Lushington, in the Consistory Court of Ixtndon, in II. v. A/., 2 ltob. Eco.
Cas. 580). If there was an “adequate remedy at law” in England, prior 
to 1857, the section in question gave no |>ower to the High Court hen*.

Confusion ok Nullity with Divorce.
Meredith, C.J.C.P., says:—“The conflict of judicial opinion in the Courts 

of this province has been over the question whether the Courts have the 
power to decree that xort of divorce which follows a finding that the marriage 
was not a valid one, or to pronounce a declaratory deem* as to the validity 
or invalidity of the marriage.”

Sfieaking of declaration of nullity generally as divorce docs not aid clear 
thinking on this subject. “Marriage may mean either the acts, agreement 
or ceremony by which two persons enter into wedlock, or their subsequent 
relation created thereby:” (Cyc., vol. 20, p. 825).

Suits for nullity apply to the former, not to the latter; they pray the 
Court to decree “that the ceremony of marriage is null and void.” (Brown 
and Watte on Divorce, 8th ed., p. 42(i.) Suits for divorce pray the Court 
to decree that “The said marriage may be dissolved”; for judicial separa
tion, “That the plaintiff may Ik- separated from the defendant.”

“There can be no adultery if there lx* no marriage, and it is always held 
both here and in common law that the first point to lx* proved in divorce 
cases is the marriage1, which the other party may contest; and if he does 
not, the form of the sentence in such cases pronounces that there has been 
a true and lawful marriage as well as a violation of it." (See Sir Win. Scott, 
in Guest v. She/dey, 2 Hagg. Con. H. 321, in Consistory Court of Ixmdon.)

A claim for nullity denii-s that there ever was a valid marriage;|for dis
solution, or judicial separation, asserts an existing and valid marriage1 as 
the very basis of the proceedings. As to void marriages, a learned writer 
says:—"Civil disabilities, c.g., prior marriage, want of age, idiocy, pro
hibited degrees, make the contract void ah initio, not merely voidable; these 
do not dissolve a contract already made, but they render the parties incapable 
of contracting at all; and any union formed between the parties is mere
tricious, and not matrimonial. A marriage is ter nasi void when it is*good 
for no legal purpose; and its invaliility may Ik* maintained in any proceeding, 
in any Court between any parties, whether in the lifetime or after the death 
of the supposed husband or wife, and whether the question arises directly 
or collaterally.” Eversely, p. 59.

A voidable marriage, however, is valid for all civil purposes until a declara
tion of nullity has been made by a competent Court. Nevertheless, such 
a declaration is not a divorce, for the ceremony is declared void ah initio 
(Eversley, p. 59).

The Questions for Solution.
Pcppiatt v. Peppiatt presents two main questions for solution: (1) Has 

the Supreme Court jurisdiction to make a decree of nullity? (2) Is the eon-
2—30 D.L.R.
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Annotation. sont of |mrent8 made essential to a valid marriage of minors by the Marriage 
Aet? Jurisdiction may be inherent or under the Judicature Act; or it may 
be that jurisdiction exists only by virtue of the Marriage Aet, ami so is con
fined to the s|K‘eific cause therein set forth—lack of the consent to the 
marriage of minors proscribed by the Act. Whether jurisdiction exists 
inherently or is asserted under provincial legislation, the constitutional issue 
is presented—has the provincial legislature |xiwer to enact the Marriage 
Act, for, if jurisdiction lx- inherent, that Act, if intra vires, may limit the 
jurisdiction by implication, and, if ultra vires, jurisdiction is left as it was: 
whereas, if there be no inherent jurisdiction, the Judicature Act may have 
conferred and the Marriage Aet have limited it, or the Judicature Act may 
not have conferred it, avd the only jurisdiction may be under the Marriage 
Aet.

The trial Judge in Peppiall v. Peppiatt said that, as he held the opinion, 
in opposition to the judgment of Boyd, C. (Lawless v. Chamberlain), that 
no jurisdiction existed, he made no findings as to the facts, but referred the 
question of jurisdiction to the Divisional Court. That Court asseited that 
the Judicature Act gave jurisdiction, but, unfortunately, gave no reasons 
for its finding. That omission was regrettable, in view of the opinions 
expressed on the j>oiiit in the cases cited above. With deference, it is sub
mitted that the jurisdiction of the Court should have been exhaustively 
discussed and established before any interpretation was plaeed on the pro
visions of the Marriage Act as to consent, for without such jurisdiction the 
Court manifestly had no right to interpret the Aet; and also, liecuuse if 
there be jurisdiction outside the Maniage Act, it is important that its extent 
should be known; does it extend, for instance, to the power to annul voidable 
marriages as well as to declare the nullity of ceremonies void because of 
civil iuqiediineuts?

Inherent Chancery Jurisdiction.
Upon the |x>int of the inherent jurisdiction of Chancery Courts to deal 

with actions for nullity, Boyd, C., in Lawless v. Chamlwrlain, referred approv
ingly to certain judgments by Kent, Sanford and Walworth, rcsjiectively 
Chancellors of New York State. Carefully examined, they do not much 
strengthen the projxwition that such jurisdiction exists here, except jxissibly 
as to marriages void ah initio. In \V. v. H’. (1820), 4 Johns Ch. R. 343, 
a declaration was sought that a marriage with a lunatic was void. Juris
diction was asserted by Kent, C., on the ground that as the Court had 
authority over lunatics, and by statute to grant d'.orccs for certain causes, 
it also had |xiwcr to declare nullity, because iv other Court had it. Inci
dentally he admitted that Chancery Courts i’ England had never exercised 
such a |x>wer, but he gave as a reason the fact that Ecclesiastical Courts 
which had the power existed there. In F. v. G. (1825), Hopk. Ch. 541. 
a decree of nullity was sought because the marriage had been brought about 
by abduction, terror and fraud, and Sanford, C., granted the decree on the 
ground that a Court of Chancery had jxmer to vacate all contracts induced 
by fraud, and why not this? lie admitted that this was a new application 
of an old principle as to fraud vitiating all contracts, and that there was no 
precedent in England for such a decree by a Court of Chancery. But in 
II. v. II. (1825), Hopk. C*h. 628, a case not mentioned by Boyd, C., a decree 
of nullity on the ground of the im|x>tency of one of the parties was refused 
by Sanford, C., who said that for such a canonical disability a marriage was
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voidable only, that the English (’hancery Courts luwl never exercised juris
diction over such a matter, that the |xiwcr* of English Ecclesiastical Courts 
had not been conferred on any Courts in New York Slate, and that ‘‘this 
Court has no |>ower to dissolve a marriage for impotence. “ We have," 
he said, “no judicature authorised to determine by a substantive and effectual 
sentence that marriages are legal or illegal." In /'. v. /•*. (1831), 2 Paige 
Ch. 501, Chancellor Walworth held that by virtue of a local statute he had 
power to grant a divorce a mensa rt tkoro, and, in referring to the decisions 
of Kent and Sanford, he (minted out, that, while they had asserted juris
diction as to marriages void ah initio, Sanford, C., had denied it as to voidable 
marriages, which distinction he approved. As to marriages void nb initio, 
Chancellor Walworth said:—“That part of the common law of England 
which rendered a marriage void . . . was undoubtedly brought to this
colony, and formed part, of the common law of this country. . . . When 
the rights of the parties existed inde|>cndcntly of any peculiar remedies which 
were entrusted to the exclusive cognizance of a particular Court, it was 
competent for the Superior Courts of the colony to administer such relief as 
was consistent with their ordinary forms of proceedings in other cases. . . . 
As the right to dissolve a marriage merely voidable could only be exercised 
by the aid of the Ecclesiastical Courts in England, and no such Court was 
ever organized here ... it may reasonably be presumed that the right 
did not exist. Such a jurisdiction cannot now lie exercised here by any Court 
without the direct or implied sanction of the legislature."

If, therefore, the marriage in Laides» v. Chamlwrlain was voidable only, 
not void ab initio, the American cases cited by Boyd, (!., were really opixised 
to his decision, which gives point to our suggestion that he treated the 
marriage as void, not voidable.

Jurisdiction under Judicature Act.
There has lieen much discussion upon the question whether that section 

which is now 10 (b) of the Judicature Act, 1914, confers jurisdiction to declare 
the nullity of marriage ceremonies. The majority of the Judges who have 
discussed the matter say “No," but the Divisional Court apparently said 
“Yes" in Peppiatl v. Prppialt. The section is as follows:—

“No action or proceeding shall lie open to objection on the ground that 
a merely declaratory judgment or order is sought thereby, and the Court 
may make binding declarations of right whether any consequential relief 
is or could lie claimed, or not."

In Reid v. Ault (1914), 32 O.L.lt. 68, a declaration of nullity was sought 
on the ground that the marriage ceremony had been procured by fraud, 
and was iierfortncd while the plaintiff was under the influence of intoxicating 
drink. Middleton, J., dismissed the action, on the intervention of the 
Attorney-General, on the ground that the Court had no jurisdiction. He 
held that the opinion expressed by Boyd, C., in L. v. C., had been overruled 
by a Divisional Court in May v. May, 21 O.L.R. 559, but examined the 
subject, independently, and came to the conclusion that no part of the juris
diction exercised by Ecclesiastical Courts in England had been given in any 
way to the Supreme Court here. He made no distinction between void and 
voidable marriages, and, as to sec. 16 (5) of the Judicature Act, said that 

E“ the power to make declaratory decrees is not to lie exercised in respect of 
matters over which the Court has no general jurisdiction," citing Harraclough 
v. Brown, [1897] A.C. 615. But in the case last cited, which was an action

Annotation.
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Annotation. to recover certain penalties, Lord Davey gave the fact that a statute expressly 
conferred jurisdiction on another tribunal as a reason for holding that a 
section similar to l(i (b) did not extend the jurisdiction of the Court, a reason 
which does not apply here in nullity proceedings, and he also pointes! out 
that the rule was made in England by a committee of Judges, who could 
not be held to liave |>ower to extend the jurisdiction given by Parliament, 
whereas here the section in question is a (tart of the Judieatlire Act. Never
theless, as other sections of the Act expressly deal with jurisdiction, it is 
Iterhups pro|tcr to read sec. 16 (/>) as if it were expressly qualified, at the 
conclusion of the section, by the addition of the words “in the exercise of its 
jurisdiction." The English rule and the Ontario section are precisely similar, 
and should be given the same meaning:—"The rules were made to carry 
out the Act, not to enlarge it " (per Brett, L.J., in hmgman v. Kant, 3 C.P.D. 
152-156).

Jurisdiction Exists as to Void Marriages.
It is submitted, however, that as the Supreme Court undeniably had and 

exercised the right to declare the nullity of void marriage ceremonies when 
the question arose either directly or collaterally (Eversley, p. 59), but in 
practice did not, prior to sec. 16 (b). make declarations “in the air,” that 
is, where no consequential relief was sought (Langdale v. Briggs, 8 DeG. M. 
& G. 391), the effect of sec. 16 (6) may be to warrant declarations of nullity 
in relation to void ceremonies of marriage where the proceedings are for 
declarations merely, and no consequential relief is sought. This would not 
be the effect in relation to voidable marriages, since other Courts exercised 
no jurisdiction in relation to them, directly or indirectly, but treated them 
as valid until an Ecclesiastical Court had declared them otherwise. The 
effect of sec. 16 (5) may be, therefore, to warrant the exercise of an existing 
jurisdiction in a class of actions not previously entertained in practice; that 
is to say, may warrant declarations of nullity as to void ceremonies, but 
not as to voidable marriages. Meredith, C.J.C.P., says, in Peppiatt v. 
Peppiatt, “There being no power to avoid or annul a marriage, there can 
lie no power to declare it avoidable or annullable,” but in that case the Court 
was not asked, as already pointed out, to annul or avoid a marriage, or to 
declare it annullable or avoidable, but merely to declare that the ceremony 
was in fact null and void; therefore, a declaration of right was all that was 
required.

Power ok the Legislature.
As to the jurisdiction of the legislative to enact the Marriage Act, Mere

dith, C.J.C.P., says:—“My conclusions are that the provincial legislation 
in question is ultra vires, nnd that this Court has no |x>wcr under it, nor has 
it (xiwer otherwise, to consider the matters in question in this action.”

The Divisional Court asserted jurisdiction, under the Judicature Act, to 
make a declaration of nullity, and did not question the constitutionality 
of the Marriage Act in that resect, but Meredith, C.J.O., expressed doubt 
as to the right of the legislature to enact sec. 15 of the Marriage Act, con
sidering that it affect ed the capacity of (x-rsons to marry, ami, therefore? 
might fall under “Marriage." within the jurisdiction of Parliament. But 
parental consent is a part of the form or ceremony or marriage (Sottomayor 
v. DeBarros (1877), 3 P.D. 1, 7), and “the exclusive power to make laws 
relating to the solemnization of marriage in the province; . . . enables
the provincial legislature to enact comlitions as to solemnization which may 
affect the validity of the contract." (Marriage case, 7 D.L.R. 629.)
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“Whore a power fallH within the legitimate meaning of any class of sub
jects reserved to the local legislatures by sec. 92 of the B.N.A. Act, 1867, 
the control of those bodies is as exclusive, full and absolute as that of the 
Dominion Parliament over matters within its jurisdiction. (Lefroy, Canada’s 
Federal System, 181, citing Hank of Toronto v. Lambe (1887), 12 A.C., at 
p. 586).

Can it successfully Im« maintained that to enact that a minor shall not 
be married without parental consent is an interference with the status or 
capacity of the minor; it is not saying that he is not capable of marriage, 
but that parental consent shall be obtained? It would be quite as forcible 
to say that the provision that no |>erson shall be married without banns 
or license is an interference with the capacity of parties, and exclusively 
within “marriage,” and, therefore, ultra vires the legislature.

Meredith, C.J.C.P., says:—“If the words ‘solemnization of marriage’ 
(in the B.N.A. Act, 1867) be given the extremest width of meaning, or if 
they be given the meaning of the religious ceremony which in 1867 in Canada 
was essential to marriage, they cannot come near giving any kind of warrant 
to the legislature of this province to enact the legislation now in question. 
Solemnization covers the ceremonial or form by which the marriage may be 
effected; it cannot affect the capacity of the man or woman to marry. Nor 
can it afford any justification for the creation of a Court to consider any 
question of the validity of the marriage with a view to any judgment directly 
resecting it. . . . Whenever the interpretation of any Court is needed 
to sever any kind of a marriage tie, that Court must be a divorce Court.”

In considering the foregoing extract, it is worth while pointing out once 
more that sec. 36 of the Marriage Act does not purport to give “power to 
sever any kind of a marriage tie,” but merely to declare, in respect of a very 
limited class of cases, that no tie was ever created. In its widest meaning 
“solemnization” plainly includes preliminaries leading up to it (Sot tom a y or 
v. Deliarros (1877), 3 P.D. 1. 7); in its narrowest sense, that of the cele
brating ceremony—it could be made to amount to the same thing, by pro
viding that the latter should not bo valid unless certain preliminaries took

Interpretation op tub Makkiaoe Act.
In coasidering the interpretation which should be placed on sees. 15 and 

36 of the Marriage Act, certain admitted principles should be borne in mind, 
such as:—“The law assumes a favourable attitude towards the marriage 
state . . . the presumption of law is clearly in its favour.”

“The evidence for the pur|iose of re|H*lling it must be strong, distinct, 
satisfactory and conclusive. . . . Mere irregularity in the form of the
marriage ceremony is not fatal to the validity of the marriage.” (Caltrrall 
v. Calterall, 1 Hob. Kce. Cas. 580.)

“Directions as to the manner, ami even prohibition under a penalty 
other than nullity, do not necessarily imply a nullity.” Per Lord Blackburn, 
Lauderdale Pelage, 10 A.C. 748.

“Unless the statute expressly declares a marriage contracted without the 
necessary consent (of parents) a nullity, it is to be construed as only director}’ 
in this respect. (26 Cyc. 835.)

“All such requisites as banns, etc., are formal, and a marriage is void 
only when their deficiency is known to both parties to the ceremony.” (Brown 
and Watts, 101.)

Annotation.
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“Prohibitory words have never been held to create a nullity, uiiIcsk that 
nullity is declared in the Act. <Brown and Watts, 102.)

“The consent of parents has been held to be directory only, and its want 
does not render the marriage celebrated without it invalid." (Rex v. Birming
ham, 8 H. à 29.)

The last-mentioned case was relied upon by the Livisionul Court in 
deciding Peppiall v. Peppialt. The judgment in Rex v. Hirtninghani was based 
on the change in the statute law inadeby 4Geo. IV. eh. 70. Lord Tenterden, 
C.J., said, in effect, that 20 Geo. II. ch. 33, sec. 11, luul expressly enacted 
that such a marriage as this was void for lack of the father's consent, the 
husband being a minor, but that it had been regaled by 3 Geo. IV. ch. 35, 
sec. 1, In-cause it had l>een productive of great evils, ami then 4 Geo. IV. 
ch. 70, sec. 14, in requiring parental consent to the marriages of minors, did 
not say that without it they should he null and void, while sec. 22, in 
enumerating the causes which made ceremonies void, did not include lack 
of parental consent. Therefore, he held the marriage valid. It should be 
remarked also that the Court was dealing with the interpretation of a pro
vision applicable to all marriages of minors, with or without consummation, 
and in which the legitimacy of children might be involved. It does not 
appear that the decision in Rex v. Jiiriniiighum is applicable to the circum
stances set forth in sec. 30 of the Marriage Act. No such changes have 
taken place in provincial as in Knglish legislation; in the Marriage Act the 
marriage of minors not followed by consummation is dealt with. The 
legitimacy of children cannot be at stake- in such cases.

The Sections to he Interpreted.
Sections 15, 10, 21 and 36 of the Marriage Act read (in part) as follows:—
“15. ( 11 Where either of the parties to an intended marriage not a widower 

or a widow is under the age of eighteen years, the consent of the father, if 
living, or, if he is dead, of the mother, if living, or of a guardian, if any has 
!>een duly appointed, shall he required before the license is issued, or before 
the proclamation of the intention of the parties to intermarry is made."

“ It). (1) Before a license or certificate is issued, one of the parties to the 
intended marriage shall |>ersonnlly make an affidavit, Form 3, before the 
issuer or deputy issuer, which shall state (certain things set forth)."

“21. (1) Where the |>erson having authority to issue the license or cer
tificate has personal knowledge that the facts are not as required, by sec. 15, 
he shall not issue the license or certificate; and if he has reason to believe 
or susjiecl that the facts are not as so required he shall, la-fore issuing the 
license or certificate, require further evidence to his satisfaction in addition 
to this affidavit prescribed by sec. 10."

“36. (1) Where a form of marriage has been or is gone through between 
l>ersons either or whom is under the age of eighteen years, without the con
sent required by sec. 15, in the case of a license, or where, without a similar 
consent in fact, such form of marriage has been oris gone through between 
such |K-rsons after a proclamation of their intention to intermarry, the Supreme 
Court, notwithstanding that a license or certificate was granted or that such 
proclamation was made and that the ceremony was performed by a person 
authorized by law to solemnize marriage shall have jurisdiction and |x>wer 
in an action brought by either party who was at the time of the ceremony 
under the age of eighteen years, to declare and adjudge that a valid marriage 
was not effected or entered into;
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“Provided that such jwrsons have not after the ceremony cohabited ami 
lived together as man and wife, and that the action is brought Indore the 
(wrson bringing it has attained the age of nineteen years.”

“(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the excepted eases mentioned 
in section 16 or apply where after the ceremony there has occurred that which 
if a valid marriage had taken place would have been a consummation thereof.”

“(3) The Supreme Court shall not Ik* bound to grant relief in the cases 
provided for by this section where carnal intercourse has taken place between 
the parties Indore the ceremony.”

The Divisional Court, in Peppialt v. Peppialt, held that the provision 
in sec. 15, that “the consent of the father, etc., shall l>e required,” meant 
“required by the issuer of the license," because by sec. 1!) it is sfiecified that 
an affidavit shall l>c made of the facts necessary to satisfy the issuer as to 
consent, and by see. 21 the issuer is eni|x>wered to refuse a license if he has 
personal knowledge that consent has not been given, or to “require further 
evidence." But surely it cannot reasonably l>e maintained that it is the 
failure of an issuer to require a consent, not the marriage of minors without 
consent, which is a violation of sec. 15. For instance, if a penalty by fine 
or imprisonment were provided for a breach of sec. 15, would it be imposed 
on the issuer for failure to require the consent, or on the minor for failure 
to procure it? Sec. 16 says “the issuer may refuse a license if lie has 
personal knowledge that the facts arc not as required in sec. 15.” Does 
that mean "if he has not required the consent," or “if the consent has n<d 
l>een given"? If the latter, is it not plain that sec. 15 means that the con
sent shall be necessary before a license is issued? Was sec. 15 enacted bv 
the legislature as a direction to tin* issuers of marriage licenses as to their 
liersonal duty, or as imposing a com lit ion upon minors to procure parental 
consent, or both? According to the interpretation by the Divisional Court, 
sec. 15 would be fully complied with if the issuer of licenses “required" 
a consent even if none were in fact given, the mere requisition woidd l»e 
sufficient without compliance; in fact, the judgment has made the section 
comparatively useless, for no penalty follows the infraction. Sec. 15 (2) 
says:—“No license shall lie issued without the pnxluetion of the consent," 
not “without the issuer requiring a consent.” If, then, a document pur- 
imrling to be a license is issued, without consent having lieen given, is it, 
in law, a license, or is it merely a “wrap of paper"f In Mather v. Ney, 
3 M. & 8. 265, it was held that a publication of banns by false names was 
no publication at all; may not a license given in violation of the Marriage 
Act be regarded as no license at all? Finally, sec. 36 says that if a marriage 
has been performed “without the consent required by Sec. 15," not “without 
a consent l>eing required,"the Supreme Court shall have jurisdiction to adjudge 
that a valid marriage was not effected. Does not this conclusively prove 
that consent is the thing made essential by sec. 15, not that the issuer of 
licenses shall require something to be done?

Is the Consent Essential?
If the consent prescribed by sec. 15 of the Marriage Act be not given 

before the ceremony, is the ceremony void ab initio, or voidable, and does 
sec. 36 impose a duty or confer a discretion on the Supreme Court? On 
behalf of the Attorney-General, it was submitted to the Divisional Court that, 
while the Marriage Act did not expressly enact that invalidity should result 
from a breach of sec. 15, discretion was conferred on the Court by sec. 36

Annotation.
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Annotation. :ts to u limited class of cases. To this Meredith, C.J.O., replies that if see. 
36 enabled the Court to declare the invalidity of all marriages in violation 
of see. 15, the argument that invalidity results would be stronger. It is 
difficult to assent to this line of reasoning, which amounts to this, that the 
power of the Court is less actual because it is limited to a specific class of 
cases. An exactly opposite contention would not be without force. To 
enact that all ceremonies of marriage of minors without the prescribed con
sent were invalid, no matter what the consequences had been, would surely 
require much more explicit language than to authorize a Court to say that 
marriage ceremonies not followed by cohabitation were null and void. It 
was careful dclilieration apparently which induced the legislature to confine 
the Court’s power to a limited class, with regard to the public conscience 
as to such matters, and to the sad results of more drastic legislation in Kngland 
which had been rc|M*alcd.

No notice would seem to have been taken of see. 35 of the Marriage Act 
by the Divisional Court in considering the meaning of the Marriage Act. 
That section reads as follows:—

“ Kvery marriage . . . between |iersons not under a legal disqualifica
tion shall, after three years from the time of the solemnization thereof . . . 
or upon the death of either party before the expiry of such time, be deemed 
a valid marriage . . . notwithstanding . . . any irregularity or 
insufficiency in the issue of the license.”

Does not the plain implication arise from these words that within the 
time named a marriage without a license properly procured shall be deemed 
invalid?

Nor did the Divisional Court have regard, apparently, to sub-sec. 3 of 
sec. 36, which provides:—

“The Supreme Court shall not lie bound to grant relief in the cases pro
vided for by this section where carnal intercourse has taken place between 
the parties before the ceremony.”

Surely it is inqiossible to escape the conclusion from these words, that 
where no such intercourse had occurred, the Supreme Court “is bound to 
grant the relief provided for”? The suggestion, for the Attorney-General, 
that sec. 36 clothes the Court with a merely discretionary power can hardly 
he acceded to. Within the defined circumstances, an obligation, not a dis
cretion, is imposed upon the Court. Where a Act says that a Court “may” 
do a certain thing for the general benefit, or for a class of |>ersons specifically 
pointed out, “words of |>ermission are obligatory” (Russell v. Russell, 1181)5] 
1*. 315; Rex v. Havering, ft B. A Aid. 691), and “the power ought to lie exer
cised” (Julia* v. Oxford), 5 App. Cas. 214).

Marriaoes are Not Void.
Finally, we suggest that marriages of minors in violation of sec. 15 of 

the Marriage Act are not void, that is to say, are not invalid as, of course, 
as in the ease of persons legally disqualified; but those which fall within the 
limitations set forth in see. 36 are voidable within three years, or before 
the death of one of the parties within that period, or if legal proceedings 
have lieen taken during that |ieriod to question the marriage.

They are not void because (1) the Act does not expressly make them so; 
(2) they cannot be questioned after a limited time; (3) they cannot lie 
declared null if the parties have had carnal intercourse before or cohabita
tion after the ceremony; .(4) they can only lie questioned by one of the
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parties. A limited portion of them are voidable because (1) with regard Annotation, 
to them J.he Supreme Court is bound to declare that they were not effected 
or entered into if they arc questioned by one of the parties to them within 
the prescribed period; and (2) because until the Supreme Court has made 
such a declaration they are good to all intents and purposes. The second 
proviso to see. 35, which provides that nothing shall make “valid” an other
wise invalid marriage if either of the parties have “contracted marriage 
according to law” within the time limited for questioning marriages, seems 
to imply that marriages in violation of the Marriage Act arc; invalid, but 
probably the correct interpretation of the proviso is, that the period of limita
tion prescrilxnl for questioning marriages does not apply if cither party has 
“contracted matrimony according to law” within it. In a declaration under 
sec. 30, the Supreme Court would probably declare the marriage void ab 
initia, as Ecclesiastical Courts in England do in reference to voidable mar
riages. If it be the right view that the Supreme Court has no jurisdiction 
inherently or under sec. 10 (5) of the Judicature Act to hear ami determine 
as to voidable marriages, it follows that sec. 30 of the Marriage Act confers 
the only jurisdiction the Court possesses to deal with violations of sec. 15, 
such as PeppiaU v. Pcppiuft presented. That may be the answer to the 
remark of Meredith, C.J.O., that the Court had under the Judicature Act 
the jurisdiction conferred by the Marriage Act, if tin* latter rendered invalid 
the marriages defined by sec. 30. Under the Judicature Act the Supreme 
Court may have |xnver as to void ceremonies, and under the Marriage Act 
as to ceremonies voidable under the Act.

Conclusions.
The following conclusions are suggested with deference:—
1. The Supreme Court of Ontario has jurisdiction inherently to declare 

the nullity of void ceremonies, and sec. 10(5) of the Judicature Act, 1914, 
authorizes such declarations of nullity even where no consequential relief 
is or could be claimed.

2. No Court in Ontario has inherent jurisdiction in relation to voidable 
marriages and consequently decrees as to them are not authorized by sec. 10(5) 
of the Judicature Act, 1914.

3. The legislature of Ontario has the constitutional |M»wer to confer juris
diction upon the Supreme Court of the province to hear and determine 
actions for declarations as to both void and voidable marriages; and, there
fore, the provisions of the Judicature Act and the Marriage Act, in this 
regard, are infra vire*.

4. The common law of England as to void and voidable marriages (except 
as to jurisdiction to hear actions in relation to,voidable marriages) is in 
force in Ontario, and, if jurisdiction were conferred by the legislature, the 
remedies pursued in England, as to voidable as well as to void marriages, 
could be applied here.

5. Section 15 of the Marriage Act docs not make the prescribed consent 
essential to a valid marriage of minors, but, by the combined effect of secs.
35 and 36 a limited class of ceremonies may, within a stated time, be declared 
non-effective, ab initio. Sections 35 and 36 are infra vires the legislature 
of Ontario.

These suggestions are made with deference. The subject is of great 
interest and very complicated. The very difficult question as to the con
stitutional powers of Parliament and legislature respectively ought to be set
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Annotation. ut rest by some pro|ier proceeding to teat it. The jurisdiction of the pro
vincial Courts should In* placed beyond dispute. It is not creditable that 
it should be possible to say with great show of reason, as a majority of Judges 
who have discussed the matter have said, that there is no existing jurisdiction 
in the Courts of Ontario to deal with any proceedings for nullity, no matter 
how sad the circumstances may Ik*.

N. 8. HARRIS v. MEYERS.
S. C. Xura Sent ut Supreme Court, (inihatu, C.J., and Ku*sell, Langley.

Harris and Chisholm, JJ. April 22, 1016.

Marriage (6 IV B—57) —Annulment- Versons under auk—False 
affidavit—Lack of parental consent.

Neither absence of the consent by parents required by statute nor 
a false affidavit by the husband, made to procure the license to marry, 
nor false statements by the parties to the celebrating clergyman, made 
to induce him to i>erform the ceremony, invalidate a marriage. The 
policy of the law is not to invalidate marriages beeause «if irregularities 
lending to them.

[Catterall v. Sim tman. 1 Hob. Kce. Hep. 304. The King v. Birmingham, 
H B. & C. 20, rcferml to, and see also reppiult v. Ceppiatt, 30D.L.H. l.|

Statement. Appeal from the judgment of Kitchio, E.J., Judge Ordinary 
of the Court for Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, dismissing 
plaintiff’s petition to have a marriage aimulled. Affirmed.

11*../. (VHearn, K.C., for apixdlant.
Graham, c.j (ÎRAHAM, C.J.:—The whole question is whether the marriage 

which was celebrated between the respondent and the daughter 
of the petitioner is void and to be set aside by the Court for 
Divorce and Matrimonial Causes. This is an appeal from that 
Court.

The girl was but 15 years of age when she went through the 
form of marriage. Her parents had not, as the statute requires 
in such a case, consented thereto, and knew nothing of it. More
over the respondent had included in his affidavit, in order to 
obtain the license, a falsi* statement that she was of the age of 
19 years, and that her father had consented to the proposed 
marriage. As a fact this affidavit was void, because it was 
tilled up by a clerk in the office of the issuer of licenses who did 
not administer any oath, but simply asked the respondent if the 
statements were true.

Before the clergyman (one already having refused to jierform 
the ceremony) there was deception. The respondent said that 
she was about 18, and at the ceremony she herself replied to the 
clergyman that she was 19 having previously been instructed by 
the respondent to misrepresent the age and conceal her real age, 
which she did by dressing to look older than she was. The
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intervention of the parents and bringing the child home prevented 
the consummation of the marriage, as the Judge has found. 
The marriage license itself contains this provision :

Provided always that by reason of any affinity, consanguinity, prior 
marriage, or any other lawful cause, there be no legal im|x‘diment in this 
behalf ; otherwise, if any fraud shall appear to have been committed at the 
time of granting this license, either bv false suggestions or Concealment of 
the truth, this license shall be null and void to all intents and pur|sises what 
soever. Acts of 11*07, eh. HO.

Hut the provision which sanctions that form is as follows: 
(The Solemnization of Marriage Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, eh. Ill,

Marriage licenses shall be under the hand and seal oi the Lieutenant- 
Governor, and may he in the form A. in the schedule hereto or to the like 
effect.

In my opinion the Im|>erial Statute, 20 Geo. II. ch. 33, 
sec. 11, G.B., Lord Hardwicke’s Act, could not he said to be now 
in force in this province. That statute expressly provided that 
for certain acts or omissions the marriage should he void. The 
legislature of Nova Scotia at its first session. 32 Geo. II. ch. 
17 (provincial)* passed an Act concerning marriage and divorce, 
and it contained a provision that no marriage was to be solemnized 
without license or banns under a penalty of £50 on the jierson 
officiating. And from time to time legislation on this subject 
has been passed by the provincial legislature. It has been fre
quently held that English statutes passed previously to the 
existence of our legislature cannot be held to be in force in this 
province after our legislature has passed somewhat similar pro
visions covering the subject. Our own statutes do not contain 
a provision that the breach of any of the provisions in force shall 
make a marriage void, but merely depend on other i»enalti<‘8 to 
secure obedience to them, but this seems to be necessary in order 
to nullify a marriage. Cattcrall v. Sweetman (1845), 1 Rob. 
Eccl. Rep. 304; The King v. Birmingham, 8 B. & C. 29.

Ixml Tcnterdcn in the latter case deals with the English 
provision passed after 26 Geo. IL, ch. 38, namely, 4 Geo. IV. c. 76, 
which contained these words:

And such consent is hereby required for the marriage of such party so 
under age.

And he says:
The language of this section is merely to require consent. It, does not 

proceed to make the marriage void if solemnized without consent.
Our statute, ch. Ill,sec. 11,simply provides that the “consent

N. 8.

8. C. 

Harkis

Graham, C.i.
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of the father” . . . “shall be obtained before a license for
such marriage is issued.”

I think this provision is no stronger than the English pro
vision which was before Lord Tenterden, (\J. As to the falsity 
in the affidavit, it is the Dominion Parliament which deals with 
that subject generally, and the penalty for such perjury is there 
presented. That, and that alone, must Ik* looked to and not a 
proceeding to have the marriage declared void.

The absence of a valid affidavit for obtaining the license docs 
not render the marriage invalid. It only provides that the 
]>erson applying for a license “shall make an affidavit containing 
the following particulars.” “Shall” is a strong word but, accord
ing to"the two cases cited, mort; is required in order to render 
a marriage void. Then, in this case, there is the jicculiarity that 
th<‘ marriage has never been consummated. Rut that is not 
material. In the Queen v. Millia, 8 E.R. 844. 10 Cl. & Fin. 534, 
at 822. Lord Denman says:—

The law of lliiglund, as I understand it (says bord Tenterden) was that 
Iht nrha de prœxenti followed by cohabitation, was ipsum malnmonium 
. . . The cohabitation is universally known to make no difference in this
matter, yet I do not think the word was introduced by inadvertence; I rather 
acerbe it to that caution which led him to reject no circumstance that tended 
in the smallest degree to countenance his decision in each particular case

In Hishop on Marriage and Divorce, s. 228, it is said:
The copula is in no part the marriage; it only serves to some extent 

as evidence thereof. A maxim of the civil law, equahv a'so of the ecclesias
tical, of the common, indeed of all law governing the subject is consensus 
non concuhitus jar it tnalrinionium Hence when parties capable of inter
marrying agree to present marriage the relation is made thereby complete 
ami what is sometimes called the consummation adds nothing to it.

The author cites Dnlrymple v. Dairy mple, 2 I bigg. Cons. 54; 
Lindo v. Melinario, 1 IIagg. Cons. 216, and Patrick v. Patrick, 3 
Phillimorc 466.

This brings me to the strong language from the license which 
I have already quoted. The difficulty about that is that there 
is no substantial enactment or provision in the Act anywhere 
providing as a penalty a dissolution of the marriage1. And in 
the license itself there is nothing imixising as a penalty a disso
lution of the marriage if any of these things happen. The fact 
that the license is to lx* null and void carries the matter no further 
whatever it means. It is an empty thrust against the marriage. 
Indeed, the use of that form of license is permissive, only. “May”
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is used and admits of variation, or the use of one to the like 8>
effect. I think that under the two eases first cited you must S. C.
have an express provision rendering the marriage void for any Harris
act or omission or the marriage cannot be declared void. This *’•Mkykrs.
is a good common law marriage. 2 Kent 87. There was a
clergyman. Queen v. MiMs, 10 CM. & Fin. 534 ; Beamish v.
Beamish, 9 H. of L. Cas. 274.

The appeal, therefore, must he dismissed, without costs, of 
course, as the respondent has not appeared. ItllNWlI, J. 

Chisholm, J.Russell, Longley and Chisholm, JJ., concurred.
Harris, J.:—I agree that the appeal must be dismissed, and Harrie'J- 

I have only a few words to add to what has been said by the Chief 
Justice.

The English statute, 4 Geo. IV. eh. 70, under which Bex v. 
Birmingham, 8 B.&C. 29,35, was decided, read : * ‘and such consent 
is hereby required for the marriage of such party so under age.”

(h. Ill, sec. 11, of the Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia reads:
I hi* consent . . . shall be obtained before a license for such marriage 
is issued.

( h. 148, sec. 15, of the R.S.O. reads:
The consent . . . shall be required before I lie license is issued.
The three statutes mean, in my opinion, practically the same 

thing, and the decision of Tenterden, C.J., in the Birmingham 
case is applicable to all of them.

The history of the legislation in England throws some light 
on the meaning of the statutes. Under eh. 33 of 29 Geo. II., 
sec. 11, it was provided that if consent was not first had and 
obtained, the marriage “shall be absolutely null and void, to all 
intents and purposes.” This provision is cited in the preamble 
of ch. 75 of 3 Geo. IV., and it is further stated in the preamble 
that “great evils and injustice have arisen from such provision.” 
Parliament then proceeded to repeal ch. 33 of 20 Geo. II., see.
11, and to enact other provisions which were later repealed by 
4 Geo. IV., and new provisions substituted. When in Ontario 
and Nova Scotia the legislatures came to deal with the question 
the stringent provisions of the old statute which Parliament had 
solemnly stated had been found to be productive of great evils 
and injustice were not adopted, but the words used were similar 
to those in the later English statutes under which the Birmingham 
case had been decided.
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In Itegina v. lioblin, 21 U.C.Q.B. 352, Hobinson, C.J., in 
delivering the judgment of the Court, after considering the 
Knglish Acts, at p. 358, said:

We think the want of consent of the father of the minor, ynder the 
circumstances stated, w:is, as we hax v already stated, a lawful cause to 
hinder tic marriage, for. if the fact had Ih-cii known, we must assume that 
the license would not have lieen issued, as it ought not to have l»cen by law, 
and so the marriage by license would not or should not have taken place, 
though if the license had issued, and the marriage had taken place, it would 
not have been void.

The policy of the law is evidently not to invalidate a marriage 
by reason of any irregularity or non-compliance with the pro
visions of the Act leading up to the issue of the license, and this 
applies to the raised as to the affidavit as well as the
want of consent in this case.

I agree, also, with the Chief Justice as to the words of the 
form of the license.

The enacting portion of the statute is clear and contains no 
provision making the license void for any fraud committed at 
the time of granting it. The words of Lord Penzance, in Dean 
v. (ircen, 8 P.I). 70 at 80, seem to me to be apt. He said:

Such being the effect of the enacting portions of the statute, it would 
be quite contrary to the recognised principles u|xm which Courts of law 
construe Acts of Parliament to enlarge the conditions of the enactment and 
thereby restrain its operation, by any reference to the words of a mere form 
given for convenience sake in a schedule, and still more so, when that res
tricted operation is not favourable to the liberty of the subject but the reverse.

Under the circumstances I do not think the words of the form 
of license can be given the effect of an enacting clause.

It is interesting to note that the Ontario Marriage Act, (R.S.O. 
1914, eh. 148, sec. 30 (3) ) has been amended by adding the fol
lowing section:

(1). Where a form of marriage has been or is gone through between 
persons either one of whom is under the age of 18 years without the consent, 
required by section 15, in the case of a license, or where, without a simi'ar 
consent in fact; such form of marriage has been, or so gone through, nCourt of 
Justice shall have jurisdiction and power rot withstanding that a license or 
certificate was granted, and that the ceremony was |>erformed by a person 
authorised by law to solemnize marriage, in an action brought, by either 
party who was at the time of the ceremony under the age of 18 years to declare 
and adjudge that a valid marriage was not effected or entered into. (2) 
Provided that such have not after the ceremony cohabited er lived together 
as man and wife, and that such action shall be brought before the person 
bringing it has attained the age of 19 years. . . . (4) The High Court
of Justice shall not be bound to grant relief in the cases provided for by this

83^9
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wectimi hIi-ti- rHrfla) illlwourw* liiu- t liken pluci- Ih*I wwn I hi- |*U1 ie> Ik-fun- N. 8. 
the ceremony. ^ ^

We huvc* no such statute in this province, and this Court 
cannot grant the relief asked for. Harkis

The appeal should, I think, be dismissed. Appeal dismissed. Mbykhs.

BRICKLES v. SNELL. |Mp
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, The Lord Chancellor. Viscount Hal- -----

da ne, Lord Atkinson, Lord Shaw and Lord Parmoor. July 25, 1910. p.
1. Specific performance (§ I K 1 -30)- Sale of land—Time as essence

OF CONTRACT.
Where time is expressly made the essence of an agreement for the sale 

of land, 8|>ccifie jierformance of it will not be decreed in favour of the 
purchaser who was in default.

(See Stecdman v. Drinklc (P.C.) 25 D.L.R. 420.]
2. Vendor and purchaser (§ I C—13)—Ability to convey—Mortgage

—Promise to discharge.
The fact that the vendor of property encumbered by an undischarged 

mortgage has not the legal power to eoni|>cl the mortgagee to discharge 
the mortgage before the time fixed for closing the sale does not affect his 
ability to convey the fee if it can be shewn that he had obtained a promise 
from the mortgagee to discharge the mortgage at the time of closing, and 
that promise has not in the meantime been revoked.

\Snell V. Hr,elles, 20 D.L.R. 200, 49Can. H.C.lt 300, reversed; 12 D.L.R.
753, 2SO.L.R. 35K, affirmed.]

Aitkal by special leave from a judgment of the Supreme Statement. 
Court of Canada, 20 D.L.R. 200, allowing, by a majority of 
three to two, an appeal from an unanimous judgment of five 
members of the Appellate Division of the Supreme (’ourt of 
Ontario, 12 D.L.R. 753, 28 O.L.U. 358, 40 Can. 8.C.R. 300, 
setting aside the judgment at the trial, 0 D.L.R. 840.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by
Lord Atkinson :—The action out of which the ap]>enl arises Lord Atkinwm. 

was brought by the respondent against Isaac Brickies, since 
deceased, claiming specific performance of an agreement dated 
February 20, 1012, entered into between the respondent and 
Brickies acting through one (1. W. Ormerod as his agent whereby 
Brickies agreed to sell and the respondent to purchase certain 
liarcels of land in the township of Scarborough and county of 
York in the Province of Ontario for the sum of $7,500 to be paid 
and secured, as follows: $500 as a deposit on entering into the 
agreement, $2,000 on the acceptance of the title and the delivery 
of the deed of conveyance, and the balance, $5,000, to 1m* secured 
by a mortgage executed by the respondent of the property pur
chased to “be drawn on the vendor’s solicitor’s usual form” 
containing the three clauses specified.
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This agreement contains several special clauses. It is only 
necessary to state the purport and effect of those hearing upon 
the questions upon which the appeal turns.

(1) The vendor was not bounel to furnish any abstract of 
title or, any title deed, or evidence of title1, exe-e-pt such as he might 
have had in his possessiem. (2) The1 pure-liaser was left to search 
the title at his own expense-, hael 10 elavs to examine it, anei if he 
eliel not object in writing within that pe*rie»el he1 was to be* ele-eme-el 
to have* aecepte-el the* title*. (3) If any valiel e»bje-e*tion was maele* 
to the- title- within that time the- ve-ndor was give-n a re-asemable- 
time to remove- it. (4) If the- purchaser should make ele-fault in 
e-omple-ting the pure-hase “in the- manner and at the time me-n- 
tioneel,” i.e., March 15, 1012, any money there-tofore paid on 
account might at the- option of the ve*nele»r be- retained by him as 
“liejuielate-d damages” anel the contrae-t, at his option, 1m; put 
an end to, the venelor be-ing entitle-el to re-se-11 the- lanels without 
reference to the- purchase-r. (5) Time- was maeie in all re-spe-e-ts 
strictly of the- e-sse-ne-e- e»f the cemtract.

The- purchaser's solie-itors, Me ssrs. Pre>uelfeH)t, Dune-an, Grant, 
anel Ske-ans, eliel not pre-pare the- ele-e-el of e-onve-yance, ne»r appar
ently eliel they claim or inte nel to ele> se>. The- ve-neior’s solicitors, 
Messrs. Du Ve-me-t & (o., took that matte-r in hanel, anel the 
purchaser and his solicite»™ appare-ntly acquiesced in that ar
rangement. On Fe-bruary 21, 1012, the- vendor’s se)licite>rs 
wrote te» the- se»lie-ite»rs of the* purchaser te» the- fe»lle»wing effe-e-t:—

Dear Sine,
Re Brie-klos to Snetll, lots 1 and 2, Plan 41-, Sc-arboro’ Township.
Wes unde-rstand that you are- acting for William 11. Snell, who is pur

chasing the above lands from our client, Isaac Brickies. Enclosed please 
find draft dex-d for approval.

On the- following elay the vendor’s solie-itors again wrote to 
the- purchaser's solicitors, e-nclosing a ce»rre-cteel ele-scriptiem of the- 
lanels te» be conveye*d, anel requesting them te» ele-tach the first 
page* of the- ce»py ele-e-el se-nt the- pre-vious elay, and te» re-place- it 
with the page* e-ncloseel. On Fe-bruary 27, the vendor’s solicitors 
se-nt to the- same firm a thirel letter to the- following e-ffect:—
I)e-ar Sirs,

Would you ple-ase- return draft deed herein approved, with your objec
tions to title, as our client will lx- in the office on .Saturday.

These-, however, were- not the only communications which 
passe-el between the two firms of se»licite»rs temching the e-arrying
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out of the* contract. Mr. Melville Grant was the memlwT of the 
firm of the respondent solicitors who had charge of the matter 
on lxlialf of his firm, and Mr. Ross the mendier of die other firm 
who had charge* of the* matter on lie half of the vendor.

Mr. Grant commenced to examine the vendor’s title on 
February 22, 1912, and had his examination practically com
pleted on the 29th of that month, when he received the last- 
mentioned letter, dated February 27, 1912. By tin* first week in 
March he had completed the searches, and was ready to accept 
the title. There remained, however, one matter to In* cleared up, 
in reference to which he spoke to Mr. Ross over the telephone on 
March 5, namely, the existence of an undischarged mortgage of 
the property sold. He then informed Mr. Ross that the title 
was satisfactory, hut that there was a mortgage which should 
he discharged. To this Mr. Ross replied that he would have it 
discliarged on closing. On March 12. rMr. Ross telephoned to 
him that the vein lor was in his -Mr. Ross's-—office; that March 
In was tin* day for closing, and asked him to return tin* draft 
deed. To this Mr. Grant replied that his firm were ready to 
close, that the only point they wanted cleared up was the question 
of the mortgage. Mr. Ross said he would have this done, and then 
Mr. Grant replied that he would return the draft deed.

On the next day, Wednesday, the 13th, he brought out tin- 
deed from, presumably, his safe or some such place for the pur
pose of returning it, when he found he had nolxxiy in his office 
to whom he could dictate the letter he intended to send with the 
deed. He, therefore, postponed tin- sending of it till the next 
day, Thursday, the 14th. He was. however, suddenly taken ill 
on that day, and was ill and unable to attend to the matter till 
Monday, the 18th. He then telephoned to Mr. Ross, stating his 
firm were ready to dost1 the matter and he would like to get it 
closed, and asking him if they could close. To which Mr. Ross 
repin'd that his client had been in with him awl that as the matter 
had not been closed on the loth, had refused to carry out the 
agreement. On March 18, the vendor’s solicitors wrote to the 
purchaser’s solicitor a letter in the terms following:
Dour Sirs,

lie Kale Hricklos to Snell, paris of lots 1 ami 2, plan 412, York.
The vendor called at our office to-day to ascertain whether this sale 

hud boon closet!, as the date for closing was the lôth instant. Wo had to 
inform him that wo had not hoard from you, that you hud not returned the

3—30 D.L.R.
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IMF. draft divd, nut put in any nhjwtiun* tn title. Under the agreement, "in
p q every respect time is to be strictly of the essence thereof." The vendor has
_I__now instructed us to write you informing you and your client that on account

Biunti.:-:* of your default he will not carry out the contract, and the same is now re- 
scinded.

There facta are all admitted. There is no controversy or 
Lord AtMiwm. (yBp(|^ alxuit them. From them it is clear that all parties con

cerned were anxious to carry opt the sale, and that the delay was 
due mainly, if not entirely, to the sudden and unexpected illness 
of Mr. Grant. It is quite true tliat he might, on Wednesday, 
the 13th, have himself written the letter he desired to send to the 
vendor's solicitors accompanying the deed, and not have post
poned matters till next day. And it may well l»e he would liave 
done so if he had apprehended his illness. If that he a fault it 
is certainly a trivial one; but, even so, the vendor is still entitled 
to stand upon “the letter of his Ixmd.” The writ was issued 
by the purchaser on April 23, 1912. The only specific relief it 
claims is specific performance of the agreement of February 20, 
1912. There is a claim for such further relief as the nature of 
of the case* may require, but that can only mean such further 
relief as is ancillary to t he main specific relief claimed.

It is, their Ixirdships think, very unfortunate that a claim in 
the alternative was not inserted for a return of the dojxisit of 
1500, or that, if not originally claimed, lilx*rty should not have 
been asked to amend the pleadings by inserting such a claim, so 
that there might liave lx*en a complete adjudication on all matters 
in dispute between the parties, and all further litigation have 
been prevented. That, however, has not been done, and their 
Ixirdships therefore can only ileal with the issues raised by the 
pleadings as they stand. The trial .bulge held that the purchaser, 
the plaintiff, was not in default so as to entitle the defendant, 
the vendor, to rely ujxm the clause as to time Ix-ing the essence 
of the contract, and granted a decree for six>cific performances. 
The Supreme Court of Ontario set aside this decree, and ordered 
and adjudged that the action should be dismissed. The Supreme 
Court of Canada, the Chief Justice, and Anglin, J., dissenting, 
reversal this decision, and ordered that the judgment of the trial 
Judge should lx* restored.

Davii-s and Duff, JJ., expressly held that the case was governed 
by the decision of this Hoard in the case of Kilmrr v. B.C. Orchard 
Lauds, [ 19131 A.C. 319, 10 D.L.R. 172, and Brodeur, J., concurred
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with them. The Court liad not, of course, the advantage of 
having before it the judgment of this Board, in the more recent 
case of Stecdman v. Drinkle and Another, delivered on the ‘21st 
December, 1915, (1916] AX’. 275, 25 D.L.R. 420, in which the 
former case was explained and it was ]>ointcd out tliat in it their 
Lordship» must luive been of opinion that the stipulation as to 
time being of the essence of the contract did not apply as the 
facts stood, siiu‘e the defendant company had themselves agreed 
to extend l>eyond the day fixed the time for the payment of the 
instalment of the purchase-money, the non-payment of which by 
Kilmer they rein'd upon as entitling them to enforce the for
feiture.

This was the feature which distinguished tluit case from 
the later case of Steedman v. Drinkle and Another. In the latter, 
the purciiaser made default in the payment of an instalment, of 
the purchase-money. The vendor did not give any further time 
for the payment of it; on tin1 contrary, he took advantage of the 
default immediately and cancelled the agreement. The Board 
decided tliat as time was expressly math* the essence of the con
tract, specific performance of it could not Ik* decreed in favour 
of the purciiaser who was in default ; but held that the forfeiture 
of the money i>aid under the contract was a js'iialty from which 
relief might lie granted on projicr terms. Faced with these 
difficulties, Mr. Tilley, counsel for the rcs|xmdent, abandoned the 
grounds upon which the decision np]>cnlcd from was based by 
the Supreme Court, but stoutly contended that the vendor was 
not entitled to treat the purchaser's omission to close the transac
tion on March 15, 1912, as a default giving him, the vendor, the 
right to rescind, as the latter was not at that time ready (t\e., able) 
and willing to convey to the purchaser the fee of the property 
sold, inasmuch, as, first, he Itad not liefore that <lav paid off and 
discliargixl the then existing mortgage on tin» land, and procurai 
the legal estate in the lands to lie revested in him; and, second, 
ns the vendor’s solicitors' form of mortgage luid never lM*cn 
delivered or tendered to the purchaser to enable his own solicitons 
to prepare the mortgage deed, by which the balance of the pur- 
eliase-money was to lie secured to the vendor.

Counsel was, having regard to the terms of the fifth para
graph of the plaintiff's reply and joinder of issue, quite entitled 
to raise these points. The second is easily answered. It was
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the duty of the intended mortgagor, the respondent, to have the 
mortgage deed prepared. Neither he nor his solicitors ever 
asked the vendor or his solicitors to furnish him or them with the 
form prescribed. It was the business of the purchaser or his 
solicitors to procure it, and neither the vendor nor his solicitors 
were in any default in having omitted to furnish this form unasked. 
The first point is the more substantial. The mortgage to be dis
charged bon* date November 1, 1901. It was made by Isaac 
Brickies to one Lucy Male, a married woman, wife of one George 
Male, to secure the repayment of a sum (not si>cciticd in the case) 
by instalments of $100 each on No verni >er 1, in every year until 
the entire debt with interest at 5% was paid. In the spring of 
1912 something over the trifling sum of $200 remained due on this 
mortgage. The entire sum due about November 1, 1912, for 
principal and interest was $300, which was then paid in full, »nd 
a discharge signed by the mortgagee. The hearing did not take 
place till November 26 following. The vendor was at that 
date undoubtedly ready, i.e., able, to convey the interest pur
chased. It is quite true the vendor had not on or before March 
15 any legal power to compel Mrs. Male to accept against her 
will the unpaid balance of the mortgage debt with the interest 
thereon, so as to vest in himself the interest in the lands he had 
contracted to sell, but a written statement, signed by her husband, 
George Male, dated in the month of November, 1912, and an 
affidavit of the same date made by his wife, were, by consent, 
received in evidence at the trial as proof of the facts stated in 
them. From the first it appeared that Brickies about the time 
tin* sale was contemplated told George Male that he was about 
to sell these lands, and asked Male if he would consent to receive 
the mortgage money; he replied in the affirmative and after
wards informed his wife of the offer, and she was satisfied.

Mrs. Male in her affidavit stated that she was prepared at 
any time, upon payment of the principal, and interest due under 
the mortgage, to execute a discharge therefor in favour of Isaac 
Brickies; and that had she been called upon on or before March 
15, 1912, to do so would have done so. It is to be borne in mind 
that on March 5, Mr. Ross informed Mr. Grant over the tele
phone that he, Ross, would have “a discharge of this mortgage 
on closing.” Mr. Grant did not suggest that this would be too 
late. On the contrary, he apparently acquiesced in the arrtuige-
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ment. That assurance was repeated l>y Mr. Ross on Mardi 12, 
1912. And again, no objection was made to it by Mr. ( Irant.

A very simple procedure for the discharge of mortgages and 
the revesting in the mortgagor of his former estate in the property 
mortgaged is provided by secs. 62 and 67 of the Registry of Deeds 
Act (R.S.O. 1914, ch. 124). A form of document called a dis
charge has merely to be filled up and authenticated in the manner 
prescribed. On this being duly registered the mortgage1 debt is 
discharged, and the legal estate revested in the mortgagor.

Their Lordships are clearly of the opinion that the vendor 
was not bound to have* the mortgage1 elischargeel, and the» legal 
estate revested in him before* March 15, 1912. It woulel have 
bee*n quite sufficient to have had these things done immediately 
before the closing of the transaction on that elav, and so the 
solicitors for the parties obviously understood anel inte*nde*el. Mr. 
Tille*y, however, urge*d that e*ve*n theiugh the* elocuments admitted 
should lie* taken as satisfactory proof that Male* anel his wife 
hael consented before that elate* te> the* elischarge* of the* mortgage, 
the*y might at any menm*nt up to the signing of the discharge* have 
changed their minels and re‘fuse*d to sign it, anel as Rriekle-s e*e>uld 
not have compelled them not thus to change* the*ir minels he was 
not in point of law re*aely on March 15 te> complete. No reason 
was sugge*ste*ei why the*y shoulel change* the*ir minds. In fact they 
apparently had not deme se>, as the*v we*re paid off in full before 
November 1, 1912. The*re was no evidence give*n to suggest 
that they ever e*e)iite*mplateel such a change*; and, the question is, 
must it be* held, in the absence of such evidence, that the ve*nelor 
was elisable-el freun e*emve*ying the* inte*re*st sold, owing te> the* bare* 
inability that a contingent and imprenable* e*ve*nt might con
ceivably eiccur? No authority was cite»d which went to such a 
length as that.

In the case of lie Head's Trustees and Macdonald, 45 Ch. 1)., 
310, a te*stator, after giving to his wife a life* e*state in his re*al 
anel personal e-state authorised, but eliel not elire*ct his truste*es 
to pay his de*bts, and elid not charge* his real estate* with the 
payme*nt e>f his debts so that the trustees had not, during the* life
time* of the* widow, any ]»owe*r to sell the re*al estate*, but he* eliel 
empower the*m to sell the real estate after he*r de*ath anel divide 
the* procoeels ununigst his chilelren. The trustee's entered into a
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contract to sell some portion of the real estate, the contract to 
be completed on January 24, 1890. On that day the vendors 
had not obtained the concurrence of the beneficiaries, and the 
purchaser repudiated the contract and asked for a return of the 
deposit. On January 29, the solicitor for the vendors wrote to 
say that he could make a good title with the concurrence of the 
beneficiaries which the vendors would procun1, and Fry and 
Lopes, L.JJ., certainly seem to have endorsed the opinion that if 
the vendors had at once, when the objection to the title was made, 
offered the concurrence of the beneficiaries, shown that they could 
and would concur, and gave an opportunity of investigating their 
title the trustees might have forced the purchaser to take* the 
title. In argument in that case it was urged on behalf of the pur
chaser, on the familiar authority of Forrer v. Nash, 35 Beav. 1(>7, 
that the vendors not having been able to convey, nor to force the 
concurrence of the beneficiaries, the purchaser was not bound to 
wait to see whether that concurrence could be obtained, but 
Fry, L.J., at p. 317, said:—

Objection having been taken to the title, the vendors said that 
they would have to obtain the concurrence of the beneficiaries. Now if that 
had been done at an early stage of the proceedings, and if the trustees had 
been able to shew that the beneficiaries did in fact consent to join, and an 
opportunity had been given of investigating their title, and it had been shown 
that they would concur in a reasonable time, it is by no means dear to me 
that the vendors might not have enforced their contract. It is not neces
sary to decide that point.

In the present cast* the purchaser’s solicitors knew of the 
existence, and presumably of the nature, of this mortgage, they 
apparently satisfied themselves as to that. They never made 
any requisition as to proof of the mortgagee's title. They merely 
required that the mortgage should be discharged. It could only 
be discharged with the consent of the mortgagee or her assigns. 
He was assured it would be discharged. The vendor had obtained 
the legal power and authority to discharge it. There is no 
suggestion that that power and authority, if unrevoked, would 
not be sufficient, the only infirmity about it was that it was 
revocable at the option of those who conferred it. This ease 
seems a much stronger one in favour of the vendor’s ability to 
convey than that of Re Head's Trustees.

In Esdaile v. Stephenson, ti Madd. 300, the master reported 
that the vendor could make a good title if a widow would release
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her jointure, which was secured by a term. The vendor under- 
took by parole before the master to procure her to release1 it. I*. C. 
This was held to be insufficient. Rut t hat case* is quite distinguish- Uiuckleh 
able* from this. The widow was not shown to have ever given *'• 
her consent to rele*ase* her jointure*. The rcs]xmdent cite*d several — 
authorities, amongst others the* following: Brewer v. Broadwood, M ’
22 ( *h. D. 105. In that e*ase* the purchaser had Ixmght an agree*- 
ment for a lease. He* repudiated on the ground that the* agree
ment was voidable* at the* will of the le*sse>r unless certain works 
were completed on the* land within a certain time*; the work had 
not been e*e>mple*t«*<l within the* time*, and the agreement was there
fore voidable, but on the* day on which the contra<*t was re*- 
pueliate*el the lesser consented, in ease* certain rent was paid up 
within a week, to extend the* time* for finishing the* incomplete^ 
work to over 7 months. Here the* purchaser lx>ught a valid agré
ment fer a lease*. The vendor had never that to sell. He* had 
only a voidable* lease to sell. The* rent stipulated for was never 
paid, the condition on which further time* was given was newer 
performed. The purchaser was held to have been entitled to 
repudiate. That case* does not establish that a consent to a 
certain thing which, if unrevoked, would validate* a vendor’s 
title, is ineffectual for that purpose if, though unrevoke <1 in fact, 
it is re vocable in character.

In Bellamy v. Debenham, [1891] 1 Ch. 412, the plaintiff sold a 
house but on copyhold lanel, subsequently enfranchised, the 
mines, etc., being reserverl to the I xml of the* Manor, and never 
vested in the* vendor. On the* purchaser discovering that the* 
vendor was not entitled to the* mines he* répudiâte*<l Ix-lem* tin* 
day fixeel fe>r completion, June 24, 1889. He ]x*rsiste*d in that, and 
though the vendor before* that elate began to negotiate for the 
purchase of the mines, he* did not till after action brought and long 
after June 24, 1889, acquire* the* mines. It was held that the 
vendor wat not entitles! either to a decree for specific performance 
or for elamage*s. The case* of Sprague v. Booth, [1909] AX’. 570, 
elex's mit apply to the present case.

These authorities elo not, in their Lordships’ eipinion, support 
the respondent’s contention on this point. The»y think he* has 
failed to show that the vendor was not, in fact, on March 15, 
reaely, i.e., able, to convey the* property purchased. They think 
therefore, em the whole*, that the* appe*al succeeds, that the* decree
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IMP. . apj^aliHl from was erroneous ami should lx* reversed, and the 
P. C. decree (if the Supreme Court of Ontario (12 D.L.R. 753), dated

Brivklkh March IS, 1913, restored. And they will humbly advise His
v- Majesty accordingly. The respondent_must pay the costs here

and in the Supreme Court of Canada.!* W % Appeal allowed.
Lord Atkinson.

GAGNON v. BELANGER.(AN.
Su/ire me Court * '* * 11 ' * '* ' ''ivies, Idiugtun,

imp. Atigim arm nroaeur.
VkNIKIH A\l> IM KCHAHER I $11 :U)I CONVEYANCE À DHOIT IfK RÉMÉRÉ

Delay in hki»kmi»tu»n Extension.
Upon a failure It» exercise within the slipulaletl |ieri<sl, or extension 

thereof, the right to redeem hinds conveyed droit de réméré, as security 
for a loan, the purchaser lM*eomes absolute owner, after the time limited 
for redemption and the Courts of Quelwc have no |iower to grant relief 
by extending the time for redemption; the purchaser's letter, after the 
expiration of the redemption |»eriod, demanding payment of the loan 
before a certain date, does not operate oh an extension of the right.

[Arts. 1Ô49-ÔO. 224K. C.C. Que., applied.|

Statement. Appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court, sitting in
review, at Quebec, affirming the judgment of Letellier, J.. in the 
Superior Court, District of Rolierval, maintaining the plaintiff’s 
action with costs. Mignault, one of the defendants, as security 
for the re-payment of a loan, executed a deed of sale of his lar 
to the plaintiff’s vendor reserving to himself the right to redee « 
the lands so sold within a specified time. He did not do so and. 
after the time fixed for redemption had expired, tin- agent of the 
purchaser à réméré wrote a letter to Mignault demanding payment 
of the sum loaned before a date mentioned and notifying him that, 
unless it was paid within that time, the rights of the purchaser 
under the deed would In- exercised. Owing to mistakes in trans
mission of the money through the mails, the payment was not 
made until after the date mentioned in the letter, when, as the 
property had l>een sold to the plaintiff in the meantime, the 
money forwarded in payment was refused and returned to Mig
nault. Sometime prior to the expiration of the time for redemp
tion, Mignault had made a donation of the lands in question to 
Octave Gagnon, one of the defendants, and granted a right of 
passage over the lands to the other defendant. The plaintiff, 
having registered the deed conveying the lands to him, brought 
action, au /tétitoire, to recover the lands against Mignault and the 
two other defendants, now appellants. Mignault, appearing 
separately, tiled a defence to the action offering to pay the amount
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due on the loan but did not do so nor deposit the money in Court 
and, finally, he suffered judgment to he rendered against him 
ex parte. The other defendants filed a joint defence to the action 
and brought the amount due into Court , asking for special relief 
in the circumstances.

Helcourt. K.C., and Chevrier, for appellants.
A. Lemieux, K.C., ami Arthur Bélanger, for respondent.
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—In this caw» the plaintiff, now respondent, 

claims to be the owner of a lot of land in possession of the defendant 
Mignault who is not a party to this appeal. The questions to 
be determined are:

(a) Whether the transactions which passed between the 
plaintiff's auteur, Dame Marthe Bourgard, and her agent Turcotte 
on the one hand, and the defendant Mignault on tin* other, are 
such as to prevent plaintiff from asserting his title as owner to 
the land:

ib) Whether by reason of the course of the proceedings in the 
Courts below' the present appellants are precluded from asserting 
their claim to what, in a legal system different from that which 
prevails in the Province of Quebec, would be called equitable relief.

I state- the questions thus broadly so as to include a new and 
interesting point raised by Brodeur, J., and which apparently 
did not occur to any of the counsel in the case. It is not referred 
to in the fact urns, was not mentioned at the- argument here and 
passed unnoticed in Inrth Courts below'. Assuming that it is 
properly before us. I will endeavour to deal with this new point 
when in the examination of the evidence I reach the letter out of 
which it arises.

The issues raised by the pleadings and decided in both Courts 
below offer very little difficulty. We are all, I Ixdieve, agreed 
that, by reason of Mignault*s failure to exercise his right of 
redemption within the stipulated period, the title to the land 
vested in Miss Bourgard.

The only real difficulty arises out of the letter subsequently 
written by Notary Turcotte to Mignault. To appreciate the 
bearing of that letter it will be necessary to consider all the facts 
as they appear on the record.

On October 0, 1008, by deed passed liefore Turcotte, N.P., 
the defendant Mignault sold to Dame Marthe Bourgard a plot
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of land described ax lot No. 49 B., 6th range of the cadastre of the 
township of Normandin. The sale was made subject to a right 
of redemption exercisable within 5 years and purports to convey 
liiou* le* droit*, intérêt*, titre* et prétention* et améliorations” tliat 
the vendor had in the lot descrilxxl. All payments under the deed 
were to Ik- made at the domicile of the purchaser at St. «Michel de 
Belleehasse, many miles distant from the residence of the vendor 
who remained in possession of the property sold, ami for the con
venience of lx»lh parties it was agreed tluit the notary would be 
autlionised to receive all the )>ayinents which the ditnl called for. 
The right of mlemption was not exercised within the delay, which 
expired Octolxr 9, 1913, and, thereupon, Miss Bourgard remained 
alwolutc owner of the property (art. 1550 C.C.). We are all, 
1 understand, agreed tluit the stipulated term in a deed like the 
one under consideration must be strictly olmerved and that it is 
not within the power of the Court to extend it. (Arts. 1549 and 
2248 C.C.)

On November 8, 1913, Turcotte wrote Mignault to say tluit 
his client wanted her money ami that, if not paid liefore the 
twentieth of that month, she would Ik* obliged to sell her interest 
in the property. Not having received an answer to this letter, 
Miss Bourgard on December 11, 1913, sold the property to the 
plaintiff, respondent, who brought this petitory action in April, 
1914, against Mignault and the two appellants, Octave and Abel 
Gagnon. The latter were brought into the cast1 as donees of the 
pro|x*rty by deed from Mignault passed September 4, 1911.

Mignault apix>aml in the action separately, moved for par
ticulars as to the circumstances under which the property was 
acquired by the plaintiff—and then gave notice of his intention 
to refund the amount received by him when the salt* “d réméré" 
was made with interest and costs (sauf à parfaire). This notice 
was filed on June 6, 1914. Apparently the offer was not acted 
uixm; no money was tendered or deposited in Court. On June 
12, 1914, the ease, on the issue with Mignault, was inscrilx>d for 
proof and hearing on the merits ex /tarte. And judgment was 
rendered declaring that Mignault had forfeited his right to n*- 
purchase and that plaintiff was absolute owner of the property. 
From that judgment there has been no appeal. Much inqxtrtance 
was attached, I think rightly, in lx>th Courts lx?lowr to that judg
ment in its bearing U)xm the issue with the appellants.
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In November, 1914, the appellants filed their joint plea 
alleging that the “ vente à réméré1' was merely a disguised loan, 
that the property was really worth over $1,100 and that within 
the stipulated period (November 13, 1913), the amount due in 
eapit and interest was sent by registered mail to Tureotte who 
in the interval had removed from St. Cyrille de Normandin to 
Quebec, but being improperly addressed the letter did not reach 
its destination and was returned, after December 20. 11/13, by the 
Imst office authorities to the sender, Mignault, who again for
warded the money to Tureotte at his right address; that the latter 
improperly refused to accept the money on the ground that the 
delay had expired; and the defendants, Gagnon, brought the 
amount due into Court with their pleadings.

On these issues the parties went to trial, and the facts as 
alleged were either admitted or proved by oral and documentary 
evidence. The trial Judge maint aim'd the action on the ground 
that the right of redemption not having been exercised within 
the stipulated delay the deed of sale to Miss Bourgard became 
absolute, and, consequently, the deed of donation by Mignault 
to appellants was without effect. He also held that the ex parte 
judgment against Mignault was a complete bar to any rights 
which the appellants might have acquired under the deed. This 
judgment was confirmed on appeal to the Court of Review.

This is undoubtedly a hard case. The projierty is apparently 
worth more than the amount paid for it and the evident intention 
of the parties was that the title in the pro]>erty should return to 
the seller when he had paid his debt. The position is made more 
difficult by the bond fide attempt of Mignault to honestly fulfil 
his obligations frustrated by the unfortunate mistake made by 
the i>ostmaster in addressing his letter to Tureotte, a mistake 
which is easily understood when we take into account the illiteracy 
and lack of familiarity with affairs of men in their position. 
Mignault, however, when notified by the notary that his second 
letter arrived too late, took no steps to assert his rights alleging 
the circumstances under which he had failed to meet his obliga
tions. Had he done so, it is conceivable that, notwithstanding 
the very stringent provisions of the Code, some measure of relief 
might have been given him. But, as the Judges below point out, 
he remained silent until towards the end of April, 1914, when the 
res|K)ndent brought this suit and then he was content to serve
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thv notice to which 1 referred without giving effect to his alleged 
intention to. refund the purchase; price and he did not bring the 
money into Court. He allowed judgment ordering him to give 
up the property to go against him ex parte and no attempt has 
been made to have that judgment set aside. It is therefore 
chose jugée as to him. The appellants are in no better position 
than Mignault. By their deed of donation, made subsequent 
to the sale to Miss Bourgard, they acquired Mignault’s rights, 
such as they were at that time, and they could in law acquire 
nothing more {Sirois v. Carrier, 13 Que K.B. 242; Let'asseur v. 
Pelletier, 40 Que. S.(\'490; Menard v. Guibord, 31 Que. S.C. 484). 
When the delay expired Mignault lost his rights and appellants’ 
title derived from Mignault must have the same fate.

In these circumstances I agree entirely in the conclusion 
reached by the Judges of both Courts below. It is imjiossihle 
to give appellants any relief. Upon its true construction the deed 
by Mignault to Bourgard must be held to operate as an absolute 
sale to which was attached a conditional right of re-purchase to 
be exercised within a fixed delay which, as 1 have already said, 
th<‘ Court has no i>owor to extend, Shaw v. Jeffery, 13 Moo. P.C. 
432.

Laurent with his usual lucidity of thought and expression

Duns notre droit moderne les Juge» ne |>euvent déroger aux conventions 
des parties; c'est une loi |>our eux comme |M>ur les contractants.

The whole subject is discussed in Sahas v. Vassal, 27 Can. 
8.C.R. 08, approved of in Queen v. Montminy, 29 Can. 8. .It. 
484, at 490.

Here Brodeur, J., raises, as l have already said, an interesting 
and difficult question as to the effect of the letter written by 
Turcotte on November 13, 1913, which reads as follows:— 
Monsieur Romuald Mignault. Cultivateur,

Normandin,
Cher Monsieur:—

Un arrivant de Normandin. j'ai trouvé ici une lettre de la personne 
qui vous a prêté les par mon entremise, qui m’informe qu'elle a absolu
ment besoin de son argent. Si mus ne pouvez pus le lui rembourser, elle sera 
forcée île rendre ses droits.

Or comme vous le savez, c'est un acte à réméré que vous avez, et il 
serait fort embêtant |>our vous que eelà toml>ernit A «les |>crsonncs «pii aim
eraient à faire «le la misère, car le tout est «lû «lepuis le 20 octobre «lernier.

JVsjiérais |M)uvoir vous rencontrer A mon voyage à N«irmandin, mais je
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n’ai pu vous voir. On m'a dit que vous n’éticz pas il l'église. quand jo me 
suis informé'* de vous.

Dans tous les cas, jo compte que vous y verrez d’hui A une dizaine de 
jours, car passé le vingt novembre ce sera t rop tard.

Votre bien dévoué, J. S. N. Turcotte.
At the date of this letter Mignault was in default and Miss 

Bourgard was the indisputable owner of the property. She was 
free to do with it as she chose. This letter must be read with 
the following admission made by the parties at the trial:—

Les parties admettent que le notaire Turcotte qui a agi comme notaire 
sur la vente à réméré consentie par le défendeur Mignault en faveur de 
Mademoiselle Bourgard était autorisé à donner un délai jusqu'au vingt (20) 
de novembre mil neuf cent treize (1918), futur retrain' la propriété et autorisé 
à recevoir l'argent pour Mademoiselle Beauregard, et que Vautorisai ion |x*ur 
prolonger le délai était donné par Mademoiselle Beauregard.

Taken together, it seems to me the letter and the admission 
evidence* an intention on the part of Miss Bourgard not to insist 
upon enforcing her strict rights under the deed of sale if the vendor 
would pay the amount of the purchase price of the property on or 
before November 20, 1013, or, in other words, the purchaser agrees 
to extend until that date the period within which the right of 
redemption may be exercised by the vendor. That is the construc
tion put upon the letter at the time by both parties. Mignault 
says, when examined as a witness, tliat immediately on its receipt 
he went to the bank, drew out his money and sent the amount he 
owed by post-office order to Turcotte.

In their plea to the action of revendication of the property, 
the present appellants say :—

Que le ou vers le 8 novembre 1913, le notaire Turcotte, agent de Delle. 
Bourgard. avertit le défendeur Mignault que le délai pour le réméré était 
prolongé jusqu'au vingt novembre, 1918.

In the suit as brought the plaintiff's demand is in revendication 
of the property and Mignault, to whom Turcotte’s letter is ad
dressed, declares his intention to refund the money but without 
giving effect to his good intention. He does not invoke the letter 
or allege that he acquired under it any rights to the property or 
that it in any way changed the |K>si1ion except with respect to 
the delay within which he might exercise his right of redemption. 
My brother Brodeur refers to Troplong, Vente (at p. 220, post), 
where it is said that the legal effect of such a letter would be 
equivalent to A promise of sale of the* property to Mignault. 
The same opinion is expressed by other writers collected in 
Guillouard, “Traité de la Vente,” vol. 2, pp. 100 and 191, art. 054.
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It will be found, however, on reference to the text writers that 
8. C. they are not in accord. I would draw special attention to this

Gagnon very significant sentence in Beaudry “ Vente," No. 1630, p. 541 :—
Belanger Du moi tin la prolongation convent ionvllc du terme ne pourrait porter

___ aucune atteinte aux droits des tiers qui auraient acquis de l’acheteur.
Fitspetrick, C.J.

It would seem that all the authors are preoccupied with the fear 
that the rights acquired by third parties in the interval between 
the expiration of the stipulated term and the date of the document 
granting the extension may be prejudiced. But assuming that 
Troplong’s theory is accepted and that at the expiration of the 
period there can be no extension of the right of redemption, and 
that the new agreement is to be considered as equivalent to a 
promise of sale, I cannot, even in that view, see how it is possible 
to give the apjxdlants any relief for two reasons which seem to 
me unanaswerable.

At the time the letter in question was written the stipulated 
delay had expired and Miss Bourgard had Ixnome absolute owner 
of the property and, as a necessary consequence, any rights 
acquired by the appellants under the deed of donation from 
Mignault lapsed. The* most that can lx* said is that the letter 
operated as a promise to sell the projx*rty to Mignault on con
dition that he should take advantage of the offer before November 
20. 1013, which he failed to do (Pothier, “ Vente,” No. 480; vide 
Fournier, ,!., in (irange v. McLennan, 9 Can. S.C.R. 385, at 393 
et xeq., referring to Dorion, C.J., in the Court lx*low. Refer also 
to Troplong, at p. 394). Further, when this suit was brought, 
instead of taking advantage of the new op]x>rtunity afforded him 
to redeem his property or to assert his right under the prmimed 
promise of sale, Mignault was content to give the notice above 
referred to and allowed judgment to go against him by default. 
This judgment, as held by the Court of Review, disposes of any 
right Mignault had in the pro]x»rty, and, as I have already said, 
appellants’ title is derived from, and is dependent on, that of 

' their auteur Mignault.
The second objection which, as at present advised, seems to 

me absolutely unanswerable, is that the resixmdent having 
bought the property from Miss Bourgard who was, at the time, 
absolute owner, his registered title cannot lx* affected by the 
unregistered promise of sale given to Mignault. There is nothing
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in the evidence to shew—and it is not suggested—that respondent ___*
had any knowledge of the Turcotte letter. 8. C.

I have gone into this at some length l>ecause this undoubtedly Gagnon 

is a very hard case and hard cases have a tendency to make bad yELA^ril6R 
law. Our duty, of course, is to do justice, but “according to ----
, ,, Fitspetrick CJ.
law.”

I am disposed also to think that this new point should not be 
considered now. The attention of counsel has not been directed 
to it and we are not, on this record, in a position to do justice to 
all the parties and to the Courts below. Vide The “Tasmania,”
15 App. Cas. 223, per Lord Herschell at 225; Browne v. Dunn,
6 It. 67, at 75; Dufresne v. Desforges, 47 Can. S.C.lt. 382; Con
necticut Fire Ins. Co. v. Kavanagh, [1892] A.C. 473; Cleveland v.
Chanbliss, 64 (la. 352.

Another question was raised on this appeal which does not 
seem to liavc l>een brought to the attention of the Courts below 
although I find it mentioned in the factums in review. It is said, 
as far as I can understand the faetH, that the lot of land could 
not be sold by Mignault without the consent of his wife. In fact, 
there is nothing to shew' that in October, 1908, Mignault was 
married. He does say, when examined as a witness (in 1914), 
that he was married for a second time, and it also appears in the 
deeds to appellants that he was married in 1911, but this record 
is silent as to his status in 1908.

Further it is impossible for me to understand this point by 
reference to 6 Edw. VII.. eh. 21, sec. 1. (Que.) That section 
reads :—

I. Art. 1744 of the Revised Statutes, as enacted hv the Act 60 Viet., 
ch. 27, see. 1. is amended by adding thereto the following clause:

The owner of the homestead may, however, under the same conditions 
and upon ibserving the same formalities as for its alienation, hy|>otherato 
it and thereby render it subject to seizure and sale.

Then 60 Viet., ch. 27, see. 1, reads as follows:—
1. Arts. 1743. 1744 and 1745 of the Revised Statutes are replaced by the 

following:
1743.—No public lands, granted to a bond fuie settler by instruments 

in the form of location tickets, licenses of occupation, or certificates of sale 
or other titles of a imilar nature or to the same effect, in virtue of chapter 
sixth of title fourth of these Revised Statutes, resjiecting the Department 
of Crown Lands and the matters connected therewith, and according to the 
orders-in-council and reji dations passed in virtue of the said chapter, shall, 
so long as letters-patent are not issued therefor, lie pledged or hy|>othecnted 
by judgment or otherwise, or be liable to seizure or execution for any debt
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whatsoever, except fur the price of such hinds, nor run the buildings, construc
tions and improvements thereon, including the mills which the settler makes 
use of for his own proper service, notwithstanding articles lilNO and V.INl of 
the Civil Code, and arte. 553 and 664 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

1711. —livery settler upon public lands in the province, who has received 
letters-patent for such land, shall hold such land, provided it dors not exceed 
200 acres in extent, and if it doe* so, then 200 acres them if, together with 
the buildings, constructions and improvements thereon, including the mills 
employed of bv such settler for his own use as a “homestead."

No Hindi homestead shall, <luring the life of the original grantee, 
of his widow and of his, her or their children and descendants, 
in the direct line, 1m* liable to In* seized and sold for any debt 
wiiatsoevcr. The proprietor of a homestead may alienate the 
same either by gratuitous or onerous title. However, if married, 
the notarial consent of his consort is required, ami, if the latter 
is dead, and the | «prietor has minor children, the consent of a 
family council, homologated by the Superior Court of the district 
in which the homestead is situated, or by a Judge of that Court.

But the statute of 9 Edward VII., eh. 30, sec. 5, provides:
No nets or transactions made and entered into in virtue of arts. 1743 

and 1744 of the Revised Statutes as contained in the Act 00 Viet., eh. 27, see. 
1, amended by the Act 0 I'M wan l VII., eh. 21, see. 1, shall lx- deemed to have 
lieen invalidated by this Art.

The proprietor of a homestead and of public lands in virtue of arts. 
1743 an<l 1744 of the Revised Statutes, has the right, and is dcclaml to have 
always had the right to alienate by gratuitous or by onerous title, even with
out the consent of his consort expressed in a notarial deed.

This Act shall not affect pending eases which may have lieen taken ls*fore 
the coming into force thereof.

Although it d<M*s appear that the lot in question was aequinxl 
from the Crown under location ticket there is nothing to shew 
that the ] intent had not issued previous to the date of the sale to 
Miss Bourgard. On the contrary, all the presumptions arising 
from the recitals in the deeds of donation point to the title having
issued liefore 1908.

1 am of opinion that the ap]H*al should In* dismissed with costs. 
Davies.j Davies, J.:—With great reluctance Imcnuse of the extreme

hardship to the ap]H*llant under the facts as proved of maintaining 
the judgment appealed from, 1 feel myself obliged under the law 
as it stands in the Province of (Quebec to concur in dismissing 
this apiN*'d.

I in noton, J.: I regret to find that this is one of those cases 
in which the law does not enable the Court to execute justice 
and hence that this ap]M*al must In* dismissed.

Idington, I.
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Duff, J.î—Not having heard the whole of the argument I 
take no part in the judgment.

Anolin, Hut lor the letter of notary Tureotte, wr'tten 
on November 8, 1913, giving the appellants until November 20. 
1913, to pay the sum of $300 and interest, it would appear that 
their rights had heroine extinguished and the title under which 
the respondents hold absolute on October 20. 1913. Arts. 1549, 
1550 and 2248 That letter probably did not effect a pro
longation of the right of redemption (droit de réméré) but operated 
only as a unilateral pronvse of re-sale (7 Mignault, 159). If, 
however, the letter could be regarded as having extended the 
right of redemption, the extended right would be of the same 
nature and subject to the same conditions, and, the money not 
having been paid, it would have expired on November 20. 1913, 
with the like consequences. If, on the other hand, the letter 
merely amounts to a promise of re-sale, that lapsed on non-pay
ment of the price within the delay stipulated. Taché v. Stanton, 
13 Que. S.(\ 505; Marcoux v. Nolan, 9 Q.L.lb 203 ; Munro v. 
Dufresne, M.L.K. 4 Q.B. 170; Faster v. Fraser, M.L.lt. 0 Q.B. 
405; 4 S.(\ 430; (’ujas, 25 Dig.; Pothier, “ Vente” No. 03.

Brodeur, .1.:—On October 20, 1908, Itomuald Mignault 
sold droit de réméré (with right of redemption) to Miss Bour- 
gard the property in question in this case for a sum of $300.

The droit de réméré had to lie exercised on or In-fore October 
20, 1913, by remitting to the purchaser the sum of $300. plus 
interest at 0% ]M*r annum. It was agreed that during that time 
Mignault would remain in |M>ssession of the property, that la- 
won Id keep it in good condition for renting, that he would pay 
the municipal and school taxes and also the interest on the sum 
of $300.

That sale was registered in the registry office of the county.
<>n September 4, 1911, Mignault gave the property in question 

among others to his son-in-law. Octave (iagnon, one of the ap- 
k in the present case, with obligation to keep, feed and clot la

the donor and his s]m»usc during their lifetime, or to pay to them 
an annual income of $100 a year and to pay their mortgage debts 
and other debts affecting said pro|»erty.

It is very evident that the sum of $300 paid by Miss Bour- 
gard did not represent the full value of the proja-rty and that the 
rente à réméré had la*en had recourse to in the interest of the

4-30 D.I..H.

VAN.
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Hki.anukr.

Brodeur, J.
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parties so ns to In* able further to guarantee the reimbursement of 
the sum llint Miss Bourgard wns Irmling to Mignnult.

Tin* deed pur]>orted that tin* payments both of tin* capital 
and of the interest had to In* made at the domicile of the buyer 
à réméré. The parties did not live in the same region. A distance 
of aUmt 200 miles separated them. Then it was agreed that the 
notary who had put the deed through and was living near the 
seller's place could receive the money. The deed was therefore 
modified on that score. loiter on, the notary left Imke St. John 
to come and live in Quelx-c City.

On (Holier 20, 1013, the date fixed by the agreement for the 
exercise of the faculté de réméré, the reimbursement of the loaned 
capital was not made and then, by virtue of art. 1550 C„C., Miss 
Bourgnrd remained the absolute owner of the property sold.

On November 8, 1013, Mr. Turcotte, Miss Bourgard’s 
notary, wrote to Mr. Mignnult, asking liim to reimburse the sum 
of $300, and he added that if he could not pay liefore November 
20, his client would have to sell her interest.

On November 13, Mr. Mignnult bought at the post-office an 
order for the sum due, both capital and interest, and sent it to 
notary Turcotte, Quebec, to whom the payments of interests 
had previously been made. But instead of addressing the letter 
to Heliert St., which had been mentioned to him, he addressed it 
to Alliert St. and the letter, after going to several post offices, came 
back to the sender only on December 20.

He sent again at once the order to notary Turcotte, but in 
the meantime Miss Bourgard had sold her interest to the 
respondent in the present case, Nicolas Bélanger, on December 11, 
1913, and the notary then returned the money to Mignnult.

Bélanger now takes a petitory action against ‘Mignnult and 
Octave ( lagnon and he also aims his suit against Abel Gagnon 
because Mignnult had given him a right of way on the pro|ierty.

The apiiellants submit that the deed lx-tween the parties 
was evidently a contract of loan and not a contract of sale.

It is true that the parties entered into negotiations for a 
loan : but as the guarantees which were offered by Mr. Mignnult 
were not sufficient, I suppose, to guarantee the loan, it was agreed 
that they would have recourse to a sale à droit de réméré so as to 
be able to make sure the reimbursement of the loan. The parties
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haw accepts! that method of vontravt and vve cannot interfere 
to change their agreement which had evidently lieen made after 8. C. 
due deliberation. (Iaonon

In the Province of Quebec, the réméré is generally stipulated y-........ Hklanokr.only to give a safer guarantee to the creditor who has loaned his -----
money and does not want to run the risk of losing part of it B ,J 
through incurring the costs necessary to have the projierty sold 
judicially That contract is legal even when the selling price 
is far below the value of the property, for the annulment of a 
contract for depreciation of over one-half does not exist any more.
Salt ax v. Vassal, 27 Can. S.C.R. 08.

It is undeniable that the plaintiff, respondent, shews a moral 
sense more or less facile by refusing to accept the money which 
was offered to him with his judicial costs and insisting on keeping 
a property representing a far greater value than the sum he has 
disbursed. It is to be hoped that his conscience will some day 
shew him the evil of his conduct and urge him to repair the wrong 
and damage which he caused to the appellants.

I had thought during the argument that the opinion expressed 
by Troplong and others on the nature of the new agreement 
which had taken place between the parties through notary 
Turcotte’s letter of November 8, 1913, could |x>rmit of our allow
ing the appeal. Rut that new agreement, according to the opinion 
of those authors, could at most be considered only a promise of 
sahi. Miss Rourgard who would have become the irrevocable 
owner, owing to the non-exercise of the droit de réméré, would 
then by the letter of her notary, Turcotte, have promised to sell 
the projxTty in question up to November 20, 1913. It was 
therefore for the promising buyer to offer the payment of the 
price of this promise of sale within the stipulated delays. He 
did not do it, or rather the |X)stal order he sent did not reach its 
destination. Munro v. Dufresne, M.L.R. 4 Q.R. 170; Foster v.
Fraser, M.L.R. G Q.R. 405; Dechamps v. (loold, Q.R. G Q.R. 307.

It was claimed also before this Court that the sale1 avec faculté 
de réméré was void beclmse it had not been registered in the 
Crown’s Lands office.

That point was not raised in the Court below and it is possible 
that if it had been it would have brought forth evidence which 
would have destroyed all the strength of that objection. We 
cannot therefore entertain it in the present case.
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lAW‘ 1 am therefore reluctantly bound to come to the conclusion
H. C. that the up|>cul must be dismissed with costs, while formulating

Gagnon the ho|»c that the rescindent will see that justice is rendered to 
the old man and the latter’s son-in-law who an* deprived of the

Belangkk.
^---- fruit of several years’work. Appeal dinminaed.

MIDLAND LOAN AND SAVINGS CO. v. GENITTI.
ONT. Ontario Supreme Court, Hoyl, (’. February 21, 1916.
g Q' MaHSHAI.I.ING ASSETS (I I—5)—InsI KANVK KI NDS- MORTGAGEES 1'iXKCU- 

TION CREblTOHH.
Whvrv in viisv of loss tIn- insurance u|wn certain pro|ierty is. by the 

terms of the |wiliey. payable in the first place to a first mortgagee, and. 
secondly, to a second mortgagee, and executions have been registered 
In-fore the second mortgage was made, the first mortgagee has a right by 
statute (Mortgage's Act, R.8.O. HU4, ch. 112, see. ti. sub-sec. .1) to 
apply all the insurance money to the satisfaction of his mortgage, and 
cannot l*e coni|*elle<| to take part of his claim from the priswds of the 
sale of the remaining mortgaged iiro|s*rty, so as to leave a jHirtion of 
the insurance money to the second mortgagee.

Statement. Appeal by the defendants the Cornwall Beef Co. and 
Donald Ciotti, execution creditors of the defendants Genitti, the 
mortgagors, and made parties in the Master’s office as subsequent 
incumbrancers, in a mortgage action, from the report of the Ixical 
Master at Sault Ste. Marie, upon the grounds following:—

(1) Because the Master had found by para. 6 of the report 
that the defendant Elizabeth S. Wilcox was entitled to rank upon 
the insurance? moneys (referred to in para. 5) next after the claim 
of the plaintiffs, whereas the insurance moneys were paid by the 
Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society to and applied by the 
plaintiffs on account of their mortgage on the 23rd Decem
ber, 1915, as appeared from the affidavit of Walter J. Helm, 
assistant manager of the plaintiffs, filed in the Master’s office, 
and the said Master had no jiower to set aside or interfere with 
the plaintiffs’ application of the said insurance moneys.

(2) Because the Master, by para. 8 of his report, had found 
that, at the date of the report, there was due to the plain
tiffs for principal money, interest, and costs the sums follow
ing, namely :—

Balance of principal money etc. $1,931.38
Costs of action taxed at 41.35
Costs and disbursements in Master’s office 

taxed at 287.76

Total $2,160.49
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Whereas the Master should have found, in accordance with the 
affidavit of the said Walter J. Helm, filed in the Master’s office, 
that at the date of the report there were due the sums following,
vit.ï—

Balance of principal $329.68
Interest to the 17th January, 1916 10.60
Costs of action 41.35
Coats in Master's office 287.76

Total....................................................$669.39
(3) Because the Master, by para. 10 of his report, had settled 

the priorities between all the parties to this action who had proved 
their claims, in accordance with the order, in the terms of schedule 
A. thereto, instead of in accordance; with the respective priorities 
in the order as set out in para. 8 thereof, and in the Master’s 
certificate (or report) dated the 24th Septeml>er, 1915.

(4) Because the Master, by pura. 10 of the report, found that 
the moneys in Court (i.e., the purchase-money to the amou t of 
$1,500 paid into Court as set out in para. 3 of the report) should 
be paid out to the various parties as set forth in schedule B. 
thereto, whereby the sum of $138.67 was directed to be paid out 
of said purchase-money in Court to the defendant Elizabeth S. 
Wilcox, notwithstanding that, by para. 6 of the report, the Master 
had found and reported that the execution creditors the Cornwall 
Beef Company and Donald Ciotti were entitled to rank ujxm the 
said purchase-money next after the claim of the plaintiffs ; 
and, although, in para. 6 of his report, the Master, by invoking 
the doctrine of “marshalling,” rankinl the claim of the defendant 
Wilcox in priority to the execution creditors upon the insurance 
moneys, the Master had given effect to the plaintiffs’ 
application of the insurance money in the order for payment out of 
Court by schedule B. under para. 10 of his report, as follows: “To 
the plaintiffs, balance of their claim as shewn in rejjort, $2,160.49, 
less amount of insurance money retained by them, $1,491.10 
= $669.39,” and there was not a sufficient fund in Court, after 
payment of the claims of the prior incumbrancers, according to 
their respective priorities in their order as set out in para. 8 of the 
report, to have any sum whatever for the defendant Wilcox, 
and schedule B. should be corrected and amended accordingly.

(5) Because the amount of damage done to the building and
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allowed to the purchaser under para. 7 of the report, viz., the 
sum of $38, had lieen paid to the plaintiffs, and the amount 
to 1h> paid to the plaintiffs, as set out in schedule B. to 
the report, should l>e reduced by the sum of $38, and the said sum 
should be added to the amount to be paid to the apjx,‘liant execu
tion creuitors, and apjiortioned between them, and the report 
should be amended accordingly.

(6) Because the said Master by his report, notwithstanding 
the plaintiffs' appropriation of the insurance moneys, deals 
with the purchase-money paid into Court, as set out in para. 
3 thereof, and the insurance money paid to the plaintiffs, 
as set out in schedule B. thereto, as two separate funds, whereas 
the total of the respective sums should be treated as one fund, 
being the proceeds of the property of the mortgagor, and dis
tributable according to the priorities of the several incumbrancers, 
as found by the Master’s certificate (or report) of the 24th 8ep- 
tember, 1915, and in the order as set out in para. 8 of the report.

(7) Because the Master, by schedule A. (part II.) of his report, 
set out the insurance money “as received and retained by the 
plaintiffs,” and thereby dealt with and exercised jurisdiction over 
the same, whereas the said insurance money had been already 
appropriated by the plaintiffs on their claim under their 
mortgage, as proven by the affidavit of the plaintiffs’ 
manager, filed in the Masters office, from which affidavit the 
Master ascertained and fixed the amount to be paid to the plain
tiffs out of the purchase-money in Court, as set out in 
schedule B. to his report, and the Master had no power so to deal 
with the said insurance money, and all that part of the report so 
dealing therewith should be amended accordingly.

(8) In the absence of any appropriation of the said insurance 
money by the plaintiffs the Master had no power to 
invoke the doctrine of “marshalling” in favour of the defendant 
Wilcox (5th incumbrancer) in priority to and to the prejudice of 
the execution creditors (4th incumbrancers), as the insurance 
moneys, if treated as a separate fund, must stand in the place of 
the mortgaged premises, and the insurance moneys, when re
ceived, until so appropriated by the plaintiffs on the 
mortgage, “arc a security in the same sense, and to the same 
extent exactly, as the land, and am redeemable in the same 
terms” (see judgment of Maclennan, J.A., in Edmonds v. Hamilton
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Provident and Loan Society (1891), 18 A.R. 347, at p. 367), and 
therefore subject to the priorities as found by the Master in para. 
6 of his report, in respect of the purchase-money.

(9) Because the appropriation of the said insurance money 
by the plaintiffs on the day of receipt thereof, as proven 
by affidavit filed in the Master's office, was final, and the 
plaintiffs had a right so to apply the said insurance money in 
reduction of the mortgage-debt herein; and hence there remained 
only the purchase-money in Court to be distributed under the 
Master’s report, and the Master had exceeded his jurisdiction by 
attempting to ignore, or recall, or otherw ise apply the same, under 
any doctrine of “marshalling” to the prejudice of the established 
priorities herein.

A. W. Langmuir, for the appellants.
G. S. Hodgson, for the plaintiffs.
No one appeared for the defendant Wilcox, who was served 

with notice of the appeal.
Boyd, C. :—The doctrine of marshalling has been misapplied 

by the Master in dealing w ith the administration of money in this 
case.

“Marshalling'' properly arises (as tersely put by Romilly 
arguendo) “where a creditor, W’ho has two funds, chooses to resort 
to the only fund upon which other creditors can go, they shall 
stand in his place for so much against the fund, to which they 
otherwise could not have access:” Aldrich v. Cooftcr (1803), 
8 Ves. 382, 383.

The Master has treated the moneys derived from mortgaged 
premises as two funds because part comes from insurance moneys 
upon the buildings destroyed by fire, and part is from sale of the 
mortgaged premises after the fire. He has dealt with the proceeds 
of the insurance by process of marshalling between prior and 
subsequent mortgagees, and has thus impaired the rights of ex
ecution creditors intermediate betwoen the mortgagees. To 
explain, it is necessary to summarise the important facts and 
dates.

The plaintiffs’ mortgage is on a lot with buildings in Sault 
Ste. Mario, and was made on the 11th July, 1912, and is the first 
incumbrance. It contained a covenant that the mortgagor 
should insure for the mortgagees’ benefit. This mortgage was 
aixmt $2,000. On the 27th January, 1914, an execution was
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registered against the land by the Cornwall Beef Company for 
over $300, and another writ against land by Ciotti on the 15th 
May, 1914, for lew than $100.

The second mortgage was to Elizabeth S. Wilcox for $225 on 
the 8th July, 1914. (This also had a covenant by mortgagor to 
insure.]

The plaintiffs’ writ to realise on their security issued on the 
19th May, 1915, and judgment to take accounts on the 23rd July, 
1915, under which the above subsequent incumbrancers were 
brought in and made parties.

On the 24th February, 1915, there had been a partial fire on 
the premises and a loss of $415, of which $170 was expended in 
repairs, ami the balance, $238, was received by the first mortgagee 
and applied on tint mortgage as of date the 26th March, 1915. 
This fact is not material except as reducing the mortgage account.

On the 31st October, 1915, then* was a second fire, and the 
amount of the loss was fix«»d at $1,491, which was paid over by 
the insurance company on the 23rd December, 1915.

The lands were offered for sale by public auction on the 15th 
November, 1915, but this proved abortive (no bid reaching the 
bid reserved), and they were afterwards sold by private tender to 
Mnrinelli, a third mortgagee, for $1,500, which was paid into 
Court in January, 1916.

The Master states (in his reasons) that the portion of the 
buildings destroyed by fire was covered by an insurance policy 
in which the loss was made payable to the plaintiffs and the 
defendant Wilcox. The insumnce company issued its cheque 
payable to the plaintiffs and this defendant. The said defendant 
endorsed the cheque and returned it to the plaintiffs, accompanist 
by a letter from her solicitor claiming to be entitled to share in the 
insurance money, under the covenant to insure in her mortgage, 
in priority to the execution creditors. The plaintiffs held the 
insurance money so received, “and proceeded with the sale of 
the property.” As to this last sentence, the affidavit of Helm, 
the plaintiffs’ manager, shews that the cheque for $1,491 was 
received aliout the 23rd Deceml>er, 1915, and was on that day 
applied on account of the company’s mortgage.

The Midlo .d Loan and Savings Company took out, under 
their mortgage, a policy for $3,000, paid the premiums, and
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charged them to the mortgagor, lefore the existence of the Wilcox 
mortgage.

The policy existing at the date of the second fire was dated 
tint 19th July, 1915, and insured the mortgagor against loss by 
fire to the extent of $2,500 upon the buildings, and contained a 
co-insurance clause, by which the loss was made payable “in the 
first instance to the Midland Ixmn Company” (plaintiffs) “and 
in the second instance to Elizabeth S. Wilcox as their interests 
may appear.” It was taken out in this form by the plaintiffs and 
the premiums paid by them and charged against the mortgagor.

The Master regards and has treated these as two funds issuing 
from the mortgaged premises, i.e., the $1,500 from sale moneys 
and $1,491 from insurance moneys, and has apportioned the latter 
ratably between the two mortgages. He says: “As to the 
purchase-money, admittedly the execution creditors ant entitled 
to rank in priority to the defendant Wilcox . . . The execu
tion creditors are not entitled to rank on the insurance moneys in 
priority to the defendant Wilcox. This, then, leaves the plaintiffs 
with two funds available for satisfaction of their mortgage: the 
purchase-money, in which tint execution creditors are entitled to 
share next after the claim of the plaintiffs; and the insurance 
money, upon which the defendant Wilcox is entitled to rank. 1 
am of opinion that the doctrine of marshalling comes intooperat ion, 
and that the plaintiffs’ claim should be assessed ratably over the 
two funds, and that the remainder go to the respective parties as 
above indicated.”

It will simplify the consideration of the questions involved to 
know that the amount of the insurance wns not sufficient to satisfy 
the claim of the first mortgages. It is not nmlful to consider 
what, if any, claim the execution creditors might have on the 
insurance moneys if any balance had been left after satisfaction 
of the first mortgage. On the view of the situation as exixmnded 
in Edmomls v. Hamilton Provident and Loan Society, 18 A.R. 347, 
the insurance money, when received by the mortgagee's, was a 
security in the same sense; and to the same extent as the lanel, 
anti therefore redeemable1 in the same te>rms by any one entitled 
to redeem, e.g., the execution creditors. So that it is by no 
means to be taken as of course that the execution creditors hael 
no voice or interest in the; application of the insurance. But this 
is an aspect of the case that does not now arise upon the facts.
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The Master appears to have overlooked the effect of the 
contract as to these insurance moneys. They were not hold as 
joint moneys or as ratably distributable, but to be payable firstly 
to the Midland company and secondly to Wilcox as their interests 
may appear. That is, according to the respective amounts due 
on the mortgages and according as their interests may api>ear— 
which would involve a consideration of priorities.

There are in truth not two funds to administer: one fund 
represented by the insurance money was at home in the hands 
of the plaintiffs before the other fund from the sale moneys arose. 
By the terms of the statute (the Mortgages Act), R.8.O. 1914, 
ch. 112, soc. 6 (2), the mortgage had the right to apply all the 
insurance money to satisfy their own mortgage, which right they 
exercised on the 23rd Decemlter, 1915; and that concludes any 
other claim to dispose otherwise of the money. That reduces the 
first mortgage for the benefit, as is right, of the execution creditors, 
and affords no ground of complaint to the second mortgagee (see 
Edmonds v. Hamilton Provident and Loan Society, u.s.)

The first mortgage, by the receipt of the two sums for insurance, 
had been reduced to $340.28 on the 17th January, 1910, date of 
final report. This does not include, I understand, costs taxed 
to the plaintiffs of $41.35 in the action and $287.76 in the Master’s 
office, and these sums will, if so, be added and the total paid out 
of the money in Court. But that money in Court will have to 
lie reduced by refund to the purchaser, as found by the Master, 
of $377.05, and also by payments of prior liens to Bemardi of 
$172.25 and to Gallagher $59.75. Next after this and after the 
plaintiffs the balance is to go to the execution creditors the Corn
wall Beef Company and Ciotti—which will more than exhaust 
the sale moneys, as I understand. These figures and computa
tions to be revised by the Registrar in Toronto, if the parties do 
not agree.

As to costs, Wilcox did not appiwr on the ap|M>al, and the plain
tiffs stood neutral on the ground that either way they would got 
paid in full. The plaintiffs ant responsible for the shape in which 
the rejxirt was appealed from, and moved too precipitately to 
confirm the report and distribute.

The purchaser is entitled to his vesting order, ami the plaintiffs 
should get no costs beyond what is already taxed. Tint appellants
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will get their costs of ap|>cal out of the fund in Court as a first ONT*
charge before payment to the plaintiffs. The report had better 8. C.
be readjusted on the terms of the present judgment, so as to fix 
exactly the amount to be paid out to the respective parties entitled.

DIPPLE v. WYLIE. MAN.
Manitoba Kimj's Hatch, Mather*, C.J.K.B. June 22, 1916. jj

Dama(«kh ($ III A 1 40)—Hhkach ok thrkshixu aurkkmkxt.
The mnisiuv of damage* for a hreacli of mntraet to thresh heal which 

calme* an inferior grade is not the difference in the price of tie- grade* 
at the time the wheat would have been sold except for the breach, lint the 
difference in the price actually obtained for the inferior gr:ide. and the price 
which the wheat would have brought if the breach had not occurred; the 
injured party is only entitled to be placed in the same position as if the 
breach hud not occurred.

[Smeetl v. Foord, 1 Kl. & El. (M)2; Wtrtheim v. Chicoutimi, (lull] A.(\
301, referred to.]

Action by a thresher to recover the price of threshing. Statement.
J. H. Haney, for the plaintiff.
M\ //. Trueman, K.C., for defendant.
Mathers, C.J.K.B.:—The defendant counterclaims for dam- Mathen, 

ages for breach of contract in not threshing at the time agreed 
ui>on. The plaintiff’s claim is not disputed.

The defendant alleges an agreement made on August 31 last 
by which the plaintiff agreed to come to her after threshing for 
his father and brother. The evidence is extremely contradictory 
as to whether or not the machine was to be taken to the defend
ant’s place after completing the threshing of Jno. Dipple, Jr.; 
but 1 think it is established beyond doubt that the plaintiff did 
agree to thresh the defendant’s grain after he had threshed that 
of one Nichols. While threshing for Jno. Dipple, Jr., a dispute 
arose between the plaintiff and Victor Nichols and the defendant’s 
son Henry as to where the machine was to go next, and it was 
finally agreed to settle the dispute by tossing a coin. Nichols won. 
the toss and the machine went to his place, but it was clearly 
understood that it should go to the defendant's next. Instead 
of doing so the plaintiff, in order to “cut out” another thresher, 
took his machine from Nichols’ place to that of one Lamb, and 
finally arrived at the defendant’s place on September 24. After 
threshing oats for about three-quarters of a day it began to rain 
and continued raining until the defendant’s until reshed crop 
was seriously damaged. The occurrence of just such an event 
was within the contemplation of both parties. It was known that
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the defendant 's crop was in stook in the field. It was known, also, 
K. H. that it was impossible then for the defendant to secure another 

Diiti.k machine. Both recognized—as did all the farmers in the ncigh-
Wyiis bourhood—that delays were dangerous and might result in serious

loss to the defendant by rain. ( hi the principle of Smeed v. Foord, 
c.j.k b! 1 Kl. <V 101. 002, I think the plaintiff is liable for the damage, if 

any, which the defendant sustained by reason of his breach of 
agreement to thresh defendant’s grain immediately after thresh
ing that of Nichols.

The plaintiff finished at Nichols' on Tuesday, Ie r 21,
and should have moved to the defendant’s place that evening. 
Instead of doing so he went to Lamb’s and did not reach the 
defendant's until about 10 a.m. on the 24th, and after a few hours' 
threshing tidy were com]>elled to stop by rain. l*p to that 
time the defendant’s crop had been uninjured and was in good 
condition for threshing. Between September 24 and October 8 
one or two attempts were made to complete the threshing, but 
the grain was on each occasion found to be too wet. ( hi the latter 
date threshing was resumed and completed on the 13th, although 
the grain was still out of condition.

Had the plaintiff come to the defendant’s place at the time he 
agreed to come I find that at least 2,500 bushels of the defendant’s 
wheat would have been threshed before the rain came, and that 
it would have graded No. 2 Northern. When sold it graded 
“No. 3 Northern tough."

The defendant claims that she is entitled to be paid the differ
ence in value between wheat graded No. 2 Northern and No. 3 
Northern The average spread between these two grades
was in the fall of 1015 about 10c. and if this is the measure of 
her damage the assessment would consist in merely calculating 

* 10c. |M*r bushel on 2,500 bushels.
The defendant says her intention was to market her grain as 

soon as she conveniently could after threshing and that had the 
plaintiff commenced to thresh at the time he agreed to she would 
probably have sold about September 30 or October 1 following. 
On the former date the market price of No. 2 Northern was OO^e. 
and on the latter 88%c. There is, therefore, no evidence that 
had the plaintiff fulfilled his contract to the letter the defendant 
would have realized more than 90!4e. per bushel. Tin- threshing

4
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was completed on October 13. When the* defendant sold on 
October 29, and November 3, she realized 90%c. and for dried K. B. 
grain 963kc. For undried wheat, No. 3 Northern tough, on Dhwle 
November 3, the market price* was 922-£c. The net result is that 
the defendant actually received more money for her wheat than —-
she probably would have received had the plaintiff fulfilled his cjjub! 
contract and threshed her grain at the time he agreed to thresh it.

The defendant contends that notwithstanding she is entitled 
to receive from the plaintiff as damages for his breach of contract 
the difference between No. 2 Northern, the grade her wheat 
would have received if undamaged, and No. 3 Northern tough, 
the grade it actually did receive. If this contention were acceded 
to the defendant would make a profit out of the plaintiff’s breach 
of contract. It is not the intention of the law that such a result 
should flow from a breach of contract. The principle is that the 
complaining party should, so far as it can be done by money, 
be placed in the same position as he would have been in if the 
contract had been i>erformed. Had the defendant contemplated 
holding her grain after it had been threshed for a favourable 
market in which to sell there might be some basis for the defend
ant’s contention. Her evidence is, however, that she intended to 
sell it as soon as she conveniently could thereafter, probably 
about September 30. Had the contract been exactly performed 
anti she carried out her intention of selling as soon as she con
veniently could thereafter the evidence is that she would have 
obtained a price not exceeding OO'^c. per bushel. That price then 
must be accepted as the value of the wheat to her if there had 
been no breach. Hut there was a breach and the wheat was not 
threshed and ready for market until October 13, liecause of the 
fault of tin- plaintiff. Surely her damage is the difference in 
money value to her of the wheat had it been threshed in time and 
its money value at the time it actually was threshed. The best 
evidence of the value of the grain to her after it was actually 
threshed is the value she obtained for it. As previously ]X)inted 
out, she actually realised more money than she would have realised 
had there been no breach of contract. Wherein, then, has she 
been damnified? Had the market price of the wheat fallen or 
remaned stationary betw<*en the jieriods mentioned, the defend
ant’s damage wou d have been real, but as a matter of fact, 
there was lx*tween those periods an advance in price more tlian
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sufficient to compensate tin* defendant for the low in quality, 
with tin* result that nIh* lias : uffered no loss.

'ria* ilccisiqn of till* Privy Council in Wertheim v. Chicoutimi, 
(19111 A.C. 301, lx-urn out this conclusion.

The result is that the plaint iff is entitled to a verdict for 
$023..'>0 and costs <if suit. The defendant is entitled to a verdict 
upon her counterclaim for nominal damages of one shilling. I 
allow no costs of counterclaim to either party.

Judgment accordingly.

HENDERSON v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO.
Sax knlr hr wan Su/iretnc Court, Sir Frederick llaullain, C.J, and Xtwland#, 

Hrairn and McKay, JJ. July 17. 1916.

Garnishment (| 1 I) 30)— Waues dve in another province— Jcr 
ihdiction ok Court under Dominion Windino-up Act.

A gnrniHlut* on 1er nini issued by the Supreme' Court of Ontario at the 
suit of the liquidator of an insolvent eompany, under the provisions of 
the Winding-up Act (H.H.C. l9(Hi, eh. 114), is no answer to a workman's 
claim for judgment under the Master and Servant Act (It.8.8. 1900, eh. 
140), for wages earned in the Province of Saskatchewan.

(Ed. Kate. r An inten*sling discussion took place as to the extra-terri
torial jurisdirtion of provincial Courts under the Dominion Winding-up 
Act, u|miii which the Court wus equally divide»!.)

Appeal by way of a stated case from an order of a magistrate 
under the Winding-up Act (H.8.C. 1900, eh. 144). Affirmed : 
Court equally divided

N. K. Craig, for defendant, ap|iellant.
(i. E. Taylor, K.C., for rescindent.
11 At ltain, C.J.:—I agree with my brother Newlands that 

the garnishee order nisi is no answer to Henderson’s claim for 
wages, and would therefore answer the question submitted to 
us in the affirmative.

I am, however, of opinion that the garnishee proceedings 
were pro|>erly taken, and that the Winding-up Court had juris
diction in the matter, and. in view of the importance of the 
matter, will express my opinion at length.

The jurisdiction of the Winding-up Court is prescribed by 
Iiarliament in virtue of its paramount and exclusive right to 
legislate with regard to bankruptcy.

Sec. 13 of the Winding-up Act provides for a Winding-up 
Court, and gives it exclusive jurisdiction to make the winding-up 
order. Sec. 108 preserilies what the practice and procedure 
of the Court shall lie. Sec. Ill gives the Court power to allow 
service of process or proceedings under the Act to be made on
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persons out of tin* jurisdiction “in tin* same manner and with the 
like effect as in ordinary actions or suits within the ordinary 
jurisdiction of the Court.”

See. 13 indicates the Court which, for the purposes of the Act, 
is given jurisdiction throughout the Dominion and see. 108 
provides the machinery for carrying out its functions under the 
Act. As the Court has jurisdiction throughout the Dominion, 
sec. Ill, like see. 115, makes provision for the service of its process 
or proceedings outside the limits of its ordinary jurisdiction.

Sec. lit provides that debts due to any person against whom 
an order under the At i is made for the payment of money may, 
in any province where the attachment and garnishment of debts 
is allowed by law, be attached and garnisheed in the same manner 
as debts in such province dut» to a judgment debtor may be 
attached ami garnisheed by a judgment creditor.

This section, rent! with sec. Ill, in my opinion clearly brings 
a garnishee outside of the ordinary jurisdiction of the Court 
within the jurisdiction, anti gives to the service of the garnishee 
summons the same effect as if it hat I been served in an ordinary 
action within the ordinary jurist lift ion of the Court. The use 
of the words “ordinary jurisdiction” in sec. Ill, seems to me to 
meet most of the objections which have been mat le by counsel 
for the respondent against the jurisdiction of the Ontario Court. 
These arguments, to my mint I, arc based on a confusion of the 
terms “jurisdiction" anti “procedure.”

What has been done in this case? A winding-up order has 
l>een mat le anti a liquidator has been appointed. A judgment at 
the suit of the liquidator has been recovered against the rescindent 
for $104, in the Ontario Court. In view of sec. Ill of the Act, 
anti of the main object of the Act, no one can question the juris- 
dietion of the Ontario Court, although the respondent was pre
sumably served with the writ or initial process outside of that 
province. ( lamishee proceedings founded on that judgment 
were taken in the same Court anti, under the provisions of secs. 
Ill anti 114, service of the garnishee process on the rescindent 
outside of Ontario brought him within the jurisdiction of the 
Ontario Court to the like effect as if he had been served in Ontario 
in an action within the ordinary jurisdiction of the Ontario Court. 
Questions of proc*r service anti objections to the manner in which
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the original judgment was obtained, are not matter with which 
we have anything to do. We are not a Court of apiieal under the 
Act, nor is the Ontario (ourt a “foreign" Court whose judgment 
ami procedure we can call in question, as argued by Mr. Taylor. 
If the rescindent was not properly served, or if tin- order made 
against him was improperly obtained and was not made in con
formity with the provisions of the Aet, those are matters in 
regard to which he must seek his relief in the Ontario Court to 
whose jurisdiction he is subject.

Another objection raised on behalf of the rescindent is set 
out in his factum as follows:—

Thin ilrhi is nut an ussrt of I lie romputiy in liquidation.
The argument that the Court having jurisdiction over the winding-up 

lias jurisdiction over this del it as an asset of the coni|iany is fallacious. The 
debt due to the eomplainaiit by the railway company is not ami never was an 
Meet of tin- National Itailwav Association Limited.

This debt due to the eomplainaiit by the railway is not within the deseri|i- 
tion “property," effects "and choses in action to which the company is 
or ap|iears to |»e entitled," and is not therefore an asset in the custody or under 
the control of the liquidator. Winding-Vp Act. sec. 33, or expressly within 
the control of the Court having charge of the liquidation.

In support tif this proposition, the cases of He Dome Lode 
Development Co., 17 W.L.R. 610, and HI a is v. Hankers Trust Corp., 
14 D.L.R. 277, were cited. Neither of these cases seems to me 
to support the projiosition. The first east* only decided that the 
Yukon (’ourt could not exercise its auxiliary jurist fiction in a 
winding-up matter until formally put in a position to do so under 
the Act. The second case practically decided the same question 
in the same way.

I do not think it necessary to discuss whether the debt owing 
by the garnishee to the respondent comes within the meaning of 
the words, “property, effects and choses in action to which the 
company is entitled.”

Sec. 34 (a) of the Act empowers the liquidator to bring any 
action or other legal proeeeding in his own name as liquidator 
or in the name or on behalf of the company, and see. 114 expressly 
authorises the attachment and garnishment of debts and pre
scribes the procedure.

Another argument made on behalf of the respondent was that 
under secs. 125, 126 and 127 of the Act, the order made against 
the respondent should have been transferred by the Ontario (’ourt 
to the Supreme (’ourt of this province for the purpose of being
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enforced here. If that means that the order should have heen 
made an order or judgment of our Court in order, for instance, 
to enforce payment by execution 1 <iuit<* agree. But 1 cannot 
agree that those sections refer to garnishee proceedings, for the 
reasons already stated.

What 1 have said with regard to the effect of sec. 111 disposes 
of any question which has arisen about the service» in Ontario 
of the garnishee proceedings on the Railway Co. It also, in my 
opinion, makes any discussion of the effect of the decisions in 
Hex v. Lovitt, 11912] A.C. 212; Noyai Hank v. Hex, 9 D.L.It. 337,
11013] A.C. 283 and McMulkin v. Trailer* Hank, 6 D.L.R. 181, 
26 O.L.U. 1, quite uiuiecessary.

McKay, J., concurred.
Nkwlands, J.;—This is a case stated hy the jmlice magistrate 

at M<k)sc Jaw. The facts are as follows:—
Henderson was a hrakeman in the employ of the C.P.R. at 

Moose Jaw where he ha<l reside<l for the past 4 years and had never 
resided in the Province of Ontario. That during the time he so 
resided at Moose Jaw he had lieen in the employ of the C.P.R. 
and had been paid his wages by a paymaster of the company at 
Moose Jaw on the 15th of each month for the wages earned 
during the previous month. In the month of December, 1915, 
he earned #92.75 which he subsequently dem from the 
paymaster at Moose Jaw on January 15, 1916. Payment of his 
wages was refused because a garnishee order nisi had lieen served 
iqxm tin1 C.P.R. at Toronto in the Province of Ontario in a pro
ceeding in the Supreme Court of Ontario —

In the mutter of the \\ imling-up Act licing eh. 114 of the R.S.C. and the 
amending Acts and in the matter of i he National Railway Association Limited,

The National Railway Ass. Ltd., a company incorporated 
under the laws of Ontario, had become insolvent and was being 
wound up under the Winding-up Act, ch. 144, R.S.C. A liqui
dator had been appointed by the Supreme Court of Ontario and 
an order made pacing the name of Henderson amongst the 
contributories of the company. A further order was made 
requiring him to pay the amount found due from him as a con
tributory and judgment entered therein in said Supreme Court, 
after which the garnishee order nisi above mentioned was issued. 
None of these orders were served personally upon Henderson
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he took proceedings against the (\I\R. under the Masters and 
Servants Act, ILS.S. 190$), eh. 149. After hearing the parties,
tin1 magistrate made an order against the C.P.R. for tin* payment 
of such wages, and at the request of the parties made a reference 
to this Court en bone Under the provisions of part XV. of the 
Criminal Code, made applicable to the proceedings herein by 
the Police Magistrates Act, ch. 01 R.S.S.

The question submitted for the judgment of the Court by the 
police magistrate is:—

Wim I right on the facts aforesaid in making the order for payment and 
distress'*

It was argued before us that under the Dominion Winding-up 
Act the Supreme Court of a province became a Dominion Court 
with authority to collect the assets of a company in liquidation 
in any part of Canada. Upon this theory the Supreme Court 
of Ontario would have jurisdiction over Henderson though 
resident outside of the jurisdiction of that Court, and that there
fore the garnishee order nifri issued by that Court would have 
the same effect as if issued by the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan.
I cannot agree with this argument because in that event it would 
have been unnecessary to have enacted secs. 125-6 and 7 of the 
Winding-up Act, which provide for the enforcement of the judg
ments and orders of the Court of the province through tin Courts 
of the province where the profx’rty is situated or the yiersons to 
be affected thereby reside. Except as is provided in secs. 115 and
116 that Act confers no extra-territorial jurisdiction upon a pro
vincial Court and, therefore, the question submitted to us may 
be considered as if the company in question was not in liquidation.

In McAfulkin v. Trader« Hank, 6 D.L.R. 18-1, 26 O.L.R. 1, it 
was held that a debt similar to the one in question here could 
be garnisheed; i.e., “where some third jierson is indebted to the 
judgment debtor and is within Ontario.’’ The only question 
which was considered in that ease was whether a similar indebted
ness was subject to attachment at the instance of the judgment 
creditor in the Ontario Courts. The question whether such 
legislation was ultra vireh of Ontario was not considered because 
no notice had lieen served as required by sec. 60 of the Judicature
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Act of that province that such contentions would be urged. It 
is, however, necessary for me to consider this question in order 
to conclude what effect the; ( -ourts of this* province should give to 
the garnishee order mat issued by the; Supreme Court of Ontario. 
It is all the more necessary to consider this question because of 
sec. 114 of the Winding-up Act, which provides —

Debts «lue t«i any |M>rsou against whom such order for the payment of 
money, costs or ex|K‘iises has been obtained, may, in any province where the 
attachment an-1 garnishment of debts is allowed by law. be attached and 
garnisInsMl in the same manner as debts in such province due to a judgment 
debtor may In- attached and garnisheed by a judgment creditor.

From this section it was argued that if the rules of the Supreme 
Court of Ontario allowed the debt in this case to be garnisheed, 
then the Winding-up Act conferred that |>ower u|h>ii the Court 
granting the winding-up order.

This section, however, does not confer any extra powers upon 
the Court. It is, therefore, necessary to consider what powers 
the Court has; and as it can only have such powers as the legisla
tion creating it could confer uj>on it then the question of ultra 
vires must be considered.

Upon this question it might be sufficient to cite : Hoy a I Hank 
of Caiuula v. The King, 9 D.L.ll. 337.

At p. 345 Viscount Haldane, L.C., says —
In the opinion of their lerdsliips the effect of the statute of l'.tlt), if 

validly cnartetl, would h ive b«-«-n to preclmlc the bank from fulfilling its legal 
obligation to return their money to the bondholders, whose right to this 
return was a civil right which had arisen, ami remained enforceable outside 
the province. The statute was on this ground beyond the itowers of the 
I/Cgislat lire of Alberta, inasmuch as what was sought to lie enacted was neither 
confim-il to property and civil rights within the province nor direct<-d solely 
to matters of merely local or private nature within it.

The same language would apply to this cast*. Henderson’s 
right to collect his wages was a civil right which had arisen and 
remaint*d enforceable outside the Province of Ontario, and any 
legislation of that province to attach such a debt would be ultra 
viren, as it would neither be confined to projierty and civil rights 
within that province, nor directed solely to matters of merely 
local or private nature within it. If the legislature of Alberta 
could not attach money payable outside the province to jiersons 
resident outside that province by a corjMiration having an agency 
within AUierta, then the legislature of Ontario eaimot authorise 
the Courts of that province to attach moneys payable outside
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the province, to a person resident outside the province, by a 
company having an agent within Ontario.

In King v. Loviti, 11912] AX’. 212, it was held that a branch 
bank was for certain purposes to lie regarded as a distinct trading 
body. If this decision be applied to the C.1ML, which does busi
ness in all the provinces of Canada, as well as (îreat Britain and 
several foreign countries, then the company would not be resident 
in Ontario for the punaises of service of the garnishee summons. 
As 1 have said, in McMulkin v. Traders Hank, supra, it was held 
that such service could be made, but in that case the Court was 
deciding only upon the wording of their rule of Court, but where the 
question is the ultra vires of tin rule then King v. Loviti becomes 
of more importance.

The C.P.R. has its head office in Montreal. It is divided 
into eastern and western divisions. All that part of* Ontario east 
of Fort William is in the eastern district and the remainder in 
the western district. The head officials of the western district 
are resident at Winnipeg. This western district is again divided 
into divisions. Henderson worked in the Saskatchewan Division 
with headquarters at Moose Jaw.

In The King v. Lovitt, Lord Robson, at 219. said:—
Although brunch banks are agencies of one principal firm, it is well 

settled that for certain special purposes of bunking business they may be re
garded as distinct trading bodies. Thus, it was held in Woodland v. Fear 
(1857), 7 El. & HI. 519, that the obligation of a bank to pay the cheques of 
a customer rested primarily on the branch at which he kept his account, 
and that the bank in that ease had rightfully refused to cash the chiKpic at 
another branch. Commenting on that decision, Sir Montague Smith, in 
delivering the judgment of their lordship's Hoard in Vrinee v. Oriental llnnk 
Cinr/Miration, 3 App. (\ 325, points out that it would lie difficult for a bank 
to carry on its business by means of branches on zyiy other footing, because the 
officials at one branch do not know the state of a man's account at another 
branch.

The obligation to pay Henderson's wages, adapting the words 
of the above quotation to this case, rested primarily on the 
division in which lie worked, and another division could rightfully 
refuse to pay, as it would be difficult for the railway to carry on 
business on any other footing, because the officials of one division 
would not know the state of a workman's account in another 
division.

If the debt in question is attachable in Ontario then, in order 
to do no injustice to the garnishi-e, the Courts of that province
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should be able to restrain Henderson by injunction from collecting 
his wages in his own country. This they cannot do.

In Canon Iron Co. v. MacLaren, 5 H.L.C. 410, Lord Oan- 
worth, L.C., said at 442:—

The existence of such an agency may, in some eases, enable third parties 
to sue the principals, though out of the jurisdiction, by reason of their being 
for certain purposes represented by their agents. Hut I can discover no 
principle which would justify the Courts of this country in holding that the 
existence of an agency here for the sale of goods can deprive a foreign prin
cipal of his rights as a creditor in his own country. It must be observed 
that we are dealing with the case of a foreigner, or rather a foreign corpora
tion, seeking no assistance from tin* Courts of this country. If tin* appellants 
hud come in under the decree, so as to obtain payment partially from the 
bnglish assets, a very different question would arise, according to a doctrine 
in Hettm-hinn/t v. The Marquât <>f IIunitey, Jar. 546. where Ixird bidon restrained 
a creditor, who had proved under an bnglish decree, from further prose
cuting a creditor's suit in Ireland. It is sufficient to say that that is not the 
case liefore the House. The ap|>cllants are not restrained by reason of their 
having sought or obtained any relief in this country, but solely because 
they had agencies for the sale of their goods in this country.

Sup|M»sc tin- case of a Manchester manufacturer, with an agent for the 
sale of his goods in Paris. If a debtor of the manufacturer were to die in 
France, leaving assets there and in this country, it would surely be competent 
for the manufacturer, as a creditor tsay by bond) of the deceased debtor, to 
sue his executors or heir in this country so a.- to obtain payment, and to 
profit by the priority which he would derive from his bond. Tin* French 
Courts clearly could not prevent this, if the creditor had no goods within 
their jurisdiction. It sit-ins a strange anomaly that the accident of the 
creditor having goods in a foreign country, and an agent there for the sale of 
them, should prevent him from having the same means of recovering payment 
of a debt in this country which lie would have had if lie had hap|*‘iied to 
have no agent nor any goods abroad.

So attain, put the case of a |htsoii dying in France indebted; some of his 
debts living such as give the creditor by the laws of France a priority (I Micve 
wages of servants and fees of physicians come within this class), we should 
surely be exercising a strange jurisdiction in this country if we should seek 
to restrain the French creditor from enforcing such a French right in his own 
Courts; nor can I see how the fact of his having an agent or goods in this 
country would vary the case.

The Lord Chancellor’» remarks have a very pertinent hearing 
uiMin this ease. Henderson is an unmarried man and we were 
informed by counsel that, therefore, the whole of his wages could 
b<- garnisheed in Ontario. In this province 820 of his wages is 
exempt from attachment. What laws are to apply in this ease; 
those of Ontario, or Saskatchewan, where the wages are earned? 
It would certainly he a strange jurisdiction if the Courts of < )ntario 
could prevent him from collecting even the 82"), which under the
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laws of the country in which he worked and earned the wages 
attached, that amount was exempt, from any such process.

I have gone as thoroughly as I could into this case because it 
is a test case and affects a large number of workmen on the (\P.R. 
If it had not been for its inqiortanec 1 would have rested my 
decision ujxm another point altogether, which is the one on which 
the police magistrate based his decision ; that is, that a garnishee 
order nisi is no answer to Henderson’s right to judgment. As 
was pointed out in Saskatoon Hardware Co. v. I1 riel, 22 D.L.R. 
911, r. 510, provides that payment made by or execution levied 
upon, a garnishee shall be a valid discharge to him against the 
judgment debtor to the amount paid or levied.

In this case neither payment nor a levy has been made, there
fore, as Homer, L J., said in Re H.H., (1904) 1 K.B. 94, at 97:—

How can a garnishee order nisi prevent the creditor from issuing execu
tion on a. judgment ? It is not either payment of the debt or an execution. 
Upon this point I would also cite: Cenge v. Freeman, 14 P.H. 
((hit.) 330.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that the magistrate was right 
in making the order for payment and distress and that the question 
asked should be answered in the affirmative.

Brown, J.:—I concur in the view that the garnishee order 
niei is no answer to Henderson’s right to judgment.

Judgment affirmed; Court ditided.

ONT.

8. C.
WHITE v. GREEK.

Ontario Su/tretne Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O.. (iarrow, 
\l<ularm, Magee, and Hodgins, JJ.A. Marrh it, 1916.

Salk (f I B 11) —Appropriation—Reason able time or delivery.
Inspect ion, measuring and branding of logs under a contract of sale 

is a sufficient appropriation to pass the properly in the whole cut so 
inspected and branded. Where no definite time for delivery ap|>ei rs to 
have Ix-en actually fixed, the law will imply a duty to deliver within a 
reasonable time.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Clute, J., at 
the trial, dismissing the action and awarding the defendant $2,200 
upon his counterclaim. Reversed.

J. M. Ferguson and J. T. Mulcahy, for appellant.
T. Johnson, for defendant, respondent.
(•arrow, J.A.:—The plaintiff’s cause of action, as set 

forth in the statement of claim, is, that the plaintiff agreed 
to sell and the defendant agreed to buy all the saw-logs and timber 
to be cut and taken out by the plaintiff during the saw-log season
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of 1913-1914, at the price of $12 per thousand for certain of the 
logs and $13.50 per thousand for certain other kinds of logs, and 
at prices of 15 cents and 30 cents and 40 cents per piece for certain 
small saw-logs; tliât the plaintiff took out and delivered to thedefen- 
dant, as agreed, at Sucker Lake and other points arranged with 
the defendant, considerable quant hies of saw-logs of the various 
kinds, amounting hi all to the sum of $0,892.12, uixm which the 
defendant still owed a balance of $2,358.44.

The contract was wholly verbal, and, as was ]X‘rhaps to lie 
expected, the defendant’s version varies from that put forward 
by the plaintiff. The defendant in his pleading said that in or 
alxiut the month of October, 1913, the plaintiff agréai to sell and 
the defendant agreed to buy all the saw-logs and timber cut and 
taken out by the plaintiff and delivered at Sucker Lake during the 
season of 1913-1914; that the plaintiff delivered to the defendant 
at Sucker Lake, in the season of 1914, in pursuance of his said 
agreement, logs and timber (giving the details) amounting in 
value according to the agreement to the sum of $2,228.84 ; that 
the plaintiff neglected and failed to deliver the balance of the logs 
and timl»er cut by him in 1913-1914, but in the spring of 1915 
delivered a part of the said stock, which the defendant refused to 
accept; that the defendant had paid to the plaintiff on account 
of such logs and timber the sum of $4,623.58, and had |x*rformed 
work ujx>n such logs and timber at the plaintiff's request, amount
ing with such payment to the sum of $5,226.65; ami by way of 
counterclaim he claimed damages for non-delivery, together 
with a return of the money overpaid, amounting to the sum of 
$2,983.17.

The plaintiff’s allegation therefore was, that what he sold 
and what the defendant lxmght was the whole of his cut; while 
the defendant con ternis that he only agreed to buy so much of the 
cut as was passed down stream into Sucker Lake in the season 
of 1914; although, if that is so, his allegation that the plaintiff 
neglected and failed to deliver the balance of the cut seems to be 
inconsistent. Clute, J., accepted the defendant's version, dis
missed the action and gave the defendant judgment on his counter
claim for the sum of $2,200 and costs. The decision does not 
apparently turn on any nice questions of disputed testimony, or, 
in other words, upon credibility. The main facts arc really not 
in dispute.
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The* defendant is a saw-miller, having a saw-mill on Sucker 
Lake, and he purchased the logs with the intention of cutting them 
into lumber at his mill. There is no doubt at all, in my opinion, 
upon the whole evidence, w’rittcn and verbal, that the defendant 
intended to buy and did buy, as the plaintiff says, the whole 
cut, and not merely a part of it. At the time of the purchase it 
was, no doubt, the exjiectation and intention of all parties that 
the whole cut would be delivered into Sucker Lake, the place of 
delivery agreed upon, in the season of 1914, and probably early 
in the season. de]>ending ujion the sufficiency of water in the 
various runways leading to the lake.

When the agreement was made, the logs had almost all been 
prepared ready for delivery into the water when the time came; 
and later, when they had all been manufactured and were ready 
for delivery, they were inspected by the defendant, and, with 
the aid of a licensed sealer, Mr. Fairliall, scaled, and their contents 
ascertained, and they were also then branded with the defen
dant’s own brand.

Afterwards, in the spring of 1914, a quantity of them was sent 
down into Sucker Jake. Apparently no separate tally of these 
was kept or attempted, either by the plaintiff or by the defendant 
—an unlikely oversight, it seems to me, unless they were, as 1 
have no doubt they were, regarded by both parties simply as a 
l>art of the whole still to come, water permitting. This also 
seems to agree with the method followed by the defendant in 
making advances upon the purchase-money, which evidently 
entirely ignored the actual deliveries into Sucker Lake; with the 
result that at the end of the season the defendant had advanced 
a very large sum beyond the value of the logs which had liven 
delivered—a sum tliat he now seeks to recover back.

Wliatever else is olwcure, it is, 1 think, apparent that the 
plaintiff’s version that what lie sold to the defemlant was the whole 
cut, and not merely a part of it, is the correct one. And it is, 
I think, also established by the evidence, the leading features of 
which hearing upon this question 1 have recited, that not only 
did the defemlant buy the whole cut, but that the effect of what 
took place in measuring and branding was to |>ass the pro|M>rty 
in the whole so ins|>ccted, measured and branded, to him as 
finally appropriated and accepted under the contract, within
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tin' numorous authorities upon tlmt subject. See Craig v. Heard- __
more, 7 O.L.R. 074. S. C.

That the defendant so regarded it himself is apparent, if from white 
nothing else, from his letter of the 22nd October, 1914, in which ' •
he offered to “release his brand’’ on certain conditions. Indeed, ----
but for such a construction he would have had no security for Uarr°*’J 
the large advances lie was making: a circumstance always of 
weight in considering such cases. See per Osler, J.A., in Wilson 
v. Shaver, 3 O.L.R. 110, 114.

The question of the property passing does not ap|M*ar to have 
liecn discussed before Clute, J., although it was much relied on in 
the argument before us by counsel for the plaintiff. The main 
discussion In-fore (’lute*, J., to judge by the notes of judgment, 
was as to the other and more obscure and much more difficult 
question of the term of the agreement concerning delivery, some 
of the logs not having been delivered until the following season, 
when they were refused by the defendant.

It does not, of course, determine that qui-stion to say that the 
property in the logs had passed to the defendant, nor, if the 
evidence upon the question of the time of delivery was clear, 
could it help to vary what must otherwise be the correct con
clusion upon the ev deuce. Its value, in my opinion, is in 
helping to understand and to construe and apply evidence which 
is not clear and precise, as, in my opinion, the evidence uj>on this 
branch on both sides may very properly be characterised. If the 
property had not imssed, the defendant had no interest in any 
logs which did not succeed in reaching Sucker Ijike. But,on the 
other hand, if the logs were his under the bargain, he was interested 
not only in those sent down but in those which were left.

The direct evidence upon this branch is somewhat meagre.
When the plaintiff was in the witness-box this occurred :—

“His Ixmlship: Do I understand the difference between the 
parties is this: that the defendant claims that these logs all were 
to In* delivered that season down to Sucker Ixike, and claims 
danuigcs In-cause they were not, and lieeause they were not 
he claims he has overjmid you?

“Mr. Mulcahv: Yes, that is the situation.
“His Iiordship (to witness, plaintiff): What do you say? A.

I undertook to deliver the logs that season, I understood they were 
to l>e delivered (interrupted).
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“Q. Then you did not deliver them? A. No, not all.”
In crow-examination the plaintiff remarked :—
“Q. I undereland you admit you were to deliver these logs 

in Sucker Lake in the season of 1914? A. I was to drive out the 
logs.

“Q. To Sucker Lake? A. Yes.
“Q. In the season of 1914? A. I understood tliat, yes, if there 

was water enough.
‘ ‘Q. Was anything said about water enough when you made 

your original bargain? A. No.
“Q. You were to drive them to Sucker Lake? A. Yes.
“His Lordship: Tliat season? A. Tliat was mentioned when 

we made the bargain, my Lord.
“Mr. Johnson: When were you to deliver these logs at Sucker 

Lake? A. There was no time mentioned when I was to have them 
at Sucker Lake.

“Q. You could have them there whenever you liked? A. I 
did not think of it that way. My idea was to get them there as 
soon as I could.

“Q. Were you to deliver them there in the season of 1914? 
A. That was not specified when Mr. Greer bought the logs.

“Q. You were examined a few days ago in this action? A. 
Yes.

“Q. You were asked then, ‘Q. Was there anything else in 
the bargain, give me the prices? A. Well, I was to deliver the 
logs in Sucker Lake. Q. When? A. I expected to deliver them 
in the following spring. Q. That was the spring of 1914? A. 
Yes. Q. Was that the bargain, that they were to be delivered 
in 1914? A. That was the understanding. There was no 
guarantee. ’ ”

The cross-examination was then resumed:—
“Q. Was that the understanding, that they were to lx* de

livered in 1914? A. No, it was not specified.
“Q. Can you explain your answer? A. I fully expected to 

have delivered them in 1914.
“Q. You said that was the understanding? A. I don’t 

remember saying that it was the understanding; I expected to 
deliver them.

“Q. If you expected it, don’t you think he expected it too? 
A. I have no reason to doubt tliat he expected it.”
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Evidence on the subject on behalf of the defendant was given 
—after the plaintiff had been examined—by the defendant and his 
son John Greer junior. In his examination in chief the defendant 
was asked :—

“Q. Tell me what the bargain was between you and the 
paintiff alxmt the delivery of these logs? A. They were to be 
delivered in the season of 1914.

“Q. Where? A. In Sucker Lake.”
The son w as asked
“Q. Do you know anything alxmt this bargain between your 

father and Mr. White? A. I was present at tin; time. . . .
“Q. What was the bargain? Mr. White was to put the logs 

into Sucker Ijake in the spring of 1914, during the sawing season 
of 1914.”

That is, I think, practically all the testimony upon the subject 
of delivery. It will be noted that, while desire and intention are 
freely admitted by the plaintiff, he states more than once that 
nothing was actually said upon the subject. All parties assumed, 
as self-interest itself suggested, that deliver)' would Ik* completed 
in the season of 1914. And it should be noted that, although 
the defendant and his son were lx)th examined after the plaintiff 
had given his evidence, neither of them denied the plaintiff’s 
statement that nothing was said alxiut delivering in 1914. What 
they were asked was, “the bargain,” not W'hat was said, and 
wlia they answered was an inference only which they expect 
the Court to adopt.

In estimating the value of the evidence it is impossible to ignore 
the fact that in the meantime the war had seriously affected the 
building and lumber trades, thus supplying an obvious motive 
to the defendant for escaping or trying to escape, if possible, 
from an onerous contract. That he had such a desire is reasonably 
obvious from his rather singular letter of the 22nd October, 1914, 
before referred to, written, it will be observed, previous to the close 
of the season, which, on the evidence, only ends in the following 
month. He wrote as follows: “I have been unable to dispose 
of my present stock of lumber, and therefore I am afraid that we 
will not be in a position this season to handle any more than wrc 
have on hand at the present time. With regard to logs in Con
cession Ijake, the way lumber is going at the present time I
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cannot sec tluit we could tak<‘ them at last year’s prices. Had they 
been delivered according to our agreement, during this season, 
we would have tried to keep our word, but are uniting to release 
our marl; at any time, providing we can arrange settlement for 
money overpaid on account of logs . . .”

Had the letter been a very little more explicit, it would have 
amounted to a repudiation of the contract before breach, thus 
relieving the plaintiff from making further delivery and giving 
him one more string to his bow.

There is little of value one way or the other in the only other 
written communication, namely, the letter, also from the defen
dant to the plaintiff, of the 27th November, 1914, although it 
does seem a little odd, if the defendant was so sure of his ground 
that a final breach has been committed by the non-delivery 
before the close of the season, that he should have troubled him
self to suggest to the plaintiff tluit “it would be a line thing to 
fit up your creek for driving,” which could only have meant, to 
have any sense at all, driving out the remaining logs in the next 
season.

What then is the proper conclusion upon the evidence upon 
the question of delivery? Certainly not, I think, that there was 
a definite, fixed, and absolute bargain that delivery would be 
made in the season of 1914. The parties knew that the only 
way in which delivery could reasonably be made was by means 
of water, ami that, if it failed, as it afterwards did, delivery would 
lx* impossbile hi that season. The circumstances, therefore, 
strongly suggest that, even if it were assumed that the agree
ment was to deliver in 1914, it should be assumed to have con
tained an implied term or proviso based upon the continued 
sufficiency of the water-supply. Similar implications, I have no 
doubt, luive l>een made in much weaker cases.

Another view, and upon the whole the view which I prefer, 
is that there was upon the whole evidence no exact time for de
livery actually fixed, with the result that the law would imply a 
duty to perform within a reasonable time as the true contract. 
What is a reasonable time is of course a question of fact, and upon 
that question I would without hesitation find that the final 
delivery made by the plaintiff in 1915 was, under the circumstances, 
made within a reasonable time.
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For those reasons, I would allow the appeal, and the plaintiff 
should have judgment tor his claim, with costs throughout, 
including the costs, if any, upon the counterclaim.

I understand the amount of the claim is not in dispute or is 
the subject merely of calculation, and, if so, it can be settled by 
the Registrar and inserted in this judgment.

Maclarkn, J.A., agreed with (1 arrow, J.A.
Meredith, C.J.O.:—I have had the op]x>rtunity of reading 

the opinions of my brothers Garrow and Hodgins.
If the proper conclusion upon the evidence be tliat the appellant 

was bound to deliver the saw-logs in Sucker Lake during the 
season of 1914, I would agree with my brother Hodgins that the 
action fails and that the judgment of the trial Judge should be 
affirmed.

1 am, however, unable to come to that conclusion. Upon 
the whole evidence, the proper conclusion is, I think that both 
parties thought that there would be nothing to prevent the ap
pellant from delivering the logs during the season of 1914, and 
tliat that would be done. They both knew, however, that the 
only practicable means of bringing them down to Sucker Lake 
was by floating them by the water route by which the appellant 
subsequently was bringing them down when the difficu ty caused 
by the lowness of the water was met with, and that it was not 
intended tliat there should be an absolute obligation to bring the 
logs down during the season of 1914, but only to do that if it were 
practicable to bring them down by the water route they were 
intended to take, and that if it should not be practicable to do this 
they were to be brought down within a reasonable time.

What occurred when the shortness of the water became evident 
appears to me to confirm this view. It is true that, if the obli
gation to deliver in the season of 1914 had l>een absolute, what 
occurred would not have amounted to a waiver of that 
term of the contract ; but, although that is the case, what oc
curred may be looked at for the purpose of ascertaining what the 
contract really was. It was owing to the advice of the respondent 
that the course was taken of making sure of getting part of the 
logs down with the water that was then available for floating them, 
and leaving the remainder to be brought down at another time. 
This was a natural thing for the respondent to desire to have done, 
as the property in the logs had passed to him, and he had made
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largo payments on account of the purchase-price. A change in 
the attitude of the respondent in this respect did not take place 
until the market price of saw-logs had fallen, owing probably to 
the breaking out of the war, and I have little doubt that but for 
that it would never have entered into the mind of the respondent 
that, if the appellant should be unable to make delivery of the 
remainder of the logs during the season of 1914, the res|>ondent 
would l»e entitled to refuse to take them in the following season.

Upon the whole, I agree with my brother Harrow's view as 
to the proper disposition to be made of the appeal.

Hodgins, J.A.:—This appeal was argued chiefly on a ground 
not brought to the attention of the learned trial Judge, and not 
considered by him, i.e., that the property in the saw-logs had 
passed to the resjxmdcnt prior to the difficulties which arose later 
on in the season, and that by reiison thereof the apjM llant was 
entitled to the full price.

The logs had been cut and were in the bush, and, after the 
bargain, were scaled and were stamped by the respondent. He 
admits that this was done when scaling for the purpose of being 
sure1 of the number of logs, and also to shew that they were his 
logs. This was a definite appropriation of the saw-logs to the 
contract of January, 1914, if indeed anything further was needed; 
the contract being for logs already cut and skidded and identified 
by negotiations had in 1913, as well as in January, 1914.

These facts are clearly sufficient to indicate that in this Pro
vince the property in the logs then passed to the respondent, 
notwithstanding that the appellant had still to make delivery: 
Wilson v. Shaver, 1 O.L.R. 107, 3 O.L.R. 110; Craig v. Beard more, 
7 O L.R 074.

The logs were hauled, some to Concession lake and put on 
the ice, some to the Beaver Meadow, below the lake, and the 
remainder—atxmt 500 pieces—to Sucker lake itself, where all 
were ultimately to lx; delivered during the season of 1914.

Payments by way of advance were made from time to time, 
but these payments were all subject to the understanding that 
the logs were all to be delivered during the season, when the balance 
would be finally adjusted

The respondent defines this season as lasting till the “freeze 
up,” which he puts as prior to the 27th November, 1914. As, 
therefore, the property had passed and the time for delivery had
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not expired, the actions of the répondent tnroughout this period 
are quite consistent and easily understood.

When he and the appellant met in May, 1914, they had to 
decide what was best to do, having regard to the scarcity of water. 
Both were interested, for what the appellant was required to 
drive were at that time the logs of the respondent. The decision 
was an amicable one, and did not change the legal position of 
either.

The appellant had the right and was bound to deliver at any 
time during the season which was not then ended, and t he respon
dent did not interfere with this primary right or duty by giving 
his opinion or assent as to the best course to be taken at that 
juncture.

The giving of the note and the rendering of an account in 
October were natural and propter, as the contract was still un
broken. The first assertion that there was default was in the 
letter of the 22nd October, 1914, which refers to the statement as 
having been previously delivered, and says that, had the logs 
“been delivered according to our agreement during this season, 
we would have tried to keep our word,” while1 it demurs at taking 
them later at the contract price.

The letter of the1 27th November, 1914, I think, indicates an 
unwillingness to give up) the logs entirely, the suggestion that this 
“would be a fine time to fit up> your creek for driving” being 
consistent with a readiness to take the logs next spring, though 
with some rearrangement of price. But disputes ensued, and the 
respiondent declined to accept future delivery. The logs remain
ing were actually put into Sucker Lake in the spiring of 1915; 
and the question is, whether, in view of the passing of the property, 
the apipellant can succeed as in a cast; of delayed delivery, or on 
the contention that he was merely a bailee charged with delivery 
and liable only for negligence

The account put in (exhibit 7) shews, by comparison with 
the statement (exhibit 3), that all the logs in the latter under the 
heading “S. White Account” were delivered hi 1914, as well 
as some of those in “G. White Account,” leaving a considerable 
portion in Concession I^ake.

The rights of the parties must be worked out by regarding 
their position under the agreement and what they did during 
its currency. The contract was an entire one for the sale and
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delivery of specified and ascertained geioels. It is evi<lvnt, how
ever, that, while the contract was entire, delivery was n**t ne*e;es- 
sarily to be made all at one time, but that, both in intention and 
in practice partial delivery was expected and accepted as pro]>er 
performance of the ’s obligation. If the contract was
entire, and delivery was to be made at one time, the purchaser 
might reject a partial delivery and refuse to accept anything short 
of the whole order, or he might, in the events which transpired 
here, have repudiated the whole contract in November, but only 
on terms of returning what he had already got: Oxciidale v. 
Wetherc l (1829), 9 B. <fc C. 38(i; Colonial Insurance Co. of New 
Zealand v. Adelaide Marine Insurance Co. (1880), 12 App. Cas. 
128. But, if partial delivery is in accordance with the contract 
or is accepted, although not provided for, the contract is treated 
as if it were separable, and each delivery is dealt wit h by itself : 
Bragg v. Cole (1821), 0 Moore (C.P.) 114; Tarling v. O'Hi or dan 
(1878), 2 L.It. Ir. 82; Jackson v. Rotax Motor and Cycle Co., 
[1910] 2 K.B. 937 (C.A.)

In the latter case (p. 950), a statement of Morris, C.J., in 
Tarling v. O'Riordan is accepted as correctly enunciating the 
law where the part ies intend separate deliveries, and not one deliv
ery, and where the second delivery is not in accordance with 
the contract: “The defendant here accepted the first bale, and 
used it finding it, was correct. At the time he so accepted it 
he could not contemplate that the remaining goods would not be 
sent also correctly. In my opinion the defendant was only Ifounel 
to pay for the bale that was correct and accepted by him in jwirt 
performance* of his contract, and was not bound to |>ay for any 
portion of the second bale1 which he* was not 1 found to accept.”

The last sentence, having regard to the point involve-d in that 
case*, woulel be cle*are*r if the* last few words read “which bale* he 
was not Ixmnel to accept.” Applying that statement to the facts 
of this e*ase, the r<*sixmelent acceptée 1 what was deliverer! in time, 
anel it eannot be asserte*el that he kne*w as a fact that the re*- 
maineler coulel not have be*e*n driven that se*ason during the* aut umn 
freshets. Both parties were* e-ntitle*el to wait anel se*e, and did so.

Dex*s the fact that the property hael passed make* any sub
stantial difference in so far as the right of rejection on late delivery 
or liability for the whole purchase-money is concerned? In the 
case of Gilmour v. Supple (1858), 11 Moore P.C. 551, 50ti, Sir

14
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Cmtowell Criswell laid down the general rule* in these terms: 
‘By the law’ of England, by a contract for the sale of sjM*<ifu* 

ascertained goods, the property immediately vests in the buyer, 
and a right to the price in the seller, unless it can be shewn that 
such was not the intention of the parties. Various circumstances 
have been treated by our Courts as sufficiently indicating such 
contrary intention.” The qualification as to “contrary intention” 
applies e “y to the vesting of the prof>erty and to the vesting 
of the right to the price.

In Calcu'ta and Hannah Steam Navigation Co. v. I)e Mattox, 
11 W.R. 1024, 32 L.J.Q.B. 322, 33 L.J. Q.B. 214 (1804), the Court 
of Queen's Bench (Cockhum, C.J., Blackburn and Mellor, .1.1., 
dissentients Wight man, J.), held that, on the proper construction 
of the contract, the property in a cargo of 1,100 tons of coal had 
jMissed to the purchaser (the company). One-half the purchase 
money had been paid to De Mattos, the seller, on the delivery on 
board the ship, and the balance was to lie paid “on right delivery 
at Rangoon.” The ship was damaged en route, but the cargo, 
to the extent of 850 tons, was transferred and ultimately reached 
Rangoon, but not in such a way as to constitute “right delivery” 
under the contract. It was in fact sold at auction at Rangoon by 
the carrier and bought by the company. l)e Mattos sued for 
the balance of the purchase-price, but the Court unanimously 
decided that he could not recover. On the question as to whether 
he was bound to repay what he had received and to pay damages 
for non-delivery, the Court was divided, two of the learned Judges 
being ot opinion that his liability to repay was saved by the pro
vision that one-half of the purchase-money was by the contract 
to be paid on delivery on board, and consequently the right to 
that half vested in De Mattos on shipment. In the Exchequer 
Chamber, Erie, C.J., Channell, B., Willes and Williams, .1.1. 
(Martin and Bigot t, BB., dissenting), affirmed the conclusion 
that the property has passed on shipment, but all the members 
of the Court were of opinion that De Mattos could not recover the 
balance of the purchase-price. Willes and Williams, .1.1., thought 
that the company could recover damages for non-delivery.

This case shews not only that the passing of the property is 
not sufficient to entitle1 the seller to recover the; whole contract 
price without delivery, if delivery is part of the consideration
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__ (sc»e Forbes v. Smith (1803), 11 VV.R. 574), but that the risk
s. ('. during the transit attaches to the seller, who is bound to deliver,

White to the extent of so much of the price as is contingently payable.
Creer ^ has been followed in Dupont v. British South Africa Co. (1901),
-— 18 Times L.R. 24, a decision of Kennedy, J., a Judge of experience

in commercial cases. He quotes with approval the statement 
of Blackburn, J., in the De Mottos case, 32 L.J. Q.B. at p. 328, 
that the parties “may bargain that the property shall vest in the 
purchaser, as owner, as soon as the goods are shipped, that they 
shall then be both sold and delivered, and yet that the price (in 
whole or in part) shall be payable only on the contingency of the 
goods arriving.”

Applying the law as laid down in the foregoing cases, the rights 
of the parties may l>e summarised as follows:—

The respondent was entitled to keep and is bound to pay for 
the logs etc. delivered into Sucker Lake during the season of 1914, 
at the contract prices. It was competent to him, upon subse
quent default, to reject the residue, but that refusal to accept 
must be taken as an election not to assert title to the logs. The 
respondent, not having possession, is not entitled to a lien for the 
amount overpaid by him ; but the appellant is bound to repay it, 
because the overpayment was by way of advance, and not in any 
sense under a term of the contract vesting the right to it in the 
appellant on partial delivery or at any stage of the transit.

Owing to the course taken at the trial and acquiesced in, ns 
shewn by the judgment and notice of appeal, the Court is relieved 
of the necessity of deciding whether the respondent is entitled to 
damages for non-delivery. The items objected to by the appellant 
in regard to the services of one of the respondent’s men were 
properly allowed. The loss of the sinkers falls naturally upon 
the appellant, they being part of the logs undelivered. Apart 
from that, if the respondent liad accepted what was delivered in 
the spring of 1915, subject to his claim for damages for late 
delivery, the result would be the same, as the sinkers were lost 
during the time when the appellant was in default. Their loss 
would be properly attributable to the retention in the water caused 
by the delay in delivery.

It may be noted that the provision in the English Sale of 
Goods Act, 1893, sec. 11 (1) (c.), that, where the property has 
passed to the buyer, the breach of any condition to be fulfilled 
by the seller can only be treated as a breach of warranty, and not
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as a ground for rejection, is conditional upon the contract of 
sale not being severable. In this case it is, as lias been pointed 
out, severable in its nature, and was so treated by the parties.

The result is, that the judgment should be altirined and the 
appeal dismissed with costs.

Since writing the foregoing, 1 have liad the opportunity of 
reading the opinion of my brother Garrow. I regret that I am 
not able to agree with it in so far as it disregards the finding of the 
learned trial Judge that the bargain was to deliver during the 
season of 1914. If the tenus of the contract were to be deter
mined by wliat was proliable under the circumstances, it would, 
I think, be most unlikely that, of all stipulations in a log contract, 
the time of delivery would be omitted. But in this case the finding 
is based not only upon explicit evidence given by the res])ondent 
and his son, but upon two admissions by the appellant. The 
appellant sought to qualify these admissions, and the value of 
his whole evidence was therefore properly a matter for the trial 
Judge. In addition to this consideration, there is the fact that 
the finding is not directly challenged in the notice of appeal, nor 
was it controverted before us. While, therefore, the appellant 
did all he could, I am unable to concur in the view that the con
tract contained no provision as to the time of delivery, or that, 
if it did, it was to be conditional on a sufficient supply of water 
being available.

Magee, J.A., agreed with Hodginh, J.A
Appeal allowed; Magee and Hodgins, JJ.A., dismiting.

SMITH v. RUR. MUN. OF VERMILION HILLS.
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, The Lord Chancellor, Viecount llaldane, 

Lord Atkinxon, Lord Shaw, and Lord Parmoor, July 25, 1916.

Constitutional law (§ II A 4—212)—Provincial taxation powerh- 
Crown lands—Interest of lessee.

Though under sec. 125 of the British North America Act, 1M>7. the 
provinces have no constitutional |>ower to tax Crown lands, that re
striction does not prevent them from imposing a tux u|M>n the interest 
of a tenant of such lands under grazing leases from the Dominion Gov
ernment.

[Smith v. Hur. Mun. of Vermilion Hill.s, 20 D.L.R. 114, 49 Can. S.C.R. 
503, affirmed. See also Southern Albert a Land Co. v. Mvhan. 29 D.L.R. 
403.1

Appeal from 20 D.L.R. 114, 49 Can. S.C.R. 563. Affirmed. 
The judgment of the Board was delivered by 
Viscount Haldane:—This apjieal arises out of an action 

in which the appellant was held liable in the Courts below
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to pay a sum of 83,118.78, being the amount assessed as 
tax upon certain lands in the province of Saskatchewan. 
The appellant's interest in these lands was conferred 
by leases from the Crown, granted to him by the 
Dominion Government, for grazing purposes. The lands were 
situated within a local improvement district, which was sub
sequently organised as a municipality under a statute1 of the 
province. The tax in question was assessed by this municipality, 
which was the plaintiff in the action and is the respondent on 
this appeal.

The only question now raised is whether the appellant could 
be assessed for the tax, regard being had to sec. 125 of the B.N.A. 
Act, 1867, which provides that “no lands or property belonging 
to Canada or any province shall lie liable to taxation.”

The Province of Saskatchewan formed part of the North-West 
Territory. But it Mas not organised under sec. 146 of the Act 
of 1867, which provides for the admission of that Territory by 
address to the Crown. It Mas organised and admitted by an 
Act of the Dominion Parliament. This Act Mas itself passed 
under the powers conferred by the B.N.A. Act, 1871, which 
enabled the Parliament of Canada to establish new provinces 
in any territories forming part of the Dominion, but not included 
in any of its provinces, and to make1 provision for the administra
tion, peace, order, and good government of any such new province. 
The Act of the Dominion Parliament, passed hi 190.*» in regard to 
Saskatchewan under these; provisions, Mas the 4-5 of Edw. VII., 
ch. 42, and known as the Saskatchewan Act. his established 
the part of the North-West Territory to whi» it related as the 
Province of Saskatchewan, and provided that the provisions of 
the B.N.A. Acts, which, of course, included sec. 125 of the Act of 
1867 already referred to, should apply as if Saskatchewan had been 
an originally united province and set up a constitution for the 
new province analogous to that of the other provinces. By 
sec. 20 it was enacted that as the new province was not to have the 
public land as a source of revenue, Canada should make certain 
aimual payments to it. By sec. 21 the Crown lands were to 
continue to be vested in the Crown and to be administered by 
the Government of Canada for the purposes of Canada.

It is thus clear that the authorities of the province have no
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power to tax Crown lands, and the real question is whether this 
restriction prevents them from imposing the tax in controversy 
upon a tenant of Crown lands. The appellant was tenant of 
the parcels of land to which the taxation was directed under two 
leases from the Dominion Government, for terms of years deter
minable on notice, and with restrictions on assignment. The 
lenses were granted for grazing purposes. The taxes in controversy 
were imposed under the provisions of certain statutes of the 
Legislature of Saskatchewan passed for the purjxjse of facilitating 
local improvements and for enabling assessments to that end. 
Under these statutes districts are to be constituted with councils. 
The council is in each case empowered to impose a tax of restricted 
amount u]xm “every owner or occupant in the district for land 
owned or occupied by him.” “Owner” is defined to include 
any person who has any right, title, or estate whatsoever, or any 
interest other than that of a mere occupant in any land. “Occu
pant” is to include the inhabitant occupier of any land, or, if 
there be no inhabitant occupier, the person entitled to the pos
session thereof, and the leaseholder or holder under agreement 
for sale, and any person having or enjoying in any way, or for 
any purpose whatsoever, the use of land. “Land” includes 
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, and any estate or interest 
therein. The secretary of every district is to make an annual 
return shewing the lands on which the taxes have not been paid, 
and in case default is proved a Judge of the Supreme Court may 
make an adjudication, the effect of which is to vest the land, 
but subject to redemption, in the Crown in right of the province.

The appellant was duly assessed in respect of the land com
prised in the two leases, and the question is whether the assess
ment was valid. It is contended for the appellant that the tax 
is sought to be imposed on the land itself, which belongs to the 
Crown in right of Canada, and not on any individual who is 
interested in it. For the respondent, on the other hand, it is 
argued that all that is taxed is the interest of the appellant as a 
tenant of the land and not the land itself as owned by the Crown.

Their Lordships have arrived at the conclusion that the 
Supreme Court of Canada (20 D.L.R. 114) were right in affirming 
the judgment of the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan (13 D.L.R 
182), which adopted the latter of these contentions. Following 
their decision in the analogous case from Alberta of Calgary and

Vkkmilion
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IMP. Edmonton Land Co. v. The Attor.-Gen. of Alberta (45 Can. S.C.R.
P. C. 170), where the scheme and definitions in the Ixieal Improvement
Smith Act of that province were substantially the same as those in the

_ present case, the bupreme ( ourt of ( anadn held that the taxing
Rcr. Mon. ’ , , ' , ,

of statute of Saskatchewan. must he read, m accordance with a
VERMILION well-known principle, as not applying to the Crown or its lands.

Viscount
Haldane.

But they thought that there was no reason why it should not 
Ik* treated as applying to an interest acquired by a private person 
under a lease from the Crown. The definitions of “land,” 
“owner,” and “occupant” make it easy to interpret the ex
pression “land” as excluding any interest which still remains in 
the Crown. Their Ixmlships agree with this reasoning. They 
are of opinion that, although the appellant is sought to be taxed 
in respect of his occupation of land the fee of which is in the 
Crown, the operation of the statute imposing the tax is limited 
to the appellant’s own interest. It up]>ears to them that not 
only can the statute be read as meaning this and no more than 
this when it uses the word “land,” but that it ought to be so read 
in order to make it consistent with sec. 125 of the B.N.A. Act of 
1867 and not a nullity.

Other points were argued in the Courts below, such as that 
the province had no jxiwer to attach to a person not domiciled 
within it a personal liability to pay taxes, and that the respondent 
municipality had not the right to collect the assessments in 
question, even if they were lawfully imposed. But these other 
points were not pressed on behalf of the appellant in the argument 
at their Lordships’ Bar, and it is therefore not necessary to deal 
with them.

Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty that the 
appeal should be dismissed with one set of costs.

The interveners will bear their own costs. Appeal dismimd.

CAN. TORONTO RAILWAY CO. v. CITY OF TORONTO AND C.P.R. CO.

8.C. Supreme Court of Canada. Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, Idinyton.
Anglin, and Hrodeur, JJ., May 2, 1916.

Railway Hoard (6 1— 2) —Jurisdiction—Protection of croksinuh— 
Apportionment of cokth.

The board of Railway Commissioners, in ordering the elimination of 
a level crossing and the substitut ion of a subway therefor, for purjeoscs 
of public safety, has jurisdiction under the Railway Act (R.8.C. 1006, 
ch. 37), to direct a |K>rtion of tin* cost to be borne by a street railway 
company benefited or affected by such order. The jKiwer of the board 
to make such order is not affected by an existing agreement whereby the 
company obtained rights to lay tracks.
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Appeal from an order of the Board of Railway Commissioners 
for Canada on certain questions of law, by leave of the Board, 
and on a question of jurisdiction, by leave of the Chief Justice 
of Canada.

The following art1 the questions so submitted to the Supreme 
Court of Canada for decision:—

“1. That the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada 
laid no jurisdiction to order the Toronto R. Co. to contribute 
to the cost of the construction of the subway at Avenue Road.

“2. That by reason of the terms of the agreement between 
the Toronto R. Co. and the City of Toronto, dated September 1,
1891, ami confirmed by 55 Viet., ch. 99, the Toronto R. Co. should 
not have been ordered to contribute to the cost of the said subway.

“3. By reason of the agreement between the Toronto R. Co. 
and the City of Toronto, dated September 1, 1891, and the Act 
of the legislature confirming the same, that the said Toronto R.
Co. is entitled to the use of the said street in the exercise of its 
franchise. And because the City of Toronto and the C.P.R. Co. 
agree upon the elimination of the grade at the crossing of the 
said street by the C.P.R. Co. it does not entitle either party to 
call upon the Toronto R. Co. to contribute to the cost of the same.'*

D. L. McCarthy, K.C., for appellant.
Colquhoun, for the respondent the City of Toronto.
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—This is an appeal by leave against, an Fiupatrick.cj. 

order of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada dated 
November 12, 1914, made in the matter of the apportionment 
of the cost of the grade separation work at North Toronto (ex
clusive of Yonge St.), whereby and so far as the apfiellants an* 
alone concerned it was ordered
that 10% <>f the cost of the separation of grades at Avenue Road, North 
Toronto, be borne and paid by the Toronto Street It. Co.

The Railway Act gives power to the Railway Board where a 
railway is constructed across a highway to order that the1 railway 
be carried over the highway and to order what portion, if any, 
of cost is to be borne respectively by the municipal or other 
corporation or ]>erson in respect of such order. Though }>erhaps 
not very clearly worded, the meaning of sec. 238 must be that such 
order must be with a view to the protection, safety and convenience 
of the public.

That this enactment is intra vires of the power of parliament
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I do not think admits of doubt; it was so decided in the case* of 
City of Toronto v. C.P.R. Co., [1908] A.( 54. We have therefore 
only to consider whether or not the order so far as it directed the 
appellant to pay a jxirtion of the cost was made without jurisdic
tion.

At the argument much stress was laid by counsel for the 
appellant on the ease of H.C. Electric R. Co. v. Vancouver, etc., 
R. Co. anti The City of Vancouver, 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] A.C. 1007; 
indeed, I apprehend that but for that case the present appeal 
would hardly have been brought. The decision of the Judicial 
Committee in that case, however, depends upon the facts of the 
particular case. The application to the Railway Hoard for an 
order for four streets to be carried across the railway on viaducts 
was made by the city corporation and their Ixirdships approved 
of the statement that
the occasion for the application arose from the necessity of determining the 
|H-rmanent grade of these four streets.
The judgment continues, pp. 95 and 90:—

It follows, therefore, that the application was a matter between the 
corporation and the railway company alone. . . . It is evident from the 
reasons given by the Railway Board that they directed the tramway company 
to pay a pro|>ortion of the cost of the improvements because they were of 
opinion that the tramway company would benefit by them. . . . The
fundamental error underlying the decision of the Railway Board is that they 
have considered that the fact that the tramway company would be bene- 
fitted by the works, gave them jurisdiction to make them pay the cost or a 
portion of it.

There is nothing in the Railway Act which gives any such jurisdiction.

Now the facts in the present case are wholly different. It is 
abundantly clear from the record that the substantial and, indeed 
I think I may say only, reason for the order of the Railway Hoard 
for this grade separation was the elimination of dangerous cross
ings. That incidentally the tramway company will be benefit ted 
by the separation of the grades cannot of course bring the case 
within the ruling of the Judicial Committee in the Vancouver case. 
If the tramway company could have l>een ordered to pay part 
of the cost though they derived no benefit from the work, it 
would be absurd to suppose that they could not be so ordered 
because they did obtain benefit.

It can make no difference that occasion was taken for abolishing 
this crossing when the separation of grades in a neighbouring 
street was decided u]>on. The two subways were naturally and
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properly ordered as part of one scheme for the public safety and 
convenience.

Whatever the rights of the appellant and the City of Toronto, 
respondent, under their agreement they are only as between the 
parties and cannot affect the validity of the order of the Railway 
Board.

Davies. J.:—This is an appeal from an order of the Board 
of Railway Commissioners directing the Toronto R. Co. to pay 
a portion of the cost of a subway ordered by the Board to tie 
constructed at Avenue Road in the City of Toronto. Leave to 
appeal was granted by the Chief Justice on the ground that the 
Board had no jurisdiction to make the order complained of. 
Leave to appeal was also granted by the Chief Commissioner 
upon certain questions of law : 1. As to the power of the Board to 
order the appellant to contribute to the cost of the construction 
of the subway in question. 2. As to the effect of an agreement 
between the appellant and the City of Toronto upon the granting 
of the order appealed from; or, as I understand the questions, 
whether that agreement precluded the Board from making such 
order.
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Davit'S, J.

The main question of the jurisdiction of the Board to make 
the order involves the constitutionality of the provisions of the 
Railway Act under which it professedly was made, and also 
involves the questions whether, assuming the sections to be 
constitutionally valid, the order of the Board was really and truly 
made under its paramount power of providing at railway and 
highway crossings for the safety and protection of the public, 
or whether the subway at Avenue Road was a matter really and 
practically of street improvements merely, the costs of which 
the appellants could not be obliged to contribute to.

Passing by for a moment its constitutional validity, see. 227 
of the Railway Act, as amended by the Act of 1909 regulating the 
crossing of railway lines by other railway tracks or lines, vests 
very ample and complete powers in the Railway Board alike as 
to the terms, conditions and incidents subject to which such 
crossing may be allowed, as also with respect to the kind and 
nature of such crossing, and when read in conjunction with secs. 
28 and 32 of the Railway Act would authorise the Board to proceed 
under such see. 227 as well on its own motion, as on a special
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application for leave to permit a crossing; and as well with respect 
to an existing crossing which had been allowed by it or by its 
predecessor the Railway Committee of the Privy Council as with 
respect to a right to a new crossing sought to be obtained.

When it is once made clear to the Hoard of Railway Com
missioners that the public protection and safety requires that a 
crossing of railway tracks applied for should only be granted on 
certain terms and conditions or that an existing crossing requires 
additional safeguards and protection, then I think under 
sec. 227 of the Act coupled with the 28th, 29th, 32nd and 59th 
sections the powers of the Board are complete for the puisses 
the legislature intended and may be exercised by them either 
of their own motion or on special application made to them.

If I am wrong in my construction of these sections of the Act, 
I am still of the opinion that under the special circumstances of 
this case, namely, where the double tracks of the Toronto Street 
Railway along Avenue1 Road cross the double tracks of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway where they cross that road, the Board 
had ample powers under sec. 258 relating to highway crossings 
to make such order as to the protection, safety and convenience 
of the public as it did make* in this case and including that part 
of the order assigning the* proportion of the costs of the new 
protection wrorks to the Toronto Street Railway which in the 
judgment of the Board that street railway should assume and pay.

Then comes the question whether in making the order now 
in appeal assigning the street railway’s contribution towards the 
construction work ordered, the Board acted under its paramount 
power of providing for the protection and safety of the public at 
these railway crossings on this public street or highway, or made 
it for some other reason or motive.

Mr. McCarthy contended strenuously that they did not make 
it under the paramount power for protection and safety and that 
the assessment of the Toronto Street Railway was not legal or 
justifiable, because it was based, as he contended, uj>oii the 
grounds that the Toronto Street R. Co. were relieved of the 
expense of contributing to the cost of operating the1 then inter
locking plant necessitated by their crossing at rail level the tracks 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway and were also relieved of the 
possibility of an accident at that crossing. That was, he con-
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tended, the real reason for assessing a contribution towards the 
subway upon the Toronto Railway.

No doubt some observations were made by tin* Assistant 
Chief Commissioner in the reasons given on May 5, 1014, for the 
order assessing a portion of the cost of the protection works 
ordered on and at Avenue Road which give colour to this argument.

These observations and tin* argument at bar on the ]>oint 
necessitated a very close scrutiny of the entire record of the pro
ceedings before the Hoard of Railway Commissioners at its several 
meetings in order to determine what the real grounds were on 
which the order complained of was made. I have made such a 
scrutiny with the result that no doubt exists in my mind that the 
controlling ground which moved the commissioners to make the 
order in question was the safety and protection of the public and 
that the separation of the grades at Avenue Road was ordered 
mainly if not entirely for that reason, and not with any idea of 
municipal improvement. The observations made by the assistant 
chief commissioner in his reasons for making the subway order 
were intended, I think, not as reasons for the making of the ordeT 
for the subway, but rather as reasons in support of the quantum 
of the cost which they had allotted to the Toronto It. Co. to pay.

The then existing interlocking plant at the crossing in question 
which constituted the protection and safety provided for the 
public at this point was no doubt sufficient for the day and times 
when it was ordered. But the City of Toronto, it is a matter of 
common knowledge, has enormously increased its population 
during the past few years. The traffic on its principal streets 
has greatly increased and the Hoard, in acting as it did in making 
the order, had the benefit of a report on the subject it was dealing 
with made by its engineers and a knowledge of the facts gained 
from such report and the plans before it and from the repeated 
discussions by counsel at its several meetings and from, I assume, 
actual views of the locality madê by its members.

Mr. Maclean, one of the Hoard of Railway Commissioners, 
in his reasons for concurring in the order appealed from, says:—

At the hearing, Mr. Geary, fur the city, pressed with great earnest ness 
tlie contention that the city should not be called upon to contribute to the 
cost of the grade separation. The work, however, is undoubtedly in the 
interest of public safety. The dement of danycr which wax manifestly present 
was attributable not only to the increase of t rallie on the railway, but also 
to the increase of traffic on the highways. The railway was ri/h:fully in
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ils lex-atiem, under |>r<>]ht sanction of law; and the Board is, in my opinion 
justified n following the methexls of division of cost which it hitherto has 
applied. The fact that the met hoi I of ion of cost has had the sanction
of precedent, i^ to my mind, by no means the most im|M>rtant factor.

On the whole, I repeat, the only conclusion I could draw from 
a careful reading of the whole record is that the paramount con
sideration which weighed with the Board and moved it to make 
the order was the “protection, safety and convenience of the 
public.”

Then with regard to the constitutional validity of the sections 
in question, I cannot entertain any doubt. Similar legislation 
was before this Court in the case of City of Toronto v. G.TM. Co., 
37 ('an. 8.C.R. 232, when the const it utional validity of secs. 187 
and 188 of the Railway Act of 1888 was involved. Substantially, 
and for the purposes of this constitutional argument, these1 sections 
are the same as those of the1 present Railway Act now before us. 
This Court hedel tlie-se- sections to tie intra vires of the1 Parliament 
of Canada. Leave to apjieal was refused by the Privy Council.

Subsequently the question of the1 constitutional valielity of 
these sea's. 187 and 188 of the Railway Act of 1888 was brought 
before* the* Judicial Committee in the case1 of the City of Toronto 
v. C.PM. Co., (1908] A.C. 54, when they were held to be intra 
vires and where it was further hedd that a municipal conjuration 
was a “jH-rson inte-rested" within the ine-aning of the words of 
the section.

In elelivering the judgment of their Lordships, I xml Collins
says:—

In Ihr present ruse it sexMns quite dear to their Isirdships that if, to use 
the* language; above quoted, “the field were clear," the sections impugned 
do no more than provide reasonable means for safeguarding in the common 
interi'st the public and the railway which is committeel to the1 exclusive 
jurisdiction of the legislature which enacteel them, and wore, therefeire, intra 
vire*. If the precautions eirelere-el are remseinably necessary, it is obvious 
that the1)' must lx* paiel for. and in the view of their lx»rdshi|>8 there is nothing 
ultra vires in the ancillary |wiweT cemferred by the sectieins on the (’eunmittec 
to make an eepiitable adjustment of the ex|x?nses among the- persons inter
ested. This le‘gislatieui is clexirly passexl from a point eif view meire natural 
in a young and growing community inteTesteel in eleveloping the re-sourees 
of a vast territory as yet not fully settleel than it could |x>nxibly lx* in the 
narrow and thickly populated area e>f such a country as England. To such 
a «immunity it might well seem reasonable that theme who eieriveel special 
advantages from the proximity of a railway might be*ar a sjieeial share of the 
ex|iens;*s of safeguarding it. Both the substantive and the ancillary provis
ion are alike re-asonable ami intra vires of the Dem,inion Legislature, and on

73
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the principles above cited must prevail, even if there is legislation ir.lra rires 
of the provincial legislature dealing with the same subject matter and in 
some sense inconsistent.

I find myself in the face of the different provisions of the 
Railway Act and the decisions of the Courts upon them quite 
unable to appreciate or accept the argument that the Toronto 
Street Railway is not a company “interested or affected” in the 
change of grades at the Avenue Road and the protective works 
ordered there within the meaning of the sections of the Act 
applicable.

The recent decision of the Privy Council in the B.C. Electric 
It. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern It. Co. and City of 
Vancouver, 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] A.C. 1007, was of course much 
relied upon by the appellant who sought to make the facts of 
this appeal analogous to the facts of that case. Superficially 
there may be some resemblance between the facts in both cases, 
but it is only superficially. The head-note to the rejiort of the 
B.C. Electric Railway case, [1914] A.C. 1007, before the Privy 
Council states the facts and the decision as follows :—

The corporation of the City of Vancouver, wishing to alter the grading 
of four streets in the city which were crossed by the tracks of a Dominion 
railway, applied to the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada for 
authority to carry the streets over the railway tracks on bridges. Along 
two of the streets in question a railway company, working wholly within the 
province under provincial statutory authority, ran tramways. The Board 
authorized the work and ordered that a part of the cost of construction should 
be borne by the provincial company, on the ground that that company would 
benefit by the alteration:—

Held, that the order, so far as it inqiosed part of the cost of the proposed 
work upon the provincial railway company, was not within the powers con
ferred upon the Board of Railway Commissioners by the Railway Act and 
was invalid.

Turning to the reasons for the judgment of the Judicial Com
mittee, as pronounced by Lord Moulton, it will be seen how 
utterly inapplicable that judgment is to the ease before us. His 
Lordship in the first place entirely agrees with the remarks of 
Duff, J., of this Court as to the ground and reason of the application 
of the corporation to the Railway Board. He goes on to say :—

Mr. Baxter's statement makes it quite clear that the occasion for the 
application arose from the necessity of determining the permanent grade of 
these four streets. It was a question, he said, whether on the one hand the 
grade was to Ik* elevated, or on the other, the grade was to be made to conform 
to the grade of the railway tracks and level crossings established. It was 
necessary to have the matter dis|M»sed of because people were applying for 
permits to build ujion these streets, and these could not be granted owing to
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the inability of the municipality to give tho grade of the streets. The council 
prefenv 1 the former of the two alternative courses because they recognised 
that the street grades were too low and must inevitably he raised.

His Lordship thon adds:—
It follows, therefore, that the application was a matter between the 

corporation and the railway company alone.
The proposed works for which the authority of the Railway 

Board had been asked and granted was a matter merely of “street 
improvements” and he goes on to say:—

It is evident from the reasons given by the Railway Board that they 
directed the tramway company to pay a proportion of the cost of the im
provements because they were of the opinion that the tramway company would 
benefit by them.
And later he sums up his reasons for judgment by saying:—

The fundamental error underlying the decision of the Railway Board 
is that they have considered that the fact that the tramway company would 
be benefit ted by the works gave them jurisdiction to make them pay the cost 
or a |H>rtion of it. There is nothing in the Railway Act which gives any such 
jurisdiction.

He further points out that the order does not come under the 
powers of section 59 of the Railway Act :—

It does not direct that any work should be done. It is an order of a 
purely permissive character granting a privilege to the corporation which they 
may exercise at the ex|M-nse of a third party, and it leaves it to the corjioration 
to decide whether they shall avail themselves of it or not. The provisions 
of sec. 59 relate to a wholly different class of cases.

The substance1 of the judgment, as I understand it, is that on 
the facts the works for which the electric company was ordered, 
on the application of the corporation of the city, to pay a portion 
of the cost were not works ordered by the Board “for the safety 
and protection of the public” at railway or highway crossings, 
but were merely a matter of street improvements, and that the 
order was of a
purely permissive character granting a privilege to the corporation which 
they might exercise at the exjiense of a third party.

There is nothing comparable between such a proposed work 
and the one ordered in this case. The one is a matter merely of 
“street improvements” for which a “permissive order” is given 
and a part of the expense of which if undertaken at all by the 
corporation is ordered to be paid by an electric company because 
the works may benefit it. The other, the one before us, is a work 
ordered by the Railway Commissioners under, as I hold, their 
paramount power of ordering works at highway and railway 
crossings for the safety and protection of the public.
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As I hold the sections of the Act in question, and before by 
me specially referred to, to be infra tire# of the Parliament of 
Canada and the works ordered to have l>een so ordered not as a 
matter of street improvements but for the safety and protection 
of the public, I would dismiss the appeal against the jurisdiction 
of the Board with costs.

1 would answer the questions of law submitted to us as follows: 
The first question in the affirmative; The second question: I do 
not think the agreement referred to in the second and third 
questions precluded the Board from making the order requiring 
the Toronto Railway to contribute to the cost of the subway 
ordered.

Idington, J.:—The Railway Commissioners for Canada, 
clearly intending to promote the safety of the public and solely 
for that purpose, acting upon their own initiative, as empowered 
to do when they see fit for such a purpose, ordered on September 
13, 1910, their approval of a plan dated May, 1910, filed by the 
railway company.

The plan so referred to was the result of many meetings and 
much work by both the officers of the C.P.R. Co. and of the Board, 
in the way of meeting the wishes of the latter to have some of the 
many grade crossings done away with.

It appears from the circular of July 15, 1909, that the Board 
had been prompted, to take1 the steps it did, by parliament in 
1909 providing aid for the elimination of grade crossings, and by 
the discussion therein, and the general expression of public 
opinion.

Such being the origin of what led up to the order of September 
13, 1910, and the subsequent history exhibiting the* determination 
of the Board on the subject, I read this order made, after hearing 
all the parties concerned, as an imperative direction to the railway 
companies concerned to eliminate the Avenue Road grade crossing 
and separate there the* grades at crossing of the two railways.

The informal nature of the order leads me to state thus why 
I assume it must be treated as an order of the character I ascribe 
to it.

The parties concerned never seem to have supposed it any
thing else, but like people of sense acted upon it as if it must be 
obeyed.
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The C.P.R. Co. apparently had the burden of the work im
posed upon it but the other company was put for many months 
to great inconvenience before venturing to lay its rails on the 
subway thus created.

In making the order the Board reserved the question of the 
cost of work and all implied therein for a future hearing, if the 
parties could not agree.

When that came the appellant disputed any liability and 
denied any power in the Board to deal with the subject, as it (the 
appellant) was a purely provincial corporation.

Nevertheless the Board ordered the appellant to pay 10% of 
the cost and allowed it to appeal on three questions for our 
decision.

The first is as follows:—
1. Whether llie Bonnl had power to order the Toronto Railway Com

pany to contribute to the cost of the construction of the subway in question, 
and merely involves the question of jurisdiction in respect of 
which leave to appeal had already been given by the Chief Justice 
of this Court.

I think, having regard to what appears in the case and which 
I have tried to epitomize, and also to the general scope of the 
Railway Act and direct requirements of many provisions more or 
less bearing ujxm the powers of the Board and especially those of 
see. 8, sub-sec. (a), sec. 59 and sec. 238 of the Railway Act that 
the Board had jurisdiction to make the order now in question.

Sec. 238 clearly expresses the power to deal with the whole 
matter by directing the separation of grades.

Sec. 8, sub-sec. (a) as clearly indicates the crossing of these 
roads as a subject matter within the jurisdiction of the Board.

And sec. 59 seems to enable the Board to apportion the cost 
between those interested and direct payment accordingly.

These sections must be read in the form they now respectively 
stand, for sec. 238 as it stood in the R.S.C. 1906 has been repealed 
anti been much expanded by the section substituted therefor in 
8 & 9 Edw. VII., ch. 32, sec. 5, probably to meet the Toronto 
Viaduct case, [1911] A.C. 461, which I am about to refer to, and 
incidentally to put beyond question the powers of the Board over 
such a subject matter as grade crossings. The latter section 
enables in express terms the Board of its own motion, 
or u|Min complaint or application, by or on behalf of the Crown, or any
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municipal or other corj>oration, or any person aggrieved, order the company 
to submit to the Board, within a specified lime, a plan and profile of such 
portion of the railway, and may cause inspection of such portion, etc.

My only difficulty in the ease is an apparent conflict of author
ity raised by the decision relied upon in the argument by appellant's 
counsel to which 1 am about to refer.

On the one hand we have these clear and explicit provisions 
of the Railway Act as it stands amended and the decision of the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council maintaining decisions 
of this Court and Ontario Courts holding, under the provisions 
of the Railway Act as it then stood before the Act was made so 
explicit as it now is, that mere municipal coqKirations only 
indirect ly interestedwere liable to contribute even to a less effective 
(and only secondary) means of providing for the safety of the 
public.

I say these municipal corporations were only indirectly 
interested for they had only, in regard to highways, a duty to 
keep them in repair. They might or might not own them and 
had only a limited authority to levy taxes, in short, were mere 
creatures of the local legislature liable to have their powers ex
panded or contracted as it saw fit. Nevertheless they were held 
parties interested.

These cases are represented by what appears to be the final 
authoritative decision of the Judicial Committee in the case of 
City of Toronto v. C.P.R. Co., [1008] A.C. 54.

It would seem as if the appellant running a street railway 
across the C.P.R. Co.’s (respondent’s) railway in the locality 
and situation such as described in the opinion judgment of the 
Hoard should be much more directly interested in the safety of 
the public at that crossing jaiint than any mere municipal corpora
tion.

No one ever supposed for an instant that so long as the highway 
was kept in repair the municipality was liable for any of the 
numerous accidents at such crossings. But even provincial 
railways and tramways have had to suffer in that regard.

Yet, on the other hand, years after the decision above referred 
to and when sec. 238 of the Act had been amended and other 
legislation passed dealing with the very grave question of grade 
crossings and sen-king through the Board to eliminate- them in 
part at least, we have* the de-cision of the* Court above in the case
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of thv B.C. Electric li. Co. v. Vancouver, etc. R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, 
[1914] A.C. 1007, reversing an order of the Board maintained by 
this Court, approving of a plan for separating the grades as in the 
order here in question, and directing the apixdlant (there in ques
tion) to contribute to the expense of executing that plan of 
separation.

. The difference between the scheme propounded in that plan 
and the one involved herein is that the municipal corporation 
plan there was to carry its highway, and therewith the B.C. 
Electric Railway, over the steam railway, by a bridge instead of 
as here in question providing for the crossing by the raising of 
the C.P.R. track and the highway going under in a subway 
wherein the appellant might lay a new track and thus attain 
identically the same object which was to separate the grades and 
thus ensure the safety of the public.

One other difference was that the application there was made 
to the Board by the municipal corporation and here the pro
ceeding is one initiated by the Board.

1 am puzzled to know how that creates any substantial differ
ence, for sec. 238 as amended expressly provided for “any muni
cipal or other corporation” moving in the matter. Nor can I 
see that because that municipal corporation incidentally desired 
something to proceed in way of settling its street grades con- 
tenqxiraneously with executing a most desirable purpose of 
eliminating one or more grade crossings, their application should 
be held null.

It is quite clear that the Board imagined they were acting 
within the legislation promoting the abolition of grade crossings, 
for by the order made in that case it provided for three grants of 
85,000 each being paid out of the Railway Grade Crossing fund, 
created by parliament for the express punxise of eliminating 
progressively the grade crossings.

The only other distinction between that ease and this would 
seem to lx1 that the order was permissive or conditional instead 
of being peremptory. Probably that was a gentler method of 
accomplishing the desired result and could hurt no one, unless 
and until acted upon, and then would execute the wishes of the 
Board.

The relations between the appellant and the municipality
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at that particular juncture added force to the vigorous objections 
made to that phase of the order.

The distinction between the permissive and conditional 
character of that order, especially under the circumstances existent 
in connection therewith and this one, clearly made on the initiative 
of the Board, and free from obvious difficulties suggested in the 
other, I think distinguishes the two cases sufficiently to maintain 
the order now in question without at all disregarding the decision 
of the Court above.

It is to be observed that the ( 'ourt above refrained from acting 
upon the view of the law presented by the minority judgment in 
that case in this Court. That is the more noticeable for the ( 'ourt 
al>ove drew its statement of fact from that very judgment which 
strenuously maintained the ]>osition that it would be ultra rires 
parliament to enact anything upon which such an order as there 
in question could be founded. The alleged power of parliament 
is what appellant also challenges and denies herein and thus raises 
the only really important question in this case.

Unless and until it is expressly held by the Court nl>ove that 
it is not, as heretofore supi>osed, to be within the power of par
liament to deal effectively with all relating to crossing railroads 
(whether they are both the properties of corporate creations of 
parliament or one or more the property of a provincial corporation 
and the other of parliament) so long as one is the creation of 
parliament, I think we are bound by the view taken by the Court- 
above in the earlier Toronto case, and certainly not overruled in 
this later H.C. Electric It. Co.’s Case, 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] A.C. 
1007, to abide by what I think has become settled law.

That view of the law was upheld in this Court in the case of 
In re Alberta Railway Act, 12 D.L.R. 150, 48 Can. S.C.R. 9, and 
in the same case in the Privy Council, Att'y-Ccn't for Alberta v. 
Att'y-Cenl for Canada, 22 D.L.R. 501, [1915] A.C. 803, at 370.

I am not disposed to confine as suggested should lx* done 
the words of the Railway Act referring to crossing railways to the 
mere physical contact of a crossing on the level, for the sections 
of the Act already referred to evidently contemplate a crossing 
where there is no such crossing contact jmssible. Indeed, in our 
country in many places such a thing would be impossible, yet 
control of the crossings must fall under the words ‘‘crossing
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railways.” I therefore think the appellant came for the purposes 
S. C. of this rase within the jurisdiction of the Hoard.

Toronto The leave given originally to appellant to cross the Canadian
Railway Pacific Railway on Avenue Road ended, as I understood Mr.

McCarthy frankly to concede, when the Hoard decided on another 
mode of crossing. And it follows that it must, in using the newCity of

Toronto
method of effecting tliat crossing, he held assenting to the Hoard’s 
adoption of the new plan. It must abide by the terms inqiosed 
upon its impliedly assenting thereto and accepting and using that, 
new mode. 1 say impliedly for there was no express order made 
in that regard.

Counsel assumes that the appellant had a right to use the 
highway and needs no more. I do not think it is any answer in 
law. It is ingenious, but will not stand examination, as someone 
may find to his cost should he running a car through that
subway at the moment of an accident on the sjnit, when he might 
need authority for being there at all, and wish his master had got 
an express order from the Hoard giving him the right to be there.

As to the other two questions presented I see nothing in the 
agreement between the appellant and the city disabling the 
Hoard from denling with the matter as it lias.

There may be something fairly arguable as to the power of 
the Hoard to have placed upon the city part of the burden of the 
cost, either under the decisions I have referred to, or under those 
coupled with the terms of the agreement.

I can find nothing in either as a matter of law imperatively 
binding the Hoard to do so. And when the safety of the public 
is the chief thing involved, then the inutility of contracts or 
implication therein for or by way of binding the power of the 
Hoard was exemplified in C.P.H. Co. v. City of Toronto el at, 
[1911] AX’. 401, and in the same case in this Court. Sees. 237 
and 248, possibly enacted to fit that case and all such like, were 
made to predominate over everything else standing in the way of 
the Hoard.

I express, indeed have, no opinion as to the legal right to 
remedy now by one against the other of such contracting parties 
as the a])]N>Ilant and the city.

Perhaps if tin* orders of the Hoard presented in a formally 
express maimer the exact authority it is presuming to act under,

86
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tin* doing so might avoid some confusion and possible miscarriage 
of what it intends to direct.

I may also add tluit much we heard of the Yonge St. crossing 
and its relation to the questions involved herein seems to me 
beside that which we have to deal with.

Yonge St. crossing turned out to be a men* question of public 
convenience which is equally within the power of the Hoard ns 
that relative to the safety of the public. It has nothing to do 
with the questions raised herein except historically, as it were.

I see no reason why the Hoard should not deal with lx>th 
questions at the same time.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Anolin, .1.:—The Toronto Railway Company, a provincial 
corporation operating a line of electric tramway on Avenue Road, 
a public street in the City of Toronto, ap]M-ul against an order 
of the Dominion Hoard of Railway Commissioners, whereby it 
is required to pay one-tenth of the cost of constructing a subway 
ordered by the Hoard at the crossing of Avenue1 Road by the 
tracks of the C.P.R. Co., a Dominion corporation operating a 
steam railway. At the point in question there- hud been since; 
1902 a crossing at rail level of the tracks of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, by the- tracks of the Toronto Railway, authorised by 
orelers of the Railway Committee of the Privy Council made; on 
the- applientiem of the- Toronto Railway Company unelcr sers. 
173-177 of the- Dominion Railway Ae-t of 1888—the- preeleecssors 
of sers. 227-229 e>f the- present Railway Act, R.8.C. 1900, e-h. 37. 
By those orelers the Toronto Railway Company was required to 
provide, and to pay the- cost of maintaining, certain additional 
protection at this highway emssing orelcred by the- Railway 
Committee in consequence of the- advent of its tramway.

In 1909 the Dominiem Parliament establisheel a fund for 
aiding in the providing by actual construction work of protection, safety 
and oonvenie-nce for the- public in re>spcct of highway crossings of the railway 
at rail lcve-l,
and plat-eel the aelministration of this fund, subject to certain 
restrictions, in the bane Is of the Railway Boare l (Railway Act, 
sec. 239 (a) enacted by 8 & 9 Edw. VII., ch. 32, sec. 7).

The record discloses that the proceedings which led to the 
making of the1 order for the separation of the grades of the C.P. 
Railway and of Avenue Roatl, including the grade- of the Toronto
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Railway, were initiated on July 1, 1009, by the Railway Board of 
its own motion for the purpose of carrying out the intention of 
Parliament in passing the legislation of that year embodied in 
sec. 239 (a) of the Railway Act. No doubt the project for the 
elimination of the level crossing at Yonge St., which was first 
taken up, probably because it was the most important, led to 
the consideration of the neighbouring crossing at Avenue Road 
and to the direction given by the Board, on the recommendation 
of its chief engineer, that the C.P.R. Co. should submit plans 
covering the elimination of the latter level crossing as well as that 
at Yonge St. But it is equally clear that the Board in giving this 
direction and in making its subsequent order for the separation 
of grades and the construction of the subway at Avenue Rond 
was not solely influenced by the fact that the carrying out of the 
Yonge St. project rendered the work at Avenue Road desirable, 
if not necessary, but was actuated largely, if not chiefly, by the 
consideration that the level crossing at Avenue Road itself was 
highly dangerous and that its elimination was demanded in the 
interests of “the protection, safety and convenience of the public.” 
As the Chief Commissioner (Mr. Ma bee) remarked, when making 
an order on June 17, 1910, adding the Toronto R. Co. as a party 
because it was interested in the Avenue Road crossing, though 
not in that at Yonge St. plans for both having been presented, 

These plans now certainly,take care of two very dangerous crossings. 
The C.P.R. Co. had itself reported Yonge St. and Avenue Road 
as dangerous crossings and counsel representing it allucfed to that 
fact at the meeting of the Board at which the subway plans were 
approved. The appellant’s somewhat disingenuous reference 
to the grade of Avenue Road as having been “altered by arrange
ment between the municipality and the Dominion road" is an 
obvious attempt to bring this case within the purview of the 
recent decision of the Privy Council in the B.C. Electric R. Co. v. 
Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] AX’. 
1067.

Moreover, if the proceedings should be regarded as having 
been commenced solely in respect of the Yonge St. crossing, 
under sub-sec. 1 of see. 238, as enacted by 8 & 9 Edw\ VII., ch. 
32, sec. 5, the Board is empowered to deal not only with any 
highway crossing at which in its opinion the protection, safety 
and convenience of the public require that it shall order works
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to I*' pxprutnl or other Blessure* to lie taken, lint also with 
any other crossing directly or indirectly affected.

The* question presented is whether under these* circumstances 
the Railway Board had jurisdiction to order the Toronto It. Co. 
to be ar a portion of the cost of the works which it directed at 
Avenue Road. Its jurisdiction is contested upon two grounds 
—that the Dominion Railway Act does not purport to confer 
such jurisdiction upon it; and that, if it does, the legislation is 
ultra vires.

For the sake of brevity I shall speak of railways under the 
legislative jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada as Dominion 
railways and of railways or tramways under provincial legislative 
jurisdiction as provincial railways or tramways.

It is obvious that in the present case there are two matters 
in respect of which the Railway Board may have jurisdiction- 
one, the crossing of the Dominion railway by the provincial 
tramway ; the other, the crossing of the Dominion railway by the 
street or highway. These* crossings are separately dealt with 
by the Railway Act—the former by sec. 227-220; the latter by 
sec. 237 et seq. For sections substituted for secs. 237 and 238 of 
R.8.C. eh. 37, see 8 & 9 Kdw. VII., vh. 32, secs. 4-6.

By sec. 8 (a) of the Dominion Railway Act every provincial 
railway or tramway which connects with or crosses a Dominion 
railway is made subject to the provisions of that Act relating to 
the connection or crossing of one railway or tramway by another, 
so far as relates to such crossing. The provisions thus made 
applicable are secs. 227 and 229. (B.C. Electric R. Co. v. Van
couver, Victoria and Eastern Railway Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] 
A.C. 1067, at 1075.)

Under sec. 227 the crossing of a Dominion railway by the 
tracks or lines of any other railway company without leave of the 
Board, is prohibited: by sub-sec. 3 the Board is empowered (a) 
to grant a crossing application on such terms as to protection and 
safety as it deems expedient ; (6) to change the plan submitted and 
fix the place and mode of crossing; (c) to direct that one line or 
track or one set of lines or tracks be carried over or under another 
line or track or set of lines or tracks; (d) to direct the construction 
of such works, structures, etc., as appear to it best adapted to 
remove and prevent all danger of accident, injury or damage*.

This section, ex facie, deals only with an application for leave
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in the first instance to cross a Dominion railway and docs not 
explicitly cover the case of a change1 or modification becoming 
necessary or desirable in the protection or character of a crossing 
already established. It is argued for the respondents, however, 
that the order of tin- Board may be treated as having terminated 
the existing right of level crossing, which had been granted to the 
Toronto R. Co. by the Railway Committee of the Privy Council, 
and that, having regard to all the circumstances, that company 
should be deemed to have been again an applicant to the Board 
for leave to cross the Dominion railway, this time by means of a 
subway. Under sec. 29 of the Railway Act the Board may 
review', rescind, change, alter or vary any order or decision made by it, 
and by sec. 32 (2) it is given the like power in respect of orders 
which had been made by the Railway Committee of the Privy 
Council, which it succeeded. The Board would, therefore, seem 
to have been competent to vary the order originally made by the 
Railway Committee of the Privy Council, which granted the 
application of the Toronto R. ( ’o. to cross the tracks of the C.P.R. 
at rail level, by directing under clauses (b) (r) and (d).of sub-sec. 
3 of sec. 227, that the mode of crossing should be changed, that the 
lines or tracks of the Toronto Railway should be carried under 
those of the C.P.R. and that works or structures deemed by the 
Board best adapted to remove or prevent all danger of accident, 
injury, or damage should be constructed, etc. The Board might 
make such an order ma «ponte (sec. 28); and by sec. 59 it is em
powered to
order by what company, municipality or person interested or affected 
by any order made for the construction of works, and in what 
proportion, the cost and expense thereof shall be paid. It would 
seem to follow that without treating the Toronto R. Co. as tin 
applicant to it for a right to cross the lines or tracks of the C.P.R. 
by means of or through a subway, the Board, subject to the 
question of the constitutionality of the Dominion Legislation, 
in view of the provisions of sec. 8 (a), had jurisdiction, exercising 
the powers conferred on it by sees. 28, 29, 32 (2), 227 (3) and 59, 
to make the order in question.

Subject again to the question of constitutional validity, I 
think it also had jurisdiction to make that order under sec. 238, 
as enacted by 8 & 9 Edw. VII., ch. 32. The subject matter 
before it was the crossing of a Dominion railway by a highway as
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well as by a provincial tramway. See. 238, unlike see. 227, 
expressly deals with existing crossings. The jurisdiction of the 
Hoard under sec. 238 to order, of its own motion, or upon com
plaint or application, that the highway be carried under the 
railway and that the works in its opinion best adapted to remove 
or diminish the danger or obstruction in respect of such crossing 
be constructed is unquestioned. Its power under sub-see. 3 of 
sec. 238 or sub-sec. 2 of sec. 59 to order the payment of a portion 
of the cost of such works by the provincial municipal cor {Miration 
which controls the highway at the actual crossing has not been 
challenged since the decision of this Court in City of Toronto v. 
Crand Trunk If. Co., 37 Can. S.C.R. 232, from which the Privy 
Council refused leave to appeal, 37 Can. S.C.R., p. ix; its right to 
require another municipal corporation in control of an adjacent 
portion of the highway not actually crossed by the railway also 
to contribute to the cost of the works ordered was expressly 
affirmed by the Judicial Committee, when challenged not merely 
upon the construction of see. 188 of tin* Railway Act of 1888 and 
sec. 47 of the Railway Act of 1903 (corresponding respectively to 
see. 238 and see. 59 of the present statute), but also upon the 
constitutional validity of these provisions. It was then held that, 
a municipal corporation in either jiosition was a “ person interested” 
within the meaning of sec. 188 of the Act of 1888—“a munici
pality or person interested or affected” within the meaning of 
sec. 47 of the Act of 1903; City of Toronto v. C.l\lf. Co., [1908] 
AX’. 54.

The language of the present sec. 59 is the same as that of sec. 
47 of the Act Of 1903; that of the present see. 238 (3) is:—

The Board may order what portion, if any, of the cost is to he borne 
respectively by the company, municipal or other corporation, or person 
on whose application the Board may, under sub-sec. 1, order the 
construction of the works.

It was also held by the Privy Council that 
there is nothing ullrn vires in the ancillary |>ower conferred by the sections 
on the Committee (now the Board) to make an equitable adjustment of the 
expenses among |arsons interested. . . . Both the substantive and the 
ancillary provisions are alike reasonable and ivtra vires of the Dominion 
Lt'gislat tin1. City of Toronto y. C.P.R. Co., [ lt»0Sj A.C. 54, at 58-9.
The substantive provision empowered the* Board to order the 
works; the ancillary, to apjxirtion the cost and to direct payment.

In respect of the constitutional validity of the sections of the
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Railway Act in so far as they authorize* the imposition of the cost 
of works or precautionary measures upon persons or Itodies other 
than the Dominion Railway concerned, I am unahlc to discern 
any real ground of distinction between municipal corporations, 
the creatures of, and, in all their relations, subject to tin* control 
of, the provincial legislatures, to which exclusive legislative power 
in regard to “municipal institutions in the province*’ has been 
committed by clause 8 of sec. 92 of the B.N.A. Act, and “local 
works and undertakings'* (including provincial railways), which 
are likewise placed under exclusive provincial control by clause 
10 of the same section. Since the Dominion railway company 
might, however inequitably, be required to bear the entire burden 
of the expense of crossing protection, it cannot be said to la* 
absolutely necessary that the Railway Hoard should have author
ity to impose* any part of that expense on any other person or on 
any other corporation, Dominion or provincial. In regard to 
Iwth municipal corporations and provincial railway corporations 
alike Dominion interference must Ik* confined to what is 
necessarily incidental to the exercise of the powers conferred on it by the 
enuinerative heads of clause 91 of the B.N.A. Act 
Att'y-Gen’l for Ontario v. AtVy-Cen'l for Canada, [1896] A.C. 348, 
at 360, other than “the regulation of trade and commerce.” City 
of Montreal v. Montreal Street li. Co., 1 D.L.R. 681, [1912] A.C., 
333, at 343, 344. The right of the Dominion Parliament to 
provide for “an equitable distribution among the persons in
terested” of the expense of furnishing “reasonable means for 
safe-guarding in the common interest the public and the railway ” 
when Dominion railways are crossed by highways has boon 
expressly recognised in the Privy Council in City of Toronto v. 
C.P.R. Co., (1908] A.C. 54, as something within the ancillary 
power of parliament—as necessarily incidental to its exclusive 
jurisdiction over
lines of . . . railways . . . connecting the province with any other
province or provinces or extending beyond the limits of provinces. B.N.A. 
Act, sec. 92, clause 10 (a).
The power to order municipal corporations to contribute to the 
cost of crossing works cannot be any more necessary to complete 
and effective legislative jurisdiction over Dominion railways than 
the like power in respect of tramway companies whose lines cross 
such railways. Neither provincial railways nor municipal high-
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ways are dealt with by the Railway Board as such under the legis
lation in question. Both the provincial railway company and the 
municipal corporation are dealt with under it merely as bodies 
interested in crossings of Dominion railways and because of such 
interest, affected by the orders of the Board.

The question remains whether under the circumstances of 
the present case the Toronto R. Co. is a “company, municipality 
or person interested in, or affected by, the order” for the con
struction of a subway at Avenue Road and the depression of its 
tracks involved therein, within the purview of sec. 59 of the 
Railway Act, or a “corporation or person” on whose complaint 
or application the Board might have ordered the* works under sec. 
238 of the same Act. Whether the order of tin1 Board should 
be viewed solely as an exercise of its power under sec. 238 (sup
plemented if need be by sec. 59), the Toronto R. Co. being con
cerned because of its presence and rights upon the highway, or 
whether as to that company the order should also be regarded as 
made under the provisions of clauses (c) and (d) of sub-sec. 3 of 
sec. 227, supplemented by the provisions of secs. 28, 29, 32(2), 
59 and 8(a) I entirely fail to appreciate the force of the contention 
that the company is not a “company interested or affected” 
within the meaning of sec. 59 by the order of the Board for the 
change in conditions at the Avenue Road crossing or that it is 
not a “corporation” on whose application that order might have 
been made under sec. 238 and therefore under sub-sec. 3 liable for 
such portion of the cost of the works directed as the Board has 
ordered it to bear. The order for the separation of grades and 
the construction of the subway certainly affects the Toronto R. 
Co. very directly. It deprives it of its existing right of level 
crossing and provides for it a new and much more advantageous 
means of crossing the Dominion railway. It may well be too 
that the width and depth of the subway ordered depended, to 
some extent at least, upon the use of the highway by the Toronto 
Railway for its double lines of track. Its presence upon the 
highway may have constituted the chief element of danger in the 
existing level crossing. I find it difficult to conceive how it could 
properly be held that the Toronto R. Co. was not interested or 
affected or was not a “ corporation ” within sub-secs. 1 and 3 of 
sec. 238.

The recent case» of B.C. Electric 11. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria
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and Eastern K. Co., 19 D.L.ll. 91, [1914] A'.C. 1067, was much 
relied upon at bar by counsel for the api>ellant. In that case, in 
the opinion of the Judicial Committee, “the ground and reason of 
the application” of the municipal corjxiration, on which the 
Board acted, was municipal convenience and improvement. It 
was, in their Lordships’ opinion, “a matter between the cor- 
poration and the railway company alone,” from which the proper 
inference would seem to be that the order made by the Board was 
not regarded as an “order as to the protection, safety and con
venience of the public” within sub-sec. 1 of see. 238, in respect 
of which under sub-see. 3 the Board might order that a portion 
of the cost of the works should be borne by a corporation or person 
other than the Dominion railway or the municipal corjxiration 
at whose instance1 they were directed or sanctioned. In such a 
case the Judicial Committee negatives the right of the Board to 
order payment of a portion of the cost of the works merely because 
some benefit would accrue therefrom to the body or jierson upon 
whom it is sought to impose that burden. The order made by 
the Board did not “direct that any work should be done;” it 
was merely permissive. Therefore their Lordships held that it 
was not within the purview of sec. 59.

Dealing with the question presented solely as one of con
struction of the Railway Act, and determining nothing as to the 
power of parliament to confer upon the Railway Board the 
jurisdiction which it had attempted to exercise, their Lordships 
held that, in ordering the provincial tramway company, whose 
tracks running along the highway crossed the tracks of the 
Dominion railway company at rail level on two of the four streets 
in question, to pay a part of the cost of constructing bridges on 
those two streets to carry the highway, and incidentally the tracks 
of the tramway company, over those of the Dominion railway, 
the Board had exceeded the jurisdiction which the statute purports 
to confer upon it. But they rejected the contention of counsel 
for the Dominion railway company that, on the authority of 
(l.T.P.H. Co. v. Fort William Land Investment Co., [1912] AX'. 
224, the whole order should be rescinded.

The " at ion to the Railway ( ommission in li.C. Electric 
l{. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern It. Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, 
was made under secs. 237 and 238 of the Railway Act, as enacted 
by 8 <fc 9 Edw. VII., ch. 32. As it concerned existing crossings,

4
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sec. 238 was the provision applicable. The Railway Hoard dealt 
with the matter as one of grade separation. The sentence of 
the judgment, of the Assistant Chief Commissioner in which he 
grants the application is as follows :—

In this matter the Board is of the opinion that the application should 
he granted for the approval of grade- separation at these four streets, Hastings, 
Pender, Keefer, and Harris.
After directing that tin- work on tin- four streets should he pro
ceeded with at once, he adds

Therefore, having decided that much, it is incumbent on us to say 
in what projetions the cost shall be borne by the interested parties.

After dealing with tin- circumstances, making special allusion to 
the very considerable traffic on the tramway as indicative of the 
desirability of grade separation from “the point of view of safety 
and convenience,” the commissioner pointed out the advantages 
to tin- tramway company of an overhead crossing and it was 
ordered to pay 20% of the cost of the works. By the order the 
commissioners directed that towards the cost of one of the two 
crossings in which the tramway company was interested 83,000 
should be paid out of the fund established by tin- legislation of 
1909 (Railway Act, sec. 239 (a))
for the purjxw- of aiding in the providing by actual construction work of 
protection, safety and convenience for the public in respect of highway 
crossings at the railway at rail level.
They regretted that the limitation precluding aid for more than 
three crossings in any one municipality in one year prevented their 
giving a like sum out of the fund towards the other crossing.

Nevertheless, their Lordships of the Judicial Committee 
viewed the matter dealt with not as one in which the action of the 
Board had been influenced by considerations of protection, safety 
or convenience of the public, but as one of street improvement 
merely, in which the municipal corporation and the Dominion 
railway company were alone concerned. There is no allusion in 
their judgment to sec. 238, as enacted by 8 & 9 Edw. VII., eh. 32, 
the third sub-section of which in explicit terms empowers the 
Railway Board to apportion amongst the “company, municipal 
or other corjioration or person " on whose complaint or application 
it might have proceeded, the cost of any works or protection 
which it might order under sub-sec. 1. There was no similar 
provision in sec. 238 of the Railway Act as it appears in ch. 37 
of the R.S.C. of 1906, and, if I may make the suggestion without
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disrespect, it would almost seem that the provisions of the amend
ment in 8 & 9 Edw. VII. had escaped their Lordships’ attention. 
The point math1 as to the permissive eliaraeter of the order pro- 
nouneed by the Railway Board and the eonsequent inapplica
bility of sec. 59 apjiear rather to support that view. Prior to the 
amendment of 1909 the authority to apportion the cost of works 
ordered under sec. 238 depended on see. 59; sinee that time sec. 
238 itself contains the empowering provision.

In the present ease the order is not permissive but mandatory. 
The proem lings wen* inst ituted not by a municipal corporation 
but by the Board itself. They were prompted by the legislation 
of 1909 providing a fund to aid in the construction of works for the 
protection, safety and convenience of the public. That the Board 
was influenced by considerations of public safety was made clear 
in what took place prior to the addition, on June 7, 1910, of the 
Toronto R. Co. ns a party interested and again when the decision 
was finally reached on Sept,eml>er 13, 1910, to order grade separa
tion and subways at Yonge St. and Avenue Road and to reserve 
for further consideration the question of cost. It is not at all 
improbable that one of the chief sources of danger in the case of 
Avenue Road was the crossing at rail level at the foot of a steep 
hill of the double tracks of the C.P. Railway by the double tracks 
of the Toronto Railway. T|ie advantages to the latter company 
of the subway crossing art1 obvious. That it was affected by the 
order and interested in the work seems to me to be as indisputable 
as that it was a cor]Miration on whose complaint or application 
the order for the works might liave been made (sec. 238 (1)). 
This case is therefore in several resects clearly distinguishable 
from that of B.C. Elec. R. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern 
R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914j A.C. 1007, as viewed by their Lord- 
ships of the Judicial Committee. With great respect, assuming 
jurisdiction, the facts that the presence and operation of the 
Toronto R. Co. at the crossing had very largely contributed to 
the danger to be removed and tliat the substituted method of 
crossing would be distinctly advantageous to it, seem to me most 
cogent reasons for requiring it to contribute to the cost of making 
the necessary change.

In Ottawa Electric R. Co. v. City of Ottawa, 37 Can. S.C.R. 354, 
an order similar to that now complained of, made* against the 
Ottawa Electric R. Co. which happened to be a Dominion corpora-
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tion, was sustained by this Court explicitly on the ground that it 
was a “person interested or affected” within the meaning of sec. 
47 of the Railway Act of 1903. See. 47 corresponds to present 
sec. 59. When the Ottawa Electric case was decided see. 238 
did not contain the provision enabling the Board to apportion 
cost now found in sub-see. 3. The decision of this Court in RX\ 
Elec. If. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria and Eastern It. Co., 13 D.L.R. 
308, 48 Can. S.C.R. 98, that see. 59 of the Railway Act and sec. 
238 as enacted by 8 <fc 9 Edw. VII., eh. 32, are intro vires of the 
Dominion Parliament was not affected by the judgment of the 
Privy Council on the appeal, 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] A.C. 1007.

When apprised that the Toronto R. Co. intended to question 
the jurisdiction of the Railway Board to order it to bear a portion 
of the cost of the works at the Avenue Road crossing the assistant 
chief commissioner thought it proper to supplement a statement 
made when pronouncing that order, so that “the reasons on which 
(his) judgment, rested in regard to the division of cost . . . 
should be clearly set out." His purpose apparently was to put 
it beyond doubt that the Board had been actuated by considera
tions of public protection and safety. That was clearly unneces
sary in view of the history of the proceedings which led up to the 
order being made for separation of grades and approving of the 
subway scheme and plans, and of passages in them in which the 
dangerous character of the crossing at Avenue Road had been 
emphasized. Moreover, by the Board’s order of November 12. 
1914, payment of 20% of the cost of constructing three of the 
subways (not exceeding 85,000 in any one case) directed in con
nection with the grade separation scheme in North Toronto, of 
which the grade separation at Avenue Road formed a part, was 
authorised to be made out of the railway grade crossing fund 
established by sec. 239 (a) of the Railway Act (8 & 9 Edw. VII. 
ch. 32). This order could not properly have been made unless 
the work so aided was for the protection, safety and convenience 
of the public. The commissioner probably thought it advisable, 
however, in view of the fact that when making the order for 
distribution of cost he had specially alluded to the undoubted 
advantages which the Toronto R. Co. would derive from the sub
stitution of the subway for a level crossing, to state explicitly 
that the action of the Board in directing that substitution had been 
influenced by the danger of the existing level crossing. He had
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referred to the incidental advantages of a subway to the Toronto 
R. Co. not as a reason for ordering the separat ion of grades and the 
construction of the subway but as a ground for imposing 10% of 
the cost on that company.

Mr. McCarthy objected to these additional reasons being 
considered and also challenged the accuracy of the allusions in 
them to an accident at the Queen St. crossing, owing to a tramway 
overrunning Scotch blocks which were set against it, and to 
another accident at Front St. The records of the Railway 
Commission, produced by Mr. MacMurchy, bore out the state
ments of the assistant chief commissioner as to both.cases. Since 
the appeal to this Court is confined to questions of jurisdiction 
and of law, 1 think it desirable that in eases which are to come here 
we should have full and explicit findings from the Hoard upon all 
matters of fact which may become material for our consideration. 
I can readily understand that in the hurry of disposing of the very 
numerous cases with which the Railway Hoard is called upon to 
deal, commissioners in stating the grounds on which they proceed 
may omit to advert expressly to facts present to the minds of 
themselves and the parties before them, but of particular moment 
only when a question of jurisdiction or of law is actually mooted. 
I agree with the view expressed by the chief commissioner, tSir 
Henry Drayton, that
not only has the assistant chief commissioner the right to deliver extended 
reasons for his judgment at any time that he desires, but that it was his duty 
so to do, in case any |x>rtineut issue had not been covered in his previous 
reasons. Under the Act, questions of fact have to be disposed of by the 
Board, and all accessory findings of fact should be made by the Board so as 
to relieve the Justices of the Supreme Court from the consideration of all 
issues except the questions of law submitted.

The only remaining question is that raised in regard to the 
effect of paragraphs 13 and 18 of the agreement between the City 
of Toronto and the Toronto R. Co. whereby, that company 
contends, the city is obliged to furnish a right of way on its streets 
for the company’s tracks. This provision, it is argued, relieves 
the company from all liability to contribute to the expense of 
alterations in the grades of streets. It may be that, as between 
the parties to it, the agreement entitles the company to indem
nification from the city in respect of such cost. On that question 
of civil rights in the province the Dominion Railway Hoard was 
not competent to pass ; and of course I express no view. Hut I
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find nothing in the agreement which in anywise interferes with 
the right of the Board to deal with the Toronto R. Co. as a com
pany or person interested in and affected by its order for separation 
of grades and the construction of a subway at the Avenue Road 
crossing, or as a corporation on whose complaint or application 
that order might have been made and as such liable to bear the 
portion of the cost which the Board has deemed it proper to impose 
upon it. This was the view taken by this Court in the OUnwa 
case already adverted to (37 Can. S.C.R. 354) of similar clauses 
in an agreement between the City of Ottawa and the Ottawa 
Electric R. Co.

I would, for these reasons, answer the first question submitted 
by the Board of Railway Commissioners in the affirmative. To 
the second and third questions I would answer that I find nothing 
in the terms of the agreement referred to which precluded the Board 
making the order requiring the Toronto R. Co. to contribute to 
the cost of the subway at Avenue Road. The ap])eal against the 
jurisdiction of the Board to pronounce that order should be 
dismissed and the appellant should pay the costs of the respon
dents.

Brodeur, J.:—I thought at first that the facts of this case 
were similar to those adjudicated upon in the Vancouver case, 
19 D.L.R. 91, (1914] A.C. 1007, but they are so different that I 
have come to the conclusion that this appeal should be dismissed.

The application for a subway was not made by the munici
pality as in the Vancouver case, 19 D.L.R. 91, [1914] A.C. 1007, 
but the correspondence and the procedure shew that the Board 
of its own motion inquired into and determined the order com
plained of.

It is not a matter of municipal improvement that the Board 
acted upon but it was a question of the protection and safety 
of the public.

Mr. Commissioner McLean in his judgment puts that very 
clearly when he said:—

The work is undoubtedly in the interest of public safety. The element 
of danger which was manifestly present was attributable not only to the 
increase of traffic on the railway but also to the increase of traffic on the higli-

It is true that the assistant chief commissioner in his first opinion, 
dated May 5, 1914, mentions other grounds to justify the action
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of the Board, hut he states also that the construction of a subway 
will remove the possibility of the accidents which the level crossing 
in spite of the protection already existing might render possible.

The street railway company became with regard to this crossing 
under the jurisdiction of the Board when it applied some years 
ago for a level crossing. The Railway Committee could have 
directed then that the tracks of the street railway should be carried 
under the tracks of the railway company (sec. 227, sub-secs. 3-6 
Railway Act) but it simply granted the application and ordered 
under the provisions of sec. 229 the adoption of appliances which 
were then considered sufficient for the public safety and con
venience.

The street railway company remained concerning the carrying 
out of that order under the control and the jurisdiction of the 
Board and if later on the public interest required some better 
protection, the construction of a subway, for example, the Board 
could revise its former order and proceed to determine the condi
tion in which the crossing should take place (28-29-227 Railway 
Act).

The Board was empowered then under sub-sec. 3 of sec. 237 
or 238 to determine what portion of the cost of the improvement 
should be borne by the street railway company.

The facts disclosed in the present case shew conclusively that 
the powers exercised are ancillary to the control which the Par
liament of Canada has on federal railways.

For these reasons the appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Appeal dismissed.

MEUNIER v. HINMAN.
Manitoba Court of Appeal, Howell, C.J.M., Richards, Perdue, Cameron, and 

Uaggart, JJ.A. August 18, 1916.

Mechanics' liens (§ VII—55)—How lost—Lis pendens improperly
ISSUED.

Under the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R.S.M. 1913, ch. 125, only the County 
Court for the judicial division in which the property affected is situated 
has jurisdiction to try an action under the Act; a lis pendens issued in 
any other jurisdiction has no effect on the property ; unless a lie pendens 
is issued in the proper jurisdiction within the prescribed time, the lien 
wholly ceases to exist.

Appeal from the judgment of a County Court in an action 
under the Mechanics’ Liens Act (R.S.M. 1913, ch. 125). Varied. 

H. V. Hudson and R. W. Campbell, for appellant Gordon.
J. F. Waller and H. C. Morrison, for respondent, plaintiff.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Howell, C.J.M.:—The County Court has jurisdiction in 

mechanics' lien cases solely because of the provisions in the 
Act, eh. 125, R.8.M. 1913.

See. 27 of the Act provides that an action may ho brought to 
enforce the lien
in tjie County Court of the judicial division in which the property affected 
by the lien is situated, according to the ordinary procedure of such Court, 
except where the same is varied by this Act.

Sec. 28 varies the ordinary procedure and instead of a writ 
of summons directs the suit to be started by a statement of claim 
as in the King's Bench. Secs. 29,30 and 31 direct the procedure 
following the statement of claim and setting out the defendant’s 
method of defence and providing for notice of trial; thus quite 
departing from the ordinary practice and procedure of that Court.

See. 22 of the Act declares that the registered lien 
shall absolutely cease to exist after the expiration of ninety days . . .
unless in the meantime an action is commenced to realize the claim under 
the provisions of this Act or an action is commenced in which the claim 
may be realized under the provisions of this Act, and a certificate of lût jtendcriH 
in respect thereof, issued from the Court in which the action is brought, 
according to form No. 5 in the schedule hereto, is registered in the proper 
registry office or land titles office.

Preceding sections provide for the registry of a lien and declare 
that the lien shall lx* void unless registered within a limited time.

The land upon which the lien is claimed in this matter is 
situate in the judicial division of the County Court of St. Boniface. 
This action was begun, however, in the County Court of Winnipeg 
in January 14, 1915, and the next day a certificate of lis pendens 
was duly issued from that Court and was on that day duly regis
tered in the proper registry office.

On March 27, 1915, an Order was made under secs. 73 and 74 
of the County Courts Act transferring the suit and all the papers 
to the St. Boniface County Court and in that Court the suit was 
prosecuted in that cause so transferred and the judgment appealed 
against was pronounced therein.

No certificate of lis jwndens was issued or registered other 
than as above stated.

Clearly the County Court of Winnipeg tiad no jurisdiction 
to entertain the peculiar action provided for by the statute. It 
is not necessary here to consider what power was given by sec. 
74 of the County Courts Act. It is sufficient to state that there
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has been no certificate of lia pendens issued from the Court having 
jurisdiction in this matter as required by sec. 22 and therefore 
the lien has ceased to exist.

It must be declared that the liens of Meunier and Brown 
upon the lands in question have* ceased to exist and arc void and 
the judgment must l>e varied accordingly.

The* personal judgment against Hinman must stand. The 
costs of the trial before the County Court Judge must be paid by 
the plaintiff and Mr. Brown in whose favour the lien was given 
and the defendant must have the costs of appeal against the 
plaintiff and Brown. Judgment varied.

iïî J'

ONT. TOWNSHIP OF KING v. BEAMISH.
ë'"z. Ontario Supreme Court, Ap/tdlate Division, Meredith, C.J.U., Maclaren,

and Magee, JJ.A., and Manten, J. March 21, 1916.

Specific performance (§ I B—16) —Parol agreement partly per
formed—Want OF CORPORATE HEAL NO DEFENCE—COMPLETENESS.

Taking ixissession of land and removing gravel therefrom in pur
suance of a parol agreement for a lease are acts of part performance 
which take the ease out of the Statute of Frauds, and sjieeific perform
ance of the agreement will he decreed; where there is part |>erformance, 
invalidity of the agreement cannot be set up because of the want of the 
corporate seal of the lessee, or the absence of seals to municipal resolutions 
authorizing it. The agreement is not incomplete because it provided 
that a survey or description of the land, and the demise thereof, should 
be prepared by the municipality's clerk.

statement. Appeal by the plaintiffs front the judgment of Denton, Junior 
Judge of the County Court of the County of York, dis
missing an action, brought in that Court, for specific performance 
of a parol agreement alleged to have been entered into by them 
with the defendant on the 5th June, 1915, by which the defendant, 
in consideration of $200 which they agreed to pay him, agreed to

ms.
Meredith,C.J.O.

demise to them land in the township of King, for the term of eight 
years, with the right during the term to remove gravel from the 
land. The plaintiffs alleged acts of part performance by them 
sufficient to entitle them to have the agreement specificially per
formed notwithstanding the provisions of the Statute of Frauds, 
viz., taking possession of the land and removing gravel from it, 
with the knowledge and consent of the defendant.

McGregor Young, K.C., for appellants.
W. T. J. Lee, for defendant, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by the plaintiffs'from the 

judgment of the County Court of the County of York dated the
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20th January, 1916, which was directed to be entered by a Junior 
Judge of that Court (Denton), after the trial lx»fore him, sitting 
without a jury, on the 14th January, 1916.

The appellants sue for specific performance of a parol agree
ment alleged to have been entered into by them with the respon- 
dent on the 5th day of June, 1915, by which the respondent, in 
consideration of 8200, which they agreed to pay to him, agreed to 
demise to them a part, of lot No. 6 in the 11th concession of the 
township of King, containing one acre, which is described in the 
statement of claim, for the term of eight years, with the* right 
during the term to remove the gravel in the land; and the appel
lants allege acts of part performance by them sufficient to entitle 
tnem to have the agreement specifically performed notwithstand
ing the provisions of the Statute of Frauds. These acts art1, tak
ing possession of the land and the removal of gravel from it, with 
the knowledge and consent of the respondent.

The facts are few and simple, and most of them not in dis
pute. The respondent was the owner of the one acre in question, 
which forms part of his farm, and the appellants were desirous of 
obtaining gravel for use* on their roads. A member of the council. 
Mr. Kaake, by its direction, saw the respondent and discussed 
with him the question of obtaining gravel from his land. Mr. 
Kaake reported to the council that, as the fact was, the respon
dent was willing to sell the gravel, but not to sell it by the load.

At a meeting of the council, three of its members, the Deputy 
Reeve (Mr. Watson), Mr. Kaake. and Mr. Campbell, were au
thorised to negotiate with the respondent with respect to the 
gravel, and to enter into an agreement with him for the purchase 
of it for a lump sum, but no formal resolution was passed. These 
three members of the council, and Mr. Dav s, its road overseer, 
met the respondent, on the and on the 5th June, and an agree
ment was there come to that the respondent should lease to the 
appellants a part of his lot containing about, an acre. The part 
of the lot to be leased was agreed on. It was bounded on two sides 
by fences, on the third side by the orchard, and on the fourth side 
the boundary was to be- on the line of an elm tree which stood at 
the gateway. On the two unfenced sides the respondent was to 
put up fences. According to the testimony of witnesses called by 
the appellants, where there were no fences stakes were planted to
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mark the comers of the acre, but this was denied by the répon
dent. It was alto agreed that a “survey or description” of the 
acre should lie made by the Clerk, who was also to prepare the 
lease, and that the ]>arties should meet at the office of the Clerk for 
the purpose of executing the lease, and that in the meantime the 
appellants should be entitled to enter ujxm the land and remove 
gravel from it, which it was arrange*! they might do on the fol
lowing Tuesday.

The three memliers of the council, on the same day, reported 
to the council the arrangement they had made with the respondent, 
and the following resolut ion was passed by the council :—

“June 5th, 1915.
“Moved by A. Campbell, seconded by F. H. Robinson, that 

the Clerk be instructed to draw up a lease for the purchase of a 
gravel-pit own<*d by Victor Beamish, rear of lot 6, concession 11, 
for the sum of 8200, said lease to extend for a period of eight years, 
description of property subject to agreement by committee.

“Carried. “W. J. Wells, Reeve."
According to the respondent's testimony, which is, however, 

in conflict with that of the witnesses called by the appellants, the 
agreement was to be subject to the approval of the council, and 
it was arranged that Mr. Kaake should call him up by telephone 
that night and let him know the result of the council inciting. 
He admits that Mr. Kaafce did this and said to him, “1 guess we 
will take the gravel.”

On the following Tuesday, Mr. Davis went on the land, opened 
a pit, and commenced to draw gravel from it, and continued to 
draw it until the then requirements of the apjxfllants were satisfied, 
drawing in all several hundred loads. On the 23rd June, the fol
lowing letter was written and sent by the respondent to Mr. 
Kaake:— “Bolton, June 23rd, 1915.

“Mr. E. Kaake. Dear Sir. As I have got into trouble about 
opening tliat gravel-pit, I thought I had better drop you a few 
lines, as I never thought about the mortgage holder having any 
say in a thing like this. I liave been notified to not allow any 
more gravel to go out without his consent, and I think you had 
better call in and see E. C. Beamish, as he holds the mortgage, 
and if he thinks I had better fill up the pit, we will see what we 
can do, or if he will let It go out by the yard.

“Yours truly, V. Beamish, Bolton P.O.”
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At the first meeting of the council (after the 5th June), which 
took place on the 26th June, the following resolution was passed

“June 26th, 1915.
“Moved by J. A. Watson, seconded by E. J. Kaakc,
“That the Reeve and Clerk be instructed to proceed at earliest 

possible date to execute lease according to agreement by Coun
cillors Kaakc, Campbell, and Watson, between Victor Beamish 
and the Township of King, for gravel-pit on lot 6, con. 11; and 
providing they do not come to terms of said agreement, said Reeve 
and Clerk to take steps to expropriate at once.

“Carried. “W. J. Wells.”
The survey was made by the Clerk, and the lease was prepared 

by him, and was subsequently tendered to the respondent for 
execution, but he refused to execute it.

Mr. Watson explained that the council’s purpose in adding 
the proviso in the resolution of the 26th June was to authorise 
steps to be taken to expropriate if the respondent should refuse 
to carry out his agreement, and he (Watson) was very positive 
that all the terms of the agreement were settled at the meeting of 
the 5th June, and that nothing remained to be done thereafter 
but to get the description of the land, to prepare and execute the 
least', and to pay the $200.

The learned Judge found it uimecessary to determine whether 
“no agreement was in fact arrived at,” by reason of the fact that 
“a survey and description had to be math' and least; prepared;” 
his conclusion being that, even if that were found in favour of 
the appellants, they would not be entitled to succeed.

The basis for that conclusion was t hat acts of part, performance 
to take a case out of the Statute of Frauds must be such as to ren
der it a fraud in the vendor to take advantage of the contract not 
being in writing, and the learned Judge thought it impossible 
to say “that hi this case the act of taking out this gravel creates a 
situation which would render it a fraud on the plaintiffs or render 
it unjust that the defendant should lx* allowed to take advantage 
of the statute.”

I am, with great respect, unable to agree with that conclusion, 
which is, I think, based upon a misapprehension as to what is 
meant by “fraud” in the eases dealing with the effect of part 
performance.

It is quite true, in a sense, that the doctrine as to part, per-
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formance is based upon the view that it is a fraud on the part of 
a vendor to set up the statute as a defence to an action for specific 
performance where there has been part performance of the con
tract by the purchaser, but what that means is, I think, well stated 
in Fry on Specific Performance, 5th ed., pp. 294, 295, paras. 
585, 586, where it is said :—

“585. Secondly, the principle upon which the Court exercises 
jurisdiction in adjudging specific performance of parol contracts 
followed by a part performance, is the fraud and injustice which 
would result from allowing the party charged to refuse to perform 
his part, after performance by the other upon the faith of the 
contract and with the knowledge of the party charged. . . .

“586. ‘Courts of Equity,’ said Ixird Cotteniiam, ‘exercise 
their jurisdiction, in decreeing specific performance of verbal agree
ments, where there has been part performance, for the purpose of 
preventing the great injustice which would arise from permitting 
a party to escape from the engagements he has entered into 
upon the ground of the Statute of Frauds, after the other party 
to the contract has, upon the faith of such engagement, expended 
his money or otherwise acted in execution of the agreement . . ”
Mundy v. Joüiffe (1839), 5 My. & Cr. 167, 177.

The view of the learned Judge is directly opposed to what was 
said by Turner, L.J., in Wilson v. West Hartlepool H. W. Co. (1865), 
2 DcG. J. & S. 475, 492, 493. Referring to the doctrine of part 
performance he said : “It was contended on their’’ (i.e., the 
defendants’) “part, that companies arc not bound by acts of part 
performance, and that the acts which have been done in this 
case furnish no equity against the defendants, because they 
are acts to the prejudice of the defendants only, and not of 
the plaintiff ; but I cannot accede to either of these arguments. 
Neither of them is, in my opinion, consistent with the principle on 
which this Court proceeds in cases of part perform
ance. The Court proceeds in such cases on the 
ground of fraud, and I cannot hold that acts which, if 
done by an individual, would amount to a fraud ought not to be 
so considered if done by a company, nor can I say that it is no 
prejudice to the plaintiff to have been permitted to take posses
sion on the faith of an agreement, and afterwards to be held liable 
to be treated as a trespasser and turned out of possession on 
the ground that there was no agreement. There is authority
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for saying that in the eye of this Court it is a fraud to set up the 
absence of agreement when possession has been given upon the 
faith of it.”

Taking possession by the purchaser is an act of part perform
ance; and, where a contract has been partly executed by posses
sion having been taken under it, the Court will strain its power 
to enforce a complete performance: Parker v. Taswcll (1858), 
2 DeG. & J. 559, 571.

What amounts to taking jwssession under a contract must in 
all cases depend on the nature of the subject-matter of the con
tract. In the case at bar, the appellants entered into possession 
of the gravel-pit, which was the subject of the contract they had 
entered into, and dug for and removed several hundred loads of 
the gravel. It was not necessary, ns it is in some cases where it 
is claimed that the title of the owner is by force of the Statute 
of Limitations extinguished, to shew continuous pedal posses
sion. In order to exclude the operation of the Statute of Frauds, 
such a iM)ssession as the subject-matter of the contract admits of 
is sufficient—e.g., in the case of vacant land, entry upon it for the 
purpose of taking possession with the consent of the vendor is 
sufficient, although the purchaser does not remain u]>on the land 
but goes upon it only when he has occasion to do so.

As I have come to the conclusion that, tin; judgment cannot be 
supported on the ground upon which it was based by the learned 
Judge, it is necessary to consider the other questions with which 
he did not deal.

I am unable to agree with the contention of counsel for the 
respondent that the agreement was incomplete by reason of the 
term as to the survey and description and the preparation of the 
lease. This is clear as to theterm with regard to the preparation 
of the lease. If it were otherwise, an agreement for the sale of 
land which provides for the execution of the conveyance would 
be incomplete. All that was meant by the term that a survey or 
description of the land should be prepared by the clerk was, that 
he should ascertain the metes and bounds of the land in order that 
a description of it might be inserted in the lease. The subject of 
the demise was certain, and nothing remained to be done but to 
obtain by measurements a description of it for that purpose.

Without explanation, the resolution of the council would
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appear to indicate tliat an agreement had not been come to at the 
meeting with the respondent on the 5th June, and that the matter 
of the lease had not proceeded beyond the stage of negotiations; 
but, read in the light of the surrounding circumstances and the 
testimony of the Deputy Reeve, that is not the effect of the reso
lution.

There remains to be considered a further question, which does 
not appear to have been raised at the trial, viz., whether, because 
there was not assent under the appellants’ corporate seal to the 
terms that had been agreed upon between the respondent and the 
members of the council who made the arrangement with him, 
there was no agreement.

In my opinion, this objection cannot prevail. For the same 
reason that the respondent is precluded by the acts of part per
formance from setting up the Statute of Frauds, the appellants are 
prevented from setting up the absence of a seal to the two reso
lutions of their council. It was held in Wilson v. West Hartle
pool R.W. Co. (supra) that, where the purchaser had been let into 
possession under the contract, the vendors could not set up the 
absence of their corporate seal ; and in Fry on Specific Performance, 
5th ed., p. 323, para. G48, it is said to be “clear that such part 
performance as will prevent an ordinary defendant from setting 
up the defence of the Statute of Frauds, will prevent a defendant 
company from setting up either that defence or a defence grounded 
on the absence of the corporate seal,or of the statutory formalities, 
in accordance with which the company may be enabled to con
tract.”

I set* no reason why the same rule should not be applied in the 
case of a municipal corporation, notwithstanding the provision 
of sec. 249 of the Miuiicipal Act that, “except where otherwise 
provided, the jurisdiction of every council shall be confined to the 
municipality which it represents, and its powers shall be exercised 
by by-law.”

In Waterous Engine Works Co. v. Tumi of Palmerston (1892), 
21 S.C.R. 556, the contract w’as in respect of chattels, to which 
the doctrine of part performance does not apply, and that case is 
for that reason distinguishable.

I would for these reasons allow the appeal with costs, and 
substitute for the judgment which was pronounced, judgment for 
specific performance*, with costs. Appeal allowed.
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ATT Y-GEN L FOR CANADA v. GIROUX.
Sujtrenu Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Idington, huff,

Anglin and Brodeur, May 2, 1016.

1. Public lands (§ 1 A - 1)—Indian reserve lands- Indians as i»vr-
CHANERS.

Under the Indian Act (39 Viet. eh. IK, see. 31, R.S.C. (1889), eh.
43, see. 42) Indians have the right to become purchasers of publie lands 
which, on surrender to the Crown, have ceased to be a part of an Indian

2. Constitutional law (5 I (1—140)— Dominion or provincial domain—
Indian lands.

Crown lands not surveyed and appropriated to the use of Indians 
prior to July I. 1897, are not “lands reserved for the Indians" within 
the meaning of see. 91 (24) of the British North America Act, 1807, 
and consequently are not under Dominion control; the presumption 
is that they become vested in the Crown in the right of the province 
(Per Idington. J.). On the principle omnia presumuntur rite esse acta 
the order-in-couneil of 1853 res|>ecting the constitution of the “reserve" 
living carried out, the surrender thereof by the Indians to the Crown with 
a trust resulting in their favour has made it subject to Dominion con
trol under sec. 91 (iter Duff and Anglin. JJ.).

l»S7. Catharines Milling and Lumber Co. v. I(eg., 14 Api). Cas. 49, dis
tinguished; Doherty v. Cirour, 24 Que. K.B. 433, affirmed.|

Appeal from the judgment of the Court of King's Bench, 
appeal side, 24 Que. K.B. 433, sub. nom. Doherty v. (liroux, 
affirming the judgment of Let oilier, J., in the Superior Court,
District of Chicoutimi, dismissing the action. Affirmed.

0. (1. Stuart, K.C., and L. P. <lirard, for appellant.
L. (i. Bel ley, K.C., for respondent.
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—The appellant, the Attorney-General for Kiupavtck.cj. 

the Dominion of Canada, claims in this suit to have it declared 
that the Crown is the owner of a certain half-lot of land, being lot 
No. 3 of the first range, Canton Ouiatchouan, in the Parish of 
St. Prime and County of Dike St. John.

In the first paragraph of the amended declaration it is stated 
that the Crown has always been and still is the owner of the lot 
No. 3. This, however, is only inaccurate drafting of which there 
is much in the record. There is no doubt that the claim of the 
Crown is only to the south-east half of lot No. 3, and it is not 
disputed that the respondent has U good title to the north-west 
half of lot No. 3. The respondent has been in possession of the 
whole of lot No. 3 for upwards of a quarter of a century during 
which time the Government has taken no effective steps to quest ion 
his right to any part of the lot.

By an order-in-couneil, dated August 9-11, 1853, approval 
was given to a schedule shewing the distribution of land set apart 
under the statute 14 & 15 Viet., eh. 100, for the benefit of the
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Indian tribe*» in Lower Canada. Included in this schedule was 
a reservation in favour of the Montagnais of Lake St. John. The 
half-lot, in question was comprised in this reservation.

On June 25,1869, the Montagnais Band of Indians surrendered 
to the Crown, for sale, a portion of the reservation including lot 
No. 3. This land so surrendered was put up for sale and it would 

. appear that on June 21, 1873, the north-west half-lot No. 3 was 
sold to the respondent and, on May 7, 1878, the south-east lialf-lot 
was sold to one David Philippe.

Under a judgment obtained by the tnix-cn-cnuse, O. Bouchard, 
against I). Philippe the latter’s half of lot No. 3 was sold at a 
sheriff’s sale to the respondent on March 7, 1889.

The Crown alleges that David Philippe was an Indian, that 
he was, at the time of the sheriff’s sale, in jiossession of the land 
on which he had been located by the Crown and that, consequently, 
the Crown still held the half-lot as “Indian lands’’ and as such 
liable neither to taxation nor to execution.

The fallacy in this argument is in the statement that David 
Philippe had been located on the land ; it involves the proftosition 
that, whilst all the other lots into which the reserve had been 
divided were sold outright to their purchasers, this particular 
half-lot was not sold to the purchaser David Philippe, but that, 
being an Indian, he was only “located” on the land in the meaning 
of that term in the Indian Act.

To shew the ini]X)ssibilitv of sup]M>rting such a contention 
it is only necessary to turn to the sections in point in the statute. 
The Act in force on May 7, 1878, the date of the sale to David 
Philippe, was the Indian Act, 1876 (39 Viet., ch. 18). Section 
3 is as follows:—

3. The following terms contained in this Act shall l>c held to have the 
meaning hereinafter assigned to them unless such meaning he repugnant to 
the subject or inconsistent with the context.

(3) The term “Indian” means;
First, any male person of Indian blood reputed to belong to a par

ticular band . . .
(6) The term “Reserve” means any tract or tracts of land set apart by 

treaty or otherwise for the use or lienefit of or granted to a particular band 
of Indians of which the legal title is in the Crown, but which is unsurrendered.

(8) The term “Indian Lands” means any reserve or portion of a reserve 
which has been surrendered to the Crown. . . .

(12) The term “person” means an individual other than an Indian, 
unless the context clearly requires another construction.
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By sec. 5, the superintendent-general 
may authorise that the whole or any portion of a reserve lie subdivided into 
lots.

0. In a rmrrt or portion of a reserve subdivided by survey into lots, no 
Indian shall be deemed to be lawfully in possession of one or more of such 
lots, or part of a lot unless lie or she has Ix-en or shall be ioeated for the same 
by the band, with the approval of the su|terintendent-general.

7. On the superintendent-general approving of any location as aforesaid 
he shall issue in triplicate a ticket granting a location to such Indian.

8. The conferring of any such location-title as aforesaid shall not have the 
effect of rendering the land covered thereby subject to seizure under legal 
process or transferable except to an Indian of the same band.

The statute, it will be observed, makes provision for tin* 
conferring of a location-title only on a reserve, that is on tinsur- 
rendered lands and then by the band, not by the Crown.

Then after see. 25 and following, dealing with surrenders of 
reserves to the Crown, we have sees. 20 and following under the 
caption, “Management and Sale of Indian Lands.” There is no 
suggestion in these sections, or anywhere else* in the Act, that 
Indian lands may not be sold to an Indian.

I suppose it may well be that it would not be a common 
occurrence for an Indian to be a purchaser at a sale of Indian 
lands, but it is one thing to say the statute did not contemplate 
this and quite another to say that it intended to forbid it. 1 
can imagine no reason why an Indian should not purchase such 
lands; there is no doubt as to his capacity to hold real estate. 
This «is recognized by sec. (i4, which provides that:

No Indian or non-treaty Indian shall be liable to be taxed for any real 
or iMTsonal property, unless he holds real estate under lease or in fee simple, 
or personal property, outside of the reserve or social «‘serve, in which case 
he shall be liable to lie taxed for such real or |»ersonul property at the same 
rate as other persons in the locality in which it is situate.
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This really disposes of the appellant’s cast1 but, out of respect 
for the Judge of the Court of King's Bench who dissented from 
the majority of the Court and one%>f whose points is taken up in 
the appellants’ factum, a few words may be added.

The whole ground of the dissenting opinion is really in the 
following paragraph :

Les Indiens d’une tribu localisée sur une réserve pourraient se réunir 
en conseil d’une manière solennelle et décider (si la majorité de la bande 
le voulait I de remettre tout ou partie de cette réserve à la Couronne et alors 
la Couronne vendrait ou disposerait de ce qu’elle recevrait ainsi, dans l’intérêt 
de la tribu indienne et |>our son bénéfice exclusif, mais ù la condition—dont 
la nécessité se voit très bien—de ne jamais vendre une partie quelconque de 
ces réserves i\ des sauvages. On a même pris le soin de dire que toute “ |>er-
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80IHU-" |Hiurrait dvvenir acquéreur de ors propriétés mais qu’un sauvage ne 
pourrait pas être une de ees personnes.

1 am myself quite unable to appreciate the necessity or 
occasion for any such condition as the Judge suggests but it is 
unnecessary to discuss this because, as far as I have been able to 
ascertain, it is purely imaginary. The Judge says further on:—

Ce nomine Philippe était un sauvage, et la loi défendait positivement 
qu’un sauvage pût acquérir cette propriété.
No reference is given and I know of no such prohibition, positive 
or otherwise.

The point taken in appellant’s factum that a “person,” as 
defined by the Indian Act, does not include an Indian has reference 
to the section dealing with certificates of sale which is sec. 31 
of 39 Viet., eh. 18 and sec. 42 of ch. 43, Revised Statutes of 
Canada. There seems to be some obscurity alxmt this section 
Ijecause the marginal note which has been carried through all 
the amendments and revisions of the Act is “ Effect of former 
certificates of sale or receipts.” The section, however, seems to 
look to future certificates, and, as I apprehend, is designed to 
meet the inconvenience of delay in the issue* of patents. Be that 
as it may, the section does not provide that any “person” may 
purchase these lands but that an Indian may not be one of these 
“persons:” all that it does provide is that a certificate of sale or 
receipt for the money, duly registered as therein mentioned, shall 
give the purchaser the same rights as he would have under a 
patent from the Crown.

The definition of terms is, at the commencement of sec. 3, 
said to apply only when not inconsistent with the context and 
this is emphasized by its special repetition in the 12th item in 
which the word “person" is defined. I cannot think that such 
an accidental use of the word “person” for “purctiaser” or any 
other word to indicate him could possibly be held to involve by 
inference a positive law against an Indian becoming a purcliaser 
for which prohibition there is no other warrant. I think in such 
case the context would clearly require another construction.

But this is not all ; the appellant lias assumed that the case is 
governed by the Indian Act, ch. 43 of the Revised Statutes of 
1880, but this is not so, and when we look at the Indian Act of 
1870 we find that the word “person” does not occur at all in the 
extract quoted by the appellant which sets forth what the certifi
cate of sale or receipt for money shall entitle the purchaser to.
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The word used is “party” shewing conclusively that the legis
lature had no intention, even by an inference through the inter
pretation section, to prevent the acquisition by an Indian of 
Indian lands put up for sale*.

The word “party ” is several times used when dist inetly intended 
to include both “persons” and “Indians.” See secs. 12 ami 14.

This substitution in the revised statute of the word “person” 
for the word “party” is an instance of the danger attending such 
changes in the revision of the statutes. Obviously the revisers 
had no idea cf enacting an important law by the change they made 
but regarded it simply ns a linguistic embellishment; it has, 
however, misled two of the Judges of the Court of King’s Bench 
into finding a positive law against the sale of Indian lands to an 
Indian.

At the hearing I was considerably impressed with the argument 
that, even if there liad never been a valid sale to David Philippi», 
the transactions between Euchère Otis, the local agent of the 
superintendent-general, and the respondent constituted a sale to 
the latter which was also confirmed by the Department of Indian 
Affairs. If, however, the views that I have previously expressed 
are correct, it is unnecessary to consider this point further. If 
the sale to David Philippe, in 1878, was good, the Crown had 
nothing loft to grant to Giroux in 1889.

Pelletier, J., delivering the dissenting judgment in the Court 
of King’s Bench,says that he has endeavoured to find in the record 
the necessary grounds for confirming the judgment, since such 
confirmation /if it could be legally given) would seem to him more 
in accordance with equity. With this view I agree and it is 
therefore satisfactory to be able to conclude that the judgment 
is in conformity not only with equity in its most general 
meaning, but also with the law.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Idington, J.:—The appellant seeks to have the Crown de

clared the proprietor of part of a lot of land in Quebec and res
pondent removed therefrom and ordered to account for the fruits 
thereof for the past 26 years.

The circumstances under which the claim is made are peculiar 
and some novel questions of law are raised. Much diversity 
of judicial opinion in the Courts below seems to exist relative to 
some of these questions.
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To put the* matter briefly, the appellant claims that the land 
in qm^tion is part of a tract of land known as an “ Indian Reserve” 
which had become vested by virtue of certain legislation in the 
Crown, in trust for a trilie of Indians; tliat part of it was there
after surrendered by the tribe to the Crown for the purposes of 
sale for the benefit of said tribe; that this part of the lot now in 
question was in course of time sold to an Indian of said trilw* ; 
tliat he paid five 25/100 dollars on account of the purchase; 
that thereafter, under a judgment got against him, the land was 
sold by the sheriff to resjiondcnt for $500; that thereupon he 
paid to the Indian Department $104 as the balance of the pur
chase-money due the Crown, and procured the receipt therefor, 
which appears, hereinafter, from the local sides agent of the 
Indian Department ; t hat he then went into iiossession and im
proved the land and has remained so possessed ever since till, 
according to assessed values, it has risen from being worth only 
$500 in 1880, when respondent entered, to be worth $3,200 in 
1013, when this litigation was pending, that the Indian purchaser 
was incapacitated by statute from buying lands in a “Reserve;” 
and that the sheriff’s sale was, as part of the result, null and void 
and hence that, respondent got nothing by his purchase.

To realize the force and effect of these several allegations we 
must examine the statutes upon which the rights of the Indians 
rested, their powers of surrender thereunder, and the effect of 
the I3.N.A. Act under ami by virtue of which the claim of the 
appellant is asserted.

The Parliament of Old Canada, by 14 & 15 Viet. eh. 100, enacted:
Tlint tracts of land in Lower Canada, not exceeding in the whole LZÜO.OOO 

acres, may, under orders-in-council to he made in that l>chalf. Ik? described, 
surveyed and set out by the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and such tracts 
of land shall be and are hereby res|M‘f lively set apart and appropriated to 
and for the use of the several Indian trilies in Lower Canada, for which they 
shall he respectively directed to Ik- set a|»art in any order-in-eouncil, to be 
made as aforesaid, and the said tracts of land shall accordingly, by virtue of 
this Act, an<l without any price or payment being required therefor, be vested 
in and managed by the Commissioner of Indian Lands for Ixiwer Canada, 
under the Act passed in the session held in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
years of Her Majesty's reign, and intituled, Am “Art for I hr hrtUr jtrolrrlion 
of the Land* and /‘ro/xr///.#«/1 hr ludion* in Loan r Canada.”

In the laHt, mentioned Act, eh. 42 of 13 & 14 Viet., there is 
enacted :

It shall be lawful for the ( lover nor to ap|Miint from time to time a Com
missioner of Indian Lands for Lower Canada in whom and in whose successors
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by tin* name aforesaid all the laiula or pro|«ertv in Lower Canada wliieli an* 
or .- hull he net apart, or appropriated to or for the use of any trils- «»r In sly of 
Indians, shall In- ami an- hereby vested in I rust for sueli tribe or body and who 
shall he held in law to lie in lia- oeeupation and |toxsession of any land- in 
L.wer <'amnia net unity oerupied nr possessed hy any sueli tribe or Imdy in 
common or hy any chief or member thereof or other parly for lia- use or 
hen-fit of sueli trilw* or body and shall he entitled to receive ami reeov.-r the 
rents issues and profits of sueli lands ami projierty, and shall and may, in 
and hy the name aforesaid. Is- subject to the provisions hereinafter made, 
exercise ami defend all or any of the rights lawfully ap|s*rtaining to the 
proprietor, jsissessor or occupant of such land or property.

In the evidence in the case there i« a certified copy of an 
order-in-council of August. 1853, which reads ns follows:—

Oil the letter from tin- Honourable Commissioner of Crown hands, 
dated June X, 1853, submitting for approval a schedule shewing the dis
tribution of the area of land set apart and appropriated under the statute 
11 A- If. Viet., cli. lOti. for the Is-nefil of the Indian Tril.es in hov.er Canada.

The Committee humbly advise that the said schedule Is- approved ami 
that the lands referred to Is- distributed ami appropriated as therein pro|tosud.

This is vouched for by a cert ificate of the Assistant -Commis
sioner of Crown Lands, in 1889.

The schedule referred to in the said order-in-eouncil does not 
appear in evidence. Neither does the letter.

There does, however, ap]>ear a schedule in the ease, certified 
by the same Assistant-Commissioner of Crown Lands ami of 
same date as last mentioned certificate. This on its fat e cannot 
lie the schedule referred to in said order-in-council. It is as follows :

SCHEDULE
Shewing the distribution of the area of land set apart and appropriated 

umler the statute Hlh and 15th Viet., ch. 100. for the liem-fit of 
Indian Trilte* in L.wer Canada.

.............. No. Description Nemo.
or of

1 asm lily. Acres. Boundaries. Indian Tribee.

I'eribonca A tract five
River miles on the 1. whanged

River Peri
borna, north
of Lake St

J"1"1 and its Irib- John.

Saguenay Mel ills-* - 1 lie rangea 1st
and ('.south 
of Luke St 
John.

Certified a true copy f-f the original of reet.nl in this Department.
(Sgd.) K. K. Taché, Assist .-Commissioner. 

Department of Crown Linds, (Juebee. .'tilth April, 18811. 
Crown Lmds Department, Toronto, 23rd February, 1858, Iml.

(Sgd.) Johki it Wauiikob, P.L.
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I may remark that the marginal note 
Surveyed. F.xchanged for u tract on the west shore of Lake St. John. 
Surveyed.
cannot have formed part of an order-in-eouneil in 1853. That 
note is something evidently written in after the date of the 
order-in-eouneil and I infer has been a note made by someone in 
reference to an exchange proposed on September 4, 1850, to which 
I am about to refer. Who wrote it? When was it written? By 
what authority?

The certificate seems as presented in the ease to be placed 
higher up than the note at left hand side ami signed by Mr. 
Wauhehe. . It is probable, however, the certificate was intended 
to present this note as part of the original record purported to be 
certified to.

What then does the date signify in this note? It is of February, 
1858. Who was Mr. Wauhehe? What office did he fill? What 
was the purpose of the extract as it left his hands? Was the 
marginal note part of what he seems to be certifying to?

The importance of a definite answer to these queries and all 
implied therein becomes apparent when we find that the title 
of the Crown, as represented by appellant, depends upon the 
effect to be given the most indefinite terms of an order-in-council 
of September 4, 1856, which is as follows:—

On the application of the Montagnais Tribe of Indians of the Sague
nay. thro' David E. Price, Ksq'r, M.P.P., for the appointment of Mr. Georges 
McKenzie as interpreter and to distribute all moneys or goods given to the 
Tribe; and for the grant of a tract of land on Lake St. John, commencing at 
the River Ouiatehouanish, to form a township of 6 miles square; also, that 
the grant of tôt) per annum, may be increased to £100. and continue annually.

Tim re|>orl from the Crown Lands Department dated July 25, 1S50, 
states that the tract of land aid apart for the Montagnais Indians, lies in 
the Township of Met abet chouan, west side of the river of that name ami that 
this land, together with the tract of Perilxmca, north side of Lake St.John, 
are still reserved for those Indians, but that as they up|>car desirous of ob
taining a grant of the land at Pointe Bleue, on the western border of Lake 
St. John, there appears no objection to an exchange. *

The Committee recommend that the exchange lx* effected and the grant 
made accordingly. Certified,

(Sgd.) Wm. II. Lee,
To the Supt.-Gen'l Indian Affairs, C. E. C

etc., etc., etc.
Certified a true copy.

Duncan Scott.
Deputy Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs.
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There is nothing in the case to explain what was done pur
suant to this order, and when, if anything ever was done. There 
s nothing in the printed ease shewing any definite survey ever 

was made of the lands thus recommended to he given in exchange 
for the lands which had been allotted to some Indians.

The Act- of 14 & 15 Viet., eh. 106, makes it elear by the above 
quotation therefrom that orders-in-eouneil setting apart land for 
the use of Indians should be described, surveyed and set out bv 
the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and that only in such event 
can such tracts of land l>e consideml as set apart and appro
priated for the use of the Indians.

Again, it is clearly intended by the earlier enactment of 13 
& 14 Viet, that the lands intended to be vested in the Commis
sioner of Indian Lands are such ns have been set apart or appro
priated to the use of Indians. When we consider that the lands 
to be so vested by virtue of those1 Acts are to be only lands which 
have been surveyed and set apart by the Commissioner of Crown 
Lands, it is very clear that something more than an order-in
council, such as that produced, merely approving of the proposed 
scheme of exchange, was needed to vest lands at Pointe Bleue in 
the Commissioner of Indian Linds.

Yet, strange to say, there is nothing of the kind in the case 
or anything from which it can be fairly inferred tluit the necessary 
steps ever had I wen taken.

Counsel for the appellant referred to a blue print in the record; 
and I understood him to suggest it was made in 1866. Examining 
it, I can find no date ui>on it; but I do find another plan purport
ing to be a survey math1 by one Dumais, P.L.S., in 1866. Prob
ably it is by reference thereto he fixed the date of the blue print, 
if I understood him correctly. This latter plan has stamped 
u]x)ii it the words “Department of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, 
Canada;” and inside these, set in a circle, are the words “Survey 
Branch, True, Reduced Copy, W. A. Austin, 18.6.00.” I infer 
that probably the latter plan is but a reduced copy of the former 
and that t)oth refer to some survey made in 1866.

So far as I can fine! from the case, or the recorel from which 
the case is taken, the foregoing presents all there is entitling 
appellant to assert a title in the Crown on behalf of the Dominion. 
Clearly the order-in-council recommending an exchange, without 
more, furnishes no evidence of title.
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It might be1 said with some force, but for the constitutional 
history of Canada involved in the inquiry, that what we do find 
later on furnishes something from which after such lapse of years 
some inferences might be drawn. There are two difficulties in 
the way. All that transpired after July 1, 1867, when the B.N.A. 
Act came into force, can be no effect unless and until we have 
established a state of facts, preceding that, date, which would 
enable the B.N.A. Act by its operation to give control of the said 
lands to tin? Crown on behalf of the Dominion.

By sec. 91, sub-sec. 24 of said Act, one of the subject matters 
over which the Dominion Parliament was given exclusive» legis
lative authority was “Indians and Lunds reserved for Indians.

The question is thus raised whether or not the lands in question 
herein fall definitely within the terms “ Lands reserved for In
dians.”

The Dominion Parliament, immediately after Confederation, 
by 31 Viet., eh. 42, asserted its legislative authority over such 
lands as reserved for Indians. All that took place afterwards 
relative to the lands in question can lx» of no effect in law unless 
the alleged reserve had been duly constituted on or before July 
1, 1807.

It seems impossible on such evidence as thus presented to 
find anything bringing the lands in question within the scope 
of and under the operation of the B.N.A. Act.

But there is another difficulty created by the enactment, in 
1860, by the Parliament of Old Canada of 23 Viet., ch. 151, sec. 
4, which provides as follows:—

4. No release or surrender of lands reserved for the use of Indians, or of 
any tribe or hand of Indians, shall be valid or binding except on the following 
conditions.

This is followed by two sub-sections which specify the steps 
which must be taken to enable a surrender to be made. It is 
to lie observed that this was passed within 3 years and 10 months 
from the order-in-council recommending the excliange made of 
the lands on the lVrilxmca and Metabetehouan rivers held as 
reserves for the Indians in question.

If the survey and setting apart contemplated by the projiosed 
exchange was not made* and fully completed by June 30, 1860, 
when the bill, which had been reserved by the Governor in May, 
was assented to, the completion of that exchange would require
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the due observance by t he Indians of the form of surrender im
peratively required by the last mentioned Act.

There is nothing to indicate this ever was complied with. 
Hence, surveys made in 18(M>, or at any time after June 30, 1800, 
cannot help without evidence of such compliance. There is no 
evidence of any Indians in fact having been found on the Pointe 
Bleue reservation before the year 1800. If one had to sjieculate 
he might infer something took place between 1800 and 1800. 
But we are not at liberty to do so, or found a judgment herein 
for apiiellant, without evidence or only upoh the merest scintilla 
thereof.

The appeal, therefore, fails, in my opinion. I think the dis
tinction claimed by Mr. Stewart to exist between reserves duly 
constituted under the Acts al>ove referred to, whereby the land 
became vested in commissioners in trust, and such reserves as 
involved in the case of St. Catherine's Milling and Lumber Co. v. 
The Queen, 14 App. Cas. 40, and some other cases referred to, 
was well taken.

But, as this ease stands, there being no evidence of the land 
having been duly vested before July 1, 1807, in commissioners in 
trust, or otherwise falling within the operation of the B.N.A. 
Act, sec. 01, sub-sec. 24, the presumption is in favour of the land 
being vested in the Crown on behalf of Quebec.

Assuming, for argument’s sake, that there is any evidence 
uj)on which to find the land vested in the Crown on behalf of 
the Dominion and that there is evidence of a sale by the ( 'rown 
to David Philippe, u|>on which lie paid only five* 25/100 dollars, 
how does that help the appellant?

Admitting the invalidity of the sale and nullity of the sheriff’s 
sale, and discarding ln>th as null, there is evidence which goes far 
to establish the recognition by the Crown of the respondent as 
the purchaser. The local agent gave respondent the following 
receipt

Itoberval, Pointe Bleue,
$164.32. 22 juin, 1880.

Rcyu de M. Pierre Giroux la somme de cent soixant et quatre piastres 
et 32 cents, en payement du ! j lot S. K. No. Rang 1er, du Township Ouiat- 
chouan suivant instruetion de Dep. et avec contrat de Vente pour le dit 
*2 loi. L. E. Otis, A.S.

And the Department of Indian Affairs, at Ottawa, set down 
in its books a recognition of respondent as purchaser.
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It would have l>ecn, I incline to think, quite competent for 
the Crown under all the circumstances, and without any detri
ment either to the trust or anything else, to have taken the 
position in 1889, as may be inferred was done, that the said 
receipt and entry in the Ixxiks should stand forever as a final 
disposition of the affair.

The reasons against such a course of action lxiing taken bv 
the Crown were of rather a technical character; even assuming 
PhilipiH* was debamxl from buying, upon which 1 pass no opinion.

Under the law as it has long existed there was the jxissibility 
of recognizing any Indian qualified to be enfranchised and thereby 
beyond doubt entitled to become a buyer. It may be inferred 
even at this distance of time that if the questions now raised had, 
at the time when respondent was set down in the lxx>ks of the 
department as purchaser of the lands in question, l>een viewed 
in light thereof and the foregoing circumstances and tsptxually 
having regard to the fact that, in any event, Philippe alone was 

» blame, and had no more substantial grievance at hast none 
vorth more than So.25 to set up, and seeing respondent had con
tributed $5(X) to pay his debts and paid practically the whole 
purchase money to the Crown, no harm would have been done by 
letting the recognition of respondent stand.

I must not be understood as holding that there cannot be 
discovered abundant evidence to cover the very palpable defects 
I point out in the proof of title adduced herein. This is not 
one of the many cases wherein probabilities must be weighed. 
It is upon the record as it presents the title to the lot in question 
that we must pass. Fortunately the result does justice herein 
even if the result of blunders in failing to produce evidence which 
may exist.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.
Duff, J.:—The action out of which this appeal arises was 

brought in the Superior Court for the District of Chicoutimi, 
in the Province of Quebec, by the Attorney-General of the Do
minion on belialf of the Crown claiming a declaration that a 
certain lot of land was the property of the Crown and possesion 
of the same.

The three questions which it will be necessary to discuss are:—
1st.—Was the lot in question within the limits of an Indian 

Reserve constituted under the authority of 14 & 15 Viet., eh.
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106? 2nd.—If so, is the title vested in His Majesty in right of 
the Dominion of Canada or has the Attorney-General of Canada, 
on oilier grounds, a title to maintain the action? 3rd.—Was a 
professed sale of the lot made in 1878 to one David Philippe, 
member of the Montagnais tribe, by an agent of the Department 
of Indian Affairs, a valid sale?

I shall first state the facts bearing upon the 1st and 2nd of 
these questions. On August 9, 1853, an order-in-council was 
passed by which certain tracts of land were severally appropriated 
for the benefit of the Indian tribes in Lower Canada under the 
authority of the statute alxtvo mentioned. Two tracts were set 
apart for the benefit of the Montagnais Rand, one on the Meta- 
betchouan and one on the Pt-ribonca river in the Saguenay 
district. A few years afterwards, on the request of the tribe, the 
Governor-in-Council sanct ioned an exchange of the Peril silica 
tract for a tract at Pointe Bleue, Ouiatchouan, on the western 
border of Lake St. John. In August, 1869, the Governor-General 
in Council, by order, accepted what professed to be a surrender 
by the Montagnais Indians of the reserve constituting tin1 Town
ship of Ouiatchouan which admittedly is the tract of land that 
the order-in-council of 1851 authorized to be substituted for the 
Peribonca Reserve. In view of the contention that the exchange 
was never effected, it is desirable to set out this order-in-council 
and the surrender in full. They are, as follows:—
Copy of a ltv|H»rt of a Committee of the Honourable the Privy Council,

approved by His Excellency the Governor-General in Council on August
17, 1809.
The Committee have had under consideration a memorandum dated 

August 3, 1809, from the Hon. the Secretary of State submitting for accept mice 
by Your Excellency in Council under the provisions of the 8th section of tIn- 
Act, 31» Viet. eh. 42, a surrender bearing date June 25, 1801», executed at 
Met abet chouan, in the District of Chicoutimi, by Basil Vsisorina, Luke 
Vsisorina, Mark Pise Thewamerin and others, parties thereto as chiefs and 
principal men of the Band of Montagnais Indians, claiming to he those for 
whose benefit the reserve at Lake St. John, known as the Township of Ouiat
chouan, was set apart, executed in the presence ofRcv’d Dominique- Racine, 
authorized by the Hon. the Secretary of State to receive said surrender ami 
in that of the Hon. Mr. Justice Roy, Judge of the Su|M-rior Court in the 
District of Chicoutimi, such surrender conveying their interest ami right in 
certain lands on the 1st, 2nd. 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th ranges of the said 
Township of Ouiatchouan, indicated on the copy of a map by provincial 
surveyor P. H. Dumais, dated A.D. 180G, attached to the said surrender 
and vesting the lands so surrendered in the Crown in trust to sell and convey 
the same for the benefit of the said Indians, and their descendants, and on
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condition tlint the moneys received in payment for the same shall la* placed 
at interest in order to such interest living periodically divided among the 
said Montagnais Indians.

The Committee advise that i surrender be accepted and enrolled in 
the usual manner in the office of the ilegistrar-General. Certified,
Certified a true copy. (8gd.) Wm. II. Lek, ('Ik. I*. C.

Duncan Scott,
Deputy Su|ierilitendent-General of Indian Affairs.

Surrender by the Hand of Montagnais Indians for whom was set apart the 
Reserve of the Township of Ouiutchouan, in the Province of Quebec, 
to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, of their lands in the Indian Reserve 
there, as described below, to be sold for their benefit.
Know all men that the undersigned Chief and Principal Men of 

the above mentioned band living on the above mentioned reserve, for and 
acting on behalf of our |ieople, do hereby remise, release, surrender, quit
claim and yield up to our Sovereign Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors 
forever, all and singular those certain parcels or tracts of land situated in 
the Dominion of Canada and in that part of the said Province of Qtteliev, 
being composed of concessions one, two, three, parts of four, five, six and the 
whole of seven and eight, in the said Township of Ouiatchouan, as described 
and set forth in the map or plan hereunto annexed.

To have and to hold the same unto Her said Majesty the Queen, Her 
Heirs and Successors forever, in trust, to sell and convey the same to such 
person or persons and upon such terms as the Government of the said Domin
ion of Canada shall or may deem most conducive to the interest of us, the said 
Chief and Principal men and our |ieople in all the time to come an«j upon the 
further condition that the moneys received from the sale thereof shall, after 
deducting the usual proportion for expense of management, be placed at 
interest, and that the interest money so accruing from such investment shall 
he paid annually, or semi-annually to us and our descendants. And we the 
said Chiefs and principal men of the band aforesaid do, on behalf of our people 
and for ourselves, hereby ratify and confirm and promise to ratify and confirm 
whatever the Government of this Dominion of Canada may do or cause to be 
lawfully done in connection with the disposal and sale of the said lands.

In witness thereof, the said Chiefs and principal men have set 
our hands and affixed our seal unto this instrument in the said Province of 
Quebec, at Post Metabctchouan. Done at our Council-House this twenty- 
fifth day of June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
sixty-nine.

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of:
D. Roy,

Judge of the Superior Court and of the District of Chicoutimi. Signed 
by the Chief and thirty-six other Indians, members of the Rand.

Since the acceptance of this surrender the lands have been 
dealt with by the Department of Indian Affairs as lands surren
dered under provisions of the Indian Act and held by the Crown 
under that Act.

First, then, of the contention that the Ouiatchouan Reserve 
was never lawfully constituted. The order-in-council and the
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surrender registered pursuant to the order-in-eouncil eonstituti*, 
in my judgment, together, a publie document within the meaning 
of the rule stated in Taylor on Evidence, 1709a, and the recitals 
in this document art1, therefore, prima facie evidence of the facts 
stated. (See Sturla v. Freccia, et al, ô A])]). Cas. 023, at 043-4). 
Evidence is thereby afforded that the Montagnais Band of 
Indians «lid occupy this tract of land as a reserve and the principle 
amnia pmxumuntur rite fuse acta is sufficient to justify, prima 
facie, the conclusion that the order-in-council was carried out and 
that their occupation was a legal one.

The second question depends upon the character of the 
Indian title to this reserve at the time the B.N.A. Act came 
into force. If at that time there was vested in the Crown in 
right of the Province of Canada an interest in these binds which 
properly falls within tin1 description “land,” as that word is used 
in sec. 109 of the B.N.A. Act, or within the word “property” 
within the meaning of sec. 117. then that interest (as it is not 
suggested that sec. 108 has any application), passed to the Prov
ince of Quebec. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the nature 
of the Indian title and, as that depends upon the meaning and 
effect of certain parts of ch. 14, C.S.L.C., it will be convenient 
to set out these provisions in full. They are, as follows:—

7. Lu gouverneur pourra nommer, au besoin, un Commissaire «les terri s 
des Sauvages pour l<* Bas-Canada, «pii. ainsi que ses successeurs, > mts le nom 
sus«lit, sera mis en possession, pour i‘t au nom de toute tribu ou peuplade «le 
sauvages, «le toutes les terres ou propriété» dans le Bus-Canailu. 'TccbVs 
a l'usage «l'aucune tribu ou pcuplaile «le Sauvages, et sera censé en loi occu|kt 
et posséder aucune d«»s tern* «lans !«• Has-Cnnudu. actuellement posmalées 
ou occupée» par toute telle tribu ou jx-uplaile, ou par tout chef ou membre 
d'icelle, ou autre personne, pour l'usage ou profit de tells tribu ou |x>iiplade; 
et il aura droit de recevoir et recouvrer l<*s rentes, redevances <-t profits, 
provenant «le telles terre» et propriétés, «>t sous le nom susdit ; mais eu egard 
aux «lis|x»sitions ci-dessous établies, il exercera et maintiemlra tous »*t chacun 
les limits qui appartiennent légitimement aux propriétaires, |x)ssexseurs ou 
occupants «le telles terre» ou propriétés.

8. Toutes les poursuites, actions ou prcxé<lures jxirti'-es par ou contre 
le dit commissaire, seront intentées et comluites par ou contre lui, sous le 
nom susdit seulement, et ne seront pas périnaVs or discont innées par son 
«léeùs. sa «last it ut ion ou sa msignatiim, mais s«‘ront contimuVs par ou contre 
son successeur <*n office,

-• Tel commissaire aura, «lans cha îne «listrict civil «lu Bas-Canada, 
un bureau qui sera son «loinicile légal, <‘t oû tout onlrc, avis ou autre pro
cédure pourra lui être légalement signifié; «»t il |xmrrn nommer «l«*s députes, 
et leur déléguer tels pouvoir qu'il jugera ex|x;dient «le leur «léléguer «le temps à
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autre, ou qu’il recevra ordre du gouverneur de leur déléguer. 13 & 14 \\,c. 
42, h. 2, moins le proviso.

V. Ia; dit commissaire |K>urra concéder ou louer, ou grever toute telle 
terre ou propriété, comme susdit, et recevoir ou recouvrer les rentes, rede
vances et profits en provenant, de même que tout propriétaire, possesseur 
ou occupant légitime de telle terre pourrait le faire; mais il sera soumis, en 
toute chose, aux instructions qu'il |M>urra recevoir de tenqis À autre du gouver
neur, et il sera personnellement responsable A la couronne de tous ses actes 
et plus particulièrement de tout acte fait contrairement a ces instructions, 
et il rendra compte de tous les deniers par lui reçus et les emploiera de telle 
manière, en tel temps, et les paiera A telle |>ersonne ou officier qui pourra 
être nommé par le gouverneur, et il fera rapport de teuqis A autre, de toutes 
les matières relatives A sa charge, en telle manière et forme, et donnera tel 
cautionnement que le gouverneur prescrira et é xi géra; et tous les deniers 
et effets mobiliers qu'il reçevra ou qui viendront en sa |>ossessioii. en sa qualité 
de commissaire, s'il n'en a pas rendu compte, et s'ils ne sont pas employés et 
payés comme susdit, ou s’ils ne sont pas remis par toute |x‘rsonne qui aura 
été commissaire A son successeur en charge, pourront être recouvrés de toute 
personne qui aura été commissaire, et de ses cautions, conjointement et 
solidairement, par la couronne, ou par tel successeur en charge dans aucune 
cour ayant juridiction civile, jusqu'à concurrence du montant ou de la valeur, 
13 * 14 Y., c. 42, s. 3.

12. Des étendues de terre, dans le Bas-Canada, n'excédant pas en 
totalité deux cent trente mille acres, pourront (en autant que la chose n’a 
pas encore été faite sous l’autorité de l’acte 14 & 15 V., c. 100), en vertu des 
ordres-en-conseil émanés A cet égard, être désignées, arpentées et réservées 
par le commissaire des terres de la couronne; et ces étendues de terre seront 
respectivement réservées et affectées A l'usage des diverses tribus sauvages 
du Bas-Canada, |x>ur lesquelles, respectivement, il est ordonné qu'elles 
soient réservées par tout ordre-ce-eonseil émané comme susdit; et les dites 
étendues do terre seront, en conséquence, en vertu du présent acte, et sans 
condition de prix ni de paiement, transférées au Commissaire des terres «les 
Sauvages pour h- Bas-Canadn, et par lui administrées conformement au 
présent acte. 14 & 15 Y., c. 106, s. 1.

The tract in question was set apart under the authority of 
see. 12. Our inquiry concerns the effect of secs. 7, 8, and 9 as 
touching the nature of the Indian interest.

1st. It may be observed that the Commissioner is to hold 
the Indian lands “pur et au nom" of the tribe or band and that 
he is deemed in law to occupy and to i>ossess them “pour 1’usage 
et au profit de telle tribu ou peuplade.” These appear to Ik* the 
dominating provisions, and they express the intention that 
any ownership, iwssession or right vested in the Commissioner is 
vested in him for the benefit of the Indians. Therefore, the rights 
which are expressly given him are rights which are to ho exercised 
by him for them as by tutor for pupil.

IxMjking at the ensemble of the rights and powers expressly
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given I ean entertain no doubt that in the sum they amount _ 
to ownership. By par. 7 he is given a right to receive and to 8. C.
recover the rents and profits Attorney-
et il exercera et maintiendra tous et chacun les droits qui appartiennent General

FOR V AN A DAlégitimement aux propriétaires. 
By sec. Vi-
he dit commissaire pourra concéder ou louer, ou grever toute telle terre 

ou propriété, comme susdit, et recevoir et recouvrer les rentes redevances et 
profits en provenant, de même que tout propriétaire, possesseir ou occupant 
légitime de telle terre |xmrra le faire.

This in the sum, I repeat, is ownership; and none tin- less so 
that in the administration of the property the Commissioner is 
accountable to the Governor. The Governor in this rcsjx ct does 
not represent the Crown as proprietor but as parens pairin'.

It seems to follow that, on the passing of the B.N.A. Act, 
this ownership passed under the legislative jurisdiction of the 
Dominion as falling within the subject Indian lands, and I see 
no reason to doubt that the provisions of the Act of 1868 (sec. 
26, ch. 42) by which the Secretary of State, as Superintendent- 
General of Indian Affairs, was substituted for the Commissioner 
provided for by the enactments just cited as the trustee of the 
Indian title were well within the authority of the Parliament of 
Canada; nor can I see on what ground it could be contended that 
the provisions of the Indian Act (ch. 43, U.S.C.), providing for 
the surrender of Indian lands or the provisions relating to the sale 
of the same after the surrender are not within the ambit of that 
authority.

But it is argued that, on the surrender being made, the lands, 
under the authority of St. Catherine's Milling and Lumber Co. v. 
The Queen, 14 A])]). Cas. 46, became vested in the Crown and fell 
under the control of the province. There are two answers. 
First: The Indian interest being, as I have pointed out, ownership 
is by the terms of the surrender a surrender to Her Majesty in 
trust to be dealt with in a certain manner for the benefit of the 
Indians. The Dominion Parliament, having plenary authority 
to deal with the subject of Indian Ijands and having authorized 
such a transfer of the Indian title, it is difficult to see on w hat 
ground the transfer could Ik* held not to take effect according to 
its tenns or on what grounds the trusts, upon which the transfer 
was accepted, ean be treated as non-operative.

2nd. If I am right in my view as to the character of the
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Indian title, it is obvious that any interest of the Crown was a 
contingent interest to become vested only in the event of the 
disappearance of the Indians while the lands remained unsold. 
If that event had taken place, it may be that there would have 
been a resulting trust in favour of the Crown and if the lands 
in such a.t eventuality remained unsold in the hands of the Do
minion the question might arise whether as a “royalty” the 
Crown in the right of the province would not he entitled to the 
benefit of them. Hut all this has no application hero. So long 
as the band exists the band is the beneficial owner of the land in 
question or of the moneys arising out of the sale of them.

The distinction between this case and the case of St. ( 'atherine’s 
Milling Company, 14 App. Cas. 46, is not difficult to perceive. 
The Privy' Council held in that case that the right of the Indians 
resting on the proclamation of 1873, was a “personal and usu
fructuary right" depending entirely upon the lx>unty of the 
Crown. The Crown had a paramount and substantial interest 
at the time of Confederation, which interest remained within the 
province. The surrender of the Indian right to the Crown 
(which was not, it may be observed, a surrender to the Dominion 
Government), left the interest of the province unencumbered. 
There is no analogy between that case and this, if I am right in 
my view that the Indian interest amounted to beneficial owner
ship, the rights of ownership, in some respects, being exercisable 
not by the Indians but by their statutory tutor, the Commissioner. 
The surrender of that ownership in trust under the terms of the 
instrument of 1868 cannot be held, without entirely defeating the 
intention of it, to have the effect of destroying the beneficial 
interest of the Indians.

The third question arises in this way. Professing to act 
under the authority of the Indian Act (ch. 18 of 1876), the Indian 
agent, in May, 1878, sold the lot in question to one Davit 1 Philippe, 
a member of the Montagnais Band. On March 7. 1886, this land 
was sold by the sheriff under a judgment against Philippe, and 
adjudged to the respondent Giroux. The appellant alleged that 
Philippe was not a competent purchaser and that, by certain 
provisions of the statutes relating to Indian*, the sale to Philippe 
was forbidden and that the salt1 was contrary to law.

Two distinct points are made by Mr. Stuai* First, lit* says 
that the effect of sec. 42 of the Indian Act (ch. 43, K.S.C., 1886),
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taken with see. 2, sub-sees, c and A, precludes an Indian, within 
the meaning of the Act, from becoming the purchaser of any part 
of a surrendered reserve. See. 12, on the literal construction 
of it might, no doubt, be held to confine the benefits of the cer
tificate of the sale1 or receipt for the1 money received on the sale 
of Indian lands to a “person” within the meaning of sec. 2 (c), 
that is, to some individual other than an Indian. But the con
clusive to this line of argument is to be found in the
Act of 1870 (eh. 18) which was in force when Philipjtc purchased. 
Sec. 31 of that Act dealt with the effect of a certificate of sale or

CAN.
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Duff. J.

a receipt for money received on the sale of Indian lands. It is 
to the “party to whom the same was or shall be made or granted” 
that the section refers and the definition of “person” in the 
interpretation section is without effect.

The second point made rests upon sub-sec. 3 of sec. 77 of the 
Act, R.S.C. 1880, eh. 43, as amended by 51 Viet., eh. 22, sec. 3. 
It will be convenient to set out sections 77 and 78 incor]>orating 
that amendment. They are as follows:—

Sec. 77. No Indian or non-treaty Indian shall hr liable to lie taxed for 
any mil or personal property, unless he holds, in his individual right, real 
estate under a lease or in fee simple, or personal pro|ierty outside of the reserve 
or special reserve in which case he shall be liable to be taxed for such real or 
personal property at the same rati* as other |>ersons in the locality in which 
it is situate:

2. No taxes shall be levied on the real property of any Indian, acquired 
under the enfranchisement clauses of this Act, until the same has been de
clared liable to taxation by proclamation of the Governor in Council, published 
in the Canada Gazette:

3. All land vested in the Crown or in any person, in trust for or for the 
use of any Indian or non-treaty Indian or any band or irregular band of In
dians or non-treaty Indians, shall lie exempt from taxation, except those lands 
which, having been surrendered by the bands owning them, though un
patented, have been located by or sold or agreed to be sold to any person; 
and, except as against the Crown and any Indian located on the land, 1 he same 
shall be liable to taxation in like manner as other lands in the same locality; 
but nothing herein contained shall interfere with the right of the superintend
ent-general to cancel the original sale or location of any land, or shall render 
such land liable to taxation until it is again sold or located.

•Sec. 78. No person shall take any security or otherwise obtain any lien 
or charge, whether by mortgage, judgment or otherwise, u|H)ii real or personal 
property of any Indian or non-treaty Indian, except on mil or |»ersonal 
property subject to taxation under the next preceding section; but any person 
selling any article to an Indian or non-treaty Indian may take security on 
such article for any part of the price thereof which is unpaid. 43 V., ch. 
28, sec. 77,

The argument is that “any Indian located on the land”

8363
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excludes an Indian purchaser under sec. 31 of the Act of 1870. 
1 think that argument fails. The meaning of “located Indian,” 
I think, is made sufficiently clear by reference to secs. 10, 17, 18 
ami 20 of the Act of 1880 and, in my judgment, clearly refers to 
an Indian located under those provisions, that is to say, an 
Indian who has been permitted to occupy part of the reserve in 
respect of which he has a location ticket and continues to occupy 
it notwithstanding the surrender of the reserve. The scheme of 
these sections appears to be that real estate held by an Indian 
within the reserve where he résiliés shall not be subject to taxa
tion or to be charged by mortgage or judgment, but it does not 
api>enr to be within the scheme to exempt pro]M>rty purchased by 
an Indian as purchaser outside of the reserve on which he is 
living. “Reserve,” it may be observed, by reference to the 
interpretation clause, does not apply to a surrendered reserve.

I may add that the Act does not appear to contemplate the 
disabling of the Indians from acquiring property and engaging 
in transactions outside the reserve. See sec. t>7, for example, in 
addition to sees. 04, 05, ami 00.

Anglin, J., concurred with Duff, J.
Brodeuh, .1.:—This is a petitory action by the Attorney- 

General of Canada praying that the Crown be declared the owner 
of the south-eastern half of lot No. 3 in the first range of the 
township of Ouiatchouan.

The facts that gave rise to the present case are as follows:— 
The land in question formed part of an Indian reserve established 
by virtue of the Act 14 15 Viet. ch. 100. In 1809, the band of
Montagnais Indians owning the reserve decided to cede and 
abandon, among others, the first range of the township of Ouiat
chouan. Liter, on May 7, 1878, the Siq>erintendent of Indian 
Affairs sold to a man named David Philips, for the sum of 
$20.25, the property in question in this case, which originally 
formed part of the Indian reserve but had become |>art of the 
public domain following the cession nunle by the band.

David Philippe* having incurred some debts, judgment was 
rendered against him and the property was sold by the sheriff. 
The land was adjudged to the defendant—respondent, Giroux, 
who took possession of it, entirely cleared it and made of it a 
property liaving a gixxl value.

Some doubts having I wen raised by the Crown on the validity
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of the decree, the acquiror Giroux, ko as to avoid a lawsuit with
tho government, chow* to take a title from the latter and got 8. C.
from the agent a receipt which roads, as follows:— Attornky-

Rolx-rvnl, Voinle-Bleue, June•104.:t2.
Received from Mr. Pierre Giroux the sum of one hundred and sixty-four roR Canada 

dollars and .‘12 cents, in payment for 1 £ lot s.e. range 1st of the Township Giroux
of Ouiatchouan according to instructions from the department and with disal

Brodeur, J.L. K. Otis. A. S.of sale for said 1 •> lot.
This new sale was confirmed and approved of by the Depart

ment of Indian Affairs; it was also approved of by the Depart
ment of Justice. Later on, however, we see by the correspondence 
on file that the Department of Indian Affairs having asked for 
the opinion of the Department of Justice concerning tin* validity 
of the sale, alleging that the so-called Philip]*- was an Indian 
located on the reserve and that it might pro]>erly be asked if 
that fact did not affect the validity of the judicial sale, the De
partment of Justice answered that under the circumstances, by 
virtue of sec. 79 of the Indian Act as amended by 51 Viet. eh. 12, 
sec. 75, the land could not In* legally mortgaged and that the 
property could not be sold under authority of justice.

In spite of that opinion of the Department of Justice, no action 
seems to have been taken by the Department for 22 years after 
the judicial sale.

The first quest ion which presents itself is whether an Indian 
can buy from the Government a land which was originally in a 
reserve but has been abandoned.

When the reservi ai • so abandoned by the Indians, the ( Yown 
sees to it that those lands are administered, sold or r< tiled for the 
benefit and advantage of the Indians. By virtue of the law, 
the Crown is lxmnd to sell those lands to the first persons that 
apply and according to the prices that it determines.

There was some doubt as to the said David Philippe lieing an 
Indian or not. Some doubt has even been expressed as to the 
band to which lie might belong. Some claim he was an Abenakis, 
others a Montagnais.

But, even supposing that he was a Montagnais Indian, that 
as such he was entitled to live on the Indian Reserve at Pointe 
Bleue, it remains none the less true that from the moment such 
reserve or part of such reserve was aliandoned to the Crown 
nothing prevented an Indian from buying one of the lands so 
abandoned.
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Indians have, concerning the reserves, restrietvd rights and 
obligations, but when those reserves have been abandoned to 
the Cro>vn it seems to me that an Indian could have the right to 
buy one of those lands, to cultivate it, to make the products his 
own and to enjoy in that connection the same rights and privi
leges as the white people. To assert the contrary would be, in 
my opinion, to deny to those Indians the rights to develop and 
to become part of a more advanced civilization.

The np]>cllant, however, alleges that only the white people can 
buy those lands from the Crown.

There is no doubt, 1 think, that an Indian could, like any other 
settler, buy lands from the Crown; and, in my opinion, a text 
would be required much more explicit than sec. 42, which was 
quoted to us, to claim that in the case of a reserve which for
merly belonged to the Indians the latter would be prevented from 
being able to take their alxide there as settlers.

Sec. 42 of the Indian Act of 1880, quoted by Mr. Stuart, could 
not be interpreted as excluding the Indians from the right of 
living able to buy.

I therefore consider that Philippe had the right to buy that 
land from the Crown and that the judicial sale which took place 
is valid and that Giroux became through a good title the acquirer 
of the land claimed by the appellant .

Rut there is something more. Supposing that the Crown 
had no right to sell the property to Philippe, there is no doubt 
that it could and should sell it to Giroux. Then, in 1889, the 
Crown itself had a sum of $104.32 paid to it by Giroux as purchase 
price of the property in question and the Department itself 
confirmed such sale made through its agent.

1 therefore consider that, under the circumstances, there can 
be no doubt as to Giroux’s right of property in the land in question 
and consequently the judgment of the Courts below which dis
missed the action must be confirmed with costs. Ap/teal dismissed.

LABERGE v. MERCHANTS BANK.
MnniUtbu Court of Apiteul, Hoir,II, Richard*, Perdue, Cnmrror,

and llaggarl, JJ.A. Auymt 18, 1910.

1. Pleading (| V—345)—Replication—Issue ah to invalidity ok se
curity to bank—Confession and avoidance.

Where an action has been commenced by creditors attacking an 
assignment of goods to a bank as security, ns being a fraudulent prefer
ence, a further plea as to the invalidity of the security under the Bank
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Art. (R.S.C. 1901, eli. 29, hvc. NR), though not net out in the state ment 
of claim itself, may be set up in the replication in confession ami avoid
ance of that issue as set up in the statement of defence.

2. Dismissal and discontinuance ($ 1—4) -Delay in phorecction— 
Reinstatement.

An action should not tie dismissed merely for a delay in prosecution 
not seriously prejudicial to the interests of anyone; the party should be 
given time to proceed with the next step ujxm paying the costs of the 
application for dismissal; if this be not permitted, the action will 1m- re
instated on ap|>eal.

Appeal from an order of Mathers, C.J.K.B., dismissing an 
action. Reversed.

Isaac Pitblado, K.C., for appellant, plaintiff.
T. It. Robertson, K.C., for Merchants Bank.
R. W. Campbell, for Winnipeg Fur Co.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Richards, J.A.:—The plaintiffs claim that they are creditors 

of the Winnipeg Fur Co. Ltd., which I shall refer to as “the 
company ” and sue on behalf of themselves and all other creditors 
of the company excepting the Merchants Bank of Canada, which 
for brevity I shall call “the bank.”

The statement of claim filed November 3, 1914, alleged that 
the company, in October, 1914, while insolvent to the knowledge 
of tlx* bank, assigned, transferred and delivered to the bank 
without consideration, all the company’s stock of goods in Winni
peg and that the bank took possession thereof and was about to 
sell them.

The relief asked is a declaration that the above assignment 
is void as against the company’s creditors other than the bank, 
an injunction to restrain the bank from disposing of the goods, 
an order for the deliver}' of such goods by the bank to a receiver 
to be appointed and further and other relief.

The bank’s statement of defence sets up advances to the com
pany in consideration of the company pledging to the bank 
goods under sec. 88 of the Bank Act, and of the giving by the 
company of an instrument in the form “C” to the Bank Act, 
pledging to the bank such goods to secure such advances, and that 
the goods in question are those so pledged, or others of substan
tially the same character substituted therefor by the company 
and covered by such instruments.

The part of sec. 88 of the Bank Act (R.S.C. 1906, ch. 29) 
in question says:—

(3) The bank may lend money to any person engaged in business aa

MAN.
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Merchants
Rank.

St atemvnt.

Riehimls, J.A.

10—30 D.L.R.
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n wholesale manufacturer of any goods, wares and merchandise, U|xm the 
security of the goods, wares and merchandise manufactured by him or pro
cured for such manufacture.

The section allows the owner to give the security in the form 
in schedule “C” to the Act, which gives the hank the same rights 
as those acquired under a warehouse receipt.

The plaintiffs replied denying the hank's right to take these 
securities under sec. 88, liecause (as alleged in the replication) 
the goods had been purchased by the company in a completely 
manufactured state and had not been worked upon, ami further 
manufactured by the company.

The action was brought to trial without jury before the Chief 
Justice of the Court of King's Bench.

At the trial in January, 1015, the plaintiffs’ counsel offered 
evidence to shew that the goods were as set up in the replication. 
Counsel for the bank objected that the matter set up in the repli
cation raised a different cause of action from that set out in the 
statement of claim. The trial Judge upheld the objection and 
made an order giving the plaintiffs liberty to amend the state
ment of claim as they might he advised, ordering the costs of 
the action up to that date to l>e costs in the cause to the defend
ants in any event, and striking the case off the list of those set 
down for trial.

No appeal was taken against that order, and the plaintiffs 
have not yet availed themselves of the right to amend so given 
them.

While matters so stood the plaintiff Laliberte obtained a 
judgment in an action by himself alone against the company and, 
under his execution, certain of the goods were seized.

The sheriff interpleaded, and on October 14, 1915, an order 
was made for the trial of an issue in which Laliberte was to be 
plaintiff and the bank defendant. That issue had not been tried 
when the motion to dismiss this action was made, as mentioned 
later on.

Apparently there were some negotiations to settle the present 
action, but their extent is not shewn.

On October 2ti, 1915, the bank’s solicitor wrote the plaintiff’s 
solicitor, who seemed to have been also Laliberte’s solicitor in 
his separate action, also asking to have the latter case proceeded 
with. He received a reply two days later that the plaintiff’s
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solicitor wished to set down the Laliberte case and immediately 
after to set down the Laberge case (the one before us now) so 
that the whole matter could lx* disused of at once. The reply 
referred to the leave given to amend and proceeded to serve the 
amended pleadings that day or the next.

Nothing further appears until February 4, 1916, when the 
bank’s solicitor moved to dismiss this action for want of prosecu
tion. In answer to the motion affidavits were filed to shew that 
the delays had been contrary to the instructions of the plaintiffs, 
who had been urging their solicitor to press the case on.

On February 14, the Chief Justice of the King's Bench made 
an order on the above motion dismissing the action with costs 
without prejudice to the plaintiffs’ right to bring a new one. 
From that order an appeal has been taken to this Court.

As there has been no appeal from the decision of the trial Judge 
as to the plaintiffs’ right to give evidence under the pleadings 
as they stood when the ease* came to trial, to shew that the goods 
were such that the company could not give the bank security 
on them under sec. 88 of the Bank Act, we can not here interfere 
with the order then made. But as the question may arise again 
in the action 1 think it should be referred to.

With great deference 1 am unable to agree with that view of 
the pleadings. 1 assume that the Chief Justice thought the 
action brought really to attack the validity of the securities given 
to the bank—as probably it really was—and that therefore it 
should have been begun by arraigning their validity in the state
ment of claim.

That the action might have been so begun, l have no doubt, 
but laying it in that form would l>e open, from the pleaders’ point 
of view, to the objection that, if the bank had any other claim to 
hold the goods than that derived under sec. 88, the action would 
not, without amendment of the pleadings, test the right of such 
further claim.

Then, too, to require the plaintiffs to have so sued presupposes 
knowledge on their part which, in fact, they might not have nad, 
when suing, that the bank claimed by virtue of security given 
under sec. 88.

The plaintiffs’ claim really is that a preference was given the 
bank by the company while the latter was insolvent. That
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position was none the less, I submit, a correct one to take, although 
the bank had been given the alleged securities if such securities 
were in fact invalid. If they were then, unless the bank had other 
legal rights to justify their taking of the goods, they, the bank, 
were in the same position as if they had merely taken the goods 
with the company’s consent and without any pretence of holding 
securities. To require the plaintiffs to attack the security in 
their statement of claim would have been to compel them to 
anticipate the defence, or perhaps only one of the several defences.

I am, with deference, of opinion that the statement of claim 
properly left it to the bank to state in what manner they justified 
the taking.

When the bank pleaded, as their justification, their securities 
and sec. 88 of the Rank Act, the plaintiff» might have amended 
their statement of claim by attacking the validity of such securi
ties. Rut, with deference, I cannot see why, ns the law permits 
a replication, they might not raise the question by one.

What is sought to be set up by the one pleaded is not an ad
dition to that which the plaintiffs had to allege, to make their 
case in their first pleadings. It is only an answer to that which 
the defendants set up as their defence—a pleading in confession 
and avoidance of that defence.

I have gone fully into the foregoing in order that if the question 
should arise again in this case, as it may, the views of this Court 
should be known.

Then, as to the question raised by this appeal, I cannot say 
that the delay by the plaintiffs has been satisfactorily accounted 
for. There appear to have been some negoti.liions for a settle
ment, but they are too vaguely stated in the material be fore us 
to 1m* of use to the Court on this point.

The plaintiffs’ solicitor seems to have expected to bring on the 
talilierte interpleader for trial, and as it raised much the same 
questions as are in issue1 here, to get those* questions thus decide*d. 
Rut no reason is give*n why the Laliberte* case* was delayed, e*s- 
pecially after the promise* to bring it on, maele* in October.

It 8e*e*mR to me* that we must hold that there* hail lx*e*n un
necessary de»lay.

We* are, however, of opinion that ele*spite such delay, the* rule 
stateel in Eaton v. Storer, 22 Ch. D. 91, is the proper one to follow
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in ordinary cases. There the plaintiff twice got extensions of 
time for filing his reply to the statement of defence. A week after 
the expiry of the second jx*riod the defendant served notice of 
motion for judgment. The plaintiff then, by leave*, moved to have 
a summons for leave to deliver a reply, heard by the Judge.

(hi the return of the* summons the Judge dismissed it with 
costs on account of the gross delay in putting in so simple a pleafl
ing as a reply, and held that the plaintiff was entitled to no further 
indulgence. The motion for judgment was also dismissed.

Later the plaintiff served notice of appeal from the order 
refus ng him further time. No explanation of the delay was 
given.

Sir (ieorge Jessel, M.R., said (22 Ch. D., p. 92):—
The plaintiff was out of time, and in that case if a motion is made for 

judgment on admissions in the pleadings, or if the analogous step is taken of 
a motion to dismiss for want of prosecution, the usual course is to give the 
plaintiff time to take the next step U|K>n his paving costs, w hich is a sufficient 
punishment, and will prevent the rules from becoming a dead letter. This 
course will not be departed from unless there is some s|>ecinl circumstance 
such as excessive delay.

The plaintiff there was compelled to pay the costs of the 
application to the Judge* below, but was given the costs of the 
apimal.

Here we do not think then* was such delay as should on the 
application to dismiss, have prevented the giving of further time 
to bring on the trial, the plaintiffs, of course, paying the costs 
of the application. Nor does there seem any other sjx-cial cir
cumstance to make it impr<>i>er to follow the alxjve rule. It 
apiM*ars that by arrangement the goods were sold and the bank 
held the proceeds till the issue is settled. So they art* not 
suffering gn*atly merely from the delay.

The order appealed from will lx* set aside and the action 
restored to the files of the Court; the plaintiffs to pay the costs 
of the defendants’ application for the dismissal of the action, but 
the defendants to pay the plaintiffs’ costs of this appeal; such 
costs in each case to be costs in the cause* in any event to the party 
entitled to open. The plaintiffs to have one month from the 
giving of this judgment within which to amend their statement 
of claim, ns they may be advised. Appeal allowed.
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ONT. HARRISON v. MATHIESON.
geC. Ontario Suitrrnw Court, A />/*//«/<■ Dirixion, Meredith. C.J.U., G arrow,

St art area, Magee and Hodginx, JJ.A. March 94, 1916.

Trusts (§IIB 51) Liability or wife for procuring husband's breach 
of trust Accounting- Interest.

Misapplication of trust funds by a husband inpayment of his wife's 
debts, to which she agreed, renders the wife liable to make good the 
breach of trust; she is also liable for such trust moneys as were made a 
gift to Jier, even without knowledge of their trust character, since she 
merely holds them as a volunteer, and not as a transferee for value; in 
accounting for it she is also chargeable with the interest which, but for 
the misapplication, the fund would have produced from investment.

Statement. Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Lennox, J., 
varying the report of a Ixical Judge, to whom, by the judgment 
at the trial, the whole action was referred, under see. 05 of the 
Judicature Act. Affirmed.

The judgment appealed from is as follows:—The only question 
in dispute in t his action now is as to the sum for which the defend
ant Mary Mathieson should be made personally liable. By the 
report in appeal it is found that the estate of John Hugh Mathieson 
is indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of $16,105.25—counting 
interest only to the 1st November instant. The plaintiff claims 
that the defendant Mary Mathieson (it will be convenient to 
refer to her as the defendant ) should be held liable for the whole 
of thij indebtedness.

The learned Judge at Ixmdon, to whom this action was referred, 
reports the facts very fully and specifically; and, with one ex
ception hereinafter referred to, I find no reason to object to any 
of the learnt*! Judge's findings of fact.

With very great respect, however, I am of opinion tliat, in 
addition to the sums for which the defendant is found to Ik» liable 
by the report, the learned Judge should liave found the defendant 
personally liable for the following sums of money, namely :—
1907, Jan. 4. Part proceeds of debenture of the 

Ixmdon and Erie Company applied upon a promis
sory note of the defendant and her husband, John
Hugh Mathieson.........................................................$5,230.00

1912, Mar. 23. To paid Aveni Pardoe for defendant
out of trust funds......................................................... 503 00

“ May 4 “ “ “ “ 023.00
“ July 8 “ Ixmdon and Erie “ 1,343 00

Making a total additional liability of......................$7,699.00
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with interest upon those several sums at five per cent. j>er annum 
computed with annual rests from the dates at which they were 
respectively paid out of the trust fund by the deceased John Hugh 
Mathieson.

As to the last three of thes<‘ items the learned Judge finds 
that they were all paid out of trust funds and in breach of 
the trust by the defendant’s husband and were applied upon 
debts owing by the defendant and for he r benefit—the $1,313 in 
discharge of a mortgage upon her property, and the indebtedness 
to Pardoe being secured upon shares of stock held by the defen
dant—but that tin* payments were made “without her prior 
knowledge or procurement,” and for this reason the learned 
Judge finds that the defendant is not liable for their repayment— 
basing his conclusion of law upon Ewart v. Steven (1871), 18 Or. 
35. In that case, and in all the cases referred to in support of it, 
the misappropriating trustee was not only acting without authority, 
express or implied, to commit his cestui que trust to an obligation, 
but, what was more important still, he was under a legal and moral 
obligation to make the payments complained of, and the judg
ments all proceeded upon the ground, as stated by Mr. Justice 
Gwynne at p. 40 in Ewart v. Steven: “These moneys being so 
applied for the benefit of the Steven estate, made the cestuis que 
trustent of that estate purcliasers for value without notice.” With 
deference, I am of opinion that all this is clearly dist inguishable 
from a case in which, as here, an insolvent husband makes a 
purely voluntary gift of trust moneys to his wife.

I attach no weight to the argument that John Hugh 
Mathieson was a constructive trustee of his wife’s money 
as well. He was her agent, and without means of his own, 
as the defendant well knew, and they were jointly engaged 
in reckless speculation upon borrows! money at short dates. 
The defendant up to a certain point is a shrewd, ca|»able woman, 
and interested herself in and intermeddled with the trust 
estate and kept track of it—to some extent at all events. Her 
letters, before this litigation arose, prove this. Her letters 
written after the litigation shew that she was familiar with his 
system of book-keeping and with the trust account, and his 
system, as far as it affected the cestui que trust, was peculiar, 
deceptive and fraudulent. She did away with or refusal to
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produce books important to a full revelation of the dealing of the 
husband and wife inter se, and touching the trust funds. She had 

.already joined with her husband in, in fact had swmingly induced 
him to commit, breaches of trust—the circuitous so-called loan 
to the plaintiff and the loan to Mrs. Tytler. With all this know
ledge, she mixed and mingled the trust moneys with her own, for 
with her knowledge and consent they W'cre dejiosited in the same 
bank account. Out of this account from time to time moneys 
were drawn as required or desired for any purpose, for living ex
penses, speculation, or as might be. There is very strong reason 
to suspect that she and her husband made this trust money, for 
any ami all purposes, their cwn—for the time being only, of course, 
and intending no doubt to make it good when the time for ac
counting came around, and they liad amassed fabulous fortunes, 
as they hoped—although this is not in terms found by the report. 
This <loes not, in my opinion, afford a close analogy to the cases 
relied upon.

Of some of this, however, the transaction by which the Huron 
and Erie debenture was fraudulently misappropriated gives some 
indication. The defendant or her husband purchased as a specu
lation a block of the capital stock of the Superior Portland Cement 
Company. They borrowed the money to do this from a bank 
upon their joint promissory note at three months. Whe n it became 
due, there was no money, and it was renewed for a month, and 
when it again became* due it was again renewed for twelve days, 
and at the end of this time almost the total proceeds of the trust 
debenture, $5,230, was applied in part payment of this joint, 
promissory note.

The learned Judge says: “The defendant Mary Mathieson* 
when she made the said promissory note for $10,500, luid reason 
to know that it was the intention of the said John Hugh Mathieson 
to use the said sum of $5,400 (the trust debenture) in part pay
ment of the said note: but I find that the said defendant Mary 
Mathieson is not liable to the plaintiff for the said sum of $5,400 
so lost as aforesaid.”

Even if I regard this as the only instance in which the defendant 
joined with the trustee in committing a breach of trust—and it 
is not—and whether I regard the stock as purcliased for the trustee 
or for the defendant and put into the trustee’s name to qualify 
him as a director, as the defendant specifically declared at the
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time—and the whole circumstance's of the case point to this 
conclusion—I am unable to concur in the conclusion of law come 
to by the learned Judge: Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 28, 
p. 204, note (n); Barnes v. Addy (1874), L.R. 9 Ch. 244; Pannell 
v. Hurley (1845), 2 Coll. 241. The law’ of Bank of Montreal v. 
Stuart, [1910] A.C. 120, does not alter the facts.

The written statements of the defendant after her bus'Mind’s 
death, the mixing of the funds, the suppression of the books, and 
the way in which the defendant’s testimony has been character
ised, arc important elements in the consideration of the matters 
in issue; but I find it unnecessary to discuss them.

There will be an order amending the report as above set out, 
with costs of the motion to be paid by the defendant out of her 
own funds.

R. S. Robertson, for appellant.
R. McKay. K C., and R. T. Ha (liny, for rescindent.
[The cross-appeal was dismissed at the hearing.]
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendant 

Mary Mathieson from the order of Lennox, J., dated the 13th 
November, 1915, varying the report dated the 8th October, 1915, 
of the Senior Judge of the County Court of the County of Middlesex, 
to whom, by the judgment at the trial, dated the 29th March, 
1915, the whole action was referred, under sec. ti5 of the 
Judicature Act. There was also a cross-appeal by the plaintiff, 
which was dismissed after the* argument.

Both the appellant and the respondent api>ealed from the re
port, and by the order now in appeal the appeal of the now res]xm- 
dent was allowed as to certain items of his claim and dismissed 
as to the other items, and the appeal of the now appellant was 
dismissed.

The present appeal is against the order in so far as it varied 
the report of the Referee and dismissed the appeal of the now 
appellant.

It will lx- convenient to deal first with the items which were 
the subject of the appellants appeal from the report. These 
items were two in numlxir, one of $1,900 and the other of S20G, 
for which the Referee found tliat the appellant was answerable, 
and which he directed to be set off against a mortgage from the 
respondent to the appellant.
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I entirely agree* with the conclusion of the Referee on this 
branch of the case, and cannot usefully add anything to the 
reasons assigned by him for mining to his conclusion.

The other items in controversy are:—
(1) A sum of $5,230, the proceeds of a debenture of the Huron 

and Erie Savings and Loan Company which the appellant’s 
husband held as trustee for the respondent, and which were applied 
by the husliand in part payment of a promissory note for $10,500, 
made by him and the appellant (or a renewal of it), which was 
discounted at one of the banks, the proceeds being used to pay for 
shares in the Superior Portland Cement Company.

(2) A sum of $503 l>clonging to the trust, which was applied 
on the 23rd March, 1014, to jiay a debt of the appellant.

(3) A sum of $023 tielonging to the trust, which was applied 
in like manner on the 12th May, 1914.

(4) A sum of $1,347 belonging to the trust, which was applied 
on the 9th May, 1912, towards the payment of a mortgage made 
by the appellant on lands Ix-longing to her.

That these moneys belonged to the trust and were applied 
in the manner I have just mentioned is not open to question, and 
it was so found by the Referee.

The Referee finds as to the first of these items, and there is 
ample evidence to warrant his finding, that the appellant was 
prt*sent at various interviews with the agent of the Superior 
Portland Cement Company who solicited the suliscription for 
the shares and knew all the details of the investment, and that 
in a discussion between the* appellant and her huslumd as to ]laying 
for the shares, as they had not “ready cash,” mention was made of 
a debenture of the Huron and Krie, “which would represent alxiut 
one-half of the obligation,” and some property that could be 
mortgaged.

The appellant denied that this took place, but her denial was 
not believed by the Referee, who considered the testimony of 
Ryan that it did take place “more worthy of credence than the 
defendant.”

What was proposed to be done, viz., to provide one-half of 
the money required to pay for the shares by means of the Huron 
and Erie debenture, was subsequently done—the debenture was 
converted into money, and the money was used, as I have said,
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in part payment of the note by the discount of which the money 
to pay for the sliarcs was obtained, or a renewal of it.

It is not suggested that the debenture spoken of in the dis
cussion between the apiicllant and her husband was any other 
than the debenture which belonged to the trust fund.

There is therefore proved an agreement between the husband, 
the trustee of the fund, and the appellant, that a breach of trust 
should bo committed; and the fraudulent conversion of the 
debenture which they hail in contemplation was ultimately carried 
out, and the money realise! from it was uh<h1 at all events to dis
charge a debt for which the appellant was liable, if not to rcjiay 
money borrowed by her and her husliand to pay for shares which 
belonged to her, though they stood in her husband's name.

It is to me a startling pro]>osition that on this state of facts the 
appellant is not liable to make good the breach of trust.

It was argued on her lx-half that the arrangement, if made, 
was tliat the money to be raised should be raised either by the 
conversion of the debenture or by the mortgage! of property, and 
that the appellant may well have believed that the money that 
was i>aid was raised on mortgage.
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There arc several answers to this contention. In the first 
place, the discussion was as to raising only one-half of the money 
by means of the debenture, and the other half on mortgage; the 
mortgage was to be of the appellant’s property, and the mortgage 
which she gave on her property was for $5,000 only. She there
fore knew tliat the remainder of the money was not raised on 
mortgage, and the irresistible inference is that she must have 
known tliat it was raised in the way it liad l>cen arranged that it 
should be raised. The mortgage for $5.000 was n ade for the 
purpose of paying off the last renewal of the note given for the 
money Ixirrowed to pay for the shares, which had been reduced 
by that time to $4,700, and this renewal note was paid out of the 
mor gage loan. The proceeds of th loan ($1,870) were deposited 
by the husband to the credit of his banking account on the 24th 
July, 1907, and the note for $4,700 was cliargcd to his account on 
the following day. Before this deposit and debit, the amount at 
the credit of the husliand in the account was $244.88. These 
facts afford, to my mind, conclusive evidence that the arrange
ment as to ilaying for the sliarcs was carried out in its entirety.
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^NT' It wuh also argued on belialf of the appellant that sin; thought
8. C. that the note, except so much of it as was ]iaid out of the loan on 

IIAMKisoN the mortgage, was i>aid out of moneys ol lier own which her hus- 
”• hand had in hand; but there is nothing to warrant any such

Al ATIIIK80N.
conclusion. The apcllant was intimately acquainted with her 
husband s affairs, and must have known that, there was no money 
available from that source; and, in my opinion, she could not 
escape from the consequences of the breach of trust which she 
ami her husband had agreed to commit ami which was committed, 
unless she could shew clearly tliat it had lieen afterwards arrange! 1 
that the contemplated breach of trust shouhl not In- committed, 
anti that the money which it had liecn intended to obtain by means 
of it should be provided in some other way; and that she has not 
done.

With great respect, 1 think tliat the learned Referee erred in 
accepting the denial of the appellant of all knowledge of or par
ticipation in the misapplication of the dclienture, in the face of 
the evidence and the circumstances which warrant the conclusion 
that she not only knew of but actively |>articipntcd in it; the denial, 
too, of one whose testimony in other respects he did not believe, 
ami whom he fourni to* lie an untruthful ami dishonest woman; 
ami, if it were necessary, in order to fix theapix'llant with liability in 
respect of the debenture, which, in my opinion, it is not, so to 
find, I should Ik* prepared to find that she not only knew of ami 
acquiesced in the fraudulent, conversion of the debenture to her 
own and her husband's use, but conspired with her husband to 
convert and misapply it.

Then with regard to the other items. It is undoubted tliat 
the money was in each case taken from the trust fund ami was used 
.to |>ay a debt, in the fourth cast- a mortgage-debt, of the apixllant.

While it, is true that the rescindent would not lie entitled to 
follow these moneys in the luuids of the creditors of the apjiellant 
to whom they were paid, because in tliat ease the creditors would 
be in the {xisition of transferees for value, unless he were able to 
shew tliat they had notice that the moneys were trust moneys, 
tlie respondent is, in my opinion, entitled to recover them from the 
appellant, if she was, as 1 think she was, quoad the transactions, 
a volunteer: .larnian on Wills, 12th ed., pp. 1099, 1100, and 
cases there cited.
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What was done in this ease was, in substance and effect, to 
make a gift to the appellant of so much of the trust fund as was 
applied in paymtmt of her debts; and the apixdlant was, therefore, 
a volunteer, and is liound by the trust which was impressed on 
the money which was so appli<*l, even if, which 1 very much 
doubt, she had no knowledge that, the money which was being 
applied to pay her debts was trust money. Indeed, notwith
standing her denial, for the reasons I have given in dealing with 
the first item, it projx*rly may lx* found, I think, t-luit she had that 
knowledge.

It was argued by counsel for the api>cllniit that her husband 
was indebted to the appellant for money of hers which he had 
received and should have liad in his I lands available to pay the 
sums which he paid on her account and which she has lieen held 
to he liable to re^iay. If such a case had Ixten made out, it is at 
all events probable that the appellant would have been entitled 
to succewl as to these items; but she has, 1 think, entirely failed 
to make out such a case.

It is not oixm u|K)n the evidence to doubt that the appellant 
and her husband were engaged in s|H‘culntions in stocks, t hat these 
speculations were large transactions, and that, in most, if not 
in all cases, they resulted in the loss of all that had been invested. 
An examination of the bank account of the husband shews that, 
although considerable sums which were the prumxls of sales of 
tlie appellant’s lands, were from time to time de|x>sited to the 
credit of the account, the tmlnnees of the husband, at his cmlit, 
were generally small, and in some cases were debit balances, and 
tluit the credit side of the account was largely math* up of items 
representing the proceeds of notes discount**!. In Decemlxtr, 
1905, and in 1900, fourteen notes were discounted; in 1907, 
eleven; in 1908, thirteen; in 1909, four; in 1910, five; in 1911, four; 
and in 1912 and 1913, fourteen—some of them, no doubt, renewals. 
These notes were produced at the trial liefore the Referee. All 
of them were joint, or joint and several, promissory notes of 
the appellant and her huslumd, and on all of them, except one 
for $250 dated the 21th August, 1912, the apixdlant’s signature 
is the first. Many of the notes were for small sums (one of them 
for $50) and most of them at short dates. Several of them were 
demand notes—two of them apjienr to luive been held over
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by the bank for a considerable time before they were paid, and 
one of these ap|K*ars to have been jiaid by instalments.

A |x*rusul of the tank account leads to the conclusion that it 
was the account of a man who was chronically “tard up"’ and was 
“driven from jxwt to pillar.”

It is inqxissible for me to believe that a woman having the 
business ability the appellant possesses, and having the know
ledge, as she admits she liad, that her own and her husband's 
money went into this account, was not fully alive to the condition 
of her husband's finances, and well aware ttat her money was 
being used for the pur]>oscs of speculating in stocks and was lost 
in these singulations; and I have no hesitation in coming to the 
conclusion that she well knew that she tad no claim against her 
husband for the money of hers which had been paid in to the 
credit of his tanking account, and that he had ho money of hers 
in his hands to make the iiayments that are in question.

If these conclusions are warrantai by the evidence, the posi
tion of the apiKillant in respect of the moneys applied hi payment 
of her debts is ttat of a volunteer, and she is taund to make good 
to the trust estate the money which was taken from it to pay 
them.

There remains to be considersl the question as to the manner 
in which the account against the ap]x*llant is to lx* taken. By the 
order of my brother Ix-miox, the apix-llant is ctarged w ith interest 
at the rate of five per cent. ]x»r annum with aimual rests; and 
the contention of the appellant is, ttat the account should not 
have lx*en taken with annual rests.

It was, in my opinion, pro|x*r to take the account with annual 
rests, for the reason that the trusta* was so charged in Gilroy 
v. Stephens (1882), 51 L.J. Ch. 834, namely, that it was the duty 
of the trusta* to tave invested the money which he misapplied; 
ami, if he had done so, the investment would tave produced five 
per cent. com)xmnd interest. It is pro]x»r to say, however, that 
in a subsequent cast*, Owen v. Richmond,\ 1895] VV.N. 29, Kekewich, 
J., declined to follow Gilroy v. Stephens, because, in his opinion, 
“the old rule allowing interest at four tx*r cent, ought not to be 
departed from.” He thought “that ttat rule ought to be re
vised, taving regard to the altered circumstances existing at the 
present day,” but that it ought not to be done by a single Judge 
of the Chancery Division.
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This old rule is, in my opinion, not applicable to circumstances _
in this Province in this day, and the principle applied by Fry, 8. C.
J., in (iilroy v. Stephent should, 1 think, lx- applied. Harrison

1 would dismiss the appeal with costs. Appeal dismissed. .. *’•
________ Mathikson.

WINNIPEG ELECTRIC R. CO. v. CITY OF WINNIPEG.
Re PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT. MAN.

Manitoha Court of .1 /</*«/. 11 our II, C.J.M., If ir hard#, 1‘erdw and llo{mart, q \
JJ.A. .lugm* IH. 1916.

Htrkkt RAILWAYS ($11 I.1») - Xkumoknck Kscapk ok KI.KVTKIC
CVHKKNT JVRIKIIII’TION OK COMMISSION .Xl'I'KAl.S KHOM CuN- 
STITVTIONAI.ITY —APPOINTS K I'OWKKS.

Koitoh's Noth. -4hi the hearing of this np|ieal five chief |siinls were 
considered: (I iWas the ap|M>llant company liable for damage resulting 
from its negligence, t‘2) was it liable aside from negligence, CJi was the 
order of the commissioner within his powers, in directing certain upmfie 
things to lie done. (4) is the statute infra rira the legislature, or does 
it conflict in part with see. VI of the B.VA. Act. IK»'*7. (f>) can the 
Supreme Court hear, oil an apjieal under the statute, an objection to 
the jurisdiction of the commissioner, on the ground that the part of the 
statute which provides for his apisiiutment is ultra nrrs. or is that a 
point of law as to which the decision of the commissioner cannot lie 
appealed from?

The commissioner decided that the company was liable for negligence, 
and the effect of the equal division of the .lodges of Appeal was. of 
course, to leave his judgment undisturbed. The Chief Justice was of 
opinion that the company was liable aside from negligence. Richards.
J.A., held that the Court had no right to consider this question, as, under 
the statute, the commissioner is the sole judge of fact and law. except 
as to jurisdiction. Perdue, J.A., held that, aside from negligence, the 
eompativ was not liable. The Chief Justice. Richards, and Haggarl,
JJ.A.. held that the commissioner's order, aside from the question as 
to jurisdiction, was within the power, which the statute purported to con
vey. Perdue, J.A., dissented on this (mint, holding that the order amounted 
to an interference with the statutory powers of the company. The 
Chief Justice gave no opinion as to the constitutionality of the Act; 
nor did Richards, J.A., Perdue and llaggart. JJ.A.. held it to Is- un
constitutional, in so far as it authorised the appointment of a com
missioner by the Lieut.-Governor-in-Council for the province.

The statute in oucstion limits an ap|icul to "the jurisdiction of the 
commissioner." The Chief Justice held that this only meant “whether 
the company, its structures and o|ierationa arc subject to the Act."
Richards. J.A., agreed with him on this |ioint. Perdue, J.A.. held that 
the objection to the jurisdiction of the commissioner. u|m>ii the ground 
that Ins apiMiintmnnt violated sec. Vti of the B.N.A. Act, lsti7. could 
be heard in an ap|ienl under the statute, liecause. while that part of the 
statute which provide»I for the appointment might lie ultra vins, the 
remainder might lie intra rirtx. llaggart. J.A., agreed with him.

The general effect of the marked difference of opinion by the Judges 
is to leave unset tin I all the questions which arise, ami as they an* very 
inqsirtant generally, it is to Is* hoped that they will lie carried to a 
higher Court.

Appeal from two orders of the Public Utility Commissioner. Statement. 
J. //. Munson, K.C., E. Anderson, K.(\, urnl l). //. Laird,

K.C., for Winnipeg Klee. R. Co.
Hon. A. B. Hudson, K.C., Attorney-General, for the Crown.
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C. A.
J. li. Hugg, for Utilities C ommissioner.
T. A. Hunt, K.C., cor]>oration counsel, for (’ity of Winnipeg.

Winnipeg Howell, C.J.M.:—The Winnipeg Electric R. Co.—(which I
Euoc.^R. Co. gfiall hereafter refer to as the coni|NUiy)—operate on the streets

of the city of Winni|>eg—(which I shall hereafter refer to as the
Winnipeg. city)—a stm>t railway the motive power of which is electricity
Howell,C.J.M. conveyed to the cars by the over-head trolley system. The

authority to do this work is given by the legislature of Manitoba, 
which ratified a by-law of the city and an agreement between the 
city and the company set forth in 55 Viet. eh. 56, and the schedule 
thereto.

The city operates a waterworks system requiring iron pijies 
which are placed in the streets some distance Itelow the surface, 
and thus the city also uses jMtrtions below the surface of the same 
streets occupied and used on the surface by the company.

To o|M»rate the cars the electric current is carried by the trolley 
wire at high voltage to the top of the car <uid then through the motor 
to the wheels, and then to the rail, where, as a negative or return 
current at low voltage, it follows the rail back to the |K>wer house, 
and thus completes the circuit without which the electric ]>ower 
would not be available. To keep this negative current to a 
greater extent intact, the company, after a time, connected the 
ends of the rails with copper devices, and sometimes at the request 
of the city, other schen/es or methods were taken.

Apparently, through the want of complete conductivity, some 
of the current esca])cs from or leaves the rails and, conducted by 
the moist earth, reaelvs the iron water pipe of the city, and, by 
electrolysis, it does great damage. 1 gather from the evidence 
that owing to the high voltage brought into the city by the com
pany since they commenced using their water power, and owing 
to the great area which is now covered by their railway, this evil 
has greatly increased and to endeavour to control and prevent 
the escajH* of this current the order complained of was made.

The soil and freehold of the streets in the city art* vested in 
His Majesty for the use of the province, but the possession of the 
streets is vested in the city. See. 721 of the City ('barter, 1 & 2 
Edw. VII, eh. 77, is as follows:

721. No encroachment or nuisance whatever ahull lie uimlc or left by 
any |>cnton in or on any roads or public highways under penalty of a fine 
not exceeding the sum of twenty dollars.
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flee. S7N authoriw* tin- city to excavate for mul lay down water 
l>il*'8 in anil upon the NtrectK and. in its language, 
to repair, eut ami dig up. if necessary, ami to lay down the said pipes . . . 
through, over or under the public ways, streets, street railways, lanes or othc 
passages of the city.

Tilt* company alone at the passage of this Act ojM-rated and 
had a right to operate, and it alone now ojM-rates, a street railway 
in the city, and this legislation, therefore, applies to it. See. 
900 of the Act gives the city power to bring an action for any 
injury or damage done to the water pipes.

It is to lie kept in mind that all this legislation, except sees. 
878 and 900, was in force and applied to the city through the 
Municipal Act before the city procured a social charter, and was 
the law before and at the time of the enactment authorizing the 
company to use the stmts above mentioned.

Damages caused by escats- of this current from the rails is 
not a new matter; it was considered more than 25 years ago in 
the United States in the ease of Cumberland v. United Electric, 
•12 Fed. Hep. 273. A case similar to this one between a water
works company and an electric railway company was commenced 
in the United States in 1898, and after various reports and de
cisions it was decided in 1910 ami is reported as Peoria 11. Co. v. 
Peoria li. Co.., 181 Fed. Rep. 990.

The case is most instructive on the questions of fact in this 
matter ami at length describes how this negative current has a 
tendency to leave the rails ami to enter the iron water pijM-s. In 
that case, as here, the company was authorized to operate their 
road by electricity, ami there, as here, the single trolley system 
was used and the rails with copper connections wer«- used to com
plete the electric current and, as in this case, portions of the 
negative current left the rails and entered the water pipes to the 
great damage of the latter. In the Act ]>ennitting that company 
to o|>crntc its street railway there are two clauses, as follows:—

Sec. 2. Said company shall ojsrate said railway and pm|iel its cars 
by electric motive power anil not otherwise.

Nee. 22. .Said Central Railway Company shall lie liable for and pay to 
the |K-rsons, com panics or eor|sirations injured, all damages which may 
result from the passage of this ordinance or from carelessness, negligence or 
misconduct of said company or any agent or servant of said company in the 
o|ieration of said railway or railways which it may build, own, lease or control. 
Sec. 18 of the city by-law, part of the schedule to the company’s 
Act, is as follows:—
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The applicants shall Im* liable fur and Khali indemnify the city against 
all damageH arising out of the construction or operating of their railways.

In considering this clause it would 1m* well also to keep in mind 
wee. 721 of the city charter above quoted.

In the American ease last above referred to. the company 
was enjoined from continuing the injury.

The ease of Eastern ami S. Africa Tel. Co. v. Cafte Town, [1902] 
AX’. 381, decides that the escape of electricity from the rails of 
a street railway may create such an injury or disturbance to others 
that the rules in H y la mix v. Fletcher, L.R.3 H.L. 330. would apply ; 
but in that ease the rules in Iiylamlx \. Fletcher were not upplied 
to that part of the defendant’s lines operated under statute, 
Is'cause, by their agreement with the town, they were in express 
terms permitted to use the rails to return the negative current.

The company claim that under the by-law ami agreement with 
the city and their Act they are similarly protected. The by-law 
contains the following clauses:—

2 («) The construction of any line of railway on any street or highway 
shall not Im* commenced until a plan thereof shewing the location on street, 
IMfsition and style of the track. rnad-lM*d, rails. |h>Ich, wires and all other 
appliances shall have been submitted to and approved of by the city en

3 (a) The overhead or trolley system of electricity is to Im.* adopted.
(a. 1) All |H)lcs erected shall be of such sise, height ami material, and 

shall Im* placed at such distances apart on the iMiulcvards or streets as shall 
Im* designated by the city engineer and shall Im* erected, and said wire strung 
thereon under the sii|M*rvision and subject to the ins|s*ction of the city en
gineer. who may give directions as to the same from time to time, ami shall 
Im* built so as to interfere as little as practicable with all other public uses 
of said streets, and both material and workmanship shall Im* of an approved 
class ami kind. Trolley wires must Im* sup|>orted from |mlcs on sides of 
streets, unless otherwise decided by council, ami the city will assist the 
company, by taking such proceedings as shall not involve expense or cost 
to the city, as may Im* necessary and cx|M*dient in securing any requisite 
elevation «if all wires, telephone or otherwise, so as to facilitate the o|M>ration 
of the company’s system by electricity.

(a. 2) The location on streets, the |s»sition and style of the track, road
bed. rails, poll's, wires and all other appliances shall conform to and agree 
with the plans approval by the engineer.

In discussing the rights of the company it seems to me the 
matter can well be divided into two parts:—1st. Aside from the 

negligence, is the company liable for damages caused 
by them because of their bringing on their property this dangerous 
element? And, 2nd, are they negligent in their maimer of 
carrying on this work?

18
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Now, us to the first question; by see. IS of the by-law above 
quoted, the company is to be liable for nil damages arising out of 
the o|>cruting of the railways; and sec. 721 of the city charter, 
alnive quoted, creates a liability for a nuisance made on the high
way.

In Shelfer v. ('ity of London Electric Lighting Co., [1895] 1 
(’ll. 287. the electric light company was omjxiworcd to operate 
in the city by electric plant; but their authority had in it this 
clause :—

Nothing in this order shall exonerate the undertakers from any indict
ment. action or other proceeding for nuisance in the event of any nuisance 
being caused by them;
and I gather from the judgment of Lord Halsbury that he thinks 
them liable apart from the question of negligence.

In Midicood v. Manchester, 2 K.B. 597, the defendant,
the city of Manchester, was authorized and empowered to lay 
down below the surface in the streets cables to conduct electric 
energy to various parts of the city for lighting and other purjioses. 
The Board of Trade order authorizing this work contained the 
following two orders:—

Clause 67 of the order was as follows:
The undertakers shall Im- answerable for all accidents, damages, and 

injuries hap|>cning through the act or default of the undertakers, or of any 
|wrson in their employment, by reason of or in consequence of any of the 
undertakers' works, ami shall save harmless all authorities, bodies, and persons 
by whom any street is repairable, and all other authorities, companies, and 
bodies, collectively and individually, and their officers and servants, from all 
damages and costs in rcs|>ect of such accidents, damages, and injuries.

Clause 70 of the order was as follows:—
Nothing in this order shall exonerate the undertakers from any indict

ment, action, or other proceeding for nuisance in the event of any nuisance 
being caused by them.

At p. 607, the Master of the Rolls, after referring to the 
Shelfer case, says —

It seems to me that that <yise is really on all-fours in |x>int of principle 
with the present, ami that by reason of the provision of clause 70 of the 
order what clearly amounted to a nuisance is unprotected, ami therefore 
the defendants are liable to make good the damage occasioned to the plain
tiffs, apart from any question of negligence. That is sufficient to decide 
the case.

Uomcr, L.J., at p. 609, uses the following language:—
I agree that by the order certain works are expressly authorised to lie 

done by the defendants, and, therefore, as regards those works it may properly 
be said that, u|x>n the true construction of the order, they could not lie 
treated os being in themselves a nuisance under clause 70. For example,
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exprew |iower is given to break up the ntn-ets for the purpose of laying main*, 
to lay mains, and to mid electricity along them: hut there is no authority 
either expressly, or I think impliedly, given to the defendants by the order 
authorizing them to allow a leakage of electricity from their mains so as to 
cause an explosion, or to injure the property of the plaintiffs in the way in 
which they have injured it. That being so, there is. in my opinion, an end 
of the cane.

The ease of Charing Cron* v. London, [1013] 3 K.B. 442, 
ami in ap]>cnl, (1914] 3 K.B. 772, discusses this subject. There 
tin* defendants, a waterworks company, were authorized to lay 
down water pipes below the surface in the streets and the plain
tiffs, an electric light company, were authorized to lay down elec
tric cables in the streets below the surfaee. The Act authorizing 
the deft miauls to do their work contained this clause:—

Nothing in this Act shall exempt the company from any indictment, 
suit, action or other proceeding at law or in equity in respect of any nuisance 
caused by them.

Apparently without any neglect the defendants’ water pi|>e 
burst ami injured the plaintiffs’ cable—it was indeed found as 
a fact that the defendants were not negligent. It appears that 
the defendant company occupied the streets with their water 
pipes Indore the plaintiffs did any work. Lord Sumner, at p. 781, 
states one of the arguments of the defendants in these words:—

We got there first ami the plaintiffs eauic with their cables afterwards, 
and they must, therefore, take the place a* they find it: one of the way* 
in which that place may lie dangerous is the presence of our mains, and, unless 
there is negligence, they cannot recover.

The Court held that the defendant* were liable on the prin
ciple of Hyland* v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 H.L. 330, and that the qui^tion 
of negligence did not arise. They brought upon the premises a 
dangenms element, and if it escaped they must pay damages.

The Court also held that although the waterworks company 
got their rights ami occupied the ground before the plaintiffs 
yet they were liable, as the plaintiffs were entitled to assume that 
although the defendants were entitled to excavate and lay down 
their water pijicH, they were not beyond this act to ]>crmit any 
nuisance in tin* operation of the works.

In the cases alxive reviewed it was contended that as the 
conqiany was authorized to do the work, all damage* and nuisances 
which wi re caused by construction and ojieration they wen*, by 
implication of law, protected against, on the principles laid down 
on this subject in railway cases; but the above quotation from 
the Midwood case shews how’ closely this principle is applied.
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The case of Vandry v. Quebec, 53 Cun. S.C.R. 72,21) D.L.It. ôdO 
touches |H)ints akin to this case. However, Sir Louis Davies in 
that case held that clause creating liability for damages did not 
apply to the accident, and I think the same may )>e said as to 
the judgment of Duff, J. The other Judges <leci<led the case on 
the construction of the Quebec ( ’ode.

When in 1H<)2 the legislature granted the company its rights, 
1 assume it was known hy all that a new, dangerous and to some 
extent ex|»erimentul force was to be used and that some 
should be put U|»on the company to protect the rights of others. 
A system of waterworks then existed in Wiimi|>cg, owned by a 
company and constructed and o|>erated just as that of the city 
is now constructed and ojierated, and these works are now owned 
and o|>erated by the city as part of their system.

The company were by their Act and agreement authorized 
to enter U]>on the stm-ts and break up the surface and put in 
ties to sup|M>rt the rails and lay rails with switches and erect |>oles 
and string wires. To do this they might disturb a foot in depth 
of the streets and deeper where excavation is required for the 
|H»les, and in doing this work so expressly authorized, it seems to 
me the company can only be liable for negligence.

To the extent of the powers expressly or by necessary implica
tion given by the Act to the company, see. 721 must In* considered 
as amended, but only to that extent, ami the damages referred 
to in see. 1H of the by-law caused by the works thus expressly 
authorized, it seems to me, the company would be protected 
against unless, of course, they are negligent.

1 think 1 am safe in assuming that the legislature, the company 
and the city officials, when the Act and the by-law were passed, 
had no thought or idea as to straying away of the return electric 
current and as to the damages which might arise from electrolysis. 
If the work had not since then been greatly extended by extending 
the lines of railway in all parts of the city and away beyond the 
city boundary, and by vastly increasing the voltages from the 
company's hydraulic works, there probably even now would be 
but little damage from such stray currents. If the parties did 
not know that the negative current might stray away and cause a 
great damage and nuisance, it can scarcely In* said that it was 

that the com|wny should Is* granted immunity from this 
damage. On the contrary, it might well In* said that hit. 18 wan
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put in for the very pur)tow of providing for unknown dangers, and 
see. 721 of the city charter could not have lx*en intended to be 
amended so as to grant a right to commit such a great nuisance 
not then in contemplation of any of the parties.

The defendants claim, however, that they complied with the 
regulations required by secs. 2 and .'1 of the by-law al»ove set forth, 
and as the road lias been constructed and it is not shewn that there 
has been a violation of these provisions I shall assume that these 
rules have been complied with and that the road was originally 
constructed with the approval of the city engineer. Kven so 
constructed the company would be liable to a third party under 
sec. 18. but they contend that having constructed the works as 
above requin*! they are not liable for damages to tin* city's 
projierty which arise from the iqx-ration of the road.

Very likely owing to the low voltage then in use ami the 
limited an-a then covered by the company's lines of road any 
damages euused by electrolysis to the water pipes wen- negligible, 
and extra means to take care of the negative current wen* not 
required. It might, ix-rliaps, lx- urged, also, that the engineer 
was only given power to siqx-rvise the work which they performed 
ami that hi* had no |x>wcr to require them to construct something 
extra to more carefully conserve the return current.

However, it seems to me that sec. 18 merely provides that 
having const metis! the road as n-quired the conqmny an- liable 
for damages. They would have lx*en liable for this damage if the 
old Water Works Co. still owned the water pipes and on the 
principles aliove discussed they are, I think, still liable for damage 
to the pijx-s although at present owned by the city. The company 
were to construct the road subject to the sujx-rvision of a public 
official and when so constructed they wen- to lx» liable for damages 
under see. 18. and 1 sin- no reason for excluding the city from the 
protection of the section.

The city has suffered great damage from and arising out of 
th<- operating of the company's railway within sec. 18 of the 
by-law. and this damage is continuing, and. from the evidence, 
I should think it can only be prevented by the company in some 
way providing a Ix-tter means for the return of the negative 
current, and for these damages 1 think the company is legally 
liable to the city. If this were an ordinary action begun in the 
Court. I would think an injunction should lx» grantixl.
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Counttel for the company wry strenuously urged that the -ian.
legislature, in establishing the eoinmission, really created a Court, C. A.
anti that the Act in authorizing the appointment of a commissioner \Vinnii>ku 
by the Lieuti nant-(iovernor-in-( ouneil was legislating on a R-Co. 
subject wholly within see. 96 of the R.X.A. Act, and therefore City of 
beyond the power of the legislature, and, as a consequence, the ^inxipko. 

commissioner luul no power to hear this matter anti to make the Howeii.CJ m. 

<irder complained of.
The statute provides that when a commissioner is appointed 

under the Act and has, pursuant to the Act, heard a case, then, 
subject to many conditions, an ap|x»nl can be taken to this Court.
Of course if he had been up|>ointfd by the Dominion authorities 
there could be no ap|H-al, for there is mi |x>wer of appeal given 
against any such order.

The commissioner apixiinted by the local authorities is made 
a Court, not one appointed by the Dominion, and it there is an 
appeal it is only from the commissioner locally apjxiinted. If 
the legislation is ultra vires the order of the commissioner is of 
no force, and need not be obeyed, anil could be so declared by 
the Courts of this province in the ordinary way.

The ap|>eal given by sec. 70 (Public Utilities Act R.S.M.
1913, ch. 166) is limited to “any question involving the juris
diction of the commission," and I cannot think that the legis
lature intended thereby to give this Court in this peculiar pro
ceeding s|iecial |xiwer to decide whether the whole genius of the 
Act was ultra vires.

I think this question is not open to decision in this appeal.
Sec. 52 after giving very full and wide jxiwers to the commis

sion, contains this clause»: “And shall have full jurisdiction to 
hear and determine all matters whether of law or of fact."

See. 69 of the Act is as follows:
The decision of the commission u|mui any question of fact or law within 

its jurisdiction, and as to whether any company, municipality or person is 
or is not a party interested within the meaning of this Act. shall be binding 
and conclusive u|>on all companies and persons and municipal corporations 
ami in all Courts.

(2) The commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and in 
respect of all matters in which jurisdiction is conferred on it by this Act 
or by any other Act. and, save as herein otherwise provided, no order, decision 
or proceeding of the commission shall lx» questioned or reviewed, restrained 
or removed by prohibition, injunction, certiorari or any other pnwess or 
proceeding in any Court, even when the question of its jurisdiction is raisinl.
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It seems to me that the words “save as herein otherwise 
provided” refer only to this appeal provided for by s-c. 70. 
Section 70 authorizes this appeal, as follows

An ap|K*uI shall lie to the Court of Appeal . . . from any final 
decision of the commission upon any question involving the jurisdiction of 
the commission.

Before further considering these sections it is well to 
refer to the case of lie Toronto /{. Co. and Toronto, 19 O.L.R. 
390, where Moss, (in giving the judgment of the Court 
of Appeal, at p. 399, states that under the Ontario Act the question 
of law is open to appeal and states “there being no appeal 
upon any question of fact, 6 Edw. VII, eh. 31, secs. II (3) and 
43 (2).” Suh.-sec. 3 of sec. II of that statute is like our sec. 69 
above quoted except that it leaves out the words “or law,” 
and thus in Ontario the facts found only and not the law are 
binding and conclusive in all Courts. Again, sec. 43, sub-sec. 
2,in the Ontario Act,gives a right of appeal not only on the question 
of jurisdiction but also “upon any question of law” and thus gives 
to the appellate Court much wider jurisdiction in these matters 
than is given here. If the right of appeal in Ontario had been as 
restricted as the Act in question here, I think there would have 
been no such decision in Ontario.

The Act applies to the company and the commissioner heard 
evidence and reports of electrical experts and heard counsel for 
the parties and made a full and clear report of his findings both 
of law and fact, and from this finding and report, and the order 
made thereon this appeal is taken.

The Government of Manitoba was one of the complainants 
before the commission asserting that electrolysis caused by the 
escape of the negative current was injuring the underground 
structures of the government telephone system, and the Attorney- 
General appeared to support this claim. The commissioner, in 
clause S. of his report, states as a fact that the order was necessary 
to protect this government property.

After setting forth at length the facts which were brought 
before him, the commissioner as to the facts and law relating to 
the city’s claim disposed of them, as follows

I held that there was nothing in the by-law f>43 or the agreement there
under to absolve the company from the duty to apply the most approved 
methods of preventing injury to the property of others, including the city 
of Winni|M‘g.

2
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I assume that the city had approved under by-law 543 the nature of the MAN. 
original construction of the works of the company. There was no evidence \
to the contrary. In my view that did not prevent them from < to
this commission for other remedial measures that should at a later date Winnipeg 
be found necessary and be available. This was not asking something else Klec. R. Co. 
under the by-law. It was applying the general law of the province.

I was guided by the principle which I held as a matter of law to exist, Winnipeg
that a jierson using a dangerous element, even lawfully, was bound to do -----
everything reasonably within his [xiwer to avoid injury to others. And, as Howell.CJ.M. 
above stated, I could not construe by-law 543 and the agreement thereunder 
to exclude the application of that general principle here.

I considered these questions to affect the merits in law and in fact, and 
to be therefore within the jurisdiction of this commission.

As n matter of law I think the company is liable on the prin
ciples above stated under see. IS of the by-law for damages to the 
government property.

With regard to liability of the company on the ground of negli
gence which I have not discussed the commissioner has, as above 
quoted, distinctly disposed of it against the company, at all 
events, limits of the city i ieg.

There is nothing before us to shew the company's rights to 
operate or construct street railway lines outside the territorial 
limits of the city, and nothing to shew that there is any restrictive 
clause binding the company there similar to clause 18 of the city 
by-law. The outside municipalities were not represented on 
the appeal, unless the Attorney-!îeneral, appearing for the com
missioner, should be held to appear in support of the whole order.
However, as the commissioner held the company liable for negli
gence in law and in fact within the city, to me it follows that he 
must also have thought them liable outside, connected as the 
whole system is by wires, rails and cars and all receiving the electric 
current within.and through the city.

Again, I take up for consideration sec. 70; but it seems to me 
it must be read as explained by sec. 69. In that section there is 
a declaration that the commissioner’s finding of fact and law within 
his jurisdiction is binding "in all Courts,” and I agree with Moss,
C.J., that these words include this Court of Appeal siting in 
appeal in * r, and I am fortified in this conclusion by the
expressions in sec. 52 above quoted.

If 1 have correctly construed these sections, in an appeal 
under sec. 70 we must assume that the decision appealed against 
is sound in law and in fact.
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The» appeal then must be limited simply as the statute states, 
“to the jurisdiction of the commission.” I have already stated 
that in my view the legislature did not intend, nor does the 
statute permit or contemplate an appeal because of the alleged 
infringement on the B.N.A. Act.

The only matter then open to appeal in my view of the law is 
wh.-ther the company, its structures and operations are subject 
to the Act. and if so whether the order made by the commissioner 
is within the powers given to him by the Act.

It is clear that under sec. 3 the company and its works and 
operations are subject to the Act. If this matter was an ordinary 
law suit and if the Court concluded on fact and law as the com
missioner has, an " restraining the company from
continuing the damages would ordinarily follow as in the Peoria 
case above referred to, and that case is also an authority for 
holding that the Court . enjoin or restrain tin* company
from continuing the damages, and would have no power to direct 
certain specific things to be done, as the commissioner has ordered 
in this cas *. :ecs. 21 and 52 I think give the commissioner power 
to make the order which he has made.

Holding as I do that the facts and law as found by the com
missioner are not open to review in this appeal, it was perhaps 
unnecessary to consider the liability of the company under sec. 
18 of the by-law aside from negligence, but the commissioner not 
having considered this aspect of the matter, 1 thought it well to 
consider it.

To repeat, I think the company is liable to the city and should 
be restrained from creating further injury to the water pipes by 
electrolysis because of clause 18 of the by-law, and of see. 721 of 
the city charter. The commissioner has found in fact and in 
law that the company is liable for such negligence sufficient to 
justify this Court in restraining the company from continuing 
the nuisance. The statute " s to the company, and its works, 
and, to my mind, is wide enough to authorise the making of the 
order from.

The appeal must be dismissed.
Richards, J.A.:—'This matter has come to us as an appeal 

from a final decision of the Public Utilities Commission, and 
solely by virtue of sec. 70 of the Public Utilities Act (R.S.M.
1913, ch. 166).

Hicliunle, J.A.
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That seetion Hays:
70. An »|i|H‘ul nhall lie to the Court of Appeal . . from any final

decision of the coinmiiwioii upon any question involving the jurisdiction of 
the eoinmission.

It does not KjM-eifically say that there* shall lie no appeal upon 
any other question; hut I think the appeal is so limited by other 
sections of the Act.

See. 04 says:
(it. The decision of the commission upon any question of fad or law 

within its jurisdiction shall Ik* final, and be rex judicata.
See. tit) (2) reads:
2. The commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction in all cases ami in 

respect of all matters in which jurisdiction is conferred on it by this Act. or 
hv any other Act. ami, save ns herein otherwise provided, no order, decision 
or proceeding of the commission shall lie questioned or reviewed, restrained 
or removed by prohibition, injunction, nrlùtrari or any other process or 
proceeding in any Court, even when the question of its jurisdiction is raised.

The two last named sections, and particularly tit) (2)—dis
tinctly, 1 think, show that nothing can lie considered by us under 
sec. 70, except the question < I" jurisdiction.

The appellants, the Street K. Co. argue that, under sec. 70, 
they can raise two questions of jurisdiction:—

First, that the Act itself is ultra vires in that, because it 
creates a Court with extraordinary jxiwers, greater than those of 
of any other Court in Manitoba, and provides that the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council may appoint the commissioner to exercise 
these powers and constitute such Court, it infringes on the ilowers 
of appointment of Judges reserved to the Dominion by the 
B.N.A. Act.

Next, that even admitting the Act, and the appointment of 
the commissioner under it, to lie intra vires, the commissioner has, 
in the orders in question, exceeded the powers which the Act 
puriMirts to give him.

Dealing with the first point, it seems to me not open to this 
Court to consider. The object of the Act is the creation of the 
commission and the conferring of powers on it. It is true that sec. 
70 provides that if any section or provision of the Act shall lie 
held to be unconstitutional no other section or provision of the 
Act shall be affected thereby. But the real object of tin Act 
is as above.

Sec. 70, conferring jurisdiction on this Court, limits us to the 
question of the jurisdiction of the commission as to the matter

MAN.
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l><‘for<‘ us. If the Act is ultra vires us to the appointment of the 
commissioner then there has been no vtu.d order for us to deal 
with and the Act is inoperative as to the purpose for which it 
was enacted.

I cannot think that, by see. 70, the legislature meant to confer 
on us power to say that the Act itself or any part of it is ultra 
rires. (*h. .‘18 of R.S.M. 1913, is expressly provided to deal with 
such questions.

The objection seems to go to the root of our jurisdiction under 
see. 70. as well as to that of the commission under the Act. If the 
one is invalid so is the other.

I express no opinion as to our powers, as a Court of Appeal, 
to deal with the question of the constitutionality of the Act if it 
should come by way of an appeal from any judgment of the 
Court of King’s Bench, in a case where that constitutionality 
is in issue. But in an appeal under sec. 70 we can exercise only 
the powers the section gives us.

1 think therefore that we cannot consider the first ground.
Then, assuming the Act to be iutra vires of the legislature, I 

think as stated above that we have no power to question the 
commissioner's findings of fact or law. If 1 am right in that then 
il is not for us to say whether lie is right or wrong in his holding 
that the company are compellable to do what the orders require.

We can only say whether, assuming him to be right in the 
findings of fact and law implied by the orders, he had jurisdiction 
to make such orders. All questions of legal rights as between the 
city and the company, including the construction of contracts 
and statutes, are matters of law. He has decided them, in so 
far as the orders before us affect them, and, so far as our powers 
under the Act are concerned, his decision is absolute. We cannot 
consider or interpret the contracts between the parties. Those 
are matters of law, and he has decided them.

Then, assuming the Act to be constitutional and assuming him 
to be right, as to both fact and law, in making the order, had he 
jurisdiction, under the Act itself, to make such order?

Sec. 21 gives him a general supervision over all public utilities 
and empowers him to make such orders regarding equipment, 
appliances, safety devices, extension of works or systems . . .
as are necessary for the safety or convenience of the public or
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for the proper carrying out of any contract, charter or franchise M _ • 
involving the use of puhlic pro]HTty or rights. C. A.

The order in question seems to me to come within the above: Winnii-io 
It is in effect equipment, appliances, and, in a sense, safety Llei . R. Co. 

devices, for the safety of the public, that the order really requires. City of

Sec. 40 enables the commissioner to make such order as he "1NNlt>Kr' 
thinks proper under the circumstances. RHumi». j.a.

Sec. 59 implies that he may direct any structure, appliances, 
equipment or works to be provided, constructed, re-constructed, 
altered, repaired, installed, used or maintained.

Sec. 52 enables him to require any company to do. . . in
any manner prescribed by him, so far as is not inconsistent with 
the Act or any other Act, any act, matter or thing which the 
company is or may be required to do under the Act or any other 
Act or any regulating order or direction of the commission, or 
under any agreement, and to forbid the doing of things contrary 
to such Acts, regulation, order, ‘ or agreement.

By other sections much greater powers of enforcement of 
orders are given than are possessed by any other Court.

If the commissioner took the view that, under sec. 18 of the 
company’s contract with the city, the company was liable for the 
injury caused by electrolysis (as apparently he did) we have no 
power, under see. 70, to review such holding but must accept that 
view of the law as correct.

Then, so holding, it seems to me that he had i>ower to make 
the order, the carrying out of which is intended to stop the injury 
caused by electrolysis.

The fact that the order does not expressly say the electrolysis 
is to be stopped but provides that the return currents are to be 
lessened to an extent which the evidence before him shewed 
would have that result, does not seem to me to affect the mutter.
With so groat a field of jurisdiction ordering that which will effect 
the purpose should be held sufficient.

Then again I can sec» no objection in the fact that he has not 
specified in the orders how the return currents are to be so modified.
It is not contended that there are not available methods for 
causing such modifications. And, as it is the result, and not the 
means of getting that result, that is aimed at, it seems to me that 
the means were properly left unspecified.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

6369
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Perdue, J.A.:—An ation to the Public Utilities Com
missioner was by the city of Winnipeg to compel the
Winnipeg Electric R. Co. to establish proi>er measures of pré
vint ion against damage to underground cables and mains by 
electrolysis caused by electrical currents from the electric railway 
system of the company. Certain other municipalities were 
notified of the inquiry by tin- commissioner. They did not appear 
and take part in it, but their interests were considered under the 
provision in the Act allowing the commissioner to take up matters, 
of his own initiative. The certificate of the commissioner shews 
the facts that were in evidence before him. Two orders, numliers 
201 and 274, were pronounced by him, and this ap|>eul is brought 
by the Winnipeg Electric IL Co. against these orders.

Number 201 is a lengthy document which I shall not set out 
in ex ten ho. Briefly, it orders the company to so construct and 
maintain its railway tracks and other parts of its system that a 
certain result may be attained in regard to the electrical conduc
tivity of the rails. The object is to secure a free return of the 
current to the central station and lessen the danger of electrolysis 
to underground metallic pipes or structures caused by electricity 
escaping from the rails. The order contains a number of directions 
of a highly technical character. It was made, as the commis
sioner states, substantially in accordance with the reeommenda- 
tions of Mr. (lanz, an electrical expert of high standing.

By number 274 the costs of the inquiry b .ore the commis
sioner and his report were fixed at $7,671.50, and were ordered 
to be paid by the Winnipeg Electric R. Co. to the secretary of 
the commission.

A main ground of api>cal is that the Public Utilities Act, 
H.S.M. (1913), ch. 100. is ultra rires; that the Act creates a Court 
and constitutes the commissioner a Court of record, giving the 
Court such powers that it is in fact a superior Court; that the 
Lieutenant-(iovernor-in-Couneil had no power to appoint the 
commissioner; that the salary of the commissioner is paid, not 
by the Dominion of Canada, but by the Province of Manitoba.

It is objected by respondents on the appeal that the constitu
tional question cannot be argued on this ap|>cal, because the 
jurisdiction of tin- Court of Apjieal to hear an appeal from the 
commissioner is conferred by sec. 70 of the Act itself, that is, by

4
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the same Ait that is attacked as being unconstitutional. See.
C. A70 is as follows:—

-/I tn annual ul,..1l lin I/, tin. f'niint «if A fit mill ill «/mfnrmitv tvilll till»

rules governing ap|x-als Vo that Court from the Court of King's Heni-h or a j.-j ,, q < 
Judge thereof, from any final derision of the eonimission upon any question r.
involving the jurisdietion of the eonimission, but such appeal can be taken * irv <u 
only by permission of a Judge of the Court of Appeal given upon a petition INNn * 
presented to him within fifteen days from the rendering of the dérision, Perdue,J.; 
notice of which |x*tition must be given to tin* parties and to the commission 
within said fifteen days. The costs of such application shall be in the dis
cretion of the said Judge.

The jurisdiction of the commissioner to make the orders in 
question was objected to upon the investigation, and the objection 
was overruled by him.

It is well settled that an Act either of parliament or of a 
provincial legislature may be declared ultra Viren in part without 
invalidating the rest of the Act, if the part which is ultra vires is 
separate in its operation from the rest of the Act. See the author
ities collected by Mr. Lefroy in his text book on Legislative Power 
in Canada, pp. 289-299; also, City of Montreal v. Montreal Street 
Ry. Co., [1912] AX'. 333, where sub-see. (6) of sec. 8 of the Railway 
Act was declared to be ultra vires.

Sec. 79 of the Public Utilities Act is as follows:—
71*. If. for any reason, any section or provision of this Act shall In- ques

tioned in any Court, and shall be held to be unconstitutional or invalid, no 
other section or provision of this Act shall be affected thereby.

The introduction of this section into the Act shewed tin- 
desire of the legislature to preserve all that might be valid in the 
Act if certain parts of the Act should be declared to be beyond tin- 
power of the legislature to enact. Sec. 70 confers the right to 
appeal to the Court of Appeal “upon any question involving tin- 
jurisdiction of the commission." The procedure upon the appeal 
and the power of the Court to entertain it art- contained in secs.
71-70. These sections, 70-70, stand apart from the rest of the 
Act. The commission is a Court of law and from that Court 
there is by the statute an appeal to the Court of Appeal upon a 
question involving the jurisdiction of the commission. Tin- 
jurisdiction of the commissioner to make the orders appealed from 
was raised before him during the progress of tin* investigation and 
he ruled that he had power to make the orders. See certificate 
of commissioner, clause (m) and final clause. 1 take it from tin- 
last clause of the certificate that the power of the legislature to

.
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pass the Act was called in question and a ruling made by the 
commissioner. An appeal lies to this Court on the question there 
raised, as it involves the jurisdiction of the commission. I am 
therefore oi opinion that the question as to the power of the 
legislature to create the Court and apjNiint the commissioner 
is projierly before the Court of Apix-al on this apfieal.

The object of the Act seems to have been to create a com
mission to exercise | lowers over provincial public utilities resem
bling, but as to the class of subjects more extensive than, those 
conferred by the Dominion Railway Act upon the Railway 
( ommission. I think the legislature intended to create a tribunal 
which would be under provincial control whose presiding officer 
would be appointed by the provincial government, and would 
have exclusive jurisdiction in all matters assigned to the tribunal 
for adjudication. But il the Act creates a Court which has 
substantially the powers of a superior Court, and purports to 
authorise the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council to appoint the 
Judge of that Court and to pay his salary out of the provincial 
treasury, then the legislature is clearly exceeding its powers. The 
B.N.A. Act confers upon the legislature in each province tin- right 
exclusively to make laws in relation to
the administration of justice in the province, including the constitution, 
maintenance and organization of provincial Courts both of civil and of 
criminal jurisdiction and including procedure in eivil matters in these courts: 
sec. 92, sub-sec. 14.
But in no other provision of the B.N.A. Act is there any power 
conferred on a provincial legislature in respect of Courts or 
Judges, or the ap))ointment and qualification of Judges. By 
sec. 96,

The Governor-General shall appoint the Judges of the Superior, District 
ami County Courts in each Province, except those of the Courts of Probate 
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

By sec. 99:
The Judges of the Superior Courts shall hold office during good behaviour, 

but shall be removable by the Governor-General on address of the Senate 
and House of Commons.

By sec. 100 it is enacted that:—
The salaries, allowances and tensions of the Judges of the Superior, 

District and County Courts (except the Courts of Probate in Nova Scotia 
ami New Brunswick), and of the Admiralty Courts in cases where the Judges 
thereof are for the time being paid by salary, shall be fixed and provided by 
the Parliament of Canada.

The provisions of the B.N.A. Act for the creation of provincial

• 1
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Courtn, the appointment, payment and continuance in office of 
the Judges and the manner in which they may Ik- removed, 
constitute a code in themselves. The province has power over 
the constitution, maintenance and organisation of the provincial 
Courts, both civil and criminal, and over the procedure in civil 
matters. But the Court when constituted by the province has no 
vitality until the Judge or Judges arc appointed and, in the ease 
of a Superior, District or County Court, the appointment rests 
wholly with the federal authority. Further, the salaries of the 
Judges of these Courts are fixed and provided by the Parliament 
of Canada.

Sec. ô of the Public Utilities Act is as follows:
The Ueutvnant-Govvrnnr-in-Counc'il may a|>|ioint n commissioner, to 

be culled “The Public Utility ( Vmmissioncr." The commissioner shall 
constitute a Court, which shall lie a Court «if record ami shall have a seal of 
his office, hearing the words, “Public Utility Commissioner.”
Sec. 2 (6) defines at length the meaning of the expression "public 
utility." Shortly, that expression means and includes every 
corporation (other than a municipal eorfmration) and every 
jierson or association of persons who operate, manage, or control 
any system, works, dec?., for the conveyance of telegraph or tele
phone messages or for the conveyance1 of travellers or goods over 
a railway, street railway or tramway, or for the production, 
transmission, &eM of water, gas,heat, light or power cither directly 
or indirectly to or for the public, also the Manitoba government 
telephones and grain elevators. It may also include a munici
pality engaged in any of the above businesses when* it voluntarily 
comes under the Act (sec. 4). Secs. 20-28 set out the jurisdiction 
and powers «if the Court. They include amongst other things all 
questions relating to the transjxirtation of goods and passengers 
over any tramway, street railway or steam railway under the 
jurisdiction of the province, the fixing of rates and the* adjustment 
of disputes between a municipality and a public utility. The1 
commission also has general supervision over all provincial public 
utilities, and may make orders regarding equipment, appliances, 
safety devices, extensions, dite. (sec. 21).

The commission may investigate any matter concerning a 
public utility; it may impose and enforce regulations as to the 
protection of employees, and impose and enforce regulations for 
the prevention of accidents: it may compel railways or street 
railways to establish connections where they join or intersect
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(see. 23). Il may order the joint user of poles, conduits, <fce. 
(sec. 24). For the purpose of clearing and improving streets 
the commission may direct that the spun wires of street railways 
may be affixed to private buildings abutting on the street (sec. 2f>). 
The commission may require any public utility to comply with 
the laws of the province and conform to the duties imposed upon 
it bv its own charter or any agreement with a municipality or 
other public utility, to furnish proper service, to make extensions, 
to keep its books in a certain way, to carry a depreciation account 
and fix proper rates of depreciation and set apart the moneys 
therefor. The above arc1 only some of the powers conferred on 
the commission.

The Act applies to all public utilities owned or controlled by 
the Government, to all public utilities owned or operated 
by any company incorporated at or after the session of 1012, 
and to every person, company or corporation owning or operating 
any railway, street railway or tramway to which the jurisdiction 
of the province extended, but not including those operated by 
a municipality which has not voluntarily come under the Act.

In respect of its own class of subjects the territorial jurisdic
tion of the Court so constituted comprises the whole Province of 
Manitoba, h is not a District Court or a County Court. Can 
it be designated an inferior Court? Inferior Courts are so called 
in England because they were subject to the control and super
vision of the ( ourt of King's Bench, 9 Hals. p. 11. The view has 
been taken that a provincial legislature may create an inferior 
Court, such as a magistrate’s Court for the collection of small 
amounts, and appoint officers to preside over them, so long as 
they do not interfere with sec. 90 of the B.N.A. Act. See dis
cussion in Lefroy, Can. Fed. System, pp. 555-502. The Court 
created by the Public Utilities Act can in no sense be regarded 
as an inferior Court. By sec. 04,

The derision of the commission upon any question of fart or law within 
its jurisdiction shall be final and be rr# judicata.

It is also declared that the Court created by the Act has exclusive 
jurisdiction

In all cases and in respect of all matters in which jurisdiction is conferred 
on it by this Act or by any other Act: Sec. (ill (2).

The commission has sole jurisdiction and almost unlimited power 
over great interests involving immense sums of money. In many
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respects it has jxiwers which arc not possessed by any other 
Court in the province. 1 would refer to secs. 45, 40, 52, 55, 50.

See. 50 confers an extraordinary power. It provides that if 
a public utility has not complied with an order of the commission 
and if the commission is of opinion that there are no effectual 
means of compelling obedience, the commissioner shall transmit 
to the Attorney-Cîeneral a certificate setting forth the nature of 
the order and the default. The section proceeds:

Such default so established shall he ground, after • notice in the 
Manitoba (innlie of the receipt of the said certificate by the Attorney-General, 
for an action to dissolve the public utility or to annul the letters patent 
incorporating it. The proceedings upon such action shall be governed by 
the rules in force under “The King's Bench Act” as nearly as may be.
The Court in which such “action" is to be taken is not particularly 
mentioned. The King's Bench rules are to be applieii but that 
does not mean that the jurisdiction is conferred on that Court, 
but rather the contrary. If it were meant that the Court of 
King’s Bench should be the Court in which the action should be 
tried, there would be no necessity for t he provision contained in 
the last sentence of the section. Heading the section with secs. 
40-44, 52, 04 and 09, it would appear that the action is to be 
brought in the commissioner’s Court. Apparently power is 
intended to be given in such action to dissolve a public utility 
even where it was incorporated by an Act of the legislature. The 
question whether this involves compulsory winding-up also 
arises. Dissolution of a corporation would necessitate winding-up.

The use of the expression res judicata in section 04 implies 
that the matter has come in q tion in a Court of competent 
jurisdiction, tliat it has been itroverted and that it has been 
finally decided: See Lamjmoi Maple, 18 C.B.N.S. 255, at 270.

By sec. 09:
The decision of the commis <n u|xm any question of fact or law within 

its jurisdiction, and as to whether any company, municipality or |x-rson 
is or is not a party interested within the meaning of this Act, shall be binding 
and conclusive upon all companies and persons and municipal corporations 
and in all Courts.
The commission has
exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and in respect of all matters in which juris
diction is conferred on it by this Act or by any other Act, and, save as herein 
otherwise provided, no order, decision or proceeding of the commission shall 
be questioned or reviewed, restrained or removed by prohibition, injunction, 
certiorari or any other process or proceeding in any Court, ei<cn when the 
question of ils jurisdiction is raised, “save as herein otherwise provided.”
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Tin* exception in this quotation refers to the provision for an 
appeal given by see. 70 where a question of jurisdiction is involved. 
See. 00 (4) further declares that :

In determining any question of fact, the commissioner shall not be 
concluded by the finding or judgment of any other Court in any suit, prosecu
tion or proceeding involving the determination of such fact, but such finding 
or judgment shall, in proceedings before the commission, he /iriinâ facie 
evidence only.
The result is that the decision of the commission on a question of 
fact or law within its jurisdiction is final, res judicata (sec. 04) and 
binding on all Courts (sec. 69), but the judgment of any other 
Court, on a question of fact, tried and determined between the 
same parties, is prima facie evidence only before the commis
sioner's Court : sec. 09 (4).

The commission has, in respect of enforcing the attendance 
of witnesses, the awarding of costs, the production of books and 
documents, the enforcement of its orders, the entry on and in
spect ion of property,
the punishment of contempt of Court and other matters necessary or 
proper for the due exercise of its jurisdiction, or for carrying this Act into 
effect, . . . all such powers, rights and privileges as are vested in the
Court of King’s Bench or a Judge thereof, including the ordering of costs to 
be paid by any party in its discretion. Sec. 44.

The commission may issue commissions to take evidence 
outside Manitoba: sec. 43: Sheriffs, deputy sheriffs and other 
peace officers shall he ex officio officers of the commission and aid 
it in the exercise of its jurisdiction: sec. 49. It may issue orders 
which are in effect orders of mandamus or injunction: sec. 52. It 
shall have full jurisdiction to hear and determine all matters, 
whether of law of or fact, and shall, as respects witnesses, pro
duction, enforcement of orders and other matters necessary for 
the exercise of its jurisdiction or for carrying the Act or any other 
Act or any regulation, order, Ac., into effect, have all the powers, 
rights, Ac.,of the Court of King's Bench: see.52. It would,indeed, 
be difficult to define the limits of the commissioner’s power under 
this section. The numerous and extensive powers conferred upon 
the commission shew that the intention was to make it a Court 
with exclusive and jurisdiction over interests of the
very highest importance involving the rights of corporations, 
shareholders and bondholders. It is superior to the Superior 
Courts.

The clauses in the Dominion Railway Act constituting the

9117
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Board of Railway Commissioners appear to have been used as 
precedents in framing the sections of the Public Utilities Act. 
The Manitoba statute, however, covers a greater variety of sub
jects and its enactments are in many respects much wider. There 
may be an appeal from the Board of Railway Commissioners on 
a question of jurisdiction and also on a question of law. The 
decision of the Public Utility Commissioner upon a question of 
law binds all persons, corporations and Courts. But there is 
this wide difference between the powers of the Dominion and the 
province:— the Parliament of Canada may establish additional 
Courts for the better administration of the laws of Canada 
(B.N.A. Act, sec. 101), and may appoint tin* Judges of such 
Courts and pay their salaries* Tin- provincial legislature may 
create provincial Courts, but it has not been given the power 
of appointing and paying Judges.

The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board Act, R.S.O. (1914), 
ch. 180, was passed for the purpose of constituting a commission 
similar to, but with powers much less extensive than, those pos
sessed by the Public Utility Commissioner of Manitoba. The 
Ontario Act empowers the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Couneil to 
appoint a commission to be called “the Ontario Railway and 
Municipal Board.” The Board is not created a Court, the use 
of that word is avoided, but it is declared that the Board “shall 
have all the powers of a Court of record and shall have an official 
seal which shall be judicially noted.” I am not aware that these 
words have received judicial interpretation as to the meaning 
and effect to be It may be that the meaning
is that the Board shall have the powers which are possessed by 
every Court of record, namely, to enroll its acts and judicial 
proceedings as records and to give to such records the evidential 
effects of judicial records: See Stephens Com., vol. III. pp. f>01, 
502; Taylor, Kv., sec. 1007. The special powers assigned to the 
Board created by the Ontario Act are set out in the Act. By that 
Act the findings of the Board on fact only are conclusive (sec. 45), 
although it may hear and determine questions of law or of fact 
(sec. 21-3). A question of law may be referred to the Divisional 
Court (sec. 4(i). An appeal lies from the Board to a Divisional 
C'ourt upon a question of jurisdiction or upon any question of 
law (sec. 48). Without assuming to pronounce upon tin* validity 
of the Ontario Act, it is evident that the Public Utilities Act of
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this province goes far beyond the Ontario Act in the powers 
conferred upon the commissioner, and in the effect given to his 
decisions and orders. The words used in sec. 5 of the Public 
Utilities Act are taken from the Railway and (’anal Traffic Act 
1888 (Imp.) and are adopted without hesitation as to their 
constitutional effect. The Ontario legislature, while conferring 
upon the Hoard created by it all the powers of a Court of record, 
avoided designating it a Court. It saw the danger, whether tin- 
means taken to escape it were sufficient or not. But the “ Public 
Utility Commissioner" is declared to be a Court of record whose 
decision upon any question of law as well as fact within his juris
diction shall be binding and conclusive upon all companies, 
persons and municipal corporations, and in all Courts. It is 
given many powers formerly exercisable by superior Courts 
only, and within the ambit of its jurisdiction it exercises the 
functions of a superior Court. The fact that the officer who per
forms the judicial functions of the Court is named “commissioner" 
instead of “Judge” does not affect the matter.

In Colonial I nr. and Loan Co. v. (irady, 24 D.L.R. 170, it was 
held by the Supreme Court of Alberta, sitting in appeal, that

A provincial statute which confers ujwm a Master-in-Chanibers the extra
ordinary powers of a Judge, in respect of actions for the enforcement of 
mortgages or agreements for the sale of land, is in conflict with the appointive 
power of sec. 96 of the B.N.A. Act, . . . and is therefore ultra rires.

The statute in question in that case still left tdl proceedings in 
matters covered by it to be taken in the Supreme Court of the 
Province, but enacted that a very special procedure should be 
taken before the Master-in-Chambers in that Court to enforce 
any right, remedy or obligation under a mortgage, encumbrance 
or agreement for sale. Stuart, J., said, p. 178, in delivering the 
judgment of the Court:—

It is obvious that it was left entirely in the discretion of the Master to 
decide whether or not he should exercise powers which were undoubtedly as 
full and complete as those held by a Judge of the Supreme Court. He could, 
indeed, if he thought best, direct an action to l>o brought or an issue to be 
tried, but it was still open to him to hear oral evidence as at a trial, and to 
give us full and as final a judgment as a Judge of the Court could give, no 
matter what issue of fact, e.y., fraud or other ground, of defence, might 
have been raised. He was to do all this “in the Supreme Court." It seems 
to me that it is im|M>ssihlc to avoid the conclusion that by such legislation the 
Master was constituted in effect a of tin- Supreme Court, with a juris
diction limited, indeed, to its extent, but not in its content; that is, limited to 
a certain very im|>ortant branch of litigation, but practically unlimited

2
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within that sphere, ami subject only, with res|>ect to his final judgment. to MAN.
an appeal to the Appellate Division in the same way as a final judgment of
any ordinary Judge of the Supreme Court. For this reason 1 think the legis-
ation was ultra vires of a provincial legislature, inasmuch as it was incott- Winnipeg
sistent with the ap|H»inting power, expressly given to the Dominion in the I'-i.t ■ . R. Co.
H.N.A. Act. (.

1 would also refer to the report of Sir John Thompson, Minister Winnipeg. 

of Justice, on the disallowance of the Quebec Act, 51 A 52 Viet. Perdu(. JJk 
eh. 20, to be found in Mr. Lefroy's “ Legislative Power in ( 'anada,” 
pp. 141-174. By that Act the Lieutenant-Governor-in-( ’ouncil was 
authorised to abolish the Circuit Court sitting in the District of 
Montreal, a Court of record having jurisdiction up to 8200, and 
to establish a special Court of record under the name of “ District 
Magistrates’ Court of Montreal”. The new Court was to be 
composed of two justices to be appointed by the Lieut enant- 
Govemor-in-Council and to be paid by the province. The report 
dealt with the constitutional question in a very instructive manner 
and recommended that the Act should be disallowed. In Mr.
Lefroy’s later work on “Canada’s Federal System,” commencing 
at ]>. 525, there is a very useful discussion upon this point and a 
summary of the cases bearing upon it.

Sub-sec. 14 of sec. 92 and secs. 96, 99 and 100 of the B.X.A. Act 
contain within themselves tin* provisions relating to the con
stitution of provincial Courts, the appointment of the Judges, 
their tenure of office and the payment of their salaries, allow
ances and pensions. The Imperial Parliament in allotting to 
provincial legislatures the constitution, maintenance and organi
zation of provincial Courts both of civil and of criminal jurisdic
tion advisedly conferred upon the Dominion Government the 
power of appointing the judges and the duty of fixing and paying 
their salaries. The legislature of each province was empowered 
to create Courts having both civil and criminal jurisdiction.
The criminal law and procedure in criminal matters, although 
allotted as subjects of legislation to the Dominion parliament, 
are administered in Courts constituted by the legislatures of the 
several provinces.

Rights respecting many subjects of civil jurisdiction, such 
as bills of exchange and promissory notes, banking, interest, 
legal tender, etc., are administered in the provincial Courts 
although legislation in respect of such subjects was allotted to 
the Dominion parliament. In such cases the Dominion authority
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lins to roly on provincial tribunnls for the administration of Domi
nion laws. It has in fact been held that the Dominion parliament 
has power to impose new duties upon existing provincial Courts: 
Valin v. Langloin, 5 App. Cas. 115, 120.

A voice in the creation of the provincial Courts was therefore 
given to the Dominion government. The appointment of the 
Judges and the fixing and paying of their salaries was conferred 
upon that government. A Court cannot come into complete 
existence and exercise any powers without the appointment of a 
Judge or Judges. In fact the Judges sitting in their official 
capacity are commonly spoken of as “the Court.” The result 
is that a provincial ( 'ourt is the joint creation of the province and 
the Dominion, the first contributing the constitution and civil 
procedure and the latter the Judges.

The independence of the Judges was secured by sec. fill of the 
B.N.A. Act. This section declares that the Judges shall hold 
office during good behaviour, but shall be removable by the 
Governor-General on address of the Senate and House of Commons. 
The section was adopted from the Act of Settlement, 12 & 13 Win. 
III., ch. 2, clause 3, art. 7, and was made a part of the constitution 
of Canada. It cannot therefore be interfered with either by 
parliament or by a provincial legislature. The Public Utilities 
Act declares the Public Utility Commissioner to be a Court of 
record. He is appointed by the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council, 
his salary is paid by the province and he may be removed at any 
time by the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council for cause (sec. 0). 
This is a weak provision for securing the tenure of office and 
independence of a Judge, as compared with that provided by 
sec. 99 of the B.N.A. Act. If the provincial legislature can create 
a Court with powers as extensive as those assigned to the com
missioner by the Public Utilities Act, why can it not constitute 
other Courts presided over by commissioners, having absolute 
jurisdiction in respect of other classes of subjects within the 
legislative control of the province? The result would be that the 
existing Courts might be deprived of jurisdiction in respect of 
many important subjects and these handed over to be dealt with 
by Judges appointed, paid and removable by the provincial 
government, Judges from whose decisions there would be no appeal. 
This, it appears to me, would be contrary to the provisions and 

of the B.N.A. Act. It might mean the taking away4339
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piece-meal of much of the jurisdiction of the Superior Courts, 
whose Judges are appointed by the Dominion government, and C. A. 

conferring the jurisdiction so taken away upon Courts whose Winnipeg 
Judges are appointed by the provincial government, and whose Llec. R. Cu 
tenure of office is controlled by the same authority. This would City of 
be to “do that indirectly which you are prohibited from doing 'Dnnipeo. 

directly," contrary to established principle: See Madden v. Kelson Perdue, j.a. 
A Fort Sheppard A*. Co., [1899] A.C. 02b, 027.

The fact that an Act of a provincial legislature has not been 
disallowed by the Governor-Gencrnl-in-Couneil does not of itself 
make the Act constitutional. Lefroy, Canada’s Fed. Svs., p.
217. The Dominion government declined to disallow the Alberta 
Act of 1910, eh. 9, but the Act was afterwards declared to be 
ultra rires by the Privy ( ’ouncil : Royal Hank v. Rex, [ 1913] A.( '. 283,
9 D.L.R. 337; Lefroy, Can. Fed. Sys., pp. 12-44.

The Public Utilities Commissioner has performed excellent 
services in the past and the commission would be a most useful 
one if its powers were limited to those which the provincial 
legislature might lawfully confer under the provisions of the B.N.A.
Act. Some sections of the Act may be considered as substantive 
enactments, valid from a constitutional standpoint, and separable 
from the clauses dealing with the powers of the commissioner.
Examples of these may be found in see. 29, sub-sees, (a), (A), (d), 
sec. 31, except sub-sec. (3). But 1 think that the provincial 
legislature in constituting a person of its own selection a Court of 
record under the name of the "Public Utility Commissioner" 
and conferring on that Court the et " te and absolute jurisdic
tion conferred by the Act in respect of an important class of 
subjects, has exceeded the powers allotted to provincial legislatures 
under the B.N.A. Act.

Apart from the constitutional question, it is objected that 
the Act does not authorise the commissioner to make the order 
from which this appeal is brought. The Winnipeg Electric R.
Co. was originally incorporated under the name of “The Winnipeg 
Electric Street R. Co." in the year 1892 by the statute 55 Viet, 
eh. 50. The corporation received its present name on its amalga
mation with the Winnipeg General Power Co. in 1904 under 
powers conferred by 1 & 2 Edw. VII. eh. 75 and 3 & 4 Edw. VII. 
eh. 87. In 1892 and prior to the incorporation of the company, 
an agreement was entered into between the City of Winnipeg
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and James Ross and William Mackenzie whereby those two 
persons, called the applicants, were given the exclusive right and 
privilege of constructing and operating street railways on the 
streets of the city subject to the terms of the agreement. The 
city council passed by-law No. 543 embodying the terms of the 
agreement. This by-law is to be found in schedule “A” to the 
company’s Act of Incorporation. The Act declares in sec. 34 
that the by-law
is hereby validated and confirmed in all resects as if the said by-law had 
been enacted by the legislature nf this province, and the said company shall 
be entitled to all the franchises, |towers, rights ami privileges thereunder.
The city consented to the i ion of the by-law by tin* legis
lature (by-law, clause 25), and that all the rights and privileges 
conferred under the by-law might be transferred to and become 
vested in a company to be formed by the applicants (by-law, 
clause 33). In accordance with the agreement set forth in the 
by-law the company was incorporated with the powers contained 
in the Act of Incorporation and the by-law was given the effect 
of an Act of the Legislature of Manitoba.

The following portions of the by-law are to be particularly 
noted in connection with this appeal:

2 (n) The construction of any line of railway on any street or highway 
shall not he commenced until a plan thereof showing the location on street, 
|M)sition and style of the track, road-bed, rails, poles, wires and all other 
appliances shall have been submitted to and approved of by the city engineer.

3. The lines are to be built, equipped and operated subject to the follow
ing regulations and the applicants are to conform thereto:

in) The overhead or trolley system of electricity is to be adopted.
ia. 2) The location on streets, the position and style of the track, road

bed. rails, poles, wires and all other appliances shall conform to and agree 
with the plans approved by the engineer.

4. If, after seven years, from the passing of this by-law the council 
desires to change the character or -ation of the electric motive power 
for drawing or profiling the cars, three years' notice of such desired change 
is to be given to the applicants ami the said applicants shall within such period 
of three years make such changes and within said time shall operate their 
railway system lines and cars by means of such new electric motive jx>wcr 
if practically and commercially feasible.

18. The applicants shall be liable for and shall indemnify the city against 
all damages arising out of the construction or operating of their railways.

32. The applicants paying the sjiid sum of $20 per car and such other 
sums as may bo due from them and performing and fulfilling all the con
ditions, stipulations, restrictions and covenants in this by-law provided for, 
shall and may peaceably and quietly hold and enjoy the rights and privileges 
hereby granted without any let or hindrance or trouble of or by the city 
or any person or persons on its liehalf.

4
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Sers. 10.20 and 22 provide for arbitration of questions which 
may arise between the city and the applicants.

The contract to be executed pursuant to clause 35 of by-law 
No. 543 was entered into on June 4,1892, by tin* Winnipeg Electric 
Street R. Co. and the City of Winnipeg, the rights of the applicants 
having been transferred to the company. This purchase and 
transfer were ratified in 1895 by the Manitoba statute 58 <fc 59 
Viet. cli. 54, sec. 2, and the contract of June 4, 1892, which repeats 
the agreement contained in by-law No. 543, was confirmed and 
validated by the same statute.

The street railway system of the Winnipeg Electric R. Co. 
has been in operation since the year 1892 and during that period 
has been operated by the overhead or single trolley system. It 
must be assumed that the construction of the railway was in 
accordance with the by-law and contract and received the approval 
of the city engineer. It would follow that the style of the track, 
road-bed, rails, poles, wires and all other appliances were sub
mitted to and approved by him in accordance with s.*c. 2 <a) and 
3, (a. 2) of the by-law. The system of operating the road by an 
overhead single trolley as then known and used was adopted and 
this necessarily involved the use of the rails for the return current 
to reach the central station. The embodiment of the contract 
in the Act incorporating the Winnipeg Electric R. Co., and the 
declaration in sec. 34 of the Act, gives to the terms of the contract 
the effect of statutory provisions. The city, which is the complain
ant before the Utilities Commissioner, was satisfied with the pro
tection afforded by the statute. Besides the powers possessed 
by their engineer of supervising the works contained in clauses 2 
(a) and 3 (a. 2), clause 18 of the by-law declared that the company 
shall be liable for and shall indemnify the city “against all damages 
arising out of the construction or operation of their railways.” 
The council of the City of Winnipeg and the legislature of the 
province were satisfied with these clauses as providing a sufficient 
protection to the interests represented by the city council. There 
was no clause making the company liable for nuisance. 1 need 
not attempt in this case to interpret the meaning and effect of 
clause 18. The relief afforded by the clause, whatever it may be, 
is to be enforced through the ordinary Courts having jurisdiction 
in the matter.

In 1895 when the agreement between the city and the company
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was ratified by the legislature for lie second time, the danger 
from stray currents of electricity under the single* trolley system 
was well known. In England, Lord ('toss’ committee in 1893 
made recommendations that certain precautions should be em
ployed in the use of electric power to guard against electrolytic 
action upon gas, water or other metallic pipes or structures. Rut 
in 1895 the Manitoba legislature and the city were satisfied with 
tin* safeguards provided by the agreement and the statute, and 
no restriction was placed upon flu* company’s powers.

The single trolley system using the rails for the return current 
was specially authorised by the Act of the legislature to be adopted 
by the company. A certain escape of electrical current is in
separable from this system. In Eastern & «S.A. Telegraph Co. 
v. Cape Ton'ii Tramways Co., [1902) AX'. 381, the electric tramway 
in that case was operated by means of the same system as that in 
use by tin* Winnipeg Electric R. Co. The statute incorporating 
the Cape Town Tramways Co. contained a clause giving relief 
to the council of Cape Town or other body or person 
in the event of any electric leak taking place and damage being thereby caused 
at any time by electrolysis or otherwise.
The same statute also provided that the use of the rails for tin? 
return current should require the consent of the council. This 
consent was obtained under a condition providing for the making 
of a test to discover leakage of current and for the stoppage of 
cars until the leakage should be localised ami removed. Lord 
Robertson, in giving the judgment of the Judicial Committee, 
said, at p. 395:—

The language of both the statutory undertaking and of the condition 
seems to |>oint to some defect in apparatus not contemplated as a condition 
of the working of the system. But the departure of the electricity from the 
rails arose from no defect, but from the necessary condition of things, if the 
tramcars were to run and the rails to be used as a return. The evidence 
shews clearly that, if uninsulated (as was the case here), the rails of necessity 
conduct home to the central station only some of the electricity, the rest 
leaving the rails and going afield, (living to the word “leak" whatever 
expression may lx- appropriate to its extension to electricity, their lordships 
do not consider the event which lias occurred to fall within the undertaking 
and condition. The escape was, on the contrary, a natural incident of the 
operations legalized under the statutes.

The legislature has authorised the Winnipeg Electric R. Co. 
to use and employ electric power for the operation of its cars in 
th<* maimer provided by the Act of incorporation and the contract 
embodied in that Act and made part of it. The safeguards
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provided are those contained in the clauses giving supervision 
of the construction and works to the city engineer in addition to 
the relief afforded by clause 18 of the contract. No protection 
is specially given against the danger of electrolysis. If there had 
been no statutory authority for the use of electricity by the 
company and the company had made use of it and electrical 
currents had escaped into the earth and had caused damage, the 
principle of Fletcher v. Hylands, L.R. 3 ILL. 330. would be ap
plicable, and persons sustaining injury to themselves or to the 
ordinary use of their property by such currents would be entitled 
to maintain an action for damages: See National Telephone Co. 
v. Baker, [1893] 2 Oh. 186, 201; Eastern A S.A. Tel. Co. v. Cape 
Town Tramway Co., supra. Hut the company in accumulating 
and using these great currents of electricity was acting under its 
statutory powers and unless it is shewn that there has been 
negligence in the exercise of these powers the company is not 
liable. A great number of cases establish this principle in regard 
to ordinary railways. The decisions asserting this principle 
began with The King v. Pease, 4 B. & Ad. 30, and Vaughan v. 
Taff Vale H. Co., 5 H. & X. 679. It was established by the House 
of Lords in Hammersmith II. Co. v. Brand, L.R. 4 H.L. 171, and 
approved in Caledonian II. Co. v. Walker's Trustees, 7 A)))), (’as. 
259, 200, London, B. A• S.C. II. Co. v. Truman, 11 App. Cas. 45, 
Atty-Gen. v. Met. II. Co., [1894] 1 Q.B. 384, and other cases. In 
National Telephone Co. v. Baker, supra, Kekewich, J., the
same principle to electric tramways and it is, no doubt, applicable 
to all works authorised by the proper legislative power, subject 
of course to any restriction that may be contained in the enact
ment giving the authority. In Geddis v. Bonn Reservoir, 3 App. 
(’as. 430, Lord Blackburn, referring to this principle, said:

For 1 take it, without citing cases, that it is now thoroughly well estab
lished that no action will lie for doing that which the legislature has author
ized, if it be done without negligence, although it does occasion damage to 
anyone; but an action does lie for doing that which the legislature has 
authorized, if it be done negligently.

I will assume that serious damage has been caused to water- 
pipes and other underground metallic pipes by currents of elec
tricity which have escaped from the rails of the Winnipeg Electric 
R. Co. If this damage is the result of negligence on the part of 
the company in the construction of the work the injured parties 
may seek the proj>er relief in the Courts in the ordinary way.
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The question of negligence is not properly before this Court on 
C. A. the present appeal. It would, however, appear from the material 

Winnipeg in the record that the company has been making repeated efforts 
Elec. R. Co. fo prevent the escape of currents of electricity from the rails and 

has adopted and carried out the recommendation made by the 
city engineer and the further recommendation made by Professor 
Herdt at the request of the city, with the object of preventing 
such escape. Professor Ganz, whose report is the basis of the 
order appealed from, states that he is of opinion that the bonding 
of the tracks and special work in Winnipeg is now in generally 
satisfactory condition (p. 34). The complaint of the city was 
based upon the alleged defective bonding of the rails (clause 6 of 
application).

Professor Ganz prefaced his recommendations to the com
missioner with this statement:—

I wish to point out in these recommendations relating to improvements 
in the railway system, I have avoided as far as possible specifying tyjies of 
construction, and have generally recommended the results to be obtained, 
leaving the decision of the mode of obtaining these results to the railway com
pany.

The commissioner states tuat his order was made substantially 
in accordance with Professor Ganz’s recommendations, with the 
possible exception of clause 13 of the order which was adopted 
from the English Board of Trade1 Regulations. The main clauses 
of the order, those to which particular objection is taken, direct 
that certain results shall be accomplished. The order does not 
direct, except in certain less important matters, that any ap
pliances, equipment or special mode of construction should lie 
adopted in order to obtain particular results, but directs that 
specified results shall tie attained whether the attainment of these 
is possible or not in view of the conditions respecting soil, climate, 
Ac.,.and of other special circumstances that may exist. It is 
claimed on the part of the city that the commissioner lias power 
to make such an order under secs. 21, 31 and 52 of the Public 
Utilities Act. Sec. 21, in so far as it relates to the matter in ques
tion, is as follows:—

The commission shall have a general supervision over all public utilities 
subject to the legislative authority of the province, and may make such 
orders regarding equipment, appliances, safety devices, extension of works 
or systems, reporting and other matters, as are necessary for the safety or 
convenience of the public or for the proper carrying out of any contract, 
charter or franchise involving the use of public property or rights.
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It does not appear to me that this section gives power to the MAN- 
commission to order, for example, that rail joints shall not possess C. A. 
more than a certain resistance, or that the rails shall he so designed Winnipeg

potential difference between two points 1,000 ft. apart during 10 City ok 
minutes’ time shall not exceed one volt, and so on. I think the uinnipkc,

section was intended to enable the commissioner to order certain Perdue, j.a. 

specified equipment, appliances, Ac., deemed necessary for the 
safety and convenience of the public or for the proper carrying out 
of any contract, &c.

Sec. 31 does not refer to a railway of any kind. Sec. 52 
enables the commissioner to order a company, person or municipal 
corporation to do any act which the company, person or municipal 
corporation is required to do under the Act or any other Act. Its 
purpose is to enable the commissioner to enforce the doing of 
things directed to be done by statute or his own order, and to 
forbid the doing of things which are contrary to any statute, 
order, agreement, &c.

But the object of the order in this case is to restrict the com
pany’s statutory powers or to impose upon it in the exercise of 
these powers new obligations not contemplated by the contract or 
the statute.

There is a contract between the city and the company, a 
contract which is statutory. Tin* company has also the powers 
set forth in the several Acts of the legislature relating to it and 
its component companies. On the faith of the above it has 
undertaken and completed the works, expended large sums of 
money and incurred, as I understand, great obligations. As long 
as the company uses its powers without negligence, the statutes 
protect it. If the proper use of these authorised powers cause 
damage or danger to other persons or corporations it is for the 
legislature itself to intervene and provide a remedy if none already 
exists. The legislature has power, if it deems proper, to enact 
the order of the commissioner as a statute and in this way amend 
or add to the provisions of the existing statutes relating to the 
company. But there is no pow'er given to the commissioner to 
repeal or amend or ignore any provision contained in a statute 
of the province. I cannot find anything in the Act which would 
justify the conclusion that the legislature, even if it has the power
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to do so, intended to delegate to the commissioner its legislative 
C. A. functions in respect of public utilities. The authority to legislate

W'inmpku or to interfere with existing legislation in the slightest degree
EMse.tR. Co. W()Ul,l be a dangerous |x»wer in the hands of any officer, no matter 

how able or upright he might be. His actions would not Ik*
subject to the safeguards that surround ordinary legislation. It

Perdue,j.a. would be a delegation of legislative functions and unconstitu
tional. See Ivord Selborne’s dictum in The Queen v. Hu rah, 3 
App. (’as. 889, at 905.

1 have the very highest respect for the judicial ability, business 
capacity and ex|ierienee of Mr. Robson, the Public Utilities 
Commissioner who made the order

He felt, no doubt, the pressing necessity of the situation and 
believed that he was fully justified, from every aspect, in making 
the order, and that the observance of its terms would accomplish 
the result desired. Rut the main terms of the order practically 
enact that the company shall assume onerous obligations and 
make expensive changes in its system not conti ' in the
agreement with the city or in the statutory enactments author
izing the work. The order in fact alters in material respects the 
tenus of an agreement which has been enacted as a statute. With 
great respect for the commissioner's opinion, I think that the 
Public Utilities Act does not give him ]>ower to make the order.

I would allow the ap|>eal and set aside the orders.
H ago ART, J.A.: This appeal is brought before us under sec.Haggart, J.A.

70, ch. 100, R.S.M., The Public Utilities Act [cited in full in 
judgment of Perdue, J.A.].

The leave or pennission was given by a Judge of this Court 
and his order was not ap|>ealed against, so that we have before us 
the questions ojien to ap]>cul that were before the commissioner, 
Mr. Robson, who made the order we are now reviewing.

The jiower of the provincial legislature to pass The Public 
Utilities Act is challenged on this appeal.

Sec. 92 of the B.X.A. Act enacts that the legislature may 
exclusively make laws in relation to,

(13): Property and civil rights in the province, (14): The administration 
of justice in the province, including the constitution, maintenance and or
ganization of provincial Courts ImiIh of civil, and < jurisdiction, and
including procedure in civil matters in those Courts.

In Vnion (’ollicry Co. v. Bryden, [1899] AX’. 580, Lord Watson, 
in delivering the judgment of the Court, on p. 583, said:—

0616

6303
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It is the proper function of a Court of law to determine what are the MAN. 
limits of the jurisdiction committed to them, but when that point has been (”\ 
settled Courts of law have no right whatever to enquire whet her their juris
diction has been exercised wisely or not. Winnipeg

In the Fisheries Canr, [1898] A.C. 700, Lord Herschell. at ]>. 1 1 " (
713, who gave the reasons for the judgment of the ( 'ourt, said: < Vrv ok

The suggestion that the power lie abused so as to amount to a " iwiei-.o.
practical confiscation of pro|M-rty does not warrant the imposition by the Hiurenn,J.A 
Courts of any limit upon the absolute power of legislation conferred. The 
supreme legislative power in relation to any subject matter is always capable 
of abuse, but it, is not to be assumed that it will be improperly used. If it 
is till* only remedy is an ap|>eul to those by whom the legislature is elected.

Lefroy, on “Canadian Federal System,” at p. 192, cites the 
above eases as authority for the proposition that injustice is no 
ground of invalidity as to such provincial or Dominion legislation.

It is contended that the order of the commissioner confers 
rights and imposes obligations which were not contemplated by 
the city or tin- company when they entered into the contract set 
out in the schedule to by-law 543 of the city, which is validated 
and confirmed by eh. 56 of the statutes of Manitoba for 1892, 
which statute creates the corporation known as “The Winnipeg 
Electric Street Railway.”

Vnder the foregoing authorities I think that the legislature 
could by direct legislative enactment impose on the W innipeg 
Electric R. Co. all the burdens and obligations set out in the order 
of the commissioner even if a serious injustice should be done, 
that something like confiscation should be the result, that the 
charter and contract with the city which was their chief asset for 
raising money for the construction of the work should be rendered 
of much less value, and that the security of the shareholders and 
bondholders should lie impaired.

I think further that under sec. 92 (11) it had power to create 
a tribunal with the powers set out in secs. 20 to 29 in the Public 
Utilities Act.

In making this concession, it does not follow that the Lieut en- 
ant-Ciovemor-in-Council has power to appoint a judicial officer 
with the judicial, legislative and executive powers which the 
legislature assumes to endow him with in the Public Utilities Act.
Nor does it follow that the legislature can accomplish the same 
object by delegating these extensive powers of legislation to some 
one whom the Act styles a commissioner.

The Act would, of course, be in many respects inoperative

13—30 D.L.R.
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Here the province is a party to the controversy. Not only 
is it claimed that the city water-mains are damaged, hut the 
sheathed or coated telephone cables, the property of the province, 
are affected by this electrolysis, and it is just possible that the

Muiutarl. J.A. framers of the R.N.A. Act had in view the probable future exis- 
ten ce of such circumstances as those mentioned above when by 
see. l)b of the R.N.A. Act it was enacted that “the (iovernor- 
( ieneral-in-( 'ouneil shall appoint the * " s of the Superior, 
District and County Courts in each province, except those of the 
Courts of Probate in Nova Scotia and new Brunswick.”

The powers of this now Court are extensive. It is declared 
to be a Court of record. There is no limit as to the amount of 
money or property involved. Its territorial limits are the bound
aries of the province: and the fact that there is delegated to the 
commissioner extraordinary legislative and executive powers 
makes the tribunal none the less a Court.

There is no definition of a Superior Court in the R.N.A. Act 
or our Interpretation Act.

This question was recently discussed before the Supreme 
Court of Alberta sitting cn 1nine in Col. Invest. Co. v. (Irady, 2-1 
D.L.R. 17b, where it was held that

A provincial statute which confers upon a Master the extraordinary 
powers of a Judge in respect of actions for the enforcement of mortgages or 
agreements for the sale of land was in conflict with the ap|>ointivc power of 
sec. Ut» of the B.X. \. Act, which provides for the appointment of Judges by 
the (iovernor-(2cnerul-in-('ouneil, and was, therefore, ultra vires.

Lvfroy, on p.527, thus discusses the subject of Dominion power 
over the appointment of Judges:—

In his report just referred to Sir John Thompson says that the view has 
been taken by nearly all the Ministers of Justice since the union of the prov
inces that the words of the British North America Act referring to “Judges 
of the Superior, District and County Courts" include all classes of Judges 
like those designated, and not merely the Judges of the particular Courts 
which at the time of the passage of that Act happened to hear those names.

Mr. Wheeler, in his work on Confederation Law of Canada, 
in discussing the effect of sec. 1M>, on p. 3811, says:

The Minister of Justice. John Macdonald (evidently Sir John) concurred 
in a rejMirt made by his deputy, June 14, 1H79, that it was beyond the powers 
of the local legislatures to allow to the Judges of the County Court (evi
dently the Su|ierior Courts) fees for informing their duties as such Judges 
while they at the same time received a fixed salary from the Dominion (lov- 
ernment for the |>crformancc of those duties. Reference was made to an Act

9
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of Ontario in 18(19, 32 Viet. eh. 22, whereby the sum of $1,000 eneh year was MAN.
allowed to the Judges of the Superior Courts payable out of the moneys of ^ ^
the provinee. The opinion of I lie law officer* of the Crown in England was ___
taken and they were of opinion that the Act was ineoni|M*tent. The then Winxipku 
Minister of Justice expressed his own opinion that the Judges of the Superior l'-i-P-*'■ H ( <>• 
Courts could not properly and without a breach of the prousions of the IV X.A. ('in* m 
Act receive emolument for |»crforniiug the ju<lieial duties from any |>ower Winnii'Ko.
but the power which appoints and pays them the legal salary attached to -----
the office lliMU»rt.J.A.

It is suggested that we have no right in this Court to consider 
the constitutionality of the Publie Ctilities Act because the right 
to appeal exists only under that Act.

1 think we have jurisdiction sufficient to declare that the 
commissioner had no jurisdiction to make the order appealed 
against.

It is not necessary to question the validity of the whole Act- 
All that is necessary to justify the setting aside of the order 
numbered 2(>1 is to declan* that see. 5, which assumes to authorise 
the Lieutcnnnt-Oovcmor-in-Council to appoint a commissioner, 
and that secs. 20 to 29, which assume to clothe him with the ex
tensive powers therein set out or either of them are ultra vires.

In fact the legislature, anticipating some such action as the 
present, by see. 79. enacted that

If, for any reason, any section or provision of this Act shall he questioned 
in any Court, and shall be held to he unconstitutional or invalid, no other 
section or provision of this Act shall he affected thereby.

Relying upon the rest of the Act. the Winnipeg Electric R.
Co. is properly before this Court.

Secs. 5 and 20 to 29 inclusive of the Public Utilities Act are, 
in my mind, ultra vires of the local legislature. It is a Manitoba 
law repugnant to the Imperial statute. The province has assumed 
to deal with Dominion matters. The judicial official is appointed 
by the executive council of Manitoba and is paid out of provincial 
funds, and it is our duty to declare tin* enactment void.

Challenging the power and qualification of the commissioner 
I think in substance raises a “question involving the jurisdiction 
of the commission" as provided by see. 70 of the Act.

I would allow the appeal

Appeal dismissed, the Court being equally divided.
INotk. Ix'hvc to appeal to the Privy Council granted September 18,

19161.
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ONT. TAYLOR v. VANDERBURGH.

8. C. Ontario Su/mna Court, A/r/M'Uatc Dnision, Meredith, Mailmen and
Mflyer, JJ.A., and Riddell, J. March 21, 19Hi.

Kvidknci: i § X !•’- 722) — Act* of pkkukckshohs in titi.f. to iikhvt
PKKSVMPTION OF OWXKUSHIP—PoKHEHHlON.

The8tat<*mvnla, act8 and conduct of predecessors in title, with reference 
to the ownership of it strip of lund, are receivable in evidence against 
a party claiming through them, by title obtained subsequent to such 
statements and conduct, and may be taken in connection with other 
circumstances to displace the presumption of ownership arising from 
possession.

Statement. Apjx'al by the defendant from the judgment of the Senior 
Judge of the County C'ourt of the County of Lambton in favour 
of the plaintiff.

The judgment appealed from is as follows:—
Mac Watt, Co. C.J.:—The plaintiff (James A. Taylor) claims 

to be tint owner of the west half of the south half of the south 
half of lot No. 6 in the 1st concession of the township of Moore, in 
the county of Lambton, containing 25 acres more or less, and 
alleges that the defendant has taken possession of part of the said 
lands, containing 3.12 acres more or less.

This the defendant denies, and alleges that the said 3.12 acres 
are part of what he purchased as 25 acres of the east half of the 
said lot from the third party, John Shepherd.

On the 22nd October, 1897, Alexander Taylor et ux. conveyed 
by deed to the plaintiff the west half of the south quarter of lot 
No. 0 aforesaid, containing 25 acres more or less, which lands 
had been conveyed to Taylor on the 22nd May, 1885.

On the 20th August, 1901, Taylor conveyed to the third party 
(inter alia) the east half of the south half of the south half of lot 
No. 0 aforesaid, containing 25 acres more or less.

On the 20th May, 1911, the third party, by deed, conveyed 
to Harry Vanderburgh, the defendant, the east half of the south 
quarter of lot G, containing 25 acres more or less.

Exhibit 5 shews that there is a fence which runs from the town- 
line north to the boundary-line between the north and south halves 
of lot 6, and which has been there for about 30 years.

From exhibit 5—a rather informal and indefinite survey made 
for the plaintiff by Mr. Baird, P.L.S.—he shews that from where 
the fence is located to the easterly boundary of the west half of the 
said lot there are 3.12 acres, which would leave only 21.88 acres in 
the westerly half, as it is in any case short, containing only 24.78
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acres, thus shewing the lands west of the westerly boundary of 
the land conveyed to tin* defendant to the fence to be 3.12 acres, 
which are tint lands in dispute.

In a similar informal and equally indefinite survey made for 
the defendant by Mr. Plater, P.L.8., he made the amount of land 
to be 3.22 acres. In his evidence the third party shows that he 
and the plaintiff, by tape measurement, found out that the line 
between the halves is as shewn by Baird and Plater, or thereabouts.

The defendant asserts that he purchased all the land within 
the fences, and not merely the 25 acres called for by his deed; and, 
if this l)e not established, he be indemnified by the third
party to the extent of the judgment and costs, if any, found against 
him. The third party says that- he purchased 25 acres, and got 
that quantity, and no more, and those 25 acres he sold to the defen
dant, who inspected and examined the land before purchase.

The defendant claims title by possession; he contends that 
“25 acres more or less” covered the 3.12 additional acres; that 
the third party is liable to him because of misrepresentation; and 
that he is entitled in any case to be paid for his improvements.

The third party admits that, when he purchased in 1901, 
through a Mr. Talbot, the agent of the Western Real Estate 
Exchange Limited, of London, Ontario, after examining the land 
he imagined that he had purchased all within the fences. He 
bought in the same way as the defendant did, 25 acres more or 
less; and when, shortly afterwards, he found that his line did not 
come up to the westerly fence, but that lie still had 25 acres, he 
was satisfied. He admits that there was nothing to indicate to 
a stranger that there was more than 25 acres in the part fenced. 
When the defendant and he went to examine the property, stand
ing on his own land opposite to the property now the defendant’s, 
he said to him, “There is the 25 acres.” He just sold it as he 
bought it himself; he did not feel deceived when, after he bought, 
he found out that he was not getting all within the fences, as he 
did not care so long as he got 25 acres, which he did.

He admits that the defendant might have been misled; but 
he did not ask where the boundaries were.

Talbot, the agent who carried out the sale to the third party, 
as well as the one to the defendant, and was present when the 
latter examined the 25 acres, corroborates the third party as to
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what was said. Talbot says that nothing was mentioned about 
fences or boundaries—just “There is the 25 acres;” that he sold 
just the south-east quarter, containing 25 acres.

The defendant and the third party exchanged farms in the

The defendant, it is clear, was purchasing only 25 acres, and 
he has got that quantity of land.

There is nothing in his claim of title by j>ossession. He pur
chased only in 1911, and the third party, who got the property 
in 1901, never sot up title to the 3.12 acres or to anything but the 
25 acres.

1 do not believe that the third party deliberately misled the 
defendant. He is a stolid sort of man, one who, knowing he had 
25 acres, while he may have thought at first all within the fences 
contained 25 acres, just as soon as he found out to the contrary, 
was quite satisfied. He had bought 25 acres, and that quantity

Apart from the fact that the third party never claimed title 
to the 3.12 acres, the plaintiff exercised acts of ownership over 
the lands up to the year 1911.

The plaintiff is also a stolid individual, and I am of opinion 
that he is too easy-going to take much trouble over anything. 
If this were not the case, the fence would have been placed on the 
true line years ago, when they taped the land.

The defendant is of a different temperament altogether— 
a keen man, and one who wants all he can get—as, while he knows 
he has 25 acres, and that was all he purchased, he wants the 3.12 
acres in addition, because of the words “more or less.”

His claim that he will be greatly damaged if he does not get 
all within the fences, 1 am of opinion, is not a valid one. The 
loss of 3.12 acres of pasture-land, in the state it is now in, will not 
injure him nearly as much as it would the plaintiff, who only 
has 2-4.78 acres in the quarter he owns; so, if the 3.12 acres were 
deducted, he would have only 21.GG acres for his south-west 
quarter, instead of 25 acres.

(1) 1 find as a fact that the defendant is not entitled to posses
sion of the land within the fences, amounting, as is said, to 28.12 
acres, but only to 25 acres thereof.

(2) That the plaintiff is entitled to possession of the 3.12
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acres within the fences ns described in the statement of claim <>NT. 
and exhibit 5. H. C.

(3) That the defendant has full 25 acres in his possession, tayi.or
and that the correct line will shew this. *’•

, V ANDKK-
(4) That the third party was not guilty of misrepresentation. m wai.
(5) That the defendant is not entitled to anything for im

provements, as, while he erected part of a new fence, 1 direct 
the plaintiff, at his own expense, to remove the fence to the true 
line as found by Mr. Baird, which will affect the defendant’s 
expenditure.

The claim of title by possession I can hardly believe was 
set up by the defendant with any hope of success.

He got title to the lands in May, 1911, and his predecessor 
in title, the third party, who obtained title in September. 1901, 
never claimed or set up title in any shape or form, but in fact 
repudiates the idea.

The plaintiff has all along exercised acts of ownership openly 
and freely without let or hindrance from any one, such as pastur
ing his cattle, and cutting down the timber. The land being 
vacant, no claim can be set up such as was made in Coffin v. Xurth 
American Land Co. (1891), 21 O.R. 80, which has been overruled 
by Piper v. Stevenson 12 D.L.R. 820, 28Ü.L.R. 379. The plaintiff 
never abandoned the land. Abandonment is a matter of intent ion : 
Piper v. Stevenson, ante.

The paper title has been proved and admitted. The Supreme 
Court of Canada in Sherren v. P°arson (1887). 14 S.C.U. 581, at 
p. 585, laid down that “to enable the defendant to recover he must 
shew an actual possession, an occupation exclusive, continuous, 
open or visible and notorious for 20 (10) years. It must not be 
equivocal, occasional, or for a special or temporary purpose.”

As to the words “more1 or less” covering the 3.12 acres, I am 
of opinion that the cases are clear that the defendant can make 
no such claim. He purchased 25 acres, and that he has got. Fur
ther, his deed calls for the east half of the south-west quarter of 
lot G, 25 acres, and that he has got.

In Wilson Lumber Co. v. Simpson (1910). 22 O.L.R. 452, it 
was held that, while there was a deficiency of 11 feet G inches in 
the depth of the land sold, 98 feet G inches instead of 110 feet, the 
purchase-price being a bulk sum, not a price per foot, the words
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tion for the deficiency the difference not being so great as to 
raise the presumption of fraud or gross mistake.

(The learned Judge then quoted from the judgment of Sir 
William Meredith, C’.J.C.P., in that case, at pp. 458 and 459, 
and referred to the affirmance of it by a Divisional Court, (1911), 
23 O.L.H. 253.)

In Flight v. liooth (1834), 1 Ring. NX'. 370, the rule is stated 
as follows, at p. 377 : “In this state of discrepancy between the 
decided eases, we think it is, at all events, a safe rule to adopt, 
that where the misdescription, although not proceeding from fraud, 
is in a material and substantial jHjint, so far affecting the subject- 
matter of the contract that it may reasonably be supposed, that, 
but for such misdescription, the purchaser might never have entered 
into the contract at all, in such case the contract is avoided alto
gether, and the purchaser is not bound to resort to the clause of 
comiH'nsation.”

In my opinion, the purchaser would have entered into the 
contract even if he had known that all within the fences was not 
to be conveyed to him. He was exchanging his land for 25 aires, 
and got what he contracted for, 25 acres.

On the question of misrepresentation, the learned Judge refer
red to Dart on Vendor and Purchaser, 5th ed. (1870), p. 103; 
Hamilton v. Margolius (1914), 22 D.L.R. 387; llalshury’s Diws 
of England, vol. 20, paras. 1047, 1048, 1050, 1051, 1071, 1082; 
Deng v. Peek (1889), 14 App. ("as. 337, 375, 380; Heilbut Symons <V 
Co. v. linckleton, [1913] AX’. 30; A7acton v. Lord Ashburton, (1914] 
AX’. 932; Frans v. Collins (1844), 5 Q.B. 804; Richardson v. 
Silvester (1873), L.R. 9 Q.B. 34, 37; Marnham v. Weaver (1899), 
80 L.T.R. 412,413.

There will he judgment for the plaintiff for the possession of 
the lands described in the statement of claim and exhibit 5, con
sisting of 3.12 acres, being the quantity of land between the fence 
to the west and the true westerly line of the east half of the south 
quarter of lot 0 in the 1st concession of Moore.

The plaintiff is ordered to move the fence from its present posi 
tion running north and south to the true line as found by Mr. 
Baird.

The defendant is not entitled to anything for improvements.
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I have carefully considered the question of costs, and can see
no reason why they should not go in the usual manner. The -s. C.
defendant will, therefore, pay the costs of the plaintiff and of the Taylor

third party. .. "■
Vander-

A. Weir, for appellant. büruh.

Meredith, C.J.O. : The contest between the appellant Mm-dith.c.j.o. 
and the rescindent Taylor is as to the ownership of 
a strip of land, 112 feet wide, which forms part of the 
south half of the south half of hit number 0 in the 1st 
concession of the township of Moore1, and the action is brought 
by the respondent Taylor to recover possession of it, the allegation 
of the statement of claim being that lie is the owner of it and that 
the appellant took possession of it in May, 1011, and has wrong
fully hold possession of it since that time. The appellant defends, 
alleging that he is in possession of the land and has had possession 
of it by himself and those under whom In- claims for a period long 
enough to extinguish the title of the owner.

The defence based upon the Statute of Limitations entirely 
failed and was not seriously pressed upon the argument before us; 
but it was contended by counsel for the appellant that his posses
sion was primâ facie evidence of ownership, and that the presump
tion of ownership arising from his possession was not rebutted, 
l ecause, as was contended, the respondent Taylor laid failed 
to prove title to the land. Counsel for the appellant also con
tended that, if tlie respondent Taylor was entitled to recover, the 
appellant was ent.it lei I to damages from the respondent Shepherd, 
upon whom a third party notice claiming damages for deceit was

The south half of the south half of lot 6, containing 50 acres, 
was owned by Alexander Taylor, who conveyed to the respondent 
Taylor, on the 22nd October, 1807, the west half of it, and to the 
third party on the 26th August, 1001, the east half of it, which the 
third party conveyed on the 20th May, 1911, to the appellant.

At the time of the conveyance to the third party, there was a 
fence which ran from the front to the rear of the land parallel 
to t he side lines of the lot. This fence was not, as the respondents 
contend, on t he dividing line between the east and west halves, but 
142 feet east of it, and it is the strip of land between this fence and 
that dividing line as to which the controversy has arisen.
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There was a fence on the east houndarv of the fifty acres when 
the third party purchased, and for some yearn Indore. It was 
the lioundary-line fence lietween the 50 acres and the lot to the 
east of it, and was recognised by all parties interested as marking 
the easterly boundary of the 50 acres, and apjiears to have lieen 
so treat«*d by the ap|x-liant ever since he acquirel the east half 
of the 50 acres.

1 agiw with the contention of the learivnl counsel for the appel
lant that the appellant’s iwjssession of the land in question afforded 
evidence of his ownership, entitling him to succeed, unless the 
presumption of ownership arising from his possession was rebutted.

It was shewn conclusively that, although the third party at 
first thought that the land conveyed to him extended to the 
west fence to which I have referred, when informed that it did 
not, and that that fence was not upon the dividing line Ik;tween 
the east and west halves of the 50 acres, he acquiesced; and that, 
while lie continuel 1 to be the owner of the east half, the strip of 
land in question was treated and dealt with as, and acknowledged 
by the third party to be, the projierty of the respondent Taylor.

Statements by jiersons in possession of property, qualifying or 
affecting their title thereto, are receivable against a party claiming 
through them by title substtquent to the admission : Phipson on 
Evidence, 5th ed., p. 224.

For the same reason that such statements are receivable, the 
acts and conduct of a predecessor in title inconsistent with the 
existence in him of a right or title which a person who derives title 
from him is asserting, are receivable; and, if that 1st the case, the 
acts and conduct of the third party to which reference has been 
made, were receivable in evidence against the appellant; and I 
am of opinion that they, at all events when taken in connection 
with the existence of the easterly fence and the recognition of 
that fence as l>eing the line fence on that side of the lot, displaced 
the presumption of ownership arising from the apfiellant’s posses
sion, and entitled the rescindent Taylor to succeed.

I agn-e with the learned County Court Judge as to the disposi
tion of the claim against the third party, and can usefully add 
nothing to the reasons which he gives for the conclusion to which 
he came on that branch of the case.

I would affirm the judgment and dismiss the ap|ieal with 
costs.
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Maclarbn, J.A., and Riddell, J., concurred.
Magee, J.A.:—It is, I think, clear that the plaint ill was in 

possession of the parcel in dispute at the time, in 1911, at which 
the defendant obtained the deed from Shepherd of the east half of 
the south quarter of lot No. 6. The fence which the defendant 
sin ks to have recognised as his west boundary was never intended 
as or considered to be a boundary fence between the east and 
west halves. It was put up by the plaintiffs father, before 1897, 
simply as a field fence at the back of his clearing in front, that is, 
at th<- west side of the then existing bush. The plaintiff had 
possession of both halves when Shepherd bought the east half in 
1901 from the plaintiff’s father. Shepherd never claimed the 
parcel in dispute but always recognised the plaintiff's ownership 
of it. This was known by the neighbour upon the north, and 
evidenced on the ground by Shepherd’s new win* fence along 
the town line road at the south, extending only as far as the line 
claimed by the plaintiff, and being there joined by a rail-fence in 
front of the plaintiff’s land, while at the north side it was shewn 
by Shepherd’s newly repaired fence being made one rail higher 
than the plaintiff's where they joined at the same line—and trees 
nearest to the line being blazed under the direction of h 
and the plaintiff after they had satisfied themselves by measure
ment where the line should be. The land between that line and 
the clearing fence was recognised by both to be the plaintiff's, 
and the burden of repairing the whole of that fence was borne by 
the plaintiff and not half by Shepherd. He cut wood and timber 
upon it as late as March, 1911, two months before the defendant 
brought tilt- pastured cattle upon it each year, which, by arrange
ment, were allowed to roam over Shepherd’s twenty-five acres, in 
return for Shepherd’s cattle being allowed to go upon the three 
acres. In all respects the plaintiff was as much in possession of 
that three acres as of the remaining twenty-two acres of his half. 
Being in possession was prima facie proof of his ownership without 
further evidence of tint location of the exact boundary-line. Upon 
this possession, the defendant, without any authority, entered, 
and was prima facie a trespasser. The burden is upon him to 
justify this disturbance of tint existing state of things; and any 
presumption which might arise in his favour by his alleged pos
session is displaced by the antecedent peaceable possession of the 
plaintiff which he interfered with. Apart from the a finissions
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of the plaintiff’s title by Shepherd, the defendant’s predecessor 
in title, to which my Lord the Chief Justice has referred, the 
plaintiff has the advantage of peaceful enjoyment shewn as exist
ing at the time when the defendant came upon the scene and 
disturbed the status quo.

As regards Shepherd, whom the defendant has brought in as 
a third party, he only conveyed and only professed to convey the 
east half of the south quarter. If the defendant claims that he 
has not the enjoyment of that which was so conveyed, the burden 
is upon him to shew the true boundary, and he certainly fails to 
shew that it extended beyond the line recognised as the east boun
dary of the plaintiff’s land. The evidence failed to establish any 
representation by Shepherd that it extended beyond that, or was 
all fenced, or included more than the twenty-five acres which 
the defendant has.

One cannot regret that the defendant’s too keen desire to 
acquire other people’s property should result in his having to 
bear the costs of the action and of the appeal.

1 agree that the judgment should be affirmed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

WALKER v. BROWN.
Ontario Supreme Court, Kelly, ./, March HI, 1916.

1. Hi SH.\\I> AND WISE ' $ 11 B 71) WIPE'S SEI’AKATE ESTATE lirsiNESS
MAN.VIED BY HVHBANl)—KlUIITs Of HI SHAXD'h CREDITORS TrisT.

Where a wife, with her own money, purchases a «Iron business and 
employs her husband at a nominal salary as manager, to carry on the 
business in her name, the profits of the business are hers, and cannot be 
reached under a personal judgment against the husband, even though the 
drugs sold were labelled with the husband's name. The transaction dis
ci ( ses no fraudulent design to defeat the husband's creditors. With 
regard, however, to shares in a wholesale drug business purchased by the 
husband with his own money, and standing in the wife's name, she is 
merely a trustee for the husband, and the shares ami profits upon the 
shares are liable for satisfaction of a judgment debt against the husband.

2. Jl DUMENT (§ V—252)—1LLBGALITY OK ASSIGNMENT I'A KoRVE V 11.11 V.
Where the assignment of a judgment debt is of an illegal nature, the 

assignee cannot enforce it. but the illegality does not affect the right 
of action of the assignor.

Action by one Walker, who in 1895 obtained a judgment 
for the payment of money against Thomas Franklin Frown, 
and by one Guise-Bagley, to whom the judgment, which was 
unsatisfied, had tieen assigned, as plaintiffs, against Thomas
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Franklin Brown and his wife Effie Florence Brown, as defendants, 
for a declaration that the defendant Effie Florence Brown was a 
trustee1 for her co-defendant of certain property and assets; that 
these were liable to sal isfy the judgment-debt ; and (by amendment) 
that part of the1 supposed earnings of a business purchased by 
the defendant Effie Florence Brown were proceeds of a separate 
business of the defendant Thomas Franklin Brown.

Hamilton CasseLs, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
George //. Watson, K.C., for t he defendants.
Kelly, J.: -In the early part of the year 1889, the 

defendant Thomas Franklin Brown was a member of a firm 
carrying on business at Tottenham and elsewhere as general 
merchants, under the name of Brown Brothers & Son, the other 
members of the firm being his father, Thomas Brown, and his 
uncle, Joseph Albert Brown. On the 6th June of tliat year, 
they made an assignment for the benefit of creditors.

The insolvent firm was indebted to the plaintiff Walker; 
and on the 3rd September, 1895, he obtained a judgment against 
them for the debt and costs, which remains unsatisfied. The 
present action is against Thomas Franklin Brown and his wife, 
Effie Florence Brown, for a declaration that the latter is a trustee 
for her co-defendant of certain property and assets, including 
moneys deposited in banks, moneys secured by mortgages of 
real estate, and real estate in the town of Shelburne, all standing 
in her name, and an automobile; and for a further declaration 
that these are liable to satisfy the judgment-debt.

Before the close of the trial, the plaintiffs’ counsel made appli
cation. to amend the statement of claim by alleging that part of 
the earnings of the business purchased by the defendant Effie 
Florence Brown from one Belfry, hereinafter referred to, wore 
and are proceeds of a separate business carried on by the defen
dant Thomas Franklin Brown. I have allowed the amendment.

The defendants wore married in November, 1885. The defen
dant Thomas Franklin Brow1» in 1883 qualified and became regis
tered as a druggist; and, since that time, the membership fees 
required by the Pharmacy Act to keep him in good standing 
as a pharmaceutical chemist liave been paid.

At the time of the defendants’ marriage, Mrs. Brown was 
possessed of money in her own right, amounting to somewhat more 
than $050, which she1 had earned by working as a milliner.
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On the 29th August, 1889, slip entered into a written agree
ment to purchase from Belfry his stock in trade, consisting 
of drugs, stationery, shop-fixtures, etc., in the village of Shel
burne, paying therefor 8250 in cash, the balance of the purchase- 
money being secured by a chattel mortgage from her to him. 
The cash payment of 8250 was made out of Mrs. Brown’s per
sonal moneys; that is conceded by the plaintiffs, as well as suffi
ciently established by the evidence. The subsequent payments 
were made out of moneys earned in the business so purchased. 
This business has lx»en carried on ever since without any apparent 
change of ownership, and lias been successful to the extent of not 
only supporting the defendants, but also of enabling them to 
accumulate a substantial amount of profits, part of which is 
invested in the securities or assets now sought to be reached.

The position of the defendants is, that the business and all 
the proceeds thereof were and have continued to be the separate 
property of the wife. On the 29th August, 1889, the day on which 
she made1 tin; contract for purchase from Belfry, Mrs. Brown 
executed, in favour of her husband, a power of attorney, general 
in form, including tin- signing, making, and endorsing of her name 
to cheques, orders for the payment of money, bills of exchange, 
notes, drafts, etc., and the doing of “all things necessary to the 
carrying on of any business he may manage for me.”

leases of premises in which the business has been carried on 
have lieen taken from time to time in the name of Mrs. Brown, 
the business bank account has always been in her name, the con
veyance of the real estate has been to her, and the lx>oks of r count 
are as if the business was hers. Her husband has acf d in the 
capacity of manager of the business ; «and on the 15th ipril, 1892, 
a written agreement was entered into between them, declaring 
that the purchase by Mrs. Brown from Belfry was upon the express 
understanding that her co-defendant would “run” and manage 
the business for her, and that he had done so from the time of the 
purchase; and it was therein agreed that she should pay him for 
his services 810 a month, and that she should, so long as he man
aged the business, pay the fees necessary to keep him in good stand
ing as a registered pharmacist. The agreement also provided 
that the husband “shall to the best of his ability ‘run’ said busi
ness, and bind the first party” (his wife) “in all matters pertain-
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ing thereto us if the first party was a registered pharmacist and 
acting herself in the premises, it being expressly understood that 
he shall keep proper books of account shewing all transactions of 
said business and that will clearly and properly disclose its posi
tion at all times.*’ There is a further provision that, in the event 
of Mrs. Brown’s death, her husband shall carry on, for the benefit 
of the party or parties named in her will, the business until wound 
up as directed by the will, and tliat all contracts made subsequent 
to her decease in prosecution thereof by the husband shall bind 
her estate.

The business has always gone on in the manner contemplated 
by this agreement and the above mentioned power of attorney. 
The books of account are in form consistent with this; and, as 
they shew and also both defendants testify, the husband in all 
these years has been paid regularly $10 per month for his services 
as his wife’s employee. The sale of drugs has always been and 
continues to be a part of the business; the husband has been the 
only one qualified to do dispensing and deal in certain commodities 
which only a pharmacist may deal in. A label which is usually 
attached to the drugs sold in this business is in this form:

T. F. BROWN 
Chemist and Druggist

Shelburne Ontario.
Purchases of drugs or drug supplies were made from various 

companies, with one of which, the United Drug ( ompany Limited, 
a written agreement of the 23rd February, 1010. was entered into 
by the defendant Thomas Franklin Brown and his son J. F. Brown 
(who is also a qualified pharmacist), by which these two men were 
given the exclusive right to handle certain drug-merchandise in 
Sheiburnc1; and about the same1 time they subscribed for one 
share of capital stock, of the par value of $100, in this company. 
The secretary-treasurer of the company was called for the plain
tiffs and testified that to entitle a person to purchase the company’s 
goods he must be a shareholder.

In 1015, the defendant Thomas Franklin Brown and his son 
became the holders of two shares, of the par value of $50 each, of 
the capital stock of the Drug Trading Company Limited. The 
evidence of the managing director of that company is that the 
defendant T. F. Brown has been purchasing his company’s goods
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and receiving dividends on salt's of the company’s goods which 
only a shareholder may receive

f refer specially to these transactions because the plaintiffs 
attach great importance to them as supporting their contention 
that the business is that of the husband and not of the wife ; that, 
notwithstanding the express terms of the husband’s employment, 
and the fact that the business was purchased out of the wife’s 
moneys, and has been carried on during all these years in her name, 
the husband has a proprietary interest in it, and particularly 
in that part which comprises drugs, prescriptions, etc.; that, as 
the wife was not qualified to carry on a drug business, it could not 
have boon that the husband included in the services agreed to be 
performed for her, such as depended upon his qualification as a 
druggist.

Where a husband is associated with a business said to be his 
wife’s, the question whether he is her agent, or whether the busi
ness belongs to him, is one of fact ; and the test apjiears to be, whe
ther the wife is trading independently of her husband without 
being accountable to him for the profits of the business. The mere 
fact that a married woman engages the services of her husband in 
the management of, or as an employee in, her separate business, 
does not of itself entitle him to a proprietary interest in it or in 
its proceeds ; nor are the profits which arise from his labour or 
skill, by the simple fact, of such engagement or employment, 
deprived of the character of separate estate of the wife, or rendered 
subject to the claims of his creditors.

In any given ease into which other elements enter they must 
he given consideration.

In ('ampbell v. ('ole (1884), 7 < >.R. 127, a decision of a Divisional 
Court, the judgment rested mainly on three grounds which were 
held to distinguish that case from Murray v. Mci'allum ( 1883), 
8 A.R. 277, to which reference will be made later on. These 
grounds were: first, that the husband was not in receipt of wages, 
and so in a subordimite ]X)sition; second, that he interfered in the 
management of the business ostensibly as owner; and, third, that 
he actually interfered in the particular transaction which led to 
the incurring of the debt which was sought to be recovered. There 
was no written agreement defining the business relationship be
tween the husband and wife, and it fell to the Court to determine, 
n the circumstances under which the business was carried on,
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whether the husband was the agent for the wife or in reality the 
owner of the business. The Court determined in favour of owner
ship by the husband. The facts, it will be observed, were distin
guishable from those of the present case.

In Harrison v. Douglass (1877), 40 U.C.H. 410, referred to in 
the judgment in Campbell v. Cole, this strong language is used as 
against ownership in the wife (p. 416) : “If the occupation or trade 
lie such that the wife cannot carry it on without the husband's 
active co-operation or agency, it is not easy to discover in what 
sense it can honestly be called an occupation or trade carried on 
by her ‘separately from her husband.’ ” There, again, the Court 
was dealing with circumstances and facts quite different from those 
now before me.

Laporte v. Costick (1874), 31 L.T.R. 434, also referred to, is not 
a parallel case, and was decided on different facts, the effect of 
thv finding there being that the wife was not acting independently 
of the husband; that she was his servant or employee, and not he 
hers.

In Meakin v. Samson (1878), 28 U.C.C.P. 355, where the judg
ment of the Court en banc was against the wife, who claimed to 
have been trading separately, the husband, who had been engaged 
in business, had become insolvent and had failed to obtain his 
discharge. Certain persons who had been his creditors, and knew 
his inability to carry on business on his own behalf, furnished the 
plaintiff, who had no separate estate, with goods, taking her notes 
in payment. The business name used was that of the wife, but 
the business was carried on entirely by the husband, acting under 
a power of attorney from her which enabled him to enter into all 
contracts and give notes etc. in her name, and at an alleged salary 
of $10 a week. The wife and children all lived together away from 
the place of business, which the wife seldom visited and never for 
business pur|X)ses. This happened at a time when a married 
woman could not be held liable on a promise to pay unless she had 
separate estate, and it was the view of the Court that she was not 
possessed of separate estate, unless the goods furnished to her could 
be so considered. A majority of the Court held that the wife was 
not entitled to the goods; that there was no separate trading by 
her within the meaning of the statutes; and that the whole thing 
was a device to enable the husband to carry on business in the
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plaintiff’s name, and so defeat his creditors. In his reasons for 
judgment, Hagarty, C.J., at p. 304, says: “I agree with my bro
ther G Wynne that if any of the merchants who appeared in this 
ease had chosen to present or give to this claimant a quantity of 
goods to start her in some really separate business, or to supply 
her wants, or to aid in the support of her and her family, they had 
a right so to do, and such goods would be her separate projx'rty. 
But nothing of that kind is presented here. No personal communi
cation took place between the wife and the parties furnishing the 
goods; and the dealing is carried on in the guise of a sale of goods 
as to a dealer on the ordinary terms of credit, and notes given 
therefor in the name of a firm, which her husband alleges to have 
consisted of herself, and signed by her husband for her. I am of 
opinion that this is not one of the ways in which the Legislature 
lias permitted a married woman to acquire property apart from 
her husband's rights or control. The goods are certainly not given, 
they are professedly sold for business punaises.”

These statements arc of service in determining what consti
tutes separate estate. The plaintiff was there risking nothing in 
embarking in business. Had her separate («state been involved, 
it would not have been unreasonable for her to have endeavoured 
to protect it against the claims of her husband's creditors; but she 
had no such separate property needing that protection. In that 
respect at least, there is a substantial distinction between that 
case and the one now under consideration.

In re (tearing (1879), 4 A.R. 173, has also been cited. In some 
respects it liears resemblance to the present case; but important 
points of distinction are: that it there appeared to have been 
understood by every one engaged in the transaction that the 
object of the purchase of the insolvent husband’s estate in the 
name of the wife, for which she gave her promissory notes secured 
by a mortgage on her separate real estate, was to enable the hus
band to continue the business, and the judgment rested entirely 
ui>on the conclusion that, granting the stock in trade to have been 
the wife’s separate property, she never employed it in trade sep
arate from her husband, and was never herself a separate trader.

In Murray v. Md'allum, 8 A.R. 277, above referred to, the 
Court being equally divided, the judgment appealed from, uphold
ing the separate trade or business by the wife, was affirmed.
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Cameron, J., who concurred with the Chief Justice in dismissing 
the appeal, put the matter thus, at p. 300: “If the husband lives 
in the house with the wife where she carries on business, she does 
not in one sense carry on an occupation or trade separate from 
him. But if he has no interest in the occupation or trade it is 
separate from him in a legal sense.” And at p. 307 : “In my opin
ion the employment by her of her husband in any occupation or 
trade she may carry on will not make her property or the proceeds 
of such occupation or trade lier husband’s or liable for his debts. 
And unless it appears by the evidence in the case that the hus
band has a legal interest in or right or interference with the busi
ness without her consent, as matter of law, such property or the 
proceeds of such occupation or trade caimot be held to be the 
husband's or be made liable for his debts. It must thus be a 
question of fact in every case. Is the occupation or trade of the 
wife carried on by her separately from her husband?”

It will be observed that in many cases, where the finding has 
been against t he business being the separate property of the wife, 
there has lieen nothing in writing defining the relationship of the 
husband and the wife towards each other in the conduct of the 
business, and inferences have had to be drawn solely from their 
conduct and acts.

This brings us to another phase of the matter much relied 
upon by the plaintiffs—the husband's activity in the conduct of 
the business, for his services in which during all these years his 
sole remuneration has been $10 per month and the payment of 
the annual fee to keep him in good standing as a registered phar
macist. This is pointed to as indicating either that the business is 
his own or that he has a proprietary interest therein. That, how
ever, is not conclusive as against a separate trading by the wife. 
There is no law that I know of which compels a man in the posi
tion of the defendant Thomas F. Brown to give his services for 
any stated remuneration or to work for his creditors; even though 
a young, active man, such as was this defendant at the time of the 
purchase of the business in 1880, should be willing to place him
self in the menial position of spending the best years of his life in 
his wife’s employ at a rate of remuneration which he has been re
ceiving for more tlian a quarter of a century. It may be, too. that 
the remuneration lie has received is commensurate with the value
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of his services; there is no evidence before me to determine that 
value.

In Baby v. Ross (1892) 14 P.U. 440, where the judgment- 
debtor’s wife had mortgaged her farm for the purpose of paying 
some of his debts, and, after the mortgage, instead of continuing to 
work the farm for his own benefit or on shares with his wife, as he had 
formerly done, he agreed that until the mortgage was paid off he 
would work it for his wife alone, it was held that this was not illegal 
or unreasonable, and on no principle could it be said that this was a 
making away with property in order to defeat or defraud creditors.

That a man is not legally compellable to labour for his creditors 
was held in Rush v. Vought (1807), 55 lYnn. St. 437 ; and there is 
authority for the proposition that the absence of a definite agree
ment as to his compensation (for employment by his wife) does 
not alter the rule. Nor, in my opinion, is the situation altered 
by the fact that the services agreed to be performed include those 
involving special or exceptional skill or knowledge on the part of 
the employee. If such a one choose to market for a price the pro
duct of his special qualification, the fact that he is indebted to 
others should not be an objection to his doing so.

In a New Jersey case, Arnold v. Talcott (1897), 55 N.J. Eq. 
519, the right of a wife to engage for pay the services of her hus
band was upheld, the decision being that if a married woman in 
good faith employ her husband to devise and jjerfect mechanical 
inventions for her, she agreeing to pay all the expenses to be incur
red and also to pay him a salary out of her separate estate, and 
in pursuance thereof the patents for the inventions are issued or 
assigned to her, the patents and their proceeds are her separate 
property and caimot Ik* reached by the husband’s creditors.

In Guttman v. Scanned (1857), 7 Cal. 455, the judgment was, 
that a fraud upon the husband’s creditors will not be conclusively 
presumed although the trade carried on by the wife is unsuited 
to her sex.

But, again, it is said that the arrangement entered into at the 
time Mrs. Brown purchased the Shelburne business in 1889, and 
evidenced by the writ ing entered into three years later, was simply 
a scheme or device to put any assets of the husband beyond the 
reach of his creditors, and so defeat their just claims. Transac
tions of this kind are to be scrutinised closely, and I do not desire
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to be taken as disagreeing with any of the authorities cited by the 
plaintiffs, which, I think, are not eases parallel to the present one. 
The situation, as it appears to me, is not that there was a design 
to place the husband’s property out of the reach of his creditors, 
but to preserve and keep the wife’s property out of their reach. 
There was sufficient to suggest to her that course. Her husband 
was a member of a partnership whose business ventures had failed; 
in the failure moneys of hers derived from lier personal earnings 
before her marriage, and lent to t he partnership after her marriage, 
were lost Having had some personal experience in business, 
she may have had confidence in her own ability to embark success
fully in business, and she may not have been willing to trust her 
moneys to her husband, whose past experiences were not attended 
with success and whose confidence in himself and whose ambi
tions do not seem to have taken him, even in the prime of life, 
above an earning of $10 per month. It is not shewn that the 
success which has attended the business which she entered into 
in 1880 lias been due to any special ability on her husband's part.

One other objection mider this heading remains to be con
sidered, namely, that the husband has a proprietary interest in 
that part of the business—the drug business—which she has been 
enabled to carry on only through him as a qualified pharmacist; 
that, not lieing so qualified, her engagement of her husband as her 
manager or employee did not extend to acts of his which only a 
person so qualified could perform, and that to that extent the pro
ceeds of the business belong to him and not to her.

The Pharmacy Act, Il.S.O. 1014, ch. 104, sec. 22, declares that 
no person other than a person registered under sec. 17 shall be 
entitled to be called a pharmaceutical chemist; and no person 
except a pharmaceutical chemist, or his registered apprentice, 
shall compound prescriptions of medical practitioners; and see. 
28 («), that no person shall “sell or keep open shop for retailing, 
dispensing or compounding poisons, drugs or medicines” except 
certain articles therein mentioned, or (6) “assume or use the title 
of‘Chemist and Druggist’ . . . or any sign, title or advertise
ment, implying or calculated to lead the public to infer that he is 
registered under this Act . . . and has a certificate under 
section 20.” It is urged that the effect of these enactments is to 
place the wife under such prohibition as to render the returns from 
sales of articles or commodities which she is so prohibited from
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selling, the property of the husband and not hers. For contra
vening any of these prohibitory provisions, the Act imposes a 
penalty. It is manifest that what is aimed at is the protection of 
the public against the danger incident to the handling or selling of 
dangerous drugs or drug commodities by unqualified persons.

In The Queen ex rel. Warner v. Simpson (1890), 27 O.R. 003, 
cited for the plaintiffs, it was held that a person so unqualified 
could not esca]M‘ the penalties provided by the Act by the mere fact 
that he employed a qualified person to conduct his drug business, 
under whose sujiervision that part of the business was carried on. 
The question involved was, whether the defendant did keep an 
open shop “for retailing, dispensing, and compounding poisons, 
contrary to the form of the Pharmacy Act,” the information hav
ing been laid under sec. 24 of the Act then in force (R.S.O. 1887, 
ch. 151). That section is in identical words with the correspond
ing section now in force. The decision was, that the defendant 
did keep open shop within the meaning of the Act, and thereby 
became liable for the penalties prescribed by the Act, but it did 
not go so far as to declare the defendant disentitled to the benefit 
of the proceeds of the business, or that such proceeds belonged to 
the qualified pharmacist employed by him. Indeed, the contrary 
seems to have been the view, for in his reasons for judgment 
Meredith, C.J., said: “The profits of the business were his” 
(the defendant’s) “less what he paid Lusk, who was a servant 
Lusk being the qualified pharmacist employed by the defendant.

It may be that Mrs. Brown, in carrying on the business as she 
conducted it, employing a qualified pharmacist to perform foi 
her acts and services which she is prohibited by the Pharmacy 
Act from performing, has rendered herself liable to the penult ieh 
prescribed by the Act. That, however, is not for determination 
here. I cannot see that the proceeds of the drug department ol 
her business, except in the excepted instances to which I shall 
presently refer, are, under the circumstances, the property of the 
husband.

I am, however, of opinion that the commodities purchased by 
the husband from manufacturers and dealers in the manner and 
under the circumstances in which purchases were made from the 
United Drug Company Limited and the Drug Trading Company 
of Toronto, aliovc referred to, and the proceeds of the sales of these
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commodities, did not and do not constitute a part of Mrs. Brown's 
business, but belong to her husband. These transactions were 
entered into personally by him and in his own name (in one case 
his son being a co-purchaser with him) ; personally lie subscribed 
for the shares of " stock of these companies, the purchase
of which was limited to qualified pharmacists; and the dividends 
thereon have been paid to the purchasers. His wife was not a 
party to these t ransactions, and there is no sufficient evidence that 
the purchases were made for her or under authority from her. 
Ostensibly, and, as 1 believe, as a fact, these transactions were on 
his own account. The whole surrounding circumstances bear that 
out. His statement at the trial that he made a mistake in enter
ing into one of these contracts in his own name does not impress 
me. I am unable to come to any other conclusion but that any 
moneys arising from these purchases belong not to the wife's 
business, but are the property of the husband.

In respect of the interest lie has so acquired, and also in respect 
of any other purchases he may have made under similar circum
stances and in like form—and both as to the capital stock he 
acquired in the selling companies and the goods purchased from 
these companies under these or similar contracts in which a pur
chase of capital stock is involved—the interest he acquired and 
the proceeds thereof became his, and not his wife’s or a part of 
her separate estate; and, so far as that interest enters into the 
business carried on by the wife or into the assets purchased from 
the earnings of the business, she is a trustee for her husband, and 
such interest is liable to satisfy the judgment-debt referred to.

The defendant Kffic Florence Brown sets up the further defence 
that the transfer by the plaintiff Walker to his co-plaintiff of an 
interest in the judgment referred to was for a wrongful and illegal 
purpose, and that it and the prosecution of this action in pur
suance thereof are illegal.

The facts are that on the 17th January, 1913, the plaintiff 
Walker made a written assignment to his co-plaintiif of the judg
ment-debt and his rights thereunder, and covenanted to do all 
necessary acts and things to enable him at his own cost to recover, 
with the right to use the assignor’s name in any proceedings for 
recovery. Concurrently with the assignment, the assignee made 
a written declaration that, though the assignment was absolute 
in form, the real intention was. not to make the assignee the bene-
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ficial owner, but to secure him against the costs of enforcing the 
judgment, and, after satisfying the costs, that he should account 
to the assignor for all moneys received; and the assignee declared 
himself a trustee for his co-plaintiff accordingly.

This, the defendant Mrs. ltrown asserts, disentitled the plain
tiffs to recover. Ibid the action been brought by the plaintiff 
Guise-Baglcy, the assignee, alone, the objection would have been 
well taken, following what was laid down by a Divisional Court in 
Colville v. Small (1910), 22 O.L.R. 420. But the same judgment, 
instead of denying the right to the original holder of the claim 
(here the judgment) to assert his claim notwithstanding the assign
ment, rather affirms that right. The present case could not lx* 
put in more apt language than the following, in which my brother 
Riddell (at pp. 427 and 428) expressed his reasons for his conclu
sions: “The general principle is, that all champcrtous agreements 
are void—the older eases say malum in sc. If then a party to a 
champcrtous agreement must rely uixm the illegal agreement to 
sustain an action, he fails; but, if he, although a party to such an 
agreement, can make out his case without calling in the agreement, 
the existence of the invalid agreement does not void the right of 
action he has without it. For example, if a plaintiff have agreed 
with his solicitor or a third person to give him a portion of the 
profitsarising from the successful prosecution of a suit, upon being 
indemftified against the costs, he will not be barred in his action— 
he is in the same position quoad the defendant as though he threw 
away the agreement altogether—the agreement does not enter 
into the action. The fact of the agreement being void does not 
affect the actual right of action he has. But, if the solicitor or 
third person, assignee, should bring an action, as lie has no right 
of action at all unless the agreement has effect, and it has none in 
law, he will fail.’’

That fully covers the present case in favour of the plaintiff 
Walker's right, and against the plaintiff Cîuise-Bagley’s right, to 
maintain the action.

Judgment will be in favour of the plaintiff Walker in accord
ance with the above findings; and there will be a reference to the 
Master in ( )rdinary to ascertain the value of the defendant Thomas 
Franklin Brown’s proprietary interest in the business derived from 
the purchase of drugs and commodities from the said two com-
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punies, and from his subscription to the capital stock of these two 
companies, and to ascertain if other similar purchases were made on 
similar terms and conditions, and the value of Thomas Franklin 
Brown's further interest in the business as the result of such fur
ther similar purchases.

Further directions and costs of the action are reserved until 
after t he Master's report.

The KING v. DIMOCK.
Y. Hrmixirit k Supmnr Court, Ap/ieiil Division, MvIaoiI, C.J.. W'luh, and

Cnmnor, JJ. April 12, 191(1.
I I 11 i:\-i: i $ II < 2ii) Tin: votes I'uweits ok mi xi< ii-ai.i n Amoixt.

'I li(‘C(ir|M)ra1v |m>w«ts of a munit-i|>:ility. umk-rsec. <14(241 of tin* Towns 
Incorporation Ad (C.'vX.H.. ch. KHli. to licciiHi* and regulate all theatres, 
is subject to the liu it at ion of see. 3 of ch. ItiS. that the license fee on 
‘(tiililit* places of amusement" shall not exceed Sail: a by-law imposing 

on moving piet me shows an annual license fee of $300 is ultra vins and 
v ,U.

Appeal on question referred by McKeown, J.. as to an ap
plication before him for an order for review under sec. 44 of the 
Summary Convictions Act (C.S.N.B. 190)1, ch. 123), of a convic
tion made by Mathias Comeau, Police Magistrate for the Town of 
Dalhousie, on June 21) last, against Samuel W. Dimock, for un
lawfully operating a moving picture show in the town of Dal
housie without having obtained the license therefor required by 
ih by-law of the town, on the ground that the by-law of the town 
under which the conviction was made imposing a license fee of 
$300 per year, or any part thereof, on moving picture shows is

//. A. Powell, K.C., for defendant, sup)wrted the application.
/?. R. Richard, supported the conviction.
Baxter, Attorney-General, same side.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Grimmer, J. : This was an application for review from a 

conviction made by the police magistrate of the town of Dalhousie, 
on June 21) last, on the information of John Barbour, town marshal 
of the said town of Dalhousie, charging that on May 14, 11)15, the 
said Samuel \V. Dimock did unlawfully operate a moving picture 
show in the said town of Dalhousie, without having first obtained 
the license required therefor by the by-law of the said town.

An order for review was made by McKeown, J., on the second 
day of August last, and the matter was afterwards by him referred 
to this Court.
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The grounds upon which it is sought to avoid the conviction 
arc as follows: 1. Tin* town council had no authority to pass the 
by-law. 2. The statute, the Towns Incorporation Act. does not 
authorise the town council to pass a by-law fixing any license fee 
as the subject of taxation. 3. That if the town council had power 
to prescribe a foe for the clerical work connected with issuing a 
license the charge of 8300 is unreasonable, and the by-law is void. 
4. The council had no power to impose a fee for the clerical work 
of issuing a license. f>. The matter of licensing is provided for 
by the ('on. Stab, eh. 10S, see. 3, p. 2133.

The town of Dalhousie was ineor|>orated. and received all its 
corporate rights as a town pro|M*r under the so calk'd Towns 
Incorporation Act, C.S., eh. 1(M). and by sec. 04 thereof power is 
conferred upon the town council to make by-laws for the good rule 
and government of the said town, and to carry out the provisions 
of the statute. The council is also given power to revive, repeal, 
alter and amend the by-laws when made and passed, keeping, 
however, always within the authority of the chapter quoted. 
Vnder sec. 01. among other things, tin* council has power, by 
sub-sec. 21 thereof, ‘"to license, regulate or prevent billiard tables, 
bowling alleys, or other places of amusement.” Hv sub-sec. 27 
it has power to impose a tax by way of license, on the owners or 
harborers of dogs, etc., but in no other portion of the section, of 
which then* are 03 sub-sections, is any authority given to enact 
a by-law fixing a license fee as the subject of taxation. While 
then, under its charter, the town has full power to license and 
regulate a place of amusement, under which head a moving picture 
show could without doubt be included, it dot's not thereby obtain 
or acquire the power to pass or enact a by-law providing a tax 
by way of license for such show, and recourse must be had to ch. 
H)8 of the Con. St at. 1903, which is entitled, “An Act respecting 
power to cities and towns to regulate the placing and maintenance 
of electric wires, and to license and regulate certain places of 
amusement.” Sec. 3 of this chapter provides as follows:

That in addition to all |K>wers of making by-laws otherwise conferred 
by law upon any cities, or incor|M>ratcd towns, throughout the province, 
they and each of them are hereby authorized and empowered to make and 
ordain by-laws to license, regulate or prohibit the keeping billiard
saloons, bowling alleys, or other public places of amusement, and to impose 
a license fee on granting such license of a sum not exceeding fifty dollars jier 
annum, but nothing herein contained shall prevent any city or town from

3
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exacting hucIi greater fee than fifty dollars for such license as may In* author
ized in the ease of such city or town by any hy-law in force at the passage

Tin* jMjrtion of this section to the words “|>er annum" were passed 
by the legisliiture as eh. 58 of the Acts of 189(1. with the exception 
that it was then made to cover cities, towns and the county councils 
of the municipalities throughout the province, hut this provision 
was hy the Act of 1898. eh. 34, sec. 132, schedule 2. an Act relating 
to Municipalities, rc|M*alcd in so far as it related to the county 
councils of the municipalities. The concluding portion of m\ 3 
was prohahly added when the statutes were consolidated, as the 
provision there stated docs not seem to appear or he found in 
previous existing legislation. Attention must have heen drawn 
to the fact that ill some cities or towns there were existing by-laws 
which did not harmonise with the first part of this sect ion. and 
which were rendered ino|ierative thereby, and to overcome this 
difficulty the addition spoken of was doubtless made to the section. 
The fact that towns under their charters were unable to make or 
ordain, hy-laws providing for fixing license fees as the subject of 
taxation, led undoubtedly to the passage of eh. 58, of the Acts of 
1890, under which for the first time cities and towns were given 
the right to license places of public amusement and to impose a 
fee therefor.

N. B.

8. C. 
Tin Kino

Grimmer, J.

It seems somewhat extraordinary why sec. 3 of eh. 108 before 
quoted, was not included in the provisions of the Towns Ineor- 
Imration Act, where it would ordinarily be look<*d for. ami in fact 
all provisions relating to the enacting of by-laws for same pur
poses would naturally be expected within the confines of tin- 
chapter, but as it is not there presumably it was intended to be of 
general application to all cities and towns alike, therefore it 
follows, if 1 have correctly stated the existing legislation and tin- 
stages through which it passed, that the town council of Dalhousic 
had no authority to pass the by-law im|Mising a fee of .<300 for a 
license to o|M*rate a moving picture show, and the by-law to that 
effect dated May 12, 1915, would he ultra rire* of the power of 
the council, and therefore void, and objections I and 2 to the con
viction would prevail. The return from the magistrate shews that 
on September 10, 1913, the town council passed a by-law providing 
a license for a moving picture or other similar exhibition, and 
imjiosing a fee of $50 per annum, or any part thereof, for the
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same, thus recognising at that time that their power and authority 
was limited so far as the fee was concerned to the sum of $50, 
and this, 1 think, they had full authority to do, and the by-law 
will continue in force until repealed. Later, other advice seems 
to have prevailed, and the by-law of May 12, 1915, was passed 
fixing the license fee at $300, which 1 think tin- council did not 
have ilower to do, and the same is therefore void. Having come 
to this conclusion it is unnecessary to consider the other grounds 
of objection.

Mr. Justice McKeown will he advised to set the conviction 
aside. Conviction set aside.

Re RESERVISTS AND VOLUNTEERS RELIEF ACT.
Alhrrta Supreme Court, Harvey, ('.J. Auguxl 2Ü. I It HI.

I’lt.XVIH I.KNT eONVKVAXCBM (.8 VIII 40) \ (U.VNTKKHS AND lilCKKItVISTH
Ri:i ikk Ai t Intkntion to dkkkai'i».

In onlcr to ihliiin nu order permitting the commencement of un action 
uinler the Volunteers and Reservists Act i.Utu. 1010, eh. 0, see. !» ». to 
prevent properly from being diu|>osod of. on the ground that it is being 
done fraudulently to defeat creditors, there must be clear and convincing 
evidence of an intention to ho defraud.

Application by the British America Paint Co. under sec. 9, 
of the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act (Alta. Stats. 1916, 
eh. 6) for leave to enter proceedings to prevent the disposition 
by one Brace of certain stock-in-trade. Refused.

S. S. Cortnack,'for applicant.
No one contra.
Harvey, C.J.: Brace has enlisted in the Canadian Overseas 

forces and is disposing of his stock-in-trade consisting of hardware1 
and furniture. He has advertised that his stock of $8,000 will 
be on sale commencing August 12 “regardless of cost, terms cash.”

The plaintiffs claim that he is indebted to them in a sum of 
over $500 and the plaiiltiflV manager makes oath that he believes 
he is attempting to sell his stock with intent to defraud his creditors 
generally tuid the plaintiff company in particular; his reasons 
being that on August 17 he interviewed Brace and he was 
selling some goods below cost, that he asked him for payment of 
his account and Brace asked what proposition he had to make, that 
he said he had no projMisition to make but wanted payment in 
full but would give a month or so if he wanted time, that Brace 
said he didn’t want time but v t consider paving in full, 
that he had enlisted and the company would have a hard time

4
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forcing him to pay, but that he would not say at that time whether 
he would take advantage of the Act.

On these grounds the company asks for a writ of attachment.
The section provides that

Notwithstanding anything in this Act, if it is made to ippenr to the 
Supremo Court or a Judge thereof that any volunteer ... or any 
member of his family . . . is <lis|Kising of, or dealing with, the property
of such volunteer or reservist fraudulently or with the intent to defeat the 
creditors of such volunteer or reservist, or that the property of any volunteer 
or reservist is being wasted or dissipated . . . the Court or Judge may 
make such order or |Hirmit such action or proceeding to In- taken as the said 
Court or Judge may deem requisite for the proper preservation of such 
property, etc.
Assuming that by “preservation of such property” it is intended 
to include the holding of property for the protection and benefit 
of creditors it is apparent that to put the sheriff in possession under 
a writ of attachment, or a receiver in possession under a receiver 
order, of personal property would involve a great expense since 
it would require to he held for a year after the war ends, and the 
indefinite period before it ends, unless the volunteer is sooner 
discharged, and in many cases it would result in nothing but loss 
to both creditor and debtor.

It is apparent too that to deprive the volunteer and his family 
of the right to dispose of his own personal property for such a 
period of time might work a great hardship and the applicant 
must therefore bring himself clearly within the terms of the statute 
in order to succeed.

ALTA.

8. C.

Rj
ÜKSKK VESTS 

Vol.l VILKHK

Harvey, CJ.

In my opinion the present applicant fails in this respect.
That the volunteer is selling his stock-in-trade seems the 

natural consequence of his enlistment for service in a war such as 
we are at present engaged in unless he has someone in whose charge 
the business can be left as to which I have no evidence. That he 
is selling some goods below cost is also to be expected as in no 
other way can such goods be disused of on short notice.

That he has said that the applicant would have a hard time 
making him pay does not apjwar to me to contain any evidence of 
intent to defraud his creditors. The Act in question was passed 
expressly for the purpose of making it impossible for creditors 
to make their debtors, who come* within its provisions, pay their 
délits, and it is the natural answer a debtor who has the protection 
of the Act would make to a pressing creditor. It may quite be 
that the debtor is selling with the intention of paying his creditors
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as far as the proceeds will permit, for there is no reason to suppose 
that the applicant is the sole creditor, and the debtor’s request 
for a composition may he evidence of nothing more than an honest 
attempt to pay his creditors rateably.

The debtor is certainly not selling his goods fraudulently as 
far as appears, but he is doing it with the fullest publicity, and the 
evidence does not satisfy me that he is doing it with intent to 
defraud his creditors,and the application must therefore be refused.

Application refused.

CITY OF EDMONTON v. CALGARY AND EDMONTON R. CO.

Su /mini Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, Id i nylon, 
Anylm and Brodeur, JJ. June IS, 1916.

Railways t§ 11A—10) -Registration ok location plan—Seniority over 
municipality—Highways.

The proper registration of the location plan of a railway approved by 
the Board of Railway Commissioners sufliviently establishes the railway 
company's seniority over a municipality, at points of highways not 
previously dedicated by the filing of plans or used, constructed or accepted 
by the corporation.

Appeal on a case stated by the Hoard of Railway Commis" 
sioners for Canada for the opinion of the Supreme Court of Canada 
pursuant to the Railway Act.

Stated Cask.
1. Prior to September 30, 1002, the Hudson Hay Co. was 

registered as owner ... of the portion of their reserve in 
the City of Edmonton now in question.

2. On September 30, 1002, a plan of subdivision of a portion 
of the reserve was registered in the Land Titles Office. A mem
orandum of the registration was noted upon the outstanding 
certificate of title and a new certificate of title was issued to the 
Hudson Hay Co.

3. On Ma}' 27, 1005, the Calgary and Edmonton R. Co. caused 
to he filed in the Land Titles Office for the North Alberta Land 
Registration District a railway location plan which had been duly 
sanctioned by the Hoard of Railway Commissioners under the 
provisions of the Railway Act on May 3, 1005.

4. On November 20, 1005, a further plan of subdivision was 
registered by the Hudson Hay Co. A memorandum of the regis
tration was placed upon the- Hudson Hay Co.’s certificate of title 
and a new certificate of title was issued.

5. Agreements for sale and transfers were from time to time
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ninth1 by tin* Hudson Bay Co. according to plans B 2 and B 4, as 
shewn by the indorsements on certificates of title. The company 
retained those lots corresponding with the lands shewn as required 
by the Calgary and Edmonton Railway on plan, ex. 4.

(i. Evidence was given before the Board at its sittings at 
Edmonton on October 31, 1913, as follows:—

7. On October 20, 1909, an agreement was made between the
City of Edmonton and the Calgary and Edmonton R. Co. The 
by-law of the City of Edmonton adopting this agreement was 
x.................. confirmed by the Alberta statutes of 1910, ch. 5.

8. On April 1, 1912, a transfer was executed by the City of 
Edmonton pursuant to the agreement, transferring to the Calgary 
and Edmonton R. Co. the lands described in par. 2 of the agree
ment. This transfer was delivered by tlie city to the railway 
company and on August 5, 1912, was returned by the railway 
company’s solicitor to the city solicitor for correction owing to 
objections taken by the surveyor of the Land Titles Office to the 
accuracy of the description of the land. Since then the railway 
company has repeatedly requested its return but this has not been 
done as, in the opinion of the registrar, a portion of the lane 
adjoining in the rear of the lots abutting on Jasper Ave. between 
9th and 10th Sts. has not yet been dedicated by the Hudson Bay 
Co. and negotiations for the purpose of removing this difficulty 
are proceeding.

9. Transfers have been made by the Hudson Bay Co. and 
others to the Calgary and Edmonton It. Co. of those of the lots 
according to plan B 4, required by the latter company for railway 
purposes, and the latter company has now become the registered 
owner of the lands shewn upon the location plans as required, 
except such parts of the said lands as are shewn as streets and 
lanes on plan B 4, and which are described in the transfer. The 
transfer from the Hudson Bay Co. to the Calgary and Edmonton 
R. Co. was made and accepted on the terms set out in the letters 
from Curie Bond, solicitors for the Calgary and Edmonton R. 
Co. to the commissioner of the Hudson Bay Co. and the reply 
thereto.

10. Except as stated in the foregoing paragraphs neither party 
to the application before the Board of Railway Commissioners 
had acquired any rights in respect of the land in question.
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12. The formal order made by the Hoard on the application 
was as follows:—

U|xm Ihv hearing uf the application at the Hitting* of the Board held at 
the city of Edmonton, in the Province of Albert a, on Friday, October 31, 
1913, in presence of counsel for the said city, the Calgary and Edmonton 
R. Co., and the C.lMt. Co.; and what wsis alleged by counsel aforesaid:— 
Counsel for the said municipality submitting that it was necessary, in the 
first instance, to determine whether or not the municipality has, as a matter 
of title, the right to open the said highway and was the owner of the land 
required for the said highway so as to make the said highway senior to the 
railway ;

The Board finds and adjudges that the title of the railway company is 
sufficient and effective as against the municipality, and that should the said 
highway Ik* o|N-ned, such o|>ening would lie subject to the seiiiqply of the 
railway company's title and construction.

(Hgd.) H. L. Drayton,
Chief Commissioner,

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.

13. Tin* questions which at the request of the Corporation of 
the City of Edmonton are stated by the Hoard and submitted for 
determination by the Supreme Court of Canada are:—

(1) Whether as a matter of law the tiling of the location plan 
by the railway company in the appropriate Land Titles Office 
(said plan having been duly approved by the Hoard under the 
provisions of the Act and carried into effect by the railway com
pany), is sufficient and effective to establish the railway company’s 
seniority to the municipality at points where highways were not 
dedicated by plan or otherwise or actually used, constructed or 
accepted by the municipality at the time the location plan was 
so filed?

(2) If as a matter of law the municipality had the right as 
against the railway company to maintain highways at the |M)ints 
in question, was such right discharged by the statute of the 
Province of Alberta, 10 Edw. VII., ch. 5, sec. 1, and the by-law 
and agreement thereby validated and confirmed?

O. M. liiygar, K.(\, for the appellant.
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—My answer to the first question is in the 

affirmative and it will, therefore, he unnecessary to answer the 
second.

The question for determination and the circumstances under 
which this matter was brought before the Railway Hoard and 
referred here are fully explained in the notes of my brother Anglin.

Once the location of the railway was officially approved of
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by the Hoard and the plan filed with the registrar the right of the 
railway company to take? the land, subject to the payment of 
compensation, was absolute. By the deposit of the plan the 
Hudson Bay Co. was divested of the power to dispose of its 
property within the limits of the right-of-way: 11 the land was put 
extra commercium.” The deposit of the approved plan with the 
registrar fastened a servitude upon the land taken and gave the 
company a statutory right to acquire a complete title to it for 
railway purposes. The railway company would not be trespassing 
if it entered upon the land even before its expropriation. Vide 
Re Rattan and Drcifus and C.N.R. Co., 7 O.W.R. 508, at 571. 
Compare secs. 178, 180 of the Railway Act.

It followed necessarily that the filing of the location plan by 
the railway company with the registrar was sufficient and effective 
to establish the railway company’s seniority to the municipality 
at points where the highways were not dedicated by plans or 
otherwise or actually used, constructed or accepted by the muni
cipality at the time the location plan was filed. Vide Williams
port R. Co. v. Philadelphia R. Co., 141 Penn. 407.

Davies, J.:—I answer the first question referred in the affir
mative, which dispenses with an an.swcr being given to the second 
question.

Idington, J.:—I would answer the first question herein sub
mitted in the affirmative. That question being so answered, the 
second question does not seem to call for any answer.

Anglin, J.:—The question for determination in this case is 
whether after a railway company had deposited in the proper 
registry office its location plan, profile and book of reference under 
secs. 122-124 of the Railway Act 1903 (now secs. 158-160 of the 
R.S.C. 1906, ch. 37), the owner of the property across which the 
railway, according to the plan, etc., so deposited, is carried, can 
by filing a subdivision plan thereof before notice has been served, 
under sec. 154 of the Act of 1903 (now sec. 193), oblige the railway 
company to recognise the existence as highways of streets shewn 
upon such plan of subdivision as carried across the located right-of- 
way of the railway.

The location plan, etc., duly approved, were deposited in 
May, 1905, and notice thereof was duly given under sec. 152 (now 
sec. 191). The plan of subdivision was filed in November, 1905.
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The railway company took actual possession of the right-of-way 
and constructed its railway uj>on the ]>ortion of it in question some 
time before the enactment of 8 and 9 Edw. VII., eh. 32, sec. 3. It 
does not appear when notice under sec. 154 (now sec. 193), was 
given.

Sec. 153 of the Railway Act of 1903 (now sec. 192, R.S.C. 1906, 
eh. 37), was in these terms:—

The deposit of a plan, profile and book of reference, and the notice of such 
deposit, shall be deemed a general notice to all parties of the lands which will 
be required for the railway and works; and the date of such deposit shall 
be the date with reference to which such compensation or damages shall be 
ascertained.

It was, in my opinion, not within the power of the landowner, 
after the deposit of the location plan, etc., in anywise to affect 
the land thereby designated as that which the company intended 
to acquire for its right-of-way so as to interfere with the right of 
expropriation or to render its exercise more burdensome or less 
advantageous to the company.

The agreement of 1909 made between the City of Edmonton 
and the railway company in my opinion did not affect their 
respective rights in regard to the question before us. While 
unable, in view of the express reservation in it of the city’s right 
to set up the contention that Athabasca and Peace Avcs. extend 
as public highways across the railway right-of-way, to concur in 
the view expressed by the chief commissioner that the agreement 
of 1909
extinguished any right the public might have of using the continuation of 
Peace and Athabasca Avenues across the right-of-way of the railway com
pany,
I ain on the other hand of the opinion that nothing in that agree
ment involves any recognition by the company of these two 
streets as highways crossing its right-of-way, or interferes with its 
maintaining whatever rights it had acquired by the deposit of its 
approved location plan, etc.

1 would, for these reasons, answer the first question submitted 
by the Hoard of Railway Commissioners in the aflirmativv—a 
conclusion which renders an answer to the second question 
unnecessary.

Brodeur, J.:—The Board of Railway Commissioners has 
referred the following questions for the consideration of this Court:

1. Whether us a matter of law the filing of the location plan by the railway 
company in the appropriate Land Titles Office (said plan having been duly
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approved by the Hoard under the provisions of the Act anil carried into 
effect by the railway company), is sufficient and effective to establish the 
railway company’s seniority to the municipality at points where highways 
were not dedicated by plan or otherwise, or actually used, constructed or 
accepted by the municipality at the time the location plan was so filed?

2. If, as a matter of law, the municipality had the right as against the 
railway company to maintain highways at the points in question was such 
right diseharged by the statute of the Province of Alberta, 10 Edw. VII.. 
ch. 5, sec. 1, and the by-law and agreement thereby validated and confirmed?

In 1005 the respondent company registered a location plan 
under the provisions of sec. 1G0 of the Railway Act. It appears 
that the railway company without having paid a compensation 
to the landowners started to construct its railway. It is not very 
clear in the evidence whether this possession of the land has been 
taken with the permission of the owner ; but it is to lie supposed, 
however, that the company was not considered as a trespasser, 
since no injunction has been taken to prevent it.

Some months after the deposit of the; plans with the registrar, 
the land owner filed with the registrar a subdivision plan of the 
property in question on which the* street Athabasca Avenue was 
mentioned. There is no formal evidence as to the date at which 
this street was dedicated to or accepted by the municipality 
appellant; but it is pretty evident that the railway was constructed 
before the street was established as a public work by by-law or 
was assumed for public use by the City of Edmonton (Ordinances 
N.W.T. 1904, ch. 19, sec. 6 of Title XXX.).

The situation might lie different if before the construction of 
the railway the municipality had constructed its highway. I 
would be inclined to think that the highway would be considered 
then as having the seniority, though the location plan of the 
railway would have been previously deposited.

We could then apply the principle enunciated by the Board 
of Railway Commissioners in the case of the C.N.R. Co. and the 
C.P.R. Co. and known as the Kaiser Crossing case, 7 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 297, in which Mr. Mabee, the then chairman of the Board, 
said :—

I do not think that the mere approval of the plans filed with it neces
sarily gives seniority to the plans first approved ... It seems to me 
that the railway that is in actual occupation with an existing work upon 
the ground with the ownership of the fee at the point of crossing has much 
stronger claims to seniority than the railway which has merely obtained a 
prior sanction of its plans.

That decision was followed by the Board in another case of 
theC.N.R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co., 11 Can. Ry. Cas. 432, that held that:
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('AN. Construction and not approval of location gave priority.
,s7c. Assuming then that the construction of the railway in the

Brodëür j present case has preceded the construction of the highway, I have 
no hesitation in answering in the affirmative the first question.

In vi< w of that answer to the first question, it is not necessary 
to deal with the second question. Judgment accordingly.

CAN. JONES v. TUCKER.
S. C. Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, Idinglon• 

Anglin, and lirodeur, JJ. June 19, 1916.
1. Specific performance (§ IE 1—30) — Exchange of lands—Property

SITUATE IN FOREIliN COUNTRY.
An agreement to sell land situated in a province of Canada may he 

ordered by a Court thereof to be siiecifieally performed by a vendor 
resident in the province despite the fact that a part of the price to he 
paid is land situated in a foreign jurisdiction: there is mutuality of 
remedy when the parties can obtain similar remedies in different juris
dictions.

2. Appeal (6 I B—5)—Order of reference—Finality ok judgment.
Questioned whether an order directing a reference is a “final judgment’’ 

to give the Court jurisdiction to entertain an apjieal on the merits of the
Cli\Tuckrr v. Jones. 2.» D.L.R. 27S, 8 8.L.R. 387. affirmed !

Statement. Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Saskat
chewan, 25 D.L.R. 278, 8 8.L.R. 387, which varied the judgment 
of Newlands, J., at the trial, whereby specific performance was 
decreed, by directing that there should be a reference for inquiry 
and report on the plaintiff’s title to foreign lands and, on the 
filing of such report, that either party should be at liberty to 
apply for such judgment as he might be entitled to.

II ay don, for the appellant.
G. F. Henderson, K.C., for respondent.

i itzpntrick.c.j. Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—1 entertain grave doubts whether this 
appeal ought to be entertained by this Court. There is no judg
ment in the action; the decree directing a reference to the local 
registrar does not order that on the respondent proving title the 
appellant is to make a conveyance of his lands in Saskatchewan, 
but, on the contrary, orders that, on the report being filed, either 
party is to be at liberty to apply for such judgment as lie may be 
entitled to.

I am, with much diffidence, of opinion that the appeal must fail 
on the merits. There seems to me nothing in the first point taken 
by the appellant that, the respondent not having proved his 
title at the trial, a reference should not have been directed. The 
plaintiff, in 1 ringing his action for specific performance, was noi
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obliged to prove his title. The rule, an I understand it, is that the 
defendant is entitled to ask for a reference on the title, which the 
Court will grant as a condition of extending its assistance to the 
plaintiff.

As to the second point, the appellant claims that there was no 
mutuality of remedy, hut that is, I think, unfounded. It would 
have been open to the appellant to go, for specific performance, 
to the Courts in who.se jurisdiction the lands were situate precisely 
as the respondent has done. The question of mutuality depends 
upon each of the parties having their remedy, not upon the par
ticular Court in which it is to be sought. I think it makes no 
difference that the lands arc in a foreign country rather than in 
another province of the Dominion. If they had been situate in 
Ontario, it might have been necessary for the appellant to go to 
the Ontario Courts for a decree for specific performance, but he 
would none the less have had his remedy equally with the respond
ent.

The present is not in the least like reported cases in which the 
Courts have refused specific performance on the ground of want of 
mutuality. These all assume that, if the Court in which the action 
is brought cannot give a remedy, the defendant has none. In the 
case of Flight v. Holland, 4 Russ. 298, an infant having brought 
suit for specific performance, the bill was dismissed because, of 
course, the defendant could have brought no such suit against the 
plaintiff, and, therefore, the remedy was not mutual.

There might, perhaps, be cases where the Courts of the 
foreign country would not afford relief, though the present is, 
doubtless, not one of them. It must, however, lie on the party 
claiming that there is no mutuality in the contract, because he 
is without remedy to shew' that this is so. The respondent wen* 
into the foreign country and made his contract for the purchase, 
by exchange, of lands in that country, and there should certainly 
be no presumption that he cannot enforce his contract in the same 
way that the respondent can do in this country.

Davies, J.:—This w’as an appeal from a judgment of the 
Supreme Court of Saskatchewan varying the judgment of the 
trial Judge, which judgment had decreed specific performance of 
an agreement made between the parties for the sale of a piece of 
land in Saskatchewan from defendant, appellant, to plaintiff, 
and also directing a reference on other points.
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The deem* of the Appellate Court now appealed from and 
under consideration merely directed that there should be a refer
ence* as to the plaintiff’s title to the piece of land in Iowa which the 
plaintiff was to convey to tin* defendant in exchange for the 
Saskatchewan lands and for a report upon such title*, anel that, 
upon sue*h report being filet!, e*ither party should be at liberty to 
apply to the trial Judge “for such judgment as he icould be entitled 
to.” The* appellant’s contentions were that the respondent, 
plaintiff, had failed at the trial to prove his title to the Iowa lands, 
and that no reference shoulel have been made as eliree*ted; and. 
secondly, that the plaintiff being a non-resident, the Court could 
not enforce the contract as against him, and had, therefore, no 
jurisdiction.

As to the latter point, I agree with the judgment appealed 
from that, as the decree sought for by tin* plaintiff is for specific 
performance of the contract respecting the Saskatchewan lands, 
the Court has jurisdiction to make a decree, and that the reference 
directed to be made as to the title of the Iowa lands to lie ex
changed for the Saskatchewan lands is a matter of procedure and 
practice. The fact of the plaintiff being a non-resident could 
not, in my opinion, take away the jurisdiction they would other
wise possess; nor could th(> fact that the consideration for the sale 
of the Saskatchewan lands to the plaintiff was the conveyance 
to the defendant of certain lands in Iowa have that effect.

The Appellate (.’ourt had jurisdiction to deal with tin* matter 
before it, namely, the contractual obligation of the defendant 
to convey the Saskatchewan lands to the plaintiff, and I approve 
of the disposition they made of the appeal. It may be argued 
with much force that, being a matter of procedure and practice 
and the exercise of a judicial discretion, this Court would not 
interfere with the judgment appealed from on that ground. It 
must be remembered, however, that this judgment is “in the 
nature of a suit or proceeding in equity,” and that our juris
diction is governed by sub-sec. c of set*. 38. It is not. necessary 
that a judgment under this section, to lie appealable, should be a 
“-final judgment.”

In dismissing the appeal, I desire, in view of the broad language 
of sub-sec. c of sec. 38, to base my judgment upon the ground 
that the Court below had jurisdiction to deal with the appeal
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before them, and that the disposition they made of the appeal 
was a proper one under the circumstances.

Idington, J. (dissenting):—These litigants entered into a 
contract i? writing in the United States, where respondent 
resided anu still resides, whereby the appellant agreed to sell 
to him a section of land in Saskatchewan at the agreed considera
tion of $22,800, and, in consideration thereof, the respondent 
agreed to sell and convey to appellant real estate situate in Iowa 
same being put in at an agreed consideration of $10,000.

The respondent agreed thereby to execute a mortgage to the 
appellant on the Canadian lands for $(>,800.

It was well understood by the parties, at the time of the 
making of the contract, that appellant only owned the half of 
the section of land he professed to be selling, but he said he had 
the authority of his brother, who owned the other half of the 
section, to deal with the whole, as they express it.

It turned out that the brother, though assenting in general 
terms to appellant’s desire to sell and dispose of the whole section, 
never intended to assent to an exchange, and, perhaps, never 
had heard, till the contract was made, of the exchange proposal 
now in question, and, when told of it, at once refused to have 
anything to do with such a transaction.

The respondent sued both brothers for specific performance*. 
At the trial the action was dismissed as against the one who had 
not signed the contract.

Evidence was given shewing that the north half-section, 
belonging to the brother thus dismissed, was worth $30 an acre, 
and the south half, belonging to appellant, which was improved, 
and had buildings on it, was worth $-10 an acre.

The price fixed, for the whole section, by the contract ^ works 
out about $35.66 per acre for the whole.

The respondent, upon failing as against the brother of appellant, 
Offered in Court to accept the south half-section belonging to the 
appellant, and give in exchange the Iowa property.

This the trial Judge assented to and gave judgment accordingly. 
There was evidence given professing to prove the title of the 
respondent to the Iowa property. The attorney giving that 
evidence stated, in doing so, the conclusion which should have 
been left to the Court to draw from legal facts laying the founda
tion for the Court to do so.

CAN.
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Became of there being no evidence otherwise enabling the 
trial Judge to act upon such a transgression of the rule in such 
cast s, the Court below set the judgment aside, and directed evi
dence to be taken by the registrar as to the title and to report 
thereon, and that either party should then be at liberty to apply 
to the trial Judge for such judgment as he might be entitled to.

The appellant contends this was not the judgment the Court 
of appeal should have given, but one dismissing the action on the 
grounds that the respondent had failed in his proof of title, and 
that, in any event, the production of such proof and determination 
thereof involved exactly such questions as would have arisen 
had the apj>ellant been seeking specific performance of the contract 
to convey Iowa lands, which the Court could not grant under the 
existent facts.

In other words, he says there never existed that mutuality 
of contract
which might, at the time it was entered into, have l>een enforced by either of 
the parties against the other.
I quote the pith of the first sentence of the chapter on “want of 
mutuality in the contract” in Sir Kdward Fry's work on Specific 
Performance.

I felt disused, during the argument, to think the point of 
view presented by Elwood, J., possibly maintainable by looking 
at the land in the foreign country as simply the consideration, and 
all needed herein was to find if that was ascertainable and ready 
to be delivered as any other price where specific performance 
might be ordered. But, upon reflection and an examination of 
the authorities, it seems to me clear such a proposition is more 
plausible than sound in law, and is untenable.

The contract, as amended by the Court, is simply one of 
exchange of two parcels of land respectively situated in different 
countries.

In one way of looking at the matter, this is a claim by the 
purchaser to have a contract for the purchase of land in Canada 
specifically enforced. In the other way of looking at it, this is 
simply a claim by the vendor to have a contract for the sale of 
land in the United States specifically enforced by the recovery of 
the consideration therefor.

If we look at the* new contract made by the Court and to be 
enforced, the question is reduced to that simple form, if we strip
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the matter of mere forms and verbiage, and have due regard to
that which has become the substance of all that is involved. 8. C.

1 have been unable to find any case in which exactly the like Jones 
ease to this has been decided. Hut there are many cases in which tuckeh 
the principle has been affirmed that the Courts must refuse to. . . . . Idington, Jentertain any claim as enforceable against the lands in a foreign 
jurisdiction. Where the party against whom relief is sought, it 
may be in relation to lands abroad, has been found resident within 
the jurisdiction of the Court, it has exercised jurisdiction in a 
variety of ways, as illustrated in the case of Penn v. Lord Baltimore,
1 Ves. Sr. 444, and in White and Tudor's Leading Cases, vol. 2, 
p. 1047, and in 1 Eq. Cas. Abrgd. 133, there are to be found a 
number of cases cited which must be considered, if one would be 
seised of the principle involved.

The elaborate judgment of Lord Chancellor Herschell in the 
case of British S. Africa Co. v. Companhia de Mozambique, [1893]
A.C. 002, has a most instructive review of the foundation upon 
which such a jurisdiction rests, and, at p. 020, contains the follow
ing concise statement of what I take to be the law:—

Whilst Courts of equity have never claimed to act directly upon hind8 
situate abroad, they have purported to act upon the conscience of iierson8 
living there. In Lord CransUnvn v. Johnston, 3 Ves. 170, 1X2, Sir R. I*. Arden,
M.R., said: 11 Archer v. Preston, 1 Eq. Cas. Ah. 133 cl. 3, Lord Arglasse v.
.Vu.se/mw/), 1 Vern. 75, 125, and Lord Kildare v. Eustace, 1 Vern. 4IV, clearly 
shew that, with regard to any contract made, or equity between persons in 
this country, respecting lands in a foreign country, particularly in the British 
dominions, this Court will hold the same jurisdiction as if they were situate 
in England.”

The distinction made throughout in all the leading cases is 
between remedies in personam and in ran.

Apply the principles involved to the facts herein, and we are 
met by two or three outstanding facts which would seem to render 
a suit by the appellant against the respondent for specific ]>erform- 
ancc as hopeless as one can conceive.

The contract was entered into in the foreign state. The land 
is there. And the respondent, the vendor of that land, resides 
there, and, so far as we know, never was in Canada before the 
proceedings herein, except to inspect this land offered in exchange, 
and he then had 15 days to elect whether he should proceed with 
or abandon the contract. His presence at the trial as a witness 
could certainly make no safe foundation for applying the rule as
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laid down in Fry’s work or above quotation from Lord Herschell’s 
judgment.

How, then, can we find that mutuality the law requires?
The ease docs not fall within any of the numerous exceptions 

to the rule. Surely there is quite as much want of mutuality as 
in the cast1 of an infant as exemplified in the case of Flight v. 
Holland, 4 Russ. 298, where specific performance was sought by 
an infant and refused expressly on the ground that such relief 
could not be obtained by the defendant against him.

There is an article by the late Professor Ames, of Harvard, to 
be found in a posthumous publication of his lectures on Legal 
Hist on7, etc., criticizing the statement of the law by Sir Edward 
Fry in the chapter 1 have above quoted from, in which he questions 
the accuracy of the definition w hich I am for the present accepting. 
The exigencies of this case do not require me to re-examine Sir 
Edward Fry’s proposition, but, nevertheless, the article is well 
worth reading and consideration by those who would understand 
the doctrine of mutuality of contract in question.

It is to be observed that the fundamental rule of the game 
resting on mutuality is, perhaps, obscured by tin; numerous 
exceptions and subsidiary rules, yet the former seems firmly 
established, even if the masters of the law disagree in regard to 
the form of its expression.

There is another point taken against the judgment in the 
appellant’s factum. It is submitted that the cy-près doctrine 
invoked in dealing witli the agreement and compensation made in 
the way 1 have mentioned does not apply to this case.

The reason assigned in the factum seems merely a repetition 
of want of mutuality, but, on examining the evidence, there is, 
to my mind, a much graver objection. It is this:—The appellant 
never pretended he owned any but half of the section, and 
merely pretended he had authority from his brother to deal with 
his half thereof brought in question.

When a man has, in error, made a contract for sale of more 
than he has, and the parties he is dealing with know it, or should 
from the nature of the transaction have known it, the Court docs 
not permit of abatement of price by way of compensation to a 
purchaser, or, in other words, attempt to make a new equitable 
bargain for the parties.

See the cases of Castle v. Wilkinson, 5 Ch. App. 534; Avery v.
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Griffin, L.R. 0 Kq. GOO; Cahill v. Cahill, 8 App. Vas. 420; Uudd v. 
Lascclles, [1900] 1 Ch. 815, and the case of Mortlock v. Muller, 
10 Ves. 292, at 316, where the principle is stated upon which the 
Court acts.

I cannot conceive the doctrine of compensation applicable 
when, as here, the parties knew the appellant had, in fact, no title, 
and depended on his assurance of authority as an agent.

In that case I think all the respondent can claim is the expense 
he incurred or was put to by reason of the failure of the agent 
in warranting his authority when he had none, or at least none 
which would cover the contract entered into.

I would be disposed to say, in order to end, if possible, this 
litigation, that if the respondent assents to the abandonment of 
such claim for damages, the action should be dismissed without 
costs, otherwise the appeal should be allowed with costs through
out.

Since writing the foregoing, my Lord the Chief Justice calls 
my attention to the case of Montgomery v. Ruppcmburg, 31 O.K. 
433, which I cannot follow, especially as, I respectfully submit, 
the cases relied upon do not touch the principle involved. ( hie of 
the cases apparently in point goes upon the exceptional case ot 
the contract being unilateral, or, at all events, so as regards the 
Statute of Frauds. That class of cases and many other exceptions 
are dealt with both by Sir Edward Fry, affirming the principle 
I rely upon, and by the late Professor Ames in the work I have 
referred to above.

Since writing above, the decision of this Court, in St. John 
Lumber Co. v. Roy, 29 D.L.Ii. 12, 53 Can. 8.C.R. 310, renders it 
doubtful if this case is appealable. My reasons in support of 
my dissent in that case may suggest grounds for distinguishing. 
And, if we have jurisdiction, I abide by my reasons herein expressed 
as above.

But if the judgment appealed from should he treated merely 
as an exercise of disc retion, the case of Union Rank of Halifax v. 
Dickie, 41 Can. S.C.R. 13, would apply.

Anglin, J.:—By an agreement in writing, dated December 
12, 1913, the defendant William W. Jones agreed to sell to the 
plaintiff the whole of s. 17, in tp. 4 and r. 3, west of the 2nd m., 
in the Province of Saskatchewan, in consideration of the sum of
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< $22,800, payable, as to $10,000 thereof, by the conveyance to
8. C. him of certain property in the town of Jefferson, in the State of
Jonkh Iowa, U.S.A., and, as to the balance of $6,800, by the delivery 
„ "■ of a mortgage for the said sum, upon terms therein set out, to be
I VCKKH. ^ n /

made by the plaintiff in favour of the defendant.
The plaintiff sues for specific performance of this agreement. 

At the trial it developed that the defendant, Wm. W. Join's, 
could not make title to the north half of the section, which was 
owned by his co-defendant , John H. Jones, who was not a party 
to the agreement. The action was dismissed as against John H. 
Jones. t’jKJii the defendant, Wm. W. Jones, objecting that a 
decree could not be made against him under the agreement sued 
u|K>n involving payment by him of $3,200, the difference in value 
between the land owned by him and the Jefferson property, 
the respondent, through his counsel, offered to take the defend
ant’s half-section in exchange for his Jefferson property without 
any cash compensation or difference in price. This adjustment 
must have been agreed to by the defendant if the Court should be 
of opinion that the facts that the plaintiff is a foreigner and that 
the property which he had agreed to convey in exchange is foreign 
land did not disentitle him to the relief of 8])ccific performance, 
and if his title to the Jefferson property were sufficiently proved. 
1 say “must have been agreed to,” because' the trial Judge, in 
his reasons for judgment, says: “I am of the opinion that the 
plaintiff is entitled to specific performance under the terms agreed 
to in Court,” and, in the defendant’s ap|>cal to the Court en Imnc 
from the judgment entered for specific performance, it was not 
urged that such an agreement had not in fact been made at the 
trial. The defendant’s inability to convey part of the property 
which lie had undertaken to give in exchange cannot avail him 
as a defence to the plaintiff’s action for sjiecific performance of the 
contract, so far as he can carry it out, on the basis of an even 
exchange, the plaintiff relinquishing all claim to payment of the 
difference between the value of the Jefferson property and the 
half-section of the Saskatchewan land which the defendant is 
able to convey : Try on Specific Performance (5th ed.), pp. 599 
vt teq. Moreover, in view of what occurred at the trial, it is, in 
my opinion, now too late to urge any such defence.

The decree of the trial Judge declared the right to sjiecific 
{N'rformance, referred a matter of adjustment of insurance to the
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local registrar, and ordered the defendant to convey his Saakat- 
chewan land uixm the plaintiff executing and delivering to him a 8. C. 
good and sufficient deed of the Jefferson property. jONES

On appeal to the Court cn banc, as appears from the judgment Tückeh. 
of Elwood, J., only two objections were urged against this jiidg- Angj”, 
ment. That Judge says:—

The defendant up{H‘;i1s and contends that the plaint iff has not made out 
a good title to the Iowa property, and also that the Court will not decree 
specific performance because the claim depends on title to land in a foreign 
country.

The Appellate Court was of the opinion that, although the 
fact that the hind to be conveyed by the plaintiff was situated 
abroad did not preelude s]>ecific performance being decreed, the 
plaintiff had not proved his title to it. Instead of dismissing the 
action, however, the Court, in the exercise of its discretion, 
referred it to the local registrar to inquire into and report upon 
the jdaintiff’s title, and ordered that, upon such report being tiled, 
either party should be at liberty to apply to the trial Judge for 
such judgment as lie may be entitled to. The defendant now 
appeals asking that this action be dismissed on two grounds, in 
addition to that with which I have already dealt, namely, (a) 
that the fact that the plaintiff's property is foreign land prevents 
the Court decreeing specific performance; (b) that the plaintiff 
should not have been given a second opportunity to prove his 
title.

As I understand the position of the action, and as counsel for 
the plaintiff conceded, except perhaps the futility of the defence 
based on the defendant's inability to convey the north half of 
the section in question, no substantive right of either party has 
been determined. The judgment of the provincial Appellate 
Court is not final under sec. 2(e) of the Supreme Court Act, as 
amended by 3 & 4 Geo. V., eh. 51, sec. 1. While it may strictly 
be appealable under sec. 38 of the Supreme Court Act as a judg
ment in an equitable action (see also sec. 45), having regard to 
the purely discretionary character of the order made and to the 
fact that it determines nothing against the appellant, there would 
seem to be grave grounds of objection to this appeal being enter
tained at all. Moreover, although, there being no cross-appeal, 
we should assume that the evidence of title adduced by the 
plaintiff and accepted by the trial Judge as sufficient was, in fact,
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insufficient, it would require a very strong and very clear case 
indeed to justify our interfering with the discretion exercised in 
giving the plaintiff another opportunity to prove his title, and 
dismissing his action solely on the ground that he had had his 
day in Court.

It is perhaps better, however, that we should express our view 
upon the other ground of appeal, because, if it should be well 
taken, the reference directed as to title and proceedings consequent 
thereon would be useless, and the action should have been, and 
should now be, dismissed.

This question was determined favourably to the plaintiff by 
Sir XVm. Meredith, C.J.O., when Chief Justice of the Common 
Pleas, in Montgomery v. Ruppensburg, 31 O.R. 433. The defend
ant’s objection is really twofold—because the property to be 
conveyed by the plaintiff is foreign land, he maintains that there 
is an absence of the mutuality essential to.the remedy of specific 
performance, and that the Court lacks jurisdiction to entertain 
this action.

That there is mutuality of obligation under the contract 
before us is unquestionable, and on that ground the many cases 
in which Courts of equity have refused specific performance of 
contracts voidable because of incapacity of one of the parties 
to the contract, c.g., infancy or coverture, are distinguishable. 
There is in the present case also mutuality of remedy in the sense 
that the defendant presumably could have had, in the Courts 
of Iowa, relief similar to that which the plaintiff is seeking in 
Saskatchewan. The closest analogy seems to be presented by 
a case in which the Statute of Frauds would have afforded a 
defence to the plaintiff had he been sued for specific performance 
by the defendant. The plaintiff renders the remedy mutual by 
bringing the action, and on that ground is allowed to maintain 
it: Fry on Specific Performance (5th ed.), par. 470-1. Unilateral 
contracts afford other instances.

If the position of the parties were reversed—that is, if the 
defendant, resident within Saskatchewan, were the own:* of the 
foreign land and the plaintiff, resident abroad, the owner of the 
land in Saskatchewan—I could understand the objection taken to 
the jurisdiction of the Court, although I would consider it equally 
untenable. What is sought in this action is to enforce the con
veyance by the defendant, a resident of Saskatchewan, of property
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in that province in exchange for other property (whether within A * 
or without the province is immaterial), which the plaintiff is 8. C. 
ready and willing to transfer to him. Jones

The jurisdiction of Courts of equity which act in personam, i'lT(^KKI{ 
to decree specific performance of a contract for the sale of foreign 
land, where the person against whom relief is sought, and whose 
conscience is bound by the agreement, resides within the juris
diction, is well established: Penn v. Lord Haiti more, White &
Tud. 1 L.C. Eq. 800, 804; British S. Africa Co. v. Companhia de 
Moçambique, [1892] 2 Q.B. 358, pp. 363-4; [1893] A.C. 002, at 
026; Dudcr v. Amsterdamsch Trustees Kantoor, [1902] 2 Ch. 132;
Ex p. Pollard, 1 Mont. & Ch. 239, at 250; Lord Porlarlington v.
Soulby, 3 My. & K. 104, at 108; Archer v. Preston, 1 Eq. Cas. Ab.
133, Cl. 3. Where the parties were domiciled and the property 
was situate abroad, it was held, in Davis v. Park, 8 Ch. App. 802/i, 
that, notwithstanding that the plaintiff and one of the two defend
ants had come within the jurisdiction, the Vice-Chancellor had 
exercised a proper discretion in discharging an order made in an 
action for specific performance giving leave to serve the defendant, 
who was without the jurisdiction. Moreover, since the jurisdic
tion rests upon some contract or equity between the parties which 
presents a case for its exercise in personam (Norris v. Chatnbres,
29 Beav. 246; 3 DeG., F. <k J. 583; He Hawthorne, 23 Ch. D. 743),
Courts of equity will not entertain actions to determine other 
rights or questions of title in regard to immoveable property 
situate abroad (Deschamps v. Miller, [1908] 1 Ch. 850), or claims 
which must be enforced directly against the foreign land: Black 
Point Syndicate v. Eastern Concessions Ltd., 79 L.T. 658; Grey v.
Manitoba and N.W.R. Co., [1897] A.C. 254. But no such difficulty 
presents itself in this case. By bringing his action in the Supreme 
Court of Saskatchewan, the plaintiff has submitted himself 
to that Court’s jurisdiction in personam. He has waived what
ever right he had to be sued upon his contract in the forum of 
his domicile, and has made the remedy in the Saskatchewan 
Court mutual: Martin v. Mitchell, 2 J*. & W. 413, at 426-7. It 
is in the power of that Court to provide, as was provided in the 
decree pronounced by the trial Judge, that the defendant shall 
be required to convey only upon the plaintiff making title and 
conveying his foreign property, which he has offered to do.
Indeed, if it be thought advisable for the protection of the defend-
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ant, the* Court may require that the conveyance of his property 
to the plaintiff shall remain in the hands of its officer, and shall 
not be delivered to the plaintiff until his conveyance of the Iowa 
property has been duly recorded and the officer is satisfied that a 
clear and satisfactory title to it has been vested in the defendant. 
The plaintiff seeking relief must submit to whatever terms the 
Court, in the interests of justice, may impose as a condition of 
granting it. He who seeks equity must do equity. The plaintiff, 
suing in the Court of Saskatchewan, has also submitted to its 
jurisdiction to decree rescission of the entire contract should he 
be unable, or for any reason fail, to carry out his obligations 
under it or to fulfil whatever terms or conditions the Court may 
impose upon him.

But, as I have said, I cannot appreciate the ground of the 
objection made to the jurisdiction. I am unable to find any satis
factory ground of distinction between foreign land and money or 
chattels as the consideration for and upon receipt of which the 
defendant is to be required to convey his property.

I would, for these reasons, affirm the judgment of the Supreme 
Court of Saskatchewan, and dismiss this appeal with costs.

Bkodeuk, J.:—This appeal should be dismissed. The appel
lant, Jones, practically obtained from the Court of Appeal all 
he required to protect his rights. The objections which he now 
raises might and will be more properly dealt with when the trial 
Judge is moved to render the judgment which either party might 
be entitled to. Appeal dismissed.

CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. v. DIPLOCK.

Supreme Court of ('amnia. Sir Ckarles Fitzpatrick, C.J., ami Dairies, Idinglon, 
Anglin, anil liroilcur, JJ. Mag 25, 1916.

Carriers (§ II HI—141)—Liability for injury to trespassers 
—Neuliuent eviction.

A railway company in liable to u trespasser for damages sustained by 
him in consequence of the reckless indifference of a brakeman, amounting 
to negligence, while ejecting another trespasser from the train.

[Di/dork v. Can. North, li. Co., 2(i D.L.R. 544, 9 8.L.R. 31, aflirmcd.)

Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Sas
katchewan, 20 D.L.R. 544, 9 S.L.R. 31, affirming the judgment 
entered at the trial by Elwood, J., on the findings of the jury, 
in favour of the plaintiff for damages assessed at $1,730 with costs. 

O. II. Clark, K.C., for appellants.
Chrysler, K.C., for the respondent.
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Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—'The questions submitted to the jury nr.* 
so involved and so numerous as to lead necessarily to unsatisfac
tory results. They do not, however, appear to have been objected 
to.

From the answers we must assume the following facts are 
found: (a) that plaintiff, stealing a ride on the company’s train, 
sought refuge on the lodge of the tender with the witness Thacker ; 
(ft) that the brakeman Wagner knew that both men were on the 
train when it started from the station: (c) that, instructed by the 
conductor to put them both off, he went forward and ordered 
them both off ; (d) that Wagner, without any attempt at investi
gation to ascertain the relative positions of the men, shoved 
Thacker off and in so doing shoved the plaintiff off also; (e) that 
the reasonable and probable result of Thacker being put off was 
that plaintiff would go also and that the speed of the train made 
it dangerous to put the men off at the time.

Both plaintiff and Thacker were trespassing, but, although the 
general principle is that a man trespasses at his own risk, it is 
undoubted that in this instance it was the duty of the railway 
officials when aware of the presence of the two trespassers not to 
put them off in such a manner as to endanger their safety. Sec. 
281 of the Railway Act, although not directly in point here, is an 
application of this general principle, particularly when read with 
the instructions of the company that the train should be stopped 
before putting anybody off.

Whether, in the circumstances, Wagner was acting within the 
scope of his employment in view of the evidence is doubtful, but 
the point was not raised either here or below and he apparently 
thought that he had the authority of the conductor. Vide 
Hutchins v. London City Council, 32 Times L.R. 179.

There is no doubt that on the findings of the jury, and there is 
ample evidence to support them, unnecessary violence was used 
towards Thacker and his removal from the train in the circum
stances endangered his safety. If the accident had happened 
to Thacker there would be little doubt that he would have his 
recourse against the company. Now, as to the plaintiff. Wagner 
had reason to believe that both men were together, otherwise he 
would not have ordered them both off. And in shoving Thacker 
off the train improperly he caused the injury of which plaintiff
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complain*. If Wagner wan acting within the hco|*' of hi* 
employment, and this apparently i* not denied, plaintiff must 
succeed. The principle of law i* that a tort-feasor must la- 
assumed to have contemplated and be liable for all those injuries 
which result from the wrongful act together with such incidents 
as a reasonable man might in the circumstances have expected 
to result in the ordinary course of nature. Fletcher v. Smith, 
2 App. Cas. 781, in 1877, at 787, 788; Hatcliffe v. Etant, (1892] 
2 Q.IÎ. 524. The rule of the ordinary course of nature and prob
able consequence* "is after all only a guide to the exercise of 
common sense.” And the jury have found on the evidence that 
the fall of plaintiff from the train was the reasonable and probable 
consequence or result of the violence used improperly to eject 
Thacker. When we consider the dark night, the narrow ledge 
on which both men stood, the unnecessary violence of Wagner’s 
attack on Thacker and hi* knowledge of the plaintiff’s presence 
somewhere on the ledge, the finding of the jury' must be sustained.

1 would dismiss with costs.
Davies, J. (dissenting):—This is an appeal from a judgment 

of the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan affirming the judgment 
for the plaintiff entered by the trial Judge on the findings of the 
jury. Newiands, J., dissented on the ground that the plaintiff 
was one of two trespassers stealing rides upon the railway train 
and that the trespasser’s only right in such eases is that 
tin* railway company must not wilfully injure him or unncmwnrily and 
knowingly increase the normal risk by deliberately placing unexpected dangers 
in.the way
and that it had not been proved or found by that jury that the 
coni]>any or its servants had done so.

The admitted facts are that the plaintiff and one Thacker were 
stealing rides upon the appellant’s railway and were discovered 
by the conductor while the train stopped at Hanley Station, a 
small side station on the railway line. The conductor ordered 
them off the train and they got off and walked across the track 
to the east side and hid themselves behind some box ears there. 
The plaintiff says that as soon as the train began to move he and 
Thacker climbed on again between the tender of the engine and 
the baggage ear, Thacker going ahead, and that when he (Diplock) 
got up, Thacker had already taken up a position alongside of the 
ladder which ran down the centre of the back of the tender and 
that he was standing on the ledge of the tender. He says:-
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Thacker was holding on to the ladder and he (Diplock) was holding on to 
the hand-rail at the outside.
His position was either on the ledge of the tender or on the steps 
leading to it. The only light then* was what was shining out of 
the ear door. The brakeman says he only saw “just one man” 
on the back of that tender, that he “did not know that the other 
man was on the outside on the west side” and that he “did not 
see him at the time.”

Now, whether the plaintiff was actually upon tin* ledge holding 
on the hand-rail or was on the step and so holding is uncertain. 
The jury did not find that he either saw or should have seen him 
though they answered the question whether he should have 
investigated where Diplock was before shoving off Thacker in 
the affirmative. Answering the question of fact “whether 
Wagner knew that Diplock was in the position he was" they say 
“dubious.” The question whether he should have investigated 
and found out is one of law', not of fact for the jury. The facts 
as stated by the brakeman are that, when he opened the door 
of the baggage car, he saw only one man on the ledge, that he called 
to him and asked him to come in the car; that the man refused, 
and he (Wagner) grappled with him and pushed him off. It may 
well be that if Thacker w ho was seen by Wagner and pushed by 
him had been injured the company would under the findings of 
the jury as to the dangerous rate of speed of the train have been 
liable to him in damages. Rut how can that liability arise with 
respect to a trespasser whose presence then* the brakeman did 
not know of? The jury were unable to find that Wagner knew 
that Diplock was in the position lie was. Without such a finding 
it is impossible for me to hold that the company should be held 
liable.

Plaintiff was a trespasser. He was trespassing at his own risk. 
The company was undoubtedly under a duty not wilfully to 
injure him. But how could they be said to have wilfully injured 
him when they did not know of his presence there? It is said 
they must be held to have known because the conductor told the 
brakeman there were two men stealing a ride and to put them 
off. But the brakeman swears that when he went to put them 
off he only saw one man and did not see the other. The jury 
cannot have disbelieved him or they could not have found it was 
“dubious” whether Wagner knew that Diplock was in the position
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he wan. If thv knowledge of Diplock’g posit ion at thv time be 
pmthi*d Thacker off wan known to Wagner, the hrakeman, there 
might he a very strong contention made that the company was 
liable for damages to Diploek for any injuries he sustained on the 
ground that he had been wilfully injured by Wagner's impro|>er 
and illegal action. Hut he could only recover in cases where 
there w as either wilful injury caused to him or where the deliber
ate action of one of the company’s servants placed unexpected 
dangers in his way. The company could not Ik* held liable to a 

trespasser for the mere negligence of their servants. There must 
be much more than negligence. There must Ik* deliberate or 
wilful wrongful action causing the injuries complained of.

If Wagner did not know and, in the absence of a finding to the 
contrary, we should accept the evidence that he did not, then no 
such responsibility arises.

I am quite at a loss to understand how it can be successfully 
argued that because the hrakeman was told to go and put off two 
men who were stealing rides and in discharging that duty he 
found only one man that he was lamnd before putting that one 
off to institute a search for the other. He may well have assumed 
that when he gave the order to the man he did see to get off the 
other man whom he did not see obeyed it. Hut whether that be 
so or not he neither saw nor knew of the presence of the other man 
(the plaintiff) and therefore owed him no duty.

The law on the subject of the liability of a railway company 
is laid down by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 
th<4 case of Grand Trunk H. Co. v. Harnett, [1911] AX'. 361, at 
369, as follows:—

The railway company wee undoubtedly under u duty to the plaintiff 
not wilfully to injure him; they wen- not entitled, unnecessarily and know
ingly to increase the normal risk by deliberately placing unexpected danger* 
in his way, but to nay that they were liable to a tresjwsser for the negligence 
of their eervanta ia to place them under a duty to him of the same character 
as that which they undertake to those whom they carry for reward. The 
authorities do not justify the imposition of any aurh ol-’igation in such cir
cumstance*. A carrier cannot protect himself against the consequences 
which may follow on the breach of aurh an obligation (as for instance, by a 
charge to cover insurance against the risk); for there can Ik* no contract* 
with trespassers; nor '-un he prevent the sup|>oaed obligation from arising 
by keeping the trespasser off his premises, for a trespasser seeks no leave and 
gives no notice.

The general rule, therefore, is that a man trespasses at his own risk. 
This is shewn by a long line of authorities, of which Great Nmlhern H. Co. v.
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Harrison, 10 Ex. 370; Lyyo v. NenJwld, 0 Ex. 302, and M uric y v. drove, 46 
J.P. :,60, an* familiar examples.

Accepting this law and applying it to the findings of the jury 
and the facts as admitted, I am of opinion that tin* appeal should 
he allowed and the action dismissed with costs.

Idington, J.:—The respondent and one Thacker were stealing 
a ride on appellant’s train. When, as it was starting, the con
ductor said to the hrakeman, Wagner,

Then* are two men on the end of the ear; go and put them off.
It was at night time. The men were standing on the ledge 
of the tender next the baggage car. Wagner proceeded to the 
place indicated and tried ineffectually to get Thacker into the 
baggage car and then said to him “well get off” and gave him a 
shove which had the desired effect.

The jury find the train was then moving at a speed such as to 
make it dangerous for him to alight. The result upon respondent 
of the shoving of Thacker by Wagner appears in tin* answers to 
the questions, as follows:

I. (j. W as the plaintiff injured by the wheels of the C.N.R. train passing 
over his feet? A. Yes. 2. Q. How did lie get under the train? A. Result 
of being pushed, (a) (j. Did Wagner assault Thaeker by kicking or pushing? 
A. Yes. (b) (j. Where was Diplock when Wagner attacked Thacker? 
A. On ledge of tender, west of Thaeker. (c) (j. Was the reasonable and 
probable result of Wagner kieking or pushing Thaeker that Diplock would 
Is* pushed off the train? A. Yes. (d) (J. Did Diplock fall off the train 
as a result? A. Yes. (c) (j. Was that the cause of his injury? A. Yes. 
(f) (j Was Wagner’s e t towards Thacker adopted with the object of 
putting Thacker off the train? A. Yea. Ig) Q. If yes. was Wagner acting 
in course of his employment? A. Yes. (hi (j. Did Wagner know that 
Diplock was in the position he was? A. Dubious, (i) (j. If he did not 
know, should he have investigated to find out where Diplock was before he 
shoved or kicked Thaeker? A. Yes.

The other questions and answers relevant to the issues in
volved in these are as follows:—

(in) (j. Was the s|x*ed of the train when ordered to get off such as to 
make it dangerous for him to ? A. Yes. (n) Q. Did Wagner know
it was dangerous, or should he have known, having regard to all the circum
stances? A. Yes. (o) Q. Was the conduct of Wagner reasonable and 
proper? A. No. (p) (j. Was W’agner, in ordering Thacker and Diplock 
off the train acting in the course of his employment? A. Yes.

The finding of the jury as to the rate of speed of the train 
shews it was an unlawful assault and battery that was thus 
committed upon Thacker by Wagner. As a legal result thereof, 
he and his employers are liable for the consequences thereof to 
others.
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This is not a caw* of negligence in which other considerations 
might have been involved as in drawl Trunk H. Co. v. Harruti, 
[1911] AX’. 361, so much discussed in the caw.

It is the law involved in the well known squib case Scott v. 
Shepherd, 1 Sin. LX’. (12th ed.) 513, that should Ik* our guide 
herein subject to the qualifications to be fourni as the result of 
later development of the law resting ujion the principle laid 
down in that case.

The above question (c) and answer thereto seems to me to 
cover all that need concern us as to these qualifications.

The undisputed tenus of the conductor’s order indicated to 
the hrakeman that there were two men at the place where the 
scuffle was had and that both were to be dealt with. Thus the 
answer of the jury was amply justified by the facts.

The questions of wilfulness and actual accurate knowledge of 
how these men stood, though much discussed below and in 
argument here and held by the jury “dubious” sin ins to me 
Inside the question.

Assuming in such case the hrakeman had, as 1 imagine prob
able, authority to arrest Thacker and hand him over to the police 
as a trespasser and had hmi merely discharging that lawful duty, 
when a scuffle ensued as result of Thacker's resistance, and the 
respondent had as part of the consequences accidentally been 
knocked off the car and injured he, as a trespasser, could have 
had no remedy.

1 assume, in stating the law thus that there had been in such 
supjMised case no undue violence on the part of tla hrakeman 
and that he had been duly and properly discharging his duty to 
arrest and keep Thacker in charge.

I desire only to illustrate the wide difference that exisis be
tween the case of a man doing an unlawful act and that of a man 
doing a |M*rfeetly legal act.

In the latter case knowledge and wilfulness might have a very 
im)M>rtant bearing in determining the consequences of what one 
so placed should be held liable for in a way that is not open to 
him doing an unlawful act to urge on his behalf.

There was much made in argument, and by the Judge who 
dissented in the Court below, of the inconsistent nature of the 
questions first put and later by reason of the trial Judge putting 
the following question:—
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(j) Q. If Diploek jumped from the- Imin ami wax mit shoved off did he* 
jump beejauw* of any order or command of Wagner? A. Y'es.

If there had be*e*n nothing else in the case than this question 
and some others following it evidently related thereto or intended 
to he so there would have to he a new trial to determine the fact 
of whether Diploek in fact did jump in obedience to what was said 
and was not pushed off for strangely enough there was no question 
put to elicit the fact.

The putting of such an hypothetical ease and getting an answer 
thereto leads nowhere.

However, the whole of these academic questions relative to an 
assumption of jumping off are rendered harmless as they arc- 
needless by the express answer to the second question and others 
I have* quoted.

1 think the ap]H>al should he dismissed with costs.
Ancilin, J.:—Very reluctantly, because of tin* unmeritorious 

features of the plaintiff’s case and because I realize and appreciate 
the grave dangers and difficulties to which trainmen arc* exposed 
in dealing with such characters as the plaintiff and his companion 
Thacker, when stealing rides on trains, I have reached the con
clusion that this api>eal cannot succeed. A perusal of the- record 
has left me under the impression that, if trying it without a jury, 
I should not improbably have dismissed the action on the- ground 
that it had not been satisfactorily shewn that the plaintiff was 
injured as a re-sult of what took place- between the brake-man, 
Wagner, and Thacke-r. But findings of the- jury which have* not 
be-e-n se-riously attacked e-stablish that the plaintiff vas pushed or 
forced off the defendant company’s train, while it was travelling 
at a spe-e-d which made it dangerous for him to alight, as the- re-sult 
of an attempt made by Wagne-r, in carrying out oreh-rs of the 
conductor, to force* the- plaintiff’s companion Thacker e>ff the* 
train.

I fully agree* that if Wagner had not hael re-ason te> he-lieve- that 
the plaintiff, Diploek, was in the* narrow and admittedly dangerous 
spae-e- be*twe*e*n the* te*neler eif the engine anel the* baggage* car, when 
he* pushed or shoved Thacker, ne» liability to Dipleiek wemlel have* 
be*e*n incurred. The* plaintiff was a trespasser and liability te> 
him wemlel not arise* freun any mere* ne*gligence*. But the railway 
company's employee was not on that account
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entitled ........... ssarily ami knowingly to incmw tin- noriuul risk by placing
iiih‘x|m'c|«m| danger in his way.
(ira mi Trunk It. v. liar nett, [10111 AX’. 301, at 300.

Tin* jury has not found that Wagnvr know “that Diplock wan 
in thv position hr was.” Thvv have* found that “hr should 
have* invrstigatrd" to find when Diplock was hrforr hr “shoved 
or kicked Thacker." Wagner's evidence is that, as the train 
was about to leave Hanley Station, the* conductor said to him,

There an- two men on the end of the ear: go and put them off.

lie immediately proceeded to do so. He o|>cncd the door ol 
thv baggage car and saw Thacker standing on a ledge at the back 
of the tender. He could see only one-half of tin* back of the 
tender. The light was weak and uncertain. He says he did not 
know that the other man was on the west side and that he could 
not see him. Although he "assumed" there were two men there, 
he did not take any steps to locate the second man. He did not 
concern himself about him.

Heading the jury's findings in the light of this evidence, 
1 understand them to mean that, Wagner did not see
Diplock and did not know his exact position, he had reason 
to believe that he was somewhere in the narrow space between 
the tender and the baggage car and acted on that assumption, 
and that in failing to look for him before wrongfully dealing 
with Thacker in a way which necessarily increased the risk to 
anybody else in the perilous |>osition in which he had reason to 
believe the plaintiff might be, he had disregarded the right which 
even a trespasser has that he should not be wantonly or recklessly 
exposed to unnecessary risk by one who has reason to believe 
that his acts will have that effect. The duty of a common carrier 
to a trespasser is thus stated by Hailey, J., of the Supreme Court 
of Illinois, in Chicago, Hurlinyton ami Quinn/ It. Co. v. M eh hack, 
19 Am. St. Hep. 17, at 20:

His duty nuts merely ii|mui the grounds of general Immunity and n*|M‘ct 
for the rights of others, and requires him to so |>erforni the trans|sirtation 
service as not wantonly or ean-lessly to Is* an aggnwur towards third persons 
whether such persons are on or off the vehicle.

An observation of Lord Hobson, at p. 371 of the report of 
(Irand Trunk It. Co. v. Ilarnett, [1911] AX’. 301, is apt to mislead. 
Heferring to the sj>ecch of the Karl of Halsbury in Louery v. 
Walker, [1911] AX’. 10, at 13 he quotes His Ixirdship as having 
said that

5444
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the word “trespasser" would have carried the learned counsel for the defend
ant all the way he wants to get

t.p., one would infer from the use made of this passage, to the 
conclusion of non-liability. But the rest of Lord Halshury’s 
sentence was
to a somewhat difficult and intricate question of law upon which various 
views In* entertained.
In the same ease Lord Shaw of Dunfermline had pointedly withheld 
his assent to the pronouncements of Darling, and Yaughan- 
Williams, L.J., in the lower Courts as to immunity for injuries 
caused to mere trespassers.

Wagner, though aware of Diplock's probable presence in a 
fKisition of peril, seems to have allowed himself to be carried 
away by excitement, caused, no doubt, by Thacker’s successful 
resistance to his efforts to draw him within the baggage car and, 
with reckless indifference to the consequences either to Thacker 
or to Diplock, tried to push the former off the train. His attitude 
towards Diplock is probably correctly expressed in his answer 

I did not bother my head about him."
Vnder these circumstances, I think the verdict and judgment 

for the plaintiff should not be disturbed.

Brodeur, J. (dissenting) : The jury in their verdict have not 
found that the brakeman Wagner knew that the respondent, 
Diplock, was in the position he was in when Wagner tried to push 
Diplock’s companion off the ear. Diplock had no business to be 
on the car of the appellant company ; he was even stealing a ride 
at the time.

The Privy Council in the case of (/rand Trunk It, Co. v. 
Harnett, [1911] AX’. 3011 has decided that

Although the common carriers are under a duty to a trespasser not 
wilfully to injure him, they arc not liable to him for mere negligence and that 
as the accident was due to the negligence of the carrier’s servants and not to 
any wilful net the trespasser was not entitled to recover.

Applying that decision to the present case I find that the 
plaintiff respondent was not wilfully injured because the jury 
have been unable to state in their verdict whether the brakeman 
knew that Diplock was there.

I think the appeal should be allowed and that the action should 
be dismissed with costs. Appeal dismissed.
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MAN. DUTTON v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO.
( • x Manihdia ( nurl of A/i/Mal. Hoti'cll, C.J.M.. and Hirhards, Ptrdur. Cam run

ami llnjyarl. .1.1 ..1. Juni' UK 1916.

I. Railways (ill l> 7 751 Kihk* Ixminsr ok vi.xiNriKK Whunukhi.
UW NUI IN l*ilKH»H|l»N.

Him* in |niKHi'8ni«iii of limlivr xx hivh liv lias wrongfully taken to his 
limits from gowriimi'iil lamls has a sullicirnl imsw'seiry till'* to main 
lain an art ion for Ihvir ilrslrurlioii hx lirvs viiisvl l»y sparks from luci- 
loot ix vs in x iolal ion of hvvs. if'.>7-S of I hr Railway Am R S.( ' HMI'i, 
vli. 117. amviulvil by 1-2(ivo. \ . 1911 vit. 22. sit. Ill 

2 Vri'Kxi. (| N il I. 2 Isth Rkih « rioN ok ihmx'ik-*.
\it axx.inl "f ilauiagvs grvatvr Ilian tin- amount cliiimv I in tin* pl«*a I- 

ings xxill Iiv mluml on aiijival.
|ballon \. ('an \ar!li. If Co -M D.L.R. I.‘i. allirnivW vxwpl aa to iliim-

Siatvmvnl Al'PKAL from I In* jiidgmviit of MatluTH, ( '.J.K.IL, 2d D.L.R.
4d, liy which In* til lowed plaintiffs damages to the extent of 
XI|,(HMI for loss sustained hv reason of their timber limit being 
destroyed by lire from sparks emanating from one of defendants' 
locomotives. Verdict reduced to Sd0,2tW..r>d. 

iiowrii. e.j.M How KM,, ( \.LM. : 1 see no reason for interfering with the
finding by the ( 'hief Justice as to the cause of the lire, nor would 
I disturb his conclusion of fact that the defendants did not remove 
the onu* which was upon them as to negligence.

The defendants urged strongly that the siding agreement 
relieved them from liability. (Manse li of the agreement, set 
forth in the judgment, provided that the defendants should not 
be responsible for their own negligence ami purported to release 
them from a direct liability created by statute. The agreement 
is a printed form and is manifestly one prepared by the defendants 
for the purpose of protecting them front the additional risk caused 
by creating another siding, and was not. I should think, intended 
to protect them front loss by lire to property miles away and not 
caused in any way by the use of the aiding. This lire was caused 
by a train running through and which did not stop at or use the 
siding, and 1 think the Chief Justice did not put a too restrictive 
meaning to this clause.

The Chief Justice held that the possession of the logs which 
was proved at the trial to be in the plaintiff was sufficient to 
entitle him to recover for their value. Counsel for the defendants 
naked to put in a portion of the examination of the plaintiff 
oil discovery. I have read that portion of the examination, and 
in it the plaintiff states that a portion of the logs which were burned 
had been cut on another limit, the property of the government.
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upon which, I gather, tin* plaintilT had no right to cut. The 
logs so cut. had been removed to the plaintiff’s limit where they 
were burned while thus really in his possession, and it appears that 
the government timber dues were paid upon these logs but 
apparently without the knowledge of the government that the 
logs had been wrongfully cut from another limit. In other parts 
of the ease apparently counsel for the defendants endeavoured by 
cross-examination of the plaint ilT to shew that the plaintiff's 
title to a portion of the logs was that lie had cut them U| on other 
port ions of government lands to which lie had no right and when 
so cut lie moved them upon Ins own limit where they were burned. 
As I understand it. the Chief Justice held that ns against the 
defendants’ negligence the plaint ill would be entitled to recover 
the value of the logs, lie being in possession by having cut them 
by trespassing upon the lands of the (iovernment and by moving 
them upon his own land.

The authorities seem clear that if the plaintiff was bailee 
of the logs or otherwise lawfully in possession lie would be en
titled to recover their value. A finder of an article would no 
doubt in such a case be entitled to recover the full value as in 
Armory v. Drlainiric, I Str. 501, I Smith's L.C., I Ith ed., 550, 
where all the authorities are fully discussed.

The very question came up for discussion in the I oiled 
Stales in \orlhern l*uvijir v. Laris, 51 Fed. (iôK. In that ease 
the plaint ill cut cordwood on the lands of the Federal Covcrn- 
ment at different places and then hauled it and piled it on other 
lands belonging to the government near the railway from which 
place la* was loading it on ears and sending it to market, lb- had 
a foreman at the piles whose duty it was to rake the ground 
around it and protect it from lire and ship the same to market. 
A lire starting front the railway by the negligence of the defendants, 
the railway company, destroyed the wood. A jury found for 
the plaintiff, and the matter came up before three Federal Court 
Judges by way of error, who supported the finding of the jury. 
At p. liti)t, the Judge who gave the judgment used the following 
language:

This nuw mines within the general rule governing the action of trespass 
for injury to pursunal properly. In such a ease possession is /trimd fane 
evidence of right, and no stranger may disturb that immscssoii without 
shewing some authority or right from the true owner The rule applies to 
the negligent destruction of pro|ierty, as well as to its wrongful taking and
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ttM|M»rtution. The fact that l lie land on which the wood woe cut was govern
ment land, and ilie wikhI, when cut and sawed, still Ix-longrd to the I'nitcd 
States, and the fact that the defendants in error may have lievn trespassers, 
can make no difference with the application of the rule. In such a ease 
the defendant is not allowed to justify his own wrong by shewing the plain
tiff's wrong, and he is not allowed to quest ion the title of plaintiff in possession 
unless he connects himself with the true title.

This v.'tsv went in api>cul to the IJ.8. Supreme Court and is 
reported in l(»2 U.8. 300. That Court reversed the decision 
of the Circuit Court of Ap|>eals above referred to, by holding 
that because the trespasser had placed the w<hhI upon another 
portion of government land it still remained the pro|H-rty of, 
and was in the possession of the government and therefore the 
plaintiff was not entitled to recover. The Court did not controvert 
the law set forth in the above quotation, but, at p. 3711, used the 
following language:

ll is unnecessary lu say whether the plaintiff would have proved a good 
cause of action l*v proof of possession merely, if tin* facts in regard to the 
illegal character of the cutting had also lieen proved.

fn the voluminous notes to the Armory case, above referred 
to, and in Kastern Construction Co. v. Sational Trust Co., 15 
D.L.R. 755, [1014] A.C. 107, the Knglish eases are all reviewed 
ami I do not, according to mv reading, find any authority where 
as against a defendant who has been merely negligent the pos- 
scssion of a plaintiff obtained as set forth in the citation from 
51 Fed. It. above mentioned is sufficient. In some of the Knglish 
cases, wide language is used and because of this and of the above 
mentioned Federal case, I shall, with mu< and hesitation,
sup|s>rt the decision of the trial Judge.

As to the plaintiff's cross-appeal. I have only to say that the 
facts were fully before the trial Judge, who heard the plaintiff's 
evidence, and he believed and drew the inference that his sworn 
statement made to the government, altout seven months after 
the fire, was intended to shew the entire loss. Five years later 
when he gave evidence lie does not intimate that lie ever made a 
subsequent statement as to further loss. It was his duty to 
keep a daily count of the logs cut and make returns and also to 
make returns of the logs manufactured and lie could readily give 
the exact " n-rs by a mere reference to the returns.

The wo limits and the logs cut on the northerly
one were hauled to the other one where they were burned. In 
his return as to this northerly limit in the column as to cut logs

4
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there is inserted the words “haul count.” The reason for this 
entry is shewn in the daily cutting return for the northerly limit, 
ex. 31, and shews why the words were used, lie says the same 
words should have been used in his return of logs on the southerly 
limit and that his clear and sworn statement of his loss shewn by 
ex. 27 should be modified accordingly and should only read as 
the number of the logs drawn to the river bank and should not 
be held to include the logs burned in the bush. He laid made to 
the government returns of the daily cut of the logs and then he 
must make a return after that of the disposition of the logs to 
fix the dues payable, and for this purpose seven months after the 
fire he made this return. He does not pretend that, he ever 
afterwards during the years that elapsed between the tire and the 
time lie gave his evidence made any other claim that more logs 
were burned. 1 not only would not reverse the finding of fact, 
but think from the evidence that finding was the only conclusion 
to arrive at.

The plaintiff in his statement of claim, and again in the 
particulars, gave a detailed statement of the value of the various 
logs destroyed. At the trial evidence was given for the plaintiff 
to prove the value and witnesses fixed the value higher than that 
set in the statement of claim. This was objected to by counsel 
for the defendants, and the trial Judge, in reply, stated :—

He cannot get any more than lie claimed, hut there is no harm in 
showing that the loss was larger.
The statement of claim was not amended nor was there an appli
cation to amend. Counsel for the defendants, relying u|xm this 
stat ement , called no wit nesses as to value. In giving judgment, 
the Judge, I understand from inadvertence, calculated the damages 
u|M>n the higher valuation given by some of the witnesses.

The damages must be reduced to tin* values put in the state
ment of claim and particulars.

In the judgment there was an error in additions of the logs 
burned by 5,000 logs. This is admitted by both parties.

The amount of the judgment must be reduced by these two 
amounts, leaving it a judgment for the plaintiffs for the sum of 
$30,299.53. In all other respects the judgment must stand.

The defendant will have the costs of the appeal and of the 
cross-appeal, which is dismissed.
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Richards, J.A.:—Four queutions arise under the defendant s 
appeal : I. Were the defendants, if not relieved by t he siding 
agreement, liable for loss caused by the fire; and, if so, was their 
liability limited, by see. 298 of The Railway Act, to $5,000? 2. 
Did the trial Judge err in refusing to admit evidence, that some of 
the logs burned had been cut on government land by the plaintiff 
as a trespasser? 3. Does the exemption given by the siding 
agreement cover what otherwise would be liability for the loss? 
4. Should the values of the burned logs, as found by the trial Judge, 
be left as found, or should they be reduced to the values set up 
in the statement of claim, which they exceed?

As to the 1st question, 1 think the evidence justified the findings 
that the fire which caused the damage was start d by the com
pany's locomotive, and that the company failed to shew that 
they had, as to that locomotive, used modern and efficient ap
pliances, and that they had not otherwise been guilty of negli
gence. They are therefore not entitled to avail themselves, under 
see. 298, of the $5,0(H) limit of liability.

The evidence referred to in the 2nd question was tendered 
by the defendants, but the Judge refused to admit it. Ho found- 
right ly I think that, at the time of the fire, the plaintiff was in 
possession of the logs. The defendants could be in no la tter 
position than that of a trespasser, whether the action lay in tres
pass or trespass on the case. In either way the defendants were 
wrongdoers.

The law is clear that, as against a wrongdoer, the plaintiff 
ordinarily need only prove jjossession. Rut it is argued that 
such is not the law where a plaintiff, though in ]K>sscssion, has 
got such possession solely by his own acts of trespass and has 
no other title. If shewing the plaintiff to be in that position 
would be a bar to his recovering, in whole or in part, or would 
affect the quantum of damages in respect of such logs as could 
be shewn to have been cut outside of the plaintiff’s limits, then the 
evidence would have been improfierly refused and the defendants 
would he entitled to a new trial.

1 have l>een unable to find any F.nglish or Canadian case 
directly in point. There are plenty of decisions saying that 
|M>ssession is sufficient title as against a wrongdoer. Rut 1 find 
none that clearly say that such ]>ossession is, or is not, sufficient
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where the plaintiff had lieen equally a wrongdoer, and. though 
possessed, had no right to such jMwsession.

Ah far as I can see, however, the rule, that jHissesision is suffi- 
eient, turns on the principle that the wrongdoer defendant is, 
because of such wrong<loing, not entitled to question the plaintiff’s 
position, and therefore jjossession, as against him, is sufficient. 
To allow him to go behind that would be to bring in, as a defence, 
the rights of third parties " whom the defendant does not
claim.

The only English judicial expression of opinion that 1 can 
find is that used by Blackburn, J., in Buckley v. Cross, 3 B. & S. 
566 at 574. It is an obiter dictum but by a high authority on 
questions relating to title to goods. As far as it goes it st ems to 
mean that the plaintiff’s possession, even if got by wrongdoing, 
is sufficient title against another wrongdoer. He says:—

I do not wish to question the doctrine laid down in several eases, that 
possession of personal property is sufficient title against a wrongdoer; nor 
that it is no answer to the plaintiff in such a ease to say that there is a third 
|M*rson who eotild lawfully take the ehattel from him: and I do not know 
that it makes any difference whether the goods had been feloniously taken

In Northern Pacific II. Co. v. Lewis, 51 Fed. 658, a circuit 
('ourt. of Appeals held that, in a similar case to this, possession 
by the plaintiff is sufficient. I refer to the extract from it given in 
the Chief Justice’s judgment in this case. That view of the law 
was not interfered with by the Supreme Court of the Fnited 
States, 162 V.S. 366, where that decision, in 51 Fed., was reversed 
because the Court thought the plaintiff did not shew even pos
session.

On the whole, I am of opinion that the facts sought to be 
shewn by the defendants would not have affected the plaintiff’s 
right to recover, and that the evidence tendered was rightly 
excluded.

As to the damages, the authorities 1 think shew that, as to 
the logs, if any, cut outside of the limits, the plaintiff" could 
recover the full value.

The 3rd question is fully dealt with by the trial Judge, whose 
reasoning I adopt.

I think the 4th question should be held in the defendants’ 
favour.

The statement of claim reads:—
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MAN. Thv plaintiff therefore Haims damages ns follows: 3,250,000 fret *»f
~ T logs stored upon landings of the plaintiff and ready for shipment 
___ $32,500.

Dutton There are other items given, hut the losses of logs in respect 
Can North of which damages are found in the plaintiff’s favour are all covered 

t’o- by the above item. It will be seen that the claim is for .$10 per 
Richard*, J.A. 1,000 ft.

In the plaintiff’s evidence, after a statement by him that 
certain calculations left “a balance of $13.04 a thousand loss,” 
is the following:—

Now, applying that to tin* total nuuiU'r of f<*vt you gave us, 3,033.000 
feet of hoard measure, how much would that shew your actual loss to lie? 
A. If I haven't made any error in my figures, which is merely a matter of 
arithmetic, it would he $01.312.40, which represents the loss to the logs on 
the landings only.

Mr. (’lark: I don't sup|HJse my learned friend is going to shew a greater 
loss than lie claims?

II is Lor tlx hip: lie cannot gel any more than he claims, hut there is no 
harm in shewing that the loss was larger.

Mr. Clark: It goes in then subject to my objection.
Hi* bndship: It is a mere matter of calculating the s he has pre

viously given.
Apparently the plaintiff’s counsel did not object to the above 

ruling, which implied, amongst other things, as I read it, that the 
values of the logs would not, in computing the damages, be held 
to be greater than as claimed in the pleadings—that is, not 
greater than $10 per 1,000 ft. board measure.

No request seems to have been made for an amendment. I 
do not hold that a Judge is necessarily debarred from giving 
greater damages than have been claimed. That point need not 
be considered. But I think that, in view of the* foregoing, no 
greater value should be allowed in this case per 1,000 ft. than 
that claimed in the pleadings.

Counsel for defendants had surely the right to say that, 
because of the above, they were not called upon to contest the 
values in excess of $10 per 1,000, and that, therefore, they called 
no evidence for that purpose.

With deference, 1 think the objection should prevail and the 
values as found be reduced to $10 per 1,000 ft.

The plaintiff cross-appeals as to 10,500 logs, which lie says 
were burned where piled in the bush, they not having been hauled 
to the river bank.

The trial Judge treated the returns to the government of the

32
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number of logs burned as shewing the total loss from the fire MAN* 
and refused to allow’ for more than the number so returned. C. A.

The plaintiff claims that the logs burned in the bush had Dittos 
not been in the returns of those burned because, a.- ,, v, L-

CA N . A i Mt I H.
he avers, no logs were ever returned by him, as cut, until they It. Co. 
hat 11 teen m river. in. j.a.

He further argues that, as the returns of burned logs were 
only made for the purpose1 of informing the government of the
number of those already returned as eut, which because of being 
burned would not be available to manufacture at the mill, they 
necessarily diil not include such as were burned of those as to 
the cutting of which no returns had been made.

The foregoing is supported by the evidence of the plaintiff 
who swore that those in the bush, and not hauled, had never been 
returned, and so none of them were reported as having been 
burned.

The evidence does shew that many logs that had not been 
hauled were burned. I think the crucial (piestion as to them, 
on this cross-appeal, is whether they had been returned to the 
government as cut. If they had, the presumption is strong that 
they were included in the rejiort of those lost by fire. If they 
had not, the presumption is the other way; and, in such case, 
we should perhaps be justified in holding that the trial Judge 
had omitted to allow for them when assessing the damages.

The plaintiff's evidence on the above is neither contradicted, 
nor corrol torn ted, by verbal testimony. But there are a manlier 
of returns put in evidence that seem to contradict him. There 
were also in evidence camp books kept by the plaintiff's agents 
under the government regulations, in which the number of logs 
cut day by day had to be entered daily. These hooks, with an 
affidavit of their correctness, had to lx» sent to the government at 
the end of each season.

It is difficult to see why these < looks should be required 
if the government were to be informed only of the number * " «» 
linuled to the streams on which they were to lie floated.

It would have been easy to call, as witnesses, government 
officials, who would testify as to the jioint in question. Mr. 
Freeman, the Crown r agent at W" g, could doubtless 
have settled the point. But, though he was actually called by

17 30 i>.i..a-
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plaintiff as a witness on other points, he was asked nothing as 
to that.

Il was suggested that the trial Judge, by mistake, overlooked 
the logs in the bush. 1 find that lie did not, but that he thought 
the plaintiff's unsupported testimony as to their not having been 
returned should not be given effect to as against the presumptions 
to the contrary, to be gathered from the returns and the camp 
hooks.

As he dealt with the question and found as al>ove, I cannot 
see my way to interfere >\ finding.

The plaintiff's counsel ’ before this Court, the
allowance in respect of the 231,481 ft. board measure (5,000 logs) 
the last item found by the trial Judge in the plaintiff's favour.

Allowing for the other items of loss, as found in the plaintiff's 
favour, at $10 per 1,000 ft. board measure (their value per 1,000 
ft. as set out in the statement of claim) the loss is as follows: 
2,443,842 ft. H.M. worth $10 per 1,000, $24,438.42; 480,111 ft. 
R.M. worth $10 |ht 1,000, $1,801.11—$20,209.53. Added for 
loss of camp outfit, 8 total hiss, $30,200.53.

I would vary the judgment entered in the Court below by 
reducing it to $30,200.53 with costs as granted by the trial Judge. 
The plaintiff is to pay the defendants’ costs of lioth appeals.

Pkrdvk, J.A.:—The trial Judge found as a fact that the (ire 
was caused by a locomotive belonging to the defendant company 
and he also found that the company had failed to shew that it 
used efficient appliances to prevent the emission of sparks, so 
as to bring itself within the proviso to sec. 208 of the Railway 
Act. The trial Judge also found that the company was guilty 
of negligence under see. 207 in that it failed to keep its right of 
way free from “unnecessary combustible matter” and that the 
fire originated in that matter. 1 think the evidence sufficiently 
supiHjrts his findings.

The next ]joint urged by the defendant company in its appeal 
is that the plaintiff had not shewn sufficient title to the logs to 
maintain the action. The evidence sufficiently shews that the 
plaintiff was in lawful occupai ion of the land where the logs lay 
and that lie was in jMissession of them. The logs cut on the two 
timber limits were clearly the property of the plaintiff. The 
only question of imjMirtance raised as to title was that respecting

6
C39D
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some logs which, it in suggested by the defendant, were cut on 
government land, in respect of which the plaintiff held no license 
to cut timber, and that these logs were in fact the property of 
the government. It is a leading principle of English law,

That ban' iHWW-ssion const it wte< a sufficient title to enable the party 
enjoying it to obtain legal remedy against a mere wrong-doer: Smith’s L. Cas. 
12th ed. |i. 397.
The cases in support of this projMisition are numerous and many 
are referred to in discussing the leading case of Armory v. Dela- 
mirie, I Str. 504 at 505. In that case it was held that the finder of 
a jewel, though he does not acquire an absolute property or owner
ship, yet has such a pro]M*rty in it as will enable him to keep it 
against all but the rightful owner, and consequently may maintain 
trover. This principle lias been applied in a great number of 
cases. I need only refer to the late ami authoritative decisions 
in which it has been recognised : The “Winkfield” [1902] 1\ 42; 
(ilenwood Lumber v. Phillips, [1904] AX'. 405; Eastern Construction 
Co. v. National Trust Co., 15 D.L.R. 755, [1914) AX’. 197. The 
result of the decisions is that against a wrongdoer, iiossession is 
title and an outstanding claim of a third party (jus tertii) cannot 
be set up to excuse either trespass or conversion. See Jefferies 
v. (i.W.K. Co., 5 E. & B. S02, 805; The “Wink field,” supra, pp. 
54, 55. No doubt it is open to the alleged wrongdoer to set up 
and shew, if he can, a superior title in himself or in some one under 
whom he claims, against which a mere ]>ossessory title in the 
plaintiff would not In- sufficient. In the present case there is no 
pretence that the defendant had any property in or title to the 
chattels in question either in itself or on behalf of any other person.

It is urged that igh mere jxissession of goods may be
sufficient to c the holder to maintain an action in trespass 
or trover it does not entitle him to maintain an action in case, 
where the wrong complained of is caused not directly but in
directly as a consequence of some actionable negligence, and lliat 
the < lamage complained of by the plaintiff in this suit was essentially 
one in case, the fire having spread from the right of way to timber 
berth 974. In liooth v. Wilson, 1 B. «S; Aid. 59, it was held that 
a gratuitous bailee of a horse, who liad possession of it but no 
other property in it, might maintain an action in case for the value 
of the animal which had been killed by falling into the field of 
the defendant in the suit, by reason of a defective fence which 
the defendant was Ixiund to repair. Ablxit, J., said:—
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MAN. I think that tin* saint* possession which would enable the plaintiff to
maintain trespuss would enable him to maintain this action.
All the Judge# agreed as to the sufficiency of the jiossessory title.

v Bailey, J., said, “case is a ]>ossessory action.” This decision is 
Can. North, specially cite<l and referred to in the Wink field case.

The “ Winkfield,” [1002] P. 42, arose out of a collision between
Pwduv, J.A. «1... « shin find nimtber shin, the “Mevienn.” ('roSK-nct ions were

The “ Winkfield,” [1002] P. 42, arose out of a collision between
that ship and another ship, the “Mexican.” CrossTactions were
commenced and the “Winkfield" admitted liability for a moiety 
of the damage sustained by the other ship. Proceedings were 
commenml by the owners of the “Winkfield” against the owners 
of the “Mexican” and all iiersons having claims arising out of 
the collision, and they obtained a decree limiting their liability 
to a certain sum which they paid into Court. The Postmaster- 
General made a claim for parcels and registered letters which was 
allowed in part, but a part of the claim which related to the 
estimated value of letters and parcels in respect of which no claim 
had been made or instructions received from senders or addressees 
was disallowed. It was held by the Court of Appeal that the 
Postmaster-General should recover in respect of the part of his 
claim which was disallowed. In giving the judgment of the 
Court, Collins, M.R., said:

It wvms to me that the position that iMwaession is good against a wrong
doer and that the latter cannot set up the jus hrlii unless lie claims under it. 
is well established in our law, and really concludes this case against the 
res|M»ndents. As I shall shew presently, a long series of authorities establishes 
this in actions of trover and trespass at the suit of a |s»ssessor. And the 
principle I icing the same, it follows that he can equally recover the whole 
value of the goods in an action on the case for their loss through the tortious 
conduct of the defendant. I think it involves this also, that the wrongdoer 
who is not defending under the title of the bailor is quite unconcerned with 
what the rights are between the bailor and bailee and must treat the 
possessor as the owner of the goods for all purismes quite irrcsjiective of the 
rights and obligation< as between him and the bailor.

1 have quoted this case somewhat fully because, as it appear# 
to me, it disposes of the question raised as to tin* sufficiency of a 
possessory title as against a wrongdoer in an action on the case 
for the loss of goods by a tortious act of the defendant. But the 
Winkfield case is also of importance in dealing with another point 
raised by defendant. During the trial the defendant sought to 
put in evidence that a quantity of the logs included in the plaintiff’s 
claim had been cut on government land outside the timber berths 
in question. Objection was taken to the reception of this evidence 
and the trial Judge refused to admit the evidence. The last
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sentence in the passage I have quoted from the Winkfield ease 
shews that a wrongdoer who does not claim title in himself must 
treat the possessor as the owner for all purposes. This is tin* 
same view that was taken in Jeffries v. Ureal Western If. Co., 5 
Kl. A: Bl. 802. That was an action in trover in which the plaintiff 
had proved that defendants had seized certain trucks in his pos
session claiming them as their own. The defendants sought to 
prove that before the plaintiff obtained possession the party from 
whom hi* obtained them had become bankrupt, that at tin* time of 
the conversion tin- goods were not the plaintiff’s and that the 
defendants, if responsible for tin* conversion, wen* responsible to 
the assignees in bankruptcy and not to the plaintiff. The trial 

, the Chief Baron, refused to admit the evidence. When 
the case came before the full Court ill term Lord Campbell, C.J., 
in giving judgment, said:—

I mu of opinion that the law is that a person |*ossessed of goods as his 
property ha* a good title as against every stranger, ami that one who lakes 
them from him. having no title in himself, is a wrongdoer, and cannot defend 
himself by shewing that there was title in some third person; for against a 
wrongdoer |n»ssessioii is a title.

Wightman, J., was of the same opinion. Crompton, ,L, at 
p. 807, was very clear that the evidence should not be admitted:

We are now (he said) to deeide whether a wrongdoer in aelual itossession 
of goods, the property of a stranger, can recover their value in an action 
of trover against a wrongdoer who lakes the goods from him. My im
pression -has always been, like that of the rest of the Court, that he can do 
so; but that is a question on which there has been considerable doubt, and 
which Inis never been expressly decided.
Then, after referring to Elliott v. Kemp, 7 M. & W. 306, 312, and 
quoting a paragraph from the judgment of Parke, B., he goes 
on to say :—

It is now necessary to decide that point: for in this case the defendant 
is a wrongdoer, ami he has not been permitted to give in evidence the title 
of a third |x>rson against whom he is himself a wrongdoer. The question is, 
should lie be |icrmittcd to do so? My impression bus always linen that the 
lietter opinion was that stated in note (1) to Wilhrnhain v. Snow, J Win. 
Saund. 17. Hô li.lt. 1)21; ami I therefore think that the Chief Baron ruled 
rightly when he rejected this evidence.

In Huckley v. Cross, 3 B. & S. 566, Blackburn, J., in stating 
possession of personal property is sufficient title against a wrong
doer and that the title of a third party could not be set up, added 
the words:—

And I do not know that it makes any difference whether the goods had 
been feloniously taken or not.
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I think that the evidence sought to be put in to attack the 
plaintiff’s title in this case was properly rejected.

I think the plaintiff was entitled upon the evidence to maintain 
this action and to recover under see. 298 of the Railway Act. It 
was not alleged in the statement of defence that the Crown or 
any other perron was interested in the property destroyed. If 
the plaintiff were in fact a bailee for the Crown of part of the logs 
in question, the plaintiff, being in possession, would be entitled as 
against defendant, as a wrongdoer, to recover the full value of 
the goods, and the defendant, having once paid full damages to 
the bailee, has an answer to any action by the bailor: The Wink- 
field, supra, pp. 54, 60-61.

Another defence raised is that under an agreement entered 
into on May 1, 1907, the defendant permitted the plaintiff to 
construct a siding at a point on its railway line shewn on a plan 
annexed, which shews that this point was within timber berth 
974; and that clause 6 of the agreement (which is set out in* the 
judgment of Mathers, C.J.), released defendant from liability for 
any damage or injury to the said siding or to the buildings, fences or 
other property whatsoever of the party of the second part (the plaintiff) 
or of any other person or persons whomsoever in or upon the said premises, 
by fire or sparks communicated from any locomotive or car on the railway 
company (the defendants), etc.

The recital to the agreement sets out that the party of the second 
part is interested in a lumber business situated at Greenbush 
(the point in question), and near the railway of the company and 
that ho “desires to have a railway siding built connecting said 
premises with the said railway.” I agree with the trial Judge 
that the words in cl. 6 releasing the defendant from liability for 
damage1 caused by tire must be restricted to that done to property 
on “the premises.” I think that the parties when using that 
expression meant the mill, yard and appurtenances of plaintiff’s 
lumber business at Greenbush which was connected by the 
siding in question with the defendant’s railway.

The general words in a release are limited always to that thing <»r those 
things which were s|K>eially in the contemplation of the parties at the time 
when the release was given: per Lord Westbury in London <(• A'.ll'./f. Co. v. 
Blarkmnre, L.R. 4 H.L. 610, 623.
See also Turner v. Turner, 14 Ch. D. 829, 834, 835. What was in 
the contemplation of the parties to the release relic*! uimui in the 
present case was that the putting in of the siding should not
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increase the defendant’s liability or subject it to any greater risk MAN- 
or obligation than existed prior to the construction of the siding. C. A.

I agree with Richards, J.A., in dismissing the cross-appeal Dutton 
for the reasons he has set forth in his judgment. I agree also ,, 
that the amount of damages awarded to the plaintiff should be It. Co. 
reduced to the sum stated in Mr. Justice Richard’s judgment. perduëTj.A.

Cameron, J.A.:—In my opinion the defendant fails on tin- Cameron.j.a. 
various grounds of ap]>cal taken and concur in dismissing the 
appeal. It seems to me, after consideration, that the Chief 
Justice of the King's Bench was justified on the weight of authority 
in refusing to admit evidence submitted with the intention of 
shewing the ownership of some of the- logs burned was that of 
the Crown and not of the plaintiff.

As to t he cross-appeal 1 agree with the judgment of Richards,
J.. I must say that I have felt that there was a good deal of force 
in the argument addressed to us on this subject. If the evidence 
of the plaintiff, in explanation of the returns made by him, had 
been home out by other satisfactory testimony the conclusion 
to be drawn might well have been entirely different. In the 
circumstances, however, ï find myself unwilling to disturb the 
finding of the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench.

I agree in fixing the amount of the judgment at that arrived 
at by Richards, J.

Hagoart, J.A.:—I have had the privilege of perusing the Huât»*.J.A. 
reasons of the Chief Justice of Manitoba and agree with his 
disposition of the cast*. I would not interfere with the conclusion 
of the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, that the cause of the 
fire was the o]H-ration of a defective locomotive and the allowing 
of dead grass, wets Is and combustible matter to accumulate on 
the right of way. 1 would further agree with him in holding that 
the injury or damage contemplated in the indemnity or immunity 
clause in the siding agreement was such as might result from the 
construction, existence and operation of the spur leading to the 
mill. The statutory obligations imposed on the main line would 
lx* unaffected.

A serious question in this appeal is, was the» trial Judge right 
in refusing to allow evidence tending to shew that a )>ortion of the 
property destroyed was not owned by the plaintiff? The defend
ant's contention is that the measure of the damages would lie 
the actual loss of the plaintiff.
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Thv defendants urged that Northern Pacific It. v. Lewis,
C. A. Ifi‘2 U.S.R. 3GÜ, supported their contention. Tlie facts were 

Dvtton in «orne resjiects similar to those in this ease; lmt there the wood

ment land near the railway and wan in charge of the plaintiff’s
Hangar*, j.A. foreman, who was shipping portions of it from time to time to

It was expressly hold in that ease that there was neither actual 
nor constructive possession. Here the timber was piled on the 
plaintiff’s own limiter berth. The trial Judge finds there was 
I>ossession in this ease, and 1 would not interfere with that finding.

In the above case the Court endeavours to draw a distinction 
In-tween tin* case where the injury is ihe result of a negligent act 
ami where the injury is the result of an overt act; between an 
action of trespass on the ease and trespass de bonis us porta Us.

The judgment of Pockham, J., is a very able one, apix-als to 
one’s idea of what should be substantially fair and just, and lie 
supports his reasons by many American authorities; but while 
our English cases are not overruled or modified by the dec ision 
of equally high authority we shall have- to follow them, in holding 
that possession is good as against a wrongdoer and that the 
wrongdoer cannot set up the jus tertii unless he claims unde r it.

Pastern Construction Co. v. National Trust9Co. 15 D.L.K. 
755, [19141 A.C. 197, one of the- most recent decisions of the Privy 
Council is an authority for the foregoing proposition. Timber 
was wrongfully cut on government land. The plaintiffs were 
bailees of the Crown. Lord Atkinson, who delivered the judg
ment of the Court, says, at p. 7(>3:—

No doubt in that position of things, if nothing more had occurred, they 
would have been entitled to have recovered from Miller A- Dickson ami 
possibly from the Construction Company the full value of the timber felled, 
as well as any s|Micial damage they might themselves have sustained by reason 
of being deprived of the jtossession of the felled trees, not In-cause they had 
in truth and fact any proprietary rights in or title to the pro|M>rty in the 
trees or in the ties into which they were manufactured, but because, to use 
the words of Lord Campbell in Jeffries v. 6' .11’. It. Co. I 1856), 5 K. & B. 
802, 805. “As against a wrongdoer |Missession is title."

And it lining subsequently arranged that the wrongdoer might 
go on and cut the remaining timber and pay the ordinary govern
ment dues, there was then practically a transfer to them of the 
Crown property or rights in the timber and Lord Atkinson pro
ceeds on p. 7ü3 to say:—
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These being the rights and obligations of the bailee, it is obvious that if, 
before net ion brought by him against the wrongdoer, the bailor has clothed 
that wrongdoer with the ownership of the goods, the bailee cannot recover 
from the wrongdoer, thus converted into the true owner, the full value of 
the gcMwls, no more than lie could recover their full value from the bailor 
himself. In such an action the defendant would not be setting up a jus 
trrlii, but, as donee or assignee of the tertius a jus sui.

For the foregoing reasons the judgment was reversed and 
entered in favour of the alleged wrongdoer. In this ease if the 
Crown had before this suit'transferred or given to the defendants 
their interest in the projierty in question they would be entitled 
to the same relief.

MAN.

C. A.

Can. North. 
R. Co.

Haggart, J.A.

(Hen wood Lumber Co. v. Phillips, (1904] A.( '. 405; lie Wink field, 
(1902] 1\ 42"; Jeffries v. (i.W.H. Co., 5 F. & B. 802, are to my mind 
eon lusivt1 2 in favour of the plaintiff's contention.

Armory v. Delamirie, 1 Str. 504 , 505, is authority that the 
finder of a jewel m iy maintain trover for the conversion thereof 
by a wrongdoer.

Smith’s Leading Cases, vol. 1, |>. 590, discusses the question 
as to how far bare jiossession is sufficient title against a wrongdoer.

As between the Crown and the plaintiff, the plaintiff would 
lutve to account to the Crown if the Crown should assert and make 
good the ease sought to he set up by the defendants: Xicholls 
v. Bustard, 2 C.M. & R. 059 at 000.

I would dismiss tin* appeal on the main question, but reduce 
the amounts of the judgment as indicated by my brother Judges.

Appeal dismissed; damages reduced.

LAFOREST v. FACTORIES INSURANCE CO. CAN.

Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Churles Fitzpatrick. C.J.. anil [dington. Duff, 8. C.
Anglin, and Hrod'ur, May 2. 1916.

1. Insurance (111 E 1—92)—Statutory conditions—Against keeping
coal oil—Binding effect.

Fire insurance is subject, in the Province of Quebec, to certain stat utory 
condit ons, and it is required that they shall be endorsed upon |M)licies.
Kvery application is, therefore, impliedly for insurance subject to such 
conditions, except as varied by the parties under conditions which 
|x*rmit such variation, and noted upon the policy. It is not necessary 
for the insurer to notify the insured of any particular in which the policy 
differs from the applieution.

2. Insurance (§ V B 3—190)—Knowledge of agent as affecting con
ditions Waiver.

Knowledge by the insurer's soliciting agent that coal oil in large quan
tities wus kept on the premises, contrary to a condition of the policy, does 
not constitute notice of that fact to the insurer; nor d<x*s knowledge of 
that fact prior to the insurance imply knowledge that it would be so 
kept afterwards, and is not equivalent to a waiver of the condition.
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Insvranck (6 V It :t 100) Waivkr Agent's offer to adjust— 
Authority.

An nil <if settlement of mi insurance claim by I lu* adjusting ayant 
does not. in tin- absence of jimof of authority to that end, operate as a 
waiver of any objection# winch might he urged against the claim by the

IFactorir* Ins-. Cn. v. Lofor cut, Jl Que. K.B. 543, affirmed].

A:*i*eal from the judgment of the Court of King's Bench, 
appeal side (24 Que. K.B. 543), reversing the judgment of Pouliot, 
J., at the trial, in the Superior Court, District of Arthabaska, 
ami dismissing the plaintiff’s action with costs.

(i. (i. Stuart, K.C., and C ré peau, K.C., for appellant.
Aimé Geoffrion, K.C., and Perrault, K.C., for respondents. 
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—At the close of the argument I was under 

the impression that the plaintiff, appellant, was fairly entitled 
to succeed. But a careful examination of the pleadings and 
evidence, documentary and oral, leads me irresistibly, if regret
fully, to a contrary conclusion.

The action is brought to recover the amount due under a 
policy of insurance on a stock of goods in a country store in the 
Province of Quebec. There is no doubt that the goods covered 
by the policy were destroyed by fire on November 25, 11)13. The 
company sets up by way of defence every objection that the 
ingenuity of counsel could suggest and the plaintiff is entitled at 
least to the lienefit of my opinion that his claim was made honestly, 
and he fails to succeed on a ground which involves neither moral 
nor legal turpitude.

The action was maintained in the Superior Court, but on 
appeal it was held that there was a breach of the condition in 
tin* policy which forbade the keeping and storing on the premises 
of coal oil in quantities exceeding five gallons without the per
mission in writing of the company and on that ground the action 
was dismissed. In my opinion that judgment must be affirmed.

I am satisfied that the insured was in complete ignorance of 
the statute when lie applied for the insurance and it does not 
appear that Ms attention was ever drawn to the condition now 
invoked after the policy came into his possession. He acted 
throughout in perfect good faith and frankly disclosed to the 
officials of the company at the date of his application and when 
he filed his claim that coal oil was kept on the premises. Wert 
1 dealing with this case in the Court of first instance 1 would 
have some difficulty in finding that the evidence was sufficiently
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conclusive ns to the quantity of oil in the store at the time of 
the fire. The clerk, Laecrte, says that during the1 evening of 
the day preceding the fire he brought one “quart” of oil into the 
store, and that he sold a < ity which he estimates at possibly 
about twelve gaiions, and 1 accept this evidence in preference to 
that given by the witness Demers. There is no evidence as to 
the quantity of oil contained in a “quart” and Laforest speaks of 
a “tonne” containing 45 gallons. It does not appear that the 
one measure is deemed to be the equivalent of the other. Tech
nically there is, of course, a wide difference between the two.

However, I am not satisfied that I have sufficient doubt to 
rebut the presumption that the decision appealed against is right.

The appellant also urges that the agent of the company* 
who solicited the risk, visited the premises, and knew that eon I 
oil was kept and stored there at the time he filled in the upplica’ 
tion. Although I am of opinion that his knowledge was the 
ki nvledge of the company because acquired in the course of his 
employment (llaivden v. London, Edinburgh and (llasgotc Assur
ance Co., [1892J 2 Q.B. 534; Wells v. Smith, [19141 3 lx.It. 722), 
1 cannot hold that knowledge to be equivalent to a waiver of 
the condition which requires that, once the policy attaches, coal 
oil cannot be kept or stored on the premises without the written 
consent of the company.

The appellant relies, also, on the second statutory 
which creates a presumption that the policy issued conforms to 
the terms of the applieation. This point is so fully ami satis
factorily covered by my brother Anglin in his notes that it is 
unnecessary for me to do more than refer to Provident Savings 
Life Assurance Society v. Mount, 82 (’an. S.(\R. 147.

At the argument I was strongly inclined to hold that the appeal 
must succeed because the parties had subsequently to the fire 
entered into an agreement which in the language of the Quebec 
Code is called a “transaction" (1918 (with respect to this 
claim and that in the result the plaintiff was to recover
$2,800. I accept tin1 version given by the plaintiff and his wife 
of the interview during which the compromise was discussed. 
But to transact it was necessary for the officials of the company 
to have “complete control over the; subject matter in dispute” 
(1919 C.C.) and I cannot find in the record sufficient evidence to
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justify me in holding that Demers and Tanguay had such control. 
The principle of the Quebec law is:—
Peuvent seuls transiger les mandataires et administrateurs du patrimoine 
d'autrui «pii ont reçu un pouvoir spécial il cet effet. King v. Pinsoneautt, 
L.R. (i P.C. 245.

This appeal must be dismissed with costs.
Idini TON, .1.:—The appellant stored and kept upon his prem

ises within the meaning of one of the statutory conditions of the 
I>oltcy of insurance in question herein, as an identically worded 
policy was construed, by a minority in this Court and by the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the case of Thompson 
v. Equity Fire Ins. Co., [1910] A.C. 592, and thereby forfeited his 
right to recover herein.

I The application of appellant for the insurance in question 
herein contained the following obligation on his part :—

Moreover, die applicant agrees that he will not keep either lime or ashes 
in wooden vessels, in or near the above described buildings, and that he will 
not make any use of stoves for coal oil or for gasoline, and that he will not 
procure any other policy of insurance on the same properties in other com
panies. with«mt giving notice to this insurance company, under penalty of the 
nullity of the policy for which he now appli«>s.

His counsel now presents the novel argument that inasmuch 
as in the same set of statutory conditions required by law to be 
indorsed on every policy of insurance there is the following 
clause,

After application for insurance, it shall be presumed that any |K»licy 
sent to the assured is intended to be in accordance with the terms of the 
application, unless the company points out in writing, the particulars wherein 
the |H»liey differs from the application,
the respondent was bound to point out in writing the first men
tioned condition, as a particular wherein the policy differed from 
the application. I am unable to assent to this proposition.

There is, in fact no conflict between the terms of the applica
tion and the policy if we have regard to the law (now well known 
to insured) binding the insurer to print upon its policy the statu
tory' conditions. It may be that the obligation above quoted 
from the application would be a new or additional condition 
which, unless also printed in a different coloured ink, as required 
by the statute, might by such omission become null.

That is the converse* of this case* and the insureel is protected 
by the statute in that regarel.

The obviems purpose of the e-ondition, which is now presented
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for our consideration, was to meet the not infrequent cases of a 
variation in or departure from the description of the subject 
matter insured, as given in the application, or the time to run, 
or rate (if any) specified therein. Such like errors sometimes might 
creep in and the insured was thus protected.

It is suggest(‘d that the condition, by virtue of which 1 hold 
the appellant fails, is one which an insurer might waive. It is 
very suggestive that the contention does not seem to have been 
set up in the appellant’s pleadings. The omission might be 
overcome if the law and facts sustained the contention, but, if 
serious, why was it omitted from the pleading?

The appellant also sets up that the rescindent settled and 
agreed to pay the sum claimed.

That is met by evidence disputing that of ap|>ellnnt and that 
in any event the agent had no power to bind respondent in that 
regard.

Holding these views there is no need to consider other issues 
raised.

I think the appeal must be dismissed with costs.
Duff, J.:—The api>cul should be dismissed with costs. •
Anolin, J.:—The appellant urges three grounds of appeal 

against the judgment of the Court of King’s Bench which held 
that he cannot recover upon his insurance policy with the defend
ant company, because, in breach of statutory condition 10 (/), 
which was indorsed upon the policy as required by art. 7034 
R.S.Q., when his premises were burned he had upon them for 
the purpose of sale thirty gallons of coal oil without having 
obtained the permission in writing of the company. Thompson 
v. Equity Fire Ins. Co., (1010) AX’. 592.

(1) The apjiellant maintains that the company through 
its agents adjusted his loss at $2,800 and agreed to pay him that 
sum in satisfaction of his claim. This fact is denied: it has not 
been found in favour of the appellant ; and the evidence does not 
warrant such a finding being made.

(2) He contends that, because the application signed by the 
insured contains conditions, to which he thereby agrees that his 
policy shall be subject, but neither sets out the statutory con
ditions nor refers to them, it must, under the second statutory 
condition, in the absence of written notice from the company to 
the insured particularly calling the conditions indorsed upon the
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policy to his attention, he deemed free from all such conditions 
not covered by those expressed in the application, i.e., it must 
he deemed such a contract as would he constituted by a hare 
acceptance of the application of the insured.

By art. 7034 R.8.Q. every company is required to print the 
statutory conditions upon every policy of fire insurance which it 
issues and is allowed to vary such conditions only by complying 
with arts. 7035 and 7030. If the conditions are not so printed the 
policy is nevertheless deemed subject to those of them which 
contain provisions in the interest of the insured. If the statute 
is complied with, the statutory conditions in favour of the company 
as well as those in favour of the insured create contractual obliga
tions between them. Having regard to this state of the law every 
application for insurance should, in my opinion, he deemed an 
application for a policy subject to the statutory conditions, except 
in so far as they may he varied in conformity with art. 7035— 
that is, for a jiolicy which the company may lawfully issue. It 
may well he that the effect of statutory condition No. 2 is to 
prevent the insurance company binding the insured by any con
dition inserted in the policy, other than the statutory conditions, 
by way of variation or otherwise, which differs from or adds to 
those' expressed in the application. It may be that the1 statutory 
conditions themselves should be deemed modifiée! in so far as 
they are* inconsistent with any term e*xpre*sse*el in the application 
—althemgh, in the absence of a variation noteel upon the policy 
itself as prescribed by art. 7035, that vie*w would seem to present 
some* difficulties. But the le-gislature eliel not intend that the 
statutory conditions should be set forth in the application for 
insurane*e*; and l am satisfied that, whe*re* these conelitions have 
been duly printed u]xm the }x>licy as required by the statute, 
it is subject to them, notwithstanding that they are neither set 
forth nor expressly referred to in the application. In so far as 
anything in the opinion of Osler, J.A., in Mitchell v. City of London 
Assurance Co., 15 A.R. (Ont.) 202, at p. 278-0, may conflict with 
this conclusion I am, with great respect, unable to agree with it.

(3) Because, as counsel for the appellant asserted, it is common 
knowledge that the sale of coal oil is a part of the business of 
every coun ry general store, and the agent for the defendant 
company, when soliciting the plaintiff's insurance, saw coal oil 
on his premises, he contended that the company should not be
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hoard to set up the condition relied upon; and he cited Mitchell 
v. City of London Assurance Co., lô A.R. (Ont.) 202, in support 
of his argument. But the keeping of coal oil upon the in ured 
premises is not a necessary part of the business in the case of a 
country general store as is tlx- carrying of a small quantity of 
lubricating oil upon a steam tug. Coal oil might have been kept 
outside and brought into the shop, if at all, in the permitted quan
tity, î.c., not exceeding five gallons. Notice to a mere soliciting 
agent— unlike notice to a general agent- is not notice to the insur
ance company; and, if it were, notice that coal oil was kept on 
the promises before they were insured does not involve knowledge 
that it will be kept there afterwards in violation of an expressed 
condition of the policy.

The appeal, in my opinion, fails ami should be dismissed with 
costs.

Brodevr, J. (dissenting): The question relates to a claim 
for the amount of an insurance against lire. Several issues were 
raised by the defendant, the insurance company, against the 
claim of the plaintiff. The latter was successful in having his 
action maintained in the Superior Court; but, in the Court of 
Appeal it was decided that the insured could not succeed in his 
claim for the amount of his loss incurred because lie had in his 
shop a quantity of coal oil greater than what was permitted by 
the conditions of his policy.

The plaintiff appeals to this Court from that judgment and. 
amongst other things, contends that the condition in the policy 
on which the Court of Ap]>eal based its opinion that the action 
should lie dismissed did not constitute any part of the contractual 
obligations which existed between him and the insurance com
pany.

Contrary to the practice which is generally folowed, 1 am 
informed, since the legislature has deemed proper to determine 
the conditions of policies of insurance, the respondent company, 
in the present case, procured the signing of an application for 
insurance by the plaintiff.

It is necessary to ascertain whether or not, when there has 
been an application for insurance made, the conditions inserted 
in the policy which might be incompatible with this application 
can he invoked bv the insurer.
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<AN. Art. 7034 of the R.S.Q. eleclare*s that thv conditions indicated
S. C. in that article form part of every contract of insurance as against

Lafurkht the insurer Amongst these conditions is No. 2, which reads as

Factories
follows:—

After the application for insurance, it is to he considered that any policy 
sent to the insured is to be deemed to be conformable to the terms of the

Brodvur, J. application, unless the company indicates in writing the particulars in which 
the |Hilicy differs from the application.

It seems to me that this article is sufficiently explicit in itself 
to avoid any ambiguity. After all, it merely affirms the doctrine 
which is found in all contracts, that is that as soon as there has 
been a proposition made and that this proposition has been 
accepted, the contract is deemed to lx* made according to the 
terms of tlx* proposition. In regard to the contract of insurance, 
therefore, it is stipulated that if then* is an application for insur
ance and there has been a policy issued in response to that appli
cation, such |K)licy is reputed to lx* in conformity with the terms 
of the application, unless the company indicates in a formal man
ner that it is unable to accept tlx* proposal which has been made 
to it.

Why has this legislation been adopted? It is because insurance 
companies had tlx* habit of inserting in very small type in their 
jxdicies a multitude of conditions and clauses which had for their 
effect virtually to cause* every source* of eibligatiem on their part 
to elisap]x*ar. The Courts, on many occasions, have* give*n a 
liberal interpretation to these* extraordinary clauses. Rut, on 
the either hand, they gave rise to such a number e>f lawsuits that 
the le gislature be*lie*veel it to lx* its eluty to intervene and stipulate* 
the conditions unde*r which such policies should lx* deemeel to 
have* been issue*d, while ele*claring, nevertheless, that these? cem- 
dit'ems shoulel only have* effe*ct as against the insurer.

The legislator has eleclareel, nevertheless, at the same time, 
what were the* conelitiems to which the* insured shemld find himself 
bound and has take*n the* tremble to elraft hims<*lf these conditions 
in oreler to avoid surprise, I might e*ven say frauds, which were 
previously practises! against the* insureel. He* has left to the 
contracting parties the eluty of determining, in so far as the insured 
was concemexl, whether or not they should form part of the 
contract.

One of these conditions stipulated by art. 7034 is the coneiitiem
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No. 10, which provides that the company is not liable for the 
following losses, that is to say:—

(f) For loss or damage arising when coal oil, cam phi ne, gasoline, an 
inflammable fluid, benzine, naphtha or any liquid products thereof, or any 
constituent parts of them (except clarified coal oil for lighting purpose* only, 
of a quantity not exceeding f> gallons).

The condition which I have just quoted textuallv, can it he 
invoked in the present ease by the insurance company? 1 say 
no; and this is why.

An application for insurance is made by Laforest, the plaintiff. 
This application for insurance determined the amount of the 
insurance which he desired to obtain, the rate, the premium, the 
goods in the shop which were to be insured and the building in 
which this merchandise was situated. He made a description, 
in answer to certain questions which were put to him, of the value 
of the land, of the buildings, of the hypothecs which affected it, 
and he made a declaration as to whether he had previously 
suffered losses from fire, what were the means of protection 
which he had against fire, and to whom the amount of any losses 
should be payable, and he added this:

The said applicant warrants and agrees, by these presents, with respect 
to the said company, that that which precedes is the true, exact and entire 
statement of all the facts and circumstances concerning the condition, situa
tion, value and risk of the property which is to lie insured, in so far as he 
himself is aware, and he consents that such description with the plan which 
apiienrs elsewhere, should be considered as forming the basis of the res
ponsibility of this company, as well as an essential part of this contract of 
insurance. It is moreover agreed that if the agent signs or fills up this form 
of application he will, in such case, be the agent of the insured and not of the 
company. Moreover, the applicant agrees that he will not keep lime, nor 
ashes, in vessels of wood, in or near the above described buildings, that he 
will not make use of coal oil or gasoline stoves, nor procure any other |>olicy 
of insur on the same proiierty in other companies, without notifying this 
comp:i under the |ienalty of the nullity of the policy for which he applies. 
At any lime when projierty insured by this company may be destroyed or 
damaged by fire, or by lightning, the balance of the deposit note which has 
not been assessed shall be deducted from the claim which may have to bo 
paid. It is further by these presents understood and agreed that in the case 
of damage to the property insured or the destruction thereof, this company 
shall in no case be responsible for more than two-thirds of the value of such 
proiierty at the time of the loss, in the case of there being other insurances in 
the proportion pro rata of the two-thirds of the value of the property insured. 
Any declarations or answers other than those* mentioned in the present appli
cation cannot be invoked against the company.

These are the conditions upon which he proposes that the 
defendant company shall insure him. The defendant company,
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t ' in response to this application, sends him a policy and on the hack
H. C. of this policy we find all the conditions of art. 7034. We find,

La fork ht amongst others, the condition No. 2, which I have quoted above, 
„ v- and the condition No. 10.V ACTORIKH
Ins. Co. Condition No. 2 necessarily binds the company, because the 
Rrodeur j article tells us that the conditions indicated in this article must be 

considered as against •the insurer as a warranty of every contract 
of insurance. This condition formally declares that the contract 
of insurance must be considered, in these circumstances, as being 
absolutely in conformity with the terms of the application, unless 
the company should have indicated in writing the particulars in 
regard to which the |>olicy differs from the application. Now, 
there is no evidence in the record, moreover, it has not been sug
gested and it has not been pleaded that the company had given 
notice that it was unable to issue a policy on the conditions enum
erated in the application. The company, therefore, must be 
deemed, in my opinion, to have desired to insure the plaintiff on 
the conditions which he indicated in his application; and all the 
other conditions, in consequence, which it may have inserted 
on the back of the policy cannot be binding on the insured.

The respondent invokes in its favour the judgment rendered 
by this Court in the case of Provident Savings Life Asmr. Soc. v. 
Mmrat, 32 Can. 8.C.R. 147, where it was decided that

A contract of life insurance is complete on delivery of the policy to the 
insured and payment of the first premium. Where the insured, being able to 
read, has had ample opjjortunity to examine the policy, and not being misled 
by the company as to its terms nor induced not to read it, has neglected to 
do so, he cannot after paying the premium, be heard to say that it did not 
contain the terms of the contract agreed u|x>n.

I do not believe that this decision, which was rendered in 1902, 
can be invoked under the subsequent legislation which has deter
mined the conditions under which contracts of insurance against 
fire may be formulated.

The delivery7 of the policy might have in the first instance 
bound the insured, as the Supreme Court has decided in this 
Mouat cast1; but, now, 1 consider that the legislation in providing 
that the j>olicy shall be deemed to be in conformity with the terms 
of the application has overruled the principle of law enunciated in 
this decision.

In these circumstances, I am, therefore, of the opinion that 
the condition invoked against the insured by the Court of Appeal
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does not hind him, cannot be invoked against him; and, conse
quently, the* judgment of the Superior Court which condemned 
the insurance* company to pay the amount which it undertook to 
pay is well founded.

The appeal should he* alleiwe-el with costs in this Court and in 
the Court of Appeal. Appeal dismissed.

CANADIAN MORTGAGE INVESTMENT CO. v. BAIRD.

Alberta Supreme Court, Heck, J. July 8, 1916.

Mortgage (§ VI A—70)—Practice as to enforcement—Interest 
Act—ilJust allowances”—“Extraordinary costs. charges and ex
penses.”]—Action on a mortgage*.

D. S. Moffat, for plaintiff.
F. S. Selwood, for defendant Baird.
Beck, J.:—The defendant Baird is the* mortgagor ; the 

defendant Wright is a second mortgagee.
The* only real grounds of dispute against the plaintiff company, 

as both partie's doubtless knew from the beginning, are, (I) 
founded on the Interest Act, R.S.C. ch. 120, the ground being 
that the principal and interest are blended and there is no state
ment shewing the amount of principal money advanced and the 
rate of interest chargeable thereon calculated yearly not in 
advance, and, (2) that certain sums charged by the company for 
payments to their solicitors or agents for collection of moneys 
collected by them from the mortgagor on account of the mortgage 
and some other disbursements were improperly charged against 
the mortgagor.

In my opinion all these questions would have been open for 
discussion on a motion for judgment and if the proper direction 
were then given, .on the taking of the account of the amount 
owing under the mortgage, and the mortgagor would have been 
entitled to have had notice of the taking of the account, if he 
had filed merely a demand of notice. The costs of both parties 
would thereby have been considerably less than under the method 
adopted, viz., of putting in a defence and having the points of 
law set down for hearing.

A mortgage action is one in which, in face of a demand of 
notice, judgment by default cannot be entered. If a demand 
of notice is served, there must be notice of motion for judgment. 
These questions ought to have been raised and dealt with on
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such a motion or have been left with a proper direction to be 
dealt with on a reference to take the account, with the right on 
the part of the referee to refer these points of law to a Judge.

I have some comments to make1 also on the statement of 
claim. It covers 8 pages, probably over 20 folios. It could 
easily, if no immaterial allegations were to be found in it and if 
the material allegations were succinctly stated, have been con
tained in two pages. See forms appended to the English Judi
cature Act, App. C. ii, No. 5.

Sec. 6 of the Interest Act reads, so far as material, as follows:—
Whenever any principal money or interest secured by mortgage of real 

estate is, by the same, made payable ... on any plan under which the 
payments of principal money and interest are blended ... no interest 
whatever shall be chargeable, payable or recoverable, on any part of the 
principal money advanced, unless the mortgage contains a statement showing 
the amount of such principal money and the rate of interest chargeable 
thereon, calculated yearly or half yearly not in advance.

There is in the mortgage1 the following statement:—
It is declared and agreed between the mortgagor and the mortgagees 

that the principal sum secured hereby is $1,30:), and the rate of interest 
chargeable thereon and on all sums which may be added to the mortgage 
moneys hereunder is 10% per annum, as well after as before default.

I think this statement is a sufficient compliance with the Act. 
It was contended that “statement shewing,” etc., “calculated,” 
etc., calls for a statement of figures indicating the method of 
calculation hy which the monthly instalments of blended principal 
and interest are arrived at, and, further, that the statement must 
shew that the interest is not calculated in advance. I think 
“statement” here is used in the same sense as in “statement of 
claim,” “statement of facts,” “statement of affairs” (which 
imjxirts more than mere figures). 1 think that the words “not 
in advance” are not required to be in the statement but con
stitute a prohibition on the mortgagee against calculating the 
interest in advance.

The purpose of the statutory provision is to enable the mort
gagor to make his own calculation at any time of the amount he 
owes. The effect of a declaration giving such information as is 
given in the clause contained in the present mortgage is to enable 
him to do this. All he has to do is to take the principal sum 
advanced, charge interest thereon at the rate stated from the 
date of advance up to the date of his first payment, whether made 
promptly or not, then credit the amount of the payment, and pro-
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ceed thus throughout ; in other words, make the calculation in 
exactly the same w ay as if the mortgage were one for a term of years 
hearing the stated rate of interest without any obligation or 
privilege of paying in blench'd payments of principal and interest. 
The result ought to be the same' as that shewn by the tables used 
by the company. The company cannot recover more than is 
shewn on the method of calculation I have indicated. If there 
were a mistake in the calculation of the periodical blended pay
ments, I think it would not invalidate' the mortgage but would 
entitle either party to rectification. As a matter of fact, in the 
present case a rough calculation shews the results of the two 
methods of calculation to lie very close; an exact calculation 
would doubtless bring exactly the same result.

The items hi question under the other head are, (1) insurance 
premiums, (2) fees paid for tax certificates, “legal charges” 
which include, (3) commissions on collection of arrears charged 
by solicitors or agents of the mortgagees and, (4) solicitors’ 
charges for letters; in the two latter case's there being no pro- 
e-eicdings in Court or under the; Lanel Titles Act.

As to the insurance premiums, they are' recoverable because 
of the usual provision in the' mortgage1 authorizing the'ir payment, 
and even without this as a payment maele to prote-ct the security. 
There was no dispute- about these items. The other items are of 
the; eharacte;r discussed in the bewks unele-r the- he-aeling of “just 
allowances,” or uneler the wider he-aeling of “extraorelinary 
costs, charges and expenses,” which are seime-thing eliffe-ring from 
anel beyond the costs taxable; in the* mortgage proceedings (st;e 
Secord v. Tessier, 3 A.L.R. 56), anel such items, speaking generally, 
are- not allowed as a matter of course, but a special case must be 
made for them, and they can be allé;wed only if there is in the 
judgment a special direction making them a subject of account. 
(lb.).

Generally speaking, items of expense* reasonable in amount 
and reasonably incurred in preserving the* security or in effects 
to realize it arc allowed without any special covenant in the 
mortgage, and, generally speaking, a covenant will not magnify 
the right. The fact that the mortgagee; has or has not gone into 
IMjssession is a material circumstance*. The mortgagee; is not 
entitled to make any personal profit fre>m his own services.
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Taking up the particular items, I think the mortgagees are 
entitled to the fees paid for searches to ascertain whether the 
taxes were in arrear or not, but this is not a thing to be put into 
the hands of a solicitor, but to be done by the mortgagees them
selves. As to letters by the solicitors demanding payment, I 
think these are not collectable except as charges included in the 
taxable costs of proceedings pending or subsequently commenced.

As to commissions on collections, in the absence of the mort
gagee having taken possession or of a receiver having been 
appointed, and in the absence of an arrangement made after 
default, I think commissions on collections made, whether in 
consequence of legal proceedings or not, are not, unless under 
extremely special circumstances, allowable. I think they should 
not be allowed in the present cast1.

As to the costs. The defendant will have no costs. The 
plaintiffs will have their costs as if the defendant had filed a 
demand of notice only, t.e., as if the action had been undefended, 
but the defendant had appeared on the motion for judgment and 
the taking of the accounts, and the scab1 of costs to be applied 
will be that applicable to the amount found owing upon the 
mortgage after the account has been taken on the basis I have 
indicated, or the amount which on that basis was owing at the 
date of the commencement of the proceedings, whichever is the 
lower, if there is a difference. Judgment for plaintiff.

Re WAR RELIEF ACT AND LAND REGISTRY ACT.
Hritish Columbia Supreme Court, Morrison, J. July 29, 1916.

Moratorium (§ I—1)—M ar Relief Act—Effect on Land 
Registry Act—Absolute order of foreclosure.]—Application to com
pel the registration of foreclosure order absolute. Granted.

//. A. Bourne, for applicant.
G. H*. Gwynne, for Land Registry.
Morrison, J.:—On April 19, 1916, an order absolute of fore

closure was made in an action in w hich one of the defendants, 
wrho had an interest in the lands in question before the date of 
the order absolute, is a volunteer for active service.

On April 28, 1916, an application was made in Form “A,” 
provided by the Land Registry Act, to register the plaintiff as 
the owner in fee of the said lands by virtue of the said order 
absolute, thereupon the District Registrar of Titles required that
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the plaintiff give 30 days’ notice under see. 134 of the Land _ ;
Registry Act to all persons appearing in the Land Registry to S. C.
have an interest in the land in question. This notice was duly 
given. On May 29, 1910 (being a date after that of the order 
absolute and the application to register and before the date of 
expiry of the aforesaid 30 days), the War Relief Act came into 
force. In the meantime the District Registrar of Titles served 
on the plaintiff’s solicitors notice under sec. 108 of the Land 
Registry Act declining to register the plaintiff as owner in fee 
on the ground that “No proof is filed here that the defendants 
in the foreclosure action are not protected by sec. 2 of the War 
Relief Act.

The plaintiff now by way of petition prays that the registrar 
be ordered to complete registration of the said order absolute.
On the hearing of the petition Mr. Gwynne, who appeared as 
counsel for the district registrar, requested that other questions 
which have arisen or may likely arise as to the1 construction of 
the Act Ih1 ruled upon at the same time.

As to the question arising out of the petition based on the 
peculiar facts before me I have, notwithstanding Mr. G Wynne's 
very strong argument, little doubt. I think that the plaintiff 
should have his application accepted by the registrar. As to 
the other questions submitted they are of such importance that 
I hesitate to deal with them without full argument.

Application granted.

GREGORY v. WILLIAMS. N. B.
New Brunswick Supreme Court, Method, C.J., White and (trimmer, .1.1. _< (’

April tO, 1910.

Master and servant (§ I E—40)—Wrongful dismissal 
Election of remedies.]—Appeal from the judgment of Barry, J.. 
staying an action for wrongful dismissal. Affirmed.

./. R. M. Rarter, A.G., for plaintiff, appellant.
IV. R. Wallace, K.C., contra.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Grimmer, J.:—The facts in this suit do not seem to be in 

dispute. On May 7, 1913, the defendants by contract in writing 
hired the plaintiff for one1 year from that date, at a salary of 
$2,000, payable monthly at $166.66. The contract also provided 
for a commission of 10 per cent, on business done, and not less
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than $500 was guaranteed from this source. The plaintiff was 
S. C. dismissed by defendants December 15, 1913, and in the February 

following brought an action to recover pay for his services for 
November and December, 1913, and January, 1914. The suit 
was tried before Barry, J., without a jury, and a verdict was 
found in favour of the plaintiff, the time allowed being from 
November 7 to December 7, and from thence to December 15, 
the date of dismissal, it appearing on the trial that the plaintiff 
had been paid for the first six months. By examining the judg
ment in the ease we find the Judge states that:— 
at the trial it wua agreed by counsel that the statement of claim should he 
extended no as to include the last three months of the period of service covered 
by the contract, so that the action is now to be treated as if it were not com
menced until after the expiration of the year. This agreement was made to 
avoid the necessity of a seeond suit in the event of its being determined that 
the plaintiff is entitled to recover in res|>ect of the 3 months' services first 
sued for.

It was stated on the argument and admitted that at the trial 
the plaintiff proposed to amend the pleadings pursuant to such 
agreement, but the defendants objecting the amendment was not 
made. A verdict was entered for the plaintiff for $179.19 and 
c osts, the Judge holding that he had sued on an implied contract 
arising out of actual services, and therefore he could only recover 
for the time he had actually served, which he found was one and 
a half months. He also found as a fact that the dismissal of the 
plaintiff was wrongful and unjustifiable.

The case was not apix*aled, but in the month of November, 
1914, the plaintiff commenced a second suit for damages for 
breach of the contract in the wrongful dismissal, and applica
tion was thereupon made to Barry J., to stay this action as being 
frivolous, vexatious and an abuse of process, on the following 
grounds, viz.:—1. Because the plaintiff could have joined his 
claim in this action, with his claim in the? first action, under 
(). 18; 2. Because the plaintiff, having elected to sue for wages 
under a written contract, cannot now sue for damages for a breach 
of the» same contract, in consequence of the alleged non-]>erform- 
ance of it by the defendants.

Un September 9 last, judgment was delivered staying this 
action, which is the subject of this appeal.

The Judge in his judgment discussed fully the right of action 
in cases of this kind, bctw’een master juid servant, and held that
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iu point of law when a servant was wrongfully dismissed he had 
the choice of pursuing one of two remedies, that is, he might S. ('. 
treat the contract of hiring and service as continuing, and bring a 
special action for the breach of the contract for the wrongful 
dismissal, or he might treat the contract as rescinded, and sue 
as upon quantum meruit for the services he had actually rendered.
That, if he chose the latter course, he sued upon an implied 
contract, arising out of actual services, and could only recover 
for the time he had actually served, and that having made an 
election, he was thereby bound and could not pursue both reme
dies. In this, I think, under the authorities, he arrived at a correct 
conclusion.

In Goodman v. Pocock (1850), 15 Q.B. 576, cited on the argu
ment, a clerk dismissed in the middle of a broken quarter, sued 
for a wrongful dismissal and recovered damages, actual services 
not being considered as they could only be recovered under an 
indebitatus count.

The plaintiff then brought another action under an i ndebitatus . 
count for his services during the broken quarter. It was held 
on appeal the action was not maintainable, because the plaintiff 
in his first action on the s]xrial contract, had treated it as an 
ojM*n contract, and he could not afterwards recover under the 
indebitatus count as for services under a rescinded contract.
Lord Campbell in delivering his judgment said:—

I have not the slightest doubt that this action must fail us to the claim now 
in question. The plaintiff was hired for a year at wages payable quarterly, 
and in the middle of a quarter he was wrongfully dismissed. He might then 
have rescinded the contract, and have recovered ]iro rata on a quantum meruit.
But he did not do this. He sued on the special contract, and recovered 
damages for a breach of it. By this course he treated the contract as sub
sisting, and he recovered damages on that footing.

Coleridge, J., says:—
In a case like this the servant may either treat the contract as rescinded 

and bring indebitatus assumpsit, or he may sue on the contract, but he cannot 
do both, and if he has two counts he must take the verdict on one only. Here 
the plaintiff elected to sue on the contract, and he cannot now sue in this

Eric, J., also said:—
I am of the same opinion. The plaintiff had the option either to treat the 

contract as rescinded and to sue for his actual service, or to sue on the con
tract for the wrongful dismissal. He chose the latter course, and he cannot 
now turn round and try the former course.

Halsbury in vol. 20, at 110, cites and approves of the law as
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laid down in Goodman v. Pocock, and its kindred cases, there 
stating that a servant wrongfully dismissed may treat the con
tract as continuing and sue for damages for its breach, or he may 
treat the contract as rescinded and sue upon a quantum meruit 
for the'services actually rendered, and for which he has not been 
paid. He may elect to pursue either remedy at his option, but 
he is bound by his option and cannot pursue both.

In this case the plaintiff by his first action, which must be 
taken as his election, choice and option, treated the contract as 
rescinded, thus acquiescing in the master’s wrongful act, and 
he recovered for the value of his services actually rendered. 
He cannot, therefore, under the authorities stated, which must 
be considered conclusive, now claim or treat the contract as exist
ing and maintain an action for damages. His election and deci
sion was final and he must abide thereby.

In view of all the circumstances of the case, and particularly 
of the fact that the learned Judge on the trial found that the 
.dismissal of the plaintiff was wrongful and unjustified, the appeal 
will be dismissed without costs. The eases of Pagani v. Gandotfi 
(1820), 2 C. & P. 370, Planché v. Colburn (1831), 8 Ring. 14, and 
liruee v. Colder, [1805] 2 Q.B. 253, in addition to those cited may 
W referred to. Appeal dismissed.

OVERTON v. GERRITY.
Sun kale he wan Supreme Court, Lamont, J. June, 12 1916.

Homestead ( § IV A—30)—Transfer of—Parties—Signature 
of wife.]—Action to set aside transfer of homestead.

Bothwell, for plaintiff.
Hutcheson, for defendant.
Lamont, J.:—This action is brought by Anna Overton, wife 

of A. K. Overton, to set aside a transfer of lot 9, in block 8, in 
the village of Piapot to defendant, by the said A. E. Overton, 
on the ground that the projierty transferred was the homestead 
of the said Overton, and that the plaintiff was not a consenting 
party thereto.

The facts are all admitted. The defendant admits that he 
took a transfer of the above described property from A. E. Overton 
on February 11, 1916; that when he did so he knew that the 
plaintiff was the wife of the said Overton, and that she was 
temporarily absent owing to sickness in her family. He also
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knew that Overton and his wife ami family had been in actual 
residence upon the said premises for 2 years prior to the taking 
of the transfer. Further, he admits that the plaintiff did not 
execute, nor was she a consenting party to the said transfer, and 
he does not contend that she ever released any rights obtained by 
her under the Act Respecting Homesteads. The defendant 
claims that when he took the transfer he thought a homestead, 
under the Homestead Act, meant the homestead which Overton 
had under the Dominion Lands Act. The plaintiff admits that 
she cannot shew that such was not the defendant’s belief.

Sec. 1 of the Act Respecting Homesteads (Stats. Sask. (1915), 
eh. 29) reads as follows:—

1. The word “homestead" in this Act shall mean a homestead under the 
provisions of paragraphs 9 and 10 of see. 2 of the Exemptions Act: Pro
vided that a homestead under said par. 10 shall not be restricted in value to
11,500.

Under the Exemptions Act the term “homestead” has been 
held to mean the home of the debtor, the actual residence of 
himself and his family: Purdy v. Colton, 1 S.L.R. 288. The 
residence includes the lot upon which the dwelling house is 
situate according to the registered plan of the same, Exemptions 
Act (ch. 47 R.S.S.), sec. 2, sub-sec. 10.

As the plaintiff and her husband had their residence upon the 
property in question, it was their homestead.

Sec. 2 of the Act Respecting Homesteads provides, that no 
transfer of a homestead shall be effectual for that purpose unless 
signed by the owner and his wife, if he has a wife, and she appears 
before a District Court Judge or other officer specified in said 
section, and, upon being examined, separate and apart from her 
husband, acknowledges that she understands her rights in the 
homestead and signs the transfer of her own free will and consent. 
This, it is admitted, the plaintiff did not do. The transfer, there
fore, was not effectual to pass the property to the defendant.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CANADA TRUST CO. v. LAYTON.

Saskatchewan Suprctnc Court, McKay, J. April 17, 1916.

Mortuaoe ( § VI B—75)—Registrar's jurisdiction as to default 
judgment.]—Application referred by Master in Chambers.

Smith, for plaintiff.
No one, for defendant.

SASK.

8. C.
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McKay, J.:—The claim sued on is a liquidated claim, and, 
from what the Local Master says in his reference, apparently 
default judgment would have been signed by the local registrar 
were it not for the provisions of the Land Titles Act, sec. 93, sub
sec. 10, and the Judicature Act (1914) Sask. Ktat. ch. 20, sec. 4, 
clause 8. Both these provisions are practically the same, and the 
latter is worded as follow's:—

K. In case default lias occurred in making any payment due under a mort
gage or in the observance of any covenant contained therein, and under the 
terms of the mortgage, by reason of such default, the whole principal and in
terest secured have become due and payable, the mortgagor may, notwith
standing any provision to the contrary, and at any time prior to sale or fore
closure, fierform such covenant or pay such arrear as may lie in default, 
together with costs to tie taxed, and he shall thereupon be relieved from the 
consequence of such default.

The question to decide, then, is, does this provision prevent the 
local registrar from signing a default judgment herein?

In Wasson v. Marker, 8 D.L.R. 88, this Court en banc held 
that the above provision in the Land Titles Act applied to all 
mortgages, and it was immaterial what procedure the mortgagee 
adopted to obtain his remedy. Under this decision, therefore, 
this provision applies in an action on the covenant in the mortgage 
just as effectually as in an action for sale or foreclosure of the 
mortgaged premises.

The question, then, narrows down to this: Can the local 
registrar sign a judgment for the full amount of a liquidated 
claim, with a proviso that, upon payment of the arrears in default 
under the mortgage with costs to be taxed, the defendant will be 
relieved from the consequence of his default?

It seems to me he can. Both the arrears and the additional 
amount which becomes due by the acceleration clause are liqui
dated claims, and the local registrar, under rule 121, has power to 
sign judgment by default for liquidated claims.

The plaintiff will be entitled to his costs of this application.

UNION BANK OF CANADA v. MOUNTAIN.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, McKay, J. March it, 1916.

Parties ( § II A I—66)—Creditor’s action to set aside fraudulent 
conveyance—Grantor as party defendant.]—Appeal from an order 
of the Master in Chambers, striking out W. E. Mountain as a 
defendant, and dismissing the action as against him w ith costs.

//. Y. MacDonald, K.C., for plaintiff.
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Johnston, for defendant W. E. Mountain.
McKay, J.:—The plaintiff is a judgment creditor of W. E. 

Mountain, and brought this action, as originally framed, for the 
purpose of setting aside certain transfers of his land made by 
him when insolvent to his co-defendant W. J. Mountain volun
tarily and fraudulently, with the intent and design of defeating, 
hindering, delaying and prejudicing the plaintiff and his other 
creditors, in the recovery of their debts. But the claim, as 
admitted during the application before me, was subsequently 
amended, to the effect that the said lands were transferred in 
order that the said “land should be preserved to the defendant 
Willows E. Mountain by being held for him in the name of the 
defendant W. J. Mountain as trustee for his co-defendant under 
a secret trust,” and by adding to clause 1 of the prayer for relief, 
which claims:—

1 That the transfers hereinbefore referred to and described be declared 
to lie null and void as against the plaintiff: (the following), or in the alter
native, a declaration that the defendant W. J. Mountain holds the said lain! 
as trustee for the defendant Willows E. Mountain.

And, as was pointed out to me «luring the argument» 
the defendant W. J. Mountain states in his defence filial that the 
defendant W. E. Mountain transferred the lands in question to 
him as security for a debt and holds the same only as such security, 
and therefore in effect admits that he holds this land as trustee 
for his co-defendant subject to his claim only. In other words, 
that the transfers are only by way of mortgage.

According to the pleadings, therefore, it is alleged that W. E. 
Mountain still has some claim or interest in the land in question, 
and as the plaintiff is asking that this land be sold to satisfy his 
judgment, I think he is a proper party under the circumstances.

See Gunn v. Vinegratsky, 20 Man. L.R. 311, also Judge Stuart’s 
dictum in Clinton v. Sellers, 1 A.L.R. 135.

There is no doubt that in an ordinary action, as this one was 
originally framed, to set aside transfers when brought by a judg
ment creditor, the judgment debtor and grantor is not a necessary 
or proper party.

Mills v. Harris, 21 D.L.R. 233, and the cases then; referred 
to, are clear authority for this. But it seems to me that these 
cases so hold on the ground that the grantor has transferred and 
conveyed away his interest, and has no further claim or interest
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in the subject matter of the transfer or conveyance1 ami no relief 
is asked against him, but in the case at bar it is alleged he still 
has an interest in the lands transferred and it is asked that these 
lands be sold. Appeal allowed.

MATHER v. ROSS.

Sanknlchcwnn Supreme Court, McKay, J. February 9. 1916.

Landlord and tenant ( § II C—21)—Cropping lease—Ten
ancy for year or at will.]—Action to recover possession of land and 
mesne profits.

6'. H. Barr, for plaintiffs.
//. M. P. DeHoche, for defendant.
McKay, J.:—The plaintiffs claim that by a verbal lease made 

during the month of April, 1914, they leased to the defendant 
for one year from March 1, 1914, all of section 1 in tp. 22, in r. 4, 
w. of the 2nd m., for one-third of the crop, and on the expiration 
of the year the defendant refused to give up possession and is 
still in occupation of the land.

The defendant denies it was a lease for one year, but claims 
that, while occupying the cast half of section 9 in said township 
and range under a written lease, plaintiffs and defendant in the 
early part of April, 1914, arranged that he should abandon said 
east half of 9 and occupy said section 1, that nothing was arranged 
between the parties as to the length of the term of the new tenancy, 
but it was understood he was to pay the. plaintiffs one-third of 
the crop by way of rent, and that defendant entered into possession 
on April 15, 1915, and paid one-third of the crop to the plaintiffs, 
and defendant is still in occupation and thereby became a yearly 
tenant.

At the trial, the defendant’s counsel admitted that the tenancy 
under which defendant entered into possession, and sworn to 
by the defendant, was a tenancy at will, but that the fact of the 
plaintiffs accepting the one-third of the crop in payment of one 
year’s rent changed this tenancy into a yearly tenancy, and cited 
a number of authorities in support of this contention. The 
authorities, however, simply go to shew that the payment and 
acceptance of a yearly rent, where premises have been occupied 
for a number of years, will change what was originally a tenancy 
at will into a yearly tenancy. And the cases cited—such as Cox
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v. Bent (1828), 5 Bingham 185, and Knight v.Benett, 3 Bing. 361, 
were cases where the tenant had entered into possession under an 
agreement for a lease, and remained in possession for several 
years and paid rent equivalent to and accepted as a yearly rent; 
a state of facts altogether different from those in the case at bar, 
where the defendant was in quiet possession only one year and 
paid the one-third of the crop for this first year only, and which 
is perfectly consistent with the plaintiff's contention that the land 
was leased only for one year for one-third of the crop.

I believe plaintiff Mann’s evidence that he had leased the land 
in question to defendant for one year only from March 1, 1915, 
and so find. The defendant therefore wrongfully refused to give 
up possession in the spring of 1915, when requested to do so by 
plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs tried to get defendant off the land in question 
in time to enable them to crop it in 1915, but were unable to do so, 
and defendant remained in possession and occupation and is still 
in possession and occupation, but he did not crop it in 1915— 
although the evidence shews he could have done so—and allowed 
it to run to weeds, in consequence of which the land is now not 
in as good condition as it was when the defendant went into 
occupation in the spring of 1914, and defendant has not paid 
anything in the way of rent or mesne profits for 1915.

The evidence shews that 400 acres could have been cropped 
in 1915, and the defendant swears that he considers $4,600 would 
be a reasonable profit, above all expenses, for his share—two- 
thirds of the crop—for that year. The plaintiff Mann swears 
that if he had had the use of his land, this land in question, in 
1915, a reasonable profit would have been $2,400. I think both 
amounts rather high.

I will allow plaintiffs $1,600 for mesne profits.

The result will be that the plaintiffs will have judgment 
against the defendant for recovery of and immediate possession 
of the land in question, and $1,600 for mesne profits with costs. 
The defendant’s counterclaim is dismissed.

SASK.
sTc.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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B ARMISHAW v. SACHT.

S.^C. Hr it nth Columbia Su/ireme Court, Murphy, J. June 6, 1916.

Costs (§11—20)—Actionability—Losses caused by judicial 
proceedings—Necessity of order.|—Action for costs. Dismissed.

J. E. liird and Miss E. Patterson, for plaintiff.
C. S. Arnold, for Waugh.
H. Cassidy, K.C. and A. C. McIntosh, for Sacht.

Murphy, J.:—Particulars of damage as found by the jury 
are “legal costs, fares and exjienses to Vancouver and return, 
loss of time on farm.” It may lx* that party and party costs 
can be recovered in such an action as this, but if so it must be 
shewn that there has been a judgment for costs in the action 
of Waugh v. Armishaw and apparently also that such costs 
could not be recovered from Waugh. Cotterell v. Jones, 21 L.J. 
C.P. 2. At the trial plaintiff's counsel undertook to put in as 
exhibit 18 the order dismissing the receivership application 
with costs. It turns out that this order was apparently never 
taken out. The Chamber list shews that such an order was made 
but the records of the registry office shew nothing further 
was done and plaintiff’s solicitor has been unable to produce it. 
Plaintiff therefore falls squarely within the first proposition 
above laid down, t.e., he has not shewn that he has ever gained 
a legal right to these costs, which I take to be the ratio decidendi 
of Cotterell v. Jones. That action was framed, as is this, as a 
conspiracy action. This obviates the necessity of considering 
whether the action could succeed without proof that such costs 
could not be recovert'd from Waugh, which also was not proven.

As to the other |x>ints of damage alleged, “fares and expenses 
to Vancouver and return, loss of time on farm,” these in view 
of the other answers of the jury clearly in my opinion refer to 
losses caused by the civil proceedings in Waugh v. Armishaw, 
and particularly to receivership applications. These are what 
are termed in these cases “extra costs” and art* not recognized 
by law. Saville v. Roberts (1098) 1 Ld. Raym. 374; Quartz Hill 
Cold Mining Co. v. Eyre, 11 Q.B.D. 674; Barnett v. Eccles Cor
poration, (ItKK)J 2 Q.B. 423; Wiffen v. Bailey,etc., (1915] 1 K.B. 
600.

Action dismissed.
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LAKE ERIE AND NORTHERN R. CO. v. SCHOOLEY.
Supreme Court of Canada, S r Charles Fitzpatrick. and Davies, hi ngton,

Anglin and Brodeur, .1.1. June IS, 1916.

Damages (§111 L2—250)—Lximvii'Iiiation of land Sem vi. v xi.i k -
AdAI'TAHILITY Foil Ill S1NT.SS.

Where its location ami adaptability make land worth more to the owner 
than its intrinsic value, those circumstances should not lie taken into 
consideration in fixing the com|>e neat ion after expropriation; what a 
prudent man in the owner’s place would pay is the proper measure of 
value.

[lie Sehooley and Lake Frie «V Northern If. Co., 25 D.L.ll. 537. 34 
O.L.R. 32K. varied.|

Appeal from a decision of the Appellate Division of the 
Supreme Court of Ontario, 25 D.L.R. 537,34 O.L.R. 328. affirming 
with a slight variation of the award of the arbitrators ap]minted 
to determine the compensation to respondents for their property 
expropriated.

The respondents carried on an ice business in Brantford and 
the business premises were expropriated for purposes of appel
lants' railway. The evidence produced before the arbitrators 
appointed to determine their compensation showed that the 
premises were specially adapted for their business and the arbi
trators awarded for such special adaptability the sum of $20,(MX) 
representing the annual saving of expense over the cost of doing 
business in another place capitalized for 10 years. This was 
added to the $29,(KM) allowed as the market value of the prop
erty. The Appellate Division upheld the award save as to $800 

)T sawdust which was struck off.
Brewster, K.(\, for appellants.
Cowan, K.C., for respondents.
Fitzpatrick, (\.L:—Any question of principle involved in 

this case is, I think, covered by the authority of the decision 
of the Judicial Committee in Pastoral Finance Assoc, v. The 
Minister, [1914] A.C. 1083.

The arbitrators here have found the market value of the prop
erty and then added to the amount the special value of the land 
to the respondents. To this special value the respondents were 
undoubtedly entitled whatever exception may be taken to the 
way in which it was arrived at. In the case above referred to 
the Judicial Committee say :—

The substantial ground on which the majority of the Court based their 
decision was that the ap|K-llants were not entitled to anything beyond the 
market value of the land. . . . Their Dirdships have no hesitation in
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deciding that the priiici|>lc underlying this decision is erroneous. The appel
lants were clearly entitled to receive compensation based on the value of the 
laud to them.

The Appellate Division, following this ruling, has held that 
the i s were entitled to the special value which the
arbitrators have allowed. The Court indeed takes exception 
to the method adopted for arriving at the proper compensation 
by first taking the market value of the property and then ascer
taining and adding the special value to the i s. The
Court considers, and I think rightly, that the preferable method 
would have been to ascertain simply the value of the property 
to the respondents and base upon this the compensation to which 
they were The Court, however, finds and again, I
think, rightly, that there has been no error in principle which 
can affect the amount of the compensation awarded. With 
the amount allowed the ( ourt professes itself satisfied and declines 
to vary it.

The only question, therefore, for this Court to determine 
is, in my opinion, the adequacy of the amount of the compensa
tion awarded.

Although I think the sum of $29,000 at which the jury have 
estimated the market value of the property is a very liberal 
allowance, I am not disposed to interfere with this, holding as I 
do, that unless the award of arbitrators is clearly excessive, it 
should not be disturbed on an appeal to the Courts. Notwith
standing, however, this disposition to interfere as little as possible 
with the award of arbitrators on a simple question of amount, 
I cannot accept the finding with regard to the special value of the 
property to the respondents. The sum of $20,000 cannot, I 
think, be justified by anything in the evidence pointing to such 
loss by the respondents as would entitle them to compensation 
on this scale.

Under the circumstances it is necessary to adhere to the method 
of valuation which the arbitrators have adopted and to deal 
separately with the loss which the respondents have sustained 
by reason of the special value of the property to them.

Upon reading the evidence and giving the matter the most 
careful consideration, the conclusion that I have arrived at is, 
that if to the market value found by the arbitrators at $29,000 
there is added $1,000 for the so-called special value, the respondents

008
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will have received full and ample compensation for the loss which 
they have sustained by the taking from them of their property.

The appeal must he allowed to the extent of reducing the 
total award to the sum of 833,000. The appeal of the respondents
is dismissed.

Davies, J.:—This appeal is from the judgment of the First 
Appellate Division of Ontario confirming an award made by arbi
trators appointed to value the compensation payable to the 
respondents for two pieces of property expropriated by the rail
way company in the city of Brantford on which the respondents 
carried on an ice business, less the sum of 8800 for sawdust 
which was disallowed.

There was a cross-appeal by the respondents to restore this 
8800; but I may as well dispose of this cross-appeal by saying 
that I am quite in accord with the Appellate Division in disallow
ing this item.

As to the award, tin* business premises consisted of two dis
tinct parcels of land with buildings upon them, one called the 
Water St. lands and the other the Greenwich St. lands. As to 
the former, the arbitrators valued the compensation payable for 
the lands at .84,020 and the buildings at 83,500, and as to the 
latter, the lands at 810,500 and the buildings at 88,400. The 
values placed upon the machinery and the saw-dust between the 
walls are not in dispute.

The total value awarded for the lands,......... s, sawdust
and machinery amounted to 820,000 and in their written reasons 
the arbitrators explained that
thv values put upon these lands and buildings is their intrinsic value or real 
value as taken for any purpose, not necessarily the ice business, but we found 
also that these lands were especially adapted for the ice business, reducing 
the handling and storing of ice to a minimum of expense and making it much 
less expensive than it can he done for at the premises to which the claimants 
pro|M)se removing or indeed in any other premises in the city of Brantford 
that were mentioned or pointed out to us.

The arbitrators then proceed to add to the “intrinsic or real 
value” of the lands and buildings as determined by them the sum 
of 820,000 for the reason, as explained by them, of “special 
adaptability” of the lands for the business of the ice company, 
thus increasing their award to 849,000. Their language in the 
award is:—

Then in ion also for the extra cost of harvesting ice in any other place
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in the city of Brantford or what may he termed “special adaptability" interest 
in the lands expropriated by the railway company

With respect to this item, the main one in dispute, the Appel
late Division says:—

The amount of $20.000 seems large, having regard to the figures awarded 
for the land and buildings in this case. But there seems to be no basis on 
which it can fairly be reduced, if, as I think was intended, it represents the 
8|>ccinl value of the land expropriated and damages for disturbance to business.

I am extremely reluctant to set aside or alter the award of 
arbitrators who have had the advantages bf seeing and hearing 
the witnesses and visiting the property, and with respect to the 
$29,000 awarded, though 1 agree it is very large and, specially 
with respect to the amount awarded for the Water St. buildings, 
which had been condemned by the city inspector as dilapidated 
and dangerous, indefensibly large, yet I am not, in view of the 
judgment of the Appellate Division, disposed to interfere with 
it holding that it includes all damages for compulsory purchase.

With respect to the additional amount of $20,000 added under 
the head of “special adaptability,” I am of opinion that the 
arbitrators proceeded upon a wrong principle.

They first found on conflicting evidence that the extra expense 
of harvesting and selling the ice at the proposed new location 
would be $2,000 yearly and they proceed to allow this amount 
for 10 years in addition to the intrinsic value of the property taken. 
There is no justification in my judgment for such an arbitrary 
assessment.

The true principle on which they should have proceeded is that 
laid down by the Judicial Committee in the Pastoral Finance 
Assoc, v. The Minister, [1014] A.C. 1083, namely, that this special 
suitability of the lands expropriated for the carrying on of an ice 
business and the additional profits which the owners will derive 
from so carrying it on, are proper elements in assessing the com
pensation, but the owner is not entitled to have the capitalized 
value of those savings and profits added to the market value of 
the lands.

Their Lordships say at p. 1088 of the report of the above
case :—

That which the appellants were entitled to receive was compensation not 
for the business profits or savings which they expected to make from the use 
of the land, but for the value of the land to them. No doubt the suitability 
of the land for the purpose of their special business affected the value of the 
land to them, and the prospective savings and additional profits which it
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could lu- shewn would prohuhly attend the use of the land in their husineas 
furnished material for estimating what was the real value of the land to them. 
Bui that is a very different thing from saving that they were entitled to have 
the capitalised value of these savings and additional profits added to the 
market value of the land in estimating their coni|>ensntion. They were only 
entitled to have them taken into consideration so far as they might 
fairly he said to increase the value of the land. Probably the most 
practical form in which the matter can be put is that they were entitled to that 
which a prudent man in their jtosilion would hare Iwen willing to give for the 
land sooner than fail to obtain it. Now it is evident that no man would pay 
for land in addition to its market value the capitalized value of the savings 
and additional profits which he would ho|ie to make by the* use of it. He 
would, no doubt reckon out those savings and additional profits as indicating 
the elements of value of the land to him. and they would guide him in arriving 
at the price which he would be willing to pay for the land, but certainly if he 
were a business man that price would not be calculated by adding the capital
ized savings and additional profits to the market value.

This statement of the law shews clearly that in arbitrarily 
adding ten times the amount of their estimate of the extra yearly 
cost of harvesting and selling their ice product, the arbitrators 
proceeded upon a wrong principle and one which, if indorsed 
by the Courts, would, in many cases (I think in this case), be 
productive of great wrong.

After giving the facts of the case and the arguments at bar 
and in the respective fact urns every consideration and giving the 
judgment which, in my opinion, the Appellate Court should have 
given, I have reached the conclusion that a prudent man in their 
position might have been willing to give for the lands taken a 
sum certainly not greater than $5,000 for these special advantages 
and adaptability to the ice business in addition to their intrinsic 
value as found by the arbitrators. In this view my brother 
Anglin concurs but we agree to reduce that $5,000 down to 
$4,000 in order that there may be a majority judgment reached. 
The judgment appealed from accordingly will be reduced to 
$33,000.

Idington, J.:—This appeal arises out of the expropriation 
by appellant under the Railway Act of lands in Brantford used 
by the respondents for carrying on an ice business.

The arbitrators' award for compensation amounted to a total 
of $10,000 made up as follows :—

Machinery (valued by consent ), $075; Water Street lands. $1.(120; Water 
Street buildings $3,ô(M); Greenwich Street lands, $|0.f>f>0; Greenwich Street 
buildings, $N,400; Sawdust in walls, $445; Sawdust in ice house for covering 
ice, $S(M) - $20,000.

Then in addition also for the extra cost of harvesting ice in any other
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place in the city of Itrimtfonl or what may he termed “special adaptability” 
interest in the lmnls expropriated by the railway company, making a grand 
total of $49,000.

Tliv Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Ontario 
struck out the 8800 item for sawdust used for covering in the 
ice house, thus leaving 828,200 for lands and buildings.

How such an item of purely personal property crept into such 
an award puzzles me, yet respondents ask its restoration. The 
remaining items of the original 820,000 are claimed to be high 
but admittedly cannot be contested here with much hope of suc
cess in face of the evidence and no legal principle violated in acting 
thereon.

The additional item of 820,000 does not seem to be justifiable 
on any legal principle put forward to support it when dependent 
only upon such evidence as relied upon.

The expression of the arbitrators of what the item stands for 
is rather confusing and, I most respectfully submit, seems the 
result of the confusion of thought which lies at the root of the 
error into which the arbitrators fell. And their later deliveries 
of divergent reasons supporting their respective views, apparently 
after an appeal was in sight, is an unsatisfactory method of doing 
so, for the reasons under such circumstances do not carry the same 
weight as if they had been delivered with the award.

The lands arc to be estimated in such cases as in question 
herein upon the basis of their market value. And it is what they 
are worth to the owner that is to be considered.

In fixing the market value at the figure they did I have to 
assume the arbitrators proceeded on their appreciation of the 
evidence before them. We are not seriously asked to change 
that. Rut in that evidence so far as counsel in argument or in 
factum has directed our consideration, there was nothing presented 
to shew that there was any market price for ice house sites as 
distinguished from their values for anything else. Yet it is that 
market price of any land possessing special adaptability for 
anything that has to be determined if we are in principle to follow7 
the latest authority reiterating the rule in the case of Cedars 
Iiapids Man. tV Power Co. v. Lacoste, 10 D.L.R. 108, [1914] 
A.C. 509, at p. 579.

The direct evidence which ought to be required to fix the market 
value in that regard has not been produced. In the indirect
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way, of cute-ring into a long and elaborate investigation of the 
comparative cost of operating with this plant where it is, as 
com]fared with a plant assumed to be planed some place else, 
there is alleged to exist the basis of a calculation of value to be 
added to the market price.

Not a tit tIt* of evidence is referred to shewing that any sane 
man of business would think of investing 848,200 for land and 
buildings of the kind in question devoted to an ice business selling 
four thousand tons of ice ]M-r season.

The proposition seems to me to sound rather hollow. And 
without going so far as to hold, as matter of law. that you cannot 
prove value and even marked value by an involved process like 
unto that tried but uncompleted here. I may say the process has (if 
it ever can be made operative and serviceable), failed in this 
case because of that reasonable1 approach to completiem which 
woulel make it worth anything lining entirely wanting.

Would any one looking ahead to the enlightenment of the public 
on the subject of health and the1 gradual enforcement of the results 
thereof, through boards of health and otherwise, think of purifying 
the (iranel Hive*r sewage for the1 express purpose* of an ice business? 
Would he1 she-w his business sense- of doing so by paying
820,000 for the- privilege when and where» pure- water is to be found 
and ice produced therefrom at pe rhaps less e-xpemse- in any con
venient spot? And all for the- sake of a few incidental and tem
porary advantages of handling the product at a trifling le-ss expense. 
And in Brantford, we are- askeel to believe these inciele-ntal advan
tages will extend over a pe-riod of ten or twenty years. The 
econeimic and social forces are against the realization of such imagi
nary contingencies.

There is only one other ice business in the city and that is 
supplied by pure- water and involves a haulage- of a mile and a 
half more than respondents cither had to or has now to face in 
way of competition.

The preieif that this plant has been made profitable and had 
been placed on a permanently profitable basis that woulel justify 
an investment of 848,200, has fallen short. Indeed so far as I 
can se-e the evidence is the other way.

The- appellant’s factum presents a statement of counsel’s 
estimate of the re-sults so far as known which I do not adopt in its
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entirety. But in the main it ought to have been met and displaced 
if untrustworthy.

The only reason 1 imagine for respondents’ able counsel failing 
therein is that the main facts were against him attempting it.

Moreover, though respondent’s counsel properly enough put 
forward the interest on $29,(MX) as an item of expense in order 
to test whether or not there was such a profit in the business as 
to render it likely an owner getting that sum for his business 
stand could rightly complain, yet it is to be observed that the 
problem facing us is whether or not any one would think of 
paying $48,2(X) for such a business stand and to test that we must 
take interest on the latter sum as a test of what strain the prop
osition to be maintained by respondents will stand.

Unless there was either a highly profitable or at least a clearly 
substantial, profitable and permanently established business 
existent on the premises, this mode of proof of market value 
thereof is worthless.

All the elaborate calculations of a possible difference in cost 
of handling are of no consequence if the thing itself has failed to 
produce to the owner such a productive investment that reasonable 
men must say he would not and should not be asked to part 
with such a property for its ordinary market value.

If he expects others, even a railway company, to pay him 
for depriving him of a business stand something beyond ordinary 
market value, he must be ready and willing to demonstrate the 
fact just as fully as possible and allow the fullest possible investi
gation on the basis of such a proposition.

There was neither cash book nor ledger kept in the business 
and the only possible available and substantial means of testing 
the matter was an inspection and thorough investigation of the 
bank book and that was refused.

There was, therefore, in short no proof upon which the arbi
trators should have been allowed any such sum as the item in 
question, and that part of the award should be stricken out.

The ordinary ten |w*r centum allowance for compulsory taking 
in absence of such proper proof should be allowed instead, amount
ing to $2,820.

This is not a case for referring back, for the respondents had 
deliberately refused that proper investigation of the lines of proof 
upon which they rested their claim.

\
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The appeal should be allowed with costs here but without 
costs to either party in the Court below, and the award amended 
in the way I have indicated.

Anglin, J.:—I concur with Davies, J.
Brodeur, J.:—This is an appeal concerning the compensa

tion which should be awarded to the respondents for the expropria
tion of lands in the city of Brantford. Those properties were 
used by the respondents for harvesting and storing ice. They 
were situated on the (irand River and they were socially adaptable 
for that business. The current of the river afforded facilities 
for storing ice which reduced to a minimum the cost of the work.

There is not much difficulty with regard to the value put upon 
the lands and the buildings. The three arbitrators have come to 
a unanimous conclusion in that respect.

There is, however, a difference between them. One of the 
arbitrators is of opinion that the price which has been awarded 
for the lands and the buildings would have included also the special 
adaptability of this property for the ice business.

The other two arbitrators, on the other hand, state that 
$29,(MX), which is the* amount awarded for the lands ami buildings, 
would simply give the intrinsic value of the property for any pur
pose, not necessarily the ice business; but they find that the lands 
were specially adapted for the ice business and that it has cost 
less to the owners for handling and storing their ice than it will 
cost at the place where they will have to remove their place of 
business.

It appears that the reason for this low degree of expense is 
that the ice field is some distance above the buildings and that 
the respondents used to cut the ice in squares on that field. They 
would cut then a canal through the ice to the storehouse and 
float the ice down this canal each block being ready for storage.

The other arbitrator does not dispute the advantage of the 
convenience of harvesting ice at that point; but he claims that 
the railway company had the option of either compensating 
them for such advantage or of compensating them for the establish
ment of the business so far as such business was incidental to the 
land expropriated. He does not dispute the fact that, if the 
method adopted by the majority of the arbitrators is correct, 
the value put as to damages incurred would be porrect.
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The railway companies in exercising their right of eminent 
domain are hound not only to pay the market value of the lands 
expropriated but also the damages incurred by the owner in con
nection with the expropriation.

Here is a man who had, on account of the convenient site 
of his business, particular advantages for handling it. Those 
advantages could not be secured elsewhere and in order to carry 
out the same business as he was doing before he will have to pay 
extra costs and incur additional expenditure. He will suffer 
damages then as a result of that expropriation and it seems to 
me that the principles of law enunciated above render the railway 
company liable for those additional costs.

The Privy Council in the case of Pastoral Finance Assoc, v. 
The Minister, [1911] A.C. 1083, decided that the special suitability 
of the land for a business which the owner carries on elsewhere 
but intends to transfer to that land and the savings and additional 
profits which he will derive from so doing are elements in assessing 
the compensation.

It seems to me that, applying the principles enunciated in 
the above decision of the Privy Council, the owners, resjxmdents, 
are in this case entitled to be compensated for special adaptability 
for the lands expropriated or for extra cost of harvesting ice in any 
other place in the locality.

The arbitrators have awarded the sum of $20,000 for such 
compensation and they are all unanimous as to the amount 
of that compensation if the alcove principle is right. The amount 
seems to be very high ; but I would not feel disposed to substitute 
mv own judgment as to the value for the judgment of the arbitra
tors.

There has been a cross-appeal by the respondents concerning 
a sum of $800 which was awarded by the arbitrators for the saw
dust which was in the ice house for covering ice. That amount 
was refused by the Appellate Division, and I concur in the views 
expressed by that Court that the owners are not entitled to the 
same.

For these reasons the appeal and the cross-appeal should 
both be dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed.
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JONES v. BERLINER GRAMOPHONE CO.
Quebec Su/ierior Court, Ciurin, J. June I. line,.

Solicitors (§ II C 1—30)—Right to pees in addition to wages—Dual

A lawyer employed as a collector at a weekly salary has the right, in
addition to his wages, to taxed fees for services rendered in his professional
capacity.

Action for solicitor’s fees.
Itobillard, Julien, Titreau <V Marin, for plaintiff.
Cook &' Magee, for defendant.
The plaintiff is an advocate who sues for his fees.
The company-defendant on May 14, 1912, advertised for a 

collector. The plaintiff applied for the position and was accepted 
with a saltin’ of $12 to $18 a week.

The defendant discovering that the plaintiff was a lawyer 
entrusted him with a number of cases before the ( 'ourts. The 
plaintiff occupied for it and earned several bills of costs which were 
regularly taxed. The defendant paid the disbursements, but no 
arrangement was made as to the fees.

The plaintiff claims by his action the sum of $1,100, balance 
of his account for professional services composed of costs of 
judgments and executions.

The defendant’s pretensions are that the plaintiff was its 
employee as collector, at a salary of $12 a week with an agreed 
increase, and could not claim more than his salary, which was 
duly paid to him. It is at the demand of the plaintiff himself 
that he acted as a lawyer for the defendant. In July, 1912, 
th(> plaintiff suggested to the defendant that if he was allowed 
to act as its lawyer, he would have greater facilities for the collec
tion of their accounts. The defendant then furnished and 
equipped for him a special office, paying all his expenses ami dis
bursements and increased his salary to the sum of $18 per week. 
He was later on discharged, because he was not fulfilling his 
duties towards the defendant in a satisfactory manner; and 
this action is only an afterthought due to his dismissal.

The Court maintained the plaintiff’s action by the following 
judgment:—

“Considering that the defendant having advertised in the 
public press for a collector, the plaintiff did, on May 14, 1912, 
apply for this position, and on the 18th of the same month, the 
defendant offered to engage him as such at the rate of $12 per 
week, and the plaintiff accepted said offer;
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“ Considering that the plaintiff did almost immediately 
8. C. thereafter begin his duties as such collector, and that his salary 
Jones was gradually raised to $18 per week;

_ *’• “Considering that after the plaintiff had been in the de-
Berlixer h , ,

Gramophone fendant s employ as such collector tor about one year, a fact
Ct1, of which the defendant was ignorant up to that time, came to 

the knowledge of the defendant, namely, that the plaintiff was 
a member of the Bar of Montreal, and thereupon a number of 
cases in the Superior Court and in the Circuit Court of this district 
were entrusted to the plaintiff who continued as usual his services, 
collecting the defendant's accounts, but who moreover with the 
defendant’s sanction appeared as their attorney ad litem, caused 
many writs to be issued, and proceeded to judgment in many 
cases iuid earned many bills of cost, which, at divers times, 
were regularly taxed by the prothonotary of this Court or by the 
clerk of the Circuit Court of this district;

“Considering that it appears from the evidence that the 
defendant advanced to the plaintiff all the disbursements which 
were required for the purpose of these litigations, Dut it also 
appears that no arrangement was made as to the fees which the 
plaintiff earned in these different suits according to the tariff of 
advocates, practising their profession in both these Courts;

“Considering that the wages which the defendant paid to 
the plaintiff as a collector do not deprive him of the right to claim 
his taxed fees in the cases where the plaintiff thus acted as advocate 
with the knowledge and acquies vnee of the defendant;

“ Considering that the î'.tint iff has filed a great number of 
bills of costs, which ind Ue a great number of disbursements 
and which also include several bills of costs that arc not taxed 
and others which are made up of disbursements alone for all of 
which the plaintiff has credited the defendant in his account 
to the extent of $003.70, leaving a balance of $1,100 for bills of 
costs amounting to $1,703.70;

[The two following considérants are relating to the details of 
the taxed bills of costs amounting to $250.50.]

“ Considering that the plaintiff has proved the essential 
allegations of his declaration to the amount of $250.50, and has 
failed to establish a valid claim in excess of this sum;

“Considering that the defendant has failed to establish the 
essential allegations of its plea;
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“Doth dismiss the defendant’s plea, and doth condemn the 
defendant to pay to the plaintiff 8250.50, with interest thereon 
from May 19, 1914, date of the service of process, and the costs.”

Judgment for plaintiff.

CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE CO. v. DICKSON.

Alberta Supreme Court. Harvey, C.J. August 28, 1916.

Mortgage (6 VI K—90)—Moratorium—Volunteers and Reservists 
Relief Act—Rents—Receiver.

Though by sec. N of the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act (Alta. 
1916, eh. 6). the mortgagee's right to collect the rents is preserved, the 
remedy of enforcing that right by an action for the appointment of a 
receiver, particularly in connection with the foreclosure action itself, 
is suspended under the provisions of see. .'1 of the Act.

[Calgary Brewing <V Malting Co. v. McManus, 29 D.L.R. 455, referred 
to.l

Application by the defendant under see. 3 of the Volunteers 
and Reservists Relief Act (Alta. 1916, ch. 6), to dismiss a mort
gage action and to set aside a receiving order. Granted.

Frank Ford, K.C., for plaintiffs.
William Iiac, for defendant.
Harvey, C.J.:—This is an action on a mortgage begun June 

27 last.
The prayer of the statement of claim is as follows:—
(a) Payment of $27,863.80, with interest, according to the terms of the 

mortgage and in default sale or foreclosure and possession. (It) An order for 
(KTsonal payment against the defendant Dickson.

The defendant on May 16 last wrote the plaintiffs informing 
them that he had joined the 101st Regiment and was protected 
against any action on the mortgage under the Relief of Volunteers 
and Reservists Act, as passed by the Alberta Legislature.

On July 10 the defendant wrote the plaintiffs’ solicitors 
complaining of the action of which he had just been served with 
the statement of claim and explaining his willingness to let the 
plaintiff have all the rents over 875 a month.

On July 21 he filed with the clerk of the Court an informal 
statement of defence signed ami sworn before the clerk claiming 
the protection of the Act for the Relief of Volunteers and Reser
vists.

On July 26 the plaintiff obtained from Taylor, J., without 
notice to the defendant, an order appointing a receiver “to 
receive the rents, profits and moneys receivable in respect of 
the mortgaged property.” The order contains numerous
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provisions, including one providing for the payment of the costs 
of the application * carrying it into effect, which is directly 
prohibited by Rule 25 of the* Rules as to costs.

The defendant now moves to set aside the receiving order 
and to dismiss the action, and relies on sec. 3 of the Act referred 
to, being eh. 0 of 1916.

That section provides that:—
Xu ifcrson shall, after the* passing of this Act, bring any action to take any 

proceeding, judicial or extra-judicial, against any volunt<-er or reservist 
• . . for the enforcement of any mortgage . . . created or arising
before the passing of this Act . . . until one year after the termination
of the said state of war or until one year after tin* discharge of such volunteer 
or reservist whichever shall first hap|>en.

The statement of claim shews that the mortgage sued on was 
made in 1912, and the material filed shews that the defendant is 
a member of the 101st Regiment of Canadian Militia. In Calgary 
Brewing «V Malting Co. v. McManus, 29 D.L.R. 455, the Appel
late Division held that such a person is a volunteer within the 
meaning of the said section.

The plaintiffs, however, attempt to support the action and 
the order for receiver by sec. 8, which provides that:—

'this Act shall not deprive n mortgagee or |mtsoii having a charge1 or secur
ity in land of the right to collect and receive* the rents or rentable value of 
such land.

It is apparent that this section confers no right on the mort
gagee* though it seems to assume a certain right to exist.

It would be most strange if it could be intended to nullify 
sec. 3 "it clearly would do if it authorizes this action as the 
plaintiff contends. It is pointed out by Hals., vol. 21, p. 201, 
that a mortgagee of a mortgage* in ele*fault may in a proper 
case* have* a re*e*e*ive*r appointed to eedlect the* re*nts of me>rtgage*el 
premises e*ithe*r by an inelcjxnelcnt action for that purixise* or as 
an incident to an orelinary action on the* mortgage*, anel the* eon- 
tention is that this ine*iele*ntal right is preserved by se*e*. 8, though 
it is cle*ar that the* incidental right can only arise* when there is 
an action which is prediibite*el. A cemstruction which would leael 
to such a re-sult is one* which shemlel be* aele>pte*d only if no othe*r 
reasonable meaning can be* given to the* section.

It is tevbe* observeel that sec. 8 contains no sugge*stiem of an 
action or e>the*r proceeding, which is what se*e. 3 prediibits. It 
re*fe*rs to a right not to a method of enforcing such right. If

3
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thorp is a right to colloet tin* rents " can lx* enforced without 
an action or proceeding which is prohibited by sec. 3 then the 
rigid is in no way interfered with by sec. 3, even though some of 
the methods of enforcing that right may be taken away.

The mortgagee’s right to take possession and collect the rents 
in default is referred to in the same volume of Ilalsburv, at pp. 
180 et xcq. Inasmuch as our mortgage is not a conveyance 
of the legal estate as it is under the old system there may, 
perhaps, be some question whether that right arises out of the 
relationship of mortgagee and mortgagor. It is probable, how
ever, that it is provided for in most contracts of mortgage, but 
it is unnecessary for the present case to consider whether that 
right or a right to collect the rents by an action for a receiver 
exists under our mortgage, or to consider what is meant by the 
right to collect and receive the rentable value. If, in any case, the 
right does not exist, sec. 8 has no application. If it does exist 
sec. 8 declares that it is not taken away.

The present action, however, is not an action to collect the 
rents, but is an action to enforce1 the mortgage, and as such is 
directly prohibited by sec. 3, and is not necessary in order to give 
effect to sec. 8 and therefore cannot be supported by that section.

It is not contended that if the defence of the statute had not 
been raised the action could not have been maintained, but, like 
the defence of the Statute of Frauds, once having been raised, 
and the facts not being in dispute, effect must be given to it.

There is no reason on the facts of the case why the plaintiffs 
should not pay all of the costs incurred.

The application will, therefore, be granted with costs and the 
action dismissed with costs, and as a consequence the receiving 
order set aside. Application granted.

. MEAGHER v. MEAGHER.

«Sujtreme Court of Canada, Sir Charte* Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Idingtnn, Duff, 
Anglin and Brodeur, JJ. June 13, 191 ti.

Wilis (§111 (12—120) —Life estate—General power of disposition 
“Or otherwise"- Appointment to one’s self.

A devise by a testator of all his estate to his daughters nomination, 
upon trust, "to hold for themselves and to make such disposition thereof 
from time to time among my children or otheneixe as my said daughters 
decide to make, they, my said daughters, in the meantime to have all 
the rents and profits therefrom," creates a beneficial life interest in the 
projierty in favour of the daughters; the words "or otherwise” confer 
an unlimited power of dis|H)sition exercisable in favour of any pereon, 
including the apjxiintment to themselves.

[Meagher v. Meagher, 22 D.L.R. 733, 34 O.Ltt. 33, aflirmcd.]
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CAN. Appeal from a decision of the Appellate Division of the
8. C. Supreme Court of Ontario, 22 D.L.R. 733, 34 O.L.R. 33, varying

Meagher

Meagher.

the judgment at the trial in favour of the respondents. Affirmed. 
A. C. McMaster, and J. //. Fraser, for appellants.
Hellmuth, K.C., for respondents.

Fitspatrick.C.J. Fitzpatrick, C.J. (dissenting):—The will of the testator, 
Thomas Meagher, commences as follows:—

For the purpose of currying*out the trusts contained in this my will I give, 
devise and bequeath all the estate real and personal of which I may die seised 
or possessed or to which I may be entitled at the time of my decease unto my 
daughters Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher upon trust as 
follows.

There follows an enumeration of the trusts so declared, of 
which the fifth is as follows:—

To hold all my property in lots eight and nine in the third concession 
from the bay in the township of York, together with all stock, crops, furniture 
and other goods and chattels and personal property thereon for my said 
daughters Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher for themselves 
and to make such disposition thereof from time to time among my children 
or otherwise ns my said daughters decide to make, they my said daughters 
in the meantime to have all the rents and profits therefrom.

The dispute in the action has been narrowed down to the single 
question of the effect of the fifth trust declared by the testator’s 
will. I do not think this question presents any great difficulty; 
such as it does, arises from the fact that the trust is not set forth 
in regular and settled terms the meaning of which has become well 
established. Where these are departed from, there is always a 
likelihood that some opening will be left for a doubt as to the 
construction to be put upon the language employed; a vast 
amount of ingenuity has been shewn in the suggestion of possible 
meanings in the present instance.

I cannot doubt that the intention of the testator was to place 
the disposal of the property in question among his children, 
both as to shares and time, at the discretion of his daughters, 
Mary Aim Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher. It has to be 
considered how far he has succeeded in carrying out his intention, 
because, though we may look to the intention to decide the 
meaning of any ambiguous phrase, we cannot give an effect to 
the words used which their meaning will plainly not bear. In 
my opinion, however, full effect can be given in this case to the 
intention of the testator without adding to or departing from the 
exact words used.
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I do not understand that any life interest can he taken by the 
daughters, because there is given to them a power to dispose of 
the whole property at any time, and it is only in the meantime 
that they are to receive the rents and profits. By making no 
appointment, they might, indeed, continue this state of things 
during their lives, hut I do not think this makes any difference; 
it is only accidental that the power of disposition and the right to 
receive the rents and profits are in the same hands ; if the 
1 tower of appointment, had been given to another child, he could 
by disposing of the whole property have put an end at any time 
to the enjoyment by the sisters of the rents and profits.

The most important question is, who are the persons in whose 
favour the power of disposition may be exercised, and it seems to 
have been thought that the words “or otherwise” following the 
power “to make such disposition among my children” must be 
construed to give the daughters a general power of disposition to 
any one they please. I do not think this is the meaning to be 
placet 1 on the words “or otherwise.” I think they are to be read 
with reference to the word “among” in the power of disposition 
among the children. It is, I think, only a way of expressing a 
very common trust which in proper legal phraseology would 
be framed as a power to appoint the trust property to such one or 
more of the testator’s children in such shares and proportions and, 
at such time or times as the donee of the power might think fit. 
There is nothing either in the particular trust or in the general 
scope of the will to warrant the suggestion that the testator 
intended to give power to appoint strangers or any other than his 
own children.

The power of disposition can only be exercised by the two 
daughters, Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen Meagher, and 
on the death of either of them before making any disposition of 
the pro]H>rty it will fall into the residuary estate.

I am not overlooking the words “for themselves” following 
the names of the testator's daughters, Mary Ann Meagher and 
Margaret Ellen Meagher, which may be thought to be against 
the construction which 1 have placed upon the trust. Apart, 
however, from the fact that they have no technical meaning, they 
seem, if not senseless, at any rate inapt to express any possible 
meaning which the testator could have intended. If they refer
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to the beneficial interest which these ladies take, it van only he 
S. C. such interest as they have under tin* trust. I am, however

Mkauheh disposed to think that there is another explanation. It is appar- 
' • ent on the face of the will that it was drafted either hv a lawyer

MEAOHKR.
—-— who was not a very competent draftsman or hv someone who had

Fitspatnck.cj. (,onKjtknowledge of legal forms. I think it may he that 
the insertion of the words “for themselves” is due to some confused 
and mistaken idea of proper and apt legal forms. These are 
perhaps useless speculations and, looking to the intentions of the 
testator as they are to be gathered from the whole will, including 
the particular devise1 and bequest, 1 should have no hesitation in 
saying that if the words “for thcmse-lve-s” were repugnant tei the 
construction which I have- placeel upem the- trust, they ought to 
he disregarded.

The e-fleet of the- trust construe-d in ae-corelance with the 
vie-ws above- e-xpre-sse-d will therefore he: De-vise- and he-<iue-st of 
all testator’s re-al anel personal e-state to truste-e-s; as to the prop
erty in the- fifth enumeration mentioned—To hold the same- upon 
trust, to make- such dispeisitiem the-re-eif to e>r for such one e>r more 
of his children in such shares and proportions and in sue-h maimer 
as his daughters, Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Ellen 
Me-aghe-r, may fro .i time- to time direct or appoint, and in the- mean
time and until any such disposition shall have he-e-n made- and 
se> far as the same shall not e-xte-nel, to jM-rmit his said daughters, 
Mary Ann Me-aghe-r and Margaret Ellen Me-aghe-r, to receive* 
the re-nts and profits thereof for their own use- and he-ne-tit and 
from and after the de-ath of e-ither of the-m, the said Mary Ann 
Me-aghe-r and Margare-t Ellen Me-aghe-r, and in de-fault e>f any 
such elire-e-tiem or api>ointment e>r so far as the- same- shall ne>t 
exte-nel, upem the like- trusts as are- in the will eleclare-el concerning 
the- re-sieluary e-state.

I think by fedlenving the-se- indications the-re- will he no elifficulty 
in se-ttling the- judgment varying the juelgme-nt of the- Appe-llate- 
Division. If necessary, the* mutter can he- spoken to in Chambers.

The- appe-al must he- alleiwe-el anel unele-r emlinary circumstances 
the ce>sts should come out of the- estate, hut as it appe-ars that all 
available assets have he-e-n elistribute-el anel the action is mainly 
at any rate conceme-el with the- trust ele-clare-d in the fifth enumera- 
tion in the will, I think the ceists of all parties may fairly he paid 
out of the particular trust property.
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Idington, J. (dissenting):—This will seems to have trust 
written all over it except one ambiguous hit contained in clause 
5. Ils first clause was evidently intended to he all comprehensive 
and determine the general scope and purpose of the instrument. 
That and clause No. û are as follows:—

1. For the purpose of carrying out the trusts contained in this my will I 
give, devise and bequeath all the estate real and |tcrsoiuil of which 1 may die 
seised or possessed or to which 1 may be entitled at the lime of my decease 
unto my daughters Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Kllen Meagher upon 
trust as follows: —

(AN.
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5. To hold all mv property in lots eight and nine in the third concession 
from the bay, in the township of York, together with all stock, crops, furniture 
anil other goods and chattels and personal properly thereon for my said 
daughters Mary Ann Meagher and Margaret Kllen Meagher for themselves 
and to make such disposition thereof from time to time among my children or 
otherwise as my said daughters decide to make, they my said daughters in 
the meantime to have all the rents and profits therefrom.

One thing quite clear is that everything was given these 
daughters for the purpose of carrying out the trusts contained in 
the will.

Let us take and apply the following extract from Lewin on 
Trusts, (12th ed.) eh. IX., p. 100, see. 1, par. 16:—

lti. Next, a trust results, by operation of law, where the intention not to 
benefit the grantee, devisee or legatee is e/prmrd upon the instrument itself, 
as if the conveyance, devise or bequest he to a jierson “upon trust” and no 
trust declared, or the bequest be to a person named as executor “to enable 
him to carry into effect the trusts of the will" and no trust is declared, or the 
grant, devise or bequest be upon certain trusts that are too vague to be 
executed, or upon trusts to be thereafter declared and no declaration is ever 
made, or upon trusts that are void for unlawfulness, or that fail by lapse, etc.; 
for in these and the like cases the trustee can have no pretence for claiming 
the beneficial ownership, when, by the express language of the instrument, 
the whole property has been impressed with a trust.

We may assume this to lx* an accurate presentation of the law. 
For my present purpose I see no reason to labour with the mani
fold fine distinctions existent behind this expression thereof.

These authorities, cited in foot-notes, at pages 166 and 170, 
(Lewin on Trusts) in support of the text I have quoted, shew 
that the absence of a declaration of trust would not enable such 
a devisee or legatee to claim the property.

Is it not, therefore, quite clear that the first clause of this will 
has impressed upon the bequests and devises comprised therein 
a trust which would result respectively to the heirs at law or 
personal representative of the testator unless so far as relieved
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therefrom by later dear and unmistakable language? No one 
will attempt to deny that such later language, so far as dearly 
intelligible, must govern.

This danse "> contains all that call be invoked to aid the 
daughters so bound by the obligation of a trust. How can it? 
It is not necessary to enter upon the profitless discussion of what 
might have been the exact nature of the title taken by the daugh
ters had the latter part of clause 5 been obliterated, further than 
to say that even in such a case it might be fairly arguable they 
took no more than an estate for life under the circumstances in 
which they had been placed by the rest of the will.

Assuming it possible to maintain in such a case that they 
would have taken thereby an estate* in fee simple in the land, and 
a corresponding absolute prof>erty in the* personalty, how can 
we say that the following language:—
and to make such disposition thereof from time to time among my children 
or otherwise as my said daughters deride to make they my said daughters in 
the meantime to have all the rents and profits therefrom, 
must be discarded and is of no effect?

It seems, at least impliedly, to rebut any construction of what 
had preceded it, as ever having been intended by the testator to 
transfer absolutely all title or interest he had therein.

It removes all ]x>ssibility of holding, properly, that the daugh
ters were intended to have taken all freed from any trust. It 
leaves them nothing but a life estate, carved out of what they 
got, freed by virtue of the* express terms, including the nominative 
fashion of doing it, from the* trust which otherwise would have 
bound them.

But how does that help us to find a general i>owor or free the 
additional power over the estate given by these lines from the 
implication of being impressed with a trust? That additional 
power is not inconsistent with the trust expressed in the first 
clause, but quite consistent therewith and what was intended 
thereby to be defined later.

Hither the language creates a power or it does not.
If by reason of and through inaccuracy of expression it fails 

to convey any meaning, save that 1 have just adverted to, of 
making clear it was only a life estate that was intended to be 
given these daughters, then there has been no trust declared, 
and the absence of either a declared trust or devise or bequest,
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ill dear and unmistakable terms freeing the same from the trust 
impressed on it from the beginning, leaves this property to the 
heirs at law and personal representatives subject to the life1 estate 
therein of the daughters or survivor of them.

And if tin* language used can be construed as giving a power, 
that is likewise impressed with a trust unless it can clearly be 
interpreted as excluding it.

The only tiling in this power which lends a possibility of such 
exclusion is the use of the phrase “or otherwise.”

When I find that used as the foundation for a process of 
reasoning which ends by concluding that the donees of the power 
are but the probable objects of its execution, 1 hesitate to attribute 
such intention to the testator, who certainly could have accom
plished that result, if so intended, by using direct and simple 
language.

The phrase “or otherwise” may mean so much or so little 
that its slovenly use, so evident here, s me to think it
would be more in accord with the scope and purpose of the whole 
will, and the evidence it furnishes of the testator’s intention, to 
read it as having relation to the time when the power was to be 
used. It seems to me this is one of those eases where the strictly 
grammatical construction does not express what the writer 
intended. It is more in harmony with all else to be looked at 
and considered to read the phrase “or otherwise” as related to 
the question of time. Doing so would give a clear and operative 
effect to the whole paragraph, instead of rendering it futile.

It might obviously be expedient in the interest of tho e 
concerned to execute the trust by appointing part of the property 
at one time, and other parts at other times, as circumstances 
developed, or if occasion called for it to await a time when a 
final distribution might be made.

Again, if the power never could be prudently executed in its 
entirety, the result would be to let the children and (or) their 
descendants acquire the property by the direction of the Court 
or possibly without such direction.

One of the difficulties attendant upon its due execution might 
be the possibility of the donees being excluded.

The question thus raised has been dealt with in argument in 
a recent case of Tharp v. Tharp, [1916] 1 Ch. 142, where the cases 
are collected.

CAN.
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1 do not intend herein following the inquiry thus suggested, 
and only mention it for the consideration of those concerned.

I conclude for the foregoing reasons that the appeal should he 
allowed and the judgment below varied l>y striking out the words 
and arc also entitled to a general |x>wer to a|)|ioint the corpus of the said 
real and |*-rxonal property either to themselves, the said Mary Ann Meagher 
and Margaret Kllen Meagher, or to any other |iernon as they may think fit, 
and doth adjudge the same accordingly,
and substituting the words
and have as trustees a power of appointment over said property in favour of 
the children of the testator to bo executed from time to time or otherwise as 
prudent persons acquainted with the circumstances and conduct of the said 
children respectively should feel just.

It seems to me such was the desire of the testator.
It is impossible for us, without the slightest information as 

to the ages and conditions in life of these children or any of the 
surrounding circumstances which led the testator to make such 
a peculiar provision, to say more.

It is possible an equal distribution was not intended. It is 
possible that the testator expected the distribution to depend 
upon the conduct of the children, and undeserving ones to feel 
that the* trustees had power of discrimination. I pass no opinion 
on such suggestions. They may lie, even if one knew, a great 
deal more than presented of no value.

At present all that seems to me quite clear is that the impress 
of a trust is stumped on the power for whatever it is w< rth. If 
too vague to l>e effective as probably intended, the trust will 
result to the benefit of the heirs.

As to the costs, 1 should leave each party to pay their own 
costs in the Appellate Division and in this Court.

Duff, J.:—The appeal should 1m* dismissed with costs.
Anglin, J.:—I know of no rule of equity which prevents a 

devisee of property upon trust from taking out of it a benefit 
which it was the intention of the testator that he should have. 
Dawson v. Clark, 15 Yes. 409; 18 Yes. 247, at 257; Hughes v. 
Kvam, 13 Sim. 490. No doubt the intention to benefit the 
trustee personally must clearly appear. Such an intention, in 
my opinion, is explicitly stated in the fifth paragraph of the will 
lure in question in favour of the testator’s two daughters, in 
regard to the property therein dealt with, and no contrary intention 
anywhere appears. The concluding words of the fifth clause,
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they my said daughters in the meantime to have all the rents and profite CAN. 
therefrom ~
admittedly give them a beneficial life interest in the property in 
question. I agree1 that they also preclude the construction in Meagher

favour of their having an unrestricted fee simple, ' was the Mkaoher. 

view taken by the trial Judge. The earlier words, Anglin, j.
for my said daughters Mary Ann Mc-aghvr and Margaret Ellen Meagher for 
themselves,
unmistakably indicate that this particular property, which the 
testator had included in the general devise to them in trust of 
his entire (‘state1, was nevertheless to lx1 held by the two daughters, 
not as trustees, but, as the testator puts it, “for themselves,” 
f.e., for their own benefit, having regard to what follows, during 
life, or until disposed of. The words “for selves” 1 regard 
as at least equivalent in effect to the words “at his own disposal,” 
discussed in Rc Howell, [1015] 1 Ch. 241, as indicative of the 
testator's intention that this property was not to be subject to 
any obligation of trust. After devising the property to his two 
daughters nominatim “for themselves," the testator proceeds to 
give them the rigid
to make such disposition thereof from time to time among my children or 
otherwise as my said (laughters decide to make.
i.e., not as trustees, but as individuals, with an unfettered power 
of disposition. I cannot find in these words any indication of an 
intention to benefit the testator’s children exclusively. The words 
“or otherwise as my said daughters decide to make” distinctly 
exclude that idea. Should the power conferred not be exercised, 
subject to the lift1 interest of the two daughters, the property 
would pass either under the residuary clause or as u]>on an in
testacy.

1 can find no justification for distorting the language of the 
testator by transposing the words “or otherwise,” as contended 
for by counsel for the appellants, and placing them immediately 
after the phrase “from time to time” or for refusing to give them 
their ordinary signification.

In a word, this case is governed by that primary and cardinal 
rule- of interpretation, that the grammatical and ordinary sense 
of the words is to be adhered to unless absurdity, repugnancy or 
inconsistency should result—a rule too often disregarded in order 
to give effect to some technical and artificial rule of construction 
distinctly subordinate and never meant to be invoked where the

4
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language is plain and ordinary and there is neither ambiguity 
or obscurity in it. A testator’s clearly expressed intention, not 
unlawful or impossible of performance, must be carried out.

1 would dismiss the ap|>cul with costs.
Hkodki k, J.: After a good deal of hesitation, I have come 

to the cot elusion that this appeal should be dismissed with costs.
A ppial dismissed.

ROBERTSON v. CITY OF MONTREAL.
Quebec ('mill of Review, Archibald, A.C.J., and Merrier and McDougall, JJ. 

April 15. 1916.

1. I lu ai ways (|IYC—210,i Accidents on sidewalks—Contributory
NKULIHKNCK — FAILURE TO LOOK.

Mere failure to keep one's eyes rivet ted ii|mhi the sidewalk while 
walking thereupon is not proof of such contributory negligence as would 
preclude recovery from a municipality for damages resulting from the 
defective condition of the sidewalk.

2. Municipal corporations i6 II (i 5—2(M)) Notice of action—Suffici
ency Place of accident.

Where the notice of action to a municipality sufficiently sets out the 
place of the accident, a slight variation as to the exact s|xit does not 
affect its validity.

3. Judgment (SI F 4—40) Non obstante veredicto—Contributory
NEGLIGENCE IMPROPERLY FOUND.

Where a jury finds the damages suffered to amount to a certain sum, 
which sum they reduce owing to their finding of contributory negligence, 
the Supreme Court on apjieal, considering the finding as to contributory 
negligence to be unwarranted upon the facts, may award to the plaint iff 
the full amount of damages found by the jury to have been sustained.

Action in damages for $2,000, resulting from a fall on the 
sidewalk. In the notice given by the plaintiff to the defendant 
before the action, he described the place where he fell, as follows:

Le 12 mai 1015, vers S heures et demie du soir, M. Robertson passait 
vis-à-vis le no 50 de la rue Wellington, à Montreal, lorsqu'une pierre émer
geant du niveau du trottoir, par 2 ou 3 |x>uees, lui fit faire une chute, etc.

The defendant pleaded: No fault on its part. Rut it charged 
negligence on the part of the plaintiff in walking on the sidewalk 
in a careless manner.

The case was tried by a jury, which found that the damages 
suffered by the plaintiff amounted to $MK), but siring that both 
parties were equally in fault, it gave a verdict for $300 in favour 
of the plaintiff.

The Superior Court on January 7th, 1910, referred the ease 
for judgment to the Court of Review.

The Court of Review set aside partly the verdict of the jury 
and rendered the following judgment:—

“Considering that the notice given described the place of the
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accident as bring opposite No. 56 Wellington St., in the city of 
Montreal, and it is proved that the accident happened on the 
other side of the street from No. 56; hut that there was no street 
number on that side by which the place could be particularly 
indicated;

“Considering that the word “vis-à-vis" or “opposite" would, 
by its natural meaning, include both sides of the1 street;

“Considering that the defendant suffered no prejudice from 
the description of the place of the accident, and, as matter of 
fact, shortly after the notice given, proceeded to the place and 
repaired the defect in the sidewalk at that point;

“Considering that the jury, by its verdict, found that the 
accident was partly caused by the negligence of the defendant 
and partly by the negligence of the plaintiff and that the plaintiff 
had suffered damages to the extent of $600, but awarded the 
plaintiff only $300 in consequence of the plaintiff’s alleged fault:

“Considering there was absolutely no proof of negligence on 
the part of the plaintiff and that the jury could not reasonably 
find the plaintiff guilty of negligence with respect to the said 
accident ;

“Doth set aside the verdict of the jury whereby it finds that 
the accident was partly caused by tin* negligence of the plaintiff 
and where it reduces the amount of the plaintiff's damages in 
consequence of such negligence;

“Considering that the Court may, where a jury has found a 
fact without evidence, and where the Court might have instructed 
the jury to find such a fact in the negative, disregard such finding 
and dispose of'the case upon the other findings of fact legally 
made;

“Considering that the proof shews negligence on the part of 
the defendant and that the accident was caused by such negli
gence;

“Doth reject the motion of the defendant and maintain the 
motion of the plaintiff, and doth condemn the defendant to pay 
the plaintiff the sum of $600, damages found by the jury, and 
costs."

Greenahields and Greenshields, for plaintiff.
Laurendeau and Archambault, for defendant.
Archibald, A.C.J.:—The notice which the plaintiff gave; of the 

accident to the defendant described the place where the accident
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happened ns 1 icing opposite (vis-à-vis) 56 Wellington St. The 
place where it actually happened was on the north side of the 
street. The number 56 Wellington is on the south side of the 
street just opposite1 the place. There was no number opposite 
this place on the north side of the street. The city took the 
ground that there was no sufficient notice.

The proof establishes that the city, after receiving the notice, 
discovered the plan- where the stone was out of order and repaired 
it. The object of giving notice to the city of these accidents is 
to give the city the opjMjrtunity of an early investigation so that 
it may lie in a position to meet the evidence produced on the part 
of the plaintiff. It has been held over and over again that slight 
variations as to the exact spot where the accident happened will 
not lie sufficient to nullify a notice providing the object of giving 
the notice is sufficiently accomplished—that is to say: that the 
city is sufficiently informed as to the place where the accident 
happened.

The word “opposite” or “vis-à-vis” would, by its ordinary 
meaning, include the whole street opposite the particular point 
mentioned; and when then1 was no number on tin- north side 
of the street, it ought to be considered sufficient to indicate that 
side also. It would, I think, be the duty of the city, upon receiving 
such a notice, to examine its sidewalks not only on the side on 
which the number 56 actually existed, but also on the other side 
of the street, especially seeing there was no number there. I am 
quite convinced that tla* city ought not to escape in this case by 
reason of the insufficiency of the notice.

The jury found damages to the extent of $600 which they 
divided in two parts owing to the alleged carelessness on the part 
of the plaintiff, giving the plaintiff only .$300. The1 plaintiff 
alleges that there was absolutely no proof of neglect on the part 
of the plaintiff, and he asks that he lie given judgment for $600, 
total amount of the damages found; alternatively, if that is not 
done, that a new trial be ordered.

The defendant asks that there be judgment non obstante, or 
alternatively, that judgment go in favour of the plaintiff for 
$300.

The position raised by the plaintiff is this: there was no 
evidence of negligence on the plaintiff’s part and the jury could
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not reasonably find that the accident was partly caused by the
plaintiff’s fault, and that, therefore, the jury having found a specific C. It.
fault on the part of the defendant, which had its influence in Robertson
causing the accident, and having found the total amount of „ '•

City of
damages suffered by the plaintiff at $000, the plaintiff is Montreal.

by the judgment of the Court to have $000. The proof leaves no Archibald, 
doubt of the negligence of the defendant. It is true that some of A C J 
the witnesses of the defendant speak of the elevation of the stone 
in question as being much less than that proved by the plaintiff, 
but the plaintiff’s evidence is precise, resulting from actual meas
urement with a rule, and is to be preferred to that of the defendant.
Moreover, the jury has found in favour of the plaintiff as to the 
negligence of the defendant.

Now, absolutely the only proof of negligence on the part of 
the plaintiff which went before the jury was this: that the plain
tiff stated that when he was going along the street he was looking 
in front of him in a general way without keeping his eyes upon 
the sidewalk directly in front of him to see if anything were 
wrong. Now, I cannot come to the conclusion that this is negli
gence. 1 think that the Judge ought to have charged the jury 
that there was no evidence of negligence on the plaintiff’s part.
If that had been done, manifestly the jury would have returned 
a verdict generally against the defendant for the amount of 
damages which the plaintiff suffered.

Upon the verdict, the Judge submitted the case to this Court 
on those questions : whether the notice was sufficient and whether 
judgment could be given for the sum of SIMM).

The Code of Civil Procedure contains art. 4% to the effect 
that the Court may, in all cases where the judgment of the trial 
Judge or the verdict in a reserved case is attacked, apply any 
remedy by which it considers that the ends of justice may he 
attained, even if such remedy has not been specifically demanded 
by any of the parties. See also art*. 508.

These sections have been, by our own jurisprudence, inter
preted in a liberal manner so as to enable the Court to come to 
final decision in a case in accordance with justice as between the 
parties and in a maimer which, from the evidence, the jury 
ought to have given their verdict. Now, then* is no doubt that 
there was fault on the defendant’s part which was the cause of the

44
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QUE. accident. Then* is absolutely no proof that the plaintiff himself

C. R. was in fault and there was no justification on the part of the jury
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in diminishing the plaintiff's damages.
I’mier these circumstances, I am of opinion that the Court 

here can award the plaintiff judgment for the total amount of
Archibald, the damages found. It has been distinctly held by the Court of 

Appeals that, notwithstanding the jury has found damages in a 
certain sum, tin* Court may reduce those damages even without 
the consent of all parties and give the plaintiff judgment for a 
smaller sum. What is proposed in this case is nothing so radical 
as that. It is simply to say : the jury had no right to find any 
fault on the part of the plaintiff. There was no proof upon which 
they could go. They have found that the plaintiff suffered 
damages to the extent of $600, and they have undertaken to 
diminish this in consequence of the illegal finding that the plaintiff 
had also been negligent. We have, therefore, in no way to alter 
the finding of tin* jury except to nullify the finding which is un
supported by any evidence. I am to give the plaintiff judgment 
for $600.

I find a ier of decisions in the Encyclopedia of Low and
Procedure, vol. 23, p. 820 The general rule is:—

Tin- judgment must follow iiiul conform to the verdict not only as to the 
amount of the recovery, hut also as to the nature and measure of relief and as 
to the parties, and it cannot go l>cyoud the verdict in si rights of the
parties or admeasuring the recovery, or declaring or foreclosing liens, except 
that, in rases where the evidence would have authorized the Court to direct 
a verdict, it may in rendering judgment go further than the verdict in adjusting 
the equities of the parties.

Several eases are cited in support of this rule. That exception 
applies precisely to the case at bar. The evidence would have 
warranted the Judge to direct the finding on the part of the jury 
that the plaintiff was not in fault. Judgment for plaintiff.

N. B. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. v. CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE.

8.C.
McDonald v. Canadian pacific r. co.

Sew Hrumuirk Su/ire nu Court, McLeod, ('.J.. White and (trimmer, JJ.
Apnl £(i, 19Id.

Carriers (6 III A 370)— Liaiiii.ity rim warehouse reiki its issued iiy 
vient Release or noons without ckhmdsion or holder
CoNTRIHUTION.

A railway company maintaining warehouses as a necessary incident 
to its business is bound by the act of its agent acting within the seope of 
the y, which it holds him out to the world to pursers, in signing
warehouse receipts; it is therefore liable for shortages, in eonsequcnce of 
the agent's release of the goods to the ship|ier. without the permission

5
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of a hank to which they were hypothecate* I as collateral sveuritv; the 
railway company, however, is entitled to contribution from the siiipiicr 
to th«‘ amount recovered by the bank for such short ages.

Appeals by the defendant railway company from the judgment 
of McKeown, in an action tried before him without a jury 
at the St. John circuit in April, 1014, and by the said Frank 
McDonald against a judgment in favour of the said railway 
company in a third party action tried without a jury in August, 
1915.

F. R. Taylor, K.(\, for the appellants, the C.IML Co.
F. P. Raymond, for the Canadian Bank of Commerce.
J. R. M. Baxlcr, A.G., for Frank McDonald.
Grimmer, J.:—I am of the opinion the plaintiff is entitled to 

judgment. The plaintiff's claim is in respect to a shortage in 
goods stored in a warehouse of the def< , the Canadian 
Pacific Railway (hereinafter referred to as the railway), for 
shipment, and of which warehouse receipts were issued by the 
agent of the railway, who received and stored the goods. The 
warehouse receipts were hypothecated by McDonald, the third 
party, to the plaintiff (hereinafter called the bank) to secure loans 
or advances made to him to carry on his business.

After a time a large shortage in goods was discovered by the 
bank, and a demand for same was made by it upon the railway, 
under the warehouse receipts, which was refused, the railway 
claiming it was not liable, as it had not issued the warehouse 
receipts, had no knowledge of the same having been issued, and 
that it had not authorized its agent to issue the receipts, nor 
had it any knowledge he had done so, nor had he any right or 
power to issue the same. McDonald, the third party, carried on 
a business of canning clan s and sardines at Fair Haven, about 
0 miles from St. Andrews, New Brunswick, and was offered the 
use of the railway's warehouse at St. Andrews, which had been 
constructed and was maintained as " to their business
as a railway company authorized by statute to carry on railway 
transit, for the storage of his goods pending sale and shipment. 
Accordingly, he shipp'd the same to the warehouse in quantities, 
where they remained until sold and were shipped out in the usual 
way over the railway’s line.

The railway’s station agent at St. Andrews, one Arthur Gove, 
signed warehouse receipts for all of the goods so shipped by

N. II.
8. C.
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Commerce.

Statement.

Grimmer, J.
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... McDonald to St. Andrews, some of which wore signed by him ns
S. C. agent, and some, or perhaps more correctly a majority, of which

Can. Pa<\ were signed without the use of the word “agent.”
R. C°. To enable him to carry on his business McDonald (third party)
Can. obtained loans from the bank, ami hyi>othecated the said waro- 

Co y me bce. h°UK<‘ receipts to the bank as security for the said loans.
Grimmer j ^ appears all th<‘ warehouse» receipts upon which the bank 

claims, save the first one, are signed by Gove, who was station 
agent as aforesaid, receipt No. 1 being signed by one McQuaid, 
who was relieving Gove at the time. On March 28, 1913, Gove 
having been asked by the bank to confirm a list of warehouse 
receipts, notified them there was a large shortage in the goods, 
ami also reported the* same to McDonald.

After this date no further warehouse receipts were signed or 
issued by Gove, but by two letters in April of the same year he 
acknowledged the receipt of more goods. In conducting business 
with McDonald the bank complied with the provisions of the 
Rank Act as to the loan made, and arranged security therefor as 
therein provided. All necessary papers requiring the signature; 
of McDonald were sent by him direct to the bank, except the 
warehouse receipts, which were sent to the railway’s station agent, 
and after being signed were sent out by him to the bank.

As the receipts W'ere received by the bank a notice of each in 
duplicate was sent to the said station agent, who signed and 
returned the original, keeping the ate. By this means a 
system of comparison and checking of receipts was provided for 
which was followed throughout the bank’s entire dealings with 
McDonald. From time to time as McDonald made payments 
to the bank, he requested that releases be sent to Gove to authorize 
and justify him in shipping out the goods. If the quantity 
covered by the receipt was released, the receipt was surrendered 
and sent to Gove, if part only, the quantity released was indorsed 
on the receipt and Gove notified of the number of cases so dealt 
with. To each warehouse receipt was attached a copy of the 
notice1 of hyjiothecntion, with the acknowledgment of Gove 
thereon.

From the evidence, the dealings between the1 bank and Mc
Donald, in respect to which warehouse receipts were signed by 
the said railway’s station agent, began in 1909, and continued 
until March 28, 1913. Gove, however, did not assume the office

0
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of station agent until November, 1910, though he had acted 
previously as relief agent. He did not inaugurate the system 
of warehouse receipts referred to, but found it existing when lie 
received his appointment, and he continued it. On the trial the 
shortage in goods proved amounted in value to the sum of S8,508.15 
for which the railway disclaimed any liability.

The question is, did the railway, by its duly authorized agent, 
issue the warehouse receipts, and did it have knowledge of and 
acquiesce in the issuance thereof. There is no doubt that from 
November, 1910, until the trial of this suit, Gove was the duly 
appointed, recognized and acting station agent of the railway at 
St. Andrew's, and as such had charge of the warehouses of the com
pany at that place, and duly received, stored, and shipped out 
on bills of lading, goods of the defendant McDonald covered by 
warehouse receipts signed by him. He states the receipts were 
signed by him as a personal matter only, without instruction 
from the railway, and without its knowledge or consent, and that 
in so signing the same he simply continued in force a custom he 
found existing when he took charge of the office. II. K. McDonald 
testified he became general freight agent of the Atlantic Division 
of the railway in 1907, and continued in that office* until May, 
1910. That during this period he received communications from 
McDonald about warehouse receipts, and told him they could not 
issue the receipts, and that at this time he had no knowledge 
McDonald was getting warehouse* receipts from one E. A. Mc
Donald, who was then their station age*nt at St. Andrews. That 
he did not authorize either McDonald or Gove to sign the receipts, 
anel that he was the prefer authority to whom the age*nt shoulel 
apply with reference to the issuing of the receipts. At this time* 
Gove was not acting and the refe*re*nce to him is not applicable. 
He further states the issuing of negotiable warehouse receipts 
is not within the dutie*s of a station age*nt. On cross-examinatiem 
he* stated it was the duty of station age*nts to receive gooels into 
warehouses and keep them there until they we*re* ordered forward. 
Also that he knew of the railway giving warehouse receipts at 
Fort William and at Montreal, and that it would be proper for 
the railway to issue receipts for goods storeel. W. B. Bamford 
testified he was division freight agent of the railway in charge 
of the Atlantic Division, which included St. Andrews. That he 
did not authorize the station agent at St. Andrews or any one
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plie to issue- warehouse receipts in this case to the hunk or McDon
ald. That he had no knowledge the station agent at St. Andrews 
was issuing warehouse receipts to McDonald or any one e*lso, 
that no station agent of the railway had authority to issue* ware
house* receipts. Alsei that (love was the statiem agent at St. 
Andrews, and had charge* e>f the* freight traffic anel terminal facili- 
tie*s there, anel that his juriselictiem e*xte*nele*el to the wareheiuses, 
freight sheds anel station house anel the* gejewls therein. Also 
that he* knew Me Demale 1 was shipping gemels through the St. 
Andrews warehouses, anel was storing goods there, sometimes for a 
long while, possibly for a ye*ar at a time*, with a vie*w to shipping 
them ultimately ove*r the* railway’s line.

(love, the* station agent, stated he* e-onsielered the* ware-hemse 
receipts were* given by him personally, anel that the* railway was 
not liable for what he eliel in this respect, (hi e*re)ss-examination 
he* stateel that having give*n warehouse re*ce*ipts to McDemald, 
anel knowing that they were inelorst*el to anel held by the bank, 
he ele*libe*rate*ly shipped goods for which he* had give*n such .receipts, 
without any order from the bank, on bills e>f lading from McDon
ald, anel that it was customary to elo set, and he had be*e*n eleiing 
it right alemg. Alsei that on taking charge he found his prede
cessor had been signing warehouse receipts fe»r McDonald anel he 
continuée! the custom.

In May, 1911, Gove* was relieved by one R. V’. Shaw, who took 
up the duties eif station agent, anel continued the* practice of 
signing warehouse* re*e*e*ipts, all e>f which he* signe*el U. V. Shaw, 
age*nt, and this (love* says was done without any special instruc- 
tion from him, but from Iblleiwing the* re*corels of the office as to 
the* manne*r in which the business was eleme*. This also se*ems to 
apply to the saiel Mc(juaid, who acte*el as re*lie*f age*nt in Se?p- 
te*mbe*r, 1912. At p. 453 he* states that he* e*emtinue*el the* busine*ss 
in re*s]>ect to the* receipts just as he* femnel it when he* went the*rc, 
anel he* newer elreame*d he* was doing anything wrong. Also, that 
an auelitor visited his office* feiur or five* time's a year to auelit the 
same, at which time*s lie* overhauled the* heioks anel pape»rs and 
maele* a thorough auelit of the* affairs of the office. That no se*cret 
was maele* of the warehouse receipts, that there was no conceal
ment of anything so far as he* was concerned, anel that he continued 
the* system as he founel it, never supposing there* was anything 
wrong, irregular or unauthorizeel about it. Without multiplying
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the facts from a great mass of this class of evidence, 1 find it very 
difficult to reconcile the station agent's position with his statement 
that he issued the receipt's in his pe rsonal capacity, and not as the 
agent of the railway, and am of the opinion that, in signing the 
warehouse receipts, he not only thought and believed he was 
acting as agent of the railway, hut that he was in good faith 
signing as agent and so intended, believing he was doing what 
was right and proper, according to precedent and within the 
duties pertaining to his office.

As to the knowledge of the railway of the acts of its agent in 
respect to the warehouse receipts, and its acquiescence in the 
course he was following in respect to them, it dot's not appear 
though they had knowledge of the receipts being issued in 
July, 1911, that any protest was ever made, nor was the station 
agent ever instructed to discontinue the course he was following 
prior to the claim of shortage being made in 1913, but it does, on 
the contrary, apiiear that as early as July, 1911, the general freight 
agent, Mr. Bamford, was approached by letter by the McDonald 
Packing Co., the third party defendant, in respect to insurance on 
his goods stored in the railway’s warehouse at St. Andrews, when 
a number of letters passed between them.

An analysis of these letters discloses that as early at least as 
July 26, 1911, Mr. Bamford, the general freight agent of the 
railway—Atlantic Division—and therefore one of its high officials, 
who controlled and regulated all freight traffic in his division, 
was notified by McDonald that “Ac was carrying all his sardines 
in the railway's warehouse at St. Andrews," and that he was obliged 
to raise loans on the goods from the bank. If nothing else had 
been said, this should, to say the least, if he had been careful 
in transacting his business, and if he had no previous knowledge 
of what was being done with these goods, in respect to warehouse 
receipts, have aroused his suspicions as "freight traffic manager, 
in the interest of his company, and led him to enquire whether 
anything unusual on the part of his underlings, or agents, was 
being done in connection with the warehousing of the goods. 
Such, however, was not the case, and the letter, the puri>ort of 
which was to arrange for insurance on the goods, was replied to 
from his office on August 1, and McDonald was notified the
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goods were fully covered. By a letter, however, of the same 
date to the hank, reference was made to the goods as being in 
transit, which, in order to clear up any question that might arise 
in case of fire, drew the letter of August V from McDonald to the 
general freight agent, in which he makes the plain and distinct 
statement that his goods “arc under warehouse receipt given by 
you.” It is inconceivable the true and correct meaning of this 
language could be misunderstood or be passed over unnoticed, 
and Mr. Ramford Kevins to avoid it by saying he did not personally 
direct the correspondence, but that it was done by his head clerk 
in his office, and therefore he could not lw* held responsible for it. 
This seems to me too absurd and trivial a protest on the part of 
the general freight agent, the head of the department, and res- 
ponsihle to the railway for what was done in his department, to 
merit serious consideration or attention. It, therefore, follows 
that in August. 1911, the general freight agent of the railway was 
notified hi writing by the defendant McDonald that his goods 
were stored in the railway’s warehouse at St. Andrews and that 
warehouse receipts were being issued for the same, which were 
hypothecated to the bank to seeur oans made on tin* goods. 
Notwithstanding this notice, no attention was apparently directed 
to the matter to change the order of conducting the business, 
and the station agent, (love, was permitted without let or hin
drance from the railway to continue receiving McDonald’s goods, 
and to issue warehouse receipts for the same, until the shortage 
was discovered. There was, in addition, further eorres]M>ndence 
between the parties to this suit in the month of September, 1911, 
in reference to the insurance on the* goods of McDonald stored as 
stated at St. Andrews, and on the twenty-eighth of that month, 
the railway by letter to the bank stated it had noted and filed 
their letter of September 11 and affirmed that the insurance in 
case of loss by fire was payable to the bank.

From this accumulated evidence I am of the opinion that the 
railway did, by its duly authorized agent, issue the warehouse 
receipts in question, and did have full knowledge of the issuance 
thereof, ami acquiesced therein. To amplify the ]M)sition some
what further, it apjiears from p. 463 of the evidence et sequitur, 
that after the shortage was discovered it was reported to the 
general freight agent, the general suix*rintendent, and the general 
business agent of the railway, and one of its travelling freight
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agents was sent to St. Andrews, to investigate and cheek up the 
warehouse1 receipts and records, and notwithstanding all these 
officials knew the situation, the agent (love was permitted to and 
did continue1 to ship goods to MeDemalel on re»Ie*ase»s from the» 
bank, which releases were addressed to him as agent of the rail
way, and no change was mai le in the e-xisting relations between 
the bank and the» railway in this re»speet.

It therefore stuns abundantly clear to me that the railway 
had full knowledge e>f all the» facts in lvspeet to the way their 
agent was dealing with the MeDemalel gooels, anei the»re was 
nothing in the» ease» to shew that the» bank had any me»;ms of elis- 
covering that the» ]M»rsem who signe-el the» warehouse receipts 
had no authority to sign the same, e»ve»n if it hael been true.

The» age»nt is found transacting the» business of the railway, 
re»ce»iving goods into the» warehouse»s, signing warehouse rcce»ipts, 
and shi])ping goods out with anel without rele»ases from-the bank, 
ove»r the railway’s line», and apparently all this with the knowledge 
of the- railway. It is nothing mem» or le»ss than the» case» of a body 
corpetrate carrying on business in the ordinary way, by the 
agency of a person eluly authorized by the»m and acting with their 
knowledge, and therefore the» railway is beninel by the» acts of the 
person in this e»ase», who took upon himself with their knowledge 
to act as he- eliel in re»spee»t to the» goods in que»stion. The funela- 
mental principle e>f agency as describe»el by Story, and which is the 
admitteel doctrine in all Knglish Courts, ])e»rv'aele»s this case, 
namely, “The principal is beninel by all ae»ts of his agent within 
the» scope e>f the authority which lie» holds him out to the» world 
to pe>8se»ss.”

One other question only remains te> be eliscusseel in this case, 
that of the liability of the third party to the- railway. From the 
evidence it is apparent to me the shortage» in goods is substan
tially accounteel for in the1 evidence of the* agent Gove», who states 
lie» shipped goods from time to time upem the order of the third 
party, and without releases from the» bank. This he» probably 
was the» more ready to do by reason of the undertaking of Mc
Donald to make» good any shortage that might occur. This 
premise» alone would indicate that McDonalel was not likely a 
subject of surprise when informent that it had occurred. At all 
events it is not disputed that goods were shipped without the
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The ap|K*uls must he dismissed with costs to the responded, 
to l>e paid by the (\ V. R. and the costs of resisting McDonald’s 
appeal to be paid by said Frank McDonald to the C. P. R.

MvL«-imI. C.J. McLeod, C.J.:—There does not seem to In* any dispute 
about the shortage, that is that the railway company was unable 
to deliver to tin* bank all the goods that had been stored with it 
and for which the bank held warehouse receipts. The principal 
defence urged by the railway company is that it is not liable, 
because, first, under its charter it had no authority to keep a 
warehouse and give warehouse* receipts, and, second, that (love, 
the defendant company's agent, enulel not bind the railway 
company by giving warehouse* rempts, that he only bounei him- 
sc*lf, anel that in giving a warelmuse receipt he w’as not acting 
within the scope of his authority as the station age nt.

As to the first objection, it may be admitted that the railway 
cemipany is not a warehousing e-ompany, anel was not ince>rix>rated 
with express authority to carry on the* ware‘housing business; 
but it was incorporates! to e*arry on the* railway business, the* business 
of shipping gooels, ami in that eapacity it wemlel be oblige*el to 
have* warehouses to store* the* gexxls that were sent to the station 
from time to time*. At all its stations on all its line-s it woulel of 
necessity have wnreheiuses for the storage of gexxls. In this case* 
the* e-eimpany put up the*se* warehouse's for the* expre*ss purjxjse* of 
inviting pe*e>ple* to sene! gexxls to thi'se* warehouse's for shipme-nt 
ove*r the*ir lines, anel in eleiing that it was acting entirely within 
the scope e)f its authority. The*se warehouse's anel the gooels in 
the-m we*re in charge* eif Gove, the* station age*nt at St. Andrews. 
When the gexxls we*re* elehvereel to the* railway e-emipany Gove 
gave these* warehouse* receipts for the*m. In my eipinion he had 
a right to give* them. The railway company claims that it had 
no knowleelge* that warehouse receipts were* be*ing give*n, but the* 
evidence elex*s not sustain that contention. It is in evielence that 
Frank McDemalel uneler his agreement with the bank for aelvance*s 
agreed to insure* all his gexxls in the warehouses, anel on July 
26, 1911, learning that the railway company was in the habit of 
carrying insurance on all the gexxls in its warehouse he wrote*
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W. B. Bamford, the general freight agent of the C. P. R. in St. 
John.

In view of these letters it seems impossible to conclude that 
the officials of the railway company did not know that them1 goods 
were stored then1 and held by the plaintiff bank. The case was 
argued somewhat on the ground that these goods were simply 
stored in the warehouse to be left there. That is not the fact. 
They were stmt to the warehouse from time to time, warehouse 
receipts given to Frank McDonald by Gove, the station agent, 
and were shipped from the warehouse again from time to time 
ns orders were obtained, and the bank gave releases for them as 
they wen* to be shipped. I think it cannot be successfully 
contended that if Frank McDonald had stored these goods in 
these warehouses and made no transfer of them, and the railway 
company had delivered them to someone else without his 
authority that tin- railway company would not bo liable. The 
only difference between that case and the present is that Frank 
McDonald transferred the property and the goods that were there 
to the plaintiff bank, and the railway company had notice1 that 
the transfer had been made, and instead of being accountable 
to Frank McDonald for the goods the railway company is ac
countable to the bank, and if it could not give the bank all the1 
goods that had been stored in its warehouse and transferred to 
it the railway company must In* liable to the bank for the loss. 
A number of cases were cited by counsel for the railway company, 
but I do not think it necessary to refer to them. Gove was 
undoubtedly the railway company’s station agent at St. Andrews, 
and had charge of these warehouses and the goods in them. 
If, however, he had given receipts for goods that he did not 
receive the company possibly would not be liable: Erb v. G. W. 
R. Co., 5 Can. S.C.R., 179 (which was cited by counsel for the 
railway company), is a case of that nature. In the present case, 
however, I do not think that it is even claimed that the goods 
were not received in the warehouse1, and Govt1 swears that he 
never gave receipts until he had received the goods.

The Judge found a verdict against the railway company for 
$8,508.15 for a shortage of 2,821 cases of sardines, 387 cases of 
clams, and 675 cases of tin cans. The evidence warranted that 
finding, and, in my opinion, the motion for the railway company 
should be dismissed with costs.
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The l<‘ani<ld Judge then proceeded to try the claim of the 
railway company against McDonald, the third party. The rail
way company claims that the shortage, if any there was, was 
caused by Frank McDonald having goods shipped without 
obtaining releases from the bank. This really is simply a question 
of fact. If Frank McDonald induced (love to ship these goods 
out without obtaining a release from the bank he would be liable 
over to the ( '. P. R. Co. for the loss. He denied generally that 
he had ordered any goods shipped except under release from the 
bank, but (love in his evidence states that Frank McDonald 
did direct him to ship goods, promising to get releases, and that 
lie did not get releases from tin* bank. The Judge* discusses all 
the evidence, and declines to accept McDonald's statements, 
and finds as a matter of fact that this shortage was caused by 
McDonald ordering goods shipped without obtaining releases 
from the plaintiff bank. It is true that the railway company 
had no right to ship these goods except on obtaining a release 
from the bank, but if Frank McDonald induced Gove, the agent 
of the railway company, to ship them under a promise to obtain 
releases, or under an agreement—as Clove swears he did—to 
indemnify him, if there was any loss, he—Frank McDonald— 
would be liable. The Judge found as a matter of fact that he 
did, and that the shortage was caused by the shipments of these 
goods by the defendant’s agent at St. Andrews on the orders of 
Frank McDonald, the third party. The evidence warrants that 
finding, and the motion by McDonald must be dismissed with

The appeal, therefore, by the railway company against the 
verdict entered against it must be dismissed with costs, and the 
appeal by McDonald against the verdict entered against him in 
favour of the C. P. R. must also be dismissed with costs.

White, J., agreed that both appeals should be dismissed 
with costs. A ppeals dismissed.

BEDARD v. THE KING.
Quebec King's limch, Pelletier, J. April IS, 1916.

1. Summary convictions (§ III—33)—Indefinite adjournment agreed

The indefinite suspension of proceedings in t lie t rial under the summary 
convictions clauses (l’art XV. of the Code), is prohibited as prejudicial 
to the accused in his defence; however, if the suspension is by agreement 
between the Crown and tin* accused to the effect that the trial should 
be delayed so long as the accused remains away from a particular place,
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such suspension constitutes rat her an adjournment of which the accused 
cannot complain, since he hiti self detennines its duration.

[Donahue v. Record» r’s Court, is Can. Cr. Cas. 1K2, distinguished.)
2. Summary convictions (§ VI ill I- Waiving w rittkn depositions.

The accused, represented by counsel at a justice's trial under Part XV. 
of the Cr. Code, tacitly waives the taking of the deposition in writing, 
if he takes part in the hearing hy proceeding with the cross-examinations 
without objecting to the omission.

[Ihnault v. Unhid a, K Can. Cr. Cas. 501, distinguished; lie Lacroix, 12 
Can. Cr. Cas. 2!>7. referred to.)

3. Continuante: and adjournment (§ I 4)—Summary proceedings —
RESERVING JUDGMENT WITHOUT FIXING DATE.

In the absence of prejudice to the accused, a summary conviction by 
a justice is valid, although there had been an adjournment without any 
date fixed for rendering judgment, if the magistrate beforehand has 
given notice to the solicitor for the accused.

[R. v. Quinn, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 153, distinguished.)
4. Vagrancy (§ 1—7)—Living on avails of prostitution.

A woman who continues to have unlawful sexual relations with one 
man only is not a prostitute within the terms of the Cr. Code; hut if 
she successively becomes the mistress of several men within the limita
tion period of six months covered by a charge of vagrancy brought 
under Cr. Code, see. 23S, sub-sec. (h, without having other n cans of 
subsistence and in such a manner as to create a public scandal in the 
locality where she lmp|iens to reside, she may be convicted of vagrancy 
bv reason of her supporting herself by the avails of prostitution.

[See Annotation on Prostitute Vagrancy at end of this case.|

Appeal from a summary conviction made hy Judge Langelier, Statement, 
of the Court of Sessions of the Peace for the District of Quebec, 
acting as a justice of the peace.

Arthur Fitzpatrick, for the appellant.
Arthur Lachance, K.C., for the Crown.
Pelletier, —The appellant is accused of having on tint Peiietu-r. j.

lltli November 1915, and prior thereto in the city of Quebec, 
been a vagrant, an idle and debauched person, having no peaceable 
profession or calling to maintain herself by, and for the most part 
supjtorting herself by the avails of her own prostitution.

She was arrested on the 12th November, appeared before 
the magistrate on the same day and pleaded not guilty. She was 
sentenced on the 22nd of March, 1910, under sub-sec. (1) of sec.
238 of the Criminal Code, to six months in gaol with hard lalnjur.
Now she ap]>eals to this Court from such conviction and submits 
the five following grounds:

(1) By the criminal law the suspension of a proceeding is not 
recognized, and if there is such a suspension, it is equivalent to an 
acquittal.

(2) When the proceedings are adjourned, the adjournment 
should not be for more than eight days.

(3) The appellant has never abandoned her right to have the
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evidence taken in writing; the abandonment of such a right should 
Ik* made in express tenus and the tacit consent of the party is not 
sufficient.

(4) The magistrate adjourned the case sine die in order to 
give judgment, which he had no right to do.

(5) A woman who lives with a married man is not a vagrant 
within the meaning of paragraph (l) of sec. 238 of the Criminal 
Code.

All these questions have been very ably argued before me. A 
great numlxa* of authorities have been cited and I have given the 
case a great deal of consideration.

I have had the advantage of being aided in my examination 
of the case by the elaborate judgment of the magistrate which is 
in the record, and after a careful examination of the whole case 
these are the conclusions to which I have arrived:—

I.

Upon the question of whether or not the* sus]M*nsion of the 
proceedings is recognized by the criminal law, I am of opinion that, 
strictly speaking, the appellant is right, but there is a question of 
fact as to whether or not there was a suspension, as the only sus
pension which could invalidate the conviction would be one which 
was indefinite and calculated to cause prejudice. What took 
place in this case is descril)ed as follows in the notes of the Judge 
of first instance:—

“On the same day, without being obliged to furnish security, 
she was discharged and the following entry was made on the record : 
‘Proceedings suspended on condition that the accused leaves the 
City of Queliec.’ She acquiesced in this condition imposed on 
her own request.”

We sec that the record uses the word “suspended,” but this 
suspension was really an adjournment. On rending the text of 
the entry made on this subject, one naturally comes to the con
clusion that the adjournment was procured by the accused, and 
this interpretation is confirmed by the declaration of the Judge 
to the effect that the accused acquiesced in the condition imposed 
on her own request.

The appellant now claims, through her counsel, that she never 
consented to this adjournment and that all she consented to was 
leaving the city of Quebec, and she adds that she conformed to
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that for a certain time: “which agreement was complied with for 
some tune,” she herself tells us.

The ap])ellant herself admits then that she made an agreement 
on this matter; it appears also from the notes of the Judge that 
that took place before the commencement of her trial.

It is certain then that there was an adjournment to some date 
not fixed, and that this adjournment proved to he for more tha.i 
eight days, hut instead of demanding the dismissal of the informa
tion laid against her the api>ellant agreed that the adjournment 
should continue up to the time at which she broke the agreement 
entered into; and I conclude that there was then on her part a 
clear and precise consent that if she broke the agreement, the 
adjournment of the proceeding would come to an end.

Now she admits having broken the agreement entered into 
and then the trial was proceeded with, the witnesses were heard, 
she had the advantage of cross-examining them and of tendering 
evidence herself if she wished to.

The question, then, in these circumstances is whether or not 
the adjournment for more than eight days is valid.

There is no doubt that this adjournment was ordered in the 
interest of the defence, that the law forbids the magistrate to 
adjourn for more than eight days in order that the accused shall 
not suffer the inconvenience of delay in the hearing of her 
cause: but I believe that an accused may consent to a longer delay, 
and that if she docs so the duration of the delay can be as long as 
she desires.

But here the accused not only consented, but, according to the 
Judge’s notes, she herself demanded that this adjournment should 
continue up to the time when she should return to Quebec: by 
returning she herself has fixed the moment when the adjournment 
of the proceedings should come to an end.

The magistrate adds in his notes that the appellant underwent 
her trial and agreed to the examination of the witnesses without 
objection to the jurisdiction of the Court, which proceeded under 
the original warrant of arrest.

This objection should at all events have been made at the 
moment when the proceedings recommenced: it is the only irre
gularity in the proceedings and it was at the commencement of the 
tr il that it should have l>een set up: her appearance and her con-
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sent to proceed have cured any defect that might exist on this 
head.

The authorities cited by the Judge of first instance ap]>ear to 
me to govern the question. As to the authorities cited by the 
api>ellant, I have examined them with cart* and here is what I 
find in each of them:—

In the case of Donohue v. The Kecorder’t Court, IS Can. Cr. 
Cas. 182, the trial had been commenced and the recorder had 
adjourned to a day which proved to Ik* a legal holiday; and on 
perceiving this he directed an adjournment to another day in 
contravention of sec. 722 of the ( riminal Code. There is no doubt 
that this adjoununent was illegal in the circumstances in which it 
was made, since the recorder had ordered an adjournment in the 
absence of the accused and irithout (jiving notice of it. The counsel 
for the accused only learned of this by accident. I come then to 
the conclusion that this precedent is not applicable in the case 
before us.

In the case of The King v. Smith, 10 Can. Cr. Cas. 42ô, there 
was an adjoununent made in the absence of the accused and of 
his counsel. That is not the case which concerns us here.

In the case of Keg inn v. Collins, 14 O.lt. 013, the only question 
which is in the least like this, but which is quite different, was whe
ther or not an adjournment for a week meant until a certain hour 
of the seventh day rather than a certain other hour.

There is then, in my opinion, nothing in these authorities which 
can offset the weight of the authorities cited by the magistrate.

This dis|M>ses of the first two |>oints submitted to me.
II.

The evidence, says the ap|>ellant, should have liecn taken in 
writing by virtue of par. 3 of sec. 721 of the Criminal Code, and 
to be deprived of this right an express consent on the part of the 
api>ellant is necessary. On this ]>oint, we have on the record the 
following declaration:—

“The parties consent that the provisions of sec. 721, par. 3, of 
the Criminal Code resjiecting the manner of taking the evidence 
shall not Ik* applied in the present case.”

This is not signed. Immediately la-low this alleged consent 
is found the words “the defendant appears and pleads not guilty.”

Here the apjadlant tells us that the alleged consent was not
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read to the accused anti asks to ho allowed to prove* this fact. 
Affording to the declarations made at the hearing, 1 am convinced 
that this proof could easily l>e made, hut can I permit here proof 
of a fact contradicting an official entry on the record? The ques
tion is very doubtful: happily f<»r me, 1 have no need to decide it, 
for it is evident from the record itself that this consent was not 
read to the accused. In fact, consent of tin* accused was not con
sidered and, moreover, according to the official entry on the record, 
it would appear to have been given before the ap|>earuncc of the 
accused. To enable me to come to the conclusion that this consent 
formetl part of the procedure in a regular manner, it would be 
necessary at least that the words “the defendant appeared" should 
precede instead of follow the alleged consent in question: in fact, 
any consent given—it might be asked by whom—before the defen
dant appeared would appear to be negligible.

1 would be disposed, then, to maintain the objection made 
upon this head, if I did not believe, 1st, that tin* taking in writing 
of the deposition in a case such as this is prescribed in favour of 
tin* accused, and the accused has the right to waive it; 2ndly, 
that if the accused does not formally waive this right, he should 
insist as soon as the enquête commences that the depositions should 
be taken in writing, and if he does not do so he gives a complete 
and formal consent to their being taken otherwise than in writing.

This objection was not taken before the magistrate who heard 
the case and nothing in the record (procès verbal), shews that there 
was any objection to the de]>ositions being verbal ; the ohjectioi 
of the defence are noted in the record, and there is none upm the 
subject with which we are dealing and, at the argument, counsel 
for the accused frankly admitted that he had allowed the deposi
tions to be taken verbally without making any objection. I be
lieve that it is too late now to ask for something which would have 
been granted if demanded at the proper time.

On this ]x)int, here is the result of the examination of the 
authorities which have been cited to me:—

In the case of Denuult v. liobatn, S Can. Cr. Cas. 501, Judge 
Tait declared that the failure to take* the evidence in writing was 
fatal, as one of the parties was absent, and his counsel, who was 
present, refused to plead to the charge and to cross-examine the 
witm ses because there was no one to take down the deposition in
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writing; it is certain, then, that in that case the depositions were 
taken verbally in spite of a positive objection made by the accused. 
That is far from resembling this case.

The ease of The King v. McGregor, 10 Can. Cr. ('as. 313, does 
not shew whether or not there was a consent that the de|x>sitions 
should not be taken in writing, and it appears moreover to Ih> based 
upon the case of Denault v. Hobida of which 1 have s]>oken. The 
same remarks apply to the case of lie Lacroix, 12 ('an. Cr. Cas. 
297.

In the case of The King v. Tray nor, 4 Can. Cr. Cas. 410, it 
was decided, I think rightly, that when the preliminary enquête 
is taken wihout the presence of the magistrate it is illegal, and that 
the fact of cross-examining the witnesses is not an abandonment of 
the right of the accused to invoke this irregularity: that is a case 
which would resemble much the one submitted to us, but it is 
necessary to rcmemlier that in that case the decision shews that 
before cross-examining the witnesses the counsel for the accused 
took the necessary objection on account of this irregularity and the 
re{M)rt shews that the cross-examination was not considered an 
abandonment liecause the neccsssary objection had been made at 
the proper time.

Here no such objection was made.
III.

The fourth objection is that the Judge adjourned the case 
in order to give judgment without fixing the day on which the 
judgment would l>e rendered.

On this head the record shews that the prosecution was in
stituted on the 17th March, that after hearing witnesses the 
Judge declared that he would give judgment at a later date of 
which notice would lx* given to the attorney, and that the judg
ment was given on the 22nd of the same month, i.e., five days later.

Upon this point, as ujxm the former one, counsel for the appel
lant cites Daly on Criminal Procedure, but there is probably an 
error in the pages which were indicated to me, since I can find 
nothing at the pages in question: but I find in the same1 book at 
p. 248 that the Judge, when he adjourns in order to give judgment, 
is not Ixmnd by the limit of time mentioned in sec. 722 of the 
Criminal Code, and that he may adjourn for a longer time; here 
he adjourned for a shorter time, and it should lx* assumed that 
notice was given to the counsel, as the record shews was to lx* done.
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Thi‘ appellant, moreover, has not claimed before me that she did 
not receive this notice: Daly adds that this adjournment should 
be to a date fixed, hut he declares that this is provided in order 
that the accused and his counsel may be present when the judg
ment is rendered, and that he would not be deprived of his right 
to appeal.

In a word, all this is prescribed in order to prevent any pre
judice to the accused. Unless prejudice is proved, or it is alleged 
that no day was fixed to the knowledge1 and satisfaction of the 
party, it seems to me difficult to interfere.

I now come to an examination of the authorities cited by the 
defence u]x>n this point.

In the case of Regina v. Quinn, 2 Van. Cr. Cas. 153, 28 O.R. 
224, it appears that the ease had been heard on the 22nd Novem
ber, and that on the 13th April, nearly five months later, judgment 
was rendered without any notice whatever to the accused. That 
is far from being our case.

In the case of Therien v. MacEachern, 4 Revue de Jurisprudence 
87, 4 Que. S.C. 87, it likewise upturn's (see in 4 R. de Jur., par. 2 
of p. 91), that the judgment was rendered on a day of which no 
previous notice had been given to the parties. This precedent 
then no more applies than the other.

Cranksliaw (on the Criminal Code, 4th ed.), at the place cited 
to me, p. 853, says that the magistrate should fix a day for giving 
his judgment because the defendant has a right to be present at 
the time of the judgment to protect his rights.

It appears to me to result from all this, that if notice has been 
given the spirit of the law has been followed.

Lastly, there lias been cited the case of Ex /tarte Pelchat, 49 
Que. S.C. 195, but in this case, as in the others to which I have 
referred, the judgment was rendered without notice to the parties 
and without their knowledge.

I am obliged, then, to dismiss t his objection as I have the ot hers.
IV.

I quote here the part of the notes of the Judge of first instance 
in which he refers to the authorities upon which he relied:—

“Paley on Convictions, 8th ed., 119, says:—
“But if the limitation refers only to the time within which the 

offence must be prosecuted, and not to the time of making the 
conviction, then, provided the information has been laid in due
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time, the hearing and subsequent proceeding to judgment will lx* 
valid, though postponed to a term beyond the period mentioned in the 
Act

“The High Court of Justice for Ontario, in a ease of The King 
v. Miller. 15 Can. Cr. Cas. 87, has decided as follows:—

“An irregular adjournment of summary proceedings Indore a 
magistrate is waived by the accused afterwards appearing for 
trial without taking objection t hereto and adducing evidence.

“I may also quote the opinion of Lord Coleridge in the case 
of Dixon v. Wells, 25 Q.B.D. 255. This is how he expressed him
self :—

“In all the cast's to which our attention has been directed there 
was no protest made by the person who appeared, and the Court 
said, applying a well-known rule of law expounded centuries ago, 
that faults of procedure may generally be waived by the person 
affected by them. These are irregularities, and if one who may 
insist on them waives them, submits to the Judge, and takes his 
trial, it is afterwards too late for him to question the jurisdiction 
which he might have questioned at the time:—

“It would Im* otherwise if jurisdiction had not existed ah initio 
as, for example, if the offence had been prescribed when the com
plaint has been sworn to: in that case, the presence of the accused 
would not be sufficient to give jurisdiction to the tribunal; but 
it is otherwise when the question is alxnit a mere irregularity of 
procedure as in this case.”

There is also a decision of the Court of Queen’s Bench for 
Ontario in a case of The Queen v. lleffermn, 13 Ont. R. 616, 
which reads as follows:

“Held, that where an adjournment of the proceedings before 
the magistrate for more than one week had been made at the re
quest of the defendant, who afterwards attended on the resumed 
proceedings, taking his chances of securing a dismissal of the prose
cution, and urging that on the evalence it ought to Im* dismissed, 
defendant had («stopped himself from objecting afterwards that 
such subsequent proceedings on the prosecution were on this 
ground illegal.”

Mr. Justice Robertson, who delivered the judgment of the 
Court, a very elaborate judgment, ends his remarks by saying 
that ‘the adjournment for eight days is directory only.'
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Finally, I add that it has been frequently decided that, when 
the accused and the offence alleged against him are before a com
petent tribunal, a consent which affects only the procedure is 
always valid and effective: Hex v. Janneau, 12 (’an. Cr. Cas. 300, 
3 K.L.R. 5; Hex v. War ilote, 14 ( an. Cr. Cas. 117 ; Hex v. Degan, 14 
Can. Cr. Cas. 148, 17 O.L.R. 300; Hex v. Burtress, 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 
530. y

The defence raises a last point, and 1 admit it is on that one 
that I had more hesitation.

It is said: A woman who lives with a married man is not a 
lilMTtine, a vagrant who lives out of the- proceeds of prostitution. 
And decisions and definitions are cited to me which seem to support 
that theory.

In fact, to live out of the proceeds of prostitution, one has 
to be a prostitute1; then, is a woman a prostitute by the sole fact 
that she is a mistress or a concubine?

Let us first settle a preliminary point.
Art. 225 of the Criminal (’ode, in the form in which it was before 

1907 (Cr. Code 1892, set,*. 195), defined a “common bawdy-house” 
as a house, room, set of rooms or place of any kind kept for pur
poses of prostitution.

It had been decided in England, under a statute of that kind, 
that a house where one woman alone1 was receiving men for pur
poses of sexual relations was not a house of prostitution; and 
several decisions have been rendered in the same sense in Canada 
under our present sec. 225, as it stood before 1907.

An amendment adopted in tluit year lias changed the state of 
things, and, by virtue of a new text, it is not necessary that there 
be more than one woman living the life of à prostitute in a house 
to make it a house of prostitution.

If then Blanche Bedard was or is, in the legal point of view, a 
prostitute—that is what I shall examine in a moment—the houses 
where she was receiving in turn those of whom she was the mistress, 
were, by virtue of such amendment, houses of prostitution.

There remains, therefore, for me to examine the question of 
ascertaining whether Blanche Bedard falls within the category 
of those whom the law calls prostitutes.

It is submitted to me as a legal proposition that if one man has 
had constant sexual relations with her within the six mont hs which
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have preceded the complaint, there in concubinage but no prosti-
K. U. tut ion.

Ix't uk ascertain first what arc the facts which were proved 
before me.

The complaint was made on the 11th Novemlier, 1915, and 
the accused was arrested on the next day.

McGowan, the first witness for the prosecution, admits with 
a remarkable un constraint, that the accused has been his regular 
mistress since the 8th of October, that he keeps at his own expense 
since that date two houses: the one where his legitimate wife and 
children live, and another one where he lives himself with that 
mistress.

Before the 8th October Blanche Bedard lived upon the Charles- 
bourg Hoad: she was not then the mistress of McGowan, but from 
the end of August and through the whole of September she liad 
sexual relations with him. She had a room at this place. McGowan 
did not know who paid for this room but it was not himself. He 
made her some presents but cannot give their number and value. 
He considered it beneath his dignity to make calculations on this 
matter and he absolutely refuses to give any precise details. He 
does not know that he had any rival while she lived at Charles- 
bourg. He mentions facts of little importance which would shew 
that Blanche Bddard received also some other money from a legiti
mate source but he admits that he did not love his wife, that all 
his love was for this woman. His assertions in favour of the ac
cused should then be accepted in the light of his love for her and of 
his desire of seeing her acquitted.

I justly, McGowan himself admits that his liaisons with this 
woman is a public scandal in Quebec.

Reverend Mr. Godbout has twice caused the accused to be 
driven out of his parish on account of her immoral conduct, the 
first time in 1914 and the second time in September, 1915. Natur
ally he cannot give us many details, but it is evident that this 
created against the accused, thus twice driven out at the instance 
of the curé by the morality officers, a presumption sufficiently 
conclusive as to her conduct. She does not claim that she made 
any attempt to resist these two expulsions, the latter of which took 
place less than six months before this information was laid.

Then, when one submits to two expulsions so degrading with-

Bedard

The Kim
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out trying to prove any resistcnce, or at least protesting, the con
clusion to be drawn is that there was practically an acquiescence.

Odilon Marois, the third witness, with more of modesty than 
McGowan, but without seeking to conceal the truth, tells us in 
substance that the accused was his mistress until May, 1015, that 
he kept her at Charlesbourg, at Limoilou and on the Beauport 
Road.

A respectable person afterwards tells us that the accused lmard- 
ed with her for six months with a Mr. Hoy that she believed to 
be her husband, and that both represented themselves to lieras 
husband and wife. Now the accused has never even suggested 
that she has ever been married.

Then the morality officers were heard who swear positively 
that the accused had no means of subsistence other than by her 
immoral conduct, that she1 was maintained in turn by five men 
whose1 names they give us. “After the one is the other,” says one 
of them. Both know her as a woman who for several years 
has been guilty of immoral conduct.

The foregoing is a resume of the evidence on the part of the 
prosecution.

It establishes in my opinion—at least until there is proof to 
the contrary—tin1 following facts:—

(1) That the accused seeks for means of subsistence and 
principally finds it in her misconduct.

(2) That she is from the moral point of view an object of public 
scandal and that for a long time.

(3) That she inhabits in turn houses which her presence makes 
places of prostitution.

It falls, then, upon the accused to combat and contradict 
this evidence. Now, she has not even tried to do so, and the result 
is, in my opinion, that the accused is really a prostitute inhabiting 
in turn houses of prostitution.

It is said that I should not take cognizance of the evidence, so 
far as it exceeds the period of six months before the1 information.

It. is not allowable to go back more than six months to found a 
prosecution upon actions prior to that: but one may prove her 
prior conduct to ascertain whether or not she was a prostitute for 
several years.

But if I limit myself to six months in the examination of the
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facts, it will l>c seen that, at the time of the information, she had 
been the mistress of McGowan for nearly two months, that she 
lived with him without being his mistress for nearly two other 
months, and that during four months of the six, it is evident to me 
—at least until there is proof to the contrary—that she lived in a 
house at ('harleslxmrg without having other means of subsistence 
than her immoral conduct.

Now the defendant, who has had all the facility required to 
rebut this evidence, does not even attempt to do so anti asks me 
to consider as non-existent all this unrontradicted proof.

What I have said would enable me to dispense with examina
tion of the question of whether or not a woman is in law a prosti
tute when she 1ms sexual relations with one man only, but I will 
say a few words about it.

Mr. Justice Wurtele decided this question negatively in the 
cast- of Regina v. Rche, 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 63. Hut there was in that 
cast1 an important clement of which the Judge speaks as follows 
at p. 05:—

“And in ]>oint of fact, what the article in question of the Crim
inal Code lias generally in view by its enactments with respect 
to indecent exhibitions, disturbanees, prostitutes, and houses of 
ill-fame, is the repression of acts which outrage public decency and 
art* injurious to public morals. In the present case, however, 
while the appellant broke a moral law, her ill-doing was done in 
privute and did not outrage public decency, nor violate any pro
visions of the criminal law' of the land.”

Now', as I have said alx>ve, the morality officers tell us that 
the case here is one of matters w hich have taken the proportion 
of a public scandal, and McGowan himself admits it.

I am led to the belief tliat from the legal jx>int of view a woman 
previously cliaste does not become a prostitute when she logins 
and so long as she continues to liave unlawful sexual relations 
with one man only; but she certainly becomes a prostitute if sin* 
is in turn the mistress of several men, since she then prostitutes 
her liody successively to whoever pays her. That is a prostitu- 
tion successive, instead of a prostitution alternative. The latter 
is more frequent and better known but the twro are made use of 
and are also—with very little difference— of the same degree of 
moral abjectness.
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The judgment of first instance is affirmed.
Conviction affirmed.

Annotation -Vagrancy i $1- 7)—Living on the avails of prostitution.

The decision in Rédard x. Hex, supra, is important on a quest ion 
infèrentially decided thereby, although not emphasized in the 
opinion, namely, that a woman may be convicted under the “avails 
of prostitution" clause of ('ode, see. 228. in respect of her own 
prostitution. Read separately from the other sub-sections, sub- 
sec. (/), enacts that :—

“Every one is a loose, idle, or disorderly person or vagrant who, 
having no jieaceable profession or calling to maintain himself 
by, for the most part supports himself by gaming or crime or by 
the avails of prostitution.” The language of the Code is sub
ject not only to the special interpretation clauses which are to be 
found in it, but also to the general rules of statutory interpretation 
applicable to all Dominion statutes and set forth in the Interpre
tation Act, R.S.C. 1906. Ch. 1. Sec. 31, sub-sec. (i), of the latter 
Act, declares that unless the contrary intention appears, words 
importing the masculine gender include females. Does sec. 238 
of the Code disclose a “contrary intention?” There seems no 
good reason why the supjiort by “gaming or crime” should not 
include l>oth men and women, notwithstanding the use of the 
word “himself” in nub-sec. (/), unless the reference to a “profession 
or calling” indicates that men only were contemplated in this sub
section. As to this the corresponding English legislation is explicit 
that “every male person who lives wholly or in part on the earn
ings of prostitution is punishable as a rogue and vagabond.” The 
Vagrancy Act, 1898 ( Imp.), 61 and 62 Viet., eh. 39.

Prostitution alone is not made a criminal offence by the Code; 
but ln'ing a “common prostitute wandering in the public streets 
and not giving a satisfactory account of herself,” makes the of
fender liable as a vagrant under sub-sec. (/) of ('ode see. 238. See 
H. v. Harris, 13 Can. Cr. Cas. 393. Sub-secs, (j) and (k), both 
repealed in 1915 on the enactment of see. 229a, may also be looked 
at for the pur]lost1 of interpreting sec. [1) which was left unchanged. 
Sub-sec. (j) made it a vagrancy offence to be a “keeper or inmate” 
of a disorderly house, bawdy-house or house of ill-fame or house 
for the resort of prostitutes.” It was held in R. v. Knowles, 21 
Can. Cr. Cas. 321, 12 D.L.K. 639, that a man cannot Ik* convicted 
of being an “inmate” of a bawdy-house, and that the word “in
mate” in sub-sec. (j), was intended to apply to female inmates 
only. And in R. v. Misse, 13 Can. Cr. Cas. 485, it was said that 
the woman must be an inmate for purposes of prostitution or she 
was not within the prohibition of sub-sec. (k).

Sub-sec. {k), dealing with “frequenters" (now repealed because
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Annotation. 0f now secs. 229 and 2211a), was moro c*xpli<*it and made it an 
off ente to be in the habit of frequenting bawdy-houses, etc., and 
not giving a satisfactory account of himself or herself.

Sec. 229, enacted in 1913 (Can. Stat., ch. 13),made itasumniary 
conviction offence for any one without lawful excuse to bo found 
in any disorderly house (a phrase which by sec. 228 included a 
common bawdy-house). This no doubt is applicable to both 
men and women.

Sec. 229a (enacted by 1915 Can. Stat., ch. 12), made it an 
indictable offence to be an inmate of any common bawdy-house, 
and the amending statute, 1915 Can., ch. 12, sec. (>, provided more 
onerous ]H*nnltics for thin! and subsequent convictions. The 
word “inmate" seems to have acquire! no more extended meaning 
by its enactment in sec. 229a than it formerly had in sec. 238, 
sub-sec. (j).

The offence of keeping a bawdy-house or acting as the master 
or mistress of same is dealt with by sec. 228 as amended by ('an. 
Stat. 1913, ch. 13, while sec. 228a, enacted by the same statute, 
deals with the related offence's of landlords and property agents 
permitting rental of premises for the purpose of a common bawdy- 
house, common gaming-house, opium joint or common betting- 
house. S<*e sees. 225 and 228. The term “common bawdy- 
house" has an extended statutory meaning by Code sec. 225, 
as amended by 0-7 Edw. VII. (Can.), ch. 8, namely, “a house, 
room, set of rooms, or place of any kind kept for purposes of prosti
tution or occujned or resorted to by one or mon1 persons for such 
purjx)se. The keeping of a common bawdy-house is no longer 
punishable1 on summary conviction but is to be prosecuted as 
an indictable offence, since the repeal of see. 238(j). It was held 
under sec. 225, as amended 1907, that a mom in a hotel habitually 
resorted to by one prostitute and her paramour for purposes of 
prostitution is a “common bawdy-house" within the meaning of 
the Criminal Code; and that the hotelkeeper who, with knowledge 
of the facts, permitted the continuance of such use of the room 
was properlv convicted as a keeper. H. v. Mercier, 13 Can. Cr. 
Cas., 475, 7 W.L.R. 922.

In li. v. Hehe, 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 63 (Que.), it seems to have been 
assumed that a prosecution for vagrancy in “being supported by 
the ‘avails of prostitution,’ " would properly lxi brought against 
a prostitute, but prostitution was negatived because the cohabita- 

. tion was with one man only; and see Gateau's case, cited 1 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 06.

The “avails of prostitution” is to be-the means of subsistence, 
thus giving the idea of a monetary consideration, a revenue re
ceived from the traffic. If nothing more is proved than the main
tenance of the woman by successive paramours, it may 1m* doubted
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whether she is within the strict terms of sub-sec. (/), on muling 
into the clause the word “herself” in substitution for the word 
“himself.” Does sin* support herself when she is being maintained 
by her paramour, and if so. can her own support In* the avail* 
within the meaning of the Code? The support by gaming or 
crime to which sub-sec. (/), of sec. 238 relates, would most natural
ly be the gaming or crime of the accused, and if the illicit concu
binage of the accused female were intended to be included, it 
might have been more clearly expressed than by the present form 
of sec. 238 (/), as to the avails of prostitution being the means of 
support of one who has no peaceable profession or calling to main
tain himself by. No doubt, what was at least primarily intended 
to be dealt, with, was the cas*» of a prostitute’s favorite paramour 
supported for the most part by her earnings from others. As to 
other means of support, compare R. v. Davidson, 8 Man. L.R. 
325, R. v. Organ, 11 P.U. (Ont.) 497; R. v. Collette, 10 Can. Cr. 
('as. 28Ü, 10 O.L.K. 718; R. v. Riley, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 128; R. v. 
Sheehan, 14 Can. Cr. Cas. 119.

“Avails” is defined by Webster as “profits or proceeds," and 
the common use of the word is attributed to the New England 
States. “Avails” means profits or proceeds, as the avails of a 
sale by auction. Century Dictionary. The use of the word 
“avail” (in the singular) as in the phrase “this is for your avail,” 
meaning advantage in a general sense, is termed archaic by Funk 
<& Wagnail’s Standard Dictionary.

JEFFREY v. ALYEA.
(hit nr in Supreme Court, Apjiellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Kid dell, 

Lennox mid Masten, JJ. March SI, 1916.

Contracts (6 I E 2—70)—Oral prom ink to pay debt of another— 
Statvtk of Fravds.

The oral promise of a wife to pay for goods purchased by her husband, 
in order to avoid the seller's threat to stop the goods in transitu, is an 
undertaking to answer the debt of another within the Statute of Frauds, 
and unenforceable because not in writing.

Appeal by th* defendant Florence Alyea from the judgment 
of the Senior Judge of the County Court of the County of Hastings, 
in favour of the plaintiff, in an action against the appellant and 
her husband for a balance of the price of apples sold to the defen
dants, as the plaintiff allege!.

|The question on the appeal was, whether the appellant, as 
well as her husband, was liable for the price of the apples. Judg
ment was given against the husband at the trial, and as to tliat 
there was no appeal.

F. E. O'Flynn, for appellant.
E. G. Dorter, K.C., for plaintiff, respondent.
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OWT‘ MKBBDITH C.J.C.P. :—It Bcom8 to Ik* nmlful only to state the
S. C. facts of this case to make it very evident that the trial Judge erred 

Jeffrey *n tonsidc*ring that he should hold the two defendants liable for 
Vi yea ^‘e om‘ debt to the plaintiff.
----- The def enclant Aly ;*a, who is the husi wind of the ot her defendant,

cTc'p.' bought from the plaintiff, as the trial Judge fourni, all the fruit 
of her orchard of the year 1912, for $700; and before that I ought 
from her some other small quantities of fruit, the price of which, 
with the $700, make up the total amount of the plaintiff’s claim, 
which was very considerably reduced by payments on account of 
it made by the defendant Alyea.

In regard to the female defendant, the plaintiff's story, given 
effect to, with some doubt, by the trial Judge, is: that she was 
unwilling to deliver the last 293 barrels of the apples under her 
contract with Alyea until she was paid the amount that would 
be then due to her from him, and refuses! to do so until, as she 
first stated it in her testimony at the trial, “ Mrs. Alyea guaranteed 
to pay me.” Subsequently she testified that Mrs. Alyea said, 
she would pay her, and again, tliat she would pay for them. On 
the plaintiff getting this verbal guaranty, the apples were 
delivered to the defendant Alyea, under the terms of his purchase 
of them ; his wife got nothing.

Two witnesses were called in the* plaintiff's behalf, and their 
testimony turned the scale in her favour, at the trial, and each 
testified that Mrs. Alyea “guaranteed” payment.

There* is no contention, nor was there any sugge stion at the 
trial, that the contract with the eiefe*ndant Alye*a was eve*r 
re*se*ind(*<l or varied ; on the contrary, he moiveel and sold all the 
apples, and he has hitherto lieen trc*atcd as a elebtor liable under 
his contracts to purcliase, as originally maeic, anel accordingly 
was rvneleral an account, and maele* payments, from time; to time, 
upon it; and in this action, after a contested trial, on the question 
whether he* was re*ally a purcliascr from, or only a selling agent for, 
the* plaintiff, judgment has bee*n entered up against him for the 
balance of the plaintiff’s account against him.

So that it is quite obvious tliat Mrs. Alye*a's promise could 
have been only to pay the debt of anothe-r; and, not lieing in 
writing, cannot lie en forcent in this action.

It is very difficult for me to understand how the trial Judge
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could consider her obligation a joint primary one; by what means <>MT.
she exmld, without the consent or knowledge of the debtor—of s. V.
which then; was none—assume such a diameter. The Judge Jkpfkey
siM-aks of a distinct promise on her part to nav; but there must, . '•

M i i . . ... Ai.yka.
equally, be; such a promise from a surety as well as from a principal ----
debtor. He also speaks of a good consideration, but in either rTr'r’ 
ease, equally, there must be that. A promise to pay, in such 
a ease as this, must be ambiguous until we know what it is that 
is to lx; paid. In this case it was, and could lx*, nothing but the 
defendant Alyea’s indebtedness to the plaintiff. The testimony 
of the witnesses iqxm which the judgment against the woman 
is Imsed was that the promise was a “guaranty;” and there is 
no ambiguity in that word.

The api>eal must lx- allowed; and the action, as against Mrs.
Alyea, dismissed—both with costs.

Lennox, J. :—I agree. unnoi, j.
Riddell, J.:—This is an apjM'al by Mrs. Alyea, the female R‘dd*J- 

defendant, from the judgment of the Judge of the County Court 
of the County of Hastings which made her liable to the plaintiff 
for $387 and interest, as well as her husband, who is undoubtedly 
liable.

The facts taken from the evidence of the plaintiff are, in my 
view, sufficient to dispose of the appeal.

Orby Alyea, the husband of the appellant, bought from the 
plaintiff the fruit of an orchard on terms in law equivalent to 
cash on delivery.

Some of the apples were delivered, and in part paid for—i>art 
had been shipped to Winnipeg, and the plaintiff became anxious 
alxxit her money. The appellant telephoned to the plaintiff to 
ship the apples, the plaintiff asked who would pay for them, and 
the appellant said she would—the plaintiff went to sex1 the ap]x*l- 
lant, and the appellant again told her to ship the apple's anel she 
woulel pay for them. The* plaintiff thereupon delivered the apples 
on the elock whew the others liael Ixxm de'livereel, and late r on 
went with witne*sses to sex; the; appellant, told he*r that she* would 
“gamishe*e“ (i.c., steip in transitu) the apple's if she elid not pay 
for them—the apixdlant saiel she was worth it anel woulel pay. 
Thereupon the plaintiff abandonetl her intewtion of stopping 
in transitu.

The present proceedings (whether ♦heir form lie regular or
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not, wo need not inquire) arc* in substance an action against the 
appellant and her husband for the price of the apples Air rather 
the balance of the price. %

The evidence does not any where place the rights of the 
plaintiff any higher than as already indicated.

In my view, the case is wholly covered by such cases as Beard 
v. Ilnrilif (1901), 17 Times L.it. 033. There, the defendant’s 
husband having incurred a debt to the plaintiff in respect of deal
ings lietwcen them, the defendant verbally promised the plaintiff 
to |>ay the amount in consideration that legal proceedings should 
not lie taken against her husband. The Court of Appeal held 
tliat this was a promise within the statute, and, not I icing in 
writing, was not enforceable.

From ('hater v. Beckett (1797), 7 T.R. 201, to Davy* v. Burnell, 
(1913] 2 K.B. 47, the rule liad tieen followed that “the quest ion 
whether each (larticular case comes within . . . the statute 
or not depends . . . on the fact of the original party re
maining liable, coupletl with the absence of any liability on the 
part of the defendant or his property, except such as arises from 
his express promise:” /ter Vaughan Williams, L.J., [1913] 2 K.B. 
47, at pp. 53, 54.

The same principle has lieen adopted and consistently applied 
in the Courts of Ontario: see Lee v. Mitchell, 23 U.C.H. 314; 
Bound* v. May, 35 U.C.H. 307; Janus v. Balfour, 7 A.It. 401; 
Beattie v. Din nick (1890), 27 O.R. 285 ; Bailey v. Gillie» ( 1902), 
4 O.L.H. 182; Young v. Milne (1910), 20 O.L.Il. 300.

The debt which was to bo guarantee! was the debt of the 
husliand then existing or in contemplation, and the promise did 
not and was not intended to extinguish that debt, then- was no 
release, no novation—nothing but an undertaking to pay that 
debt.

If there were any doubt on the facts already set out, that 
doubt must disappear when the other facts are made to appear 
these also, I take from the plaintiff’s evidence.

After the first pnnnise by the api>cllant and alter the delivery, 
the plaintiff saw Alyea, who said that he *xvas going to Winnqiog, 
and tliat he would take up a certain note she owed one Ostnnn; 
told her to go to his place and she would get the note; she did so, 
and the ap|>ellunt gave her the note “on the apple deal,” and, as 
the plaintiff admits, “on Orhy Alyea’s account.” She wrote out
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a receipt and signed it, saying Hint the note was received from 
Orby Alyea. I^atcr on, she received a pig from Orby Alyea, “asked 
him for a pair of pigs, and lie sent me down one;” later still, she 
made out her account against Orby Alyea this is of course not 
conclusive: see linnni v. Coleman DewlojmientCo., 2t> I).Lit. MS,
350.L.K. 210, and cases cited, especially Laketnan v. MouutxUplien 
( 1871), L.R. 7 H.L. 17; Mountntephen v. I Aik nmn (1870), L.R 
5 Q.B. 013. She rendered no account to the appellant, ami 
considers that < >rby Alyea still ow<*s her the balance unpaid. She 
has indeed sued Orby Alyea in these proceedings and obtained 
judgment against him on that basis and insists on maintaining 
the judgment.

While agreeing with the findings of fact jiy the learned County 
Court Judge—“I think there is a good consideration and there 
is a distinct and separate contract lietween Mrs. Alyea and Mrs.
Jeffrey”—I cannot agree that “it is binding u|K>n Mrs. Alyea 
without any writing.”

I think the appeal should In* allowed with costs here and l>elow.
Marten, J.:—I agree. Appeal allowed

OLMSTEAD v. THE KING.
Su/nine Court of ('moulu. Sir ('hurle.* F it: finir tek, C.J., mol I hie us, I illusion 

Atifflin mol Hroileur, JJ. June It), 1916.
CltuWN (HU JO I Cl.AIMS Ml AINHT l>AMMIK TO CKOI'KIITY NOT "ON 

IM IH.IC WilltK."
The l‘Aelicqut*r (’ourl luis no jurisdiction lo award dainngv* against 

llie Crown for injury to |»ro|**rty nol on a |iuhliv work resulting from the 
negligenee of any oflieer or servant of .the Crown.

Appeal from the judgment of the Kxcltequcr Court of Canada statement. 
i lb Kx. (ML), dismissing the suppliants' petition of right.

The . 11. II. V. <Mmstead, is the owner of the rear
lut If of lot 5. concession 4, of the township of Kit ley, in the Province 
of Ontario, and the appellants, H. II. V. (Mmstead and W. A.
< Winstead, are the owners of the lot I in said concession 1 of the 
township of Kit ley. The appellants’ titles were proved at the 
trial, and no question as to them is involved in this api>cnl. The 
lands adjoin each other and border on Irish Creek, which empties 
into the Rideau Canal about 21 j miles below them.

At Merrick ville, which is situate on the Rideau Canal about 
.*» miles below the junction of Irish Creek and the Rideau Canal, 
a dam was built as part of the construction of the Rideau Canal 
to control the waters thereof for navigation purposes.
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CAN. At tin* tilin' of thv of thv Rideau ('anal a depth
s. C. of altout 5 ft. 3 in. of watit on tin* lovksill at tin* Merrick ville

Ol.MSTKAII lock was established. which coiitinuetl until 1890, when the depth

Thk Kinu.
was minet 1 to li ft. The appellants’ lam Is arc not flooded when 
the water on the loeksill «lues not exceed d ft.

Pitapat rick,(\J.

During many of the years lietwmi IS90 and 1914, when the 
|H>tilioiis of right were hied, (lie depth of (lie water on the l.»ek- 
sill exceeded 0 ft., whereby the ap|>ellniits' lands were flooded, 
anti a large |>ortion of them was rendered useless. The appellant, 
when acquiring the lands in question, acquired the rights of their 
grantors to claim <lamages for flooding which had occurred 
during the ownerships of such grantors.

The defences to the actions were the following: -1. Acquisi
tion of a right to flood by reason of the purchase from one Gideon 
Olmstcad of his rights to do so as owner of a mill and mill «lam 
on Irish (’reek. 2. Prescription under the Acts relating to the 
Rideau Canal. 3. Prescription under the Limitations Act of the 
Province of Ontario. 4. Lost grant. 5. Non-assignability of the 
claims for damages which belonged to the ap|>cllants' grantors. 
<». Obstructions in Irish (’reek inqieding the flow of the water.

The J litige of the Exchequer Court held that the Crown had 
not "ishetl any prescriptive right to flood the api>ellants'
lands, but he belt! that the npi>ellnnts’ rights of action were barred 
by see. 20 of 8 (îeo. IV.. eh. I. (U.C.), this statute 1 icing the 
original Act providing for the construction of the Rideau Canal.

The Judge did not deal with any of the other defences raise» 1 
by the Crown.

Sinclair, K.C., for the ap|>ellants.
Smellie, for n
Sir ( 'hari.ks Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—I think these js titions of 

right were pro|ierly dismissed, and, whilst agreeing with the 
reasons for judgment of the Judge of the Exchequer Court, I 
am disposed to think the judgment could be supported on more 
than one ground.

In particular I am of the opinion that it is a good defence to 
the suit that any such assignment of a right to bring it as set 
up is illegal. The lands were purchased by the |>ctitioncrs as to 
part in the year 1904 and as to the rest in the year 1912, the 
petitioners by dn-ds of even date with the conveyances obtaining 
from the grantors what pur]iorted to lie an assignment of th •

670369
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latter’s riglits to certain claims to recover from His Majesty com
pensât ion for flooding the lands since January 1, 1800. In the 
]H'titions of right it is alleged that the:—
sup| <" said lands have during each year since and including the year 
1SÎHI Ihhui overflowed and Hooded liy waters of the Itideau Canal and have 
thereby been rendered entirely useless.

It is perfectly clear that what the petitioners purchased and 
intended to purchase was this so-called right to a claim to recover 
against the Crown.

The |K>licy of the law has always been opposed to this trading 
in litigious rights and such transactions are to lie discouraged in 
every |>ossilde way. They, of course, have nothing in common 
with assignments of debts and choses in action, which by statute 
are now permitted.

Whilst the assignment of a right to litigation is forbidden as 
between subjects, the rule must apply with greater force in the 
ease of the ( 'rown. since the subject has no right to sue the ( Town, 
but can only present a petition of right. There being no such 
thing as a right to a claim to recover against the Crown, there 
can be no assignment of any such pretended right.

I think this constitutes not only a good legal defence, but also 
disposes of any merits the claims might he supposed to have.

The appellants have in the course of the proceedings set up 
a different claim from anything alleged in their pleadings. In 
their factum they say:—

Tliv :i|i|N V binds arc not Hooded when the water on the loeksill does 
not exceed 0 ft. . . (AgainI It is established that the loekniaster at
Merrick ville w us expressly instructed to hold only ti ft. of water on the loek
sill. The instructions to the lock master shew that any flooding that occurred
resulted from the............ -nee of the lock master who did not observe the
instructions given to him.

This, however, is not sufficient to entitle the appellants to 
claim under sec. 20(c) of the Exchequer Court Act, for that 
section not only requires that the injury to the property should 
have resulted from the negligence of a Crown servant, but also 
that it should have occurred on a public work. According to the 
evidence, Mcrickvillc is 10 miles away.

Davies, J.:—1 think this appeal must be dismissed with costs. 
1 am unable to distinguish it from the cases of /Vim/ v. The King, 
38 Can. S.C.U. 120, and Chamberlin v. The King, 42 Can. S.C.K. 
350, the decisions in which I think must govern in this rase.
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Idinoton, J.:—1 cannot agree with the view expressed by the 
8. C. trial Judge that 8 Geo. IV. eh. 1, see. 26, furnished a bar to this 

Olmhtkad at'tion.
The Kin< Th® iwmt made by Mr. Sinclair that the Crown not being

---- named hi the section, and that indetnl at the time when the Act
idington.j. Wftg pnHH4 (j there could have been no relièf sought against the 

Crown, seems well taken, and to put beyond doubt the possibility 
of the legislature having contemplated in passing the section in 
question that it should apply to any thing but what it expresses.

Statutes of limitation are not to be extended beyond that 
which they plainly express. No case exactly in point has been 
cited nor have I been aide to find any, but the converse cases of 
Lambert v. Taylor, 4 B. & C. 138, and The King v. Hat ta mu, 
1 Hast 298, seem to illustrate the principles that should govern.

The claims seem to arise only out of isolated acts, where, 
through the neglect of some one acting on behalf of the Crown, 
the waters in the Rideau ('anal wen* raised beyond the 6 ft. 
limit, which, if observed, would on the evidence produce no 
damage to the suppliants.

It does not appear to me that any such acts of non-continuous 
negligence, occurring at various times, could give any prescriptive 
right, especially when any claim of right in respect thereof is 
denied by respondent. Nor does it appear to me on the facta 
that the instructions of the superintendent having been disobeyed 
and the acts being those of others employed by respondent 
neglecting their duty being the cause of damage, should furnish 
any defence herein.

It seems to me from the evidence that the record of these 
results should have come under the observation of some one in 
authority for whom the respondent should be held rcs)Mmsible.

1 have not observed anything put forward in the argument 
shewing that due care had been taken to check such objection
able irregularities and their consequences.

Even if so existent, 1 doubt the efficacy of such a defence.
The other members of the ('ourt have* unanimously concluded 

that the api>cal must be dismissed, and I, seeing no useful pur
pose to be served by me prosecuting my researches in this 
voluminous record to find out and determine in regard to that 
and other features of the case, must be content with remaining in 
doubt.
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It may also In» that the ap|M>llant* are without any remedy 
hut that falling within sub-section (c) of sec. 20 of the Exchequer S. C. 
Court Act put forward in the appellants’ factum, and the pecu- Oi.mhtead

liarities of that sul»-section may he held to l>e such as to give
... . , , . I hr Kino

no remedy to them because the pro]>erty damaged is not on —-
a public work.” idiWkJ.

This latter |H>int was not taken or argued, hut has been forced 
on our notice in the Piggott ease* (argued this term). The case 
of Chatnberlin v. The King, 42 Can. S.C.R. 350, might also on 
argument have been found a bar to this action.

Under tin* circumstances I can only submit these considera
tions without assenting to or dissenting from the judgment to be 
delivered.

Anolin, J.:—As at present advised, I gravely doubt whether An*im.j. 
sec. 20 of 8 Cïeo. IV. ch. 1 (U.C.), relied uimhi by the Judge of 
the Exchequer Court, applies to a claim against the Crown. The 
plaintiff’s claim, however, is for damages for injuries sustained 
through the negligence of a Crown servant in carrying on a public 
work. The injury of which he complains did not happen on the 
public work. Sec. 20 (c) of the Exchequer Court Act, therefore, 
does not confer jurisdiction on the Exchequer Court: Chamber- 
lin v. The King, 42 Can. S.C.R. 350; Paul v. The King, 38 Can.
S.C.R. 12G. Since these cases were decided Letourneur v. The 
Queen, 33 Can. S.C'.R. 335, cannot be followed in such a case 
as this. In that case the full limitative effect of the words “on 
any public work” in sub-sec. (e) of sec. 20 would ap|>enr not 
to have been sufficiently considered. The suppliant points 
to no other provision giving him a right of action against the 
Crown.

Rhoueuk, J.:—This is an appeal from the Exchequer Court Brodeur,I. 
which dismissed the appellants’ |>etition of right.

It is claimed by the ap|>ellunts that their projierties wrere 
flooded by the waters of the Rideau Canal.

Several grounds of defence were urged by the respondent but 
the ]Hititions were dismissed on the ground that the api>ellants’ 
rights of action were barred by the statute providing for tin* 
construction of the Rideau Canal. By sec. 2(i of that statute

*(Note. —j-Oti the same day on which this cane was decided judgment was 
given dismissing the appeal of I'iggolt v. Th> King on the ground that the 
property of the np|>ellnnt was not on u'puhlic work when injured.]
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(8 (Jeo. IV. eh. 1, in 1827), it was provided that any suit in damages 
against any person for anything done in execution of the powers 
conferred by that law should be brought within 6 months 
after tin- act committed, or in msc then* shall Ik* a continuation of damages, 
then within ti calendar months next after the doing or committing of such 
damages shall cease and not afterwards.

When that Act was passed, the right to sue the Crown did 
not exist.

In 1870 a law was passed authorizing the reference to official 
arbitrators ap|M>intcd under the provisions of the Act of 1867 
(31 Viet., ch. 12), of claims
arising «nit of any death or any injury to |*r*on or property on any public 
work, proviilcd (sec. 2) that nothing heroin contained shall be construed as 
making it im|ierative on the government to entertain any claim under this Act.

In 1887 the Exchequer Court Act was passed, and it was pro
vided that those claims in tlamages against the Crown could be 
prosecuted by |K-tition of right anti exclusive jurisdiction thereon 
was given to the Exchequer Court.

It is contended by the ap|>ellants that the limitation enacted 
by the statute concerning the Kideau (’anal would not apply to 
damages claimed against the Crown because no right of action 
existed against the Crown at the time the statute was passed.

At that time the action for «lamages sulTere<l in r<*sj>ect of the 
canal could be instituted only against the contractors and the 
officers who may have caused the «lamages. If, later on, the 
liability was cxtendwl to the Crown, then the provisions of the 
statutes would apply to the Crown as well as to the other persons.

The limitation section should b<*ncfit the Crown as well as 
the others.

It has Ihm-ii found by the Court below that within tin* 6 months 
previous to the petitions of right no damag«*s had been suffered 
by the up)H*llnnts. Then they were barred from making any 
claim for <lamag<*s against the Crown under the provisions of 
sec. 26 of ch. I of 1827.

The ap|H*al should be dismissed with costs. Appeal disminned.

MORRISON v. MORROW.
Ontario Supreme Court, Av/xlla'c Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Uiddcll, 

.h nnui ami Marten, JJ. March -U, IUIH.

Sai.k (|ll I) 40)- K.O.H. ItniMT *»r inhpk«tion Hkkvmai. Liability
FiiK NON-ACCKPTANCK.

lu u mill* of giMxln f.o.h. Hiibjei-t to inspection, the seller's refusal, lifter
the g«HMln have licen ship|ie«l, to guaranty the buyer against any hwe he
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might suffer on ii resale owing to inferior i|itality. is not a rvfusal t<i jienuit ONT.
itiK|M‘vtion ami tin* huyvr's non-iieeeptance of the goods on tin* ground of —
such refusal renders him linhle to tin* seller for daumgvs f«»r non-neeept» S. C.

Morrison

Appeal by the plaintif! from the judgment of Coathworth, &fOI»*ow 
Jun.( o.C.J. .dismissing, after trialwithout a jury, an net ion brought 
in the ('ounty Court of the County of York, to recover damages atemvnt. 
for non-nece|»tance of two car-loads of flour ship|M>d by the plain- 
tiff from Ingersoll to the defendant at Montreal.

The learned County Court Judge held that the defendant was 
entitled to inspect the flour, at the place of delivery, Montreal, 
l>efore payment; that the plaintiff refused to allow the defendant 
to inspect; that that was the reason why the transaction was not 
carried out; ami that, consequently, the plaintiff failed to estal>- 
lish his cause of action.

M. C. McLean, for np}>eliant.
Jamex Hai'erxon, K.C., for defendant, res|>ondent.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The trial Judge seems to have cj!c!p* 

heard the evidence in this case three weeks Indore pronouncing 
his judgment, and in the interval must have, in some way, 
come into an erroneous view of the facts of the case, Ijecause, 
in his judgment, Ik* states, in positive terms, that the plaintiff 
refused to permit the defendant to inspect tin* flour in question, 
and that ltccause of that refusal the transaction in question fell 
through: whereas in fact even the defendant abstained from testi
fying to any refusal to in-rmit inspection, whilst the plaintiff testi
fied very jiositively that not only was there no such refusal, but 
that inspection was never asked for or mentioned; and the trans
action in truth fell through because the plaintiff would not under
take to protect the purchaser in writing against loss if the defen
dant took up the bills of lading of the Hour, and if his buyers— 
on a resale by him -would not take delivery owing to quality.
As to this last mentioned fact there is no room for controversy; 
it is all in writing over the signature of the defendant, a writing 
which does not, even in the remotest way, mention the subject 
of inspection. This writing also, in the plainest terms, for the 
reason I have mentioned, and for that only, breaks the contract, . 
informing the plaintiff, as it does, that the bank has lx*en instructed 
by the defendant to return the drafts, and that the cars containing 
the flour are now at Montreal at the plaintiff’s order. And it
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could not lie, and is not, contended that the defendant had any 
such right to reject the goods.

The case therefore seems to me to l>c a very plain one for allow
ing the appeal and directing that judgment he entered in the ( ourt 
l>elow for the plaiutitf and damages in the amount of the loss of 
the plaintiff u]>on the resale made by him following upon the 
defendant’s breach of his contract, with costs here and there.

The question, much discussed ui>on the argument of the appeal, 
whether the defendant had a right to ins|>ect before taking up 
the plaintiff's "draft” for the price of the flour and the bills of 
lading attached to it, was really wasted energy, on the indisputable 
facts of this case: but 1 may say that whether he had or not de
pended upon his contract: if that were to pay the bill of exchange 
at sight, provided the bills of lading were transferred to him then, 
it is obvious that, he could not delay payment until a later arrival 
of the goods; whilst, if the contract were to pay only on delivery 
of the goods, it need hardly Ik.* said that the buyer had a right to 
see that he got that which he bargained for Indore paying and liefore 
receiving the gen ids offered. There is no complication of any 
character involved in such a question; the difficulty lies only in 
discovering what the contract really was. In the cast* of E. Clemens 
Horst Co. v. Hiddell Brothers, |1912] A.C. 18, it was eventually 
held that the contract was to pay on delivery of the symbols of 
ownership of the goods, that s, the bills of lading: but, even in that 
ease, the right of the purchaser to see t hat he got that which he 
bought seems to have l>een recognised, and to have l»een but 
shifted back to the time when lu? took the g<M>ds under his bills 
of lading. In this case, it is impossible to tell, from the evidence 
adduced at the trial, what the contract between the parties really 
was: all that I can find upon the subject is contained in these 
words, "subject to our terms and conditions,” printed in the Iniught 
note of the goods in question; but there is no evidence of what 
"our terms and conditions” were, or of any other terms or con
ditions u]M»n which the contract is said to have lieen made.

Riddell, .1.:—This is an ap|H»al by the plaintiff from a judg
ment of 11 is Honour Judge Coatsworth, of the County (’ourt of 
the County of York, dismissing the plaintiff’s action for damages 
for non-acceptance of certain flour sold by him to the defendant.

The defendant, trading under a firm name and carrying on
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business in Toronto and Montreal, sent to the plaintiff, carrying 
on business in Ingersoll, an order in the following terms:— 
“Please ship to Montreal, subject to our terms and conditions, 
via O.T.Il. ... at once .... 2 410-bag cars 98’s 
90% patent Ontario winter wheat flour $6.00 per barrel, f.o.b. 
Montreal. . . . "Morrow Cereal Company, per Morrow."

The order was accepted, and one car went forward on the 17th 
February, and another on the 20th February: after certain com
munications between the parties, the defendant refused to accept— 
the plaintiff resold at a loss, and sued for the damages—but, as has 
been said, failed.

The ground upon which the learned County Court Judge 
proceeded, apjicars from his reasons for judgment: "The whole 
question turns on the right of the defendant to inspect the flour 
in Montreal, the place of delivery, before payment. It is quite 
clear from the evidence that the plaintiff refused the defendant 
the right to inspect to sec if up to grade, and it was on that account 
that the transaction fell through and the plaintiff was comjH'llcd 
to resell; and, in these circumstances, I hold, under the authority 
submitted to me, that the defendant was entitled to inspect the 
flour. Consequently, the plaintiff must fail.”

In an action such as this, for refusal to accept goods sold, ad
mittedly the plaintiff must prove a proper tender; and, as will 
be seen, the learned County Court Judge found that there was no 
tender sufficient to saddle the defendant with liability.

Upon the apjieal three points were attempted to be made: 
(1) that there was no right to inspect; (2) that there was no refusal 
of inspection; and (3) that the refusal of inspection, if it existed, 
was not the cause of the defendant’s repudiation of the contract, 
and therefore the refusal to permit inspection was waived.

That on a sale of gw sis the rule is at the common law the same 
as sec. 34(2) of the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, is well established: 
Inherwood v. H’Atfmore (1843), 11 M. & W. 347; Startup v. Mac
donald (1843), 0 M. & G. 593, at p. 610; Benjamin on Sale, 5th 
ed., p. 740; Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 25, p. 229.

The Code thus expresses the rule: “Unless otherwise agreed, 
when the seller tenders delivery of goods to the buyer, he is bound, 
on request, to afford the buyer a reasonable opportunity of examin-
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ing the goods for the purpose of ascertaining whether they are in 
conformity with the contract."

It is, however, argued that this law has been cut into or modi
fied by a recent decision of the House of Lords—and it will be 
necessary to consider this contention.

When the facts arc looked into.it is at once seen that this case, 
Bithlell Brother» v. E. Clement Horst Co., [1911] 1 K.B. 214, 934, 
and, in the House of Lords, E. Clement Horst Co. v. Biddell Bro- 
thert, [1912] A.C. 18, has no bearing upon the present question— 
it simply determines the rights of parties under the peculiar 
“c. i. f. contract.” Where goods are sold c.i.f., the seller must: 
(1) “ship at the port of shipment goods of the description con
tained in the contract;” (2) “procure a contract of affreightment, 
under which the goods will be delivered at the destination con
templated by the contract;” (3) ‘arrange for an insurance upon 
the terms current in the trade which will be available for the ben- 
fit of the buyer;” (4) “make out an invoice in” the proper form; 
and (5) “tender these documents to the buyer so that he may know 
what freight he has to pay and obtain delivery of the goods, if 
they arrive, or recover for their loss if they are lost on the voyage. 
Such terms constitute an agreement that the delivery of the goods, 
provided they are in conformity with the contract, shall be delivery 
on Ixiard ship at the port of shipment. It follows that against 
tender of these documents, the bill of lading, invoice, and policy 
of insurance, which complete delivery in accordance with that 
agreement, the buyer must lie ready and willing to pay the price:” 
per Hamilton, J., in [1911] 1 K.B. at pp. 220, 221. In such a con
tract, admittedly, if the goods are lost on the voyage, the loss is 
the purchaser's; and what the purchaser has to pay is “cost, insur
ance, and freight.” Hamilton, J., held that, in such a contract, 
it was not necessary for the vendor to await the arrival of the goods 
at the ]xirt of destination liefore living entitled to his pay: the Lords 
Justices reversed this finding, but it was restored by the House 
of Lords.

The result was that the purchaser had no right to defer pay
ment until after inspection, which would involve some delay from 
the time of the tender of the documents upon which his liability 
to pay arose immediately under the “c.i.f. contract.” No doubt 
was cast upon the right to inspect under the ordinary contract
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In the present case, the vendor, not the purchaser, pays freight 
and insurance (if any), and the insurance is that of the vendor; 
the purchaser pays cost, only one of the triad, c., i., and f.; the 
liability to pay arises on the tender of the goods at Montreal f.o.b., 
not on the tender of the (or any) documents.

It is impossible to hold that the common law right to inspect 
was wanting.

2. Was the right demanded and refused?
The plaintiff swears that he had no objection to the inspection 

of the Hour; the defendant gives this account of the conversation, 
which was by telephone: “I called Mr. Morrison up on the 25th, 
and I asked him for permission to sample the car of flour, and he 
told me that he would guarantee the flour to 1h> 90 per cent., 
but did not say that he would permit us sampling it; but, without 
permission to sample it, we had no authority to go to the rai way 
and say to the railway: ‘We have got permission to sample this 
car.’ ” (This was on the 25th February.)

Nothing further is said by the defendant—he does not repeat 
his request, the matter of inspection is allowed to drop; there was 
no repudiation of the contract on that ground—it is impossible, 
1 venture to think, to find that this was a refusal of the right to 
inspect—and if the law requires an express refusal on the part of 
the vendor, the purchaser did not acquire a right to cancel by this 
conduct of the vendor.

In hherwood v. Whitmore, 11 M. & W. 347, there was an express 
refusal “to allow the defendants to open the casks or to inspect 
their contents” (p. 348), and it is in relation to that fact that tht 
words of the learned Barons arc employed. Parke, B., at p. 350: 
“A tender of goods does not mean a delivery or offer of package's 
containing them, but an offer of those packages, under such cir
cumstances that the person who is to pay for the goods shall have 
an opportunity afforded him, before he is called on to part with 
his money, of seeing that those presented for his acceptance arc 
in reality those for which he has bargained.” Alderson, B., at 
p. 352: “It was necessary to satisfy them (the jury) that the 
defendants . . . had an opportunity of inspecting the 
articles.”

In the same case on special demurrer (1842), 10 M. & W. 757, 
764, the full Court had held that to prove an allegation of tender
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of goods “the plaintiff would be bound to shew a delivery under 
such circumstances that the defendants had an opportunity of 
seeing that the article delivered to them was the one they had 
stipulated for:” per Parke, 1$., with whom concurred Alderson, 
Gurney, and Rolfe, BB.

In Startup v. Macdonald, 6 M. & G. 593 (Cam. Scacc.), 
the goods were tendered at 8.30 p.m. of the last day, but early 
enough to enable the purchaser to examine, weigh, and receive 
them before midnight. Rolfe, B., with whom Gurney, B., agreed, 
said (p. 610) that the tender was sufficient, “provided only that 
the tender has been made under such circumstances that the party 
to whom it has been made, has had a reasonable opportunity of 
examining the goods . . . tendered, in order to ascertain 
that the thing tendered really was what it purported to be”—as 
he says on p. 613, “under circumstances which gave him full 
opportunity to weigh, examine, and receive it.” Much the same 
language is used by the other Judges; and Lord Denman, C.J., 
who dissented, did so on the facts, not the law.

The case of George v. Glass, 14 U.C.R. 514, cited by Mr. McLean, 
does not seem to be helpful—there the defendant, the purchaser, 
was held liable liecause he did not “go or send for the flour, or 
. . have it examined in order to prove its quality . . though 
he had fair opportunity given to him.” See p. 520.

The right to inspect may of course be waived, and it will be 
considered to have been waived unless the purchaser demands it. 
Accordingly the rule, when put into the statutory form, reads: 
“The seller . . is bound on request to afford the buyer a re- 
sonable opportunity of examining the goods.” I find nowhere 
any decision that there must be an express refusal as in the Isher- 
wood case—when the request is made, it is the duty of the seller 
to comply with it; and, if he fail to afford the buyer the oppor
tunity, there is no tender.

But of course this omission may also be waived, because it 
does not in itself and ipso facto put an end to the contract.

Unless there be more in the case, the plaintiff so far has made 
no tender, if we accept the evidence believed by the trial Judge; 
and I can see no reason why we should not.

3. The preceding day, the 24th February, the defendant had 
asked by telegraph that the plaintiff should protect him against 
loss—promising, if that were done, that he would take up the bills
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of lading of the two cars; on the 25th February, the plaintiff tele
graphed that he would guarantee the Hour “ninety per cent, win
ter wheat patent made from good sound winter wheat.” On 
receipt of this telegram, the telephone communication took place, 
and then, at 5 or G p.m., the defendant wrote: “As your telegram 
of the 25th does not comply with our request, we have to-day in
structed the bank to return the drafts, and beg to advise that the 
cars arc now at Montreal to your order.”

It is perfectly plain—indeed it is not denied—that the alleged 
reason gave no ground for cancelling the contract. The plaintiff 
might have insisted on his contract—but he preferred the alter
native course always open to an innocent contractor—he accepted 
the revocation of the contract, retaining simply the right to sue 
for damages for its breach: Johnstone v. Milling (1880), 10 Q.B.D. 
400; General Iiillposling Co. Limited v. Atkinson, [1909] A.C. 118.

The result is that he must now prove a tender within the 
meaning of the authorities or a waiver of it. He cannot prove a 
tender, and must base his action on the hypothesis that the defen
dant waived the right to inspect. The argument is this: the 
defendant had the right to say, “Since there is no tender, I shall 
cancel the contract,” but he did not do so—he affected to put an 
end to the contract for an entirely different reason. So far as 
the opportunity to inspect is concerned, he had the right to demand 
it again and again as often as he pleased and as long. If he failed 
to demand again, he must be considered as having waived the 
right to inspect unless he cancelled specifically on that ground.

Or, looking at the matter from another point of view, suppose 
the vendor had discovered his mistake in not giving the oppor
tunity to inspect, and had telegraphed his permission—if this were 
done before the repudiation of the contract, and within a reason
able time, there having been no express and unequivocal refusal, 
it should l>e considered sufficient. Accordingly, it should he 
assumed that there was a locus pœnitentiœ for him, and that he 
had rights in the premises until the purchaser exercised his right 
to rescind (if he had such right). Then, the contract being intact, 
the purchaser assumes to cancel it on grounds which are not justi
fiable and quite apart from the want of inspection — it seems 
to me that this is a waiver of the right to inspect.

“Renunciation of the contract . . operates as a con-
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ONT- tinning waiver and discharge of all conditions precedent to the 
8. C. liability for the performance; such as . . the tender of . .

Morrison goods, or the like:” Leake on Contracts, 6th ed., p. 639; Iiipley
«• v. McClure (1849), 4 Ex. 345.

Morrow.
r —! Paraphrasing the language of Parke, B., delivering the judg

ment of the Court in that case, the conduct of the defendant here 
was equivalent to saying: “As you will not guarantee me against 
loss, you need not take the trouble to give me an opportunity to 
examine the flour, for I have told the bank to send back the bills 
of lading, and I never will take the flour.”

Such a case has nothing in common with the master and ser
vant cases in which the master has more than one cause to dis
miss and fails to mention the cause which in law' justifies a dismis
sal : McIntyre v. Hotkin (1889), n> A.R. 498; Tibbs v. WUket 
(1876), 23 Gr. 439; Baillie v. Kell (1838), 4 Bing. N.C. 638, at 
p. 654; Spotsu'ood v. Barrow (1850), 5 Ex. 110. In such cases the 
michief had been done, and nothing the plaintiff could do could 
set it right.

Nor is the principle of Cowan v. Milbourn (1867), L.R. 2 Ex. 
230, applicable—there a hall had been let to the plaintiff by the 
defendant, who, discovering that the plaintiff intended to use the 
hall for blasphemous lectures, wrote him “entirely refusing the 
use of the rooms, but not assigning any reason” (p. 231). The 
Court held that, whether this was the real motive* operating on 
the defendant’s mind or not, it was open to the defendant to refuse 
the use of the hall and to justify that refusal on the ground that 
the plaintiff had in fact this purpose in view. As Bramwell, B., 
says (p. 236) : “You need give no reason at all. If you refuse to 
perform your contract, and the other party asks why, you may 
say, ‘Go to law and I will tell you.’ And your justification will 
depend on whether in fact and law he could compel you to per
form.” Here again there was no question of waiver—the plain
tiff w as not in a position to better himself by doing something he 
had omitted.

Nor do I think that the defendant here can be allowed to 
change his position and set up that the cancellation was due to 
the failure to permit inspection, and not to the refusal to comply 
with a request which the plaintiff had a right to refuse.

I would allow the appeal and direct judgment to be entered for
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the amount claimed with costs—and the respondent should pay 
the costs of this appeal.

Lennox, J.:—The general law that a buyer, upon tender of 
goods purchased, not having previously inspected them, has a 
right to inspect them and reasonable time allowed him for doing 
so, is not, I think, open to any doubt. See Halsbury’s Laws of 
England, vol. 25, p. 228, paras. 397 et scq., and cases collected in 
the notes. The cast? of E. Clemens Horst Co. v. Biddell Brothers, 
[1912] A.C. 18, is not in conflict with this. There, by the terms of 
the contract , the purchaser was bound to pay immediately upon 
presentation of the invoice, even though the goods were then at 
sea or had not reached the possession of the purchaser. The case 
decides nothing as to the right of inspection except as controlled 
by the special terms of the contract there in question.

Here, the goods were sold f.o.b. Montreal, and the case there
fore comes within the ordinary law, namely, that the purchaser 
had the right to ascertain, before acceptance of the goods, whether 
they were or were not according to contract, and, if not, the right 
to refuse acceptance. It was argued that, before asserting this 
right, he requested or demanded that the seller should guarantee 
him against loss, or, in other words, warrant the quality of the 
goods sent. This is not a right that in secured to him as a matter 
of law; but it was not surprising, nor perhaps unreasonable, that he 
should request this, in view of difficulties in reference to a purchase 
from the plaintiff which had just gone through. The defendant 
asserts that the plaintiff refused to comply with this request. I 
can hardly think that this is accurate. The answering telegram, 
at all events, offers to guarantee that the shipment will 
turn out to be of goods of the character of the goods ordered; and 
the plaintiff could hardly be expected to warrant that the 
defendant’s vendees would not set up objections. If the 
goods answered the description contained in the order, that 
would be as much as the defendant was entitled to expect. At this 
stage of the controversy, I see nothing, however, that would pre
clude the defendant from reverting to his legal rights and insisting 
upon “inspection” before acceptance; but there is no evidence 
t hat this demand was ever specifically made. What was demand
ed was the right to sample the goods, or, to be exact, to “take 
samples.” This may or may not be a substantial difference—
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it would appear to involve a diminution of quantity—how great, 
1 have no means of judging. Small quantities of the goods van 
be consumed or destroyed for the purpose of testing, examina
tion, or inspection, where there is a right to insect, without pre
venting the buyer—in some eases—from afterwards rejecting 
the goods. There was no definite refusal of the demand of the 
defendant to take samples; and if, upon this contract, the defen
dant had a right to take* samples, as distinguished from inspection 
or examination, doing so would not shut him out, if the goods were 
found to be not of the description ordered. He could still reject 
them, and this even if, in the faith that they were right, he had 
accepted a draft or made payment. Possession of goods during 
the time necessary for inspection, examination, or ascertainment 
of quality, is not the equivalent of acceptance. He must not delay 
for an unreasonable time, of course. The right to inspect, simply, 
is what was discussed upon the argument of the appeal, and I 
would judge that this is the way in which the issue was presented 
in argument before the learned Judge of the Court below. He 
says: “The whole question turns upon the right of the defendant 
to inspect the flour in Montreal, the place of delivery and payment.” 
With great respect, I am of opinion that this question does not 
arise. What the defendant insisted upon was the right to sample 
the flour; and this—at all events without being a good deal more 
specific than he was—involved a good deal more than what is 
usually understood by inspection or examination. At all events, 
if the defendant had the right to take samples, he had it without 
any consent of the plaintiff, and should have exercised it. If the 
contract tlid not confer this right, the defendant had nothing to 
complain of—and particularly has he no moral or equitable right, 
in view of the warranty the plaintiff actually delivered, and never 
recalled.

It matters not that the defendant as a matter of law did not 
need it. It was “a further assurance,” and cogent evidence of 
good faith.

After some hesitation, but, upon going into the matter care
fully, now without hesitation, I think the appeal should be allowed 
and judgment entered for the plaintiff with costs here and below.

Masten, J.:—The plaintiff sold to the defendant two car
loads of flour, f.o.b. Montreal. He shipped the flour to Montreal,
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but the defendant, under the circumstances hereinafter stated, 
declined to accept it. The flour was resold, and this action is now 
brought by the plaintiff to recover the loss sustained by him on 
resale. The action was dismissed by Coatsworth, County Court 
Judge, who presided at the trial, and this is an appeal from his 
decision.

The defendant disputes the plaintiff’s claim on the ground that, 
before accepting the flour in Montreal, he was entitled to inspect 
it; and that, inspection being asked by him and refused by the 
plaint iff, he was under no obligation to accept delivery and to pay 
for the flour.

Three points are presented for consideration: (1) that inspec
tion was never asked by the defendant, and, if asked, was never 
refused by the plaintiff; (2) that tinder the decision of the House of 
Lords in E. Clemens Ilorst Co. v. Biddell Brothers, [1912] A.C. 18, 
the right of inspection did not obtain in this case; (3) that, by the 
act of the defendant in pro]losing a guarantee in lieu of inspection, 
his right of inspection was waived.

I deal with these points in order. First, on the question of 
fact. It appears that the defendant had had some difficulty in 
connection with previous shipments owing to the unsatisfactory 
quality of the flour received by him from the plaintiff ; and, in 
connection with the present shipment, he insisted on his right to 
inspect the flour before paying the drafts which had been drawn 
upon him and to which the shipping bills were attached. The 
defendant’s statement in regard to this matter appears at p. 24, 
line 23, of the evidence, as fellows:—

“Q. What action did you take with reference to those two cars? 
A. I just wanted to make sun* for Ogilvie’s sake and for our own 
benefit that this flour was not going to be turned down. I would 
sooner see them take the flour because I had—

“Q. And it was to your interest to get rid of it without any 
difficulty at all? A. Yes.

“Q. Now then, what did you do? A. I called Mr. Morrison 
up on the 25th, and I asked him for permission to sample the car 
of flour, and he told me that he would guarantee the flour to be 90 
per cent., but did not say that he would permit us sampling it, 
but without permission to sample it we had no authority to go to 
the railway and say to the railway, ‘We have got permission to 
sample this car.’ We were left really out of the transaction bc-
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cause we could not get Ogilvie to sample it, nor could we sample it 
ourselves without permission of Mr. Morrison or the bank who 
held the bill of lading.

“Q. Now, that was what day? A. 25th of February.
“Q. Then there are two telegrams there, one from you and 

reply to it, in which you ask him to guarantee the flour? A. Yes.
“Q. And lie replies by saying that he will? A. Yes.
“Q. Why did not that end it? A. Well, that was not suffi

cient to hold Mr. Morrison, because his idea of a 90 per cent, pa
tent and Ogilvie’s might be altogether different; they were expert 
Hour people. They have a chemist there.

“Q. You wanted it sampled? A. Y<>s, 1 wanted it sampled to 
see we got exactly what we bought, because tin1 other car had been 
refused by them. Now, without that permission we could not 
sample the car.

“(2. Was that the only reason you had for refusing it? A. I 
had no other reason because I went into the market a couple of 
days afterwards and paid the same price for Hour.”

On cross-examination the defendant says:—
“Q. That was very misleading to Mr. Morrison; you were 

referring to these two cars? A. No, I was not; I could not have 
been Ix-cause he understood over the telephone' the reason why 
we had wired him.

“The Court: Q. You say you did not linve the conversation 
over the telephone? A. I had conversation the next day over the 
telephone, 25th.

“Q. Tell us exactly what took place on the 25th? A. I 
called Mr. Morrison up and told him that Ogilvie had refused the 
previous car of flour owing to the quality not being a 90 per cent, 
patent Ontario winter wheat flour; and, while I had taken up the 
bill of lading on that car, I could not take it up on the other two 
cars, for the reason that previous car had not been satisfactory; 
but, if he would permit us sampling or Ogilvie sampling, we would 
take delivery of the cars, providing the quality was satisfactory.

“Q. What did lit1 say to that? A. He said that he would guar
antee the flour would be a 90 per cent, winter wheat flour, but 
he did not say that he would permit us to sample it.

“Q. Did not you insist on sampling it? A. I did insist on 
sampling it; I told him that was the only reason—
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“Q. Did you end that conversation in disagreement? A. No, 
but I told him that we could not under any condition.

“Q. You did end in a disagreement? A. Yes.
“Q. You insisted on sampling? A. Yes.
“Q. And you did not agree then that day on the telephone? 

A. No.
“Q. You came to no arrangement? A. Not as regarding 

the sample.
“(j. And then you sent the telegram next day? A. Yes.
“Q. And got his reply guaranteeing quality again? A. 

Guaranteed quality to be 90 per cent, patent but not permitting 
sampling.”

The trial Judge in his judgment says: “It is quite clear from 
the evidence that the plaintiff refused the defendant the right to 
inspect to see if up to grade, and it was on that account that the 
transaction fell through, and the plaintiff was compelled to resell.”

I set' no reason, upon the evidence quoted above, for reversing 
the finding of the trial Judge, which, I think, should be maintained.

With respect to the second point, namely, the case of E. Clemens 
Ilorst Co. v. Biddell Brothers, it dyes not appear to me that that 
decision has any application to the facts of this case. That was 
a contract of sale on “c.i.f.” terms. The rights under such a 
contract arc set forth by Hamilton, J. (Biddell Brothers v. E. Cle
mens Ilorst Co., [1911] 1 K.B. at p. 220); and the effect of it is that 
the price is payable against shipping documents without actual 
tender of the goods. See the statement of Loreburn, L.C., [1912] 
A.C. at the foot of p. 22 and the top of p. 23. But in the present 
case the goods were deliverable f.o.b. Montreal. The property in 
them remained in the seller; and, subject to the discussion of the 
third point, there was no act on the part of the seller waiving his 
right of inspection.

With respect to the third point, namely, substitution by con
sent of the parties of a guaranty for the right of inspection: the 
fact, as I understand it, is that, the defendant, proposed that the 
plaintiff should guarantee him against all loss. The plaintiff 
proposed to guarantee that the flour was “ninety per cent, winter 
patent made from good sound winter wheat;” so that the proposed 
guaranty never came to anything, the parties not being ad idem.

The matter is concluded by the defendant’s letter of the 25th 
February, 1915, exhibit 5, which reads as follows:—
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“Dour Sir:—Under separate cover we are sending a sample of 
flour from car 112082 shipped to Montreal on January 30. As 
this car was refused by one of our buyers, we wired you on the 
24th instant as follows: ‘On receipt of telegram from you stating 
you will protect us against loss we will take up bills lading on 2 
cars buyers won’t take delivery owing to quality.’ As your tele
gram of the 25th dot's not comply with our request, we have to-day 
instructed the bank to return the drafts, and beg to advise that 
the cars are now at Montreal to your order.

“Yours truly,
“Morrow Cereal Company, per G. Allen.”

I am quite unable to discern anything in this that precluded 
the defendant from insisting upon his ordinary right to inspect 
the flour.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the judgment of the 
County Court Judge was right and should be affirmed,-and that 
costs should follow the event.

Appeal allowed; Masten, J., dissenting.

Ex parte RICHARD.
Quebec Superior Court, Iiruneau, J. June 5, 1016.

1. Indictment, information and complaint (§ I—4)—Complaint required
TO BE LAID ONLY BY CERTAIN OFFICIAL UNDER SPECIAL STATUTE.

A summary prosecution under the Special War Revenue Act, 1015, 
can only be instituted in the name of the Minister of Inland Revenue; 
and where the complaint is laid by an excise officer it should specially 
allege the authorization of the Minister, and in default the complaint 
cannot be amended, as there is no power to substitute a complainant 
where the original complainant had no status.

[Biland v. Boyce (1013), 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 421, 13 D.L.R. 147, applied.)
2. Summary convictions (§ II—20)—Defective complaint and plea of

A summary conviction, even upon a plea of guilty, must be set aside 
if the complaint does not set, out the essential ingredient of the offence, 
ex. yr.. under the Special War Revenue Act, 1015, that the accused sold 
the unstamped goods to a consumer, and not merely that the accused 
neglected to affix the stamps to certain goods as required by the Act.

3. Certiorari (§ I B—12)—Conviction on plea of guilty to an in
valid information—Alternative remedy by appeal.

Where a complaint in a summary matter was invalid as disclosing no 
offence known to the law and as not shewing on its face the authoriza
tion to prosecute which was an essential under the particular statute 
invoked, certiorari lies at the instance of the accused to quash the con
viction made upon his plea of guilty to such defective complaint and this 
although he might have taken an appeal to another tribunal; but his 
failure to raise Ids objections before the magistrate disentitles him to 
costs of the certiorari proceedings.

[Kokoliadcs v. Kennedy, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 405, referred to.]
4. Action (§ I B 3—17)—Notice of action to revenue officer—Certiorari

PROCEEDINGS.
Certiorari proceedings to quash a summary conviciion made on the
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complaint of an excise officer do not constitute a ‘‘suit entered against 
him” so as to n quire a month’s notice of aciion under tlie Inland 
Revenue Act, R.8.C. 1U0Ü, eh. 51, see. 04, although he is made a 
respondent to the motion to quash.

Motion on certiorari to quash a summary conviction under 
the Special War Revenue Act, 1915 (Can.) of the applicant (P. 
Richard), the petitioner in these proceedings. The informant 
(Loranger) was made respondent and the magistrate, Mr. St. 
Cyr, mis-en-cause. The Minister of Inland Revenue was an 
intervening party to the motion.

L. Houle, for petitioner.
0. Gagnon, for respondent.
Bruneau, J., directed judgment to he entered as follows:— 
“The Court, after hearing the solicitors of the parties on 

the writ of certiorari issued in said case :
“Whereas the petitioner alleges, in substance, in his peti

tion, sustained by an affidavit stating the facts and circumstances 
of the case supporting the said writ of certiorari, by one of the 
Judges of this Court, that he was prosecuted, on February 21 
last, by the defendant (Loranger) personally for having sold wine 
without having previously affixed a stamp on the bottle in con
formity with law, and that he was condemned on the 24th of 
the same month by the mis-en-cause to pay 850 and costs, on 
his plea of “guilty”; and whereas the petitioner claims the mis- 
en-cause has exceeded his jurisdiction and that the proceedings 
contain serious irregularities in respect of the following amongst 
other grounds :

“1. The defendant had no right to enter the said suit in his 
personal name, but should have done so in the name of the 
Minister of Inland Revenue. 2. The complaint docs not con
tain any element of offence, as it does not allege that the wine 
has been sold to a consumer or for consumption purposes. 3. The 
fine of $50 collected by and paid to the defendant personally 
belonged to His Majesty and not to the informer, and by re
mitting the same to the latter the magistrate has gone beyond 
his powers. 4. By condemning the petitioner to pay $50 and 
costs the magistrate exceeded his jurisdiction and the defect was 
not cured by payment of the fine. 5. The înis-en-causc has taken 
without any right and without any authority, in the above men
tioned suit, the quality and designation of ‘Judge of the Sessions
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of the Peace.’ 6. The petitioner is prejudiced by this arbitrary 
and illegal condemnation and suffers damage from it.

“Whereas the Department of Inland Revenue has obtained 
leave to intervene and did intervene to contest the said petition 
and invoked to meet the petition of the petitioner the following:

“1. The defendant, as an excise officer, had the power to 
swear to the complaint in question in this case, both as such 
and by virtue of the general law on summary convictions (art. 710 
Criminal Code). 2. The Inland Revenue Act is applicable to 
the present case, and, according to its provisions, the defendant 
could not be sued, as an officer of the excise, without a previous 
notice of one month. 3. The mù-en-cause had jurisdiction, as 
police magistrate, to inquire into the offence charged against the 
petitioner, as it falls under the provisions of part XV. of the 
Criminal Code. 4. The petitioner, having pleaded guilty and 
paid the fine immediately, does not suffer any prejudice. 5. The 
defendant was authorized, as an excise officer, to receive the fine 
from the registrar of the police court, to remit it, as he did, to 
the Department of Inland Revenue. 0. The petitioner should, 
within the 10 days of the sentence, have appealed to the Court 
of King’s Bench, and, as he does not give any reason why he 
has not done so, within the prescribed delay, this Court should 
not grant him the writ of certiorari.

“Whereas the petitioner repeats, in his answer to the said 
intei ul ion, the facts, circumstances and reasons of his petition, 
den those of the intervening party, and, moreover, alleges that 
! ould not appeal within the ten days because the mis-en-cause 

i deprive him of that right by entering said conviction of 
record only a long time after pronouncing it.

“Considering that the provision of the Inland Revenue Act, 
R.S.C. ch. 51, sec. 94, requiring that a month’s notice be 
given to any Inland Revenue officer of any suit entered against 
him in connection with acts done in the discharge of his duties, 
does not apply to a writ of certiorari, which is one of the ways 
of reviewing the judgment of a justice of the peace;

“Considering that the plea of guilty and the payment of the 
fine could not constitute, in penal matters, a valid acquiescence 
or consent to an illegal sentence by default or excess of juris
diction on the part of the justice of the peace who pronounced it:
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Cardoin v. Robitaille, 25 Quo. S.C. 444, Cimon, J.; Re Teasdale, 
Hi Can. Cr. Cas. 53; Re Chitnüa, IG D.L.U. 241, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 
344; R. v. Long, 5 Can. Cr. Cas. 493, Wurtelc, J.; R. v. Komienski, 
6 Can. Cr. Cas. 524, Wurtele, J.; R. v. Harris, 13 Can. Cr. Cas. 
393; Re Rape, 41 Law Times 456;

“ Whereas it is well-settled jurisprudence that the party injured 
by the condemnation is, nevertheless, entitled to the recourse 
of the writ of certiorari, in spite of the appeal, provided there 
be default or excess of jurisdiction by the justice of the peace: 
R. v. Ashcroft, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 385; Re O’Reilly, 12 Can. Cr. Cas. 
219; Re Robida, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 501; Re Ruggles, 5 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 103; Re Traves, 10 Can. Cr. Cas. G3; Re Pelletier, 9 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 19, Lavergne, J.; Re Mercier, G Can. Cr. Cas. 44, 
Andrews, J.; Re McAnn, 3 Can. Cr. Cas 110, 4 B.C.lt. 587; 
Re McKenzie, 23 N.S.R. 20; Re Lynch, 12 Ont. R. 372; Re 
Bradlaugh, 3 Q.B.D. 511 ; Tupper v. Murphy, 3 R. & G. (N.S.) 
173; Re Dowling, 17 Ont. R. 098; R. v. Major, 29 N.S.R. 373; 
R. v. Bigelow, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 3G7, 31 N.S.R. 436; Re Went
worth, 15 Que. S.C. 504, Lemieux, J.; Re Leclerc, 1 Que. P.R. 
230, Mathieu, J.; 2 Hale 210;

“ Seeing sec. 15 of the Special War Revenue Act, 1915 (5 
Geo. V. ch. 8), enacting that ‘every person selling to a consumer 
any bottle or package containing, etc., (c) wine of the grape, 
non-sparkling, or (d) champagne or sparkling wine,’ must, at or 
before the date of the sale, ‘affix an adhesive stamp of the requisite 
value as mentioned/ etc;

“Considering that the same obligation exists, by virtue of 
said section, for all importers and manufacturers or producers;

“ Seeing sec. 14 of said Act, declaring that the word ‘con
sumer ’ means a person who uses (c) wine of the grape, non
sparkling, or (d) champagne or sparkling wine, cither in serving 
his own wants or in producing therefrom any other article of value; 
and that ‘selling to a consumer’ includes selling by retail;

“Considering that, by virtue of sec. 17 of said law, every 
person required to affix an adhesive stamp to a lx)ttle or package 
'v ho fails or neglects to do so shall incur a penalty of not less 
than fifty dollars and not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars;

“Considering that the result of the combination of secs. 14 
and 15 is that the offence provided for by the legislature con
sists of the fact of selling wine or sparkling wine, etc., to one
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H. c.
who is a ‘consumer’ according to the above definition without 
affixing the* required stamp;

EX PARTE
Richard.

“Considering that the complaint against the petitioner by the 
defendant is in the following terms: ‘I am credibly informed

PtrwiMiu, J. and I have every reason to believe and suspect and do verily 
believe and suspect that in the City of Montreal, said district, 
on the 13th day of February, 1910, M. Richard, hotelkeeper, 
2081 St. Catherine St. East, omitted and neglected to affix an 
adhesive stamp on bottles and barrels containing wine, as re
quired by the War Revenue Act of 1915. Therefore I pray for 
justice and I sign, “ *J. A. Lorangek’;

“Considering that the aforesaid complaint in no way men
tions the offence foreseen and defined by the above-quoted 
statute, since it docs not mention the essential fact that the 
accused ‘sold urine to a consumer’ without the formality of the 
adhesive stamp;

“Considering that an illegal complaint could not give to the 
justice of the peace the necessary jurisdiction to inquire into it 
and decide upon it: Carrière v. Montreal (1902), 5 Que. P.R. 
44, Pagnuelo, J.; R. v. Leechineki, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 190; Re 
Code, 13 Can. Cr. Cas. 372; R. v. Coulson, 27 Ont. R. 59, 1 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 114;

“Seeing sec. 20 of said Special War Revenue Act, 1915, 
enacting that the fine must be sued for and recovered in the 
name of the Minister of Inland Revenue;

i

“Considering that such special provision is derogatory from 
the general law;

“Considering that art. 700 of the Criminal Code, relating to 
the execution of summary convictions, is subordinate to the said 
Special War Revenue Act of 1915;

“Considering that the defendant had, therefore, no right to 
bring in his personal name the present suit against the petitioner;

“Considering that the authorisation of-the Minister of Inland 
Revenue given to the defendant to bring the said suit, should 
have been specially alleged in the complaint, since the said de
fendant, as excise officer, has only a supervising power over the 
manufactures, operations or establishments submitted to the 
excise by virtue of sec. 2 of the Inland Revenue Act (ch. 51, 
R.8.C. 1906);
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“Considering that such a complaint was not suscc of 
being amt ", since the effect of such amendment would not 
only he to correct the name of the coir ant, but to substitute 
as another person than the one who has lodged the
complaint: Bcland v. Boyce (1913), Langelier, J., 21 Can. (>. 
Cas. 421, 13 D.L.R. 147; The King v. The ('.I*.It., 12 Can. (>. 
Cas. 540;

“Considering that of all the juridical reasons invoked by the 
affidavit of circumstances of the petitioner one alone which is 
well founded is sufficient, to justify the quashing of the judgment 
of the justice of the peace;

“Considering that the motion of tin* petitioner praying for 
the maintenance of the writ of certiorari issued in this ease and 
the annulment of the judgment rendered against him, by the 
mis-en-causc, the 24th February. 1910, is well founded, and that 
the reasons invoked by the intervening party to have said writ 
of certiorari quashed are, on the contrary, unfounded;

“Considering that the petitioner, instead of invoking in the 
Court below, t he want of jurisdiction of the mis-en-cause, pleaded 
guilty and paid the fine, he is entitled to no costs against the 
complainant : Kokoliades v. Kennedy, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 495, 
Davidson, J :

“ For those reasons, grants the ' * petitioner, main
tains the writ of certiorari issued in this case, and quashes and 
annuls, but without costs, the judgment rendered against the 
petitioner, by tin* mis-en-cause, on the 24th February, 1910;

“Orders that the said fine of $50 and costs, taxed at $3.50, 
paid to and collected by the defendant be refunded by the latter 
to the petitioner, under penalty of being punished according to 
the law.” Conviction quashed.

ROBERTSON v. NORTON.
New Hr uns wick Su/ircnn Court, .1 p/wal IHrision. McIaoiI, ( Whl, and 

(trimmer, JJ. February 18. 1916.

1. Salk i§ III A '>()> (loons to hk prom hkd from another Rioiits and
LIAHIUTIKS OK SELLER PROMISSORY NOTE.

( >iu- who sells goods to he procured from another, or sells for that other, 
and receives in his own name a promissory note in payment, is not an 
indorsee for value without notice of the promissory note so given him.

-• Sale ( § II < ' 3f>) Implied w xrranty of fitness--Caveat km croit.
There is no implied warranty of fitness in a sale of machinery not 

manufactured by the seller, and after the goods have been ins|iected, in 
the absence of any fraudulent concealment, the rule of canal emptor 
applies.
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N. B. 3. Hale (§ II A—25) Warranty—Faii.vre of consideration—Findings. 
Whether there were represent niions by the seller from which the

B « existence of a w arranty could be deduced, or misrepresentation amounting 
to a failure of consideration, must be gathered from the totality of the

Robkrthon evidence, and the jury's findings must be definite.

Norton. Appeal from the judgment of McKeown, J., in separate
Statement. actions brought against the defendant Lome M. Norton as the 

maker of two promissory notes and against James Norton as 
indorser or guarantor.

M. C. Teed, K.C., for plaintiff.

White, J.

J. P. Byrne, for defendants.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
White, J.:—This action, as originally brought, was to recover 

the principal and interest upon two promissory notes alleged to 
have been made by the defendant payable to the plaintiff one 
note being for $250, and the other for $000, both of them being 
overdue. In his statement of defence the defendant pleads:—

1. A denial of the making, and also of the presentment of the notes.
2. There was no value or consideration given for said notes, and there 

was a total failure of consideration.
3. That the defendant was induced to sign the said notes by fraud.
4. That the plaintiff, before and at the time of the making of his promisee 

hereinafter mentioned, and before and at the time of the making of the pro
missory notes sued on, was possessed of a boiler and engine, rotary and saw, 
and shingle machine, and belting, gear and fixtures, necessary to operate the 
same, and the plaintiff knew that the defendant desired to purchase a boiler 
and engine, rotary and saw, carriage, and shingle machine, complete with all 
belting, gear and fixtures, necessary to set up and operate the same forth
with as a saw mill, which boiler and engine, rotary and saw. carriage, and 
shingle machine, the plaintiff knew to be old, and no longer safe to be ojærated 
and unfit and improper to do the work which the defendant desired to do with 
them, and in consideration that the defendant, at the plaintiff’s request, 
would buy the said boiler and engine, rotary and saw, carriage, and shingle 
machine, complete with all belting, gear and fixtures necessary to set up and 
oj>orate the same for the sum of $1,550. $100 to be paid down, and the bal
ance to be secured by the promissory notes of the defendant and his father 
James Norton, as security, warranted and promised and agreed with the 
defendant that the said boiler and engine, rotary and saw, carriage, and 
shingle machine were new, and safe and sound and fit and proper to do the 
work which the defendant desired to do with them, and the plaintiff further 
promised and agreed that he would deliver to the defendant the said boiler 
and engine, rotary and saw, and carriage, and shingle mill, complete with all 
belting, gear and fixtures necessary to set up and o|«erate the same, and that 
he, the plaintiff, would set up.the same so that it would work satisfactory to 
the defendant for the said sum of $1,550 as aforesaid.

Then follows an averment that relying, etc., the defendant 
accordingly agreed to buy the said boiler and engine, etc., and 
pay the plaintiff the sum of $100 cash “and gave his three notes
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with his father thereon as security, for the balance, namely, 
$1,450, to the plaintiff in payment thereof.” Then follows a 
statement of the breach, and an averment of special damage.

By way of counterclaim the defendant pleads substantially 
the same matters alleged in paragraph 4 of his statement of 
defence.

No objection is taken to the sufficiency of the plea of fraud, 
nor indeed to the sufficiency of any of the allegations in the 
statement of claim or of counterclaim.

In his reply the plaintiff join tissue on the defence and counter
claim; and, as to the counterclaim, further replies:—

2. As to the defendant's counterclaim, the plaintiff further says that he 
was not and never was the owner of or possessed of the machinery, property 
and equipment mentioned in said counterclaim, but that certain machinery 
and property was purchased by the defendant from one William H. O'Brien, 
but the plaintiff does not know how many and what articles of machinery and 
equipment were comprised in said sale, but the plaintiff had loaned said 
William H. O'Brien money wherewith to purchase the machinery, so sold by 
him to the defendant, together with other machinery, and that at the time of 
the sale thereof the defendant consulted with the plaintiff and said William 
H. O’Brien with regard to said machinery, and was then told by the plain
tiff that it belonged to said William H. O’Brien, but that said O’Brien was 
indebted to the plaintiff, and that said O'Brien desired that the notes to be 
given for the purchase price should be given to the plaintiff, and the defendant 
and his father, agreed that the said notes should be made by the defendant 
and his father and that said notes were given by the defendant and hie 
father in consideration of part of the purchase price of said machinery so 
sold, and were accepted by the plaintiff and credited to said William H. 
O’Brien, on account of the loan made by the plaintiff to him; and further, 
that before said notes were given the defendant went to the Province of 
Quebec, where the said machinery then was, and saw the machinery, and 
returned to Bathurst, and told the plaintiff that he was perfectly satisfied with 
the machinery, and that his father would join him in giving said notes, and the 
defendant and his said father did thereu|>on make and sign and deliver said 
notes to the plaintiff, and the notes sued upon in this action were the notes 
hereinbefore mentioned: and further, that the plaintiff is not liable to pay 
the defendant the damages claimed or any damages.

It appearing that a second action was brought by the plaintiff 
against James Norton upon the same two alleged promissory 
notes, it was ordered upon the trial of the» ease against the defend
ant Lome M. Norton that the two actions be consolidated to the 
extent that the findings of fact by the jury in the present case 
shall govern the issues in the case against James Norton as far 
as they are applicable to it. It would seem not unlikely that one 
or more defences would be available to James Norton which are
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not raised in this suit, but, although that lie so, it is not necessary 
to discuss or deal with them in this action.

Upon the argument before us Mr. Teed for the plaintiff said 
that he doubted us to whether the $000 document sued on was 
in fact a promissory note, and applied to amend the statement 
of claim as follows:—

That in consideration that the plaintiff would agree to sell 
or cause to be sold and would deliver or cause to be delivered 
to the said Lome M. Norton a certain second-hand steam boiler, 
engine, rotary saw mill and otlier second-hand mill machinery 
and outfit at certain prices, the said defendant Lome M. Norton 
promised and agreed to pay the plaintiff for the same at the 
prices aforesaid, and for the* like consideration the defendant 
James Norton promised and agreed to become guarantor and 
surety for the said Lome M. Norton to the plaintiff for the due 
payment of the said purchase moneys.

And the plaintiff did agree to sell and deliver, or caused the 
owner of said goods, one William H. O’Brien, to agree to sell 
and deliver, and the plaintiff and said William H. O’Brien did 
deliver to the said Lome M. Norton the said several goods and 
machinery, and thereupon the said Lome M. Norton made his 
certain agreement in writing respecting part of said price, and 
the said defendant James Norton guaranteed or became party 
thereto as such surety, in the words and figures following:— 
$000.00. Bathurst, N.B., April 8th, 1914.

On the first‘day of March, 1915, for value received, I promise to pay 
John Robertson or order six hundred dollars payable at the Bank of Mont
real. Bathurst, with seven per cent, interest from date until due, and ten 
per cent, interest after maturity until paid. This note is given as security for 
the part payment of the price of an engine and boiler and saw mill outfit, and 
it is expressly agreed that the title and property and right to the possession 
of the same shall remain in the said John Robertson until this note is paid, 
and that the said goods are meantime only on hire until paid for, but at my 
risk. ()n any default all payment made to go as rent, and payee may repossess 
and sell said articles, and after giving credit for net receipts collect the balance 
of note and interest from said payee. (Sgd.) L. M. Norton.

Indorsed, (Sgd.) James Norton.
Mr. Byrne objected to this amendment on the ground that 

he had contended upon the trial that the document in question 
was not a promissory note; and, further, that allowance of the 
amendment might involve a new trial as there was no finding 
as to delivery or as to failure to deliver according to the con
tract. The Court said it would consider the point. I think the
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amendment should he allowed, hut upon terms that any evidence 
on which defendant relies as to fraud, warranty, or total or 8. C. 
partial failure of consideration, or in support of any other defence, iiohertsox
shall not, in considering the present motion, he rejected or dis- »•

iii • . , ' Norton.regarded because the same is not sufficiently covered by the
defence or counterclaim; and, further, that upon a now trial Whlte'J* 
the defendant may rely upon any defence or counterclaim not 
covered by the pleadings as they stand, provided he serve the 
plaintiff at least 10 days before trial with a statement of the 
same. To any such now pleadings the plaintiff must reply within 
5 days.

I will first deal with the plaintiff’s contention that the relation 
of vendor and purchaser never existed between plaintiff and 
defendant; that “O’Brien was the owner of the mill machinery, 
and sold it to defendant, and being indebted to the plaintiff, by 
agreement in the nature of a novation between O'Brien and the 
plaintiff and defendant, the defendant was to pay tin* purchase 
money to the plaintiff and gave the notes accordingly.”

As a corollary to that, the plaintiff claims that he has sub
stantially the same rights against the defendant which he would 
have had as an innocent indorsee for valut* of the defendant’s 
promissory note. I cannot agree with that view. If the defend
ant’s evidence be accepted, the contract of sale was made; between 
him and the plaintiff only. On the other hand, if we were to 
accept tht* evidence given by and for the plaintiff, and to dis
regard the defendant’s evidence upon this point, it would be 
evident that the* notes were given to the plaintiff simply as a 
matter of convenience as between him and O'Brien. There is 
nothing in the evidence which would support a claim that in 
giving these notes to the plaintiff the defendant agreed to place 
himself, or did place himself, in any.worse position than he would 
have occupied had the notes been given directly to the seller.
Moreover, whatever may have been said between the parties 
during the negotiations which led up to the sale, 1 think that 
the $600 document or note upon which the plaintiff seeks to 
recover shows that the agreement made was, and must be treated 
as, one of sale by the plaintiff to the defendant. There was no 
question submitted to the jury, and no finding by them upon the 
question.

Next in order for consideration is the defendant’s claim that
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”• there was u total failure of consideration. This rests upon two
S. C. grounds, first, that as the defendant during the negotiations which

Robertson culminated in the sale had informed the plaintiff of the purposes
... v- for which he required the mill, there was an implied condition
Norton. .

---- of the contract on the part of the plaintiff that the mill would
answer these purposes. Secondly, that it was a condition of the 
contract that the plaintiff should set up the mill and see that it 
worked satisfactorily to the defendant.

As to the first ground stated: The sale was of a specific ascer
tained article, not manufactured by the plaintiff, and was inspected 
by the defendant before the purchase. Therefore, at least, in 
the absence of any fraudulent concealment, there could be no 
implied warranty of fitness, and the maxim caveat emptor applies: 
Jordan v. Leonard (1904), 36 N.B.R. 518. The effect of fraud 
upon the contract I will discuss later.

As to the second ground mentioned, the evidence bearing upon 
it is contradictory, and the jury were not asked to find ujnm the 
question. Moreover, the plaintiff adduced evidence apparently 
designed to support a contention that even if the plaintiff had 
contracted to set up the mill as alleged he was prevented from 
carrying out that part of his contract by the acts of the defendant. 
Under these circumstances it is imjjossible to hold that the 
defence of total failure of consideration has been established.

The jury, by their answers to questions 2 and 3, find that 
the defendant was induced to buy by the material misrepresenta
tion of both the plaintiff and O’Brien, that the mill was older 
than it was sold for, but failed to find whether such misrepre
sentation was fraudulent, or made without fraud.

As this case may go to a new trial, I wish, as far as possible, 
to avoid reviewing the evidence. It is enough for the purposes 
of the present motion to state that there is, I think, sufficient 
evidence to have supported a finding by the jury that the sale 
was induced by the fraud of the plaintiff. The plaintiff argues, 
however that the jury must be taken to have negatived fraud 
by their answers to questions 3 and 4, which questions and 
answers are as follows:—

3. If you answer yes to the above question in what did such fraud or 
material misrepresentation consist? A. It was older than they sold it for 
Ij. 4. If such misrepresentations were made did the party making them know 
they were untrue? A. We are not sure.
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It is clear that the jury have not found fraud; hut it is, I v **•
think, likewise clear that they have not negatived it. If the S. C.
plaintiff made the representations alleged as to the age of the p,mKRT80N 
mill and the time it had been in use, asserting thereby to be true
that which he did not know to be true, and the representation ---- ■
was designed and intended to induce the defendant to enter into 
the contract \vhich the plaintiff sought to make with him, that 
may be a fraudulent representation even though the plaintiff, 
when he made it, did not know it was untrue. For in such case1 
the fraud consists in representing, for the purpose of effecting 
a sale, that the assertor knows that to be true which in fact is 
not true.

The plaintiff further contends that, assuming there was fraud, 
or such misrepresentation as would have entitled the defendant 
to vacate the contract, the defendant cannot now repudiate it, 
for two reasons; first, because by taking out a number of the 
boiler's tubes he has made it impossible to return the boiler in 
the same condition as when sold; secondly, because, after the 
defendant had knowledge of the misrepresentation complained 
of, he, by retaining the goods and remitting part of the purchase 
price in his letter to the plaintiff of September, must be taken 
to have elected to retain the mill. The jury were not asked to 
find whether or not the defendant had so elected. As the burden 
of shewing such election is on the plaintiff, it would have been 
for him, if he relied upon that as an answer, to have submitted 
a question to the jury covering such contention, unless, as is,
1 think, the cast1 here, the evidence is such that the jury could 
not reasonably have found otherwise than that the defendant 
by his conduct must be taken to have elected to retain the mill.
If a question upon the point had been submitted to the jury, 1 
do not think they could reasonably have failed to find the defend
ant by removing the boiler tubes had rendered it impossible to 
return the boiler in the same condition as he had received it.
The defendant gave* as one reason why he did not repudiate the 
contract that, after McCleary had failed to set up the mill, he 
(the defendant) went to Bathurst, and there saw the plaintiff, 
who then said to him, “That the mill was all right, and to go 
ahead and get her going, and he would see that everything was 
all right.” If, as the defendant claims, that statement was made 
by the plaintiff to induce the defendant to retain the mill, and
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the defendant, relying upon such statement, did retain the mill, 
then it might possibly suffice to sustain a cross-action or counter
claim against the plaintiff for damages, but 1 cannot see how it 
can be held to warrant the defendant in subsequently rescinding 
the contract of sale, which from his acts he must be taken to have 
elected to adopt. The defendant is. therefore, 1 think, compelled 
to rely u]>on a defence by way of counterclaim for deceit, breach 
of warranty, or failure of consideration. By question 0 the jury 
were asked:—

I >i«l KoImtIhoii or O’Briou in any way warrant or give Norton any guar
antee concerning the mill ami equipment, either as to its condition or other
wise? A. Ves iU to 1 ). Q. 7. “ If so. who gave such warranty? A. O'Brien, 
(j. n.. If it was given by O’Brien was he authorised hv Holwrtson to do so? 
A We can’t answer the question.

The plaintiff contends that by their answers to these ques
tions the jury have negatived tiny warranty by the plaintiff ; but, 
taking all the questions ami answers together, I think it far from 
being clear or certain that the jury intended their answers to 
have any such effect as the plaintiff contends. The jury, by 
their answer to question 5, finds that O'Brien was “authorized 
by Robertson to act for him in the negotiations concerning the 
sale of the mill and equipment to Norton.” The defendant’s 
evidence is that the plaintiff told him “that any arrangements 
that I and O’Brien made would be all right to him” (the plaintiff), 
and, in reply to the Judge-, the defendant said. “That was cold 
to me at different times. It was talked over at the very first 
of the- arrangement.” Anel in this connee-tiem it must be- beime 
in mind that Re>be-rtsem throughout claimed that O’Brien, anel 
not he, seilel the* mill. In vie-w e>f all the- evielence, and e*f the- 
answers give-n to other epiestiems, I think it nmst pre>bable- that 
the jury unele-rste>e>el that by question 8 they were- re-epiire-el te» fine! 
whether or not the plaintiff hael give-n O’Brien a particular anel 
spee-ial autlmrity to make- the- warranty in question.

aske-el by question 12 as to what elamages, if any, the- 
elefe-nelant hael sustained by reason e>f the- mill ne>t be-ing up to 
the guarante-eel stanelarel, the- jury have faile-el to asse-ss sue-h 
elamage-s. the-ir reply te> this que-stiem be-ing, “He- suffe-re-el the* 
loss of the* mill.” In vie-w eif the evielence and of the unsatis- 
fae-te»ry state of the* finelings, 1 think the- ve-rdict shoulel be- se-t 
asiele anel a new trial grant e-el.

As to the defence of failure* of consideration, if the defenelant’s

5744
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version of the contract is accepted as true, there would appear 
to have been at least a partial failure to deliver all the goods 
contracted for. Then-fore, I think upon a new trial then- might 
well he a fimling upon that issue. Upon the new trial 1 think 
the jury should he asked hy suitable questions framed to cover 
separately each case of warranty set up hv the defendant, whether 
such warranty was in fact made as alleged, and, of course, as 
to breach and damages. In submitting the cast- to a new jury, 
the trial Judge will doubtless explain to them that a representa
tion to constitute a warranty must appear from the evidence to 
have been intended as a warranty. The judgment of the House 
of Lords in HeilbiU, Symons <V Co. v. Huckleton, [1913] A.('. 30, 
82 L.J.K.B. 245, deals very fully with this question as to when 
a representation constitutes, or may constitute, a warranty. In 
that case Moulton, L.J., at p. 250, refers to the following passage, 
quoted with approval, from Benjamin on Sales (3rd ed., 007), 
in the judgment of the Court of Apjn-al in Ddjossalle v. (luildford 
[19011 2 K.H. 215:—

In determining whether it was so intended, a decisive test is whether the 
vendor assumes to assert a fact of which the buyer is ignorant, or merely 
states an opinion or judgment upon a matter of which the vendor has no 
special knowledge, and on which the buyer may be expected also to have an 
opinion and to exercise his judgment.

Upon that passage Lord Moulton makes the following com
ment:—

With all deference to the authority of the Court that decided that case, 
the proposition which it thus formulates cannot be supported. It is clear 
that the Court did not intend to depart from the law laid down by Holt, 
C.J., and cited above, for in the same judgment that dictum is referred to 
and accepted as a correct statement of the law. It is therefore evident that 
use of the phrase “decisive test ” cannot be defended. #Otherwise it would be 
the duty of a Judge to direct a jury that if a vendor states a fact of which the 
buyer is ignorant they must, as a matter of law, find the existence of a war
ranty. whether or not the totality of the evidence shews that the parties in
tended the affirmation to form part of the contract; and this would be incon
sistent with the law as laid down by Holt, C.J. It may well be that the 
features thus referred to in the judgment of the Court of Appeal in that case 
may be criteria of value in guiding a jury in coming to a decision whether or 
not a warranty was intended; but they cannot be said to furnish decisive 
tests because it cannot be said as a matter of law that the presence or absence 
of those features is conclusive of the intention of the parties. The intention 
of the parties can only be deduced from the totality of the evidence, and 
no secondary principles of such a kind can be universally true.

Ah it 1h impossible to foretell with certainty what will be the 
evidence upon a new- trial, it would be manifestly impossible upon
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this motion to frame all the questions which it might be neces
sary or desirable to submit to a jury upon such trial. In referring 
as I have done to some questions which it may be well to have 
determined, I wish to bo understood as merely suggesting them 
for the consideration of the trial Judge. Having heard the evi
dence and what is claimed on one side and on the other, lie will 
then lie in a much better position to frame and submit suitable 
and necessary' questions than we are upon the present motion.

The appellant’s motion was to set aside the verdict, and enter 
a verdict for the plaintiff, or, failing that, for a new trial. Having 
succeeded in obtaining a new trial, he would ordinarily be entitled 
to the costs of this motion, but, in view of all the circumstances, 
and particularly of the fact that but for the amendment applied 
for by the plaintiff and obtained upon the hearing of this motion 
he must have* failed in his action upon the $600 alleged note, 
I think this motion should be without costs to either party.

--------  New trial ordered.
BRAZEAU v. WILSON.

Ontario Supreme Court. A pollute Division, Meredith. C.J.C.P., Riddell. 
Lennox and Moaten, JJ. March 31, 1916.

Contracts (| IV K—365)—Breach—Defective heating system—Right
TO FIXTURES.

Failure to perform an entire contract to inatal a heating system capable 
of pro|Hirly healing the premises, precludes recovery of the lump sum 
price agreed upon; the owner of the premises lias a right to counterclaim 
for the breach of contract, but he is not entitled to retain the fixtures 
installed.

"
An appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Judge 

of the District Court of the District of Temiskaming dismissing 
an action to enforce a mechanic’s lien for $396.33 and awarding 
the defendant Wilson $200 on his counterclaim for moneys paid 
on account of the contract price.

The plaintiff’s contract with the defendant Wilson, the owner 
in equity of certain lots, was to install a heating system in a house 
built upon these lots.

The District Court Judge found that the system was defective, 
and based his judgment upon that finding.

J. M. Ferguson, for appellant.
K. B. Ryckman, K.C., for defendant Wilson, respondent, 

satisfactory; no reasonable effort seems to have been made
Meredith
C.J.C.P.
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fairly to try out the matters in question in this action; and, QNT‘
if the case had been tried before me, I should have declined to deal 8. C.
with it on such efforts,and would have availed myself of the right, Braze au
afforded by the practice, to appoint some competent person to ... *'•
ii . , i . . ... NIIAON.make the necessary examination ol the work in question and give ----

an impartial report, and, if necessary, give evidence, upon the cTc.p.’ 
matters in question: sen; Rule 268. But the case must now be 
dealt with upon the evidence which the parties chose to adduce, 
and uiion that evidence it is plain—indeed it is admitted by 
the plaintiff—that he was to put into the defendant’s house a 
heating system that would projwrly heat it, and there is evidence 
upon which it might be found, as the trial Judge has found, that 
that has not been done.

The plaintiff's attempt to put the blame on the defendant 
for not building a better chimney was not given effect to at the 
trial, and cannot be here; the plaintiff knew the condition of the 
chimney, and should not have contracted as he did except upon 
the condition that better draught should be supplied by the 
defendant, if he then really thought the flue insufficient.

The result is, that the plaintiff has not furnished that which 
he contracted to supply; he has not substantially fulfilled his 
contract, and so is not entitled to the price that was to be paid to 
him on fulfilment of the contract; and to that extent the judgment 
is right. But the defendant is not entitled to retain the boiler, 
radiators, pipes, etc., put in by the plaintiff. The defendant 
recovers, according to his defence on which the judgment in 
appeal is based, on the ground that the whole work is useless, 
and must be, as he terms it, scrapped, which means necessarily 
taking out and discarding these articles. When so taken out, 
they must be the property of the plaintiff, not of the defendant, 
and the plaintiff is then entitled to them. The principle applied 
in such a case as Oldershaw v. Garner, 38 U.C.R. 37, adopting 
and following the ruling in Munro v. Butt, 8 E. & B. 738, is 
obviously not applicable to such a case as this, to fixtures which 
are to be unfixed and taken out, or, as I really think was intended 
by the defendant, not to be taken out, but to be utilised for his 
benefit under a new contract for the heating of his house.

The judgment in appeal should be varied so as to give to the 
plaintiff the right to remove the boiler, radiators, pipes, etc., 
doing no unnecessary damage, during the month of June next,
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upon paying to the defendant the amount of his judgment and 
costs.

The result is, that the plaintiff recovers his goods, and the 
defendant his money. In addition to that, the defendant has 
had two seasons' use of the heating system, such as it was, which 
is sufficient to compensate him for the plaintiff’s breach of the 
contract.

There should be no order as to the costs of this appeal. This 
applies to all parties to tint appeal.

Lennox and Masten, JJ., concurred.
Riddell, J.:—An appeal from the judgment of His Honour 

Judge Hartman, a* Haileybury, in a mechanic’s lien proceeding.
The plaintiff, a plumber and steam-fitter, entered into a 

contract with Wilson, the owner in equity of certain lots in the 
town of Timmins, which he held under an agreement to purchase 
from the Timmins Town Site Company Limited, to install a 
heating system in his house on these lots.

Wilson did not understand anything about what was requisite; 
the- plaintiff went up and measured the house, and made his tender 
at $590. The tender states the boiler to be a 30F.; but, after
wards, Brazeau made up his mind to put in and did put in a 20F., 
without interference from Wilson. Brazeau knew that Wilson 
relied upon his (Brazeau’s) expert knowledge, that he was not 
selling so much iron &c., but agreeing to put in a heating plant 
sufficient to heat the house properly and with an even temperature 
from room to room.

The learned Judge has found, and the evidence supports his 
finding, “the system defective in that the boiler is not sufficiently 
large to heat the system proptyly, nor is the heat equally or 
properly distributed throughout the house”—in other words, 
the plaintiff has not completed his contract.

I think the case is entirely governed by Forman v. The Ship 
“Liddesdale,” A.C. 190. The plaintiffs had an entire
contract to effect certain specified repairs on a ship; they did not 
do exactly as specified, but what (they said) was equivalent or 
better—the owner of the ship would not pay, but took the ship 
and sold it. It was held, following Appleby v. Myers (1807), 
L.R. 2 C.P. 051, that, as the plaintiffs were contractors for a 
lump sum and had not completed the prescribed work, they could

0
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not recover anything—and that the defendant,by taking possession _T;
of his own property and doing the best he could with it, did not S. C.
thereby acquiesce in and ratify what the plaintiffs had done. BltAZKAU

Tilt1 authority of this case is in no way shaken by Dakin <V Co. 
Limited v. Lee, 84 L.J. K.B. 894, 900—the present case comes 
under Mr. Justice Sankey’s second exception.

I would dismiss the appeal without costs.
By consent the plaintiff is to be allowed to remove his materials. 

This logically would imply his doing no unnecessary damage, 
and would be without prejudice to the defendant’s right of action 
for breach of contract &c.; but, to put an end to this litigation, I 
agree with the disposition made by my Lord.

Appeal allowed in part.

QUILLINAN v. STUART. ONT.
Ontario Suprevu Court, Appcllah Division, Meredith, C.J.O., (Sorrow, ^ z, 

Madaren, Magee amt HodginJJA. A/nril 8, 1916.

Libel and slander (§ II B 15 )—Opprobrious epithets applied to 
woman Kxcessivk damaueh New trial.

Words contained in letters written to the employer of a young woman, 
referring to lier us “slut.'' carrion." ' dog," "if this woman controls 
you body and soul," though capable of a defamatory meaning in their 
ordinary popular sense, wore not under the circumstances capable of 
being understood as imputing to her unchastity or immoral conduct; an 
award of $15,000 as lier damages for the libel is unreasonable and 
excessive, and ground for a new trial.

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Masten, J., Statement, 
at the trial, upon the verdict of a jury, in favour of the plaintiff, 
for the recovery of 815,000 damages, in an action for libel.

The alleged libel was contained in three letters written by 
the defendant, two of them to one Masters, the plaintiff’s employer, 
and the third to the plaintiff herself.

Masters being absent, the defendant had transacted business 
with the plaintiff, acting for Masters. The defendant felt aggrieved 
at the way in which he was being treated by the plaintiff, and in 
writing a letter of complaint to Masters used the following expres
sions: “Call off your slut!” “( ’all off your carrion!” “Call off your 
dogs!” “If this woman controls you, body and soul, it’s time I 
knew it.” The other letters contained strong language about the 
plaintiff.

The trial Judge withdrew from the consideration of the jury 
the letter to the plaintiff, except as evidence of malice. He also 
in effect ruled and directed the jury that the other letters might be
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read as imputing unchastity and immoral relations to the plain
tiff, and that it was for them to say whether or not that was the 
meaning to be given to the letters.

The appeal was on two grounds: (1) that the trial Judge 
should have ruled that the letters were not defamatory, and 
should have dismissed the action; (2) that the damages were 
excessive.

/. F. 11 rll ninth, K.C., for appellant.
Wallace Nesbitt, K.C. and J. M. Godfrey, for plaintiff, the 

respondent.
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendant 

from the judgment of Masten, J., dated the 15th Novem
ber, 1915, which he directed to be entered on the verdict of the 
jury at the trial of the action before him at Toronto on that day.

The action is for libel alleged to be contained in three letters 
written by the appellant, one of them on the 6th and the other 
two on the 8th April, 1915.

The letter of the 6th April, part only of which is alleged to 
be libellous, and one of the letters of the 8th April, were written 
to W. B. Masters, the employer of the resjxmdent, and the other 
on the 8th April to the res|>ondent herself.

The letters of the 8th April and the part of the letter of the 
6th April which is complained of are as follows:—

“W. B. Masters, Esq.,
“c o. S. M. Stowenn, Alden, N.Y. Personal.

“ Dear Sir: Call off your slut!
“ Enclosed is a specimen of the ‘ Beggar on Horseback ’ 

letters 1 have been getting from the woman who exercises auth
ority and issues her mandates and demands in your stead while 
you rest in modest retirement. 1 ask you to return it.

“Call off your carrion!—And this while 1 am on the broad of 
my back, but 1 ask no quarter on that account.

“ If you are in your senses, as I take you to be, and are cog
nizant of this woman's doings and permit them, let me warn 
you that I will not pay either of these notes under pressure, 
and if costs are incurred 1 will hold you to the extent of your 
resjionsibility in all directions. 1 ask you to declare yourself. 
I have waited three months without disturbing you. I will 
wait no longer. Call off your dogs!

“ My two notes were dealt with in the usual manner, under-
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stood between us, at their maturity in March last, and with ONT-
the usual reasonable reductions. Your attorney refused to renew, S. C.
arbitrarily as I believe. If this woman controls you, body and Quilunan 
soul, it's time I knew it. *•

“Call off the slut. 

“Personal and General.
Yours truly, J. H. Stuart. " 

Niagara Falls, Ont., April 8th, ’15.
Moredlth.C.J.O.

“Miss L. M. Quillinan, City.
“Dear Madam:—Your various, communications shew you 

to be a very ill-mannered woman. I found them very offensive, 
and their general tone would indicate that it must indeed be sel
dom your privilege to address a gentleman (or better still an honest 
man).

“Your criticism of my motives and actions is ludicrous, 
while of course grossly impertinent. Your threats concerning 
‘Head Office’ are vulgar and impotent, and I could desire no 
better compliment than your complete and unreserved con
demnation.

“Let the above recognition he your reward. I feel it to be 
your due. • Yours truly, J. H. Stuart.

“ P.S. Do you know the penalty for destroying that voucher 
receipt?”

Extract from letter of the 6th April, 1915:-
“From the moment of your departure, your attorney, as I 

told her, dealt with your affairs as if you were a bankrupt or an 
insolvent, grabbing everything in sight and not depositing a 
dollar, even of moneys pledged to come to us. ... To 
conclude, our bank and staff have had. forced upon them much 
disagreeableness and several sharp practices at the hands of Mr. 
Symmes' representatives.”

The learned trial Judge withdrew from the consideration of 
the jury the letter to the respondent of the 8th April “as a sep
arate and independent libel,” but apparently let it go to the jury 
as evidence of malice. He also in effect ruled and directed the 
jury that the other letters might lie read as imputing unchastity 
and immoral relations to the respondent, and that it was for them 
to say whether or not that was the meaning to be given to them.

The jury found for the respondent, and assessed the damages 
at $15,000, which was $5,000 more than was claimed in her state
ment of claim; whereuixm, by leave of the trial Judge, the state-
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ment of claim was amended by increasing the claim to $15,000, 
and judgment was directed to be entered for the respondent 
for that sum with costs.

The appeal is on the grounds that the trial Judge should have 
ruled that the letters were not defamatory and dismissed the 
action, and that the damages are excessive.

The respective functions of Judge and jury in libel actions 
are well settled and clearly defined, and the effect of the decisions 
is stated, and correctly stated, in Halsbury’s Laws of England, 
vol. 18, pp. 652, 653, 654, 655, paras. 1211 to 1215 both inclusive, 
to be that :—

“1211. In construing the words complained of, in order to 
see whether the plaintiff has made out a case to be left to the 
jury, the Judge must, where nothing is alleged to give the words 
an extended sense, consider the statement as a whole, and inter
pret the words in their plain and popular meaning. If the 
words so interpreted are reasonably calculated to defame the plain
tiff, he must leave it to the jury to say whether they did, in fact, 
defame him; if not, he must give judgment for the defendant 
without leaving the case to the jury.

"1212. Where there is an innuendo or something is alleged 
to give the words a sense which differs from their plain and pop
ular meaning, the Judge must consider not merely the statement 
complained of, and the context in which it appears or was made, 
but he must also take into account the manner and occasion 
of the publication, the persons to whom it was published, and 
all other facts which are properly in evidence as affecting the 
meaning of the statement in the circumstances of the particular 
case.

"If the Judge, interpreting the statement in the light of the 
circumstances of the particular case, is satisfied that the words 
are capable of the meaning ascribed to them by the innuendo, 
he must leave it to the jury to say whether the statement in fact 
conveyed the meaning ascribed to it. If he is not so satisfied, 
it is his duty not to leave the question raised by the innuendo 
to the jury.

“But the Judge, in determining whether the words are cap
able of the meaning assigned, ought not to take into account 
mere conjectures which a person to whom the statement is pub
lished might possibly though unreasonably form.
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“1213. Where the words in their natural meaning are not 
defamatory or actionable per se (as the case may require), the 
plaintiff must at the trial satisfy the Judge of the existence of 
circumstances which lead to the conclusion that the words might

ONT.

S. C.
Qvillinan

SiruiTreasonably convey the meaning assigned by the innuendo to per- — 
sons to whom they were published, and if the plaintiff fails to Meredl,bC,°- 
do so, there is no case to go to the jury, and judgment should 
be entered for the defendant.

“If in such a case the Judge leaves the decision of whether or 
not the words did convey the meaning assigned to persons to 
whom they were published, the Court of Appeal will give judg
ment for the defendant. In the Court of Ap|>enl the burden 
is not on the defendant to shew that the words were incapable 
of the meaning assigned; it is sufficient for him to shew that 
the plaintiff did not discharge the burden which was on the plain
tiff.

“ 1214. The defendant is always entitled to have the question 
of libel or no libel, slander or no slander, left to the jury, and if 
he can get either the Judge or the jury to be in his favour he 
succeeds; whereas the plaintiff, or the prosecutor, in criminal 
proceedings for libel, cannot succeed unless he gets both the Judge 
and the jury to decide in his favour.

“1215. -The proper course for the Judge to adopt in civil 
or criminal proceedings for libel, where there is a case to go to the 
jury, is to define what is a libel in point of law, and leave it to 
the jury to announce their opinion as a matter of fact whether 
the particular publication falls within that definition or not.
The Judge may as a matter of advice express his own opinion as 
to the nature of the particular publication, but he is not bound 
to do so as a matter of law, and it would be wrong for the Judge 
to direct the jury positively that they must find that a particular 
publication is a libel or a slander.”

What is referred to in para. 1211 as “the plain and popular 
meaning” of the words is by some Judges called “their proper 
and natural meaning, according to the ordinary rules for the in
terpretation of written instruments:" per Lord Selborne, L.C., 
in Capital ami Counties Hank v. llenty, 7 App. Cas. 741, 744; 
by others, their “primary sense:” per Brett, L.J., in the same 
case, 5 C.P.D. 514, 542; and by other Judges, their “natural
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meaning:” per Lord Shand in Nevill v. Fine Art and General 
Insurance Co., [1897] A.C. 68, 79.

By “primary meaning” is not meant the etymological mean
ing, hut that which the ordinary usage of society affixes: per 
Coleridge, J., in Shore v. Wilson (1839), 9 Cl. & F. 355, 527.

In the case at bar there were three questions which fell to be 
determined by the trial Judge:—

(1) Whether, in their plain and popular meaning, the state
ments complained of, as a whole, were capable of a defamatory 
meaning.

(2) Whether, if capable of a defamatory meaning, they were 
capable of being understood as imputing unchastity or immoral 
conduct to the respondent.

(3) Whether, if these two questions were answered in the 
negative, in the light of the circumstances of the case the words 
were capable of any of the defamatory meanings ascribed to them 
by the innuendoes, and, if so, of which of them they were so cap
able.

I agree with the contention of the respondent’s counsel that 
the first question should be answered in the affirmative.

While, for the reasons I shall afterwards state, I do not think 
that the letters can be read as imputing unchastity or immoral 
conduct to the respondent, the application to her of the epithets 
“slut” and “carrion” was calculated to expose her to hatred, 
contempt or ridicule, as it tended to lower her in the opinion 
of her employer, to whom the letters were written, or to induce 
him to entertain an ill opinion of her.

As was said in an old case, Bell v. Stone (1798), 1 B. & P. 
331, 332, “any words written and published, throwing con
tumely on the party,” are actionable.

The case, therefore, could not have been withdrawn from the 
jury.

In dealing with the question whether the letters were capable 
of being read as imputing unchastity or immoral conduct to the 
respondent, it is necessary to consider the circumstances in which 
they were written. As I have said, the respondent was in the 
employment of Masters, and she had the charge and management 
of his business. He was in bad health, and had gone to the 
United States for medical treatment. He was a customer of
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the Niagara Falls branch of the Bank of Hamilton, of which the 
appellant was the manager, and had a credit there, but had over
drawn it. He had business transactions with the appellant 
personally, who had given him two promissory notes on account 
of an indebtedness, and these notes were held by another bank, 
which had discounted them. Shortly after Masters left Canada, 
disputes arose between the appellant and the respondent, prin
cipally with reference to the application of moneys of Masters 
which the appellant contended should be applied to reduce the 
overdraft at his bank, but which the respondent insisted upon 
depositing in a trust account in another bank: and the relations 
between the two were certainly not friendly. What led up to 
the writing of the letters in question occurred later on. The two 
promissory notes to which reference has been made were about 
to mature, and the appellant had sent renewals of them to Mas
ters to be endorsed by him. This appears to have given offence 
to the respondent, who thought it was highly improper that the 
appellant had dealt directly with her employer instead of with 
her, and she wrote to the appellant on the 6th April, 1915, telling 
him her opinion of his conduct in the matter, as wrell as in refer
ence to a previous renewal of the notes, and expressing it in not 
very complimentary language;. The» letter also stated the con
ditions upon which alone the notes would be renewed, and with 
it were returned the two notes, which the appellant had sent to 
Masters. On receipt,of this letter, the appellant wrote to Masters 
expostulating with him for sending the notes to the respondent 
and not dealing directly with him. In this letter, after referring 
to a power of attorney Masters had given to him, the appellant 
says: “But the bank’s hands have been tied ever since by the 
appointment of an insolent and over-zealous woman, whom we 
have tolerated only because we thought you would soon return 
and in deference to a trusted customer.”

Two days afterwards, the letter to Masters of the 8th April 
was written, and with it was sent the respondent’s letter to the 
appellant of the 6th April.

In applying his mind to the question whether the letter of 
the 8th April was callable of being read as imputing unchastity 
or immoral conduct to the respondent, as I have said, it wras proper 
for the learned trial Judge to consider the circumstances in which 
the letter was written and the matters with which it dealt.
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It is clear that the purpose of the latter Mas to remonstrate 
with Masters against the course the respondent Mas taking with 
reference to the removal of the notes, and that the appellant 
believed that he Mas being unfairly treated by her, and that she 
was, in the name of Masters, making and unduly pressing arbi
trary demandsujxm him; and, fairly read, the request or demand 
to call off the respondent, though couched in vulgar and abusive 
language, means no more than this: “I am being hounded by 
your agent, call her off.” In other words, “I am being pursued 
by her relentlessly and jiersistently, as dogs pursue game.” 
“Call off your dogs.” “('all off your slut.”

It Mas argued by the learned counsel for the respondent that 
the expression, “if this woman controls you body and soul, it’s 
time I knew it,” suggests that there Mere immoral relations 
between the respondent and her employer. It is difficult for me 
to take the argument seriously, and when I heard it it brought 
to mind the address of counsel for the plaintiff in the celebrated 
case of IiardeU v. Pickwick, reported only in Dickens’s Pickwick 
Papers. What the expression plainly means is: “ If this woman so 
entirely controls your actions that you are unable to deal M*ith 
me directly, I want to knoM* it.”

If, however, the word “slut,” as applied to the rcsixmdent, 
is not shcMn by the context and the circumstances, as I think it 
is, to have been used in the sense I have just mentioned, a further 
inquiry is necessary, viz., what is the plain and jxipular meaning 
of the word “slut?” In no dictionary that I have been able to 
consult, and I have consulted the Imperial, the Standard, the 
Century, Webster’s, and Murray’s, except in Murray’s, is a mean
ing implying leM'dness, unchastity, or immorality given to the 
word. In Murray’s, the second meaning given to it is “a Moman 
of Iom’ or loose character, a bold or impudent girl, a hussy, a jade,” 
and the authorities given for the use of the Mord in the sense of 
“a woman of Iom* or loose character” are all, except one, writers 
of more than two centuries ago, and that one, Sheridan, Mriting 
in the latter end of the 18th century.

What I have said as to the Standard dictionary is subject to 
the observation that one of the meanings given to the word 
“sluttish” is “lewd, meretricious,” but it is marked as obsolete.

One might as well argue that because the Mord “libertine” 
at one time meant “a freeman as of a corix>rate toMTi,” or because
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“knave” in early English meant “a hoy” or “any male servant,” 
or because the word “villain” once meant a “country-man, 
peasant, or farm servant,” the like meanings should be ascribed 
to those words when used in the present day, as to argue that, 
because two or three centuries ago the word “slut” was used by 
writers of that day as meaning “a women of low or loose char
acter,” that meaning should now be given to it.
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I apprehend that the reason why some lexicographers 
give the old meanings of words is that it is thought desirable to 
provide keys for the interpretation of words which were in former 
times used by English writers of repute in a sense * " y do
not now bear, and to follow the historical method of dealing with 
words and their signification.

If I am right in thinking that the word “slut,” interpreted 
according to its plain and popular meaning, cannot be read as 
imputing unchastity or immoral conduct to the respondent, it 
follows that the learned trial Judge should have ko directed the 
jury; but, as it is alleged by the innuendy that the tvord was used 
in that sense, it was for him to consider not merely the statement 
complained of but the context in which it appears or was made ; 
and “the manner of the publication, and the things relative to 
which the words are published, and which the person publishing 
knew, or ought to have known, would influence those to whom it 
was published in putting a meaning on the words, are all material 
in determining whether the writing is calculat'd to convey a 
libellous imputation. There are no words so plain that they may 
not be published with reference to such circumstances, and to 
such persons knowing these circumstances, as to convey a meaning 
very different from that which would be understood from the same 
words used under different circumstances:” per Lord Blackburn 
in Capital and Counties Hank v. Henty, 7 App. ('as. at p. 771.

And if, upon consideration of all these matters, the proper 
conclusion was that the words used were not capable of the 
meaning alleged in the innuendo, it was the duty of the trial Judge 
to have so directed the jury.

For the reasons I have already given in dealing with another 
branch of the case, I am of opinion that the words complained 
of were not capable of the meaning that the respondent was an 
unchaste or immoral woman, and that the learned trial Judge

6644
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Magee, J.A.

misdirected the jury in telling them, as he in effect did. that the 
words were capable of that meaning.

It was content It'd by Mr. Nesbitt that, as no objection was 
taken to the charge to the jury, it was not open to the appellant 
to object to it on the ground of this misdirection, but I am not 
of that opinion ; and St. Denis v. Shoultz (1898), 25 A.H. 131, 
is a clear authority against the contention.

1 am also of opinion that the damages are so excessive as to 
warrant interference with the finding as to them ; they are, 1 
think, so manifestly unreasonable that the jury must have been 
influenced by views and considerations to which they should not 
have given effect.

For these reasons, I would allow' the ap)>eal with costs, set 
aside the verdict and judgment, and direct that a new trial be 
had between the parties, without costs.

Garrow, Maclaren, and Hodgins, JJ.A., concurred.
Magee, J.A.:—The amount awarded for damages in this 

case is excessive, and, while serving to mark the proper sense 
which the jury had of the defendant’s conduct, cannot be said to 
bear any just relation either to the circumstances or station in 
life of the parties or to a proper punishment of the defendant or 
the actual injury sustained by the plaintiff ; and I agree that there 
should be a new trial. But I cannot accede to the proposition 
made for the defendant that the east* should go back to a jury 
with a declaration from this Court that the trial Judge was 
wrong, or that the jury must be told that the only construction 
to be placed upon the writing is in effect that, because of her zeal 
in diligent attention to her employer’s interests and in carrying 
out his instructions, the plaintiff was merely figuratively alluded 
to by his debtor as a hunting dog, with a purely proper and neces
sary change of gender, or that she is only entitled to damages for 
such a comparatively uninjurious reference, and ns if the defen
dant had playfully written to a client of a collecting agency, 
“Call off your dogs.” The defendant himself was not satisfied 
with that phrase, which he actually used.

I do not propose to enter upon any philological inquiry as 
to the origin or use of the expression which, with “carrion,” 
the defendant chose to apply to a respectable young woman. 
Fortunately, our modem dictionaries are not given to the per-
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pctuating of many words and meanings wliich do not commend 
themselves to modem refinement hut have yet a very vigorous 
life in the community—hut it is noticeable that the innocent 
zoological sense which is pressed upon the Court for the defendant 
is given in some dictionaries as not of Knglish 'nut American use— 
while there is no doubt in what classes the word is placed in so 
recent (1888) a work as Roget's Thesaurus, where that sense 
does not appear at all. If a person chooses to select for its 
abusive character and apply to another an expression which has, 
amongst others, a most opprobrious meaning, it does not lie in 
his mouth to ask that the jury be told they must read it as having 
been used only in one of its possible significations.

That the defendant had not the slightest justification for 
using a term which might impute misconduct to the plaintiff 
is no ground for holding that the jury must find that he did not 
intend such an imputation, or that he would not in his then frame 
of mind have enjoyed its acceptance in its most objectionable 
sense. In my opinion, it would have been misdirection on the 
part of the trial Judge to have told the jury that the defendant’s 
letter was not reasonably capable of the meaning charged, 
and I also regretfully have to admit that my experience has not 
led me to believe that ns a fact the most discreditable meaning 
is quite so obsolete as has been contended. New trial ordered.

ROSBOROUGH v. TRUSTEES OF ST. ANDREWS CHURCH.
Sew Hrutmvirk Supreme Court, Appeol Division, McLeod. C.J., White ami 

McKeown, J J. A prit 26. 1916.

Wills ($1111 175) - Equitable doctrine of election Lvnatic

Where it testator devises his property in trust to provide such sums ns 
might be necessary for the maintenance for life of his son (a lunatic), 
with an additional I «‘quest of a specific sum to the son absolutely, and by 
the same will la1 also devises to another person a mortgage which he had 
assigned to the son previously to the making of the will, the son, under 
the equitable doctrine of election, is hound to elect between the mortgage 
on the one hand and the benefits under the will on the other; in such in
stance there is sufficient "free disposable property," to the extent of the 
son’s interest, from which compensation could be made to the disappointed 
devisee. Where the legatee is a lunatic the election may be exercised lo
ins committee, who may be required to take under the will, if such 
ap|>ears most beneficial to the legatee and in accordance with the testa
tor's presumed intention.

Appeal from the judgment of Grimmer, J., Chancery Division, 
in action to determine rights under a will. Affirmed.

F. H. Taylor, K.C., supported the appeal.
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./. H. M. HaxUr, A.( I., for the Trustees of St. Andrew’s ( ’hurch.
II . A. Kinmj, K.(\, and M. U. Tint, K.(’., for Robert Ros- 

borough, executor.
McLeod, C.J. (dissenting):—This action was brought for a 

declaration by the Court as to whether or not the trustees of 
Saint Andrew’s Church, in the city of St. John, take anything 
under the last will and testament of James Walker, deceased, 
and as to the respective rights of the trustee under the said will, 
and of the plaintiffs as a committee of the person of the said 
John Douglas Walker, to property conveyed or bequeathed to 
the said John Douglas Walker. The facts are not in dispute.

John Douglas Walker, the son of James Walker, is a person 
of unsound mind, and so found, and Robert S. Rosborough and 
Katherine Amelia Walker, mother of the said John Douglas 
Walker, were appointed a e of his estate. At the time
the will was made, and at the time of the death of James Walker, 
John Douglas Walker was living with Edith Ravnes and her son 
Harrison Allan Ravnes in Halifax. James Walker made and 
executed a will on January 17, 11*13, by which he appointed 
Robert S. Rosborough sole executor and trustee of his estate. 
In the will he devised to his trustee certain lots of land that 
he had, situate in the city of St. John and in the city of Halifax, 
upon trust to permit his wife’s sister, Edith Haynes, to occupy 
rent free during her lifetime the lot and buildings on Gottingen 
St. in Halifax, and from and out of the rents of the other properties 
to pay to the said Edith Haynes and her son Harrison Allan 
Haynes, and the survivor of them, to be expended in the support 
and maintenance of the said John Douglas Walker, such sums 
as may be necessary therefor, and to provide his son with the 
necessaries and comforts of life so long as he shall live, and at 
his death to provide a decent Christian burial, and upon the death 
of the said son he devised the lands and premises so conveyed to 
his wife, the said Katherine Amelia Walker, absolutely. In and 
by the will he also made the following bequest :—

I give, devise and bequeath to the trustees of St .Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church, in the city of St. John, the mortgage which I now hold on their 
property. and all principal and interest due or owing thereon at the time of 
my death.

After making some other bequests, he devised all the rest 
and residue of his estate, real and personal, to his daughter 
Gladys Wellwood Baker, absolutely. On September 8, 1913, he

1381
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made a codicil to the will, by which he gave his son John Douglas 
Walker a special deposit receipt of the Bank of New Brunswick 
(now the Bank of Nova Scotia) for the sum of #12,000 and all 
interest accruing thereon. James Walker died on January 14, 
1014, and his will was duly probated in the city of St. John. 
The mortgage on St. Andrew’s Church, which was for $30,000, 
was by James Walker assigned to John Douglas Walker on 
March 14, 1004, and at that date John Douglas Walker was of a 
sound and disposing mind.

The contention of the defendants, the trustees of St. Andrew's 
Church, is that as James Walker devised to them the mortgage 
which was the property of John Douglas Walker, and also made 
a devise to John Douglas Walker, that he (John Douglas Walker) 
must make an (‘lection as to whether he would take under the will 
or against the will, and that if be takes against the will he must 
make a compensation to them to the extent of the benefits he 
receives under the will.

The case was tried before Grimmer, J., who decided that it 
was a case for an election, and as John Douglas Walker, being of 
an unsound mind, could not himself make an election he directed 
that the committee1 elect to take under the will, and transfer and 
assign tin* mortgage to the defendants, the trustees of St. Andrew’s 
Church. From that judgment the committee of John Douglas 
Walker have appealed, claiming, first, that it is not a case for 
an election, and second, that if it is a case of an election the only 
benefit that John Douglas Walker takes under the will with 
which they would be obliged to make compensation is the $12,(>()() 
deposit receipt .

Grimmer, J., decided that the income from the real estate 
that was devised to the trustee, ami from which income he was 
to pay to Edith Ravnes and Harrison Allan Haynes, or the 
survivor of them, to be by them expended in the support and 
maintenance of John Douglas Walker such sums from time to 
time as might be necessary therefor, and to provide him with all 
tin1 necessaries mid comforts of life so long as he should live, and 
upon his death to provide a decent Christian burial for him, 
vested in John Douglas Walker, so that it could lx- used to make 
compensation if he or his committee elected against the will. 
The case is one in which John Douglas Walker would be put to
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his election, but in directing the election the Court should direct 
such an election as would be most in the interest of John Douglas 
Walker. An election arises where a testator gives property 
which belongs to one person to another, and gives to the person 
whose property he professes to devise property that is the tes
tator’s. In that case the party whose property is so devised 
must elect whether he will keep his own property or keep the 
property devised to him under the will. If he does the latter he 
must perform all the conditions of the will, that is, out of the 
prope rty devised to him under the will he must make compensa
tion to the extent of what he receives to the party who has been 
disappointed by his election. Rut the doctrine of election will 
not be applied except where if an election is made against the will 
the interest that passes by the will can be laid hold of to make 
compensation. The doctrine is thus stated in 13 Halsbury's 
Laws of England, 123 (where the cases are collected):—

The doctrine of election cannot he applied except where, if an election is 
made contrary to the will, the interest that would pass by the will can be 
laid hold of to compensate the beneficiary who is disapiminted by the election. 
Therefore, in all cases there must be some free disposable property given by 
the will to the {icrson whom it is s to put to his election.

The question in this case is, what free and disposable property 
does John Douglas Walker take under the will with which he can 
make compensation. He does take $12,000, but I don’t think 
that the income from the trust property vests in him so that it 
can be used to make compensation. The income is simply given 
to the trustee with the direction to pay to Edith Haynes and 
Harrison Allan Haynes so much ns may be necessary for the 
support of John Douglas Walker. The trustee has a right, and 
in my opinion, is obliged to pay so much of the income from his 
real estate to Edith Haynes and Harrison Allan Haynes as may 
be necessary for the support and maintenance of John Douglas 
Walker, and no more. The words in the bequest are: 
to pay to the said Kdith Haynes and her son Harrison Allan Raynes, or the 

"survivor of them, to be by them extended in the sup|x>rt and maintenance 
of my son John Douglas Walker such sums from time to time as may be neces
sary therefor, and to provide my said son with all the necessaries ami com
forts of life so long ns he shall live, and upon his death to provide a decent 
Christian burial for him.

Under that the trustee would, I apprehend, be obliged to 
pay to Edith Haynes and Harrison Allan Haynes, so much as is 
necessary for the support and maintenance of John Douglas

7
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Walker. Any portion of the income that remained unexpended N- **•
for his support and maintenance would become a part of the S. C.
testator’s residuary estate, and pass to the residuary legatee Hohuoruiuh 
under the will. It appears in the case that John Douglas Walker ^
had other pro])ertics outside of the mortgage, but 1 don’t think <,i 
it would lie 0]H*n to the trustee to say that he should be supported xmTr w'h 

from tin- proceeds of his own property, that property could Cm m u. 
not be laid hold of to make compensation to the defendant, the m<L<*od, c.j. 
trustees of St. Andrew's Church, if John Douglas Walker elected 
against the will. The case would seem plainer if no bequest 
had been made to John Douglas Walker, that is, if the bequest 
of $12,600 had not been made, but only the provision for the 
payment of this income towards his support and maintenance.
I ('o nof think he could then have been put to his election, because 
the will it self shews that the testator simply intended that tin- 
trust ec should use this income, or so much of it as was necessary, 
to support and maintain John Douglas Walker. Il gives John 
Douglas Walker no vested interest in the income, which is not 
disposable and cannot be used for any other purpose. In Rc 
Sanderson's Trust (1857), 3 K. & J., 497, the trust was is follows:

The devisee by his will devised and bequeathed all his real and personal 
estates whatsoever to trustees, upon trust (after payment of his debts, testa
mentary and funeral expenses) yearly, and every year during the life of his 
brother John Sanderson, since deceased, to pay and apply the whole or any 
part of the rents, issues ami profits of his real and personal estate and effects 
for and towards his maintenance, attendance and comfort, and give him tin- 
use of his household goods and furniture, and after his decease to sell and dis
pose of his real and personal estate and effects.

The brother was an imbecile, not competent to manage his 
own affairs. After the death of his brother, John Sanderson, a 
question arose as to whether this income vested in John Sanderson 
or not, and the Court held that it did not, and Wood, V.C., in 
giving the judgment, says in effect that the trustees would be bound 
to use the income, or so much of it as was necessary for the support 
of John Sanderson, but he says, at p. 507 :

At the same time I do not think it confers on him an absolute right to 
have the whole income applied except in the event of a case being made that 
the whole was wanted for the specific purposes directed by the will it is 
not the whole income that is given, it is “the whole or any part," and the 
Court would read that in the same way as “the whole, or a component part.’’

Re Yard on's Trusts (1885), 31 Ch. 1). 275, is a cast- in which 
the doctrine of election is discussed, and in that case it was held
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that the party was not put to an election. At p. 279. Fry, L.J., 
says as follows:—

For example, if the settlement in question had contained an express declara
tion that in no case should the doctrine of election be applied to its provisions, 
there seems to be no reason why such a declaration should not have full 
effect given to it. The late Mr. Hwanston appears to us to have correctly 
enunciated the law on this point when he said. “The rule of not claiming by 
one part of an instrument in contradiction to another has exceptions, and the 
ground of the exception seems to la* a particular intention, denoted by the in
strument. different from that general intention, the presumption of which is 
the foundation of the doctrine of election."

In the present ease we have the testator giving absolutely to 
John Douglas Walker the $12,000. We have him in addition 
simply making provision for his support and maintenance, giving 
him no money, not forcing the trustee to pay to Fdith Haynes and 
Harrison Allan Haynes the whole of the income from the reiil estate 
devised to him, but only to pay so much ns might be necessary 
for his support and maintenance. It shews a clear intention of 
the testator to make a provision for his son’s support and main
tenance. The income was to be used for that and nothing else. 
The amount required might vary from year to year, but what
ever the amount was, the trustee was simply to pay it to Edith 
Haynes and Harrison Allan Haynes, to be used for the support 
and maintenance of John Douglas Walker. In my opinion, as 
I have said, if there had been no specific bequest of the $12,GOO, 
but simply the provision that is made in the will for the support 
and maintenance, John Douglas Walker could not be put to an 
election, because he received nothing under the will with which 
he could make compensation: see He Lord Chexham (1880), 
.‘H ('h. 1)., 400. The fact that he has received $12,000 under the 
will does not change the nature of the direction for payment of 
the income from the real estate. The $12,000 can be used for 
compensation, but the income cannot be diverted for that purpose. 
Therefore, while I think that John Douglas Walker was put to 
his election, 1 think, with great respect to the Judge, that he 
has erred in holding that the whole of the income vested in him 
and could be used to make compensation, and in directing the 
committee of his estate to elect under the will. The election 
should be what is in the best interests of John Douglas Walker. 
The mortgage for $30,000 was undoubtedly his. All that lie 
really gets under the will is $12,000. Therefore, it is most in his 
interest to elect against the will, to keep the mortgage and make
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compensation so far ns he receives benefits under the will, which, 
ns I have said, is $12,000. 1 am aware that the word benefits is
used in a great many eases involving the doctrine of election, 
but I think when the word benefits is used in those cases it means 
benefits that are disposable, that can be laid hold of to make com
pensation in case a party elects against the will. It may be said, 
it is true, that by the bequest of the real estate to the trustee with 
direction to use the income from it, or so much of it as may be 
necessary for the support and maintenance of John Douglas 
Walker, he, John Douglas Walker, does get a benefit, but it is 
not a benefit that can be laid hold of and disposed of to make 
compensation.

In my opinion the order of the Judge should be varied. The 
committee should be ordered to take against the will. The trustee 
or executor should be ordered to pay to the trustees of Si. Andrew’s 
Church the sum of $12,000 with any accrued interest, devised to 
John Douglas Walker.

As to the costs: as the bill appears to have been filed to get a 
declaration of the rights of "the plaintiff and the defendants, 
the trustees of St. Andrew's Church, under the will, and as in my 
opinion neither of them has fully succeeded, each should bear 
his own costs. The costs of the defendant, Robert S. ltosbor- 
ough, trustee, should be paid by the plaintiffs. There should 
be no costs of this appeal.

White, J.:—It is contended that John Douglas Walker 
caimot be required to elect in respect to the benefit to which he is, 
or may become, entitled under the clause in the will which makes 
provisions for his maintenance, and which for convenience I 
will refer to as the maintenance clause. This contention is put 
forward upon grounds which may be summarized as follows. 
1. It is claimed that the will shews that the testator, by the clause 
in question, intended that his son should be entitled to the benefits 
thereby conferred, regardless of any question of election. 2. 
That the son takes under the maintenance clause no “free dis
posable property,” and no benefit which he can alienate. Con
sequently, if he were required to elect he would be unable to 
make compensation, and there can be no election where there is 
no fund from which to compensate.

I quite agree that if by the terms of the will it was clearly 
apparent that the testator intended his son should receive the
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benefits provided by the maintenance clause, even although his 
son should refuse to renounce his rights to the St. Andrew’s 
Church mortgage, and should thus defeat the testator’s intention 
as to the disposition of that mortgage, the son could not in that 
ease be required to elect in respect of the benefit of maintenance 
so conferred. That, I think, is beyond dispute, because in such 
case the son is taking tin1 benefit of the maintenance clause, while 
at the same time1 refusing to renounce his right to the1 mortgage, 
could not properly be said to defeat the intention of the testator 
in any particular, since what he would do thus would be done 
entirely in accord with such intention.

But the intention of the testator that the son shall not be 
required to elect as between accepting the benefit of maintenance 
and renouncing his title to the mortgage, must not rest on mere 
presumption or inference, but must appear in the will clearly 
and beyond question. What is termed by Fry, L.J., in He 
Vardon's Trusts (1885), 31 Ch. 1). 275, the “presumed and 
general intention,” and which rests on the established doctrine 
of election, cannot be repelled by another presumption or infer
ence, which, however strong, falls short of establishing beyond 
question the real intention of the testator.

It is claimed, however, that in the present case the testator 
has shewn clearly his intention that his son should not be called 
upon to elect in respect of the benefits of the maintenance clause,, 
because by that clause the testator provides that no part of the 
moneys provided for the son's maintenance an- to be paid to the 
son himself, but that so much thereof as shall be necessary, from 
time to time, for his support and maintenance, and to supply 
him with the comforts of life, shall be paid by the trustees to 
Mrs. Haynes and her son, or to the survivor of them, to be applied 
to that purj>oso.

It is argued that in view of the fact that the testator’s son was 
of weak or unsound mind, this mode, in which the testator has 
provided for his son’s maintenance, shews clearly that the tes
tator’s intention was that the son was to have in any event the 
benefits thus provided, ami regardless of whether or not he should 
allow' the mortgage to go as the testator devised it, that is to say, 
to the St. Andrews's Church. But is such an intention thus made 
evident beyond question? Undoubtedly the testator intended,
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since he has expressly so provided, that any benefits to which the 
son should he or become ultimately entitled, under the clause in 
question, should be applied in the mode specified in the will, 
but where is the conclusive evidence that his son should he 
entitled to these benefits absolutely and at all events and without 
first making his election?

If, as is quite possible, the testator, in making his will, pro
ceeded in the knowledge1 that his son owned the mortgage1 which 
he devised to St. Andrew’s Church, and fully intended that his 
son should only be entitled to take* the maintenance provided in 
lieu of, and as compensation for, such mortgage1, would it not 
have been most natural that in se-e-king to give1 effect to that 
intention, he should, having re'gard to his sem’s infirmity, have 
framed the provision for the son’s maintenance in the very terms 
which he- has use»el? In my mind that seems at le*ast quite pos
sible.

It is further urgeel that by providing for his son’s maintenance 
in such a way that the1 son cannot assign or convey to any one 
the benefits he takes, he has made* clear his intention that the 
son shall ne>t be calleel upon to elect, and the1 case1 of Re Varthn's 
Trusts (1885), 31 Ch. D. 275, is relied upon. The facts in that 
case were- these: In the yt‘ar 18G0 a marriage was in contem
plation between Mr. Walker anel Miss Varelon. Thereupon a 
settlement was executed by whie'h Mr. Walker, the intended 
hushanel, settles! certain property upon trust for himself for life, 
the-n for his intended wife for life, anel then for the* children of the 
marriage1; anel by the1 same settlement, Mr. Varelon, father of 
the intended wife-, settle-el other property upem the same1 trusts, 
except that as to the1 £5,000 part thereof, the- intendeii wife took 
the1 first life interest therein for her separate» use, with a restraint 
on anticipation which provided that the income of the funel in 
ejuestion shoulel be paid to Mrs. Walker for her sole» separate use, 
that her receipt alone1 should be a sufficient elischarge for the same, 
anel that she* should not have power to dispose or deprive herself 
of the benefit thereof in the way of anticipation.

The settlement contained a covenant by each of them, the 
intended hushanel and wife, to settle- after-acquired property of 
the wife upon the trusts thereinbefore declared.

Rut that case is, I think, elistinguishable from the1 one before
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us in important particulars. In the first place, that was a case 
of a marriage settlement, and therefore, if not a contract in the 
strict sense, partook more of the nature of a contract than of a 
will. Miss Van Ion received the life interest in the £5,000 there in 
question forthwith upon the execution of the settlement and by 
virtue thereof. There could, at that time, be no question of 
election by Miss Vardon: but as she was then an infant, and so 
not bound by her covenant to bring under the settlement after- 
required property, all parties must be taken to have had in view 
the possibility that Miss Vardon, on coming of age, might disavow 
her covenant, or might refuse to carry it out in the event of her 
acquiring other property to which the covenant, if enforceable, 
would attach. Having that possibility in view, the donor of 
the life interest in question, Miss Vardon’s father, in making 
his gift, expressly provided that his daughtt r should not have power 
to dispose or deprive herself of the benefits thereof, and it was 
accordingly held that she not, by election, ‘‘do the very
tiling which the settlement declared she should not do.”

Settlements upon married women without power of anticipa
tion came into existence and grew up under the fostering care of 
equity, and that Court has always shewn them marked favour; 
yet, even in the case of settlements to the separate use of married 
women, any intention to impose restraint upon anticipation 
must be distinctly expressed or it will fail in its purjHJse. In 
Sugden on Powers, 8th ed., pp. 173-170, the author of that work 
reviews the authorities upon this point, and in concluding a 
reference to Acton v. White (1823), 1 Sim. & St. 429, says : "It 
may now be considered that express words of restriction are 
necessary to prevent the right of alienation.” In Acton v. White, 
Sir John Leech, V.C., in giving judgment, says:—

It is now too lute to contend that a lady is restrained from the power of 
alienating her life interest, because it is given to her sole and separate use. 
and is to lie paid into her own projier hands, and upon her receipt alone. 
The contrary is settled by related authorities.

In the case before us the testator has not expressly declared 
any intention that his son should be without power to deprive 
himself of the benefits conferred by the will, by either election, 
release, or otherwise; nor twn I able to find in the will that clear 
and indisputable evidence of such intention, which is, I think, 
requisite to take the case out of the ordinary rule and render an 
election unnecessary.

5
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As in every case where the question of election arises in respect 
to a bequest under a will, the devisee does not take the benefit 
devised absolutely and indefensibly in the first instance, but oidy 
acquires such full and indefeasible right after he has exercised 
his election, therefore in every such case* the question of election 
lies at the very threshold of his right to the devise, and must be 
disposed of before he can enter into full and assured enjoyment 
of the proffered benefit. Here, the testator’s son, in the exercise 
of his election, is not bound to alienate, assign or convey back 
the benefit devised. All lie has to do, in order to exercise and give 
effect to his election, is to abandon the benefits devised to him 
by the will, or if he wishes to retain these benefits, then to make 
compensation to the extent of their value.

In Cooper v. Cooper, L.R. 7 H.L. 53, Lord Hatherley says:—
If you find him who is the real owner of the property, at the saine time 

taking a benefit under the will which has erroneously endeavoured to dispose 
of his property, then he must give effect to that intention founded in error, 
and give it full effect, by either abandoning all bin intercut under the trill, nr 
making compensation to the estent of the value of the disappointed intention of 
the testator. (The italics are of course, mine).

And in Codrington v. Codrington, L.R. 7 H.L. 854, Lord 
Chelmsford says:—

The principle is that there is an implied condition that he who accepts a 
benefit under an instrument must adopt the whole of it, conforming to all 
its provisions and renouncing every rigid inconsistent with it.

I now come to the appellants’ contention that John 1). Walker 
cannot be compelled to elect in respect of the benefit he takes 
under the maintenance clause because he acquires thereunder no 
free, disposable property. 1 agree entirely with my brother 
McKeown in what he has said as to the meaning of these words 
“free, disposable property” as we find them employed in case's of 
election. They mean property over which the testator had free 
disposing power, and that is the sense in which these words are 
used in Bristow v. Warde, 2 Ves. Jr. 33G, and Re Fowler's Trust, 
27 Beav. 362, two of the three cases cited by Mr. Taylor upon 
this point. In the remaining case of the? three, Re Aplin's Trusts 
(1865), 13 W.K. 1062, the words are not used.

But in the argument addressed to us, the words “free, dispos
able property ” arc used as meaning property which the devisee 
could sell or assign, and the contention is made that as the benefit 
which John D. Walker takes is not salable or assignable, com
pensation cannot be made thereout, and therefore the doctrine
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of election docs not apply. The fallacy which I think underlies 
the appellants’ contention on this point is in assuming that com
pensation must be made out of the thing devised, whereas the 
true view is that all that is necessary to enable the devisee to 
retain the specific devise is, that he shall make compensation 
to the extent of the value of the benefit which he received. The 
doctrine of election does not depend upon the salable or assignable 
character of the thing devised; it has its root in the principle 
stated by Lord Redesdale in Birmingham v. Kirwan (1805), 2 
Sch. & Lef. 444, where he says:—

The general rule is that a person cannot accept and reject the same instru
ment, and this is the foundation of the law of election.

That principle has, time and again, been recognized in the 
long series of cases dealing with the question of election. Different 
Judges have stated it in language often varying in form, but 
always identical in effect. Such being the principle upon which 
the doctrine of election is founded, it was, for some years after 
that doctrine was fully established in our law by Noys v. Mor- 
daunt (1706), 2 Vem. 581, a disputed question whether the person 
electing against the instrument could be permitted to make com
pensation, or must forfeit altogether the benefit given to him 
by the will.

In a note to (iretton v. Haward (1819), 1 Swans. 409, at p. 
433, Mr. Swanston discusses at some length the question as 
between forfeiture and compensation, and reviews the cases 
bearing uj>on the point. The question as he there states it is 
whether such election induces absolute forfeiture, or merely im|H)scs an obli
gation to indemnify the claimants whom it disappoints. Whether a devisee 
asserting his right to property of which the will assumes to dis|M)se, must 
relinquish the whole of the benefits designed for him, or so much only as is 
requisite to compensate, by an equivalent, the provision which he frustrates.

Referring to a number of cases relied upon as authority for 
the doctrine of absolute forfeiture, he points out 
that in none of these cases did the precise question of forfeiture or compensa- 
tion arise; it does not appear, he says, that the fund relinquished was more 
than sufficient to compensate the disap|>ointed claimants; there is no sugges
tion of the existence of a surplus in which event only the effect of compensa
tion would differ from the effect of forfeiture. 0

He reaches the conclusion, which 1 fancy few persons to-day 
will be found to dispute, that under the doctrine of election as 
it is applied in our Courts, the party electing against the will is 
not bound to absolute forfeiture, but may make—indeed, when
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circumstances admit of it—will be compelled to make compen
sation; but that having made compensation he will be entitled 
to retain any surplus remaining of the fund devised to him. 
He refers to the case of specific gifts, which he recognizes 
may indeed involve some difficulty of appreciation, by the existence of local 
attachments which admit neither accurate estimation nor adequate com
pensation: but it is, he says on the principle of appreciation that the Court 
interferes to transfer to one party that which is expressly and at law effectually 
given to another; and the difficulty has been repeatedly encountered. He 
adds: Should any case present im|x?dimcnts of this nature, practically insur
mountable. the doctrine of compensation might become, in that instance, 
inapplicable, but would not, for that reason, cease to be the general rule of 
the Court.

As a reason why the Courts allow compensation instead of 
exacting forfeiture, he says:—

The intention of the testator having become impracticable in the pre
scribed form, is executed by approximation, or, in the technical phrase, 
ry ytre*.

Agreeing, as I do, with Mr. Swanston when he thus states the 
object which the Courts sought to attain in applying the principle 
of compensation in cases of election, I can sec no reason founded 
on principle, and I know of no binding authority to prevent the 
application of that principle here where the testator’s son, not 
only takes, under the maintenance clause, a substantial benefit, 
which, although not salable or assignable, has a definitely as
certainable value in money, but also where the testator has 
provided a fund from which such compensation when ascertain
able may be made.

There is no question but that here the testator had power to 
give, as he has done, the moneys provided for his son’s mainten
ance. By the terms of the devise the son is entitled to have as 
much of these funds as may be requisite for the purpose applied 
towards furnishing him with maintenance and with all the neces
saries and comforts of life. No discretion is given to the trustee1 

to apply, from and out of the moneys in his hands, any less than, 
from time to time, will fully suffice to furnish such necessaries 
and comforts. Can it be doubted that if the trustee, having 
sufficient funds in his hands for the purpose, were to refuse to 
furnish the testator’s son with suitable maintenance and com
forts, that the Court would, on application of the son, compel 
him to carry out the provisions of the trust? In such case, the 
Court would, of course, have to decide what amount was neces-
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sary for the purpose, having regard to all the circumstances at 
the time; hut, when once this amount is determined, the trustee 
has no power to withhold any part of it. In other words, the son 
takes to that extent a vested interest in the funds in the hands of 
the trustee. The east1, therefore, is very different from Leake v. 
Robinson, 2 Mer. 303, cited by the appellant, when; the trustees 
had a discretionary power to apply such part of the income as 
they thought fit for the support, maintenance and advancement 
of the infant legatees. It was because the power there1 given was 
thus discretionary, coupled with other provisions in the will 
which indicated the testator’s intention to he, that the devisees 
should not he entitled to the entire fund till they attained the 
age of twenty-five years, that the Master of the Rolls held the 
devise did not vest the property there in question in any of the 
classes of persons mentioned in the instrument, until they attained 
this prescribed age. In Re Sa?iderson’s Trust (1857), 3 K. & J. 
497, there was devise and bequest of real and personal estate 
to trustees upon trust, yearly and every year during the life of 
John Sanderson (who was an imbecile and not competent to 
manage his own atïairs) to pay and apply the whole or any part of 
the rents, issues and profits for and towards his maintenance, 
attendance and comfort. Sir W. Page Wood, V.C., held that under 
these terms of the devise and bequest, John Sanderson did not 
acquire such a vested interest in the entire property that any 
portion remaining unexpended for the puri>oses stated would 
go to his representatives. At the same time he expressly declared 
his opinion to be that
if ii hill hud been filed on helmlf of this gentleman (John Sanderson) during 
his lifetime, to have a sufficient part of the income drawn out for the purpose 
of his maintenance, attendance and comfort, it would not have been com
petent to the trustees to say “we in mu- judgment anti in the exercise of our 
discretion do not think this is requisite, and the matter is one for our discret ion 
and not for the judgment of the Court." The testator might have given 
them such a discretion, regard being had to the circumstance that his brother 
had other property; but that, is not the trust he has created. The trust he lias 
created is an absolute trust for his brother to have everything necessary for 
his maintenance, attendance and comfort.

Ho further said:—
l think he had a clear right to have this fund applied for all pur|x>ses 

requisite for his maintenance, attendance and comfort. If, therefore, he had 
been left to his own funds for his maintenance, attendance and comfort, I 
apprehend there would have been a clear right on the part of his personal 
representatives to have that fund recouped.
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The Attorney-General, arguing on behalf of St. Andrew’s 
Church, contended with much force, that under the very wide 
meaning of the words there used, namely: “All the necessaries 
and comforts of lift* so long as he shall live,” the testator’s inten
tion must be taken to have been to vest the entire income of the 
fund hi his son, the purpose of the gift as expressed by the testator 
being merely the motive he assigns for making the same. But, 
even if I was disposed to agree with the Attorney-General in that 
contention, I do not think its validity is essential to sustain the 
decision of the Judge appealed from. All that is necessary to 
render election requisite is, I think, that under the maintenance 
clause John 1). Walker shall be entitled absolutely to so much of 
the fund as is necessary for the purposes stated. That he is so 
entitled, 1 have no doubt. The portion of the fund to which 
he is thus absolutely entitled is, as I have already said, not only 
a substantial benefit which he takes under the will, but is one 
the precise amount of which is ascertainable and can be fixed 
by the Court from time to time when necessary. Therefore, 
even if we assume that, as is contended, no election is required 
where no compensation can be decreed, I can see no reason why 
the Court cannot decree compensation in this case, to the extent 
of the benefit devised, or why the decree may not be enforced by 
sequestering the benefit until such decree is complied with.

For these reasons 1 think that John 1). Walker can only take 
the benefit provided for him under the maintenance clause by 
making compensation to the extent of the value of such benefit. 
I think that he must, as was said by Lord Hatherley in the passage 
already quoted from his judgment in Cooper v. Cooper, “either 
abandon all his interest under the will or make compensation.”

1 have not referred to the fund devised to John 1). Walker by 
codicil to his father’s will. Mr. Taylor contended that inasmuch 
as the testator by that codicil did not devise or attempt to devise 
any property belonging to his son no (-lection can be required 
in respect to the fund of 812,600 devised to John D. Walker by 
the codicil. But 1 think it clear beyond argument that the fund 
so devised is subject to election. As evidencing the full testa
mentary intention of the testator the codicil and will must be 
taken together. It is only when we read them together that we 
have the last will of the testator.

It is not disputed that if John D. Walker is bound to elect
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between the mortgage on the one hand and the $12,600 devised 
to him by the codicil plus the benefit he takes under the main
tenance clause, on the other, that the trial Judge has made that 
election which is the most beneficial to the testator's son, in 
directing that the election shall be to take under and not against 
the will.

In my opinion the appeal should be dismissed with costs to 
the trustees of St. Andrew’s Church to be paid by the committee 
of the estate of John I). Walker out of his estate and without 
costs to the executor and trustee of James Walker.

Mi'Keown,j. McKeown, J.:—The grounds embodied in the appellants’ 
factum are that no election can be required: (1) When the prop
erty bequeathed cannot be alienated because of the nature of 
the property or of the bequest; (2) Where the testator so be
queathed the property that the beneficiary does not take a free, 
disposable interest.

It is argued that the question of election is one of intention on 
the testator’s part, that no election should be directed where 
there is anything in the will to indicate a contrary view because 
it would defeat the testator’s purpose, that restraints upon aliena
tion are construed as manifesting an intention against election, 
and, coming to the case here presented, the argument is that the 
provisions in connection with this trust fund shew that the tes
tator had no intention to allow its use as compensation for a dis
appointed legatee, that the uncertainty of the amount to be used 
in support of John 1). Walker would make any computation 
impossible when considering the? respective benefits of an election 
under or against the will, and that neither the corpus nor the 
proceeds of the fund arc in any sense free, disposable property 
available as compensation to the trustees of the church if John 
I). Walker should elect against the will; so that, for these reasons, 
no election should be directed, with the result that the legatee, 
John D. Walker, is entitled to said mortgage as owner and assignee 
thereof as above set out, and he is also entitled to all the benefits 
reserved to him under his father’s will.

I have noted the fact that the income arising from what 1 
may call the trust fund (meaning the net rental and income from 
the real estate) is not the only benefit accruing to the said John 
1). Walker under the will. He is also the legatee of $12,600 cash
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in the Rank of Nova Scotia concerning which amount no res- 
frictions arc imposed, and it is clear that this latter sum cannot S. C. 
he viewed in the same light as the trust fund in this regard. Mr. itosBORovuH 
Tavlor, the counsel for the plaintiffs, did not admit that an elec- ' '•

l RU8TBBB
lion is open as between this $12,000 and the $30,000 mortgage. ok 
His argument, as I understood it, was that the testator’s intention, andkkw’h 
as manifested by the creation or arrangement of the trust fund, Church. 

should operate in connection with the whole will; but, of course, McKeown, j. 
the reasons relied upon in his argument concerning the trust fund 
are not applicable quoad the bank deposit. Assuming there must 
be an election as between the mortgage anti the latter sum, it 
is evident that, looking to the interest of the legatee John D.
Walker, if only the $12,600 be within the ambit of the doctrine, 
a Court would not direct an election in favour of the will as has 
been done in this case, and therefore in disposing of the matter 
as here presented, it is incumbent upon this Court to consider 
whether or not the benefits under the trust fund can be drawn 
into the transaction. If so, that is to say, if both the $12,600 
and the benefits secured to the said John D. Walker under the 
trust fund are to be weighed against the mortgage, it may well be 
that the election decreed by the Court below is proper and right 
as being in the best interests of the said John D. Walker; but, 
on the other hand, if the choice is to be made by him, or for him, 
simply between the $12,600 bank deposit receipt and the $30,000 
mortgage, it is, in my view, obvious that the election should be 
against the will.

I shall take occasion to allude to the expression “testator’s 
intention” a little later on, but even if it be right to give full 
weight to plaintiff’s contention that the testator’s intent must 
prevail, it docs not seem to me that the method in which the 
benefits from the trust fund are secured to John D. Walker can 
be regarded as indicative of the intention suggested by plaintiffs.
The fund was arranged as we now find it, as it seems to me, 
because of the mental disease from which the said John D. Walker 
was suffering. 1 have no doubt that this circumstance was the 
real cause of the intervention of trustees between this fund and 
the legatee, and being of that opinion I cannot acquiesce in the 
view that any such intention as suggested by appellants has been 
manifested by the testator. On the other hand, it seems to me 
very plain that the testator intended to give this mortgage to
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RohiÏorovch tokes an interest in pro]H*rty in the form of the proceeds or a part
of the proceeds of a trust fund? I do not think so. As the doc- 
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ok trine of election was first enunciated m the reported decisions,

Andrew's * not rvu<* W1-v 8Uvl‘ restriction within it. The earliest available 
Church. deliverances upon the ]>oint are those of Lord Talbot in Strcatfield 
iicKtown,j. v. Sircatjield (173G), Cas. t. Talbot, 17G, and of Lord Keeper 

Cowl HT i» X°VH V. Mordaunt (1706), 2 Vem. 581. The former 
says:—

When a man takes upon him to devise what he hud no jwiwer over, upon a 
supposition that his will will he acquiesced under, this Court compels the 
devisii*, if he will take advantage of the will, to take entirely, hut not partially 
under it; as whs done in A'oys' and Mordaunt'# case, there being a tacit con
dition annexed to all devises of this nature that the devisee do not disturb 
the disposition which the devisor hath made.

This observation was quoted with approval (p. G3) by Lord 
Chancellor Cairns in the House of Ixirds in the case of Cooper v. 
Cooper (1874), L.R. 7 ILL. 53. His Lordship, after stating the 
facts involved in that case, goes on to say (p. 62):—

, The testatrix not owning Pain’s Hill, and having no disiiosing power
over it, her attempt to .dispone of it by her will clearly would raise a case of 
election against any |x*rson who, taking under her will, might be found to 
baye au interest in the Pain's Hill estate.

The facts in this last case were that Mr. Cooper gave a certain 
estate calk'd Pain’s Hill, as well as certain personal property, to 
trustees upon trust after his widow’s-death, to sell and hold the 
proceeds, with his other property, in trust for any one of his 
children whom his widow should appoint, such appointment to 
be made by her before his children attained the age of twenty- 
fiye years. Before any of the t(‘stator’s three sons had reached 
that age, their mother, by deed of appointment, gave certain 
property, including the proceeds of the Pain’s Hill estate, to 
trustees in trust for all her three sons equally; and later she made 
a will in which she assumed complete disposing power over the 
Pain’s Hill estate, which she gave to her eldest son absolutely; 
and by codicils gave benefits to her two other sons, and a special 
legacy of £1,000 each to the two children of one of the latter. 
When the will became operative, the son to whom the will pur
ported to devise Pain’s Hill tiled a bill to compel his surviving 
brother, and the two children of his deceased brother, to elect 
between their claims under the deed of appointment and under
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the will; and it was held that they must so elect. It was con
tended on behalf of the two children to whom tin1 special legacies 
of £1,000 each had been given, that such legacies should not be 
considered in the election, and, concerning this argument, the 
Lord Chancellor said (p. 07):—

Hul. my Lords, it was then said that at all events if they elect they must 
only elect between that interest which they take under the codicil to the will 
of the testatrix made after their father had died, ami need not take into 
account in election a legacy of £1,000 which had been given to each by the 
will of the testatrix made before their father died. My Lords, I can see no 
grounds for any such distinction. It appears to me that the rule is a rule, 
as it was expressed*by Lord Talbot, calling on them to elect between the whole 
of their benefits under the two titles under which they claim, anti that no 
distinction is to he wade founded on some supposed intention or absence of inten
tion on the part of the testatrix when she wade one or other of her tiro testamentary 
dispositions. The rule, as was said during the argument at the bar, does not 
proceed either upon an expressed intention, or u/ton a conjecture of a presumed 
intention, but it proceeds on a rule of equity founded upon the highest prin
ciples of equity, and as to which the Court does not occupy itself in finding 
out whether the rule was present or was not present to the mind of the 
party making the will.

And Lord Hat hurley, in his address, after summarizing the 
conditions which give rise to an election, says (p. 71):—

That being the simple case, you then make no inquiry as to what may 
be supposed to have been the view as to those particular legacies, say the 
£1,000, or any other specific legacy under the will, but all you may look at 
is this, does the person taking under the will any benefit whatsoever, of any 
kind or shape, possess the jjower of giving full effect to the will by releasing 
the interest he has in another subject-matter, which was not the property 
of the testator, but which was in terms disposed of by the will, and, finding 
that he has the jxnvcr of so doing, you fix on him the obligation and duty 
of doing it.

I have taken the liberty of italicising some words in the above 
extracts as I wish to draw more particular attention to them later.

In the following year (1875), the case of Codrington v. Cod- 
rington (1875), L.R., 7 ILL. 854, was also before the House of 
Lords, involving a similar question. A post-nuptial settlement 
had been executed between husband and wife of the first part, 
Smith (the wife’s father) of tin* second part, and certain trustees 
of the third part. It involved £10,805, three ami quarter per 
cents, transferred to the trustees as the husband’s contribution; 
nine shares of bank stock, plus some addition, put in by Smith; 
and also the interest of the wife in a fund of 80,000 rupees held 
by other trustees for her benefit. Those fluids were to he hold 
by the trustees as follows : To pay the income from the three 
and a quarter per cents to the husband for life, then to the wife
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for life; as to the Imnk stock, to pay the husband one moiety 
and the wife the other moiety, without the power of anticipation, 
and the whole to the survivor for life with provision for the benefit 
of children ; and certain trusts were declared with reference to 
the 80,000 rupees. Now the marriage was dissolved in 1805, 
and the plaintiff, Lady Codrington, claimed a transfer of the 
rupees. Lord Selbome, with two other Lord Justices concurring, 
held that plaintiff was hound to elect whether she would take 
under the post-nuptial settlement or not, that, if she elected to 
take against it she was entitled to the rupees subject to making 
good thereout, for the benefit of persons interested under the 
trusts, the income of the fund remaining subject to these trusts. 
Under the decree the plaintiff elected to take1 against the settle
ment, but brought appeal, claiming to be entitled to the trusts 
for her benefit under tin* settlement, as well as to the rupees. 
It was unanimously decided by the House that plaintiff could not 
take the benefits of the settlement without the burdens thereof. 
After discussing the terms of the settlement the Ix>rd Chancellor 
(Lord (’aims) said (p. 8G5):—

Your lordships understand that the ap|>cllant, being put to her election, 
prefers to take against the settlement, and to claim the sum of sicca rupees. 
The decree, therefore, after declaring that she is bound to elect, ought to con
tain some provision indicating that the interests provided for her out of the 
other items of projjerty ought to go to make good the value of what she takes 
away from the settlement, and that as soon as this has been done, if it. should 
ever be done, she will then, on the principle of having made compensation, 
be restored to the income provided for her by the settlement.

It is instructive to note that a part of the order entered on 
the journals, pursuant to the opinions expressed, was as follows
(p. 8(>8) :—

That the income which has been so received by the plaint fa (ap|»cllanV), 
or by her order or for her use, and the subsequent income which would have 
been payable to her if she had not elected to take against the said indenture of 
settlement (in the pleadings mentioned), and all other, if any, the interest to 
which, if she had not so elected, she would have been entitled under the same 
indenture, ought to lie applied in making compensation to the persons dis
appointed by her election, for the benefits of which they respectively have 
been, or will be, deprived by her election, so far as the same shall extend, and 
until such compensation shall be fully made.

Here, then, we have two cases in which the doctrine was passed 
upon by the House of Ixirds, one arising under a will, the other 
under a settlement. Roth involved a consideration of the rights 
and duties of a beneficiary under a trust fund to make comitensa-
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(ion. No objection to the enforcement of the doctrine was 
made or suggested because such beneficiary had the income of 
such funds. Comparing the facts of the latter of the above 
cases with those of the one now before us, we have the fund of 
SO,000 rupees standing on the same footing as the $30,000 mortgage 
—in neither case could the settler or devisor dispose of it—and 
corresponding to the $12,000 and the benefits under the trust 
fund in the present case are the benefits under the settlement of 
the three and a quarter per cents and the bank stock, “without 
power of anticipation,” and “the whole to the survivor for life, 
then to the children in such manner as the husband and wife 
jointly, or the survivor, should appoint.” As above noted, 
Lady Codrington elected against the settlement, and it was held 
that her beneficial interest in the proceeds of the trust funds was 
disposable for the purpose of compensation, although she had, at 
most, only a limited power of appointment over the same.

During the argument our attention was directed to a number 
of cases in which it was decreed that no election was incumbent 
upon the legatee. In each of these it will be found, I think, that 
the ratio decidendi is that the legatee was incapable of making 
compensation, not because his benefits under the will were un
certain in amount, nor because such benefits were in the form 
of a life interest in a certain fund, or in part thereof ; but for the 
reason that such beneficiary had no power of anticipation, or 
negotiation, or assignment, of the benefits reserved to him under 
such will or settlement. In other words, he took nothing he 
could transfer to a disappointed legatee in lieu of his own property 
which the testator affected to bequeath to such legatee. In some 
cases, as lie Chesharn (1886), 31 Ch. D. 466, the testator himself 
had no disposing ]x>wer over the bequeathed property at all, 
consequently his will passed no title to it. In other instances, 
such as Haynes v. Foster, [1901] 1 Ch. 361, there was a distinct 
restraint upon anticipation so that it was impossible for the one 
legatee to say to the other: “I am going to hold this, my own 
property which our common testator has bequeathed to you, 
but I can and will give you this other property which he has 
willed to me.” It is evident that under such a state of affairs 
the predicates of the doctrine of election are wanting. In dis
cussing the matter in the cast1 of Vardon’s Trusts (1885), 31 Ch. D. 
275, in which the settlement declared that the income of a certain
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fund should ho paid to a Mrs. Walker, for her solo and separate 
use, and that her receipt alone should he a sufficient discharge for 
the same and that she should not have power to disjnise or deprive 
herself of the benefit thereof in the way of anticipation, Fry, L.J., 
said (p. 280):—

What is the force ami vflrct of this restraint on anticipation? It provides 
that nothing done, or omitted to he done, by Mrs. Walker at any given time 
shall deprive her of the right to receive from the trustees the next and every 
succeeding payment of the income of the fund as it becomes due.

In the present ease the trust is, that the trustee under the will 
do pay to Mrs. Haynes and her son such sums as may he necessary 
for the support of John I). Walker, and (as may Ik1 necessary 
to provide him with all the necessaries and comforts of life, etc. 
Nothing is expressed in the will as to who shall he the judge of 
the standard of comfort in which John 1). Walker shall be main
tained. In case of a dispute no doubt the Chancery Court would 
pronounce in that regard, and, on application, would settle the 
proj>er amount to lie supplied from the fund for the purpose 
which the testator had in mind, hut once that is settled, no matter 
by whom or how, what obstacle is there in the way of the Court 
directing that such amount be applied as compensation in case 
the election had been against the will? Is then* anything in the 
will which indicates a contrary intention? Nothing of that kind 
suggests itself to me. The trustee has no option in the matter, 
he must pay to Mrs. Haynes and to her son an amount of money 
from time to time sufficient to sup]H>rt, John 1). Walker in 
the manner indicated by the will. That such yearly sum must 
be a substantial one is unquestioned. Reference to the case of 
tiamUrson’s Trust (1857), 3 K. & J., 497, shews points of similarity 
between the facts of that case and the present one. There a 
testator gave real and personal estate to trustees upon trust, 
yearly and every year during the life of John Sanderson (who was an 
imbecile incomiietent to manage his own affairs) to pay and apply 
the whole or any part of the rents, issues and profits, for and 
towards his maintenance, attendance and comforts. No case 
of election was involved, hut a question arose as to how much 
the trustees should be called on to expend for the pun>ose named, 
especially in view of the fact that the beneficiary had outside 
property available for his supjMjrt. It was hold by Wood, V.C., 
that John Sanderson had a clear right to have this trust fund 
applied for all purposes connected with his maintenance, attend-
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ance and comfort, and that none of his (John Sanderson’s) other 
property should be drawn upon for that purpose, the result of 
the decision being that the fund in question was burdened with 
his entire support , and that any expenditures for that purpose out 
of the legatee's other funds should be recouped from the said 
trust fund. I do not think that decision has ever been called into 
question, and therefore it seems to me that in this case the amount 
available by way of compensation from this fund is easily ascer
tainable, it is the amount necessary to support John 1). Walker 
in the way the will directs. The fact that he has other sources 
of income does not ease the burden upon this fund in question.

In Story’s Equity Jurisprudence, 2nd ling, ed., see. 10%, 
the author says:—

Accordingly, the doctrine in now well established, that the doctrine of 
election is equally applicable to all interests, whether they are immediate or 
remote, vested or contingent, of value or of no value, and whether these 
interests are in real or personal estate.

And in the next preceding section, it is stated in connection 
with some supposed exceptions:—

The principle of such an exception seems extremely questionable: for 
(as has been well remarked) the doctrine of election is applied to interests, 
not in respect to their amount, but to their inconsistency with the testator’s 
intention. And to assume their remoteness, or their value as a criterion of the 
existence or absence of that intention, would introduce great uncertainty, 
which, in questions of property, is perhaps the worst defect of the law.

Inasmuch as the expression, “the testator's intention,” is 
used with some frequency in the citations above made, it may 
perhaps be as well to say that, as used in the above quotation 
from Mr. Justice Story’s work (and in some other extracts) the 
“testator’s intention” there referred to, is, as expressed in the 
judgment in Blake v. Bunbury (1792), 1 Ves. Jr., 514, “the 
intention (of the testator) to dispose of what was not his own.” 
Of course if nothing but the testator’s own property is disposed 
of or sought to be disposed of by his will, no possible question 
of election ean arise; it is only where such intention is apparent 
that an election must be made. But, on the other hand, where 
this same expression “testator’s intention” is used in Lord 
Chancellor Cairns’ judgment in the case of Cooper v. Cooper, 
above quoted from, in which he remarks that
no distinction is to be made founded on some supposed intention or absence of 
intention on the part of the testatrix . . . the rule does not proceed
either upon an expressed intention, or upon a conjecture of a presumed 
mention, etc..
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the meaning there to he attached to such expression is, 1 gather, 
an intention on the testator’s part to put the legatee to an election. 
The law never looks to see what the testator intended in that 
particular, and, as far as this cast; is concerned, I think it is un
questionable that the testator James Walker intended “to dispose 
of what was not his own” in his attempt to give to the trustees 
of St. Andrew’s Church the mortgage* of $30,000, which he had 
given and assigned to his son Jolin D. Walker in 1904; but as 
far as an election under the will or against the will is concerned, 
I feel perfectly safe* in saying that he never had any intention 
whatever with respect to such thing, and I doubt whether he 
had any knowledge of it at all. In the present case it would 
be a matter of some calculation to arrive at the precise income 
John D. Walker would be entitled to year by year, but “id certum 
est quod certum reddi potestthe amount is ascertainable by 
evidence, and inasmuch as this whole doctrine of election in our 
jurisprudence is the offspring of the Court of Equity, and that all 
parties are subject to its jurisdiction and control, it seems to me 
that the Court on application, would direct such inquiry, and 
make such order, as would carry out the purpose of the doctrine. 
The fund is there for the specific puriiosc of benefiting John D. 
Walker. It is available for that purpose and, as I read the will, 
there is no restraint imposed. Whatever part of the income of 
this fund is properly applicable for John D. Walker’s benefit 
is free and disposable for that purjiose, and, as it seems to me, it 
is disposable for the purpose of comjiensation if, in the judgment 
of the Court, it should be made use of in that way. Whether 
such income, together with the $12,600, would be sufficient to 
fully compensate the church or not, is no test as to the application 
of the principle. A legatee, who elects to hold his own property 
against a will, is under no obligation, legal or moral, to set» that 
what he gives up is equal in value to what he retains, so I do not 
think that the question how much John D. Walker, or those 
acting for him, will receive periodically from the fund is of 
assistance on this point. Doubtless, it is of high imjiortanee in 
considering how, in the best interests of John D. Walker, the 
election should be made. The eases of He Sanderson's Trust, 
(1857), 3 K. <fc J. 497, and He Andrew's Trusts (1905), 74 L.J., 
Ch. 462, shew how generously such funds are administered. 
If the whole proceeds of the fund were necessary for the purpose
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of properly supporting John D. Walker, I think, undoubtedly, 
they could be properly so applied; and that is what I understand 
the learned Judge of the Court below to mean, when he says that 
under the will John I). Walker is entitled to the full net income 
of the properties devised to the executor in trust for his benefit; 
but, as I view the matter, the decision as to whether the proceeds 
of the fund can be brought into the election cannot be influenced 
by consideration of the quantum of the proceeds thereof properly 
to be expended in the maintenance of John D. Walker; the point 
of the matter is as propounded in the judgment of Lord Hatherley 
in Cooper v. Cooper above in part quoted,
all that you look at is this, does the person, taking under the will any benefit 
whatsoever of any kind or shape, jkwspss the power of giving full effect to the 
will by releasing the interest he has in another subject-matter, etc. It is the 
settled doctrine of the Court of Equity, and agreed on all sides, that no man 
shall be allowed to disap|>oint a will, under which he takes a benefit.

Sec Blake v. Buubury (1792), 1 Vcs. Jr. 514, at p. 523.
In the case of Be Queade’s Trusts, 54 L.J., Ch. 786, the question 

was whether the petitioner’s inalienable life interest under a 
settlement ought to be sequestered by a Court of Equity, and be 
applied as compensation for her refusal to bring her separate 
estate into the settlement; and the decree of the Court, Chitty,

was that the petitioner was hound to make compensation out 
of such life interest. In his decision the Judge considered himself 
bound by the judgment of Lord Hatherley in Willoughby v. 
Middleton, 31 L.J., Ch. 683. In the following December, a 
Court of Appeal consisting of Esher, M.R., Bowen, L.J.,and Fry, 
L.J., in the case of Be Vardan's Trusts, 55 L.J., Ch. 259, dissented 
from the decision announced in Willoughby v. Middleton, on the 
ground that the inalienability of the fund made compensation 
impossible. But neither in this last cited case, nor in any other 
case to which attention has been directed, has it been held that 
a life interest in the proceeds of a fund cannot be made the subject 
of mi election except when by the will or settlement such proceeds 
are declared, or found to bo, inalienable. But where no such 
disability exists, the interest, whatever it may be, is free and 
disposable for the* puri>ose of compensation. Now, in the present 
case there is, hi my opinion, no restraint of this nature imposed 
upon those who, before the Court, represent John I). Walker; 
and, as before indicated, I think they are entitled to sufficient 
from the fund to maintain their charge, apart from any other
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funds he may possess. But, little or much, the proceeds are 
there available for compensation, pro tanto, and that is what 
leads me to think that an election should be made for John D. 
Walker between all the benefits reserved to him under the will, 
on the one hand, and the $30,000 mortgage on the other.

It was strongly argued for the appellant that the legatee 
against whom an election is urged must take from tin- testator 
some free, disposable property which he (the legatee) can set 
over as compensation. Now, when the terni, “free, disposable 
property,” is ust‘d in this connection, as in Halsbury’s Laws of 
England, vol. 13, sec. 139.1 think both the text and the authorities 
cited below shew that the writer was referring to property dis
posable by the testator, and, in thqt respect, no matter how broadly 
the proposition might be put, it would, of course, be true; and 
it would also be true on tlie authority of Vardon’s Trusts to say 
that if the legatee has no disposing power at all over what was 
given him, no election can be demanded from him. But I know 
of no authority which says, that if the legatee in question have a 
life interest only, that such a benefit cannot be regarded as avail
able for compensation. As I read the eases it has only been so 
held when there are distinct restraints upon alienation or antici
pation.

In arriving at a conclusion in this matter I have found it 
necessary to keep in mind the application and meaning of the 
oft-used expression" free, disposable property,” and, “the testa
tor’s intention.” I do not think it is right to consider the former 
as at all limes synonymous with the words, “benefit imder the 
will,” and I have before stated my idea of the meaning and appli
cation of “the testator’s * tention” in this connection.

The doctrine of election is broadly expressed in the cases of 
Cooper v. Cooper and Codrington v. Codrington in the House of 
Lords, and there is no doubt that the current of judicial opinion 
was subsequently divided when the question of restraint upon 
alienation and anticipation arose; some Courts holding to the 
application of the doctrine in such instance, others denying it. 
Chitty, J., discussed such difference of opinion in the case of He 
Queade’s Trusts (1885), 54 L.J., Ch. 786, at page 791, decided in 
May, 1885, but in December of that year the npjx'al in the matter 
of Vardon’s Trusts (1885), 55 L.J., Ch. 259, settled the law in that 
regard, at least as far as any subsequent decisions have been
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concerned. I have already called attention to the particular 
restraints connected with the fund in that cast1. No conditions 
at all are attached to the trust fund in the case before us, and I 
think that, the other condition concurring, a legatee is within 
the scope of the doctrine of election who takes a benefit under a 
will, whether such benefit be direct to him or to trustees for him, 
which benefit is not specifically inalienable or under restraint. 
The fact that the income is not payable to John D. Walker 
direct, but to others to use for him, does not, in my view, make 
it any the leas a benefit accruing to John 1). Walker under the
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In my opinion this appeal should be dismissed with costs to 
be paid by the committee of John 1). Walker to plaintiff out of
his estate. No costs to Robert S. Rosborough, executor of
James Walker’s estate. Appeal dismissed.

REX v. LINDSAY.
Ontario Supreme Court, Apellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., and Marl are nt 

Mugir, JJ.A., and Hiddcll and Marten JJ. March 3, I9t(i.

1. Trial (§ I I) —22)—Comment on failure of frisoner's wife to testify
—-Can. Evidence Act, sec. 4.

A new trial will he ordered in a prosecution for incest if the Crown 
counsel in his address to the jury commented on the failure of the
prisoner’s wife to testify, and such comment may have affected the

2. Evidence (§ II E—151)—Of marriaob—1Criminal charge—Reputation
A N D CO-11A BIT ATI ON.

On the trial of a prisoner for incest with his daughter, formal proof of 
his marriage to the girl's mother is not essential; the marriage may he 
proved by ex’idence of reputation and of co-habitation.

3. Incest (8 I—5)—Evidence.
Evidence of penetration and emission is not essential to the proof of 

a charge of incest.

Crown case reserved by Mulock, C.J. Ex., under sec. 1014 
of the Criminal C'ode, R.S.C. 1900, ch. 146, as follows:—

The prisoner Sandford Lindsay was tried at the assizes holden 
at the city of Peterborough, commencing on the 15th day of Feb
ruary, 1916, before me, with a jury, on an indictment “that he, 
the said Sandford Lindsay, at the township of Dummer, in the 
county of Peterborough, in or about the month of July, 1915, and 
at divers other times during the year 1915, did cohabit with and 
did have sexual intercourse with one Lilly May Lindsay, being 
the daughter of him, the said Sandford Lindsay, and did thereby 
commit incest.”

The prisoner was found guilty of the offence by the jury;

s. c.

27—30 D.L.R.
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sentence was not imposed, but postponed until the questions 
reserved have been decided.

In his address to the jury at the close of the case, counsel for 
the Crown commented on the fact that the prisoner's wife had 
failed to testify.

After the prisoner was found guilty, counsel for the defence 
requested that a question of law, with other questions of law 
hereinafter referred to, be reserved, as to whether tint said comment 
rendered the trial and the conviction of the prisoner void.

During the trial no evidence was given to prove the marriage 
of the accused other than hearsay evidence, evidence of reputation 
and of cohabitation of the accused and his alleged wife.

During the progress of the trial, no evidence was given of 
penetration or the omission of seed in the alleged act of sexual 
intercourse between the accused and his alleged daughter, the 
evidence relating to that question being that of a witness who swore 
that she saw the accused having sexual intercourse with the said 
alleged daughter.

After the conviction of the accused, counsel for the defence 
asked that questions of law be reserved as to the sufficiency of 
the evidence relating to the marriage and sexual intercourse, upon 
the ground that the marriage was not strictly proved, and that no 
evidence of ])enetration or. emission of seed was given, and made 
a further application that leave be given to the accused to apply 
to the Court of Appeal for a new trial, on the ground that the 
verdict was against the weight of evidence.

Pursuant to counsel’s application, I have reserved the follow
ing questions:—

(1) Did the comment made by the Crown counsel as herein
before set out render the trial and conviction of the prisoner void?

(2) Was formal proof of the marriage of the prisoner with the 
mother of Lilly May Lindsay necessary to sustain the conviction?

(3) Was the evidence relating to the alleged sexual inter
course as hereinbefore set out, without any evidence as to penetra
tion or the emission of seed, sufficient to sustain the conviction?

D. O’Comiell, for the prisoner, argued that the comment of 
the Crown counsel at the trial on the fact that the prisoner’s wife 
had failed to testify was fatal to the conviction. He also urged 
that no sufficient evidence had been given of the marriage of
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the accused: Rex v. Smith (1908), 13 Can. Crim. Cas. 403. Nor 
had there been proved penetration or emission of seed.

Edward Bayly, K.C., for the Crown. Even in England, where a 
statute exists prohibiting such comment as that objected to, it 
was decided in Dickman's Case (1910), 5 Cr. App. 11. 135, that such 
comment did not warrant a new trial being granted. Where no 
substantial wrong has been done, as here, the conviction should 
stand : sec. 1019 of the Criminal Code. It is not necessary to 
give further proof of the marriage or to shew penetration or the 
emission of seed.

O'Connell, in reply, said that Dickman's Case differed from this. 
There the comment had been an accidental slip, and had not 
affected the verdict : see p. 147 of the report.

The Court, at the conclusion of the argument, answered the 
first question in the affirmative, and directed a new trial. The 
second question was answered in the negative, and the third in 
the affirmative. New trial ordered.
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REX v. FLEMING and WALLACE. QUE.

Police Magistrate's Court, Montrcn1, St. Cyr, J. August 16. 1916. p jyj ^
Prize-fighting (§ 1—2)—lNi'K\r—Boxing match.

To constitute a “prize light ” within the prohibition of Cr. Code see.
105, there must have been the intention of lighting until one of the parti
cipants shall have become exhausted by blows or fatigue; it is not a “ prize 
fight” merely because the participants were paid for the exhibition.

[See Annotation on Prize-fighting offences, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 395, 12 
I) L.R. 786.1

Tni \l of a charge for engaging in a prize fight. (Cr. ('ode Statement, 
sec. lOo).

C. M. Cotton, for the prosecution.
Peter Bercovitch, K.C., for the defence.
The following authorities were cited: Foster’s Crown Cases,

200; Buffer’s Nisi Prius, 10; Boulter v. Clark, Dali, 22; Hey. v.
Coney, 8 Q.B.D. 538; H. v. Bellinghams, 2 Car. & P. 234, 3 R.R.
005; R. v. Perkins, 4 C. & P. 537; H. v. Hargrave, 0 C. <V P. 170;
H. v. Murphy, G C. & P. 103; H. v. Leivia, 1 C. & K. 419; H. v.
Hunt, 1 Cox C. C. 177; Christopher son v. Bare, 11 Q.B. 473; H. 
v. Young, 10 Cox C.C. 371; H. v. Taylor, L.R. 2 C.C.R. 147, 39 
J.P. 484; H. v. Orton, 14 Cox C.C. 220, 43 J.P. 72; Seaward v.
Patterson, [1897] 1 Ch. 545 ; 01 Justice of the Peace, pp.802-804- 
818-820; Steele v. Maher, 0 Can. Cr. Cas. 440; The Queen v. Little
john, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 212; H. v. Fitzgerald, 19 Can. Cr. (’as. 145;
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Rex v. Pelkey, 21 (’an. Cr. Caa. 387, 12 D.L.R. 780; People v. 
Fitzsomons, 09 N.Y. Supp. 191.

Judge Saint-Cyr.:—On Juno 21, 1910, an encounter took 
place at the (iayety Theatre in Montreal, under the auspices of 
the Canadian Hockey Chib, Incorporated, between the accused, 
two well-known Ixixers.

They are now accused of having taken part in a prize fight.
According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica:—
“ Boxing is the art of attack and defence with the fists protected 

by padded gloves, as distinguished from pugilism, in which the 
bare fists or some kind of light gloves, affording little moderation 
to the blows are employed; . . . the sport of modem boxing 
as distinguished from pugilism may be said to date from 1866, 
when the public had become disgusted with the brutality and un
fair practices of the professional ‘bruiser’ and the laws against 
prize fighting began to be more rigidly enforced.”

And it was then that the Eighth Marquis of Queensbury 
drew up his famous rules which since then have governed the 
encounters of boxers both in England and America.

The same work (The Encyclopaedia Britannica) defines 
pugilism as:—

“The practice or sport of fighting with the fists.”
“Prize Fighting,” according to our Code, is:—
“An encounter oi fight with fists or hands between two 

persons who have met for such purpose by previous engagement 
made for or by them.”

Must we follow the letter of this definition and decide that each 
time two individuals agree to meet in a boxing match, such a 
meeting is a prize fight? Must we, in other terms, decree that 
boxing is forbidden in English countries? For there could be no 
boxing match without preliminary arrangements, either tacit or 
expressed, between the parties.

Must we, on the other hand, decide that what the law forbids 
is pugilism and not boxing? For the law makes no mention of 
the gloves which the boxers wear in these encounters. That, 
to my mind, would be to carry exaggeration to the other extreme.

Our Courts have applied to this law the great principle that 
permeates all our criminal law :—

“ Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea.” (The act does not 
constitute a crime, unless there be criminal intent.)
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Following this English principle, our Courts have decided that 
there was a “prize fight" whenever the parties had the intention 
of fighting until exhausted by blows or by fatigue. If this criminal 
intent be lacking, there remains but a simple boxing match which 
is not forbidden by law.

No matter whether the encounter be public or private, the 
act is not rendered criminal by the number of spectators who 
witness it, but by the intention of those who commit it. And if 
certain judgments do make reference to the presence or otherwise 
of the public, it is because they have in mind an offence other t han 
that now before us.

In order to maintain the public peace, the Code has created 
a certain offence (unlawful assembly, riot, affray, etc.) and 
severely punished those that come to disturb the public peace.

But there it is a cpiestion of offences absolutely distinct and 
apart from that of “prize fights" and we have no concern with 
them.

In Justice of the Peace, volume (il, pp. 818-820, we find the 
following passage, which well sums up the entire English principle 
on the matter—

“Fight: prize fight, Ixixing or sparring competition, match 
or performance, are mere words. Gloves or no gloves; ring or 
no ring; stakes or no stakes; referee, seconds, bottle holders, or 
none; the question is what was the real object of the principals. 
If it was to inflict, if possible, such injuries upon each other as to 
prevent the other from carrying on the contest, the contest is 
illegal. We do not mean by that, that every contest in which, 
upon a knock-out, the knocker-out is to be declared the winner, 
is necessarily illegal, but it must come perilously near the line."

All of which amounts to saying that it is pract ically impossible 
to set a definite line of demarcation, and that each case must be 
dealt with according to its merits, and according to the facts 
revealed at the hearing. For the intention of the parties manifests 
itself either by their statements, or by their conduct.

In these cases, as in others, the judgment must lie based upon 
the proof made, for it is always the innocence, not the guilt of 
the accused, that is presumed, and it is for the Crown to establish 
guilt.

Now, what are the facts in this case?
The “Canadian Hockey Club, Incorporated" is authorised
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by its charter to give athletic exhibitions, and to hold tournaments 
and meetings in all branches of sport and athletic games.

It is George Kendall, better known as“ Kennedy, ” the manager 
of this club, who arranged the meeting we are discussing.

On May 20, 1916, the following contract was signed:
“I, Charles Harvey, of New York City, hereby agree to have 

Eddie Wallace, of Brooklyn, appear in a boxing exhibition to he 
held in Montreal to be held within thirty (30) days of the date, 
at a place and with an opponent to be selected by ( ieorge Kennedy, 
acting for the Canadian Hockey Club, Incorporated. Terms to 
be mutually agreed upon between the parties interested.”

On May 29, there was an al>solutely similar contract made by 
Robert Powell, on behalf of Frankie Fleming.

Harvey and Powell swear that, at the time of the signing of 
this agreement, they absolutely did not know who would be 
their champion’s opponent, and that they only learned it through 
the newspapers, at the time of the announcement of the encounter.

Wallace and Fleming were paid for this exhibition, but the 
result thereof in no way affected their remuneration. No decision 
was given. The referee simply watched and enforced observation 
of the Marquis of Qucensbury's rules. The ring was covered with 
a mattress and under six-ounce gloves the boxers’ hands were 
enveloped in absorbent cotton.

In the course of the evening, Fleming fell for a moment, but 
immediately got up and went on more vigorously than before. 
This fall is attributed, by witnesses, to a slip, and not to the force 
of blows Fleming received from Wallace.

The latter, for his part, had scratches on one cheek. They 
had been caused by resin spread on the mattress and picked up 
on his glove by Fleming when he fell.

After ten rounds Fleming and Wallace shook hands in a very 
friendly manner, and in a way tried to lengthen the encounter.

The papers did, it is true, declare Fleming victor, but the 
newspapermen heard as witnesses declared that they were1 called 
upon by no one to give a decision, and that they merely expressed 
their sincere opinion of the match.

Now, what was the nature of the match?
All the witnesses who were present are unanimous in declaring 

that it was a very fine exhibition of boxing.
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Amongst others. I would cite the evidence of the witnesses 
Leithead, Belanger, Ferguson and Lapointe, all witnesses for the 
prosecution, who have no interest in hiding the nature of the

Leithead tells us he was present at a “boxing match, the same 
as 1 have seen at the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association. 
Did they use force? Not any more than 1 have set'll at other 
boxing matches at the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association."

And finally he declared that the match was not so strenuous 
as others he had seen in gymnasiums.

Inspector of Police Belanger, who was in charge of public 
order in the theatre that night, says that the exhibition given there 
was absolutely similar to those1 he has seen at the Montreal 
Amateur Athletic Association, the Arena, or the Shamrock 
Amateur Athletic Association.

The witness Ferguson, author of the Herald's articles, swears 
that the encounter was:—

“ Not as rough as you generally see in an amateur contest in 
a gymnasium by a great deal” . . . and that it was “more 
scientific and more clean.”

The witness Lapointe is of the same opinion.
These* witnesses are corroborated by Messrs. Kennedy, 

Harvey and Powell. I only make mere mention of them, as it 
could 1m* said that they art* interested parties.

Morehouse was not present at the time at the theatre, and 
throws no light on what happened there that evening.

In the case of Steele v. Maher, G Can. Cr. Cas. 440, Maber 
plainly stated that lie had to beat Jiis opponent or lose his forfeit. 
He was found guilty.

On the other hand, the accused were acquitted in the cases 
of The Quern v. Littlejohn, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 212, of Wildfong v. 
Long, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 251, of Hex v. Fitzgerald, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
145 and of Hex v. Pelkey, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 387, 12 D.L.lt. 780, 
although all these bouts were much more severe than the one under 
consideration; especially in the Pelkey case, where» ne man died 
from blows he received in the ring.

Under these circumstances, I come to the conclusion that the 
prosecution has failed to establish its proof and I dismiss the* case.

QUE.

F.M.C.

Kkx

Im.kniino

Case dismissed.
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ONT. PEARSON ». CALDER.
S. Ontario Supreme Court, .1 pin’llnle Division, Meredith. C.J.O., Mnlnrrn,

Mayer amt lloilyins, JJ.A. April ,1, IHIH.

1. Jl'IXiMKNT (8 I ( i f>.r> ) IIkvTIKH'ATION i’oWKIt OK Col - STY CoVKT
Jl'IXiMKNT AliAINXT KKMK HOI.K OlVKKTlKK.

There is ii.i jiirisiliclioii in a County ( 'mint to <• rrvet its own judgment, 
affirmed on ap|H*al, from a juts ma! to a proprietary judgment, where t lie 
judgment in the first instance was against the defendant as a feme sole 
and she failed to lead her coverture

11‘nrost v. Hnlaril. '24 D.1,.11. St 12. ÛI Can. S.C.K. 21 iU. Oxley v. Link. 
11«.II4| 2 lx IV 7.14 distinguished Si- also 27 I) I. If 47*. 35 Ol. lt 
Ô24.I

2. IvtTOI'l'KI. (8 III It -501 To ASS K HT I'OVKItTI ItK i AIM HK TO I'l.KAI)
A married woman failing to plead coverture is eato|>|ied In the judg

ment from setting it up afterwards.

Statement. Appeal by the defendant from an order of the Senior Judge 
of the County Court of the County of Wentworth, in an action 
in that Court, made upon the application of the plaintiff to 
amend the judgment, directing that the judgment entered against 
the defendant should be discharged, with leave to the plaintiff 
to enter judgment in the form appropriate to a case where the 
defendant is a married woman.

The nature of the action appears from the report of the judg
ment on appeal from the judgment of the County Court : Pearson 
V. i iil<h i. 27 D.L.R. ITS. 3ft O.L.R. 834 

W. S. MacHrayne, for appellant.
A/. Malone, for plaintiff, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 

Meredith,c j.o. Merkdith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendant from 
an order of the Judge of the County Court of the Count’- of 
Wentworth, dated March 7, 1916.

The respondent brought an action in the County Court of 
the County of Wentworth against the appellant, who is said 
to liavc been at the time of entering into the contract sued on, 
and when the action was brought, and is now, a married woman.

The action was brought against, her as a feme sole, and, after 
trial, judgment, passed against her, and was entered in the usual 
form, nothing appearing on the face of the proceedings or in tin- 
evidence to shew that she was a married woman. An appeal 
was taken to a Divisional Court, ami the judgment was affirmed. 
After the appeal was disposed of, and the result of it was certified 
to the Court below, the respondent made an application to the 
Judge of the County Court to amend the judgment that had 
been entered, upon the ground that it had been entered against
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the appellant “by error and mistake as a personal judgment and 
not a proprietary judgment."

This relief was refused, but by the order now in appeal it 
was ordered, at the request of the respondent’s counsel, that the 
judgment which had been entered should be discharged, “with 
leave to the” rescindent “to enter the proper judgment against 
a married woman. "

Why it was thought necessary to do this, 1 do not " - 
stand. The appellant hail not pleaded coverture or set up that 
she was a married woman when the contract sued on was entered 
into, and 1 do nut see why the i " nt is not entitled to en
force his judgment as it has been entered, i.e., as if the appel
lant was not when t he contract was entered into a married woman

ONT.

8 C 
Pkakson

Mvrvilith«( J <>

It is cl -nr, I think, that before the passing of the Married 
Women's Acts, if a married women was sued as a feme sole, and 
either failed to plead coverture, or, having pleaded it, failed to 
prove her plea, she was estopped by the judgment from after
wards setting up that she was a married woman: Iieynon v. Jones 
(184b), 15 M. A. W. 500; Aravion v. Hoodie (1847), 9 Q.B. 948; 
Scott v. Morley (1887), 20 Q.B.D. 120; and there is no reason for 
thinking that the Married Women’s Acts have a change
in the law in that regard.

It is a very different case where, as in Oxley v. Link, [1914] 2 
K.B. 734, the judgment was a default judgment entered as a 
personal judgment, although the defendant was described in 
the writ of summons as “a married woman sued in respect of 
her separate estate.”

1 am unable to understand upon what principle the learned 
Judge proceeded in making the order appealed from. The case 
was not one in which the formal judgment that had been entered 
was not the judgment which the Court had pronounced, for it 
was not pretended that the judgment as entered was not in exact 
accordance with the judgment that had been pronounced at the 
trial; and 1 am of opinion that, even if a County Court has the 
•same inherent power as to correcting judgments as is posscsstsl 
bv the Supreme Court, and there had not been an appeal to a 
Divisional Court, there would have been, for the reason 1 have 
mentioned, no jurisdiction to make the order; ami it is an n 
fortiori case wh?re the judgment of the County Court has been

1

5

70
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affirmed by an appellate Court, aw the judgment against the 
appellant has been-, that there is no such jurisdiction.

The learned Judge seems to have had in mind the order that 
was made in Oxley v. Link and to have followed to a certain ex
tent what was done in that case. If that was the ease, he has 
overlooked the fact that in that ease the judgment was a default 
judgment, and not, as in this case, a judgment entered after trial 
upon issue's joined between the parties and affirmed by a Divi
sional Court, and the further facts that the order was not made 
upon the plaintiff’s application to amend but upon an applica
tion by the defendant to set aside the nt, and that the
plaintiff’s ation was dismissed and the order that was made 
on the defendant's application was that the judgment should be 
set aside and that the defendant deliver her defence within 
fourteen days. Besides all this, it appeared on the face of the 
proceedings that a wrong judgment had been entered. What 
has been done by the order in this case is to discharge a final 
judgment, properly entered after the trial of the action 
in accordance with the judgment pronounced at the trial and 
affirmed by a Divisional Court, and to substitute for it a differ
ent judgment, and that without any amendment of the plead
ings having been made or any opportunity being afforded to the 
appellant to make her defence, if she has any, to the new ease 
which the respondent is setting up against her.

1 have not overlooked what was said by Duff, J., in Prévost v. 
Bedard, 24 D.L.R. 802, 51 S.C.R. 029, 031. There is nothing 
said by him that helps the respondent. His view was that, not
withstanding that a judgment of a Superior Court of Quebec had 
been affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada, the Superior 
Court “must possess authority to correct errors in the record of 
one of its judgments to whatever extent it might be necessary to 
do •so for the purpose of making the record conform to the 
judgment which the Court obviously intended to pronounce.”

The case with which we are dealing is not such a case; for, 
as I have said, the judgment which has heeh entered is the judg
ment. which the Court intended to pronounce, and indeed was 
the only judgment which upop the pleadings it could pronounce.

I am of opinion that the appeal should be allowed and the 
order appealed from discharged, with costs here and below.

A/tyenl allowed.

C^A
4
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ALGIERS v. TRACEY.
Quebec King's He.nch, Archibald, .1.( J. March 11, 1916.

IIVKH XNU AM) WIKK (§ IV 100) XiiX-SVI'l'OltT ( 'itIMlNAI. MAIUI.I I Y.
Lor 111»* |iur|H»svs nf a prosecution im-lvr (V. Code *<•<•. jIl’a Code 

Amendment of lOldi, for the summary eonvictimi ofTenee of nun-support 
of a wife living in destitute or necessitous cireumstanees, it is no answer 
that the wife is being provided foe b\ her parents, if she lias no legal 
claim against her parents for her sup|mrt. and if they are little able to 
provide that support.

Appeal from the order of Mr. Mulvena, District Magistrate, 
dismissing the complaint of Edith Algiers against her husband 
Harry Tracey, for non-support brought under Cr. ( ’ode see. 242a 
(Code Amendment of 1013).

(hear Boulanger, for complainant.
H. Cloutier, for the accused.
Archibald, Acting Chief Justice: This is an appeal from a 

judgment rendered by the District Magistrate in the District of 
Bedford dismissing the complaint of Edith Algiers v. Hurra Tracey, 
her husband, taken under section 242a of the Criminal Code. 
This complaint was rejected by the Magistrate who heard the 
same on certain grounds which appear in the reasons of the 
Judge contained in one of the papers of record signed by him.

In the first place, it appears by these reasons that a judgment 
had been rendered at the suit of complainant against the rescind
ent., granting her separation from bed and board and condemning 
the respondent to contribute $15 per month to her support . There 
are three children, issue of the marriage, who are left in the care 
of the mother, complainant.

The Judge in his reasons says that he does not consider that 
the proof which was made concerning these proceedings in the 
Civil Court was relevant to the issue and that he does not deem 
it necessary to go into the legal question of how far the rendering 
of a judgment against the respondent condemning him to pay a 
pecuniary amount replaces or relieves him of the obligation of 
providing necessaries. The Judge thereu]ion proceeds to say 
that two things must be proved

I. The destitute or necessitous circumstances of the wife or 
children.

2. That the rescindent, without lawful excuse, fails ride 
the necessaries.

The Judge then proceeds to discuss what necessaries are, 
saying that the word is relative and applies in a different way

<tl’K 

k It.

Statement.

Archibald, 
A C J.

1
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to people in différent classes of life. Then he proceeds to point 
out that the complainant has been living with her parents, who 
are fairly well-to-do, since the institution of the action for separa
tion as to bed and board; that she has good lodging and food and 
comparatively good quarters there; that she is in receipt of $10 
per month from Joshua Tracey, her father-in-law, under judg
ment of the Superior Court, which is practically an indirect 
contribution from her husband, which ought to be, in her cir
cumstances, sufficient for her clothing; that the wife must prove 
she is in need of food and lodging and clothing and that her hus
band omits to provide them.

Then the Judge takes up the question of what is meant by 
“without lawful excuse,” and points out that the respondent is 
a farm labourer, who has no farm, and is in poor health suffering 
from asthma and lives with his father and mother, receiving no 
pay for such work as he does, but occasionally works for others 
for a dollar a day. Then he concludes that the complainant has 
failed to shew that she is in such destitute or necessitous circum
stances as the law requires to give right to a criminal action, and 
that the respondent has shewn that he has a lawful excuse, 
finally remarking that the Criminal (’ode is made to punish 
intentional, culpable negligence, not genuine inability to comply 
with the law; nor is it made to be used as a lever to enforce collec
tion of judgment in a civil action.

I have come to the conclusion that the Judge in the Court 
below has not given sufficient importance to the profound differ
ence which exists, as to the nature of the prosecution in question, 
under section 242a as compared with section 242.

Section 242 had not to do at all with the negligence of the 
respondent with regard to making proper provision for his wife 
and family; it had only to do with the evil effects upon the health 
and life of the wife and family which might be produced by that 
negligence. But under section 242a negligence alone is made an 
offence. It is true that the Criminal Law is not to be used, as a 
general rule, for the enforcing of civil obligations; yet in the 
present case, it must necessarily have that effect. The section 
says (Code Amendment. 1913):—

“ Every one is guilty of an offence and liable on summary 
conviction, to a fine of $ô(H), or to one year's imprisonment, or 
to both, who, as a husband or head of a family, is under a legal
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duty to provide necessaries for his wife or any child under lb QUE. 
years of age . . . and who, if such wife or child is in destitute K. H.
or necessitous circumstances, without lawful excuse, neglects or Algiers 
refuses to provide such necessaries.” ^ ^

The provision of these necessaries is equally a civil obligation —— 
and, in the present instance, has been determined by the judg- ArAhcjld‘
ment in an action of separation condemning the respondent to 
pay for the supi»ort of the wife $15 per month.

The judgment in question was given at the time when there 
was already a judgment ordering resjxmdent’s father to pay 
$10 a month, which judgment is still in process of execution.
But the proof establishes that $10 per month is absolutely in
sufficient for the needs of the complainant and her three children, 
and even the judgment under appeal admits that, saying that this 
sum ought to be sufficient for their clothing; but further states 
that the complainant, with her children, is living with her own 
father and mother, who are farmers in reasonable circumstances, 
and that, therefore, she is not in necessitous circumstances as 
long as some one is providing for her food and lodging.

There is no doubt that this position that complainant could 
not be in necessitous circumstances as long as some one is providing 
for her food and lodging is in accordance with several judgments 
which have been rendered under the article previous to its amend
ment, when tin; gravamen of the offence was that it endangered 
or injured the health of the complainant. But, as I have said, 
that is not now the gravamen of the; offence. On the contrary, 
the offence is complete if the respondent neglect his legal obliga
tion to provide necessaries for his wife and if she needs such 
necessaries to be provided. Now the judgment in the separation 
action determined that question. I do not by any means say 
that that judgment is decisive of the matter, but it is a decisive 
determination that, at the date of the judgment, the present 
plaintiff needed from her husband $15 per month. I think the 
proof shews that that need still exists. To be in necessitous 
circumstances simply means to be in need. It is true that prob
ably, in the event of the complainant’s father and mother being 
either unwilling or unable to further give the complainant her 
food and lodging, some charitable society would do the same thing 
rather than see her starve in their midst. But if complainant 
has no legal claim upon her father and mother for the support
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which she is now receiving from them, and if, as is proved, they 
are little able to provide that support, it cannot be said that she 
is not in necessitous circumstances because she lias been re
ceiving from them lier daily food and lodging. 1 believe the proof 
does disclose the fact that the complainant is in necessitous 
circumstances, and 1 think the judgment on the action of separa
tion indicates that fact also.

I think, therefore, the judgment appealed from was wrong 
in saying that the complainant was not in necessitous circum
stances because she was receiving from her father and mother her 
food and lodging.

The next question is: Had the respondent any lawful excuse?
The only excuse which is set up is that he is not in good health 

and is not able to do continuous work, and it is said that he has 
a disease called asthma.

In my judgment, the respondent’s proof is wholly insufficient 
ufxni that point. A doctor who was resident in the place where 
this appeal was heard and would have been easily accessible as a 
witness, and who was examined on the trial of this complaint, 
was not examined in this appeal because his evidence was un
satisfactory to the respondent. The proof of the existence of 
such a disease as asthma is exceedingly easy if medical witnesses 
are examined. It is not a disease that can be concealed. The 
proof also shews that the respondent did work in the months of 
April and May for six weeks continuously and received the 
ordinary wages that labourers of his class do receive in that 
vicinity. It is true that the evidence of the father and of others 
would seem to indicate that his work with his father has been 
very intermittent. The father says lie is ashamed to say at what 
hour in the morning he gets up.

Seeing tin* failure of the respondent to examine any medical 
witnesses as to this condition and seeing the unsatisfactory 
character of the evidence as to his inability to work and to earn 
money, an inability, which if it existed at all, existed equally at 
the time when the separation was heard and judged—1 hold that 
the resjxmdent has not proved any lawful excuse, and the judg
ment which has dismissed the complaint will be reversed and the 
rescindent found guilty: but seeing that he is now contributing 
to the support of his wife to her sat isfaction sentence is suspended 
sine die. Defendant convicted.
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LINSTEAD v. TOWNSHIP OF WHITCHURCH.
Onlarto Suiirmu Court, A/i/iiUuti li ma ion, Meredith, C.J.O., Marrow, Mnclaren,

Maget and Hodgin», JJ.A. April S,
Highways < § I \ Al 120) Defective bhiuue Injchy i « » pekkon

(MOSSING IN NON-VUMPl.lANVE WITH 'lit ACTION EnGINKS A CT 1,1 A* 
H1UTY OF MUNICIPALITY.

Ko. Note. In this ap|xul Meredith. and Hodgiiw, J.A., held
that the driver of a traction engine weighing less than eight tons was not 
disentitled by reason ot his failure to la\ down planks before crossing the 
bridge with the engine (R.S.t ). 11114, eh 212 see. 5, sub-see. 4), to recover 
damages lor injury, as the object of that section was not to strengthen the 
bridge, hut to protect its flooring, and if such protection were not afforded, 
and the Mooring were damaged, the owner would be liable, (larrow and 
Alaciuren, J.J.A.. were of opinion that the question had been settled to 
the contrary by the Ooodiaon T breaker < '<>. \. Totenahtp <»/ Me A ah ease 
ill* U.L.H. lHh, 44 Can. S.C.H. 1ST), which the Court was bound to 
follow, but that the injured |htsoii in tins action, being merely a passenger, 
though actually driving the engine at the time of the accident, was not 
identified with the owner of the engine, and was not disqualified from 
recovering damages. Magee. J.A.. "agreed in the result. " without 
giving Ins reasons. 'I herelore it cannot be said that the judgment has 
established positively any |H»int in law capable of being head-noted. 
The |Miint at issue is more at sea than before the decision.

[L mate ad v. Whitchureh, 27 D.L.1V 770, 35 O.L.R. I, affirmed.]

Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Masten, J.,
27 D.L.R. 770, S50.L.R. I. Affirmed.

James McCullough, for appellants.
T. Herbert Lennox, K.C., and C. 11’. Plaxton, for plaintiff, 

respondent.
Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by the defendants from 

the judgment dated the 25th November, 1915, which was directed 
to be entered by Masten, J., after the trial of the action before 
him, sitting without a jury, at Toronto, on the 2nd, 3rd, 1th, and 
5th days of that month.

The respondent is the widow of the late Walter Linstead, 
deceased, and brings this action under the Fatal Accidents Act 
to recover damages for the loss she has sustained by the death of 
her husband, which she alleges was occasioned owing to the default 
of the appellants in performing their statutory duty of keeping 
in repair a bridge under the jurisdiction of their council.

The deceased met with his death owing to the collapse of the 
bridge while he was driving over it on a traction engine less than 
ten tons in weight, used for threshing purjioses, belonging to a 
man named Pipher. The deceased was not the driver of the 
engine, but was riding on it, and was permitted by the regular 
driver, who was also uj>on it, to drive it.

The condition of the bridge and the circumstances in which
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the accident happened are- fully described in the reasons for judg
ment of the learned trial Judge, and it is therefore unnecessary 
to restate them.

The appellants, besides denying the breach of duty alleged, 
contend that the respondent is not entitled to recover because, 
before crossing the bridge, planks of sufficient width and thickness 
to fully protect the flooring or surface of the bridge from any injury 
that might otherwise result to it from the contact of the wheels 
of the engine were not laid on the bridge, the contention being 
that the effect of sub-sec. 4 of sec. 5 of the Traction Engines Act 
(R.S.O. 1014, eh. 212) is to make the doing of this a condition 
precedent to the exercise' of the right tp cross; and that, as the 
direction of the statute1 was not complied with, the1 deceased was 
not lawfully on the* brielge, anel no duty towards him in respect 
of it rested upon the1 appellant s.

Upon the; argume-nt before us it was contended by counsel for 
the appellants that in (ioodison Thresher Co. v. Township of McNab, 
19 O.L.R. 188, 44 S.C.R. 187, the effect of the enactment then in 
force, R.S.O. 1897, ch. 242, sec. 10, as ameneled by 3 Edw. VII. 
ch. 7, se‘c. 43, and 4 Edw. VII. ch. 10, sec. GO, was determined to 
be that for which they contend; that the- subse-quent aine-ndme-nts 
have- changed the law only sei far as to bring within the- e-xe-e-ption, 
as to the duty to strengthen bridges anel culverts, e-ngine-s of less 
than te-n tons in weight use-el for thre-shing purpose-s and for mach- 
inery for the- construction of roadways (eight tons having been 
the- maximum w'eight unde-r the former enactments) ; and that 
the- decision «n the (ioodison case is binding upon us.

The trial of the action in that case took place before- Anglin, J., 
anel his re-asems for judgment are reported in 19 O.L.R., commenc- 
ing at p. 189. His conclusions were:—

(1) That the use of the- highways and brielge-s by traction 
engines of the character of that which was be-ing drive-n by the 
plaintiff was a lawful user, and that the statutory duty of keeping 
in repair the-ir highways anel brielge-s which rested on the ele-fenel- 
ants made it incumbent upon them to keep their highways and 
bridges in such a condition anel state of repair as that they should 
be reasonably sufficient and safe for that kind of vehicle anel traffic.

(2) That the eluty imposed by sec. 10 (3) (now sub-sec. 4 of 
sec. 5) was r f)t an absolute duty, and did not require that planks
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should be laid down except where it was necessary to lay them for 
the protection of the surface or flooring from injury that might 
otherwise result to it from contact with the wheels of the traction 
engine.

(3) That, inasmuch as the collapse of the bridge was due, as 
he found, to the insufficiency of the beams and stringers to sustain 
the weight of the engine, and it was not necessary, as the result 
proved, to lay down planks for the purpose mentioned in see. 10 
(3), the defendants were liable in damages to the plaintiff for the 
injury he had sustained by reason of the defendants’ failure to 
discharge their statutory duty.

He also held that the wamls “flooring or surface,” as used in 
the sub-section, were interchangeable terms and did not embrace 
the beams and stringers which supported the planking of the 
bridge.

On appeal to a Divisional Court, this judgment w’as affirmed. 
The reasons for the judgment of the Court are not reported, but 
I have the authority of one of its members for saying tliat the 
Court agreed with the view’ of Anglin, J.,as to the nature and extent 
of the duty imposed by see. 10 (3).

The Court of Appeal reversed the judgment, my brothers 
Garrow And Maclaren, J.I.A., and Osler, J.A., being of opinion 
that compliance with the conditions mentioned in sec. 10(3) was 
in the nature of a condition precedent to the exercise of the right 
to cross the bridge; but the Chief Justice of Ontario (Moss) and 
Meredith, J.A., being of opinion that the view of the trial Judge 
as to the nature and extent of the obligation was right, dissented.

On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, the decision of 
the Court of Appeal was affirmed, the Chief Justice (Fitzpatrick) 
and Girouard, J., dissenting.

Davies and Idington, JJ., adopted the view of the majority 
of the Judges of the Court of Appeal, the latter agreeing fully 
with the reasoning of Garrow, J.A., and the former dissenting 
from the proposition that “the object of the proviso” (that is, the 
proviso in sec. 10(3)) “was simply ami only the protection of the 
surface of the bridge from being injured” (p. 191).

Duff, J., was of opinion tliat the action should be dismissed 
“because . . . the findings of the learned trial Judge shew 
that mishap was caused by the failure of the plaintiffs’ servants
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to perform the conditions under which alone they won* entitled 
to take the engine upon the bridge” (p. 194). He did not agree 
with the view that the purixise of the proviso was only to protect 
the surface of the floor from defacement, and was of opinion (p. 
195) that “the meaning of the word ‘flooring’ as applied to a 
bridge . . . includes such longitudinal joists as that which 
gave way in the accident in question here;” but it is, I think, not 
unreasonable to conclude that, if he had agreed with the view of 
the trial Judge, the Divisional Court, and the dissenting Judges 
of the Court of Appeal, ns to the purpose of the proviso, he would 
have held that the plaintiff was entitled to recover.

Viewed in the most favourable light for the now appellants, 
the result of this conflict of judicial opinion is that (1) five Judges, 
Osier, Garrow, and Maclaren, JJ A. and Davies and Idington, 
JJ., were of opinion that the duty imposed by the proviso was 
afwolute, and that there was no right to enter upon the bridge 
unless or until the planks had been laid down, and that eight 
Judges, Anglin, J., the three Judges of the Divisional Court., the 
Chief Justice of Ontario, Meredith, J.A., the Chief Justice of 
Canada, and Girouard, J., were of contrary opinion.

(2) Duff, J., was of opinion that the words “flooring or surface” 
included not only the surface of the flooring but also tKo Ixiards 
and the frame supporting them; and Davies, J., was of opinion 
(pp. 191, 192) that the proviso was “clearly intended to protect 
the ])lanks of the bridge from being broken through by reason of 
the great weight . . . which the rear wheels, if they passed
directly over the planks, would necessarily bring to bear on 
them . . .”

Hut eight of the Judges were of a contrary opinion, an opinion 
which was, 1 think, shared by the Judges of the Court of Appeal 
who agreed that the appeal should be allowed. As I understand 
their reasoning, their view was that it was immaterial for what 
purpose the planks were required to be laid down, that the duty 
of laying down the planks was imperative, and that a person who 
drove his traction engine upon a bridge without having performed 
that duty did so unlawfully, and, if he or his engine were injured 
or damaged by the breaking down of the bridge, the corporation 
was under no liability to indemnify him for the loss he had sus
tained.
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In view of this conflict of judicial opinion, we may properly, 
I think, deal with the question presented for decision on this 
appeal as res integra, and I proceed so to deal with it.

In my view, the scope and meaning of the Act arc reasonably 
plain, and are that:—

1. Traction engines weighing over twenty tons may not he 
used upon any highway.

2. Traction engines of not more than twenty tons' weight may 
be used upon any highway, subject to the provisions of the Act.

3. The provisions as to which this right is subject are con
tained in sec. 5.

4. Except in the cast1 of engines used for threshing purposes or 
for machinery in construction of roadways, before it is 
lawful for a person proposing to run an engine of less than twenty 
tons weight over a highway whereon no tolls were levied, to run it 
over the highway, it is made his duty to strengthen at his own 
expense all bridges and culverts to lx* crossed by the engine and 
(sic) to keep the same in repair so long as the highway is so used.

5. In the case of engines of less than eight tons in weight used 
for threshing purposes or for machinery in construction of road
ways this duty is not imposed, but it is made the duty of a 
person proposing to run such an engine or any other engine of 
less than twenty tons weight, before grossing a bridge or culvert, 
to lay down on it planks of such sufficient width and strength as 
are necessary to fully protect the surface of the bridge or 
culvert from any injury that might otherwise result to the^urface 
from the contact of the wheels of the engine or machinery.
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It is important to observe the difference between the language 
used as to the duty which is imposed by sub-sec. 1 and that 
employed as to the duty which is imposed by sub-sec. 3. In the 
former case it is, “Before it shall be lawful to run .. . . it shall
be the duty;" and in the latter, “Before crossing any such bridge 
or culvert it shall be the duty.” There must have been some 
reason for this difference, and it is not reasonable to conclude 
that where it was intended to make entry on the bridge1 or culvert 
unlawful, if the duty imposée! had not first been performed, that 
intention was expressed in the clear language, “before it shall be 
lawful,*” and that, while that language* is not used, it was not 
intended to make1 entry upon the bridge or culvert, without hav-
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ing performed the duty imposed, an unlawful act? There are, 
in my opinion, cogent reasons why such a difference should have 
been intended.

The Legislature evidently thought that bridges and culverts 
should be of sufficient strength to sustain the weight of an eight 
ton traction engine, of the kind mentioned in sub-sec. 3, passing 
over them, but that it was otherwise as to traction engines weigh
ing more than eight tons; and, accordingly, in the case of the latter 
the duty was hnjxised upon the persons who desired to run such 
engines to strengthen the bridges and culverts over which they 
were intended to pass, and it was made unlawful to run these 
engines upon a highway until the bridges and culverts had been 
strengthened.

In the case of the excepted traction engines the duty of streng
thening the bridges and culverts was not imposed; but, knowing, 
as the members of the legislature, or at all events those from the 
rural dist ricts, knew, that the wheels of traction engines are some
times provided with projections from the smooth surface, some in 
the form of corks or grippers anti others of spikes, and that unless 
some provision was made for the protection of the plank floors 
of bridges and culverts the planking would be torn or otherwise 
injured by these projections, they therefore provided against that 
happening by making it the duty of persons desiring to run any 
traction engine, not merely the excepted ones, over a bridge or 
culvert, before crossing it to lay down planks to protect the 
surface^ the bridge from such an injury.

As I have said, the duty is imposed in respect of all traction 
engines, and I am unable to find in the language of the proviso or 
in the reason of the thing any ground for the contention that the 
imjiosition of this duty had anything to do with the strengthening 
of the bridge or- culvert either directly or incidentally. Sub-sec
tion 1 dealt with the duty to strengthen, and that duty included 
the strengthening of every part of the bridge substructure, beams, 
joists and planking, where addit ional strengt h was necessary ; 
and it would be strange indeed if, after having in the plainest 
language and the most comprehensive terms imposed that duty, 
it should have been thought necessary in the case of all traction 
engines to impose the minor duty of adding strength by the plank
ing which is by the proviso required to lie laid down, and a duty
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which was already imposed by sub-sec. 1 in respect of all traction 
engines save the excepted ones.

The section, in my opinion, dials with the strengthening of 
the bridge or culvert and the protection of ils flooring or surface 
as sépara! e-nnd distinct matters, the former by suli-eec. 1 and the 
latter by sub-sec. 3.

I venture to think that in using the toms “flooring or surface" 
no member of the legislature had in view the meaning which an 
engineer would give to the word “flooring," but used it in what is 
its ordinary and popular sense, i.e., as meaning the planking or 
other material of which the surface was formed.

The use of the disjunctive "or" also, I think, supports the view 
that the two words were intended to be interchangeable terms. 
Then the injury to be guarded against is injury from the contact 
of the wheels. Contact carries in it the idea of touching, not of 
pressure exerted, if the proviso had been intended to mean 
wliat the appellants contend and some Judges have held that it 
means, one would have expected that the words used would have 
been, not simply “contact of the wheels," but those words and the 
additional words “and the added weight of the engine" or words 
of the like import.

There is some ground also for thinking that the only conse
quence intended to follow upon failure to perform the duty pre- 
icribed by sulwsec. 3 was the liability to the eonioration for the 
damage resulting to the flooring or surface from the contact of 
the wheels; and, at all events, the presence of that provision in 
sul>-sec. 3 and th absence of a similar provision from sub-see. 1 
poin' to the conclusion that it was thought by the draftsman 
of the Act that such a provision was not necessary in the latter 
case ; liecnusc, if the duty of strengthening the bridges and culverts 
was not performed, the engine would be unlawfully on the bridge 
or eulvert that was being crossed, and the owner of the engine 
would lie answerable for any damage occasioned by his unlawful 
act. The provision as to the consequences of default which sub- 
sec. 3 contains seems to indicate that it was not intended that a 
person who drove his engine across a bridge or culvert without 
having first laid down the planking should be deemed to be a 
trespasser, but that he should be liable to make good the damage 
done to the “flooring or surface."
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That a |M»nion who ha» laid down planking sufficient to prevent 
injury to the surfact1 of the bridge or culvert caused by the contact 
with the wheels has done all that sub-sec. 3 requires him to do, I 
have no doubt; and to require him to do what the appellants 
contend it is his duty to do would, in some cases at all events, be 
productive of more harm than good, because it would add 
materially to the weight, which the bridge or culvert would have to 
bear.

Upon the whole, my conclusion is, that failure to fulfil the duty 
which sub-sec. 3 imposed did not prevent the owner of a traction 
engine weighing less than eight tons, “used for threshing purposes 
or for machinery in construction of roadways,” who suffered dam
age owing to a bridge over which the engine was 1 icing run not 
being of sufficient strength to bear the weight of it, from recover
ing for the loss; but, if I am wrong in this, I am of opinion that 
the duty ini]M>sed was not an absolute duty, and that, where it 
was not, in the circumstances of the particular case, necessary 
to lay down planks in order to protect the surface of the bridge 
from injury from contact with the wheels of the engine, there was 
no duty to lay down planks.

If my view as to the construction to be placed upon the enact
ment which was under consideration in the Goodison case is right, 
â fnrliori the same construction should be placet! u|Km the enact
ment in force when the accident in question occurred, now that 
the provision as to laying down planks, which was in the former 
legislation a proviso to the sub-section which provided that sub
secs. 1 and 2 should not apply to engines used for threshing pur- 
1 loses or for machinery in construction of roadways of less than 
eight tons in weight, is no longer, in form at all events, a proviso. 
Being in the form of a proviso afforded ground for the argument 
that compliance with the requirement of the sub-section was a 
condition precedent to the operation of the exemption for which 
it provides.

In the case at bar, on the findings of fact of the trial Judge, 
which are fully sup|>orted by the evidence, the judgment was, in 
my opinion, properly entered for the r< nt.

It is found “that the bridge was in a condition of disrepair, 
the stringers having rotted to a considerable extent at both ends, 
and that the bridge in consequence was inadequate and insufficient

05
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fur the carrying of the traffic entitled to paws over it;” and that 
“the damages to the plaintiff arose in consequence of the disrepair 
of the bridge; the accident happened by reason of the stringers 
giving way under the weight of the engine, and this collapse was 
owing to the rotten condition of the stringers.”

In the doodison case there was a finding that the use of the 
planks . . . when crossing the bridge would have added to
the sustaining power of the stringers sufficiently to have enabled 
them to carry the weight of the engine with safety; but in the case 
at bar the trial Judge was unable to make such a finding, and the 
case for the appellants is therefore weaker than was the case of 
the defendants in the (ioodinon case.

There is no finding one way or the other as to the necessity for 
laying down the planking in order to protect the flooring or surface 
of the bridge from injury from the contact of the wheels of the 
engine; but, u|>on the evidence, my conclusion is that no such 
necessity existed. The only projections beyond the smooth sur
face of the wheels were w hat are called “grippers,” which ran zig
zag around the hind wheels only. These grippers when new pro
jected an inch and a half from the surface of the wheels, but had 
worn down so that they projected only three-quarters of an inch, 
and it is manifest that contact of wheels so equipped could have 
done no injury to the surface of the bridge, covered as it was, 
according to the evidence and the finding of the trial Judge, with 
earth to the depth of three or four inches, which doubtless afforded 
ample protection of the surface from injury from the contact of 
the wheels of the engine. 1 have the satisfaction of knowing, from 
information I have received from the trial Judge, that, if he had 
been asked to make a finding on this aspect of the case, his con
clusion would have been the same as that which I have formed.

For these reasons, 1 would affirm the judgment and dismiss 
the appeal with costs.

In parting with the case, I venture to suggest that in the (ioodi- 
.son case the enactment under consideration was dealt with as if 
it had application only to wooden bridges and culverts, but it is 
common knowledge that wooden bridges and culverts arc fast 
disappearing and being replaced by structures of steel or concrete 
or of both. The difficulty of giving to what is now sub-sec. 3 of 
sec. 5 the meaning which some of the Judges who took part in

139
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<>NTl the judgment in that ease gave to the c< ^responding provision
S. C. of the enactment which was the subject of their consideration, is

Linstbad certainly increased, if indeed it does not become insuperable, 
_ v when the facts I have just mentioned are taken into consideration.
1 OWN8HIP
ok Whit- Hodginh, J.A. agreed with MEREDITH, C.J.O.

Garrow, J.A.:—Appeal by the defendants from the judgment 
oerrow.j A. at the trial before Maeten, J., without a jury, in favour of the 

plaintiff.
The case resembles but is not identical with the much discus

sed case of Coodison Thresher Co. v. Township of McNab, 19 
O.L.R. 188, affirmed in 44 S.C.R. 187. That case determined 
that a person under the statutory obligation to lay planks ujion 
a bridge over which he proposed to pass with a traction engine, 
who had neglected to do so, could not be heard to complain that 
the municipal corporation had neglected its prior statutory duty 
properly to maintain the bridge.

The statute as it then was has since been revised and re
enacted and is now the Traction Engines Act, R.S.Ü. 1914, ch. 
212. Rut the revision has not, in my opinion—agreeing in this 
respect with Masten, J.—made any substantial change in the law 
as it stood when the Coodison case was determined.

Nor should effect be given to the suggestion that, because there 
were, as there undoubtedly were, differences of opinion expressed 
in the various judgments delivered in the Coodison case, the^mat- 
ters there determined may still be regarded as open. There is 
no room for reasonable doubt as to what was there actually deter
mined. And what was so determined is now, in my opinion, the 
law of this Province, and must remain the law until altered by 
the legislature, or by the ultimate court of appeal, the Privy 
Council.

Masten, J., distinguished this from the Coodison case, upon the 
ground of the absence here of a causal connection between the 
failure to observe the statutory duty and the injury.

It may also, I think, be further distinguished upon the ground 
that on the facts no duty was impose d upon the deceased in con
nection with the laying of the planks; nor is any sufficient ground of 
identification of the deceased with the owne-r, Pipher, who was 
present and in charge, shewn, so as to bring the former within the 
culpability of the latter.

The* language of the statute is (se*c. 5, sub-sec. 4): “Before?
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crossing any such bridge or culvert the jx'rson proposing to run 
any traction engine shall lay down on such bridge or culvert, 
planks” etc. The deceased was not a person proposing to run 
an engine across the bridge or culvert. He was neither the ser
vant nor the agent of the owner, Piphcr, who was present and in 
charge, but a pereon temporarily u|>on the engine by the invita
tion and with the consent of the owner, solely with the view and 
intention of obtaining a ride towards his home, in which direction 
the engine was proceeding. His position, therefore, was very 
much that of an ordinary passenger in a coach, the illustration 
most frequently used, or of a farmer getting a lift towards home 
in his neighbour's waggon, as in one of the cases about to be 
mentioned.

The old doctrine of identification between the driver and the 
victim as laid down in T horogond v. liryan (1840), 8 ( *.B. 115, after 
being frequently question^!, was finally overruled by the House of 
Ixmls in Mills v. Armstrong (1887), 13 App. Vas. 1.

Illustrations of the law upon the subject as applied in our own 
Courts occur in Floml v. Village of London West (1806), 23 A.It. 
530, where, under peculiar circumstances, identification was held 
to exist, and Foley v. Township of Fast Flamhorough (1800), 26 
A.It. 43, where the opi>osite conclusion was reached.

I cannot but regret that this point of view, which seems to 
me to lie one of importance, was not more fully discussed before 
us. It was, however, mentioned, and not, as far as I can see by 
my notes, abandoned, and may therefore, I think, be legitimately 
used at least to supjxirt the judgment.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Maclarrn and Magee, JJ.A. agreed in the result.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

REX v. THORNTON.
Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Har ry, C J., and Scott, Stuart and 

Heck, JJ. December /*>, 1915.
1. Courts (6 I A—2)—Jurisdiction Inherent towers—Review or

JUDGMENT IN SAME COURT UNDER GENERAI. ORDER—HABEAS CORPUS
—Ai.herta Crown Rule JO.

A Court of superior criminal jurisdiction has inherent power of review 
oyer an order in habeas carpus proceeding* made by a single Judge 
sitting for the Court and as its delegate: ami a general order providing, 
as does Alberta Crown practice rule No. JO, for such review by way 
of appeal to the Appellate Division of the same Court either by the 
accused or the prosecutor in a criminal matter is not ultra circs, although 
statutory authority would be necessary were the appeal to a separate

\lt. v. Marceau, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 45(1, 22 D.L.R. 330; R. v. Stubbs,
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ALTA. 24 Can. (>. ('as. :(().'>, 2*» D.L.R. 421; lie Spronlr, 12 Can. 8.C.K. 140, 
applied; Cox v. IIliter*. 1.1 A.C. 500; I’nilril Stair* v. (laynor, 0 Can.

s. C. Cr. ( 'iiH. 205, |1005] A.C. I2K and .4It y.-( leurrai v. FnUtrt nko ( 1011) 
IK Cun. Cr. Cas. 250, considered.]ïticx

Thornton .
2. Criminal law (j II A 49)- Kxtende.d jurihdichon ok <tty coi.ice

MAGISTRATE- OkKENUE t'OMMITTKH OUTBIDS OK CITY LIMITS.
Cr. Code, se<'. 577. applies to give jurisdiction to a city police magis

trate to try with the consent of the accused, under see. 777 (2) tin offence 
committed outside if his territorial jurisdiction hut within the same 
province, as to which the accused is found or apprehended within such 
territorial jurisdiction.

|He Seeley, 14 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, 41 Can. 8.C.R. 5, referred to.]
,'t. Habeas coitn n (§ 1 D- 24) I'.kkect ok appeal by Crow n kkom 

discharge order Power to order re-arrest on reversai..
Where an order discharging a prisoner on habeas corpus has been carried 

out hut the order is reversed on an amical taken by the Crown, the 
ap| s'il ate Court may direct that an order issue for the re-arrest of the 
accused. ' Dictum per Htci, J.)

4. Habeas corpus (§ I D—24)—Practice in Alberta Albertv Crown 
Itui e 20.

Query whether a decision of the Appellate Division of the Supreme 
Court of Alberta, in a habeas corpus matter, reviewing under Alberta 
Crown rule 20 the decision of a single judge, may not itself he reviewed 
by the entire Court. (Stuart, J.)

Statement. Appeal by the Crown pursuant, to leave granted from an older 
of Hyndman, J., discharging a prisoner on habeas corpus and 
quashing a conviction.

W. T. Broad, for the Crown, appellant.
J. McKinley Cameron, for defendant, respondent.

Harvey, C.J. Harvey, C. J.:—This is an appeal by leave from an order of 
Mr. Justice Hyndman. quashing a conviction and discharging 
the accused.

At the opening Mr. Cameron for the accused objects that 
there is no appeal from an order of discharge of habeas corpus 
proceedings. Mr. Patterson for the Crown meets this by contend
ing that the objection is not open, since this Court has aleady 
decided in Bex. v. Marceau (1915), 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 456, 22 
D.L.R. 336, followed in R. v. Stubbs, 24 Can. Cr. (’as. 303, 
9 A.L.R. 26, 25 D.L.R. 424, 8 W.W.R. 902, that an apical lies 
under the present rules.

It does not appear from the reasons given in the rejxirts of 
these eases that the point was decided, but the first case was 
an appeal from a decision of a single judge on an application for 
habeas corpus, while the other was an appeal from an order, in 
an application for a certiorari. I was not a member of the Court 
that decided the Marceau case, but in the Stubbs case the objec
tion was taken at the opening that there was no appeal, and the
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note I have; is that the objection was over-ruled, following It. 
v. Marceau (23 Can. Cr. (as. 450, 22 D.L.R. 330).

It is quite true that the Court should recognize* the binding 
effect of its former decision, ami that view was expressed in 
the very recent < »sc of Sheppard v. Godfrey, 24 D.L.IL 040. 
0 A. L. H. 410, 32 W.L. R. 730, where it was pointed out 
that counsel's argument being based on a view in conflict with 
the court’s prior decision was beside the point (24 D.L.K. at 
051], but the Court is not bound by anything more than the prin
ciple decided and in tin* absence of reasons given it would not 
appear that anything more was decided by the eases mentioned 
than that the Court had jurisdiction to hear the applications. 
The one was an ation by a prisoner who had been refused a 
discharge, and the other was an application by a person whose 
conviction the Judge below had refused to quash.

The present application is by the Crown to set aside an order 
of discharge. It is clear, therefore, that the decisions in the earlier 
cases are not necessarily conclusive of the right now claimed. .The 
Rules relating to the procedure are Rules 10 ami 20 of the Crown 
Practice Rules which are as follows:—

“10. The notice of motion for prohibition certiorari, quo 
warranto, mandamus, or habeas corpus shall be returnable before 
a judge of the Supreme Court or the Division.

“ 20. When the motion is made to a Judge an appeal shall be 
from his order to the Appellate Division, but et to such 
right of appeal his decision shall be final.”

These rules, as far as relating to criminal matters, were passed 
last year by the Judges of this ( 'ourt under the authority of section 
570 of the Criminal Code, which provides that:—

“Every superior Court of criminal jurisdiction may at any 
time, with the concurrence of a majority of the Judges thereof 
present at any meeting held for the pur]>ose, make rules of Court 
not inconsistent with any statute of Canada, which shall apply 
to all proceedings relating to any prosecution, proceeding, or 
action instituted in relation to any matter of a criminal nature, 
or resulting from or incidental to any such matter, and in par
ticular. . . .

“ (6) for regulating in criminal matters the pleading, practice 
and procedure in the Court, including the subjects of mandamus, 
certiorari, habeas corpus, prohibition, ejuo warranto, etc.”
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ALTA. Mr, Cameron for the respondent contends that the judges'
sTc. jurisdietion under the section quoted is limited to matters of 
~ procedure and that the right of appeal is not a question of pro
s’1 cedure but of substantive law, that no right of appeal formerly 

Thoknton. pxigtM) Bn<) that th(1 ml(. giving the right of appeal is ultra rire» 
Harvey, CJ amj ,|mt there is no right of appeal in the present circumstances.

This raises a number of points which require examination. 
Whether under the terms of the section the jurisdiction of the 
judges to make rules is limited to matters of procedure strictly 
so called is not entirely clear, nor does it appear to be absolutely 
clear that the giving of a right of appeal may not be considered 
as coming under the head of procedure.

In H. v. Taylor (1876), 1 Can. 8.C.R. 65, Mr. Justice (after- 
wards Chief Justice) Strong, at p. 98, says: “The creation of a 
now right of appeal is a regulation of procedure, and he was 
referring to an apjionl from a provincial court to the Dominion 
court then just established. It is true that view was not adopted 
by all the judges but it shows that it is a matter that was not free 
from doubt.

In Colonial Sugar Refining Co. v. bring [1905] A. C. 369, 
74 L.J.P.C. 77, 21 L.T.R. 513, the Judicial Committee held 
that the taking away of a right of appeal to a superior tribunal 
which then existed was something more than mere procedure. 
It is of course not clear that the committee would have con
sidered the giving of the right as in exactly the same class as the 
taking away of the right.

It is to be observed, however, that in both of those cases the 
question is the right of appeal from an inferior to a superior Court, 
and they therefore have no necessary application to an appeal 
within a Court which perhaps might be more correctly described 
as a review by the Court of a decision of one of its judges, which 
is the situation presented in the present rase.

The case of Attorney-General v. Sillem (1863), 10 H.L.C. 
703, 10 L.T. 434, well illustrates the difference I have indicated 
and also the difference of opinion in the question of whether 
the subject of the right of appeal to a superior tribunal is a matter 
of practice or procedure. Both in the Kxchequer Chamlier (2 II. 
& C. 581), and in the House of lords (10 H.L. 703), the judges 
were divided on this point, but with a majority ip favor of the
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negative. On the final appeal the I»rd Chancellor (Ix>rd West- 
bury), at p. 719, says: “The creation of a new right of appeal is 
plainly an act which requires legislative authority.” The court 
from which the appeal is given, and the court to which the appeal 
is given, must both be bound and that must be the act of some 
higher power. It is not competent to either tribunal, or to both 
collectively, to create any such right. Suppose the Legislature 
to have given to either tribunal, that is to the Court of first 
instance and to the Court of Error or Appeal respectively, the 
fullest power of regulating its own practice or procedure, such 
power would not avail for the creation of a new right of appeal 
which is in effect a limitation of the jurisdiction of one court, and 
tl^e extension of the jurisdiction of another," and Lord Kingsdown, 
at p. 775, says: “What the Court of Exchequer has attempted 
by its orders to do is to give to two sui>erior Courts, the Exchequer 
Chamber and the House of Lords, jurisdiction to hear, and to 
impose upon them the duty of hearing, an appeal against its deci
sions, with which, except for those orders, those Courts would 
have neither the duty nor the right to interfere. Can it jxis- 
sibly be said that this is to regulate the practice of the C ourt of 
Exchequer? All the proceeding which lends to the other Courts 
when those other Courts are open, all the proceeding to error, is 
a step in the cause, and part of the practice of the Court, but 
whether the doors of the other Courts are to l>e open or not, surely 
is not a point of practice in the inferior Court.”

It is apparent that if our Rule authorized an appeal from the 
Api>ellate Division of this Court which is the Court sitting en 
banc it would be analogous to the one under discussion in the 
Sillem case. Without speciul consideration 1 would not have 
thought that any reasonable argument could be advanced in 
support of the validity of such a rule, but in the case just consid
ered a considerable number of the judges seem to have found 
something to say in supi>ort of that view.

The reasoning upon which the majority based their conclu
sions is entirely inapplicable to a rule providing for an appeal 
within, or review by, a Court, but on the contrary infèrentially 
support the view that such a rule would be purely a matter of 
procedure.

A consideration of the practice in habeas corpus in England 
seems almost to warrant the conclusion that the rule is in effect
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nothing more than a declaration of the then existing rights. It 
has been said that a person in custody could make application 
after application to different judges and that each judge should 
consider the application without reference to the prior decision. 
I am not satisfied, however, that that practice was not subject 
to the limitation that the judges should be judges of different 
Courts, though I am aware that in our own Court successive 
applications have been made to different judges, but after a 
consideration of the authorities I have grave doubt as to the 
correctness of that practice.

It may be observed that an * ation for habeas corpus in 
order to discharge a prisoner after conviction does not come within 
the Habeas Corpus Act, which was passed to ensure parties ob
taining bail while awaiting trial, and the rules applicable to the 
former are to be found in the decided cases.

In Cox v. Hakes (1890), 15 A.C. 506, 60 L.J.Q.B. 89, 17 
('ox C.C. 158, Lord Halsbury, L.C., at p. 514, says: “Fora period 
extending ns far back as our legal history, the writ of habeas 
corpus has been regarded as one of the most important safeguards 
of the liberty of the subject. If upon the return of that writ it 
was adjudged that no legal ground was made to appear justifying 
detention, the consequence was immediate release from custody 
If release was refused, a person detained might—sec Ex parte 
Partington, 13 M. & W. 679,—make a fresh application to every 
Judge or every ( 'ourt in turn, and such Court or Judge was bound 
to consider the question independently and not to be influ
enced by the previous decisions refusing discharge. If discharge 
followed, the legality of that discharge could newer be brought 
in question. No writ of error or demurrer was allowed. City 
of London Case (1609), 8 Co. Rep. 1215.”

The question under consideration was whether an api»enl 
from an order of discharge was authorized by the Judicature 
Act, and although the- Court of Appeal held that it was, the House 
of Lords by a majority held that it was not.

In argument appellant’s counsel argued that “Under the old 
practice the applicant had a right to go to every ('ourt one after 
the other, no matter how often he was refused.” No other Judge 
stated the rule as broadly as the Lord Chancellor. Lord Watson 
agreed with Lord Bramwcll and Lord Herschell. Lord Bramwell,

4
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after stating that we had got on well enough in the past without A^TA. 
appeals, says: “I say without such ap|>eals, for, with all reflect, S. C.
I cannot agree- that going first to a Judge of one ( 'ourt, and then, qKX
on being refused by the Judge-, going to a Court, and on being re- '

. . 1 HORNTON
fused by one ( ourt going to another, was or is an appe-al. I he 
Court ap]>lied to after refusal by a Judge or other Court was not H*rs<‘v'1 1 
e-xercising an appellate jurisdiction in ente-rtaining the applica
tion. It was exercising a primary jurisdiction.”

Lord Hem-hell also, at p. 527 : “ It was always ope-n to an appli
cant if defeated in one Court, at once to renew his application to 
another. No Court was bound by the view taken by any other, 
or felt itself obliged to follow the law laid down by it. A person 
detained in custody might then proceed from Court to Court 
until he obtained his liberty, and if he could succeed in con
vincing any one of the tribunals eom|)etent to issue the writ that 
he was entitled to be discharged, his right to his liberty could 
not afterwards be called in question. There was no jwwer in any 
court to review or control the proceedings of the tribunal which 
discharged him.”

In lie Seeley (1908), 14 Can. Cr. (’as., 270, 41 Can. 8.C.R.
5, this is declared by the Supreme Court of Canada to be a proper 
statement of the law in Canada.

Lord Macnaghten agreed with Lord Herschell, (Co* v. Hakes,
15 A.C. 506). Lord Morris and Lord Field, who dissented, do 
not discuss the former practice. It is apparent that except in tin- 
statement of the Lord Chancellor there is no suggestion of a right 
to go from one Judge to another in tin- same ( 'ourt upon an appli
cation for habeas corpus, nor is there in the case which Lord 
Halsbury cites as authority for the proposition he lays down—
Ex parte Parti nylon (1845), 13 M. & W. 078—in which an appli
cation to the Court of Queen’s Bench having b<-en refused and 
after an application to the Lord Chief Baron of the (’ourt of 
Exchequer in Chambers had also been refused, an ation 
was made to the ('ourt of Exchequer, l’arke, B., in delivering the 
judgment of the Court, after mentioning the applications which 
had been refused, at p. Ü82. says: “The defendant, however, has 
a right to the opinion of every Court as to the propriety of his 
imprisonment, and therefore we have thought it proi>er to exam
ine attentively the provisions of the statute, without considering

4
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ourselves as concluded by these decisions.” The Court, however, 
dismissed the application.

This case is in substance exactly similar to the Marceau C ase, 
supra, in this court, and would be authority for that decision 
without any resort to our Crown Office rule. It is apparent, how
ever, that it is no authority for the view that there was a right to 
apply to a Judge after another Judge of the same Court had re
fused the application, and Lord Halsbury’s statement, therefore, 
cannot be deemed to have been intended to include that.

In none of the earlier cases do I find any rule laid down which 
would warrant that practice, and I have found no English cast- 
in which such a practice has been followed.

In R. v. Suddis (1801), 1 East 300 (102 E.R. 119), Lord 
Kenyon, C.J., at p. 314, said: “I feel no difficulty in delivering 
the opinion which I entertain because the prisoner will not be 
concluded by it, but may if he be dissatisfied apply to the other 
Courts of Westminster Hall.”

The jurisdiction of a Judge instead of the Court to hear an 
application was only a temporary one, while the court was not 
sitting, except in the case of the Chancery Judges.

In Crouby's Case (1818), 2 Swanst. 1 (36 E. R. 514), Lord El
don, L.C., at p. 18, sait!: “The Court of King's Bench had always 
issued the writ in term time, but it appeared (I speak from memory, 
for I have not been able to find the papers) that there had been 
a practice for the Judges of that Court to issue the writ in vaca
tion. The Courts of Common Pleas and Exchequer, being con
fined to civil matters, never issued the writ till empowered by 
statute. Many of the Judges were of opinion that, at common law, 
the Judges of the Court of King's Bench had no right to issue the 
writ in vacation; many thought that they had acquired that right 
by practice.”

In the Canadian Prisoners' Case (1839), reported as the case 
of Leonard Watson and others in 9 Ad. & E. 731 (112 E.R. 1389), 
the Court of King's Bench declared the right of one of its Judges 
to issue the writ in vacation, after considering Lord Eldon's 
views. In this case the writ had been issued by direction of one 
of the Judges returnable before himself, but as the term was 
so near it was thought advisable to hear the argument in full 
Court. Lord Denman, C.J., in delivering the judgment of the
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Court, at p. 780, says: “ Lord Coke indeed and Ix>rd Hale and Ix>rd 
Chief Baron Comyns as text writers upon this subject appear to 
confine to Chancery, which is at all times open, ojfiritta jus- 
tit iœ, the power of issuing a habeas corpus in time of vacation. But 
Tremaine’s Pleas of the Crown contain four precedents of writs 
in the exact form of that now before us, earlier than 31 Car. 2 
and as early as 43 Eliz. Wilmot in his answer to the House of 
Lords refers to others anterior to the Habeas Corpus Act, and 
observes that the great men who framed it would never have left 
so obvious a defect without remedy. In 1758 he and the Judges 
consulted by the House of Lords affirmed this power; and the 
reforming bill which had been introduced would scarcely have 
been suffered to fall, had it not been in that respect deemed 
unnecessary.”

In the cast; just mentioned the application was refused and 
a new application was later made to the Court of Exchequer, 
reported as The case of Parker ami others in 5 M. & W. 31, which 
was also refused.

In Ex parte Widermann (1866), 12 Jur. N. S. 536, an application 
having been made to the Court of Queen’s Bench and refused, 
a new application was made to the Lord Chancellor, which was 
also refused.

City of London's Case (1609), 8 Co. Rep. 121 (5) (77 K.R. 
658), referred to by Lord Halsbury for his dictum that the legality 
of a discharge could not l>e brought in question, no writ of error 
or demurrer being allowed, was a case in which the Court refused 
to make a discharge, and which therefore as a decision is no author
ity for the proposition. There apfæars in the report, however, 
this dictum, which is in part a decision on an objection raised:— 
“It was answered and resolved that this is not on a demurrer 
in law, but a return on writ of privilege, upon which no issue can 
be taken, or demurrer joint'd, neither upon our award herein doth 
any writ of error lie, and therefore the return is no error, but to 
inform the Court of the truth of the matter, in which such a pre
cise certainty is not required as in pleading.”

Assuming that tin; Court which was dealing with this case 
was not a Court of last resort and that the part of the dict um which 
is in question was intended to be a statement that no writ of error 
lay from its decision, it is a little difficult to s«*o why such a dictum,
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even if it had not been made more than three centuries ago, 
should be deemed to have much authoritative value.

If our Court should declare that no appeal lay from its deci
sion, 1 scarcely think that either the Supreme Court of Canada 
or the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council would consider 
that the point was thereUy settled. The dictum of Lord Halsbury 
in the Sellent crm , [AUy.-Genl. v. Sellent, 10 H. L. 703] is of vastly 
more weight, in my opinion, than the authority upon which he 
rests it, though the latter shews just the extent of its application, 
and that is that the legality, but not necessarily the merits, of 
an order of discharge made by a Court, but not by a Judge, is 
not subject to question. Lord Herschell’s dictum, for which he 
gives no authority, but in which he has the agreement of two 
others of the Lords, is somewhat broader in its terms, but it seems 
quite clear that he is only referring to an order of discharge made 
by a “Court” and not one made by a “Judge,” and it would, 
therefore, not apply to the caw- now under consideration.

It appears clear from the cast's and the dicta to which I have 
referred that when a Judge hears an application for habeas corpus 
he does so as representing the Court which for some reason cannot 
be reached, and as was held unanimously by this Court in lie Yale 
Hotel License (1907) 6 W.L.R. 769, when a Judge acts in that 
capacity his decisions art' always subject to review by the Court 
of which he is the deputy. The principle is expressed in lie 
Allen, 31 U.C.R. 458, at 493, as follows: “The Court will always 
review the decision of the Judge when he is acting merely as its 
deputy. . . . Generally speaking, it is meant that the powers
of the Judge are to be exercised subject to an appeal to (review 
by) the Court.”

It would appear, therefore, that apart from the rule this Court 
would have the right to review the decision of one of its Judges on 
an application for habeas corpus, and in principle it would, of 
course, be immaterial whether his decision were favourable or un
favourable. It is urged, however, that there can be no ap|H*al from, 
or review of an order of discharge Irecause the prisoner has been 
given his liberty and that cannot be undone.

The view expressed by Lord Herschell in Cox v. Hakes, 15 
A.C. 506, supra, in which on this point three others concurred, 
was that a person properly discharged could not be re-arrested, 
and that consequently, there could not be an effective appeal.
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This view is controverted by Lord Morris and Lord Field, and 
Lord Halsbury declined to consider it.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has, however, 
in at least four cases heard and allowed appeals from orders of 
discharge on habeas corpus, in Attorney-General of Hong Kong 
v. Kwok-a-Sing (1873), L.R. 5 P.C. 170; The Queen v. Mount 
(1875), L.R. 6 P.C. 283; United Staten v. Gay nor, [1005] A.C. 
128 (9 Can. Cr. ( ’as. 205), and Atty.-Genl. of Canada v. Fedorenko 
(1911), 18 (’an. Cr. Cas. 256, 27 T.L.R. .Ml, (1911) A.C. 735. 
There is, therefore, authority binding on us that this is no ground 
for refusing to consider an appeal.

In Dugdale v. The Queen (1853) 2 El. <V HI. 129 (118 E.R. 
718), a prisoner who had lieen improperly discharged was re
arrested. which shows that in some circumstances that may be 
done, though Lord Herschell states that case is in no way analo
gous to a discharge in habeas corpus.

I am of opinion, therefore, that this Court has jurisdiction to 
hear this application, lioth because of its inherent jurisdiction 
to review the decision of one of its Judges, the rule providing that 
the form shall l>e by way of appeal, and because being a matter 
entirely within the Court the rule is valid as being a rule of 
procedure in the Court and nothing more.

The only objection to the conviction and warrant of commit
ment that was argued before us was one going to the jurisdiction 
of the Magistrate as Police Magistrate for the City of Calgary. 
The offence was committed at or near Wetaskiwin, outside of 
the City of Calgary, and it is contended that the Magistrate’s 
jurisdiction is limited to Calgary and that he has, therefore, no 
jurisdiction to try offences committed outside. It is also objected 
that the Magistrate is not a Police Magistrate within the meaning 
of Sec. 777 (2), so as to give him jurisdiction over the offence, 
which can be tried summarily only with the consent of the accused.

There appears to have been no affidavit by the prisoner,.as 
the practice seems to require, but no objection is raised to that 
defect, so I do not deal with it.

As to the second point it is to Ik* observed that l>oth the con
viction and warrant bear under the signature of the magistrate 
the words “Police Magistrate in and for the City of Calgary and 
Province of Alberta,” and in the body of each document he is
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described as “one of his Majesty's Police Magistrates in the 
Province of Alberta, having jurisdiction in and for the City of 
Calgary and Province of Alberta." The Order in C ouncil appoint
ing the Magistrate is also in evidence, which shows that he was 
appointed under the authority of Chap. 13 of 190b "to be a Police 
Magistrate for the Province of Alberta, with jurisdiction in 
and for the City of Calgary." The statute under which the 
appointment is made provides in sec. 1 that “The Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council may appoint one or more police magistrates 
for the Province and may define the territorial limits of their 
separate and respective jurisdictions. “(2). Every police magis
trate appointed under the provisions of this Act shall have and 
exercise within the limits of his territorial jurisdiction all the 
powers and authority now or hereafter vested in two Justices of 
the Peace sitting and acting together under any law in force in 
Alberta. “ (5) Every police magistrate shall ex officio be a justice 
of the peace for the Province.”

Having regard to the words of the statute and the words of 
the Order in Council there is no doubt in my mind that the 
appointment is of a police magistrate' for the City of Calgary, 
and the description is exact, within the terms of the statute. 
He is a police magistrate for the Province in the sense that all 
police magistrates in the Province are, but his jurisdiction as 
police magistrate is limited to the City of Calgary, though by 
virtue of sub-sec. 157 he has the jurisdiction of one justice of 
the peace throughout the Province outside the City.

The case is quite different from that in H. v. Alexander (1913), 
21 Can. Cr. Cas. 473, 13 D.L.K. 385, 0 A.L.R. 227, where there 
was no limitation of jurisdiction to the city, the jurisdiction 
within the city lieing consequent upon his general jurisdiction.

The first objection to the jurisdiction appears to me to be 
completely answered by sec. 577 of the Code, which provides 
thpt “every Court of criminal jurisdiction is competent to try 
any crime or offence within the jurisdiction of such Court to try 
wheresoever committed within the Province if the accused is 
found, or apprehended, or is in custody within the juridsiction 
of such Court, etc.”

The only Courts in this Province to which this section can give 
jurisdiction are the District Court Judges' Criminal Court and 
the Magistrates' and Justices’ Court, since the Supreme Court’s
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jurisdiction is, apart from the section, unlimited within the 
Province. By virtue of this section, when the offence is com
mitted outside the territorial limits of the jurisdiction, the mere 
fact that the prisoner is in custody within such limits gives juris
diction. The section appears perfectly plain on this point.

There are other sections from which the same conclusion 
may be reached as in He Seeley (1908), 14 Can. Cr. (’as. 270, 
41 Can. S.C.R. 5. That case appears to have been in all essen
tials analogous to the present, but the jurisdiction was upheld 
by the Supreme Court of Canada by reference to other sections 
than 577.

It is of interest to note that that case was likewise analogous 
to this, in that it was an appeal to the Court from a decision of 
one of its members in a habeas corpus application.

For the reasons stated I am of opinion that the* order made 
was wrong and that the appeal should be allowed and the order 
reversed.

It is admitted that the accused is now out of the jurisdiction, 
so that the effect of the order of discharge cannot be undone, but, 
as already pointed out, that is no reason why the appeal should 
not l>e allowed.

Since writing the foregoing my brother Stuart has referred 
me to In He Sproule, 12 Can. S.C.R. 140, which I agree with 
him conclusively establishes the right we are exercising in the 
case.

Scott, J. concurred with Harvey, C.J.
Stuart, J.:—I confess without hesitation that in my consid

eration of this case I have been continually under the influence 
of what I have always understood to be a principle underlying 
the law' as to the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, viz.: 
that the law leans towards protecting the liberty of the subject.

I agree with the result at which the Chief Justice has arrived 
in reference to the distinction to be observed between the creation 
of a right of api>eal from one Court to another Court and the pro
vision for an appeal where there is no passing from one Court to 
another. And I am quite convinced that if the Crown had a right 
before the enactment of the rule in question to ask for a rule 
nisi, calling upon the person discharged by a single Judge upon 
habeas corpus to show cause why the order of discharge should
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not be set aside, then the rule of court should be evoked as nothing 
more than the provision of a different mode of procedure which 
the Crown might adopt.

Substantially, as the matter appears to me, the question is 
this: Did the Court of Queen's Bench in England on July 15, 
1870, have power to issue such a rule nisi on the application of the 
Crown and to review the action of a single Judge in discharging a 
prisoner in vacation who is undergoing a sentence imposed by 
an inferior court not upon indictment?

I have searched at great length, and, I think, with care, to 
see if a ease could be found in which the Court of King’s Bench 
interfered on the application of the Crown with an order, made 
upon the return of a writ of habeas corpus before a single Judge, 
for the discharge of a prisoner. No such precedent is mentioned 
in Halsbury. There is indeed one case in which I am sure such a 
precedent would have been cited if it could have been discovered. 
I refer to the case in In lie Hobert Evan Sproule, 12 Can. 8.C.R. 
140. That was a cast* in which Sproule had been tried for murder 
in British Columbia by a Judge and a jury at the assizes and had 
been convicted and sentenced to death. A writ of error was brought 
to the full Court and the sentence was confirmed. The error 
alleged was that a change of venue had been ordered illegally. 
The prisoner then applied to Mr. Justice Henry, one of the 
J udges of the Supreme Court of ( ’anada, for a writ of hal>eas corpus 
under the then section 51 of the Supreme and Exchequer Court 
Act. Mr. Justice Henry directed the writ to issue. The sheriff 
to whom it was directed refused to obey the writ on the ground 
that the sentence and judgment of the Supreme Court of British 
Columbia was paramount to the writ, and that the expense's of 
producing the prisoner at Ottawa had not been paid or tendered 
to him. The prisoner then made1 on notice an application for 
an orde-r for the elischarge of the? prisoner, which oreler Mr. Justice 
Henry granted. The Attorney-General of British Columbia them 
applied to the Supreme Court of Canaela to have- the writ of 
habeas corpus anel all proce-eelings the-re-unele-rquashe-d, as having 
been issued improvidently, ami a special se-ssion of the- Supreme 
Court was called to hear the application. The- late Christopher 
Robinson, Q.C., api>eared with the Attome-y-(leneral for British 
Columbia in support of the motion and the late Dalton McCarthy, 
Q.C., appeared for the prisoner. The point taken on be-half of
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the prisoner which is relevant here was that the Supreme Court 
had no power to review the decision of Mr. Justice Henry. Mr. 
McCarthy directly asserted in argument that “no authority can 
he produced to show that an order to discharge a prisoner on 
habeas corpus can he reversed.” In answer to this contention, 
so distinguished and able a counsel as Christopher Robinson 
was unable to cite a case. The American authorities to which he 
referred I have been unable to consult, but inasmuch as the point 
was much laboured in the judgments delivered and these were 
not referred to, I think we may assume that they threw but 
little if any light u]ton the subject. The majority of the Court, 
Sir William Ritchie, C.J., Strong and Taschereau, JJ., held 
that the Court had power to review the action of Mr. Justice 
Henry upon the general ground that every superior Court must 
necessarily have power to regulate and supervise its own process. 
And yet in no one of their judgments is there a case cited in which 
the Court of King’s Bench ever actually reversed an order for 
discharge made by one of its Judges in vacation upon habeas 
corpus. One would have thought that in so extremely an import
ant a case those learned Judges would have been able to cite a 
precedent if one existed. Sir William Ritchie was content to rest 
his opinion as to the Court’s jurisdiction upon two civil cases, 
Wiltham v. Lynch, 1 Ex. 399, and Robinson v. Burbridge, 9 C.B. 
289, 19 L.J.C.P. 242. He does indeed refer to Re John Crawford, 
12 Q.B. 612. But in that case the interference of the court in 
term was invoked before the return to the writ, and Patterson, J., 
who ordered the writ to issue, offered to hear cause shewn against 
the writ in chambers, which not being done he directed the rule 
to quash the writ to be applied for; and the Court ordered counsel, 
Peacock, to lx* heard in support of the rule as if he were shewing 
cause against the writ issuing (page 619). From this it is clear 
that the case was practically treated as a motion to the full Court 
in the first instance to issue the writ.

There are other cases, too, in which the Court entertained 
motions, not to reverse the discharge ordered upon a return to 
the writ in chambers,but to quash the writ. But in Carus Wilson's 
Case, 7 Q.B. 984, 115 E.R. 759, the principle was clearly laid 
down that the writ will not be quashed on any ground which 
could be stated in the return. In other words, the writ is only 
quashed for some irregularity or impropriety in its issue, in this
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particular case an example being the case where the writ was 
directed to a place where it would not run at all. And this principle 
is laid down in Halsbury, vol. 10, p. 66, on the authority of that 
case.

I cannot find any real assistance in the cases in the Privy 
Council coining from the colonies. The authority of that tribunal 
rests upon the Royal perogative and its supervision of the decisions 
of colonial Courts is a very different thing from the authority 
of the Court of King’s Bench to review an order of discharge 
made by one of its own judges in vacation, as was pointed out 
very clearly in Cox v. Hakes, 15 A.C. 506, by Lord Herschell, 
at page 535.

In In He Mackenzie, 14 N.S.R. 481, the full Court of Nova 
Scotia refused to interfere with an order of discharge on habeas 
corpus, although the reasons there given do not ap]>car to be very 
satisfactory, and in Wyeth v. Richardson, 10 Grey (76 Mass.) 240, 
Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts said:

“The general principles of law are opposed to the allowance of 
exceptions in this case. The great purpose of the writ of habeas 
corpus is the immediate delivery of the party deprived of per
sonal liberty. The allowance1 of exceptions (which was the Massa
chusetts form of appeal) will be inconsistent with the object of 
the writ. The allowance of exceptions must be either that all 
further proceedings be stayed, which would be wholly consistent 
with the purpose of the writ, or the exceptions must be held to 
be frivolous and the judgment rendered non obstante for the dis
charge of the party on which the exceptions would be unavailing.”

Now, I am bound to say that I have been profoundly impressed 
with the fact to which I have referred that no case seems to be 
discoverable in which the Court of Queen’s Bench ever exercised 
or was indeed asked by the Crown to exercise the power of revis
ing an order for the discharge of a prisoner made by a single 
Judge in vacation. Mr. Justice Strong in Re Sproule, ubi supra, 
12 Can. S.C.R. 140, at p. 209, says that no doubt cases may 
be found, but still no cases appear to have been found.

I think that the explanation may perhaps lie in this, that 
applications to the full Court in the first instance would no doubt 
cover a great majority of the cases in which the writ was applied 
for, and that in cases where the application was made to a single

-
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Judge in vacation either the right to a discharge was so clear 
that the Crown could not contest it or the Judge entertaining a 
doubt would adjourn the case to be heard in term taking the pris
oner’s recognizance to appear and releasing him in the meantime, 
as I find was done in some cases without the propriety of that 
course being called in question.

But, notwithstanding the great doubt I felt on the matter, 
it sterns to me that we are bound to follow the general principle 
laid down in the Sproule case. [Re Robert Evan Sproule, 12 Can. 
8.C.R. 140]. The majority of the judges there did undoubtedly 
hold that any superior Court which has and whose; individual 
Judges have authority to order the issue of a writ of habeas corpus 
had power to review the decision of one of those1 individual Judges, 
even where he had orelereel the prisoner's elischarge. I am bound 
to say, however, that it seems to me very probable that the Su
preme Court of Canada were1 astounded at the jjossible results 
to our Canaelian system of administering the criminal law if one 
of their numl>er could review the elecision of the highest court of 
recorel in a province upon the question of that Court’s juriseliction 
while his decision was not itself reviewable by the whole Supreme 
Court of Canada itself. The case is interesting also as showing 
that, although the express right of appeal was given by the statute 
only to the person whose application had been refused, yet the 
rule expressio unius est exclusio alterius did not negative the 
existence of the right of review.

Yielding therefore to what I consider to l>e the binding author
ity of the Sproule case, I agree that there is a right of review and 
the putting of this right by means of the rule of Court into the form 
of an appeal is only a matter of form and nothing more.

In this particular case the prisoner discharged is, so we were 
informed, at large in the United States so that the question of 
the ultimate results of an order reversing the order of discharge 
does not come before us as a seriously practical question. And I 
desire to limit my opinion strictly to the point of our power to 
reverse the order of discharge. As to what might be done against 
a prisoner released on an order of discharge afterwards reversed,
I do not think any opinion ought now to lie expressed, and I 
reserve the consideration of that matter until I am faced with 
the necessity of deciding it.
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My own view of the course which the Crown ought to adopt 
in such eases is this, that the single Judge should he requested, 
if there is any serious ground for maintaining the validity of the 
imprisonment and unless he is prepared to dismiss the application 
entirely, to adjourn the matter to be heard by the Appellate 
Division and to take the prisoner’s recognizance to appear before 
the Appellate Division and release him in the meantime. This 
course was adopted in several cases which 1 have read. The right 
of the Appellate Division to review the decision of a single Judge 
of the Supreme Court, upon the existence of which right our 
decision is based, raises in my mind another interesting question. 
The Supreme Court of Alberta consists of nine judges and these 
constitute the Court. Would not a decision even of the Apjxdlate 
Division itself, which also merely acts for the whole Court by 
delegation, be re viewable by the whole Court of nine Judges on 
a similar principle. It seems to me it might not unreasonably 
be argued that this could be done. The possibility of such a 
thing under the present system where we have only one court is 
to me very attractive, because it would leave a way open in a 
critical case of far-reaching importance for a “calling in of the 
Judges” and getting the opinion of all of them when an appeal to 
Ottawa or the Judicial Committee might not be available1 or con
venient.

It has also become very clear to me from a somewhat extensive 
examination of cases in the King’s Bench that the full Court, 
possessing as it does all the jurisdiction enjoyed by the* Queen's 
Bench in England in 1870, is clothed with a reserve power which 
may in special cases go to unsuspected lengths.

Upon the merits of the appeal, I agree entirely with the 
opinion of the Chief Justice.

Beck, J.:—I agree that our Crown Practice Rule No. 20, 
giving an appeal from the decision of a single1 Judge in habeas 
corpus and other cases is not ultra vires; and that it authorizes 
an appeal on the part of the1 prosecutor or the Crown.

To me- the principle is quite cle-ar. It is that a single Judge1 is 
the eleJegate, committee, representative or mouthpiece- of the 
Court anel, that being so, his decision is always open to review 
anel revision by the1 Court. This principle was accepted by this 
Court in the case of The Yale Hotel License (1907), 6 W.L.R. 
769.
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The rule in question is merely one of procedure tg obtain such 
a review and revision. Such a power is inherent in this Court, ns 
having all the jurisdiction of the former English Superior Courts 
of Common Law and Equity. This principle has, of course, no 

•ation in the case of an appeal to another Court ; a right to 
an appeal in such a case clearly must be provided for by statute.

I find no difficulty in the fact that the prisoner has been dis
charged. In civil cases where a judgment has been enforced and 
is afterwards reversed an order goes for restitution. I take it for 
granted that no statutory enactment was necessary to enable the 
Court to exercise the power of ordering restitution; that it was 
considered a necessary and inherent power of the Court. The 
Privy Council has exercised the power of setting aside an order 
for discharge of a prisoner on haln-as corpus. I do not think that 
they did so on the ground that they had greater power in this 
respect than a superior Court.

I agree that the magistrate in this case had jurisdiction to 
convict.

I would, therefore, allow the appeal and direct by the order 
that a judge may issue an order for the re-arrest of the defendant.

Appeal allowed.

WHITE v. T. EATON CO.
Ontario Su/ireme ('ourt, Ap/iellate Division, Meredith, C.J(/arrow, Maelaren,

Magee and /lodgin'., JJ.A. A/rril .1, 1916.

Amknh (§ III ht)—Stay of i»k<k'eboinoh —Si• spicion that i'kimkkds of
ACTION INTENDED FOM ALIEN ENEMY.

Men* suspicion that the amount sued for may, if recovered, be paid 
to an alien enemy does not justify an order staging all proceedings until 
the termination of the war.

|See annotation, 23 D.L.R. 375.1

An appeal by the plaintiff company from an order of Statement. 
Falconhhidge, C.J.K.B., in Chambers, made on the application 
of the defendant company, staying all proceedings in this action 
until the termination of the war.

The action was brought to recover the price of goods sold 
and delivered by Dickerhoff Kaffloer <fc Company of Canada 
Limited to the defendant company ; the plaintiff company sued 
as assignees of the Dickerhoff company, a company incorporated 
under the laws of Ontario and carrying on business and having 
its head office in Ontario, the plaintiff company being also an 
Ontario company.
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The defendant company admittedly owed the money sued for.
The order appealed from was made on the ground that the 

money sued for was, if recovered, to be paid to alien enemies.
/. F. II ell mu th, K.C., and A. C. McNaughton, for the appel

lants.
II. S. White, for the defendants, respondents.
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the plaintiffs 

from an order dated the 21st January, 1916, made by the Chief 
Justice of the King’s Bench, on the application of the respondents, 
by which all proceedings in the action are stayed until the 
termination of the present war between Croat Britain and 
Germany and Austria.

The action is brought to recover the price of goods sold and 
delivered by Dickerhoff Raffloer & Company of Canada Limited 
to the respondents, and the appellants claim to recover as 
assignees of that company. Dickerhoff Raffloer & Company of 
Canada Limited was a company incorporated under the laws 
of Ontario and carrying on business in Ontario, where it had its 
head office.

It was conceded by Mr. White that, if the action had been 
brought by that company, the respondents would have had no 
defence to it, and would not have been entitled to such an order 
as was made; but he contended that the order appealed from was 
properly made, on the ground that the money sued for is 
“intended to be paid to alien enemies.”

Assuming for the purposes of the motion that it was the 
• lention of the appellants, if the money sued for were recovered 

or paid, to pay it to an alien enemy, I am of opinion that the 
order ought not to have been made, because there was no 
evidence to warrant the conclusion that the money would be 
paid, or that the appellants intended to pay it, to an alien 
enemy.

The evidence establishes that the appellant company was 
formed for the purpose of acquiring, and that it has acquired, 
the business and assets of Dickerhoff Raffloer & Company of 
Canada Limited, and that the charter of that company has 
been surrendered; that that company was incorporated on the 
18th May, 1906, for the purpose of buying, selling, exporting, 
importing, manufacturing, and dealing with goods, wares, and

-
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merchandise, and to take over and thereafter carry on a similar 
business theretofore carried on in Toronto by a cor]H)ration 
organised and existing under the laws of the State of New York, 
with its principal office in New York City, under the name of 
Dickerhoff llaffloer & Company; that the Ontario company 
took over the business carried on by the American company 
and continued to carry it on, “conducting the business in the 
customary mamier, that is, by purchasing goods from manu
facturers in its own name and upon its own credit and thereafter 
selling the goods so purchased from manufacturers,” and it 
also “acted as manufacturer's agent for several important English 
manufacturers, but for no others, obtaining upon samples orders 
for such manufacturers' goods and receiving commissions on 
the sales;” that the goods sold to the respondents had all been 
purchased by the Ontario company for its own account and were 
its own property; that the company acted as principal, and not 
as agent, factor, or commission salesman, and was “not liable 
for an accounting therefor to any one except its shareholders and 
creditors;” that the American company acted as banker for 
the Ontario company, receiving from time to time money from 
it and from time to time paying out the money for the account 
of the Ontario company; that the American company kept a 
separate account of the money so received and disbursed, and 
that it was the sole and exclusive property of the Ontario com
pany; that at the outbreak of the present war all purchases of 
German or Austrian goods by the Ontario company, either by 
itself or by any one on its behalf, ceased, and all remittances to 
Germany or Austria, directly or indirectly, by the company or 
by any one on its behalf, were immediately stopped; that the 
consideration for the transfer of the business and assets of the 
company to the appellants was paid by allotting to the company 
all the shares in the appellant company except five, which were 
sold for cash; that the business so transferred has since been 
carried on by the appellants. Of the shares allotted to the com
pany, a proportion equivalent to his interest in the Ontario com
pany was apportioned to Will P. White, the president of the 
appellant company and former managing director of the Ontario 
company, and the remainding shares were sold to George 
Carlton Comstock, and the proceeds of the sale were divided 
among the shareholders of the Ontario company, all of whom
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were American citizens or American corporations; and that the 
appellants are the owners in their own rights of the claim 
sued for.

It also appears that the only shareholders in the appellant 
company arc White, Comstock, Watson, of Montreal, who owns 
one share, and Itendel & Brown, of New York, who each hold 
one share.

Such being the state of facts, I am unable to understand upon 
what possible ground an order staying the action could be made.

If it had been shewn that the appellants were merely agents 
for. and that the money owing by the respondents was really 
owed to, a German or Austrian person, firm or corporation, it 
would have been proper to have stayed the action during the 
war; but that is not shewn; the contrary is proved.

The case of Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great Britain) 
Limited v. Daimler Co. Limited, [1915] 1 K.B. 893, establishes 
that, even if all the shareholders in an English company and 
some of its directors are German or Austrian subjects, that 
affords no ground for staying an action brought by the company.

I am .clearly of opinion that the learned Chief Justice ought 
not to have made the order, and that the order must be discharged.

I have had more difficulty in coming to a conclusion as to 
the costs of the motion and of the appeal.

If it had been that the appellants were merely agents, and 
that the money owed by the respondents was owed not to them, 
but to a German or Austrian principal, and that that was known 
to the respondents, it would have been not only the right but the 
duty of the respondents to have resisted payment during the 
war; and I cannot say that, in the circumstances, if, as I think, 
they believed, or at all events suspected, that the appellants 
were not principals but agents of Germans or Austrians, they 
should be mulcted in the costs of the application, though it 
has been unsuccessful, nor do I think that they should be ordered 
to pay the costs of the appeal, as they had succeeded in con
vincing the learned Chief Justice that the circumstances were 
such as to make it proper to stay the action.

Garrow, Maclaren, and Magee, JJ.A., concurred.
Hodgins, J.A.:—Appeal from the order of the Chief Justice 

of the King’s Bench staying proceedings during the war, on the 
ground that payment will be for the benefit of the enemy.
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It was argued that the material on which the order was 
made was insufficient. Possibly that is so; if the matter is treated 
as arising in an ordinary action under normal conditions. But, in 
time of war, I believe that, notwithstanding such lack, it is 
the duty of the King's Courts, when seized of the matter, to 
satisfy themselves that nothing is permitted or sanctioned that 
may result in the smallest evasion of the legislation passed for 
the safety of the realm or of the Proclamations under it.

In Hex v. Kupfer, [1915] 2 K.B. 321, a case where the prisoner 
was convicted of making a payment for the benefit of the enemy, 
he having paid a sum of money (for which he himself as well as 
enemy subjects were liable to a neutral) to a London bank 
which had a branch in Holland, with instructions to credit the 
neutral, thus extinguishing the indebtedness of the enemy sub
jects to that neutral, Lord Reading, C\.L, speaking for the Court, 
said (p. 340): “We desire to make it quite plain in this Court 
that the offence of trading with the enemy is a serious offence 
and should be dealt with seriously by those whose duty it is to 
try these cases.”

The payment sought to be recovered will, it is here alleged, 
be for the benefit of the enemy; and, if the rule is stringently 
applied in the case of a criminal offence, it can hardly be sug
gested that it should not prevail in civil actions.

It is in this spirit that the matter should be looked at, and 
not as if it were a question of onus or presumption.

The goods in question were buttons supplied on almost every 
day between the 9th February and the 13th May, 1915, in com
paratively small lots and to various departments; the largest 
item being $911.04 on the 6th May, 1915. The total, with 
interest, is $7,550.27. About the 6th May, 1915, the question 
was raised by the respondents, whether the payment to Dicker- 
hoff Raffloer & Company of Canada Limited (referred to here
after ns the Canadian company), from whom the respondents 
had purchased the goods, would not be a payment to or for the 
benefit of alien enemies; and on the 6th May the respondents 
said they would pay if a satisfactory letter was given “to the 
effect that the money would not go to the benefit of a country 
at war with Great Britain.” The response sent on that day 
contained the assurance: "We will guarantee that none of the
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Canadian company’s money will be sent to Germany or Austria 
during the war.”

This is not what was asked for, and evades the element of 
indirect benefit. It may or may not have any significance that 
on the 10th May the appellant company was formed, and a 
transfer of all the assets of the company offering that guaranty 
was made to the appellants, who are now seeking to compel 
payment, the guaranty, being thus valueless even if sufficient 
in form.

Both the appellants and the Dickerhoff company are Canadian 
corporations, and the evidence is that they have no alien enemy 
shareholders. Hence, primâ facie, the appellants, if the claim has 
been properly assigned, will be entitled to judgment. But the 
point raised is much more far-reaching than that, and the diffi
culty is chiefly caused by the appellants themselves not making 
it clear what are the financial relations between them and the 
parties or corporation in New York, whose Canadian business 
they acquired. It is evident from Mr. White’s letter of the 1st 
May, 1915 (exhibit A), that the Canadian company had an 
“account in German office,” which, I presume, means either 
their German office or the German office of the New York Dicker
hoff company. The letter states that this account was “can
celled” as soon as war was declared. Mr. White’s affidavit adds 
the information that on the outbreak of war “all remittances to 
Germany and Austria, directly or indirectly, by the Canadian com
pany or by any one on its behalf, were immediately stopped.”

Mr. White further says in his letter: “A separate account is 
kept in New York for the Canadian company;” and in his affidavit 
he says (para. 5): “In the foregoing connection, the explanation 
of my letter to Mr. Vaughan of May 6th, 1915, referred to in 
Mr. Vaughan’s affidavit as exhibit B, is that Dickerhoff Raffloer 
& Company, the predecessor of the Canadian company, and, as 
aforesaid, an American corporation of New York, acted as banker 
for the Canadian company, receiving from time to time money 
from it and from time to time paying out such money for the 
account of the Canadian corporation. The American corporation 
kept a separate account of the money so received and disbursed, 
the same being the sole and exclusive property of the Canadian 
company handling such money as banker and not otherwise.”

As to the stock in trade of the Canadian company, the fol-
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lowing is from Mr. White’s letter: “All German and Austrian 
goods in stock were shipped and paid for prior to the declaration 
of war.” “The remainder of our stock of German and Austrian 
made goods is now very limited.”

In his affidavit this statement is made in reference to the goods 
the price of which is now sued for (para. 4) : “The goods so sold had 
all been purchased by the said corporation of Dickerhoff Raffloer & 
Company of Canada Limited, for its own account,which corporation 
had the sole and absolute title to the same and the sole and 
exclusive interest therein and in and to the proceeds thereof, and 
as to which goods and the proceeds thereof the said corporation 
of Dickerhoff Raffloer & Company of Canada Limited acted as 
principal, and not as agent, factor, or commission salesman, and 
was not liable for an accounting therefor to any one except its 
shareholders and creditors.”

From these facts, if Mr. White’s letter is read as well as his 
affidavit, there may fairly be deduced these conclusions: that 
the Canadian company was at the outbreak of war buying direct 
from Germany and Austria, and remitting directly there; that 
the goods “in stock” on the date of Mr. White’s letter, the 1st 
May, 1915, were purchased and paid for prior to the declaration 
of war; that these goods cannot include those delivered to the 
respondents prior to that date, i.e., amounting to $6,308.10; that 
as to all the goods sold to the respondents the appellants were 
the owners and solely interested therein; and that the American 
company acted and still acts as banker for the Canadian com
pany, and kept and keeps a separate account for it as such banker; 
and that remittances to Germany and Austria, directly or indirect
ly, by the Canadian company or by any one on its behalf, were, 
on the outbreak of war, immediately stopped.

These conclusions naturally raise the question whether the 
goods to the amount of $6,308.10, delivered prior to the date of 
Mr. White’s letter, as to the purchase of which no information 
is given, were paid for direct before the war, or whether their 
value still represents an indebtedness to Germany outstanding 
in the form of bills of exchange; why, on the cancellation of the 
Canadian company’s account in the German office, a similar 
account was opened with the American firm as bankers instead 
of in a regular bank; and whether that firm or the Canadian
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OMT‘ company would, on receipt of the amount now sued for, liquidate
8. C. that indebtedness, if it still exists, out of that account. The
yyjuTO fact that the Canadian company owned the goods and were

T Eaton the proceeds is not inconsistent with the fact that they
Co. Ltd. may still owe for them, and that payment may yet have to

Hod~YA be made to holders of negotiable instruments for the benefit of
the German vendors.

It may be that the explanations given are intended in effect 
to cover these matters, but they do not in terms or by necessary 
implication do so. The order of the learned Chief Justice will 
prevent any possible breach of the Proclamation. Should it be 
reversed, unless it is clearly established that its reversal will 
not change the situation in that regard?

It is well pointed out in Hex v. Kupfer, [1915] 2 K.B. at p. 
336, that the prohibition is intended to prevent payments which 
in any way enure to the benefit of the enemy :—“ The first question 
is, what is the meaning of the words ‘for the benefit of an enemy?’ 
In our judgment those words were deliberately introduced for 
the purpose of preventing devices, tactics, and various means by 
which mercantile houses might seek, but for those words, to 
make payments indirectly, notwithstanding that there is an 
express prohibition of a direct payment. It was doubtless con
sidered, that in making this Proclamation it was necessary to 
cover that ground and to throw the net wide in order that there 
should not be this means of evading the law and therefore of 
assisting the enemy by adding 1o or protecting his resources. 
Those words are very wide, and must be construed to have a 
very wide application. It is not necessary or desirable to define 
exactly the meaning of the words. They arc intended to cover the 
making of payments to the enemy by afiy device or by any 
recourse to indirect means.”

What these indirect means may be is suggested in His Majesty's 
Advocate v. Innis, [1915] S.C. (J.) 40, by the Lord Justice 
General, who at p. 42, says: “A trader in this country who desires, 
or has an intention, or proposes, to trade with the enemy may well 
select as an intermediary any person resident in a neutral country, 
even though that person is not, at the time when a communication 
is addressed to him, a representative either of the proposed buyer 
or of the proposed seller. The statutory crime is that of indirectly 
supplying goods or procuring the supply of goods, or trading with
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the enemy, and one of the ways in which a man may indirectly 
effect his purpose is by selecting an intermediary through whose 
intervention he will secure his aim; and it does not appear to 
me to be necessary to say that that intermediary is, at the moment 
when he is selected, the active agent or representative of the 
intending purchaser or the intending seller.”

That case, and others such as Moss v. Donohoe (1916), 32 
Times L.R. 343 (P.C.), His Majesty's Advocate v. Hetherington, 
[1915] S. C. (J.) 79, and Rex v. Oppenheimer, [1915] 2 K.B. 755 
(C.A.), shew that the Courts treat the prohibition in the orders 
in council as absolute, universal, and subject to no exception 
whatsoever arising from considerations usually applied in mer
cantile law7.

The appellants seem to have avoided meeting the exact point 
raised by the respondents—will this judgment result in a payment 
being made “for the benefit of the enemy,” just as the proposed 
guaranty evaded it ?

With two shareholders in New York who arc; lawyers, one 
of whom apparently instructed this action, it would be easy to 
state exactly just what the facts are with regard to payment for 
the goods in question. Is it outstanding in any form, and will 
this money, whether it is called “the Canadian company’s money,” 
or whether it becomes that of another party, be paid for the 
benefit of the enemy?

I am unable to see why the guaranty was not given as asked 
and in the terms suggested, if, as is argued, there is no possibility 
of the money finding its way “to the benefit of a country at war 
with Great Britain.”

While I am not satisfied on these points, I do not think the 
order made is the appropriate one under the circumstances. The 
appellants are in strict law entitled to judgment for the claim, 
unless that judgment would have the effect of bringing about a 
payment in contravention of the Proclamation. At present, and 
on the material before the Court, I cannot say that it must have 
that result. On the other hand, I am not satisfied that the facts 
are fully disclosed. There is no provision at present in our law 
for the intervention of a public custodian, but there is jurisdiction 
to stay execution until fulfilment of any condition (Rule 537), 
or to direct the money to be paid into Court (Rule 534), with leave 
to the appellants to apply to issue execution or for payment out
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on satisfying a Judge of the Supreme Court that no breach of the 
Proclamation is intended or will occur.

In this I am practically following the course adopted by Mr. 
Justice Rowlatt in Schmitz v. Van dcr Veen and Co. (1915), 112 
L.T.R. 991. See also Guyot-Guenin & Son v. Clyde Soap Co., 
(1915) 2 Scots L.T. 244.

I think the appeal should be allowed, and judgment entered 
for the appellants, who may elect as to a stay of execution or 
payment into Court. The costs of the application before the 
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench and of this appeal should lie 
dealt with by the Judge before whom the suggested motion may 
be made. Appeal allowed; Hodoins, J.A., dissenting.

CAPITAL TRUST CO. v. YELLOWHEÀD PASS COAL & COKE CO.
JOHNSTON ft BOON, Ltd. v. CAPITAL TRUST CO.

Alberta Supreme Court, Heck, J. July 8, 1816.

Chattel mortgage (§ III—30)—Trust deed securing deben
tures—Floating charge or security—Registration.]—Action to de
termine priorities of debenture holders over creditors.

J. E. Wallbridge, K.C., for Capital Trust Co.
H. H. Parlee, K.C., for Johnston & Boon.
Beck, J.:—I have to decide the question of law whether a 

trust deed executed for the purpose of securing the future pur
chasers of debentures of the Yellowhead Coal and Coke Co. and 
creating a floating charge uj>on all the assets of the company 
is, or is not, so far as the rights of the debenture holders to priority 
over the ordinary creditors depend upon the floating charge, 
invalid, by reason of the admitted fact that the trust deed was 
not registered as a chattel mortgage in accordance with the 
Bills of Sale Ordinance-.

In my opinion the floating charge gives priority to the deben
ture holders notwithstanding the absence of registration. A 
very full account of the history and practice relating to floating 
securities or floating charges is to be found in the Encyc. of the 
Laws of England, 2nd ed., vol. vi., pp. 131, tit. “ Floating Securi
ties.” Reference may be made also to Palmer’s Company Law, 
10th ed., pp. 309 et seq., Ency. of Forms and Free., vol. v., p. 11, 
and vol. vi., p. 501.

Such a charge is in England void against the liquidator of 
the issuing company and any creditor of the company unless it
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is registered under sec. 14, sub-sec. 1(d) of the Companies’ Act, 
1900, with the registrar of companies.

There is no similar provision in our Companies’ Ordinance. 
Two amendments, however, were made which it is pro)nr to 
mention.

By the Statute Law Amendment Act, 1907 (ch. 5, sec. 10), 
provision was made for the renewal of mortgage's made as secur
ity for debentures by filing a copy, etc., with the registrar of 
joint-stock companies.

By the Statute Law Amendment Act, 1909 (ch. 4, sec. 3), it 
was enacted that:—

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Hills of Sale Ordinance or in 
the Ordinance respecting Hire Receipts and Conditional Sales of Goods and 
amendments thereto, any bill of sale, chattel mortgage, etc., . . . resect
ing rolling stock and equipment for use on railways may be registered in the 
oflice of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies; no other registration. . .
shall be necessary and ... no renewal shall be required.

The first amendment would seem to carry the implication that 
mortgages to secure debentures were within the Ordinance amend
ed, the amendment substituting a new method of renewal.

If this implication is to be given effect to, the second amend
ment would seem merely to make an exception of mortgages to 
secure debentures for rolling stock of railways, dispensing with 
registration and renewal under the Bills of Sale Ordinance and 
substituting registration with the registrar. The legislature 
certainly ought to revise this legislation and make the require
ments respecting this class of security clear.

But whatever may be the proper interpretation of these amend
ments it seems to me that they are to be interpreted equally 
with the Ordinance as it originally stood, in the light of the 
principle which has for many years been applied by the Ontario 
Courts to the Ontario Act, from which our Ordinance was origin
ally taken. The same principle, I am satisfied, was applied to 
our Ordinance by the former Supreme Court of N.W.T. That 
principle is that no transaction by way of a bill of sale or chattel 
mortgage is subject to the provisions of the Act or Ordinance if 
the circumstances are of such a character that it does not fall 
within any of the classes of transactions specially provided for 
or that the statutory requirements with respect to the affidavits 
of bond fide» are impossible to be complied with.
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of mortgages to secure the mortgagee “against the endorsement 
of any hills or promissory notes or any other liability by him 
incurred for the mortgagor" in which case the affidavit of bond 
Jides must “truly state the agreement between the parties and 
the extent of the liability intended to be created by such agree
ment and covered by such mortgage" it has l>een held that the 
Act providing for the case of a liability “incurred" does not 
apply to the case of a liability “to be incurred." Mathers v. 
Lynch, 28 U.C.Q.B. 354; Turner v. Mills, 11 U.C.C.P. 366; 
Paterson v. Maughan, 39 U.C.Q.B. 371; O’Donohoe v. Wilson, 
42 U.C.Q.B. 329; Barber v. Macpherson, 13 A.H. (Ont.) 356.

The Ontario cast1 of Johnston v. Wade, 17 O.L.R. 372, applies 
this principle to the case of a floating security, and in effect 
holds that that class of security was never contemplated by the 
legislature as coming within the terms of the original Bills of 
Sale Act. See also Nat. Trust Co. v. Trusts and Guarantee Co., 
5 D.L.R. 459, and Imperial Can. Trust Co. v. Wood, Vallance, 
24 D.L.R. 241. I think that on this principle, which it is now 
too late to contest, the mortgage in the present case was not 
subject to the Ordinance.

However the amendments 1 have referred to may be inter
preted, inasmuch as the mortgage was to secure debentures to 
be afterwards sold—it was not to secure a debt then existing— 
though there may well be a mortgage to secure debentures on 
which the money is actually advanced co-temporaneously with 
the delivery of the debentures and the making of the mortgage, 
and thus a debenture-mortgage to which the Ordinance may 
apply—it was impossible to comply with the provisions of the 
Ordinance, and on the principle stated, the present mortgage is, 
notwithstanding the ambiguous amendments, not subject to the 
Ordinance.

There was one other question for decision, but no sufficient 
material was placed before me to enable me to decide it.

In the result the proper order seems to be that the usual order 
in such cases should go in the plaintiff’s favour in the first action 
and that the second action should be dismissed with costs.

Judgment accordingly.
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McDEVITT v. GROLIER SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Alberta Supreme. Court, Appellate Division, Scott, Stuart, and 

McCarthy, JJ. June SO, 1916.

Principal and agent (§ I—2)—Commissions—Termination 
of agency at will.]—Appeal by the defendant from the judgment 
of the Junior Judge of the District Court at Edmonton in favour 
of the plaintiff, in an action for $132.50 commission upon the 
sale to the Alberta Department of Education of 50 sets of a work 
called “The Book of Knowledge."

McKinnon & Matheson, for respondent.
Bishop d* Pratt, for appellant.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Scott, J.:—As no time was fixed by the agreement between, 

the parties during which the agency should continue, it follows 
that either party to it could determine it at any time and, such 
being the case, it also follows that either party was in a position 
to say to the other at any time “ If the agreement is to continue 
it must be continued upon such terms as I now dictate" and it 
would then be for the other party to say whether it should con
tinue u|xm the terms so dictated.

Even if, under the terms of the original agreement, the plaintiff 
would have been entitled to a commission upon the sale made 
by him to the Department of Education, the fact that he was 
notified long before he made the sale that he would not be paid 
a commission upon such a sale, in my view, clearly disentitles him 
to recover any such commission.

1 would allow the appeal with costs and direct that judgment 
be entered in the Court below for the defendant with costs.

Appeal allowed.

VAN AALST v. VAN AALST.
Alberta Supreme Court, A pollute Division, Scott, Stuart, Beck, and 

McCarthy, JJ. June SO, 1916.

Husband and wife ($ II A—50)—Separation agreement— 
Power to wife to sell land at fixed price—Mortgage—Liability of 
husband's surety.]—Appeal from the judgment of Simmons, J., 
in an action upon a separation agreement. Affirmed.

(ieorge Boss, K.C., for London & Lancashire Acc. Co., defend
ants, appellants.

R. C. Burns, for defendant Van Aalst.
Malcolm R. McDonald, for plaintiff, respondent.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Beck, J.:—The action involves a separation agreement the 

construction of which is sufficiently difficult on its face, but is 
made more so by the subsequent conduct of the parties. The 
action was commenced on October 2, 1915. I shall summarize 
the agreement, quoting such clauses as it is necessary to construe. 
The agreement is dated October 1, 1913, and is made between 
the husband (defendant) and the wife (plaintiff). It recites 
unhappy differences and an agreement to live apart. It recites 
that there arc issue of the marriage two boys aged 5 and 2 years.

It is agreed by the husband:—
1. That the wife may live separate, etc. 2. That the husband will furnish 

a bond in the sum of S3,(KM) to secure the payment to the wife of all moneys 
which she may be entitled to receive from the husband under the terms of 
this agreement, either by way of loan or otherwise, for 3 years from January 
1, 1914, ami uj>on each yearly renewal of the bond the amount of the same 
shall be reduced by the amount of the payments secured by the bond during 
the preceding year. (The defendant, the London A Lancashire Guarantee A 
Accident Co. of Canada, gave the bond called for by this provision.) 3. This 
provides for the transfer by the husband to the wife free of encumbrances of 
certain lands listed in schedule “A.” (This transfer w as made.) 4. That the 
husband will pay to the wife for the maintenance and sup|>ort of herself and 
the children of the parties hereto the sum of $100 on the 1st day of each of 
the months of October, November and December, 1913, and of the months of 
January, February and March, 1914. (These payments were made.) And 
will thereafter advance and loan to the wife, on the 1st day of each and every 
month, the sum of $100 or such lesser amount as will with the income then 
being derived by the wife from the properties described in schedule “A” hereto 
or from any other investments made with the proceeds of the sale of said 
pro; ht ties or any of them, make a total monthly income of $175; and such 
monthly loans shall cease so soon as the wife is in receipt of a monthly income 
of $175 from said properties or any of them; and having ceased at any time 
at or after three years from the 1st January, 1914, shall not be revived. 5- 
This provides that the husband is to pay all taxes, etc., against the lands 
owing prior to the 1st January, 1913, and that all taxes for the year 1913 shall 
be apportioned as of the date hereof. 6. This provides that, the wife shall 
have the custody of the children.

It is agreed by the wife:—
1. That she w ill not take any steps to compel cohabitation, etc. 2. That 

she will not pledge the husband’s credit, etc. 3. That she will educate the 
children, etc. 4. That until the husband shall have received from the wife 
all moneys which he may hereafter become entitled to receive from her under 
the terms of this agreement, one-fourth part of all moneys derived by the wife 
from time to time from the sale of any of the properties described in schedule 
“A” hereto shall be applied in payment to the husband of the moneys loaned 
by the husband to the wife as hereinbefore provided, and such interest there
on (if any) as he may be entitled to receive; and the wife shall account there-
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for every 6 mont lis from the date of thia agreement. 5. That, until the wife him 
fully paid to the husband all moneys advanced or loaned by the husband to the 
wife under the terms of this agrément and such interest (if any) as he may be 
entitled to, and the husband has ceased to be liable for any further advances to 
the wife, the husband shall have a lien or charge upon tho pro|ierlicsdescribed 
in schedule" B” hereto and shall be entitled to lodge a caveat in the Land Titles 
Office for the South Alberta Land Registration District claiming an interest in 
the said lands, and will, at his own ex|>ense, withdraw such caveat when all his 
liability to the wife hereunder has ceased, and when repaid all advances made 
by him together with such interest as may be payable to him. fi. That she 
will proceed to sell the properties described in schedule "C” hereto so soon ns 
she can do so at prices not less t han the prices set opjxmite same in said schedule, 
and if she has not repaid to the husband all moneys advanced ami loaned by 
him as hereinbefore provided at the expiration of IK months from January 1, 
1914, then the balance remaining unpaid to the husband, as well as all moneys 
advanced by him thereafter, shall bear interest at the rate of eight per cent, 
per annum, which shall be paid by the wife to the husband.

Then follows a general release- by the wife of any daims against 
the husband.

The lands designated in schedules “B” and “C” arc all in- 
duded in sdiedule “A.”

It is admitted that the wife used every reasonable effort to 
sell the lands designated in schedule “A” without success. Those 
in schedule “C” were admittedly not salable at the prices fixed 
in the schedule; those prices having been fixed when the real 
estate market was active and before the prices of land generally 
had dropped. The husband was in default in making advances 
under the agreement when the action was commenced. He was 
not, however, in default on September 11, 1914, on which date 
the wife placed a mortgage upon certain property designated in 
schedule “C” for a loan of $2,000. This money she used for the 
most part in paying taxes, $514, and $1,100 in erecting a house 
upon one of the properties, which she says is rented for $10 a 
month, and that being, she says, almost two-thirds of her monthly 
income.

It is urged against the plaintiff that in making the mortgage 
she was doing something in conflict or inconsistent with the terms of 
agreement. It seems to me that this is not so. All the lands 
in schedule “A” were transferred to her free of encumbrances 
for the sole benefit of herself and her children, subject only to 
this: that one-quarter share of the proceeds was to be applied 
in paying back to the husband any advance made by him to her 
by way of loan. As far as the children are concerned she was

ALTA.
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unrestricted as to her dealings with the lands. As far as the 
husband is concerned it must be taken that she was, by l>eing 
made the owner—the registered owner—given absolute control 
of the lands except in so far as the terms of the agreement clearly 
restrict her control ; even where there is a restriction the question 
may at some time arise under some aspects whether the restric
tion attached to the land or operated merely as an implied coven
ant on the wife’s part.

Clause 4 of the agreement makes it clear affirmatively that 
the agreement contemplated that the Wife might sell any or all 
of the lands transferred.

Clause 5 implies the wife’s right to sell, if not the particular 
lands mentioned in schedule B, all the rest of the lands, for it 
expressly provides that the husband may file a caveat against 
the lands particularly designated in schedule “B.” However, 
no question arises in the present action about these particular 
lands.

Clause t> does put a restriction upon the price at which the 
wife may sell the lands designated in schedule “C.”

The wife being then the absolute owner of the lands desig
nated in schedule “C” prima facie she could deal with them as 
she saw fit—e.g., build up them, lease them, mortgage them; 
the only restriction placed upon her dealing with them was that 
she should proceed to sell them as soon as she could do so at a 
price not less than the prices fixed in the schedule. “Proceed” 
in this context can mean only “endeavour.” It is possible that 
the obligation was fulfilled and terminated and satisfied by her 
admittedly bonâ Jide attempt to sell. But if the proper meaning 
is that she is under obligation to endeavour to sell as often as 
conditions seem to make it likely that the listed prices can be 
obtained—and such conditions seem unlikely to arise within any 
measurable period of time—I think her rights as owner arc not 
to be cut down for an indefinite period of time. She is under no 
personal obligation to the husband to pay the taxes on any of 
the lands; the agreement makes it clear enough that the only 
source from which it was expected she could pay such charges 
was the proceeds of the sale of some of the lands. As she had 
failed to sell any of the lands, and as taxes were accumulating 
against them, she, apparently hoping to make a portion of them 
revenue producing, was beyond question entitled to raise moneys
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for either or both of these purposes by a mortgage upon some of 
the lands of which she was the owner. I see no ground for 
excluding the lands in schedule “C” from this power of the wife, 
unless it were shewn that so dealing with them would be a fraud 
upon the husband, and there is no evidence or suggestion that she 
acted otherwise throughout than with entire good faith.

Indeed, I am inclined to think it would have been sufficient 
to say that she was the owner; she was restricted at most only 
to this extent : that she was not to sell at less than fixed prices; 
she committed no breach of this obligation, for to mortgage1 is 
not to sell.

It was only on the» ground that by plaeing this mortgage 
upon lanel in schedule “C” the wife liael committed a breach of 
the agreement anel prejudiced or endangered the rights of the 
Guarantee Company as surety for the husbanel that it was con
tended that the Guarantee1 Company was discharged.

As I have indicated, I think there was no breach of the agree
ment by the wife. The ( iuarantee ( ompany is therefore, in my 
opinion, liable. In this conclusion I agree with the trial Judge.

There was no cross-appeal.
I think, therefore, that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment 

against both the defendant Van Aalst and the Guarantee ('om
pany for the amount indicated by the trial Judge. The plaintiff 
should have the costs of the appeal and the costs below.

Appeal dismissed.
KORCZYNSKI v. COCKSHUTT PLOW CO.

Alberta Supreme Court, A p pell ate Division, Srott, Stuart, Heck and 
McCarthy, JJ. June SO, 1916.

Chattel mortgage (§ V—52)—Discharge—Debts covered— 
Novation—Failure to insure—Discharge of surety.]—Appeal from 
the judgment of the Chief Justice, in favour of plaintiff in an 
action asking for a declaration that a mortgage from the plaintiff 
to the defendant has been discharged, and a counterclaim by 
the defendant asking for a personal judgment against the plain
tiff. Affirmed.

O. M. Biggar, K.C., for resjxmdent.
Lougheed, Bennett & Co., for defendant, appellant.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Beck, J.:—There are really only three transactions in ques

tion: (1) A sum of $54, balance on notes given by one Bahry.
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ACTA. (2) A sum of $100, an indebtedness incurred by the plaintiff 
8. C. to the defendant while acting as selling and commission agent 

for the company at Innisfrce. This sum was paid after action 
brought. (3) A sum of $1,200 odd, being the balance owmg by 
one Hartwick to the defendant on the settlement of his account 
as their selling and commission agent during the year 1012.

The mortgage from the plaintiff to the defendant recites that 
the plaintiff and one Rahry had been appointed agents for the 
sale of machinery supplied by the mortgagees at the town of 
Mundare, and that the mortgagor had agreed to execute the 
mortgage as collateral security to and for the payment of the 
indebtedness of himself and the said Rahry from time to time to 
the said mortgagees for said implements or stock-in-trade supplied 
and then contains two covenants, the one, that the plaintiff will 
pay the several sums of money which may remain due from time 
to time to the mortgagee by the said Rahry and himself on demand 
with interest, etc.; mid the other that the taking of any collateral 
security shall not affect the mortgage but that it shall remain 
absolute and binding so long as the said firm of Rahry and “my
self” (the plaintiff) “or myaelf” shall remain indebted to the 
mortgagee. Then follows the mortgaging clause “for the better 
securing of such sums or sum or such indebtedness.”

The Chief Justice, the trial Judge, found that the first item 
—the balance of $54 remaining owing on a note by Rahry—was 
not covered by the mortgage; that although it was given in respect 
of an indebtedness for which the defendant might have looked 
to the firm composed of Rahry and Korczynski, yet the defendant 
had, during the term of the partnership, taken Rahry’s individual 
note for the amount, Rahry as between himself and the plaintiff 
being really liable for it and had thereby created a novation 
whereby Rahry was accepted as the sole debtor and the plaintiff 
released. I think this was the correct view.

As to the second item—$100, beside the fact that after the 
commencement of the action it had been paid the trial Judge held 
that it was not a debt covered by the mortgage; that the mort
gage covered only liabilities incurred cither by the partnership 
or by the plaintiff alone in connection with the business at Mun
dare and that this was made still clearer by the fact that there 
was a final settlement between the defendant on the one part and
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the partnership and the plaintiff on the other part of all liability 
in respect of the Munclare business. I think this view was right.

The remaining item of .$1,200 odd is for the same reason not 
covered by the mortgage; but the question remains whether the 
defendant is entitled to a personal judgment for the amount or 
any part of it. *

The trial Judge held that the defendant company was estopped 
from recovering from the plaintiff any balance owing by Hartwiek 
in respect of the business of 1012 by reason of the conduct of one 
James, and with his conclusion I agree.

There is a provision in the contract between Hartwiek and 
the company that he should insure from loss or damage by fire 
by a policy in the company's name all goods in his possession.

If the insurance was effected, the company ought to have 
seen that it received the insurance money and credited it; if 
it was not effected the company was more than passively negli
gent and so are responsible for the loss to the plaintiff as surety. 
Watts v. Shvttleworth, 7 H. & N. 353.

On the same principle I think that to the extent that by the 
direction of James or even by his consent, moneys, the proceeds 
of the sale of goods comprised in the contract for 1912—which 
was expressly a conditional sale, reserving the ownership to the 
company—went to Hartwiek instead of to the company, the 
plaintiff is entitled to have these moneys credited as against him 
on Hartwiek's indebtedness. (See generally De Colyar on 
Guarantees, 3rd cd., p. 438 and Halsbury’s Laws of England, 
vo . Guarantee, p. 558).

I think the company was bound by James’ representations, 
which evidently the trial Judge interpreted in the sense in which 
the plaintiff took them; that it is established that the plaintiff 
acted upon them to his prejudice, by assisting Hartwiek to dispose 
of his property and by refraining from taking steps to indemnify 
himself; and that therefore the plaintiff has established an 
estoppel against the company.

I think, too, that the plaintiff was released by reason of what 
I have said as to the insurance and the permitted receipts of 
moneys by Hartwiek. It may l>e that if this were fully investi
gated it might api>enr that the loss was less than the total liability 
of Hartwiek for which the plaintiff was liable on his guaranty 
and was, therefore, only a partial discharge; but, under the
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circumstances, 1 think the burden had shifted to the defendant 
to shew—what was rather within their knowledge than than of 
the plaintiff—what were the precise amounts of these moneys.
I would affirm the judgment of the Chief Justice and dismiss the 
appeal with costs. Appeal dismissed.

HARVEY v. MITCHELL.

Alberta Supreme Court, Ap/tellatc Division, Srott, Stuart, Heck and 
McCarthy, JJ. June S, 1916.

Execution (§ II—15)—Proceedings to declare debtor owner of 
property — Fraudulent conveyance — Family settlement — Trust — 
flood faith.]—Appeal by defendants from the judgment of Walsh, 
J. Reversed.

Lougheed, Bennett <fr Co., for plaintiffs, respondents.
Laidlaw, Blanchard d* Band, for defendants, appellants.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Beck, J.:—This is an action by an execution creditor of 

Wm. Mitchell asking for a declaration that the execution debtor 
is the sole and beneficial owner (1) of certain horses and cattle 
claimed by Isabella Mitchell; (2) of certain shares in the Marshall- 
Mitchell Hardware Co. Ltd. standing in her name but claimed 
by David Mitchell, Bryce Mitchell, and Isabella Mitchell ; (3) 
of certain shares in the Redeliff Rolling Mills Ltd. standing in 
the names respectively of H. A. Hunter and Harry Yuill; and 
(4) of certain lands standing in the name of James Mitchell. 
These different claimants, and they only, are defendants.

Walsh, J., before whom the case was tried without a jury, 
found (1) that the horses and cattle were the property of Isabella 
Mitchell and the execution debtor in equal shares; (2) that the 
shares in the Marshall-Mitchell Co. were the property of David 
Mitchell and Bryce Mitchell; (3) that the shares in the Redeliff 
Rolling Mills Co. were the property of Hunter & Yuill; (4) 
that the execution debtor was the beneficial owner of the land.

Items 2 and 3 were thus decided against the plaintiff and the 
action in these respects dismissed with costs, i.e., against David 
Mitchell, Bryce Mitchell, Hunter & Yuill.

The defendant Isabella Mitchell appeals as to the horses and 
cattle; the defendant James Mitchell as to the land. There 
is no appeal by the plaintiff.

James Mitchell, senior, left a will whereof he appointed his
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wife, Isabella Mitchell, sole executrix and guardian of his infant 
children, in addition, the will contained only the following dis
position:—

1 give all my property unto my said wife to hold in trust for my children 
during her life, ami at her death the said property is to he divided equally 
amongst my children who being sons attain the age of twenty-one years or 
being daughters attain that age or marry.

After a time the mother promised with the approval of all 
that if they all worked together she would give each “a start in 
life.” In the course of time several of the boys were provided 
for, Bryce and David were given the shares already referred to 
in the Marshall-Mitchell Hardware Co., John, it seems, has not 
yet been provided for, but the Elk water homestead has been 
subdivided into building lots and he is living there and has had 
charge of the selling of the lots. None of the girls have yet been 
provided for. Even as to the children who have been provided 
for, including Alexander who was “started” by his father, it is 
not absolutely clear that in each case it was intended on either 
side that what they received was to be taken as a complete and 
final settlement.

William, being in charge of the ranehingbusiness, which had been 
been carried on by the father asa squatter on Dominion Government 
lands, made a number of applications to the government for grazing 
leases and afterwards for the purchase of some of these and other 
lands. These applications extended over a number of years. 
They were all made by William in his own name. The regulations 
of the Department called for statutory declarations of the appli
cant shewing that he was the owner of a certain number of live
stock which he was prepared to. place upon the land to be 
leased and shewing from year to year that he was the owner of a 
certain number of livestock which had during the previous season 
been grazing upon the land.

A number of such statutory declarations were made by William 
from time to time, the cattle referred to therein being the cattle 
left by his father or their increase by issue or purchase and he 
stating that he was the owner. It does not appear whether or 
not the whole circumstances were known to, or made known by 
William to the agent of the Dominion Government and by him 
made known to the Department at Ottawa. Had they been, 
1 feel quite satisfied that the Department would have decided
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that the spirit at least of the regulations had been conformed 
to and that the applications should not be refused on the ground 
that William was not the owner. I think, too, that it is at least 
quite arguable that the result of the arrangement made by the 
family was that William was constituted a trustee. When he 
sold cattle or horses was he not a trustee of the proceeds? And 
if of the proceeds, why not of the animals before sale? Having 
placed him in the position they did, I should say that it was clear 
that when, as he did later, he pledged or mortgaged the live stock 
in order to acquire more, the other members of the family could 
not be heard to say to the pledgees or mortgagees that he was not 
the owner; the ground of the estoppel would, I think, be that 
they had constituted him their trustee. Whether or not this 
view is correct there is nothing to indicate any deliberate or 
intentional wrongdoing on William’s part or an intention to 
act in his own interest to the exclusion of the rest of the family. 
Even had there been, the property acquired by William surely 
would, as between himself and those for whom he was in truth 
acting, not be his to their exclusion.

There was an account opened in the Canadian Bank of Com
merce at Medicine Hat in the name of "William and Isabella 
Mitchell"; the first item in which is a discount to the amount 
of 11,474.35 on July 22, 1906.

Notwithstanding the terms of the will it seems to have been 
the accepted view of all the members of the family that the mother 
had a beneficial interest in the estate during her life. Apart from 
the question of William having become a trustee of the ranch 
business, and having acquired property in his own name, the legal 
title to the property of the estate was in the mother as executrix. 
Asked how William’s name came to be in the bank account, she 
said;—

I am responsible for it you know, for I have the stock, but the banker 
suggested him. He thought it would give him a reslHinsibility lor looking 
after it, to my interest you see.

There passed through this account all the transactions relating 
to the ranching business which in the course of time assumed large 
proportions; securities on the live stock being taken under sec. 
88 of the Bank Act. There also passed through this account the 
t ransactions relating to the acquiring of the shares in the Marshall- 
Mitchell Co., which were transferred to David and Bryce Mitchell.
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who in this connection gave the hank a bond for $15,000 anil 
joined in a promissory note—January 24, 1912—for $14,671.77 
with interest at 8 per cent, per annum signed also by William 
on behalf of “I. and W. Mitchell,” he having a power of attorney 
from his mother; and this note was discoimted by the bank.

Some time in 1911, apparently, William, who was in ill health, 
gave up being in charge of the ranch and having decided to go 
into the real estate business in Medicine Hat, received out of the 
estate in cash in 1911 or 1912 about $12,(XX) as bis “start.” 
This was with the approval of the mother and such of the children 
as she could consult. James in 1913 was given at the request of 
the mother a transfer by William of the ranching lands. He had 
already taken William’s place on the ranch. This transfer was, 
the mother says, intended to be an absolute transfer to James as 
his “start,” the live stock remaining the property of the estate.

Now, it was after William had le ft the ranch and had got his 
start that he entered into the transaction out of which arose the 
plaintiff’s claim. It was undoubtedly his own personal affair in 
which no other m<‘mber of the family had any interest whatever. 
It is true that the account of “I. and W. Mitchell” was used for 
the purposes of a part of the transaction; but I cannot see that 
that fact has any bearing on the question of the ownership of 
the live stock or of the lands which for the reasons I have indicated 
I think were beneficially the property of all the children in equal 
shares, excepting those who had already been given their “start,” 
subject, perhaps, to some adjustments between themselves, 
until given to a beneficiary as his share in the property of the 
estate.

As to the transfer of the land to James, then; is nothing to 
disprove the assertion that it was in good faith given him as his 
“start.” Even if there might be a doubt about this and it were 
given to him owing to William having got into difficulties and 
for fear it might be made available for William’s debts, William 
certainly, in my opinion, had no interest—or no ascertainable 
interest—in it. He had previously got his “start.”

So far as the plaintiff seeks to attack any of the transactions 
of the members of the family on the ground of fraud, in my 
opinion, he fails entirely. All the; transactions were, I think, 
lumû fide transactions of the character which the Court designates 
family arrangements which the Court favours.

:n -30D.L.R.
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The mere fact that a transaction is attacked on the ground 
of fraud does not throw any burden on the defendant. The 
plaintiff must prove his case as in any other case. It is only 
when the circumstances of the case, when they are made to 
api>ear, and the manner in which the evidence is given, raise great 
suspicion that an onus may be thrown upon the defendant, 
where it is or ought to be in his power to shew by a full and candid 
disclosure the righteousness of the impeached transaction. I 
find no such cast1 here; and I do not understand the trial Judge 
to have decided the cast» on any such ground but on the ground, 
as to the live stock, that on the virtually undisputed facts William 
had become the beneficial owner of a half interest, and as to the 
land transferred to James, that it too on the virtually undisputed 
facts had also become the property of William and that the* only 
fraud the trial Judge meant to find was in its transfer from William 
to James.

Bo far, therefore, as the case is based on fraud, I think the 
plaintiff fails.

As to the live stock, the case was rather based on the conten
tion that William was the beneficial owner of it. For the reasons 
which I have indicated, I think this is not so, even as to a one-half 
interest.

The action as framed, in my opinion, fails both as to the live 
stock and the land. I do not think it open in this action for the 
plaintiff to ask for any declaration that William has any beneficial 
interest other than the whole interest remaining in any of the 
property—even the live stock—as being a beneficiary along with 
the other members of the family. To justify such a declaration, 
all the children as well as the mother should have been parties. 
Such a declaration would have to be preceded by an account 
involving the interests of all the members of the family and it 
would have to be ascertained whether the “starts” given to 
several of the children were or were not a full settlement of their 
respective interests. The four daughters are not parties and 
such of the sons as are parties were made parties in a different 
aspect.

If the present action is finally dismissed there is nothing to 
prevent the plaintiff as an execution creditor of William bringing 
an action of account against the proper parties, but in view of
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the evidence before me, I should think it quite unlikely to lie 
successful.

For the reasons indicated I think the appeal should lie allowed 
with costs and the action dismissed with costs. Appeal allowed.

LITTLE v. HILL.
British Columbia Supreme Court, Macdonald, J. August 1, 1916.

Mortgage (§ VI B—75)—Foreclosure—Default in interest.]— 
Action for foreclosure of mortgage.

W\ W. Walsh, for plaintiff.
Macdonald, J.:—The registrar has referred to the Judge in 

Chambers the question as to whether an order for foreclosure 
should be granted herein. It appears the mortgage in question 
has no acceleration clause and does not purport to be under the 
Short Forms of Mortgages Act. There is no principal in arrear 
under the terms of the mortgage, but interest payable thereunder 
is overdue. In that event I think the plaintiff is entitled to 
judgment as there has been a breach on the part of the mortgagor 
in the condition upon which he held the property. The mortgage 
transferred the legal estate to the mortgagee but a right of redemp
tion remained in the mortgagor subject to the performance on 
his part inter alia of the due payment of principal and interest 
according to the terms of the instrument.

I am supported in my conclusion by the cases cited in Hals- 
hury, vol. 21, p. 277.

The terms of the order for judgment may require consideration 
•-specially as to the relief that might be afforded to the delinquent 
mortgagor. Judgment for plaintiffs.

GAULEY v. BANK OF MONTREAL.
British Columbia Supreme Court, Morrison. J. June 30, 1910.

Fraudulent conveyances (§ III—10)—Mortgage on eve of 
insolvency—u Unjust preference”—Pressure.]—Action by the liqui
dator to set aside mortgage given to a bank. Dismissed.

C. W. Craig, for plaintiff.
Charles Wilson, K.C., for defendant.
Morrison, J.:—From the evidence I am of opinion that the 

bank exercised legitimate pressure1 upon the company and it 
was on that account that they took the various steps complained 
of. Stephens v. McArthur, 19 ('an. 8.C.R. 446. Having regard
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to the substantial advances made by the bank and its treatment 
of the company I do not find any trace of dealings that properly 
may be termed “unjust” within the meaning of the Act.

The main j>oint arising in this case is whether the mortgage 
in question was taken in contemplation of the insolvency of the 
mortgagors and with the intent of obtaining an unjust preference 
over the other creditors. I do not think that the presumption 
created by the statute against transactions of this nature arises, 
having regard to all the circumstances. So that the burden 
lies on the plaintiff who attacks the mortgage to prove that it 
was fraudulent, which has not been discharged to my satisfac
tion. It seems to me that if ordinary banking transactions 
such as this was, being void of all suspicion and inadequacy of 
consideration, furnishing necessary financial assistance free from 
any underhand or secret methods either on the part of the bank 
or the company were to be thus impeached, there would be an 
end to the carrying on of trade and commerce on credit. I do 
not think that the statute strikes at transactions of this kind.

The statute does nut provide that every security given by a debtor, when 
in circumstances of pecuniary embarrassment, shall be void, even though 
those embarrassments afterwards culminate in insolvency. Strong. in 
Mcltac v. While, f) Can. 8.C.R. 22 at 27.

As to the antecedent arrangement made in January, whereby 
the company determined to give the defendants the mortgage, 
I cannot do better than quote from the judgment of Jessel, M.R. 
in Ex Parle Wilkinson; Pc Berry (1883), 22 Ch.l). 788 at 795, 
referring to an agreement by the mortgagees to make further 
advances :—

It ap|K'ars to me that if it is a bond fide promise made not for the mere 
purpose of securing the existing debt, but to enable the debtor to carry on 
his business as before, if it is a bond fide arrangement on both sides, the 
mere fact that there is not a technically binding contract to make further 
advances is not sufficient to lay the arrangement ujien to the objection that 
it was made to defeat or delay creditors and therefore fraudulent and void 
as an act of bankruptcy.

Action dismissed with costs.

STAR S.S. CO. v. CITY OF VANCOUVER AND B.C. ELECTRIC R. CO.

British Columbia Suf/reme Court, Morrison, J. June 19, July 8, 1916.

Bridges (§ II—11)—Defeçtive condition of draw—Collision 
with ship—Liability—Railway and municipality.]—Action for 
negligence causing damage to ship.
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J. N. Ellis, and W. C. Brown, for plaintiff.
Morrison, J.:—(Juno 19)—The plaintiff company is the 

owner of the freight boat “Rapid Transit ”—Myers captain. 
On June 9, 1914, this craft was on its way with freight consigned 
apparently to Messrs. Brockman k Her, whose wharves are 
situate in False (’reek, east of Granville St. bridge, which crosses 
this navigable water some 920 feet away from the Kitsilano 
bridge, which is to the west. Steamers intending to enter False 
Creek and requiring the draws to be opened, first signal to the 
Kitsilano bridge1 to open and then to the Granville St. bridge. 
On the occasion in question the captain of the “Rapid Transit” 
telephoned about noon to the bridge at tender of the Granville 
St. bridge that he intended passing through his bridge about 
2.50 that afternoon. In due course1 the “ Rapiel Transit” signalled 
the first or outside brielge1, which responded!. The1 Granville 
St. brielge “tender” he‘arel anel saw what was transpiring and took 
steps which tumeel out to be futile* te> o]H*n his brielge*. The 
boat proceeded through the Kitsilano bridge, and either whe*n 
passing through or very shortly after, the captain noticed that 
the Granville elraw was not working promptly, but he proceeded 
anel when some distance in between the- bridges variously esti
mated at about 100 feet he realized that the brielge wasn’t ope-ning 
anel by the time he* hael got as far as the Ritchie Coke Bunke-rs 
he saw he* coulel not ge*t through anel then lie* put his engines full 
speed astern. The channel along at this point was at that time 
350 feet wide. There was a strong tide* running, as the evielence 
goe-s to shew, at the rate of from 2 to 4 miles an hour. The* elay 
was fine. The boat was take*n by the current against the brielge 
anel the injuries anel damages complained of resulted. The 
Granville St. bridge is traversed by the line of B.C. Electric 
Railway, the third party hereto, and for some elays previously 
to the accident that company was engageel in making certain 
repairs on the said brielge which necessitated cutting off the* 
electricity which is supplied by the saiel company in ore 1er to 
promptly operate the draw. The brielge teneler hael previously 
called to the attention of the prope-r official of the company the 
fact that there was no connection sufficient to e*nable him to open 
the draw. -Nothing apparently was elone to remedy this elefect 
which was known to both defendants anel unknown to the
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®_ plaintiff <luring the whole of the time material to the issue in 
s. C. question in this trial.

There is, hi my opinion, a preponderance of evidence in sup
port of the plaintiff’s contention that at the time he realized the 
draw would not open the captain of the “Rapid Transit,” an 
experienced navigator in those waters, could not have averted the 
collision with the bridge. “The duty, a breach of which gives 
rise to a cause of action in negligence, is to exercise due care under 
the circumstances.” I think the captain of the “Rapid Transit” 
did so exercise due care. I do not think that the bridge tender 
on this occasion did so exercise due care. It was strongly con
tended on behalf of the defendants that there were three alterna
tives or expedients to which Captain Myers could or should have 
resorted. The first was to cast anchor; the second to tie up to 
the Ritchie wharves on the north side, or lastly to run his ship 
on the south side in the adjoining mud fiat ui>on which at that 
time there might have been 3 or 4 feet of water. There was a 
half tide at the time. And, perhaps, 1 might add a fourth, 
namely, to do what he seemingly in his perplexity did, to keep 
his engines full speed astern.

If one places another in such a situation that he must adopt a |x*i ilous 
alternative, the party so acting is responsible for the consequences. Jonc* 
v. Hoycc (1810), 1 Stark. 4M.

I accept the evidence adduced on behalf of the plaintiff—that 
for the captain to cast anchor when he realised the bridge would 
not open would have been futile; that to attempt to make a 
landing on the north side of tin? fairway would have, in all proba
bility, even if it could have been effected, resulted in disaster, 
and that in order to ground his ship on the» south side it would 
have been necessary for him to have anticipated that the draw 
would not open as he was coming through the Kitsilano bridge, 
a point at which it apiiears that no one expects the Granville 
St. draw to open, as it would retard vehicular traffic on that 
bridge1 unnecessarily long. There is one outstanding circum
stance taken with what I have already found which reconciles 
me to finding in favour of the plaintiff, and that is that the Gran
ville St. tender did not intercept the opening of the Kitsilano 
bridge which if he had done the damages sustained would have 
been averted. He had ample time in which to uiform that 
bridge tender of the condition in which his draw' was. Instea«l
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he took chances ami although he vainly tried to open up, he hi 
reason must have known it was at least doubtful that the draw 
would open in time.

I find that the accident arose through the defective condition 
of the draw on the Granville St. bridge, as before stated, and the 
negligence of the bridge tender in not taking precaution to notify 
the captain of the “Rapid Transit” in time of such defect.

On this branch of the case there will be judgment for the 
plaintiff with costs. The amount of damages, if not agreed uixm 
by counsel, to be s]X)ken to. As to the issue between the defend
ant and the third party, that remains to be later spoken to, if 
necessary. Judgment for plaintiff.

Morhison, J. (July 8):—The proximate cause of the accident 
I have already found to have been the negligence of the bridge 
tender. That was as between the plaintiffs and the city. Now, 
as between the city and the third party, it seems to me quite 
immaterial what contractual relations existed unless the latter 
agreed to insure1 the city against accidents regardless of whether 
the city were or were not negligent in the act which brought about 
the damage's complaineel of. There is no such agreement. Loach 
v. The B.C. Electric li. Co., 23 D.L.R. 4, [1916] 1 A.C. 719., docs not 
apply to a e-ase* of this kinel. The facts—characteristically—are 
ejuite» dissimilar. In that case1 there was no intervening party 
upon which it was sought in the ultimate* result to fasten liability. 
Hael the builders of the tram car in question solel it to the com
pany in a defective condition and the* company knowing of the; 
defect chose1 to use it, re-sulting in elamage to the plaintiff, then 
there* would be a chain of facts in character similar to the case* at 
bar. In a case of that kinel I would be' surprised to learn that the; 
builders could lie helel liable for the result of any negligent use 
te> which the company saw fit to put it.

The city as against the B.C. Ele*ctric Railway may have 
eliffe*re*nt anel effective remedies under the-ir eliffire'iit agreements 
anel arrangements re*sj)e'cting the supply of electricity, but I do 
not think a consideration of them can arise in this particular case.

MONTREAL TRAMWAYS CO. ?. McGILL.
Supreme Court of Camilla, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, l di nylon, 

Anglin ami Brodeur, JJ. May 25, HUG.
Appeal (§ II A 1—35)—Jurisdictional amount—Adding costs.) 

—Motion to quash an apjieal from the juelgment of the Court

B.C. 

8 C.

CAN.

8. C.
■ #
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of Review at Montreal, 49 Que. 8.C. 326, affirming the judgment 
entered at the trial, in the Superior Court, District of Montreal, 
by Greenshields, J., on the findings of the jury, in favour of the 
plaintiff, with costs.

The action was brought to recover damages for personal in
juries sustained by the plaintiff through the alleged negligence 
of the company and, by the conclusions of his declaration, the 
plaintiff claimed 85,000 with interest and “costs of suit, including 
costs of exhibits." Before instituting the action the plaintiff, 
as required by statute, served a notice on the defendants claiming 
compensation and it appeared that, in the « vent of the action 
being maintained, there would be a fee payable on the notice 
and the cost of service amounting to seventy-five c«‘nts. On the 
hearing of the motion to quash the app<‘al for want of jurisdic
tion, under sec. 40 of the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C., 1906, ch. 
139, it was contended by the appellants that the amount of the 
fee on the notice and of the cost of serving it should be considered 
part of the demande anti, being added to the amount of the dam
ages claimed, would bring the amount of the controversy over 
the sum necessary to give the right of appeal to the Judicial Com
mittee of the Privy Council under arts. 68 (3) and 69 of the Cotie 
of Civil Procedure anti, consequently, the appeal would lie to 
the Supreme Court of Canada.

Callaghan supported the motion.
Meredith, K.C., contra.
The judgment of the Court was deliveretl by
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—Apparently a nice question of jurisdiction 

arises in this case. The conclusion of the declaration is:—
The plaintiff prays for judgment against the defendants for the said sum 

of $5,000, with interest from this date and costs of suit, including costs of 
exhibits.

Arts. 68 (3) and 69 of the Code of Civil Procedure give an 
appeal from the Court of Review to the Privy Council in every 
case “where the amount or value of the thing demanded exceeds 
15,000." In the cast; of Dufresne v. Guévremont, 26 Can. S.C.R. 
216, the declaration seems to have concluded with much the 
same language, viz.—the plaintiff sued, on December 26, 1893, 
for $2,150 with interest at 8% per annum from date of action 
till paid, with costs. The Supreme Court held that the claim as 
set out, in the declaration was only for $2,150 and that although
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the interest was claimed in the declaration it could not he looked 
at for the purpose of considering whether the amount claimed 
was more than £500.

The appellants here urge that we must add to the amount 
claimed in the conclusions of the declaration the fee on the notice 
of action served on the company and the bailiff’s charges for making 
the service. But, as both these items are included in the costs 
taxable as between party and party, we do not think they can 
be considered in determining whether or not the amount claimed 
is within the appealable limit.

The motion to quash is granted. Appeal quashed with costs.

BONSCHOWSKI v. WHITLEDGE.
Manitoba Court of Ap/teal, Howell, Richard*, Perdue, Cameron, and

llagyart, JJ.A. July 10, 191(1.

Bastardy (§ 1—5)—Filiation proceedings—Settlement—Second 
action—Res judicata—Accord and satisfaction.]—Appeal from a 
judgment of the County Court in favour of plaintiff in an action 
under the Illegitimate Children’s Act (R.S.M. 1913, ch. 92). 
Affirmed.

M. N. Doyle, for appellant, defendant.
M. Hyman, for respondent, plaintiff.
Howell, C.J.M.:—The plaintiff is the mother of two illegiti

mate children. After the birth and death of the second child 
she laid a charge against the defendant before Police Magistrate 
Bonny castle under sec. 16 of the Act. In some way, the evidence 
of which is not given, the defendant in that matter deposited 
$100 as bail and afterwards counsel for both parties appeared 
before the magistrate and in some way made a settlement of five 
items set forth in detail amounting in all to $67, and on the infor
mation the magistrate made an entry as follows: “Settled by party 
accused paying, total $67. A. L. Bonny castle.” and this was 
treated as a disposition of the matter.

Shortly afterwards the plaintiff commenced before the same 
magistrate proceedings under the same section and charging 
that the defendant was the father of the first child which was 
bom and had died about a year and a half previously. That mat ter 
came on for hearing and was disused of by the magistrate in 
favour of the defendant. He states that it
was dismissed by me on the ground tlmt there was no evidence of corroborii-
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lion nor evidence IImt the said Herthu BonHcliowski the said informant was 
not a married woman.

This matter was not appealed against.
Shortly afterwards this suit was begun in the County Court 

under part II of the Act, sec. M. The claim sued on related 
to the paternity and liability for both children. The claim as 
to the first child was practically identical with the* claim disused 
of by the* magistrate* in the* defendant's favour above set forth.

As to the seconel child, the plaintiff swe-ars that in this suit 
she* make** no claim to any erf the five items making up the* $07 
above* referred to, but claims that the defendant is liable for 
other matters not se*ttle*el in the* matter before* the* magistrate*.

The* County Court Juelge* femnel for the* plaintiff as to l>oth 
children and this api>eal raise*s the question as to the* effect of 
charges laid before anel the* elispositions maele by the magistrate* 
of these matters.

Sec. 42 of the statute is as follows:—
42. This part shall not apply to any putative father who has fulfilled the* 

terms of any order of filiation made against him in respeel to the* same illegiti
mate child under part I, or against whom any action has been brought under 
the Seduction Act.

(2) If the terms of any such order have not lx*en fulfilled the Court, in 
giving judgment in an action under this part, shall take into consideration 
any payments made under such order.

(3) In any such action an order of filiation shall he made primé facie evi
dence of the paternity of such child.

This section declares that where the mother has proceeded 
under the first part of the Act, and has procured an order and 
the putative father has complied with it or where some other 
person has brought an action of seduction against the father 
no action can be brought against him under part II of the Act.

Heading the section with the two sub-sections, I must hold 
that where an order has not been made against the putative 
father under the first part of the Act, or where one has been made 
and not complied with, an action can be brought against him 
under the second part of the Act.

There has been no order made against the defendant under 
the first part as to either child. It looked as if the proceedings 
before the magistrate as to the second child were in the nature ol 
a settlement between the parties of all matters as to that birth, 
but the* trial Judge apparently did not take that view of it.
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Permitting a second action to l>e brought for the same cause 
of action where a judgment has already been obtained in another 
Court is contrary to ordinary rules in the administration of justice. 
Perhaps one of the reasons for this legislation was to give a remedy 
against the lands and other property of the putative father 
which could not be reached under the procedure prescribed by 
the first part of the Act.

I will not disturb the judgment entered in this cause.
The ap]>cal is dismissed with costs.
Cameron, J.A.:—1 think we must conclude from the wording 

of sec. 42, and a review of the Act as a whole* that the Act does 
not contemplate two methods of procedure, by information and 
by action, and that proceedings by information form no bar to 
proceedings by an action except that an action does not lie against 
any putative father who has fulfilled the terms of an order made 
under part I or against whom an action is brought under the 
Seduction Act; but if the terms of such order under part I have 
not been wholly satisfied by payment then an action under part 
II lies only to the extent to which such order has not been satisfied 
by payment. No such order of filiation having been made in 
this case the dismissal of the information forms no bar to this 
action.

The defence that there was a final adjudication of this claim 
cannot stand as there was no order of filiation. The defence of 
accord and satisfaction is one that must be established by the 
defendant.

It seems to me that the evidence is all consistent with the 
theory that the $67 was paid by the defendant and received by 
the plaintiff in settlement of the distinct items set out in the 
memorandum and no other. If that payment was made in full 
settlement of all claims capable of being adjudicated ui>on before 
the magistrate, then it lay upon the defendant to establish an 
agreement to that effect. There is to my mind no evidence to 
warrant our finding such an agreement and this defence fails. 
No doubt that was the view taken by the trial Judge with reference 
to this matter, which is one of fact.

I think the apj>eal must 1m» dismissed.
Richards, Perdue and H ago art, JJ.A. concurred.

A ppeal dismissed.

MAN.

C. A.
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N. B. CARTER v. The STANDARD, Ltd.
(j Sew Hrunswieh Supreme Court, McKeown, J. December .1, 1915.

Writ and process ($ II B—25)—Service on corporation— 
“Office”—Notice of libel action against newspaper—Service on 
reporter.]—Application to stay an action of libel against a 
newspaper corporation on the ground that the notice required 
by sec. 4 of the Libel Act, C.S.N.B. 1903, ch. 136, had not been 
served.

J. B. M. Harter, A.G., supported the application.
F. B. Carvell, K.C., contra.
McKeown, J.t—The plaintiff is suing “The Standard, Lim

ited,” for libel and the cause is now on the docket of the St. John 
Circuit Court ready for trial. On August 9, 1915, a notice of 
action was given to Mr. A. W. Thome, one of the reporters of 
the staff of “The Standard” newspaper, a journal published daily 
by the defendant, and in the columns of which the articles com
plained of appeared. There is no question as to the sufficiency 
of the notice in form nor as to the time it was served, but it is 
claimed that giving the notice to Mr. Thome does not constitute 
service upon the defendant and that there has been no service 
upon defendant at all, because the place where the notice was 
delivered to Mr. Thome was not the office of defendant. Sec. 4 of 
the Libel Act, C.S.N.B. 1903, ch. 136, says:—

No action «hall lie for a libel contained in any newspaper unless and until 
the plaintiff shall have given to the defendant notice in writing, distinctly 
specifying the language complained of, for at least 5 clear days in the case of a 
daily newspaper, and for at least 14 clear days in the case of a weekly or 
other newspaper, in order to give the defendant an op|K»rtunity to publish a 
full apology for such libel. The notice mentioned in this section may be 
served in the same manner as an ordinary summons.

Service of process upon a corporation is regulated by 0. 9, 
r. 6, of the Supreme Court rules, whereby it is provided that 
service shall be good
if made upon the mayor, warden, president or other head officer, or on the 
cashier, treasurer, manager, secretary, clerk or agent of such corporation, etc.

In my view a reporter of a daily newspaper is neither a clerk 
nor an agent of the corporation which publishes such paper in 
the sense contemplated by the Libel Act, and the sufficiency 
of the service in the present case cannot be upheld from that 
stand])oint.

But plaintiff also claims that the service is good and sufficient 
by reason of a provision of the New Brunswick Joint Stock
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Companies Act, eh. 8.5, C.8.N.B. 1903, which regulates the mode 
in which service is to be made upon companies incorporated 
under its authority, as is the case of the present defendant. 
Two sections of that Act are involved in considering this phase 
of the matter. Sec. 79 of the Act says:—

The company shall at all times have an office in the locality in which 
their chief place of business shall he, which shall he the legal domicile of the 
company in New Brunswick, and notice of the selection of that office nnd of 
any change therein, shall he advertised in the Itoyal (1 mette, etc.

And sec. 80 provides that:—
Any summons, notice, order or other process or document required to he 

served upon the company, may he served by leaving the same at the office so 
advertised as aforesaid, with any grown person in the employ of the company, 
or on the president or secretary of the company, etc.

The effect of these two sections is to permit service of process, 
etc., upon any grown person in the company's employ, provided 
such person is at the time of service at the office of the company; 
but service upon such person made1 elsewhere than at the com
pany’s office would not be effective, unless, of course, lit; were 
an officer upon whom service can be made anywhere—and 1 
think the question as to the validity of the service in dispute 
here must depend on whether Mr. Thome was at the office of 
the company at the time, he was served. It is manifest that 
he was a grown person in the defendant’s employ, and it is also 
clear, to me at least, that he is not such an officer or clerk of the 
company as could be served with process at any place he might 
happen to be.

From the affidavits used on the application it appears that 
at the time he was served, Mr. Thome was in a room on tin- 
fourth floor of the building occupied by the defendant, which 
room is used as a library for the newspajier. The third floor of 
the building is occupied by persons employed in typesetting 
and in other mechanical work connected with the issue of the 
“Daily Standard,” and on the second floor is the business office 
occupied by the nuuiagcr and his staff, with none of whom Mr. 
Thome has any connection except to receive his pay. The plain
tiff argues that the entire building must be considered as the office 
of the defendant, or, at the very least, that the part thereof 
where Mr. Thome was, at the time he received the notice, con
stituted or was a part of defendant’s office to all intents and pur
poses and within the wording of the Act, ami if plaintiff is right 
in such contention, his service is good and sufficient. On the
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other hand, it is claimed for the defendant that the office means 
the business office and not the whole building nor any part of 
it, except what is in actual occupation for office work where the 
manager and his staff conduct the company’s business.

In giving a meaning to the term “office” I think it is proper 
to construe it in accordance with the ordinary popular use of 
such word, and to my mind there can be no mistake as to its 
significance. A man who comes into a building and asks to be 
shewn to the office is never misunderstood. Each employee 
knows where such visitor wants to go and whither to direct him. 
A person going to the defendant’s office, if acquainted with the 
building, would never find his way to the library or to the com
posing room, but would seek the place occupied by the manager 
and his staff, and it is there, in my opinion, that the notice in this 
case should have been served imder the circumstances. The 
section in question makes easy the way of the party seeking to 
effect service, once he finds his way to the office. Any grown 
person there is liable to be served, provided he is in the company’s 
employ, and such service is good.

But the very breadth of the expression “any grown person” 
seems to me to make it imperative to strictly construe the words 
which indicate the locality in which such person must be at the 
time of the service. To hold that such service in any part of 
the building outside of the actual office is sufficient compliance 
with the Act would, I think, lead to consequences never con
templated. If the office be the whole building, then it would be 
sufficient to serve the notice on the man who tends the furnace, 
or upon the night watchman if in the building; and if the term 
“office” can be construed to mean two floors above the actual 
office, it should by parity of reasoning include two floors below, 
which, in this case, is the basement. There are business and 
manufacturing establishments in the city covering acres of land. 
In my judgment it would not be right to hold that a document 
necessary to be served upon a i>erson at the office of such establish
ment was properly served by delivering it to a workman while 
employed some distance from the office, and who may never 
go near the office in his daily work and who might be wholly 
unaware of the effect and importance of such paper. The only 
proper and safe way to construe the statute, in my judgment, 
is to confine the meaning of the term “office” to what is ordinarily
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meant by that expression, i.e., the place where the central man
agement emanates and where* the manager and his staff do their 
work.

It was contended by plaintiff’s counsel that the question of the 
sufficiency of the service of this notice and as to whether defendant 
was served with such notice is for the jury, and consequently the 
action should not be summarily stayed or dismissed in an applica
tion of this kind. I agree that in many conceivable cases the 
question of notice is for the jury, but when the facts are all 
admitted and the whole question is “what is the legal effect or 
result of such facts?” then if it appear that no notice at all was 
given, the defendant is entitled to claim the benefit of the statute 
until such notice is given and the action should not be allowed to 
proceed, for the Act unequivocally says that “no action shall lie 
until such notice is given.” If such suit cannot be brought, I 
think it is open to a Judge of the Court to exercise his prerogative 
to supervise and suppress actions which are contrary to law. 
The reasoning of the present Chief Justice in the case of Empire 
Cream Separator Co. v. The Maritime Dairy Co. (1907) 38N.B.R. 
309, seems to me applicable here: See the judgment of McLeod, 
J., at p. 313.

The present application is to stay the action, but in my view 
the proper order would be to set aside the writ and all proceedings 
in the present suit so as to leave it open to plaintiff to give the 
statutory notice and rc-eommenee liis suit if he desires to do so. 
I therefore order that the writ and all proceedings in this action 
on the part of the plaintiff be set aside. Writ set aside.

AMHERST PIANOS, Ltd. v. ADNEY.
A’<■«• lirunxtvick Su/treme Court, Apical Division, White, Crocket, and 

Grimmer, JJ. February 18, 1916.

Judgment (§ I E 4—40)—Non obstante veredicto—Verdict on 
counterclaim in replevin action previously adjudicated.]—Appeal from 
the judgment of McKeown, J., refusing to set aside judgment 
for plaintiff, entered non obstante veredicto, in a replevin action. 
Affirmed.

W. P. Joncs, K.C., for plaintiff.
Defendant, in person.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Grimmer, J.:—This is an action of replevin, which was tried

N. B. 

S. C.
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before McKeown, J., and a jury at the Victoria County Circuit 
in September, 1915.

The jury found a general verdict for the defendant for the 
sum of $300. On motion on behalf of the plaintiff company, the 
Court, notwithstanding the verdict, directed judgment to be 
entered for the plaintiff for the recovery of the piano in question.

The defendant in person moved to set aside the verdict for 
the plaintiff, and to enter a verdict for the defendant, or for a 
new trial. The facts, shortly stated, are that the plaintiff, a cor
poration aggregate, entered into a contract with the defendant, 
a music teacher, under which she was to handle, advertise and 
sell upon commission the company’s pianos, which were to be 
placed under her control, for this purpose, in certain parts of 
this province. The company was to pay freight and cartage on 
the pianos shipped the defendant, and a commission of 10 per 
cent, on instruments of which a satisfactory sale was made by 
or through her. The defendant was to do the advertising with
out charge against the comj>any. It was also provided the 
agreement could be terminated at any time by notice by either 
party to the other, and that upon the termination of the con
tract, or when requested, the defendant would deliver to the 
plaintiff any goods of theirs she might have in her possession, 
and give them her assistance and help to re-posscss any goods 
belonging to them. Also in cases of sales turning out badly, or 
when pianos had to be repossessed, the commission, if paid, 
should be charged back to the defendant. The contract was 
dated May 13, 1913.

Acting upon the contract, the plaintiff shipped pianos to the 
defendant at McAdam Junction, Woodstock, Hart land and 
Florence ville, all in this province, and in her assigned territory. 
In the summer or fall of 1914, the plaintiff became dissatisfied 
and took steps to terminate the contract. It was finally ter
minated by notice to the defendant on December 1, 1914, and the 
plaintiff’s authorized agent demanded possession of the pianos 
in her territory and under her control. The defendant refused 
to deliver a piano known as style 10, mahogany, which she had 
at Andover, in the county of Victoria, and this suit was brought 
to recover the same. The writ was issued on Decemtier 4, and 
the defendant, by her solicitor, entered an appearance and filed 
a statement of defence and counterclaim. Upon the trial it was
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*

proved on behalf of the plaintiff that a suit for the recovery of 
two pianos had been tried between the parties hereto, in the 
Carleton County Circuit Court, in the preceding month of April, 
in which the defendant had also counterclaimed against the plain
tiff. The following judgment was at that time delivered by the 
Court :—

By consent of the parties 1 find that the plaintiff is entitled to the two 
pianos mentioned in tIn* statement of claim, and a verdict is accordingly 
entered for the plaintiff without damages and without costs. Pars. 1, L’ and 8 
of the defendant's counterclaim are dismissed with costs. On par. -1 of the 
counterclaim I find a verdict for the defendant for the sum of $150 without 
costs, ami direct the entering of the above on the minutes.

The amount of this judgment was afterwards paid to and 
received by the defendant, as it was claimed by the plaintiff, in 
full satisfaction of all lier claims against them.

The defendant, who appeared in person u]>on this trial and 
conducted her own case, did not supply any evidence to sup)tort 
her counterclaim, nor did she give any evidence on h< r own behalf, 
nor shew in any way that the company was indebted to her 
under the contract, nor that she had a right to the possession of 
the piano for the recovery of which this suit was brought. In 
his charge the learned Judge, speaking of the counterclaim, said:—

1 may say to you, gentlemen, as you have heard from Mr. Jones, this 
same counterclaim was put forward in another suit which was brought by 
the same plaintiff against the same defendant: that is to say Mrs. Aduev 
has already entered in Court and pressed against the plaintiff the very things 
which are set out in this counterclaim here. Having brought it forward in 
another suit it is not open to her to retry it again, amt therefore it is my duty 
to say to you there is nothing for you to consider at all.

The facts in respect to the counterclaim are so plain, and 
shew the nature of its origin and intent so clearly, that no one 
who examines them can doubt that the whole was a trick and 
contrivance on the part, of the defendant, to enable her to obtain 
damages to which she was not entitled, or perhaps by putting 
the same forward to so influence the minds of the jury that they 
might give her the possession of the piano. The subterfuge was 
so apparent, however, that, upon evidence being furnished of 
the counterclaim having l>een used in a previous suit to the 
advantage of the defendant, she did not care or dare to urge it 
in this suit, and so gave no evidence to support it, hut, on the 
contrary, entirely dropped it. The Judge, having reviewed the 
facts presented to the jury on the trial, further said:—

It, is my duty to say to you that the plaintiff has connected up the links of

N.B.
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proof which it was necessary for him to do to entitle him to the piano, and 
you can bring in a general verdict for the plaintifT. There is no evidence 
which I could point out, upon which you could base a verdict for the defendant.

Upon this charge the jury found as follows:—“This jury 
unanimously agree to a verdict in favour of the defendant in the 
sum of 8300.”

The Judge thereupon, on motion of counsel for the plaint iff, 
ordered as follows:—

Notwithstanding the verdict of the jury, I direct that judgment be entered 
for the plaintiff for the recovery of the piano in question, and also for the 
plaintiff in respect of defendant's counterclaim, with costs of suit, with leave 
reserved for the defendant to move in the Court above to have a verdict 
entered for her for the sum of three hundred dollars or for whatever sum the 
Court above might think she should be entitled to.

Under any circumstances, the verdict of the jury is perverse, 
and if the Judge had directed a verdict to he entered for the 
defendant, this Court, on motion, would have set the same aside 
and entered a verdict for the plaintiff, and, while the jury might 
have been sent hack to the jury room and directed to find a ver
dict according to the instructions of the Court, it was proper and 
right the learned Judge should allow the motion and direct the 
verdict to he entered for the plaintiff, non obstante veredicto.

The motion must lx* dismissed with costs. Motion refused.

DALHOUSIE LUMBER CO. v. WALKER.
New llrumwick Supreme Court, Animal Division, White, Crocket and 

Grimmer, JJ. February 18, 1910,

Replevin (§ II A—20)—Sufficiency of affidavit—Means of 
knowledge of agent of corporation—Omission of word “Limited”)— 
Case referred by Landry, C.J.K.B., on his order nisi upon a 
motion to set aside a seizure under a writ of replevin.

A. T. Leblanc, for defendant.
J. J. F. Winslow, for plaintiff.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Grimmer, J.:—This is an action of replevin, which was 

commenced by writ of summons issued July 19 last, and served 
upon the defendant the same day, together with the affidavit of 
one William II. Priest, upon which the writ was based.

The defendant, by his solicitor, entered an appearance to 
the suit on July 19, and the said writ and affidavit were duly 
filed on July 20 last past. Afterwards a summons for directions 
was taken out, and an order made on August 17. On August
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19 a summons was granted by Landry, C.J., of the K.B. Division, 
for the purpose of setting aside the seizure and replevin of the 
logs, etc., which was made returnable on August 31, and uj>on 
the hearing was referred by the Chief Justice to this Court.

The grounds u|>on which the summons was granted are as 
follows :—

1. The affidavit of William H. Priest on which seizure is 
based does not comply with (). 03 and amendments. 2. Said 
affidavit does not shew that said William II. Priest made affidavit 
on behalf of the plaintiff. 3. Said affidavit does not shew de
ponent had knowledge of facts sworn to. 4. Said affidavit dot s 
not shew W. H. Priest had authority to make same. 5. The 
affidavit does not disclose that William H. Priest is the agent of 
the plaintiff. 0. The said affidavit does not shew deponent’s 
means of knowledge of facts deposed to. 7. The action does not 
purport to be brought for the recovery of any personal property. 
8. The action does not purport to be brought for the recovery 
of any personal property claiming that such property was “un
lawfully taken, or is unlawfully detained.” 9. The affidavit of 
the defendant clearly shews that the said William H. Priest, 
de facto, had no knowledge of the facts mentioned in his affidavit. 
10. The affidavit does not state that the plaintiff claims the 
property. 11. The affidavit does not state that the plaintiff 
has the right to the possession of the property seized, it stating 
“that the Dalhousie Lumber Company has” and not “The 
Dalhousie LuiuImt Company, Limited,” 12. The affidavit does 
not. shew that the plaintiff is an incorporated company.

So far as these grounds except.numliers 3, G, and 11 are con
cerned, I do not think they merit much consideration.

O. G3, r. 1, provides that no writ of replevin shall be issued, 
but that an action brought for the recovery of any personal 
property, and claiming that such property was unlawfully taken, 
or is unlawfully detained, the plaintiff, or some person on behalf 
of the plaintiff having knowledge of the facts, may at the time of, 
or at any time after, the issue of the writ of summons, make an 
affidavit, which may ho in the form in the appendix K, No. 53, 
or to the like» effect, therein stating: (a) That the person claiming 
the property is the owner thereof, or that he is lawfully entitled 
to the possession thereof and that, it is unjustly detained from

N.B.
8. C.
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him, and describing the property, and (b) The value thereof to 
the best of his belief.

The affulavit which was served with the writ is properly 
entitled in the Court and cause, therein describing the plaintiff 
as “The Dalhousie Lumber Company, Limited,” and is math* by 
a person who deposes he is the resident manager of “The Dal- 
housic Lumber Company” ami has a personal knowledge of the 
matters desposed to.

This, I think, is sufficient to comply with the rule. In 
Halifax Hat iking Co. v. Smith, 25 N.B.R. 010, an affidavit to 
hold the bail was made by an agent. It was sought to set the 
recognizance' of bail aside on the ground, among others, that 
the affidavit having been made by an agent, should have shewn 
his means of knowledge of the defendant’s indebtedness. The 
Court held (1) That it was not necessary the agent should state 
his means of knowing the existing of the debt. (2) That without 
stating the suit was brought by his direction the affidavit did not 
sufficiently negative that the arrest was made for the purjx)sc of 
vexing or harrassing the debtor, as required by Con. Stat., eh. 
38. That the omission to make such a statement in the affidavit 
is an irregularity only and is waived by putting in special bail, 
if the bail might have known of the irregularity by examining 
th(> affidavit in the clerk’s office. In this case the manager of 
the company makes the affidavit with, as he states, a personal 
knowledge of the matters deposed to, and that the company 
has the right to the i>ossossion of the goods. Under the authority 
quoted above this affidavit sufficiently states it was made on 
behalf of the plaintiff, and it is not necessary the deponent should 
state more fully than he has done his means of knowledge of the 
facts.

As to the eleventh ground, the omission to use the word 
“limited” after the company name in the body of the affidavit, 
is an irregularity only and created no difficulty for the defendant, 
as it is not set up in his affidavit, nor is it claimed that he was 
in any way misled or deceived by the omission, as to the nature 
or import of the action, nor the personality of the plaintiff, and 
he had every opportunity to know of the irregularity by examining 
the affidavit which was served with the writ of summons.

Unless the affidavit is to be treated as a nullity, this motion
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must ho refused. Admitting that the omission to use the word 
“limited” in the body of the affidavit is an irregularity, it does 
not by any means follow that it renders it void and makes it 
a complete nullity, and as no apparent trouble or difficulty was 
caused the defendant in this respect, and as by entering an 
appearance after having an opportunity of knowing the contents 
of the writ and affidavit, lie identified himself with the action, 
1 think it is now too late to object that the affidavit is insufficient, 
or is a nullity. There are cases which hold that a man cannot 
waive an irregularity if he does not know of it, but the rule is 
that when he does know of it he must apply promptly. This 
means that he is Ixmnd to come promptly after he knows of the 
proceeding in which the irregularity exists, and not after he 
knows of the irregularity itself. A man is bound to know of 
every proceeding taken against him and if there is an error in it, 
he ought to ascertain that error; he < be heard to say that 
he did not know of it: Esdaile v. Doris (1838), C Dowl, 465.

The case of Mairhead v. Arbo (1876), 3 Pug. 283, was cited 
on the argument in support of the application on the ground of 
the insufficiency of the affidavit, in which it was held, that if 
the affidavit (for attachment) was made by an agent of the plain
tiff, it should shew that he had the general management of their 
business, and was fully acquainted with the facts. But as pointed 
out in Halifax Hanking Co. v. Smith, supra, there is one material 
difference between that case and this. The plaintiff here is a 
corporation aggregate and cannot make an affidavit, and there
fore when an affidavit is required it must be made by an agent 
as was done in this case, and as before1 stated it is not necessary 
he should shew his means of knowledge of the facts.

In view of all the circumstances surrounding this cast- as pre
sented in the affidavits before the Court, 1 am unable to hold 
the affidavit for the seizure is a nullity, but I am of the opinion 
the omission to use the word “limited” in the body thereof is 
an irregularity which did not occasion or create any difficulty 
for the defendant, and is a mere technicality which does nit 
deserve and should not lie given serious consideration.

1 think the motion should be refused with costs.

N.B.
S.C.

Motion refused.
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GEORGE v. LANG.
Ontario Supreme Court, A pi tell ate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, 

L' nnox and Marten, JJ. March IS, 1916.

Moratorium (§ I—1)—Mortgage—Mortgagors ami Purchasers 
Relief Act—Exception as to Interest—Onus.]—Appeal by the 
plaintiff from an order of Clutv, J., in Chambers, setting aside 
the writ of summons and dismissing the action, which was brought 
(without the leave of the Court) to enforce by foreclosure a 
mortgage made before August 4, 1914.

The mortgage-deed contained these provisions:—
“The said mortgagors, for themselves, their heirs, executors, 

administrators, and assigns, covenant with the said mortgagee, 
his executors, administrators, and assigns, that they will keep 
the said lands and buildings and improvements thereon in good 
condition and repair according to the nature and description 
hereof respectively; and that the mortgagee, his executors, admin
istrators, and assigns, may, whenever he or they deem necessary, 
by bis or their surveyor or agent, enter upon and inspect the said 
mortgaged lands, and the reasonable cost of such inspection shall 
lx* added to the mortgage-debt ; and that, if the mortgagors or 
those claiming under them neglect to keep the said premises in 
good condition and repair or commit any act of waste on the said 
lands or make default as to any of the covenants or provisoes herein 
contained, the principal hereby secured shall, at the option of

The following provisions of the Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 
1915, 5 Geo. V. ch. 22 (0.), are applicable to the case in hand:—

Sec. 2.—(1) No person shall:—
(a) take or continue proceedings by way of foreclosure or sale or otherwise, 

or proceed to execution on or otherwise to the enforcement of, any judgment 
or order of any Court, whether entered or made before or after the passing of 
this Act, for the recovery of principal money secured by any mortgage of land 
or any interest therein made or executed prior to the fourth day of August,
1914; ..........................................................................................
except by leave of a Judge granted upon application as hereinafter provided.

«Sec. 4.—(3) Where default is made in payment of interest, rent, taxes, 
insurance or other disbursements which the mortgagor or purchaser has cov
enanted or undertaken to pay, the mortgagee or vendor, his assignee, or |»er- 
sonal representative shall have the same remedies, and may exercise them to 
the same extent, and the consequences of such default shall in all respects be 
the same as if this Act had not been passed, but where such interest, rent, 
taxes or other disbursements are paid into court or tendered to the mortgagee, 
vendor, assignee or personal representative he shall not continue any proceed
ings already commenced by him without the order required by section 2 or by 
section 3, as the case may be.
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the mortagce, his executors, administrators, or assigns, forthwith 
become due and payable; and, in default of payment of same with 
interest, as in the cast* of payment before maturity, the powers of 
entering iq>on and leasing or sidling hereby given may be exer
cised forthwith; and the mortgagee, his executors, administrators, 
or assigns, may make such repairs as he or they deem necessary, 
and the cost thereof shall be a charge upon the land prior to 
all claims thereon subsequent to these presents.”

“Provided that the fnortgagee may distrain for arrears of 
interest. Provided that, in default of the payment of the interest 
hereby secured, the principal hereby secured shall become pay
able.”

Frank Arnoldi, K.C., for appellant.
A. J. Iteid, K.C., for defendants the Glenlavon Land Co.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—I think the Judge below was quite 

right in dismissing this action. It seems to me to be brought 
in the teeth of the Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 
1915. The Act left it open to mortagees to enforce payment 
of the incidentals of a mortgage, the interest, taxes, and so 
forth ; but not to enforce, by action, payment of the principal 
without the leave of a Judge. “Interest” means the interest 
which the mortgagor has covenanted to pay. If he pay that, 
he is not to be prosecuted in any action upon the mortgage for 
principal money, without the leave mentioned. It is against th< 
spirit, as well as the letter, of the Act to commence an action ot 
this kind without such leave. The Act takes away the right 
of action for principal money due on the mortgage, then makes 
an exception of the interest etc. The onus is upon the plaintiff 
of shewing that his claim comes within the exception. In my 
judgment, the exception applies only to interest contracted, 
in the ordinary manner, to l>e paid. I do not think it applies 
to interest such as Mr. Arnoldi contends is payable de die in 
diem under the clause of the mortgage relied ujxm by him. Nor 
do I think that the case comes within the provision of that 
clause. There are the usual clauses in the mortgage, dealing 
with payment of principal and interest, one of which provides 
that, in default of the payment of interest, the principal secured 
shall become payable. I decline to give to the obscure words 
of this clause an effect differing from the plain effect of the 
words of the mortgage dealing directly and solely with such

ONT.
H. C.
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payments. They may very well he applicable only to the default 
dealt with in it.

Marten, J.:—I agree, and will add only one word. If the 
contention of Mr. Arnoldi on behalf of the plaintiff were main
tained, it would practically nullify the effect of the statute when
ever the mortgage contained a covenant to pay interest on overdue 
principal. Most well-drawn mortgages contain such a covenant, 
and this customary form was well known to exist when the statute 
was passed. The statute ought not to be construed in such a 
way as to nullify its effect. If the construction contended for 
wen1 maintained, the result would l>e that, whenever principal 
falls due (for which no action can bo instituted without leave), 
the mortgagee only has to wait until the close of the next day, 
when one day’s interest would fall due and lie payable under the 
covenant, and he could launch his action without leave, because 
that interest was due under a covenant.

For this reason, my opinion is, that the statute is to be con
strue! I as relating only to the regular gales of interest falling due at 
the periods mentioned in the mortgage.

Riddell and Lennox, JJ., concurred.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

Re GEORGE and LANG.

Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, J. March S'), 1916.

Appeal (§ IA—1)—From discretionary orders under Moratorium 
Ad- Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act.}—Application by John 
K. George, mortgagee, under Rule 507, for leave to ap]x*al to a 
Divisional Court of the Appellate Division from an order of 
Mu lock, C.J.Ex., in Chambers, dated the 28th March, 1915, 
dismissing a motion by the applicant, under the Mortgagors 
and Purchasers Relied Act, 1915, for leave to bring an action 
upon a mortgage made before the 4th August, 1914, by 
Herman II. Lang, John C. Stevenson, and William Meen, to 
the applicant, for S3,000 principal money past due ujxm the 
mortgage and a larger sum due by acceleration.

The application was made after judgment had been given in 
George v. Lang, 30 D.L.R. 502, 30 O.L.R. 180, the mortgage 
being the same one that was sought to be enforced in tliat action.

Frank Arnoldi, K.C., for the applicant,.
R. II. Parmcnter, for the mortgagors, the resjiondonts.
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Middleton, J.:—Motion for leave to appeal from an order 
of the Chief Justice of the Exchequer dismissing a motion under 
the Moratorium Act* for leave to proceed for some $23,000 principal 
money past due upon a mortgage ami a larger sum due by 
acceleration.

Th<* motion is, by the Act, to be upon originating notice and 
returnable in Chambers; and, as it does not finally dispose of 
the matter, there cannot be an a|>]K*ul save by leave.

Hut. I am of opinion that the statute does not contemplate 
any appeal, and my view has been confirmed by several of my 
brethren to whom 1 have spoken.

The statute makes the leave* of a Judge a condition precedent 
to the bringing of an action: upon the application for leave1 the* 
Judge* is given certain ]x>wers to t>e exerciseel “in his absolute 
discretion” and “subject to suedi conditions as he* thinks fit.”

The1 scheme of the Act is to intrust to tin1 Judge*, in this time 
of financial stre*ss, the right to interfere with the contractual 
rights of the* i>artie*s unel to give to him an “absolute discretion” 
in set doing; and, in the abse*nce* of any provision in the Act itse*lf 
giving the* right of appe*al, 1 think I should not lx1 warranted in 
importing the* provisiems of ltule 507,t simply because the* motion

•The* Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 1915, 5 Geo. V. ch. 22 (O.) 
Section 2 provide»: “(1) No person shall,— (a) take or continue proceedings 
by way <»f foreclosure or sale e>r otherwise, or proceed to execution on or other
wise to tlie enforcement of any judgment or order eif any Court ... for 
the recovery of principal money secured by any mortgage* of land or any 
interest therein made orexccutcd prior to the 4th day of August, 1914 . . . 
except by leave of a Judge upon application as hereinafter provided.

“(2) The application shall be upon originating notice in accordance with 
the practice of the Supreme Court............... "

Section 5 provides: “(1) On any application the Judge may grant the 
leave applied for, or if he is of opinion that time should be given to the person 
liable to make any payment on the ground that he is unable immediately to 
make the same by reason of circumstances attributable directly or indirectly 
to the present war, the Judge may, in Ins absolute discretion, after considering 
all the circumstances of the case and the position of all parties, by order 
refuse to |H*rmit tin* exercise of any right or remedy, or nmy stay execution 
. . . for such lime and subject to such conditions as he thinks lit."

t“507. (1) A person affected by an order or judgment pronounced by a 
Judge in Chambers which finally disposes of the whole or part of the action 
or matter may np|>cal therefrom to a Divisional Court without leave.

“(2) l'.xcept in cases in which a right of appeal is specially conferred no 
appeal shall lie from any judgment or order of a Judge in Chambers which 
does not finally dis|M)se of the whole or part of the :u:tinn or matter, unless

505
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is authorised to be made on an “originating notice.” The relief 
intended to be given to unfortunate mortgagors would be illusory 
indeed if the only effect was a preliminary hearing subject to 
the expense of an appeal to the Appellate Division.

Even if there is the right of appeal, the appellate Court would 
not be likely to interfere—an “absolute discretion” cannot be 
reviewed merely by the suggestion that the appellate Court would 
not have made the same order. This lias been well established 
by many cases under enactments relating to costs, where a dis
crétion is given to a Judge or taxing officer. There is no warrant 
for substituting, for the good judgment and discretion of the 
Judge or officer applied to, the good judgment and discretion of 
the appellate* Court.

If Rule 507 does apply, there does not appear to be anything 
in the case to bring it within the provisions of that Rule.

In the exercise of my “absolute discretion,” I give no costs 
of this motion.

TOWNSHIP OF EUPHRASIA v. TOWNSHIP OF ST. VINCENT.
Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, 

Lennox and Maxtcn, JJ. March 17, Î916.

Highways (§ III—100)—Boundary road between townships— 
Deviation—Liability for maintenance.]—Appeal from the* judgment 
of (’lute, J., in favour of plaintiff, in an action for a declaration 
of the opening of a deviation road and to establish the defendant 
township corporation’s liability for maintenance and repair. 
Reversed.

G. A berry, for appellants.
W. E. Raney, K.C. and W. D. Henry, for plaintiffs, respondents. 
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—At the close of the argument, it 

is said, on lichalf of the defendants, that this litigation is 
carried on, on their part, to avoid only a judgment that would

by leave of a Judge other than the Judge by whom the judgment or order 
was pronounced.

“(3) Such leave shall not be given unless:—
“(a) There are conflicting decisions . . .
“(b) There ap|>ears to the Judge to be good reason to doubt the correct

ness of the judgment or order . . . and the appeal would involve matters 
of such importance that in the opinion of the Judge leave to ap|>eal should 
be given.”
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make the road in question permanently part of the town-line; 
whilst, in the plaintiffs’ behalf, it is said that all they now seek is 
a judgment which will make it part of the town-line only until 
the original allowance is opened up; and so it is difficult to under
stand why there should have l>een any litigation upon the subject, 
or why it should be continued. It seems reasonable that the place 
in question should lx? treated as if it were part of the town-line, 
by the parties to this action, so long as the unopened part of the 
original allowance in question remains unopened; because, 
unquestionably, this road takes largely the traffic that would 
go over the unopened part of the town-line if it were open; 
whilst it would be very unreasonable to say that this road for 
all time to come must be deemed part of the town-line.

Difficulties arise whichever way the question of permanency 
or not is looked at; difficulties which must arise so long as there 
is no separate provision for each case. There may be cases in 
which the deviation must l>e permanent, in the sense of a j>er- 
manent change of location; but ordinarily the deviation is perhaps 
of a more or less temporary character, as in this case, in which no 
one could ever have thought that the opening of the original 
allowance would lie always practically impossible; it must always 
have been evident that some day it should be opened, and the 
owners of lots abutting upon it, as well as the travelling public, 
benefited. And that day seems to have come; at all events the 
defendants have made efforts to oj>en, and art* desirous of owning, 
it.

The 468th section of the Municipal Act provides for the 
determination by the county council of the character of the work 
to be done in opening, repairing, or maintaining a township 
lK)undary-line, or the proportions in which the cost of the work 
is to be Ixirne, when the townships concerned fail to agree as to 
these things; and it also provides for the ratepayers interested 
applying to the county council to eonq>el the townships to oj)en 
it, if they are unwilling to do so; but it may l>e that, if the de
viation is a permanent substitution of one place for the other, 
the original allowance part ceases to be a town-line; and, if so, 
there does not seem to lie any method by which it can be opened 
and made a public road; for which township would have juris
diction over it? And both could, only if a town-line.

ONT.
8. C.
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ONT* The result seems to be this, that, if the legislation refers to a
S. C. permanent change of locality, then the road in question cannot 

be a deviation; for no one ever had any such intention; it is out 
of the question: whilst, if the legislation embraces temporary 
deviation, there might be much to be said in favour of the finding 
of the learned trial Judge that the case is really one of a deviation; 
but, there is that which is conclusive against the plaintiffs: that 
time has come to an end; within their rights the defendants 
insist upon opening the original allowance and ending the tem
porary deviation. There is not power to prevent that ; all that 
can be done is to require the county council to determine as to 
the character of the work to be done, or as to the proportion of the 
cost of the work to be borne, by each township, if they cannot 
agree between themselves as to such things.

The result works no injustice to the plaintiffs. For many 
years they have gone on improving and repairing the road as if 
it were entirely under their control, and they alone bound to keep 
it in repair; no claim of any character having ever been made, 
until recently, upon the defendants, in resect of it.

There is a bridge upon the road which now needs rebuilding, 
and the need for the payment of a considerable sum of money 
for that purpose has caused some research for a means of putting 
the burden on other shoulders; and the way grasped at was to 
make it in law part of the town-line, the bridges of which the 
county must maintain; hence all this litigation. The burden of 
the bridge-building, and of opening and maintaining the original 
allowance as the town-line road, may l>c unexpected and heavy, 
but the plaintiffs cannot esaepe it in the way they have sought 
in this action.

The appeal must be allowed; and the action must be dis
missed.

Lennox, J.:—I agree.

Riddell, J.:—An appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Clute, by the defendants the Corporation of the Township of St. 
Vincent.

Of the locus in quo I give a rough plan, sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose's of this appeal.
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In the county of Grey, the townships of Euphrasia, St. Vincent, 
Sydenham, and Holland, comer south-east, north-east, north
west, and south-west respectively, St. Vincent being north of 
Euphrasia. That part of the town-line between Euphrasia and 
St. Vincent from the four comers at the west, east past concessions 
XII. and XI., has never been opened; in front of concession X. 
the town-line is open; al>out half way (east and west) of conces
sion X. of Euphrasia runs a road south through lot 30; then it 
turns and runs at right angles along and on the northern part of 
lot 29 west through concession XL, then at right angles a short 
distance south through the north part of lot 29 in concession XI. 
(and perhaps XII.), then at right angles west through lot 29 of 
concession XII. to the town-line of Euphrasia and Holland. This 
is the road concerning which this liligation is brought—but, after 
crossing the town-line of Euphrasia and Holland, the road con
tinues in a north-westerly direction through Holland to a hamlet, 
Walters’ Falls.

The Township of Euphrasia have maintained the road (within 
its limits), and claim in this action that it is a “deviation” for 
the town-line between it and St. Vincent, and that St. Vincent 
should assist in maintaining it. The learned Judge has given 
effect to this claim; and St. Vincent now appeals.

. Euphrasia was surveyed in 182G, St. Vincent in 1835, Syden
ham in 1835, and Holland in 1840; no trace appears of any

ONT.
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road in the position of the present, in the filed notes or plans in 
the Crown Lands Department.

About 1858, John Walters built a mill, a saw-mill, grist-mill, 
and carding-mill, on a small stream on lot 30, con. X., Euphrasia, 
but left it after two years and went to what is now Walters’ Falls, 
in Holland. There, on the 17th September, 1800, he received a 
patent of the south half of lot 1 and the whole of lot 2, con. XII. 
of Holland. He built a mill at Walters’ Falls about 1800, and of 
course desired an easy way of access thereto for intending cus
tomers. There was a trail through the bush not very different 
topographically from the disputed highway, and running from 
what is now Walters’ Falls to Blantyre, a place a short distance 
north-east of the turn (west of lot 30, con. XII., Euphrasia) of the 
present road—at Blantyre was a store to which the settlers re
sorted. This trail seems to have existed till 1805: it is not at all 
unlikely that this trail was used because the town-line was not 
open ; but no one who is at all acquainted with the customs of a 
newly settled part of Upper Canada would venture to say so 
positively. At all events it does not appear to have been laid 
out by any municipal authority or to have been made in any way 
a township road, remaining a bush trail, “a trail through the bush 
—no established road.”

Some time about 1865, John Walters had the present road 
surveyed or blazed out by Squire Carr, gave a great deal of land 
for it, and practically built the road. So say the plaintiffs’ own 
witnesses—and the road was known by some at least as “the 
Walters road.” A witness for the defence says that Walters 
bought land on purjiose to give people a way through to his mill, 
and it is certain tliut he gave a connecting road in Holland.

From all the evidence, it is reasonably plain tliat Walters, 
wanting custom for his mill, made, at his ow n expense, a better 
road at about the same place as the old trail, on land mostly, 
if not wholly, given by himself—without reference to township 
or other authority. He selected the best available route and ap
proximately the old established way—it is not at all unlikely that 
he would not have gone to all this expense and trouble had the 
town-line or other suitable road been open.

At some time, precisely when does not appear, the plaintiffs 
adopted that part of the road within the borders of their township 
as a township road, and have had statute labour done on it, re-
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paired it, laid it in part with road metal, &c., and made a reason
ably good road of it—much better than many even in older 
settlements.

It would cost a considerable sum, from $2,500 to $4,000, to 
open the town-line, and even then there would be divergences 
from the original road-allowance, of some extent longitudinally, 
if trifling laterally.

The question whether this can be called a deviation of the 
town-line depends on the wording of the statute 3 & 4 Geo. V. 
ch. 43, sec. 458—R.S.O. 1914, ch. 192, sec. 458.

This section first appears in 1885, 48 Viet. ch. 39, sec. 22, in
troducing a new section, 535, in place of the former sec. 535 of 
(1883) 40 Viet. ch. 18. This referred solely to the duty of county 
councils to erect and maintain bridges over rivers forming or 
crossing boundaries between two municipalities—and (sub-sec. 
(2)) “a road which lies wholly or partly between two munici
palities shall be regarded as a boundary-line within the meaning 
of this section, although such road may deviate so that it is in 
some place or places wholly within one of such municipalities, 
and a bridge built over a river crossing such road where it deviates 
as aforesaid shall be held to be a bridge over a river crossing a 
boundary-line within the meaning of this section,” i.e., solely for 
the purpose of defining the duty of the county. This next appears 
(unchanged) as R.S.O. 1887, ch. 184, sec. 535(1), (2); again with 
some slight changes in R.S.O. 1897, ch. 223, sec. 617(2); and then 
3 Edw. VII. ch. 18, sec. 131, introduced the proviso, “provided 
that such deviation is only for the purpose of getting a good 
line of road. ”

The change made by 3 & 4 Geo. V. ch. 43, sec. 458, is sub
stantial: (1) the provision is made “for the purposes of the Act,” 
and no longer “within the meaning of this section;” and (2) it 
is no longer “a road which lies wholly or in part Ixdween two 
municipalities” where the deviation is, to get a better line of road, 
which is provided for; but only “where, on account of physical 
difficulties or obstructions existing on a boundary-line . . .
and in order to obtain a better line of road, a road has been here
tofore or is hereafter laid out and opened which does not follow 
the course of such boundary-line throughout,” does the section 
apply. The law is now more inclusive in that the provision is 
effective for all purposes of the Act and not simply of the section;

ONT.
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less inclusive in that only such roads arc provided for as have been 
or may be (o) “laid out and opened” (5) on account of physical 
difficulties or obstructions and (c) in order to obtain a better 
line of road. Formerly it was wholly immaterial why the “de
viation” came into existence so long as the road “lies . . . 
between two municipalities” and the deviation “is . . . with
in one of the municipalities” “only for the purpose of getting a 
good line of road”—and that is why so little is said or made of 
the origin of the road in Township of Filzroy v. County of Carleton, 
9 O.L.lt. 68ti, although not wholly disregarded (see p. 692)—and 
why it is “the present condition of the deviation, and not its past 
history or origin,” which “is to be regarded,” because; “the getting 
of a good line of road seems now to be the sole purpose of this 
deviation” (p. ti94). At that time there must have “come a 
time when it is no longer a question of origin” (p. 697)—now the 
origin is all-important.

So too in County of Wentworth v. Township of West Flam- 
borough, 3 D.L.R. 479, “its origin and history are of less con
sequence that the facts existing when the question arises, when the 
main inquiry must lie, is the road now a public highway, and is 
it in fact serving the public purposes which a road upon the 
original road allowance would have served?” (p. 481).

We arc untrammelled by authority and we have no assistance 
from decisions of the Courts on the interpretation of the present 
section.

It seems to me that the section necessarily implies that some 
competent authority must be laying out and opening a road in
tended to follow in the main the course of the Ixmndary-line; 
that, in the course of such laying out and owning, the road “does 
not follow the course of the lioundary-line throughout,” but, 
“physical difficulties or obstructions” appearing on i>art of the 
!>oundary-line, “in order to obtain a better line of road,” it is 
laid out and opened so as to deviate, so “as to lie wholly within 
one of the municipalities.” “It is the road that may deviate . .
tiiat is to say, the road that was intended to run on the line 
may (accidentally by reason of inaccurate surveying, or) purposely 
in order to shun some obstacle (or for some other cause), get off the 
line:” per Patterson, J.f* quoted by Boyd, C., in County of Went-

* In the Supreme Court of Canada, County of Victoria v. County of Peter
borough (1889), Cameron’s Supreme Court Cases 608.
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worth v. Township of West Flamborough, 23 O.L.R. 583, at p. 589 
(the words in parenthesis are inapplicable here).

Looking now at the all-important matter, i.e., how the road 
was “laid out and opened,” it is plain that it was not “ laid out 
and opened ” with the intention of following the boundary-line even 
in part; that it did not and was not intended “in some place or 
places” to deviate from the boundary-line. It was not a devia
tion, whatever else; might be said for it, even assuming that the 
adoption of the road by the township could be considered a ratifi
cation of Walters’ actions.

I pay no attention to the other questions which were; raised, 
thinking these considerations sufficient for the disposal of the 
case.

The appeal should be allowed and the action dismissed, both 
with costs.

Mastex, J.:—I agree. Appeal allowed.

REX ex rel STEPHENSON v. HUNT.
Ontario Su/ireme Court, Riddell, J. Marsh .?/, 1916.

Elections (§ IV—90)—Proceedings to unseat alderman for dis
qualifications—Time.}—Motion by the relator for a mandatory 
order directing the Senior Judge of the County Court of the 
County of Middlesex to grant a fiat under sec. 102 of the 
Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 192, for the service of a notice 
of motion for an order declaring that the respondent “hath 
unjustly usurped and still doth usurp the office of Alderman for 
the City of London.”

The County Court Judge granted a fiat when first applied to 
by the same relator; but, by mistake, the notice of motion was 
not served in time; and, when the motion came on, the Judge 
dismissed it.

The relator made a second application for a fiat, which was 
refused by the learned County Court Judge, who gave the fol
lowing reasons for judgment:—

Macbeth, Co. C.J.:—In Rex ex rel. Morton v. Roberts 4 D.L.R. 
278, 26 O.L.R. 263, 273, Riddell, J. points out that 3 Edw. VII. 
ch. 18, sec. 32, made a most im]x>rtant change. Before that time 
it was only the validity of the election which could be challenged 
in the statutory method—thereafter the right to hold a seat 
could be attacked in the same way.

33—30 D.L.R.
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(The amendment» introduced by 3 Edw. VII. ch. 18 are car

ried into the Consolidated Municipal Act of 1903, passed in the 
same session.)

By sec. 33 of 3 Edw. VII. ch. 18, R.8.0.1897, ch. 223, sec. 220, 
is amended by inserting therein, after the word ‘ councillor’’ in 
the 8th line, “or in case at any time the relator shews by affidavit 
to such Judge reasonable ground for supposing that any mendier 
of the council . . . has forfeited his scat or has become dis
qualified since his election.’’

And the section so amended becomes sec. 220 of the Municipal 
Act of 1903, the effect lieing as follows: In case, within six weeks 
after an election, or one month after acceptance of office by the 
person elected, the relator shews by affidavit to such Judge, reason
able ground for supposing that the election was not legal, or was 
not conducted according to law, or that the person declared elected 
was not duly elected, or for contesting the validity of the election 
of any mayor, etc., or in case at any time the relator shews by 
affidavit reasonable ground for supposing that a mendier of the 
council has forfeited his seat or become disqualified since his 
election, the Judge shall grant his fiat, etc.

To contest the validity of the election the relator must apply 
within six weeks or one month after the election.

An application may lie made at any time to attack the right 
to the seat on the ground of forfeiture or disqualification since 
the election. By 7 Edw. VII. ch. 40, sec. 5, suli-scc. 1 of sec. 220 
of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 1903, is amended by adding 
after the word “time" in the eighth line thereof the words “within 
six weeks after the facte come to the knowledge of" and in the 
ninth line the word “he" after the word relator. And the sub
section so amended is now sub-sec. 1 of sec. 102 of the Municipal 
Act, B.S.O. 1914, ch. 192.

In the case above cited, Riddell, J., held that by omitting to 
file a proper declaration of office an elected member of a council 
forfeited his right to hold his seat, and that proceedings to unseat 
him might be taken within six weeks after the relator knew of the 
defect in the declaration.

In the present case I am asked to grant a fiat to determine 
the right of Ansom M. Hunt to sit in the city council. It is alleged 
that he was at the time of his election and still is disqualified, as
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lieing a salaried employee of the Western Fair Association, which 
has contractual relations with the city.

The time for contesting the validity of the election is past; 
and I am of opinion that I cannot now entertain any application 
to unseat the respondent, except on the ground that lie has for
feited his seat or become disqualified since his election.

The relator dejioses that he did not know liefore the 12th 
February last of certain facts which (it is alleged) rendered Mr. 
Hunt ineligible for election to the city council on the 1st January 
last, and still render him ineligible. The real question sought to 
be raised is the validity of the rcspontlent’s election; it is now too 
late to raise it. There has been no change in his status since the 
election.

The jurisdiction under sec. 101 et seq. is purely statutory.
It is not necessary for me to express any opinion as to whether, 

on the facts stated, there is reasonable ground to Buppose that Mr. 
Hunt's connection with the Western Fair Association disqualified 
him from sitting in the city council.

J. M. McEvoy, for relator.
G. S. Gibbons, for respondent.
Riddell, J.:—An application was made on liehalf of the 

relator, Stephenson, to His Honour the Judge of the County 
Court of the County of Middlesex, for a fiat under sec. 102 of 
the Municipal Act, U.S.O. 1914, ch. 192, and the relator obtained 
a fiat which authorised him to serve a notice of motion asking 
‘‘for an order-declaring that Anaom M. Hunt,of the city of London, 
in the county of Middlesex, secretary of the Western Fair Asso
ciation, hath unjustly usurped and still doth usurp the office of 
Alderman for the City of London, notwithstanding tliat the said 
Ansom M. Hunt has an interest in contracts by or with or through 
the Western Fair Association, which association has contracts 
with the Municipal Corporation of the City of Ixmdon, and for 
an order declaring that the said relator hath an interest in the said 
election, and for such further or other order as may lie deemed 
proper, upon the following among other grounds:—

"l. The said Ansom M. Hunt is and has been for some years 
past under contract with the Western Fair Association, the paid 
secretary and chief and almost sole paid administrative and execu
tive officer of the said association, and is required by the by-laws 
of the said association to give his whole time to the work of the

ONT.
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association, and the said Ansom M. Hunt is paid an annual salary 
of SI ,700 or thereabouts for his services as such secretary.

“2. By statute, the Municipal Council of the City of London 
may grant money or land in aid of the said association, and may 
lend or grant aid by way of Ixmuses to the said association out 
of any moneys Iwlonging to the said municipal corporation, and 
may effect such loan or grant such aid upon such terms and condi
tions as may lie agreed upon between the said associât on and the 
council of the said municipal corporation.

“3. The municipal corporation annually contributes large sums 
of money, more or less according to the needs of the said associa
tion, of which the said municipal council is the judge, usually 
alsjut $.5,000 per annum, to enable the said association to carry 
on its fair, and the said secretary, with a committee of the board 
of the association, prepares the material shewing what are the 
needs of the association for the year.

‘‘4. The said association has a contract with the said muni
cipal corporation whereby the said municipal corporation contracts 
to give the said association a license to use and occupy a large 
part of the buildings and gi junds in and upon which the said 
association carries on its business, which grounds are conveyed 
to and arc now held by the Municipal Corporation of the City of 
London, upon certain terms and conditions set out in the said 
agreement, whereby, if the said association make default in the 
terms of the said license, the corporation may, if the municipal 
council see fit, acquire the interest of the said association upon 
payment of a certain sum of money, and whereby the said asso
ciation has a right to have the said lands sold, and the said muni
cipal corporation is to be repaid any moneys expended, and upon 
other terms and conditions set out in the said agreement and 
license and the by-laws of the said corporation dealing therewith; 
and, according to the terms of the said contracts, by-laws, licen
ses, and agreements, the said association has contracted and 
agreed to keep the buildings on the saiil lands in repair, and the 
question of the sufficiency of the repair is left to the decision of 
the city engineer or servant of the said municipal council; and, in 
default of sufficiency of repair according to the said contracts, 
licenses, and by-laws, the control of the said lands and buildings 
reverts back to the said corporation; and the said Ansom M. Hunt 
has an interest in all the said contracts and dealings of the said
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association with the said municipal corporation by, with, or 
through the said association.”

By some mistake the notice of motion was not served in time, 
and the motion was dismissed by the County Court Judge.

In no way discouraged, the relator again applied to His Honour 
for a fiat to serve a notice of motion for an order declaring (as 
before and in the same words) on grounds Nos. 1, 2, 3, the same 
as before; No. G the same as former No. 4; No. 4, “The said 
Ansom M. Hunt, as the relator now learns from the records of the 
City of London, has repeatedly, in his capacity ns secretary of 
the Western Fair Association, appeared before the Council of 
the Municipal Corporation of the City of Ixmdon requesting 
grants and assistance from the funds of the said city;” No 5, 
“It further appears as aforesaid that the said Council of the said 
City of London is this year raising $10,000 in debentures for the 
assistance of the said Western Fair Association.”

It will be seen that the grounds of the applications arc really 
only two: (1) the respondent is the secretary of the Western Fair 
Association; (2) the city has such relations with the Western Fair 
Association, by helping it with money, making contracts with it, 
etc., as to make it unlawful for the servants of the Western Fair 
Association to be members of the council of the city.

That the respondent is such servant is not denied; and much 
colour is given to the second contention by such cases as Greville- 
Srnith v. Tomlin, [1911] 2 K.B. 9, read in connection with the 
legislation (1887) 50 Viet. ch. 89 (O.)*, the by-laws of the city, No. 
2439 etc.

This application for a fiat was refused by His Honour; and an 
application was made before me for a mandatory order directing 
him to grant the fiat asked for. I declined to hear the applica
tion unless and until the respondent should i>e served with notice 
of it—that was done, and the matter has been argued before me 
with great candour and ability by both counsel.

The ground upon which the learned County Court Judge 
proceeds, if I rightly apprehend his written reasons, is that the 
alleged disqualification, if it exists at all, existed at the time of the 
election and of the first application—a judgment of my own, Rex 
ex rel. Morton v. Roberts, 4 D.L.R. 278, is cited as indicating

*An Act to Incorporate the Western Fair Association.
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OMT- that the statute cannot lie applied in a case like this, except where
N. c. there is a change in position after the election. 1 diil not intend

so to hold, and it scenis to me tliat my language does not Iwar 
that interpretation.

That, however, in my view, is here of no moment—-the relator 
must make his application "within six weeks after an election, or 
one month after the acceptance of office,” unless the facts upon 
which he relies did not come to his knowledge until afterthc election, 
when he has six weeks after the facts came to his knowledge: 
R.8.0.1014, ch. 192, sec. 102 (1). The “facts” are the “ground;” 
and, if the “facts” which form the real ground for the application 
are known at the time of the election, the time will not lie extended 
simply 1 «'cause the relator afterwards becomes aware of facts 
which arc mere evidence of such ground, mere evidentiary facts 
of no significance except as proving another fact or other facts.

The only new “facts" alleged in the second application are 
two: (No. 4) that the respondent has frequently appeared before 
the Council of Ixjndon to solicit aid for his association; and (No. 
6) that the city is going to give the association $10,000 this year.

As to No. 4, that simply is evidence to prove the relationship 
of the respondent to tho Western Fair Association, already known, 
as apiiears from No. 1 above—and that he did what was to be 
expected of him in such relationship.

As to No. 5, that is simply saying that this year is no excep
tion from the rule of tho city annually contributing large «u is of 
money—but that, instead of contributing about $5,000 as usual, 
the city this year will contribute $10,000. A contribution of 
$5,000 is as obnoxious to the statute as one of $10,000.

I cannot see that any new case is made out.
The impropriety, gross and palpable, of this secretary and chief 

officer of the Western Fair Association occupying a seat at tho 
council-board of the city, under the circumstances, should be 
manifest to the most obtuse. But this relator is not rectus in curid.

I dismiss this motion; but it must be borne in mind that tho 
dismissal does not in any way prevent an application by another 
relator, unless tho respondent prevents it by vacating his seat.

There will be no costs. Motion dismissed.
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COLLERAN «. GREER.
Ontario Supreme Court, Ap petiole Division, Meredith, C.J.C.lRiddell, 

Lennox and Slasten, JJ. March 17, 1916.

New Trial ( § V B—40)—Motions for, on appeal—Relief 
against default judgment—Insufficiency of proof of claim.1—Appeal 
by the defendant Dunn from the judgment of the District Court of 
the District of Thunder Bay, in favour of the plaintiff, in an 
action to recover a l«alance of the price of goods sold to the 
defendant. The judgment was given in the absence of the 
appellant, and he asked to have it set aside and a new trial ordered.

J. II. Spence, for apj)eliant.
The plaintiff was not represented.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The only doubtful question in this case 

is the question whether this application could not have been made 
in Port Arthur as well as here; if so, there would be no justi
fication for the greater expense and greater delay in making it 
here, in so plain a case as this.

The application is one to have a judgment at a trial—given in 
the absence of the applicant and now entered up formally—set 
aside and a new trial had l>etwcen the parties; and so in olden 
days would have l>ecn a County Court motion in term. But for a 
numlter of years past the practice in England has provided a better 
method, and that practice has l>een adopted here, and, as amended, 
is now contained in Rule 499: which provides that, where a party 
does not appear at the trial, the judgment may be set aside and a 
new trial ordered by the Judge presiding at the sittings, or by a 
Judge. By Rule 3(d), “Judge” shall mean a Judge of the High 
Court Division of the Supreme CoUrt.

The question is, whether that practice applies to a County 
Court case, which this case is.

Rule 768 provides that the Rules, and the practice and pro
cedure in the Supreme Court, shall, so far as the same can be 
applied, apply and extend to actions in the County Court: but 
again the provisions of the County Courts Act cover the subject 
of appeals from those Courts; and of course the provisions of the

39. Any party to a cause or matter may appeal to a Divisional Court 
from any judgment directed to be entered at or after the trial or from a re
fusal to enter a judgment.

(2) A motion tor a new trial shall be deemed an appeal, and shall be 
made to a Divisional Court.

Section 40 specifies a number of instances in which an appeal shall lie.

ONT.
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special enactment prevail if there be conflict between them 
and the general Rules.

The plain purpose of the provisions regarding appeals, con
tained in the County Courts Act, was to make all appeals, from 
such Courts, ap]>cals to a Divisional Court; and no provision is 
made for any kind of an api>eal or application to a County Court 
Judge: although under the earlier County Court enactments an 
apical might have been so made; and a motion for a new trial 
must have l>een so made. So that the purpose of the legislature, 
to remove all such motions and api>eals from the local Courts 
and to require them to le made here, is plain; and must l>e given 
effect to, even if Rule 499 were not so ill-fitted to cover County 
Court cases as it is.

This case is plainly within both sec. 39 and sec. 40 of the 
County Courts Act; and so the motion is regularly here and must 
be dealt with.

Upon the facts disclosed in the affidavits and papers filed, the 
case is one in which, as a matter of indulgence, the judgment in 
question should be set aside and a new trial granted: and, lieside 
that, the papers disclose an irregularity in the proceedings at the 
trial which vitiates the judgment.

At the trial, judgment was apparently given for the plaintiff 
for $559.60 and costs, without evidence of any kind: it seems to 
have l>ecn based “upon hearing what was alleged by counsel for 
the plaintiff” only: that is in some cases permissible in Division 
Courts: see sec. 108 of the Division Courts Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
ch. 63: but proof of the plaintiff’s cla:m must be given, at the 
trial, in the higher Courts.

The application is allowed; there will be no order as to costs, 
nor any terms imposed, liecause of the fatal irregularity at the 
trial; as well as because the respondent was not represented here.

REX v. BENDER.
Ontario Su}ireme Court, Sutherland, J. March £7, 1916.

Intoxicating Liqi ors (§ III A—55)—Canada Temperance Act 
—/nformation failing to disclose facts shewing causes of suspicion— 
Order quashing—Conditions.]—Motion by the defendant to quash 
an infonnation taken and a search-warrant issued by a Police 
Magistrate, in the circumstances stated below. The information
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was sworn to by an Inspector under the Canada Temperance Act, 
R.S.C. 1000, eh. 152, sec. 136.*

L. E. Dancey, for the défendent.
J. R. Cartwright, K.C., for the Attorney-General.
Sutherland, J.:—A motion to quash an information and 

search-warrant, upon the grounds following:—
(1) That the information upon which the search-warrant was 

issued herein was not sufficient to give the Police Magistrate juris
diction to issue it, liecausc it did not disclose the facts and cir
cumstances which went to shew the just and reasonable cause the 
informant had to suspect that liquor, in respect of which an offence 
was committed, was on the defendant’s premises; and the said 
Police Magistrate, in the taking of the said information and the 
issuing of the said search-warrant, acted entirely without juris
diction.

(2) That the search-warrant issued on the said information 
was illegally and impro|>erly obtained for the sole and only purpose 
of securing evidence against the defendant upon which afterwards 
to found a charge for a breach of the provisions of the Canada 
Temperance Act and amendments thereto.

(3) That the taking of an information for the issue of a search- 
warrant is a judicial act, and evidence should have been adduced 
liefore the said Police Magistrate for the purpose of enabling him 
to judge of the sufficiency of the causes of suspicion to justify 
him in issuing the said warrant herein, which was not done.

The information was laid by John Terrance, an Inspector 
in the county of Huron, before S. J. Andrews, the Police Magistrate 
at the town of Clinton, in the said county, and the information 
sworn to by Torrance states that he “hath just and reasonable

•Section 136 of the Act provides ns follows: “If it is proved upon oath 
before any judge of the sessions of the pence, recorder, police magistrate, 
stqicndinry magistrate, sitting magistrate, two justices of the peace, or any 
magistrate having the power or authority of two or more justices of the 
I>eacc, that there is reasonable cause to suspwt that any intoxicating liquor 
is kept for sale in violation of Part II. of tliis Act, or of the Temperance Act 
of 1864, in any dwelling-house, store, ship, warehouse, outhouse, garden, 
yard, crodt, vessel, or other place or places, such officer may grant a warrant 
to search in the day time such dwelling-house ... or other place or 
places for such intoxicating liquor, and if the same or any part thereof is 
there found, to bring the same before him.

“2. Any information to obtain a warrant under this section may be in 
form Q, and any search-warrant under this section may be in form It.”

ONT.
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cause to suspect and doth suspect that intoxicating liquor is kept 
for sale, in violation," etc.

The search-warrant thereupon issued recites that: “Whereas 
John Torrance, Inspector, of Clinton, in the said county of Huron, 
hath this day made oath liefore me, the undersigned 8. J. Andrews, 
Police Magistrate, one of His Majesty's Justices of the Peace in 
and for the said township of Hay, that he hath just anil reasonable 
cause to suspeet and doth suspect that intoxicating liquor is kept 
for sale," etc.

In Regina v. Doyle (1880), I20.R. 341,it was held that a search- 
warrant under the Canada Temperance Act, 1878, was a pro
ceeding to sustain a charge made for an offence committed against 
the Act, and not a proceeding taken upon which to found a charge 
to lie made in case liquor were found on the premises; and in 
Regina v. Walker (1887), 13 O.U. 83, it was held that ‘'secs. 108 
and 109 of the Act were intended to protide process in rem for 
the confiscation and destruction of liquor in respect of which a use 
prohibited by the statute was living made, and not to protide a 
means of obtaining etidence on which to found a prosecution or 
support one already begun."

In Rex v. Kehr (1906), 11 O.L.R. 517, it was held that “the 
information necessary to justify the issuing of such warrant must 
disclose facts and circumstances shewing the catiscs of suspicion, 
which tended to the belief of the commission of the alleged offence, 
with regard to which the warrant is deemed essential. The infor
mation herein lieing defective in this respect, the warrant was 
directed to be quashed." This was a decision of the Exchequer 
Divisional Court.

In a New Brunswick case, Ex p. Coffon (1905), 11 Can. Crim. 
Cas. 48, it was held, in connection with a charge of keeping liquor 
for sale contrary to the Canada Temperance Act, where the 
accused had been arrested and brought before the magis
trate to answer the charge, the sworn information merely 
stating “that the complainant has just cause to suspect and believe 
and does suspect and believe that the defendant has committed 
the offence charged,” and the magistrate having made no inquiry 
into the grounds of suspicion, that the magistrate acquired no 
jurisdiction to proceed with the trial; and the conviction was 
quashed.
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In the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, in the cane of The. King 
v. Tmentend (No. 2) (1906), 11 Can. Crim. Cas. 115, it was held 
that an information for a search-warrant under the Canada 
Temperance Act sufficiently stated the causes of suspicion and 
the particulars of the offence, if it stated that the informant had 
just and reasonable cause to suspect and did suspect that intoxi
cating liquor was kept for sale in violation of the statute in a speei- 
ficd hotel, and the reason for such suspicion was that persons who 
had there purchased liquor from the hotel-keeper had told the 
informant that such hotel-keeper was keeping liquor for sale.

In the present case, it is urged on this motion on liehalf of 
Bender, the «uspected person, that Rex v. Kelir is precisely in 
point, and that, following it, I should determine that the informa
tion on which the search-warrant was issued was defective in 
that it did not disclose the facts and circumstances which went 
to shew the just and reasonable cause which led the informant to 
suspect that liquor was on the defendant’s premises.

There was an appeal in the rase of The King v. Townsend to 
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which appeal was 
dismissed : see The King v. Townsend (No. 4) (1907), 12 Can. Crim. 
Cas. 509. It had liecn contended in the Supreme Court of Nova 
Scotia that with respect to search-warrants it had lieen decided that 
a warrant could only issue “as ancillary to a prosecution already 
commenced.” It was contended, on the other hand, that the Act 
had been amended by striking out the words on which the Courts 
had founded their opinion that the commencement of the prosecu
tion was a condition precedent to the issue of a search-warrant. 
The decision of the Privy Council dealt only with this latter ques
tion on the appeal, Lord Collins saving, as reported at p. 520 of 
12 Can. Crim. Cas.: "Their Lordships cannot doubt that the 
Legislature by this simple and artistic amendment intended to 
make it impossible to ground a similar contention on the amended 
sections. Without, therefore, inquiring further into the reasons 
which have been urged against the granting of special leave in 
these cases, their Lordships are content to rest their decision upon 
the authority above cited.”

By reference to the case in the Supreme Court of Nova 
Scotia, it appears that Sir Robert L. Weatherbe, C.J., in a dissent
ing judgment, considered that no particulars of the offence required

ONT.
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by the informant had been given in the information laid in that case. 
Graham, E.J. (11 Can. Crim.Cas.at p. 143), was of opinion that the 
causes of suspicion were quite sufficiently set out in the information 
and it set forth enough to give the magistrate jurisdiction; and Rus
sell, J., at p. 146,said that the information complied “with the addi
tional requirements contained in the italicised parenthesis in the 
form, by stating the causes of suspicion, and also setting out, 
though in another part of the form, the particulars of the offence.” 
And Longley, J., at p. 150, says: “The reasons or particulars of 
this case are not very strong, but relating as they do to the offence 
charged, it seems to me they arc about as explicit as could reason
ably l>e demanded.”

Torrance, the Inspector, made an affidavit filed in these 
proceedings and was cross-examined thereon, and it appears that 
certain information had been communicated to him, which, if set 
out in the information sworn to by him, might have been held to 
be, to some extent at least, a setting out of the “causes of sus
picion.” The magistrate was also examined, and said upon his 
examination that certain letters were shewn to him by the 
Inspector, and certain information communicated, which he could 
not very well recall or swear to, but which was of such a kind that 
he was satisfied there was just ground for issuing the warrant. 
Even if this somewhat hazy statement on the part of the magistrate 
could now properly be considered by me on this motion, it would 
not, I think, assist very much.

It seems to me that I am bound by and should follow Itex 
v. Kehr, and hold that, as the information did not disclose “facts 
and circumstances shewing the causes of suspicion,” the warrant 
issued thereupon must be deemed to have been improperly issued, 
and must be quashed.

The order quashing will contain a condition similar to that in 
Rex v. Kehr, to the effect that no action shall lx? brought against 
the Police Magistrate or against any officer acting on the search- 
warrant to enforce the same.

Motion granted.

(See Rex v. Sicarts (1916), 10O.W.N. 231, and Rex v. Bedford (1916), ib 
233.
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REX ». GAGE.
Ontario Sujneme Court, Amtellate Division, (/arrow, J.A., Riddell, Lennox and 

Stouten, JJ. March 17, 1916.

Intoxicating liquohs ( $ III A—55)—Sufficiency of convic
tion for unlawful sales—Jurisdiction of Magistrate—Place and time 
of offence—J udicial notice—A mendment—flight of appeal.]—Appeal 
from the judgment of Latchford, J., dismissing a motion on the 
return of a writ of habeas corpus for an order discharging the 
defendant from custody in the common gaol of the county of 
Hastings. Affirmed.

The judgment appealed from is as follows:
Motion on return of a writ of habeas corpus for the dis

charge from the common gaol of the county of Hastings of one 
Joseph Gage, who is there imprisoned under a warrant issued on 
the 10th August, 1914, by S. Masson, who describes himself as 
“Police Magistrate in and for the City of Belleville and one of 
His Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for the said County 
of Hastings,” and as “Police Magistrate for the southern part 
of the County of Hastings.”

Gage was convicted before Mr. Masson on the 10th August, 
1914, of two breaches of the Liquor License Act—selling liquor 
without a license on the 31st July, 1914, and keeping liquor for 
sale without a license on the 1st August, 1914. The prisoner 
was not present, but was represented by counsel, who, on his ladialf, 
entered a plea of “not guilty” to each charge. It was agreed, 
according to the memorandum made by the magistrate, “that 
the evidence shall be taken in both cases at once and used in l>oth.”

After evidence had been given of a sale, not, as stated in the 
information, on the 1st August, but on the 31st July, an appli
cation was made to change the date in the information so as to 
make it conform to the evidence. Counsel for Gage di ! not 
consent to the amendment, or “shew any cause why it should 
not bo made, beyond saying it may prejudice his client.” He 
did not, how'ever, ask for the adjournment, which the magistrate 
was bound to accord, under sec. 92 of the Act, if the amendment 
really prejudiced the accused, and must, in my opinion, be taken 
to have waived the right granted him by the statute.

The prisoner was found guilty upon both charges, upon ample 
evidence, and a fine of $250 and costs was imposed in each case. 
Gage had left the vicinity of Belleville at the time of the trial.

ONT.
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Warrants for his arrest were immediately issued, and under one 
of such warrants he was arrested on the 7th February, 1916, at 
Orillia, by the Chief of Police of that town, and on the 9th Feb
ruary delivered by him to a Belleville constable, who conveyed 
Gage to prison and handed to the gaoler the warrant of commit
ment returned to the writ. According to Gage, a second warrant 
of commitment, in default of payment of the fine and costs im
posed for illegally keeping liquor for sale, was handed to the 
gaoler at the same time. Such warrant was undoubtedly issued 
and is produced, but it is not the warrant under which the pris
oner is stated by his gaoler to be detained.

The principal objections urged on behalf of the prisoner are: 
that the jurisdiction of the convicting magistrate is not shewn 
by the commitment, or in the conviction which it recites; and 
that costs of commitment, as well as of conveyance—costs other 
than cost» of prosecution—have been wrongfully inserted in the 
warrant.

The information, conviction, and warrant state that the 
offence of which the prisoner was found guilty was committed 
at the township of Thurlow, in the county of Hastings. The 
conviction upon its face states that Gage was convicted before 
“Stewart Masson, Police Magistrate in and for the City of Belle
ville and the southern part of the County of Hastings and one of 
His Majesty's Justices of the Peace in and for the County of 
Hastings."

The township of Thurlow is in the county of Hastings: The 
Territorial Division Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 3, sec. 2 (15); and I 
think I can take judicial knowledge of the undoubted fact that 
it is in the southern part of the county of Hastings. In Kngland, 
where the boundaries of towns and parishes are determined by 
ancient usage, and not as hero by legislative or departmental 
acts, the excessive particularity of the Courts obliged them to 
reject what is obvious in Ontario in our day. An example of 
this refinement may be found in Rex v. Burridge (1735), 3 P. 
Wms. 439, at p. 496. A similar case is Deybel’t Cate (1821), 
4 B. & Aid. 243.

But recourse to judicial knowledge is unnecessary, in view 
of the fact tt at in both the conviction and the warrant the magis
trate is described as Police Magistrate for the City of Belleville.
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By sec. 24 of the Police Magistrates' Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch 88, 
Mr. Masson was ex officio a Justice of the Peace for the whole 
county, and, acting as such ex officio Justice, had, under sec. 28, 
power to do alone whatever was authorised to be done by two or 
more Justices of the Peace. Acting as a Justice of the Peace 
for the county and exercising the jurisdiction of two Justices, he 
had [lower to convict the prisoner as he did convict him, and 
his jurisdiction is manifested on the face of the proceedings. 
The unreported case of Hex v. Collins (decided by the Court of 
Appeal for Ontario, May 29, (901 ), to which I have been referred, 
has therefore no application.

Jurisdiction to convict gave jurisdiction to commit in default 
of payment of the fine and costs: sec. 65 of the Liquor License 
Act. The form (No. 11) of the warrant of commitment pre
scribed by sec. 91 of the statute was followed by the magistrate. 
He, however, stated the “costs and charges of carrying him 
(Gage) to the said common gaol” to be $4.41, and in the 
margin sot out the following items: "Arrest $1.50, mileage 0.91, 
rig to convey him to gaol $2.00.”

While the costs and charges of conveying Gage from Orillia 
to Belleville must have been greatly in excess of $4.41, the magis
trate was not, in my opinion, justified in stating or estimating 
the amount of such costs and charges on the face of the warrant 
of commitment. But, under sec. 1121 of the Criminal Code, 
incorporated by reference into the Ontario Summary Convictions 
Act, R.S.0.1914, ch. 90, sec. 4, “ No warrant or commitment shall 
be held void by reason of any defect therein, provided it is therein 
alleged that the defendant has liecn convicted, and there is a good 
and valid conviction to sustain the same."

In this case the commitment alleges the conviction of the 
prisoner, and there is a good and valid conviction to sustain the 
commitment.

Section 1124 of the Code is also made part of the Ontario 
statute, and applies in the circumstances disclosed in the deposi
tions and conviction. There can be no possible doubt of the guilt 
of the prisoner. The punishment imposed on him was not in 
excess of what might lawfully be imposed. The warrant there
fore is not to be held invalid for the irregularity.

Section 94 of the Liquor License Act declares that no convic-

ONT.
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tion or warrant enforcing the same shall be held invalid by 
reason of any defect in form or substance, if it can l>e understood, 
as here, that the conviction or warrant was made for an offence 
against some provision of the Act, within the jurisdiction of the 
magistrate who made or signed the same; and if, as here, there 
is evidence to prove the commission of such offence.

Sub-section 2 of the same section gives me power, in the 
circumstances existing in this case, to amend the warrant. I do 
so by striking out the words and figures stating the costs and 
charges of conveying the prisoner to gaol.

The objections as to the arrest of the prisoner at Orillia arc 
untenable. His right to discharge docs not depend on the legality 
or illegality of his caption, but on the legality or illegality of his 
detention: Rex v. Whitesides (1904), 8 U.L.R. G22.

The application fails and is dismissed. No costs.
J. B. Mackenzie, for defendant.
J. R. Cartwright, K.C., for the Crown, was not called upon.
The Court held that, in the absence of a certificate from the 

Attorney-General, as provided in the Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 
1914, ch. 215, sec. 113 (1), the appeal could not be entertained— 
approving Rex v. Graves (1910), 21 O.L.R. 329.

--------  Appeal dismissed.
RADLEY v. GARBER.

Queltec Superior Court, (irecmhieldx, J. October 25, 1915. •

Aliens (§ III—15)—Trading with enemy—Recovery by indorsee 
of drafts not jtayable to enemy.]—Action on two bills of exchange 
and costs of protest amounting to $2,307.75 drawn by one Sehaller 
per Fritz Janscke on the defendant and by him accepted. Sehaller 
endorsed them to the plaintiff.

The defence is that the plaintiff is a prête-nom of Sehaller 
who is a person resident in, or carrying on business in an enemy 
country, to wit, in the Empire of Germany, in war with this coun
try; and by reason of the order-in-council of September 12, 1914, 
the defendant is forbidden to pay the sum claimed to an enemy; 
that the drafts were given for merchandise shipped to the defend
ant by Schartz & Co., carrying on business in Germany, repre
sented in New York by Sehaller, and the proceeds of the drafts, 
if paid, will be for the benefit of the above firm in Germany.

The Court dismissed this plea and gave judgment for the plain
tiff.
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Fleet, Falconer, Phelan & tiovey, for plaintiff.
Jacobs, Hall, Couture <V Filch, for defendant.
Greenshields, J.:—Considering that it results from the 

proof made iliat one Otto Sehaller, a citizen of the Vnited States, 
resident in New York City, was, under contract with a German 
manufacturer of the goods for which the drafts sued on were 
given, bound and obliged to pay for the same, and did Indore the 
declaration of war l>etween Great Britain and the German Kmpire 
settle and pay for said goods;

Considering that the order-in-council relied u|Km by the 
defendant herein, under the circumstances, has no application;

Doth dismiss defendant's said plea Judgment for plaintif.

BEAUDETTE v. STEAMER “ETHEL Q.”
Qucluc A it mindly f'uur I, District of Montreal, Dunlop, J.A.C. .tunc, 1910.

Admiralty (§ II—11)—Camishment—Other Courts.
Dunlop, J.:—A very important question is in this cause, 

to wit, is the Admiralty Court, sitting in Quebec Admiralty 
district, Ixmnd to recognize garnishee proceedings taken in the 
Superior Court? The facts an* as follows: The plaintiff obtained 
judgment for $1,500 and costs in the Admiralty Court against the 
defendant, the steamer “Ethel Q.,” of which the opposants are 
the owners, as was wtabljshed in said cause. This judgment 
on api>eal to the Exchequer Court at Ottawa was confirmed with 
costs.

Subsequently the plaintiff issued an execution against the 
Guarantee Co. of North America, the bail of the SS. “Ethel Q.” 
The opposants, as owners of the “Ethel Q.,” filed an opposition 
to said execution, in which they alleged that they were quite 
ready to pay the amount of the said judgment to whoever was 
entitled thereto, but as there were rival claimants for the amount 
of the judgment, they had paid the plaintiff all his costs, and 
they declared—as they did not wish to be compelled to pay the 
amount of the judgment twice—their readiness to deposit the 
moneys in the hands of the treasurer of this province, under the 
provisions of art. 1410 of the R.S.Q., so that it might lx» ulti
mately decided to whom the money should be paid, and by their 
opposition, asked that all proceedings should lx* stayed.

On October 5, 1ft 15, the execution was stayed by order of this 
Court. On October 26, 1915, the plaintiff contested the opposi-

34—30 n.L.R.
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tion, invoking thv different statutes establishing the Admiralty 
Court, and alleging that the Superior Court had no legal right 
to interfere in this matter, as it was one exclusively under the 
jurisdiction of the Admiralty Court.

The claimants for the moneys were, first, the plaintiff; second, 
Dame Eugenie IAttelle, who had seised the moneys in the hands 
of the opposants, also in the hands of the Guarantee Co. of North 
America, the hail of the 88. “Ethel Q.,” by garnishment in a 
cats* No. 5787 of the records of the Superior Court for the district 
of Richelieu, wherein she was plaintiff and the present plaintiff 
was defendant, anti this seizure was declared tenante by said 
Court on September 19, 1915, and judgment subsequently 
given by said ( ourt maintaining her seizure by garnishment and 
ordering the payment of her claim out of the said moneys seized ; 
third, W. A. Sheppard, who took a second seizure in garnishment 
in the hands of the said opposants and also in the hands of the 
Guarantee Co. of North America, bail of the SS. “Ethel Q.,” 
in east' No. 5747 of the records of the Superior (’ourt for the 
district of Richelieu, wherein he was plaintiff and the plaintiff 
herein was defendant, anti which seizure was on September 24, 
1915, declared tenante by saitl Court and judgment was subse
quently given maintaining her seizure in garnishment anti order
ing the payment of plaintiff’s claim olit of the moneys seized in 
the hands of the opposants on October 5,1915. That the amounts 
due by plaintiff to the intervenants anti for which the intervenants 
obtained judgment against plaintiff were includt'd in plaintiff's 
claim against defendant and on which claim plaintiff obtained 
judgment for $1,500.

When the case was heard t>efore me, In-fore giving judgment 
on the merits, I ordered that the saitl Dame Eugenie Labelle 
anti A. W. Sheppard should be made parties to this cause, which 
was done and t>oth appeared and filed interventions claiming 
that the amount of their respective claims should t>o paid out of 
the moneys seized in the hands of the opposants.

The plaintiff contested both these interventions on the broad 
ground that the Admiralty Court had no right of jurisdiction to 
recognize1 garnishee proceedings taken in the Superior Court 
ami his contestation invoke*! the' different statutes defining the 
juriseliction e>f this Court. The opposants fill'd an elaborate 
fae-tum in which the different statutes affecting the jurisdiction
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of this Court art; cited and referring to the conflict of jurisdiction 
which existed in England for many years between the Admiralty 
Court and the other Courts. It would appear, however, that 
such questions are not likely to arise in future in England, owing 
to the fusion of all the Courts under the Judicature Act now in 
force in England.

It would appear from many of the cases cited that the Ad
miralty Court in Engin ml did recognize garnishee proceedings 
taken in other Courts. It would also appear that the juris
diction of the common law Courte in England has practically 
always prevailed over tliat of the Admiralty Court. This was 
admitted by lord (ïorell in th«» B.C. case of Bow, Me Lachlan d1 
Co. LUI. v. 8.8. “Camoumn," [1909] A.C. 597, who declared:

The history of the long contest lietween the civilians of the 
Admiralty Court and the Courts of the common law is well known 
and need not l>e gone into now. It resulted in the Admiralty 
jurisdiction being confined within certain well defined limits, 
which were, however, extended by the legislature in more modem 
times, but not sufficiently to include a suit to enforce such a 
claim as that nun le by the répondent.

Reference might also he made to the case of the “Olive,” 
5 Jur. (n. s.) p. 44.5.

In this case the Court of Admiralty on March 16, 1859, 
held that payment undei a garnishee order of a common law 
Judge was a valid satisfaction of a judgment of the Admiralty 
Court and, furthermore, that such an order was not subject to 
review by the Court of Admiralty.

Reference might ilso be made to the case of the “Jeff Davis,” 
17 L.T. (n. s.) 5, where Sir R. Phillimore, in rendering judgment, 
recognized garnishee proceedings and ordered payment to the 
garnishee of the balance of a judgment after the satisfaction 
of the‘protector's lien for costs. In other words, he found that 
in spite of a garnishee order, tin* costs of the proee<-dings were 
privileged ami should lie paid, just as has l>een done in the present 
cause, and in other eases cited in the opposants’ factum it was 
held that the plaintiff’s solicit jrs had a lien for their costs, but 
subject to this lien, the garnishee proceedings were held good.

In upholding, in the different caw*, the right of plaintiff’s 
solicitors to Im- jiaid their costs before the garnishee pays the 
judgment of the creditors of the plaintiff, these eas«*s clearly
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indicate that the Admiralty Court of Kngland considered that a 
S. C. garnishee order of the common law Courts was to lx* respected 

and that its payment. was a satisfaction of the judgment of the 
Admiralty Court.

What lends force to these decisions is the fact that they all 
occurred when the ( ourt of Admiralty in England was a Court 
distinct from the common law. exchequer, anti equity Courts. 
The common law Courts of Great Britain have always main
tained that the Courts of the colonies had the right to restrain, 
if necessary, the local Admiralty ( 'ourts. Previous to the < olonial 
Courts of Admiralty Act there were in the different colonies of 
Great Britain—when the colonies were less self-governing than 
they are now—certain Vice-Admiralty Courts. The common 
law Courts of Great Britain have always held that the early 
colonial Courts had the same right to restrain the Vice-Admiralty 
Courts as the common law Courts of Kngland had to restrain the 
Admiralty ('ourt of Kngland.

In the case of Key v. Pearce, referred to in Le ('aux v. Prier. 
2 Dough 695, at tilth D>rd Chief Justice I am* is reported by lx»rd 
Mansfield to have declared that the colonies take all the common 
and statute laws of Kngland applicable to their situation and 
condition. The Courts of law prohibited the Courts of Admiralty 
just as the ( 'ourts of Westminster had here.

In the Province of Queliee, the Courts which are not concerned 
with Admiralty matters never formerly hesitated to issue pro
hibitions against the Vice-Admirait y Courts. In the case of 
Hamilton v. Prater, 1 R. de L. 509, it was held that a prohibition 
may issue from the Court of King’s Bench to stay the proceedings 
in the Court of Vice-Admiralty.

Them* eases shew the principle that a Vice-Admiralty Court 
is not of itself independent of the restraining orders of the civil 
Courts. The* exclusive jurisdiction, if any, of the Admiralty 
Court flows from the subject matter of the suit, and not from the 
constitution of the (’ourt itself. This was decided in the case of 
Key v. Pearce, referred to in 2 Dough tiOti, in regard to the juris
diction of the Vice-Admiralty Courts in questions of prize 
money.

Tin* contention that the Exchequer Court of Canada is superior 
to any provincial Court is not sup|»orted either by the Acts of
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Parliament relating to the Exchequer f ourt, or by the decisions 
of the Privy Council. The jurisdiet ion of the Exchequer ( 'ourt 
in Admiralty matters is limited by the Colonial Courts of Admir
alty Act.

Ah the Inqierial Courts of Admiralty Act allows the Dominion 
Parliament to only confer upon the Exchequer Court the same 
jurisdiction which the Im|x-rinl Parliament has conferred u|x>n 
the Admiralty Division of the High Court of Justice, ami as the 
English Admiralty Courts were ami are obliged to respect the 
garnishee orders of the other divisions of the High Courts of 
Parliament. in my opinion this ('ourt is IhmiiuI to recognize 
garnishee proceedings taken in the other Courts in this province.

In the pri-sent ease, there does not appear to Is* any real 
conflict of jurisdiction, inasmuch as the Exchequer Court has 
ordered the S.S. “Ethel Q.” to pay to the plaintiff a certain sum, 
and the Superior Court has ordered Beaudette to pay it or part 
of it to certain other parties, who had seized the money in the 
hands of the op]x>sants. The plaintiff might have contested 11n
different garnishee suits, which he never did. The opinants 
were Ixmnd to recognize the garnishee orders and they could not 
have taken justice summarily in their own hands. To have paid 
over the moneys to the plaintiff-contestant and disregard the 
judgments in the garnishee suits would have rendered the oppos
ants guilty of contempt of the Superior Court for the district of 
Bichelieu. The opposants were, therefore, justified at the time 
of the issue of the writ of execution, in taking the stand that they, 
as owners of the S.S. “Ethel Q.,” could not pay the debt, and as 
the judgment of this honourable Court was being executed 
against the Guarantee Co. of N. America, the bail of S.S. “Ethel 
CJ.,”the only recourse open to the opposants was to make their 
op|N)sition.

As the plaintiff did not contest, the writ of garnishment at 
the proper time at this issue, he lost all his right to contest them, 
as regards the opinants and their ship the stefunship “Ethel Q."

1 am of opinion that the de]x>sit paid by the op)>osants in 
the hands of the treasurer of this province was legal ami valid. 
1 hi March 17, lffltt, I rendered judgment ordering the amount of 
the de)K>sit to lx- withdrawn from the custmly of the treasurer 
and de]x>sited in the Admiralty Court. This was done, and on
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the llth Man-h, 1910, tin- full amount of the deposit., to wit, 
S. (\ $1,548.48, wan deposited in the* hands of the deputy registrar

of this Court, ami is now subject to the orders of this Court for 
distribution.

Having very earefully considered tin- arguments of counsel 
and (-specially the factum in this cause fyled by the opposants, 
I have arrived at the following decision:

I maintain the op)x>sition of the opfxisants. with costs, payable 
out of the deposit, ami dismiss the contestation of the plaintiff, 
and (piash the seizure in this cause made in the hands of the bail 
of the steamship “ Ethel Q.” to wit. the Guarantee Co. of North 
America, and grant main-levee to said company of the articles 
seized.

I maintain the intervention of tin- intervenants and reject 
the contestation of the plaintiff, with costs jiavable out of the 
said deposit, and I order the deputy-registrar of this Court, 
after verification of the different claims, to distribute the amounts 
deposited in this Court, as follows, to wit :—1. To pay any Court 
and Judge's fees. 2. To pay to the opposants the amount of their 
costs. 3. To pay to the intervenants D. Eugenie Isabelle and 
William A. Sheppard, judgment creditors of the said plaintiff, 
the amounts of their respective claims for debt, interest and costs, 
as set forth in their said interventions, and in the judgments 
maintaining the seizure in garnishment taken by them and also 
the amount of their costs on said interventions, according to the 
sufficiency of the moneys before this Court, and to pay to tla- 
plaintiff any balance of the dc|x»sit remaining in this Court 
after payment of the claims hereinabove mentioned, reserving to 
this Court the right to make such order and further orders in tla- 
premises respecting the distribution of said moneys as to law 
and justice may apjx-rtain. 

iA8Ki AMSDEN v. ROGERS.
^ j, Sax kale hr nan Supreme Court, Lam ont, J. July 14, 1916.

Evidence (6 XII L—985)—Corroboration of accomplies—De
tective—Offence under Liquor License Act—Place of offence.|— 
Appeal by the informant Amsden from an order of the |x>liee 
magistrate at M<x>se Jaw dismissing an information under tin 
Liquor License Act (Sask. Statutes 1913, eh. 64). Affirmed.

C. E. Armstrong, for ap|x-llant.
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McCurdy, for accusenl.
Lamont, J.:—The information charged the accused, a brake*- 

man on the C.P.U., with staling liquor contrary to the* Act. 
Amsde*n was a special constable in the employ of the government, 
and his duties were to detect and prosecute infringements of tin* 
Act. The accused frankly admitted that he procured a quantity 
of whiskey and gave it to Amsden, who represented himself as 
being too sick to go to the buffet car for it himself ; but. he says, 
when he gave the liquor to Amsden and collected payment 
therefor, they were not in this province at all, but in the Province 
of Allmrta l>etween the stations of Irving and Walsh. Amsden 
says it was 1 jet ween Maple Creek and Swift Current in Saskatche
wan. The police* magistrate* dismissed the* case* e>n the* grounel 
that Amsden was an ace-eimplie-e* and his evielence* therefore* re- 
quireel corroljoratiejn, of which there* was ne>ne*. In my opinion, 
the magistrate erred in bedding that Amselem’s e*vielence* re*epiire*el 
e*eurol)oration l>efore he* ce>uld cortvict the* ae*cuse*el.

In H. v. Mullins, 3 (’ox ('.(’. 526, a we>man was e*mple>ye*el by 
the* police for the detectiejn of crime, and there as he*re it was 
e-ontendeel that she* was an accomplice and that he*r e*viele*ne*e* 
re*quire*el e*orred>e>ration. In that case* Maule*, J., says:—

Now, as to spies, I know of no rule of law which declares that their evi
dence requires confirmation, nor any rule of practice that says that juriw 
ought not to believe them,
and in Hex v. Bickley (1909), 73 J.P. 239, the* Court of Criminal 
Appeal in England held that a isdice* spy or agent provocateur is 
ne>t an accomplice, and the* practice* that a jury shoulel not act 
on the uncorrejbejrateel e*viele*nce* of an ae*eomplice* deje*s ne>t apply 
to the case* of such a pe*rsem.

The rule* is stated in Wigmore* on Evielence, vol. 3, at p. 2756, 
as follows:—

When the wit new has made himse*lf an agent for the prosecution Indore 
associating with the wrongden-rs, or Ix'fore the actual |ie-r|ie*tration of the 
eiffence, he is not an accomplice; but he may Is*, if he extenels ne» aid to the 
prosecution until after the offence is committed. A mere detective or decoy 
is therefore not an accomplice*.

Set* also Taylor on Evidence, 10th eel., at p. 691, Phipson on 
Evidence, at p. 471.

The evidence of Ainselen, therefore, does not require- corrobora
tion. We have now to examine* the* evidence to see if the* prose*- 
e-ution has estaidisht*el the* guilt of the* accused.

The only point in elispute is whether or not the liepior was
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Hold in Saskatchewan. If it wan not the Liquor license Act 
lias no application. The onus of establishing that it was sold 
in this province is on the prosecution. The only evidence that 
it was is that of Anisden, who swears positively that he purchaser! 
it Iietween Maple (’reek and Swift Current. The accused swears 
just as ixwitively that it was in Allierta. Anisden was on the 
train from Mwlieine Hat in Allierta to Swift Current in this 
province. The accused gave his evidence in a straightforward 
and convincing way, and the testimony of independent witnesses 
establishes that prior to this charge he has always Ixime* an 
excellent character.

For the prosecution it is urged that but little weight could lie 
given to the evidence of the accused, as he was so vitally inter
red in the result. (hi the other hand. Amsden admitted that 
in order to get the accused's name he had made a false statement 
to him. Anisden also admitted that, on another occasion, he 
had made false statements ton druggist in order to ascertain if 
he were selling liquor contrary to the Act. He was suspended by 
the government, but for what does not apiiear. For the defence 
it is urged that a witness who admits he makes false statements 
caiuiot Is- credited.

I do not say that in their efforts to secure evidence in eases 
where crimes have tieen committed the officers of the law are not 
sometimes entitled to resort to pretence and even false state
ments. There may Is* eases where that is necessary in the 
interests of justice to enable them to secure the evidence, and the 
fact that an officer has resorted to subterfuge may not cast dis
credit upon the evidence which he discovers by means thereof. 
But, in my opinion, it is a different matter where the false* state 
ments are made, not for the detection of crime committed but 
for the punaise of inducing its commission, anei inducing its 
commission in order that the perse in making these statements 
may lie able* to pre*fer a charge* for the offence committed at his 
solicitation. The evidence of such a witness must, in my opinion, 
be scrutinize*!I with great can*.

In Connor v. People (1893), 36 Am. State It. 300, the Court 
said:—

When in their seal, or under a mistaken wane of duty, detective*» suggest 
the commission of a crime or instigate* others to take* part in its commission 
in orde*r to arrnet them while in the act, although the purpose may he the
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rapture of old offenders, their eondurt in not only rrprehensiblr hut rriminal, 
and ought to be rebuked rather than encouraged by tlie Courts.

While I um not prepared without further consideration to 
adopt the above as a rule of universal application, there is a great 
deal of force in whai the Court then* said. Every ease must be 
determined in the light of its own particular facts, which will 
not he without hearing on the credit that is to 1m1 given to the 
testimony of the witnesses called. 1 have, however, no hesita
tion in saying that where the zeal or otherwise of an officer of the 
law leads him to make false statements to secure the commission 
of an offence in order that he may he able to prosecute the offender, 
his evidence must he weighed in the light of the i>ossihility that 
the same motives might have a tendency to induce him to colour 
his testimony in order to secure a conviction.

In this ease there is no doubt that either Amsden or the 
accused lias stated what is not true. On the evidence, 1 am 
unable to say which. The onus is on the prosecution to establish 
the commission of the offence in this province, and it has not 
discharged that onus. The appeal will, therefore, be dismissed 
with costs. Ap/teal dismissed.

8 ASK.
S. (*.

Re RUSH LAKE ASSESSMENT AND FARES.
Faskatchncuu Su/treoa Court, McKay, ./. August .1, 1916.

[See uIhu Fares v. Village of Hush Lake, 28 D.L.lt. .>11». j

Taxes (§111 D—135)—Assessment-—Appeals from Extension 
of finie.)—Application to set aside an order (plashing the judg
ment of the District Court in an assessment apjieal. Dismissed.

V. //. (lord on, for respondent.
//. MacDonald, K.O., for applicant.
McKay, J.:—On April 1,1916, on an ex /tarte application made 

on lx*half of the applicant, and u|xm it being made to apjiear 
to me that no extension of time had lieen granted for the hearing 
and determining appeals as directed by me, (see case reported 
2K D.L.R. 539.) I granted an order quashing the judgment 
of the District Court Judge herein without costs and without the 
actual issue of a writ of certiorari, and ordering that the moneys 
paid into Court by the applicants herein as security for costs be 
returned to them.

The present application is now made, by way of notice of 
motion, on behalf of the1 respondents, for an order setting aside
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tin* said ex parte order I made on April 1, 1910, and dismissing the 
applicants' application for writ of certiorari with costs, on the 
ground that my said ex parte order was issued without notice to 
the respondent, and in suppression of the fact that an order had 
l>ecn granted on December 23, 1915, by the Acting Deputy- 
Minister of Munici|uil Affairs, extending the time for completing 
the assessment until January 31, 1910.

It ap|x*ars from the affidavit of Mr. (Jordon, counsel for the 
rescindent, that on March 7, 1910, he received instructions from 
his principals herein that an order had ln*en granted on I>eceml>er 
23, 1915, by the acting Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs, 
extending the time for completing the ass<*ssment for the year 
1915 until January 31, 1910, and that on February 1, 1910, a 
further order was obtained from the deputy of said Minister 
extending the time until February 29, 1910.

On March 8, 1910, Mr. ( Jordon adviswl Mr. H. Y. MacDonald, 
counsel for the applicant, that said orders had l>een issued, anil 
on March 18, 1910, he sent to Messrs. Mackenzie, Brown & Co., 
of which firm Mr. H. Y. MacDonald is a member, a copy of the 
said order dated December 23, 1915, and advised them that it 
was his intention to bring the matter up in chamlsTs liefore me.

Counsel for the rescindent evidently considered that these 
orders of Deeeml>er23,1915, and February 1, 1910, were a sufficient 
extension of time to validate the hearing of the np|x*al by Smyth, 
J., and his judgment thereon, hence did not obtain an order in 
the terms of my decision alnive quoted.

The question for me now to decide is, had these facts—that 
these orders had lieen issued—been brought to my notice at the 
time I granted the said ex ftarte order, should I have granted said 
order, and, if not, what order should i have granti*d?

The first of said orders is as follows :
(ioVKHNMKNT OK THE PROVINCE OK SASKATCHEWAN.

De|wrtment of Municipal Affairs, Regina.
It is hereby ordered, under the provisions of sit. <i of the Village Act, that 

the time for the making of the assessment and the levying of the taxes for 
the village of Rush Lake for the year 1915, hi* and hereby is extended until 
January 31, 191(1.

Dated at Regina this 23rd day of December, 1915.
(Signed) ,1. ,1. Smith, Acting Ikputy Minitier.

Certified a true copy : J. N. Bayne.
The other order in in the name language, except that the tine 

is further extended to February 29, 19115.
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So far a« these orders refer to the making of the assessment,
1 take them to mean, that the time for eompleting the making of 
the assessment, such as alterations as result of ap]>enls, the com
pletion of the additions to he made under see. 205 of the Village 
Aet and the entering of tin* certificate referred to in sec. 207 
of the said Act, is extended to the time mentioned in the orders. 
I do not think they mean that tin1 time for the preparation of the 
assessment roll only, refemsl to in see. 170 of the Act, which is 
to he prepared hy July 1, is extended, because it is to he noted 
that the orders also extend the time for levying the taxes to the 
like date, and the taxes cannot lie levied until the assessment or 
assessment roll is finally completed.

Sec. 5 of the Act (ch. 86 R.S.S. 1009) reads as follows:—
Where in this Aet a eertuin «late is fixed on or by which certain things ane 

to be done or pnxra lings had if it appears that such date was fixed having 
regard to an earlier date fixed on or by which certain things are to l>e done or 
proceeding* had then notwithstanding anything herein contained if default 
l»e made in respect of the earlier date a like delay shall Is* allowed in respect of 
the later date.

The ndditions, if any, made under sec. 205, would have no 
Itcaring on the appeals in question, and the time when alterations 
would In* made as the result of an api>cnl would In* later than the 
judgment thereon, and the time when the assessment roll would 
be finally completed (referred to in sec. 207) would be later than 
the dates referred to in see. 204 for hearing and giving judgment 
on uppculs, and the extension of these later dates would not 
extend the earlier dates hy virtue of said sec. 5.

In my opinion, therefore, the orders produced are not a 
sufficient compliance with my direction, and they do not ext«ind 
the time limited mider sec. 204, sub-sec. 2 of the Village Act, 
for hearing and determining ap|»eals, so as to validate the hearing 
of the ap|>enls in question and the judgment thereon.

Application dismissed without routs.

RUR. MUM. OF SHERWOOD ?. WILSON.
SiUiktUrhewan Supreme Court, Klirooi, J. July £6, 1916.

Taxes (§ III D—135)—Assessment—Heeision—Powers oj 
Hoard—Finality.]—Action for taxes.

//. F. Thomson, for plaintiff.
//. K. Sampson, for defendant.
Klwood, J.:—On December 27, 1915, the I»cal Government 

Board of this Province made an order dealing with the assessment

SANK.

s. c.
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of the lots, the* taxes on which form the subject matter of this 
8. C. action; that order reduced the assessment from $200 a lot to 

$50 a lot on some of the lots and from $150 to $35 a lot on other 
of the lots.

By eh. 9 of the statutes of 1914, see. 1, sub-see. 4, power is 
given to the Board to name the date at W'hich the order shall 
come into effect, and where no such date is mimed the order sliall 
come into effect immediately ; therefore, in the case at bar, the 
order came into effect immediately.

The plaintiff further contends tliat the Ivoral Government 
Board had no power to make this order so as to affect the assess
ment for the year 1915. It was contended on behalf of the 
plaintiff that once the notice of assessment was sent out the taxes 
became due and nothing further could lie done. It was urged 
on belialf of the plaintiff that to allow an amendment, after the 
rate for the year had been struck, would cause a very great in
convenience, and possibly loss, to any munici]>ality whose assess
ment was affected.

Sec. 1 of the atiove eh. 9 seems to me to Ik* sufficiently wide 
to give the I a ten 1 Government Board ] tower at any rate during 
the year to revise ami adjust tin* assessment as made in that year, 
as was done in this instance.

It will 1m* noticed by sub-sec. 5 of sec. I that orders of the 
Board under this section shall be final, without appeal, and the 
assessor shall make the necessary changes in the assessment roll 
in accordance therewith.

It seems to me, therefore, that effect must be given to the 
order of the Loral Government Board. That would have the 
effect of reducing the amount of the 1915 taxes to $112.30.

It was admitted before me that the 1914 taxes for which the 
defendant was liable amount to $541.72. The 1915 taxes for 
which the defendant is liable amount to $112.30, and the supple
mentary revenue tax and penalty amount to $171.72, making 
a total of $825.80, for which the plaintiff is entitl'd to judgment, 
together with the costs of the action down to but not including 
the tiling of the statement of defence. The defendants will bo 
entitled to their costs of the action from and including the filing 
of the statement of defence. The amount so taxed to the de
fendants for costs will be deducted from the amount of the plain
tiff’s judgment. Judgment for plaintif.
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THE KING v. CORDRAY.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Hnullum, C.J., Hrowti unit McKay, JJ.

July /4. I9IH.

Intoxk ATiNii Liyi uhh (§ III A—55)—Vnlauful mien Mem
bership fee—CotUribution* gathered from numbers.]—Appeal from 
a conviction under the Saskatchewan Sales of Liquor Act (1915, 
ch. H9). Affirmed.

//. F. Thornton, for defendant,
Arthur Frame, for informant, respondent.
McKay, J.:—This is an appeal by way of a stated case from 

a conviction made by the police magistrate in and for the city 
of Saskatoon, whereby the ap|H-llant was, on April 8. 1910, at 
the city of Saskatoon, convicted of having between March 1, 
1910, and March 29, 1910, at Saskatoon, in the said province, 
unlawfully kept liquor for the purpose of sale, barter or exchange, 
contrary to the provisions of t he Sales of Liquor Act of the Province 
of Saskatchewan.

The ease stated shews that :—
At the time of the alleged offence the accused wan the occupant of prend we 

known an 218 I'.Mh St. Last, in the city of Saskatoon, the same being similar 
in np|M»aronee to a small dwelling-house;

That a book known as a register was kept by the accused in which was 
entered the names of certain persons who were entitled to enter the said 
premises; and that the said register contained the names of eighty-nine men, 
all being soldiers, and that each |s>rson whose name was registered paid, or 
was expected to pay, to the accused the sum of Î1 for the privilege of fre
quenting the premises ;

That a keg of beer containing four gallons was purchased by the accused 
from a government liquor store in the city of Saskatoon and delivered to 
the said premises almost every day. Sundays excepted, between the dates 
mentioned in the information; that the beer was served by the accused and 
consumed upon the premises by the (icrsohs privilégiai to enter the premises; 
and that the said licer was liquor under the provisions of the Sales of l.iquor 
Act ; that a large numlier of empty whiskey and lieer bottles were u|m>ii the 
premises, the contents having been consumed by the same (icrsons;

That for a considerable time a placard was hanging upon the outside of 
said premises in such (sisition that it might be easily seen by |iersons passing 
along the public street, u|sm which the following words were displayed: 
“The Home of Farmer Hines. Come in and get acquainted."

That in a room inside the house an iron |s>t was kept u|K>n a window sill, 
said pot having a cover which was kept closed and locked and the key kept by 
accused, who alone had control of the contents; that in the cover was an 
opening into which money was placed; and that upon the pot was a metal 
sign tearing the following words: “Keep the |s»t a-boiling, every man accord
ingly as he purposeth in his heart so let him give, not grudgingly or of neces
sity, for find loveth a cheerful giver: 2Cor. ft: 7. So does Farmer Hines."

SA8K.

S. C.
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Thai n<i record wax kept of the amount of money dc|x>sitcd in the |»ot nor 
by whom de|xtxitcd; that money de|xwited in the |*>t wax de|xwited by such 
persons ax were privilege!! to enter the premiHex: anil that at alxmt S.ttO p.m. 
on March 29, 1919. the |x>t contained HO ccntx;

That liquor wax kept u|xm xaid premixex by the accuxed for the purpose 
of Ix'ing furnixhed to and conxuineil by xuch |X'rxonx ax were privileged to 
enter.

The question submitted is, whether, upon the facts above 
set out, the defendant Hhoultl Itave lieen convicted of the offence 
charged.

In addition to the facta above stated, thi« Court was furnished 
witli a copy of the evidence taken at the hearing l>cforc the (Milice 
magistrate.

Anil it apis-ars from this evidence that a Mr. D. W. Hines, 
commonly known as “Farmer Hines," originally had control of 
the premises where the lieer and other liquors W’ere consumed, 
and in March last, during his absence, the ap]>ellnnt took charge 
of the same, and during his control some 20 kegs of l>eer were 
purchased by him and furnished to and consumed by the soldiers 
on the premises.

The appellant's evidence is, in part, as follows:—
All the Ix-cr that came in kvgx wax paid for. I paid for it by money that 

I got out. If there wax not enough money in the pot there would lx» some 
money from that which wax paid ax memberxhip fees. I did not have to 
pay any money myself, then* wax always enough to pay for the liquor. Be
tween the money that wax placed in this pot and the dollar that they paid 
when they signed their name, there wax always sufficient to pay for the beer, 
there wax never any short, though it came near being short towards the end. 
One day l didn't have enough money to buy beer so I didn't get any.

It apficars from the facts as stated in the ease, that the pay
ment of the $1 membership fee and the contributions to the pot 
were not compulsory, but wore paid at the indirect request of 
the appellant by means of the membership register kept by him, 
and the sign or notice on the |M>t. And all these moneys, when 
paid or contributed, were under the sole control of the ap|>cllunt. 
and, in my opinion, became his projierty or that of Mr. Hines. 
It certainly ceased to be the money of the soldiers, the con
tributors. They had no control of those moneys after paid or 
contributed, and no say in their disposal.

The api>cllant, then, purchased the !>eer with part of this 
money. And, in my opinion, this lieer, so purchases! and fur
nished to the soldiers, was either his or that of Mr. Hines. Ami 

says he would not buy another keg of Ihst after this25
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wan eonsumed, unktw there were enougli eoiitrihutians to the 
lM»t. or in membership fees ami to the pot, to buy another keg 
of lieer. To my mind this means that, although there was no 
spécifié charge for the lieer the soldiers Mere then consuming, 
yet, before, during or after its consumption, they had to pay or 
contribute at any rate enough money to pay for it. The appellant, 
therefore, in my opinion, was keeping this lieer for sale, and was 
actually selling it to the soldiers. And, in my opinion, under 
the circumstances of this case, it is immaterial whether it was 
his lieer or that of Mr. Hines. He was the one who was keeping 
it there for sale, as lie luul sole charge during Mr. Hines’ absence*.

I would, therefore, answer the* question submitted in the 
affirmative.

Havltain, C.J.:—I have some doubts as to whether the facts 
in this case establish a sale, and should have liked more time 
to look into the question. But, as the majority of the Court 
an* in favour of dismissing the upi>eal and my opinion would not 
affect tla- decision, I am not prepared to dissent from the judg
ment of the Court.

Hhown, .).: The question submitted is: Did the accused 
keep liquor on the premises for the pur/tow of sale, barter or 
exchange/

To briefly summarise the facts: The* liquor was kept on the 
premises by the accused for the pur]>ose of being furnished to and 
consumed by those privileged to enter. Those who did enter 
were expected to drop money into the |>ot from time to time. 
Many of those who driuik the liquor—though not necessarily all 
of them—did drop money in the pot, ami undoubtedly did so 
with the knowledge that, unless they did so, the liquor would 
not be supplied. The liquor was furnished with tin* intimation 
indirectly, if not directly, given that it was not furnished gratis, 
but, on the contrary, that it was to be paid for by the indirect 
method of dropping the money in the |Hit. Tin* liquor was 
Ik night and iwid for by tin* proprietor, and, until consumed, was 
undoubtedly his property; ami the money drop|ied in the pot 
was also his projiertv immediately it was so placed.

No matter what feelings of patriotism or good-fellowship may 
have promptinl the action, this whole business was, it seems to 
me, an attempt to evade the express provisions of the .Sales of

SASK.
8. C.
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Liquor Act. In my opinion, the circumstances are such as to 
justify a conviction, and I would, therefore, answer the question 
submitted in the affirmative. Conviction affirmed.

BEAN v. ECKLIN.
Saxkatclunvan Supreme Court, Sir Frederick llauilain, C.J., ami .Yeteland*, 

I.amont and Klwood, July 14, 191(1.

Appeal (§ VII 1-—375)—Review of discretionary matters— 
Disposition of action—Counterclaim.]—Appeal from tin* order of 
a master. Reversed.

W. T. Kinsman, for appellant.
P. M. Anderson, for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Havltain, C.J.:—I am in favour of allowing this appeal, 

and the only question to be considered is whether the Court of 
Appeal should interfere with the discretion of the master.

It. (S.C.) 147 makes the whole question a question of con
venience :—

Now the question how it claim cun be most conveniently disposed of is for 
the discretion of the Judge—a judicial discretion indeed, but still a discretion, 
the exercise of which is not lightly to be interfered with. The Court of Appeal, 
in a strong case, would interfere with the exercise of this discretion, buhl 
think that it ought to do so only in a strong case where injustice is likely to be 
done if it does not interfere: Huyyom v. Tweed, 10 Ch.D. 350. jur Jessel, 
M R., at 363.

This, in my opinion, is a “strong case/’ and injustice is likely 
to be done if the order appealed from is allowed to stand.

The plaintiff resides in the State of Minnesota. All the 
witnesses in connection with both claim and counterclaim reside 
in the vicinity of Melville, where the action will be tried. The 
plaintiff’s claim for grain and accounting for grain is obviously 
connected with the subject matter of the criminal proceedings 
in respect of which the counterclaim is made. All the matters 
in dispute between the parties can be disposed of conveniently 
at the same Court. If necessary, the counterclaim can be deter
mined by a jury, and the other issues by the presiding Judge. 
The Clieapside (1904), P. 339, Kinnaird v. Field, [1905] 2 Ch. 
361.

Wliatever course may be taken by either of the parties with 
regard to a jury trial, the whole matter can be settled most 
conveniently to all parties at the same Court.
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The case of Macdonald v. Logan, 7 Terr. L.R. 423, relied on 
by the master, only decided that a counterclaim against the 
plaintiff and another person who was not a party to the action 
and where the relief elaimed was not connected with the original 
subject of the cause or matter, was not authorized by the Judi
cature Ordinance. (C.O. ISOS. eh. 21, sec. 8 (3) ).

I think, therefore, that the appeal should Ik- allowed with 
costs. The plaintiff will also pay the defendant his costs of the 
motion before the master and of the appeal to the Judge in 
chambers. A ppeal allowed.

CROWN FRUIT CO. Ltd. v. LYONS.
Saskatchewan Supreme. Court, Xttrlunds, Hr own and Mcl\ui/, .1.1.

.lulu 14. 1910.

Principal and xoent (§ II A 5)—-Customs lookers—Lia
bility of nominal principal for rebate cheques received from agent— 
Estoppel.]—Appeal by plaintiff from a judgment dismissing an 
action for customs rebates. Reversed.

II. F. Thomson, for appellant.
T. J. Blain, for respondent.
Newlands, J.: -The defendant financed one Me Landers 

in the business of a customs broker. The business was carried 
on in defendant ’s name, and an account was kept in the bank in 
his name called the “J. II. Lyons customs account.” He did 
business for plaintiffs as their customs broker. This business 
was done by McLanders. The plaintiffs made out cheques for 
their customs’ duties to J. II. Lyons, and in the course of this busi
ness certain rebates became payable to plaintiffs. These rebates 
were paid by cheque payable to the plaintiffs, and were handed 
by the customs authorities to McLanders as defendant’s clerk. 
McLanders endorsed these cheques with the plaintiffs’ name “ per J. 
H. Lyons, attorney,” and deposited them in the bank to the credit 
of the J. II. Lyons customs’ account. Defendant could draw 
cheques on this account. McLanders did not repay to defendant 
the amount of money he advanced to him to conduct this business 
by about §400, and, although it was carried on in his name, 
defendant says he had no interest in it. Under these circumstances 
the trial Judge held that the defendant did not get this money 
and is therefore not liable to the plaintiffs. The amount in 
(piestion is $60.90, for which plaintiffs sue.

SANK.

S. C.
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SANK.

8. C.
As the* defendant was the man with whom plaintiffs dealt, 

and as the rebate cheques were endorsed by McLandcrs as defend
ant’s agent and deposited to defendant’s account, an account 
which defendant opened in his own name and over which he had 
control, I am of the opinion that the moneys m question were 
paid to the defendant, and, as this money belongs to plaintiffs, 
defendant is liable to pay them the same. The appeal should he 
allowed with costs.

Brown, J.:—The case of Jacobs v. Morris, [1902] 1 Ch. 816, 
cited on behalf of defendant, does not in my opinion apply. In 
the case at Bar, McLandcrs was, to the knowledge of defendant, 
carrying on business in the defendant’s name. He had authority 
to get the cheques from the collector of customs on behalf of 
the plaintiffs. This money of the plaintiffs was deposited to the 
defendant’s credit in the bank and in that sense the defendant 
got the benefit of the same. It caimot be said here, as in the 
case of Jacobs v. Morris, supra, that the plaintiffs were in any 
way to blame or that they are estopped by any conduct on their 
part. If the defendant had lost this money which was deposited 
to his credit, he has, it seems to me, himself to blame, and not 
the plaintiffs, I am therefore of the opinion that the plaintiffs 
arc entitled to recover their claim from the defendant as money 
had and received, and that the appeal should be allowed with 
costs, and the plaintiffs should have judgment for the amount 
of their claim with costs.

McKay, J., concurred with Brown, J. Appeal allowed.

CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. v. C^EEN et al.
Saxkatrhcu'an Sujtreme Court, McKay, J. July 29, 1916.

(Sue uIbo Green v. C.N.lt. Co., 22 D.L.lt. 15.]

Arbitration (§ II—11)—Costs—Arbitrators' fees—Railway 
expropriation.}—Application for costs of arbitration under sec. 
199 of the Railway Act (R.8.C. 1906, eh. 37). Refused.

Ferguson, for C.N.R. Co.
McMorran, for Ouseley, J., arbitrator.
Rutherford, for Chisholm, arbitrator.
McKay, J.:—This is an application on behalf of the Canadian 

Northern R. Co. for an order directing the taxation of the arbi
trators’ costs herein, which said application was referred to me
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by the Chief Justice, I having taxed the costs of the owners of 
the lends dealt with by the arbitration herein.

Th C.N.R. Co. offered to pay the sum of $15,480 as compen
sation for the lands taken by it and lands injuriously affected. 
This was refused and arbitration proceedings were held under the 
Railway Act.

The arbitrators made their award, fixing the amount of 
compensation at $43,802.75, and their fees at $0,750, which they 
included in the award.

In order to take up the award, the C.N.R. Co. paid these 
fees, namely $6,750, under protest, and appealed from the award 
to the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan en banc, and the said 
Court by judgment dated January 9, 1915, reduced the said 
award to the sum of $23,500.60, and struck out the arbitrators’ 
fees therefrom in the following words:—

So far as the arbitrators’ fees are concerned, the arbitrators, in my opinion, 
had no right to include them in and make them part of the award. Their 
fees are governed by see. 199 of the Railway Act, and, in the event of the 
parties not agreeing ii|xm the amount of costs, those costs will have to be 
taxed by the Judge as provided by the Act. Therefore, the portion of tin- 
award which fixes the amount of the arbitration fees and adds that to tin- 
award must be struck out. (22 D.L.R. 18).

Counsel for the arbitrators contend that the fees of the arbi
trators are not subject to taxation as between the; arbitrators 
and the C.N.R. Co.; that the arbitrators’ fees would be subject 
to taxation only when made part of the costs of either the land 
owners or the railway company, and even then such taxation 
would not be binding upon the arbitrators, but only on the land 
owners and the railway company, and that the railway company’s 
remedy is to bring an action at law to recover the amount it 
claims to have overpaid the arbitrators. I find that this is the 
view laid down in 1 Hals., pp. 270-72, and Russell on Arbitration, 
9th ed., pp. 298 and 299.

In view of the authorities therein, in my opinion, I have no 
]>ower to grant an order to tax the arbitrators’ fees on this appli
cation, unless that power is given to me by sec. 199 of the Railway 
Act.

In my opinion this section simply deals with the taxation of 
the costs as between the railway company and the land owners, 
and does not contemplate the taxation of the arbitrators’ fees 
as between the arbitrators and either the railway company or 
land owners.

.54

SASK.
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SASK. The first part of the section deals with the payment of costs 
s. c. as between two parties, namely, the railway company and the 

opposite party, that is, the other party to the arbitration, the 
land owners. The words “opposite party” cannot possibly 
mean the1 arbitrator or arbitrators. Then subsection 2 says these 
costs, if not agreed upon, may be taxed. If not agreed upon 
by whom? In my opinion this means if not agreed upon by the 
two parties previously referred to. who may be interested in the 
amount of the costs; and if not agreed upon the costs may be 
taxed as between them.

In view of the law as to arbitrators’ fees, as above quoted from 
Russell, I think if it was the intention of Parliament to change 
this, it would have used clear and unequivocal "language in 
doing so.

It was also argued by counsel for the railway company that, 
by the judgment of the Supreme Court en banc above quoted, 
these costs were directed to be taxed, and that in pursuance of 
this judgment I should make the order for.

In my opinion this part of that judgment does not amount to 
a direction to have these costs taxed as between the arbitrators 
and the company, but it is simply drawing the attention of the 
parties to that judgment, to the provisions of sec. 199, and that 
the costs as between them arc* to be dealt with under that section 
in so far as it applies. Application dismissed.

WESTERN TRUST CO. v. CITY OF REGINA.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Sir Frederick' llaultain, C.JLamont, Ft wood 

and McKay, ././, July I?, 1916.
[Western Tru*t Co. v. Regina, 24 D.L.R. 27, affirmed by it divided Court.|

Master and servant (§ V—340)—Workmen’s compensation 
—Dismissal of common law action-—“Immediate” motion for 
assessment—Liability of municipal street railway.]—Appeal from 
an award of Newlands, J., under the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act (Sask. Stat. 1910-11, ch. 9, amended by 1915 ch. 43, sec. 
28), against a municipal corporation. Affirmed. Court divided.

G. F. Blair, for appellant.
P. M. Anderson, for respondent.
Lamont, «L:—The plaintiff company, as administrators of 

the estate of Thomas Cook, brought an action at law against 
the defendants to recover damages for the death of the said 
Cook while in the defendants’ employ.

46
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The action was tried before Newlamls, .1., with a jury, in 
May, 1915. The jury brought in a verdict for the plaintiff. 
A motion for judgment was subsequently argued, and the Judge 
reserved his decision. On July 24 he handed out his judgment, 
which was in favour of the defendants, dismissing the action 
with costs. Almost immediately he went on his vacation and 
«lid not return to the city until October. On learning that judg
ment had been given dismissing the action, and that the Judge 
had gone on his vacation, the plaintiff served a notice of apja-al. 
As soon as the Judge; returned the plaintiff abandoned his appeal, 
and made an application to have compensation assessed under 
the Workmen's Compensation Act. This was granted, and the 
plaintiff was awarded .$2,000 damages. From that award the 
defendants now appeal.

For the defendants it was contended that the award was 
wrong, because (1) no claim for comiiensation under the Act 
was made in the plaintiff’s statement of claim; (2) The plaintiffs' 
right to compensation is conditioned upon the determination in 
the common law action that the defendants arc liable under the 
Act, and that in this case there was no such determination; (3) 
That the application for assessment was not made immediately, 
as required by the Act, and that, the appeal having been aban
doned, the plaintiff lost the right to apply which the statute gave 
him in ease of an unsuccessful appeal; (4) That the defendants’ 
street railway was not a railway within the meaning of the Act.

The first, contention cannot be supported. To allow a claim 
under the Act to be embodied in an action brought independently 
of the Act would be contrary to sec. 12 thereof.

The second objection required a little more consideration. 
Sec. 8 of the Act reads as follows:—

If within the time limited for bringing an action under thin Act an action 
is brought to recover «hunages independently of this Act for injury caused by 
an accident, and it is determined in such action that the injury is one for 
which the employer is not liable in such action, but that he would have been 
liable to pay compensation under this Act, the action shall lie dismissed; but 
the Judge before whom such action is tril'd shall, if the plaintiff so chooses, 
either immediately or in case of an unsuccessful appeal upon notice to tin* 
opposite party within thirty «lays after the dis[>osition of such apjieal, pro- 
«■eeil to assess such compensation anil to adjudge the same to the plaintiff, 
and he shall be at liberty to deduct from such compensation all or part of the 
costs which, in his jiulgmcnt. have l>eon caused by the plaintiff bringing his 
action independently of this Vet instead «if proceeding under the same, anil 
also, in cases when* there has been an appeal, the costs of the appeal.
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3A8K. ]t was argued that in order to entitle the plaintiff to have
S. C. compensation assessed, there must have been an expressed finding 

by the trial Judge when he dismissed the common law action 
that the defendants were liable under the Act.

I am of opinion that when» the Act provides that the trial 
Judge shall dismiss a common law action if it is determined 
that the injury is one for which the employer is not liable in 
such action, but that he would have been liable to pay compensa
tion under the Act, and where we find tliat the trial Judge did 
dismiss the common law action and subsequently assessed com
pensation under the Act, it must be presumed that he made— 
when dismissing the common law action—the findings of fact 
necessary to support the assessment. It is not necessary, in 
my opinion, as it was contended, that he endorse those1 findings 
upon the pleadings. The assessment by him of damages under 
the Act shews that in his opinion the facts necessary to give the 
Act application had been established.

The next objection was that he; did not apply “immediately,” 
anel in support of this contention the plaintiff cited the cast1 of 
Slavin v. Train, 49 Sc. L.R. 93, where it is held that the motion 
for assessment must be1 made before the; verdict is applied. While1 
the rule there laiel down would be a guide in cases where1 the 
judgment dismissing the common law action is given in open 
Court, it cannot in my opinion apply where the1 trial Judge* 
instead of announcing his judgment in Court merely hands his 
written reasons therefor to the registrar. If judgment dismissing 
the action had been made1 in open Court, the plaintiff could, 
anel uneloubteelly woulel have, at once; moved that damages under 
the Act be assessed, and he would have lxnrn within his right in 
so doing. Of that right he cannot be deprived bee*ause the trial 
Juelge simply file‘s his reasons for judgme-nt with the registrar. 
As the application was made as soon afte-r the* filing of the judg
ment as was practically possible, I think it was in time. If, 
however, this view should not be correct, the plaintiff’s right, 
in my opinion, is preserved to him by the statute which gives 
him thirty days after the disposition of an unsuccessful appeal 
to apply to have the compensation assessed. The plaintiff' served 
a notice of appeal, then abandoned it, and applied within the 
30 days to have the compensation assessed. An abandoned appeal,
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in my opinion, is an unsuccessful appeal, and is disposed of when 
it is abandoned. The plaintiff therefore had 30 days from the 
abandonment to apply to have condensation fixed.

The last ground of appeal is that the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act does not apply to a municipal street railway, because 
the municipal corporation was neither a private person nor a 
public company. The following provisions of the Act are 
material :—

2. This Act shall apply only to employment by the principal on or in or 
about a railway, factory, mine, quarry or engineering work ; or in or about 
any building which is either being constructed or repaired or being demolished.

3. (1) “Railway” means a road used by a private poreon or public com
pany on which carriages run over metal rails, and shall include railways or 
tramways worked by the force and power of steam, electricity or of the 
atmosphere or by mechanical power or any combination of them;

(6) “Principal” in the case of a railway means the person or company 
owning or ojierating the railway.

Wliat we have to determine, therefore, is: was the defendants' 
street railway a road on which carriages were run over metal 
rails and was that road “used” by a private person or public 
company? The learned trial Judge held that it was. He held 
that the word “used” did not mean owned or operated, as con
tended for by counsel for the defendants. 1 agree with the trial 
Judge. To use a road does not ordinarily mean to own it or oper
ate it. It means to make use of it, to make it serve one’s purpose. 
If the legislature had intended to define a railway as a road 
owned or operated by a private person or public company, one 
would liave expected them to say so. That they did not say so, 
but used other language, compels us to apply the recognized 
rules of construction in the interpretation of the enactment. 
It is a rule of construction that we must give to the language 
used in an enactment its plain, ordinary English meaning, unless 
that meaning would lead to an absurdity or contravene the objects 
of the enactment. To give the word “used” in the definition 
of its ordinary meaning, does not in any way contravene the 
objects of the Act, or lead to an absurdity. Its effect is to widen the 
definition of “railway” beyond that contended for by the defend
ants, so as to include all roads on which carriages run on metal 
rails, if either a private twrson or public company make use of 
the road.

It may be that the legislature adopted this word for the 
purpose of preventing certain employers from escaping liability

SANK.
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on technical grounds, such as have been advanced in this case 
S. ('. on behalf of the defendants. That they could have accomplished 

this object by using other language in the definition is immaterial. 
They have used language which, in its ordinary meaning, takes in 
the defendants’ railway, and, in my opinion, we caimot restrict 
t hat meaning wit hout violat ing the recognized canons of const ruc
tion.

The appeal should, therefore, be dismissed with costs.
McKay, J., concurred.
Havltain, C.J.:—The only ixrint which 1 consider necessary 

to Ik* dealt with in this appeal is the question whether the Work
men's Compensation Act (statutes of 1910-11, ch. 9), applies 
to employment in or alwut a municipal street railway.

By sec. 2 of the Act it is made to “apply only to employment 
by the principal on or in or about a railway, etc.”

Sec. 3 provides that “unless the context otherwise requires 
the expression ‘ railway ’ means a road used by a private person 
or public company, etc.” As to the word “used,” 1 think it 
must be taken to mean “owned” or “operated,” as by sub-sec. 
fi of sec. 3: “principal” in the case of a railway means the person 
or company owning or operating the railway.”

The juxtaposition of the expressions “private person” and 
“public company” excludes the broad interpretation given to 
the word “person” by clause 11 of sec. G of* the Interpretation 
Act. A similar distinction, only in happier language, is made in 
sub-sec. 14 of sec. 2 of the Railway Act (R.S.S. ch. 75).

Up to 1913, the Railway Act, except in one uninqwrtant 
particular, did not apply to a street railway, and the word “ com
pany,” as used in that Act, did not include a municipal corpora
tion. By the railway amendments of 1913 (stat. 1913, ch. 33), 
the word “company” as defined in the Railway Act, sec. 2 (14), 
is made to include “municipality” and “railway” is made to 
include “street railway.”

According to the ordinary meaning of the expressions, “public 
company” does not, in my opinion, mean or include “municipal
ity” or “municipal corporation,” ami a consideration of the 
railway legislation in force in 1911 leads me to the opinion that 
at the time the Workmen’s Conqx*nsation Act was passed there 
was no legislative recognition of a municipal street railway, 
other than that contained in the City and Town Acts.
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If the railway amendments of 1013 had been pari of the stat
utory law in 1911, I should he inclined to interpret “public com
pany," in the Workmen’s Compensation Act, as including a 
municipal corporation; but I think that we should interpret the 
meaning and intention of the legislature in the light of the law 
and conditions of the time. I, therefore, come to the conclusion 
very reluctantly that the defendants’ street railway is not a rail
way within the meaning of the Act in question.

< hi the other points raised in this case I agree with my brother 
Lamont.

The appeal must therefore be dismissed with costs.
Elwood, J.:—I concur.

Appeal dismissed; Court divided.

JOHNSON v. CHOMYSZYN.
Sax kale he wan Supreme Court, l,amont, El wood and McKay. .1.1 .Inly 1910 

|Johnson v. Chomyxzyn, 27 D.I..H. 7S<>, a(iirmvil.|

Costs (§ I—2c)—Re-hearing of appeal of remitted ca.se.]— 
Appeal by plaintiff from a judgment for defendant (see 27 D.L.lt. 
786). Affirmed.

W. R. Scott, for appellant.
P. //. Cordon, for respondent. •
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
McKay, J.:—The District Court Judge found in favour of 

the defendant on the question of fraud, and the plaintiff appealed 
therefrom. At the hearing of the appeal thereon at this sittings, 
this Court was unanimous in dismissing the appeal, but reserved 
judgment on the question of costs.

It is to be noted that the question of fraud was argued at the 
first hearing of this appeal, (27 D.L.K. 786), and the appeal was 
allowed to stand over. It is therefore the same appeal, which 
we have dealt with at this sittings, on which the respondent, 
succeeds. Furthermore, the appellant was charged with fraud, 
and the respondent has established it, and succeeds on this 
ground.

I do not think, therefore, the appellant should be allowed 
any costs of appeal. It is not the fault of the respondent that 
this appeal had to be heard twice, and I do not think he should 
be saddled with any costs when he has established fraud and 
succeeded in the appeal. A ppeal dismissed.

SASH. 

S. V.
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SANK. SIM V. GOOD.
< C Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Sir Frederick 1/aultain, C.J., Neuiandx, Hrowti 

and Elwood, JJ. July /-}. 1916.

Principal and agent (6 II A—5)—Sale—Proof of agency— 
Principal's liability for breach of warranty as to fitness for breeding.) 
—Appeal from a judgment in an action on a promissory note. 
The defence is a counterclaim, the plaintiff's claim on the prom
issory note being admitted.

The counterclaim alleges that the plaintiff and one Theodore 
Cook in the month of June, 1912, sold the defendants a stallion 
for $2,400, secured by three promissory notes for $800 each in 
favour of said Took. That on or about June 6, 1912, the plaintiff 
and Cook executed a guarantee in favour of defendant, Alexander 
Good, as agent for defendants, which provided that if the stallion 
did not get 00% of the marcs in foal with proper care and handling

I agree to replace him with another stallion of the same price upon delivery 
to me of the said stallion in as sound and as good a condition as he is at present.

That defendants used said stallion and he failed to produce 
60% of colts; that they notified the plaintiff, and Cook offered 
to re-deliver to them the stallion and demanded another stallion 
in his place. That plaintiff and Cook neglected anil refused to 
replace the stallion, so they claimed $2,400 damages.

The plaintiff replied to this counterclaim by denying that he 
ever sold any stallion to defendants, and alleged that Cook sold 
the same alone. Cook was not made a party At the trial, the 
only question that occupied the attention of the Court was 
whether plaintiff had sold the stallion to C»>.»k, or whether Cook 
sold him to defendants as plaintiff’s ag< v

The Judge decided this question upon three documents put 
in by the defendants, which were, as follows:—
Exhibit 1.

Theo. Cook, Importer of Belgian*, Percherons, Clydes and High-class 
Standard Bred Hoad Stallioas.

Stallion “Silver Pearl,” Guarantee and Bill of Sale.
Dcyoe, Sask., June ti, 1912.

In consideration of the sum of twenty-four hundred dollars, the receipt 
whereof is acknowledged.

If the stallion, “Silver Pearl,” No. 13751, does not get sixty per cent, 
of the producing mares with foal, with proper care and handling, I agree to 
replace him with another stallion of the same price upon delivery to me of 
the said stallion in as sound and as good condition as he is at present.

Robert Sim, Theo. Cook, Owner. Alexander Good, Buyer.
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Exhibit 2. Jan. 27th, 1912. SASK.
Agreement of sale between Robert Sim, of Moosoiuin, Saak., and Theodore ^7^7 

Cook, of Winnipeg. Robert Sim agrees to take one thousand dollars in 
notes for his 6 year old grey Clyde stallion when sold by Cook if the notes 
are good and approved by the bank, and it is further agreed that T. Cook 
pay all excuses in making sale and that all money over and above one thou
sand to go to Cook to pay him for making the sale.

Theo. Cook, Robert Sim.
Exhibit 4. Canadian National Records.

Clydesdale Horse Association of Canada.
Incorporated under the Act respecting Live Stock Records Association 

at the Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada.
Application for transfer of ownership:
i hereby certify that on Jan. 29, 1912, I sold to Alexander Good, P.O.

Dcyoe, Sask. County, Prov. Sask., the following described Clydesdale: Name 
of animal “Silver Pearl,” Stud Book No. 13751.

I hereby authorize the transfer of ownership as above on the records of 
the Clydesdale Horse Association of Canada.

Signature of Seller, Robert Sim.
Upon his construction of these documents ho hold the plaintiff 

liable, but allowed him to substitute another horse, and if this 
was not done judgment was to go against him for $2,400, From 
this judgment both parties ap|M*al: the defendants, because 
plaintiff was allowed to substitute another horse, and the plain
tiff because he was held liable.

IF. F. Dunn, for appellants.
T. J. Blain, for respondents.
Elwood, J.:—I am of the opinion that the trial Judge was 

correct in finding that there was no sale from Sim to Cook of the 
horse in question, and that it was not intended that there should 
be any sale.

If it were a sale from Sim to Cook then it would be unneces
sary to have made any reference tb Cook paying the expenses 
of the sale, and the concluding words “to pay him for making 
the sale,” in my opinion only have reference to the understanding 
that Cook was merely acting as agent for Sim. The. letter of 
June 9, 1912, (ex. 12) from Cook to Sim, seems also to shew that 
Cook was merely an agent and not the owner.

The guarantee was signed in blank and I am of the opinion 
that it was so signed to enable Cook to make a sale.

The trial Judge found that the horse did not come up to the 
guarantee? and that he was worth nothing for any purpose, but 
he held that the plaintiff ought to be allowed to now replace 
him with another one, fulfilling the guarantiee. The evidence
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shews that- u demand was made botli on Cook and on Sim to have 
the horse replaced, and that Sim in effect repudiated his liability. 
Vnder these circumstances I am of the opinion that the trial 
Judge erred in allowing the plaintiff to replace1 the horse, and 
that there should he judgment for the defendants on their counter
claim for $2,4(H). The statement of defence admitted the plain
tiffs’ claim and merely submitted that there should not be judg
ment until the counterclaim, were disposed of. I am, therefore, 
of the opinion that the judgment of the plaintiff against the 
defendant should be varied by directing that in taxing the plain
tiff's costs of the action, the costs of the trial should be limited 
to those of a motion for judgment and the counsel fee at the trial 
allowed only on such basis. The defendants should have judg
ment for their counterclaim for $2,400 damages, and the costs of 
the counterclaim. One of the judgments should be set off 
against the other, and the one in whose favour the balance is 
should have execution. The defendants should have their costs 
of this appeal.

Hrown, J.:—There can be no doubt, under the evidence, that 
Cook in selling the horse to the appellants represented him as 
his own property and represented Sim simply as a previous owner. 
Cook also, when complaint was made to him, agreed under 
certain conditions to replace the horse, again indicating that he, 
Cook, acted as, and assumed responsibility of, owner. Sim, in 
his evidence given at the trial, states very positively that according 
to his understanding of the transaction there was a sale of the 
horse to Cook. Under such circumstances I am of opinion that 
it should be held that there was a sale as between these two parties 
if it is at all possible to construe the documentary evidence on 
that basis. To so hold cannot ixjssiblv work any injustice to 
the appellants because they admit that Cook, in selling them 
the horse, represented himself as the owner, and ex. A shews 
that the appellants regarded Sim not as their vendor but simply 
as a previous owner. During the argument I was disposed to 
think that the documentary evidence was conclusive on the point 
and that it must be held that there was only an agency and not 
a sale as between Sim and Cook. Further consideration of the 
matter has, however, caused me to change my mind. I see no 
special difficulty in construing the document ex. 2 to be what 
it purports to be, namely an “Agreement of Sale.” It is capable
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of being construed as authorising Cook to sell the horse, not as 
Sim’s property but as Cook’s own property, and the “ Agreement 
of Sale” as between Sim and Cook becomes absolute at the 
moment Cook sells to a third party. The terms are that Cook, 
when lie sells " " rty is to pay for the horse by furnishing
Sim with good and approved notes in the amount of Si,(XX) free 
of all expense. This document, being capable of such construc
tion should, it seems to me, be so construed, as being in harmony 
with the evidence of Sim and the attitude of Sim and ( -ook through
out the transaction. It is necessary, also, to consider the effect 
of the documents, cxs. 1 and 4. It seems clear that those docu
ments were executed by Sim in blank in order to assist Cook 
in making the sale. There is nothing unnatural in Sim's attitude 
in this respect as it was to his advantage1 that Cook should suc
ceed in making the sale. Sim was the registered owner of the 
horse, and Cook, instead of having a transfer made direct to 
himself, had the purchaser's name in ex. 4 left in blank so that 
he could fill in the name of hia purchaser and thus save the neces
sity of double transfer and double registration. Such, apparently, 
being the case, this document should not be construed as estab
lishing a sale direct from Sim to Good. Likewise as to ex. 1; 
Cook, being a horseman, knew that to effect a sale he would 
have to give some1 undertaking as to the breeding qualities of 
the horse. He himself could not give an undertaking that would 
satisfy an intending purchaser as he hud no personal knowledge 
of the horse. That, it seems to me, fully explains why Cook, 
instead of taking a guarantee direct to himself from Sim, took 
this document in blank form. He could then fill it out to meet 
the terms of the sale to his intended purchaser. In my view, 
therefore, there is nothing in any of these documents, or all of 
them together, which does not harmonise with the evidence of 
Sim and the attitude of Sim and Cook throughout. The question 
still remains, however, as to Sim’s liability under the document, 
ex. 1, which is described throughout as a guarantee. This docu
ment does not, as a matter of fact, guarantee that the horse is 
a 00% foal getter, it simply amounts to an undertaking that if 
the horse should fail in that respect he would be replaced by 
another. As already indicated, I am of opinion that Sim gave 
this document to enable Cook to effect a sale to a third party.

SASK.

.S. C.
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SA8K. The wording of the document and the fact that it was signed in 
8. C. blank and the further fact that Cook filled it up and delivered it 

to Good all points to such a conclusion almost irresistibly.
The respondent is, therefore, in my opinion, liable to the 

appellants under this document. The trial Judge found that the 
horse was of no value to the appellants and allows the respondent
an opportunity of replacing him with another, fulfilling the under
taking. As the plaint iff has repudiated all liability in the matter
and broken his contract, I am of opinion that the appellants are 
entitled to their remedy in damages. In the results, therefore, 
the respondent should have judgment for the amount of his claim 
and costs, his costs of trial being allowed only on the basis of a 
motion for judgment and the appellants should have judgment 
on their counterclaim for $2,400 and costs of the counterclaim, 
and they should also have their costs of this appeal.

Newlanns, J.:—In the purchase of the horse in question, 
defendants had no dealings with plaintiff. They bought the horse 
from Cook. Cook told them that he was the owner, the plaintiff 
was not mentioned as the owner but only as a previous owner 
of the horse. There is no attempt made to hold plaintiff by way
of estoppel ; there being no allegation, and no attempt to prove,
that he be allowed Cook to hold himself out as his agent, and, as 
a matter of fact, Cook did not hold himself out as plaintiff’s agent 
but sold the horse as his own. The real question, therefore, is 
whethei or not Cook was the agent of the plaintiff in making the 
sale. Apart from the documents in question, the evidence is 
that plaintiff sold this horse to Cook and Cook sold him to de
fendants.

The defendants put in some questions from the plaintiff's 
examination for discovery, in which plaintiff says he signed these 
documents on the day he sold the horse to Cook. Plaintiff, in 
his defence to the counterclaim, says he sold the horse to Cook 
and that he never sold it to defendants. When asked by the 
trial Judge whether he intended that Cook . hould fill in the 
blanks with the true owner's name when he sold the horse, he 
said: no, he understood that he had made a complete sale ol 
the horse to Cook.

When another horse was demanded from Cook in place of the 
horse sold, he wrote the defendants, as follows:—
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Alex. (Jood, Esq.. Buttress, Sask. April 14, 1914.
Dear Sir. —1 have before me a letter from l)an. Osborne, of Moosomin. 

Sask., in which he says you are making a demand for another stallion in 
exchange for “Silver Pearl.” the stallion 1 sold you ami compy. 1 don't 
understand why he has not proved good as he was good the year before, and 
is right if handled right, but if he is used rough gets excited, his |mt cent, is 
not so good. The guarantee I gave with the horse is if lie does not get fifty 
|Hir cent, of the producing mares with foal, with /tro/ter cure and handling, and 
not too many |H*r day or week. Then is he as sound and in as good condition 
as when you bought him. if he is ami you have lived up to the guarantee 
and the horse has not proved to be a fifty or sixty per cent, foal-getter, I am 
ready to make my part of the guarantee» good. What horses I have are here, 
you cun ship “Silver Pearl" here, or come here; first and look the horses over 
and if we can arrange, then have your horse shipped.

Yours truly, Thko. Cook.

From the plaintiff’s evidence, and this letter of Cook’s which 
was put in at the trial (Cook not being a witness), it is clear that 
both plaintiff and Cook understood the transaction between 
them as a sale of this horse from plaintiff to Cook. It is equally 
clear that plaintiff never intended to appoint Cook his agent, 
nor did Cook understand that he was selling the horse as plain
tiff’s agent, but as his own property. Now, it seems to me to be 
a question to be decided between Cook and plaintiff as to whether 
Cook was plaintiff’s agent, there being—as I have said—no 
allegation nor evidence of any holding out of Cook as such agent. 
Was the trial Judge» therefore justified in so construing the docu
ments in question as to make Cook plaintiff’s agent, when the 
parties had no such intention? I think not. Cook can be 
plaintiff’s agent in only one of two ways; either by actual appoint
ment or by estoppel. He was not appointed such agent and there 
is no evidence to make him an agent by estoppel. Where two 
parties enter into an agreement which is evidenced by a written 
document, upon the meaning of which they both agree, it is not 
open to the Court to put a different construction upon it and 
thereby make a new agreement between the parties which they 
never intended to enter into. If this had been an action between 
the plaintiff and ('ook, and they had disagreed as to the inter
pretation to be put on “Exhibit 2,” then it would have been 
open to the Court to have construed it; or if defendant had been 
misled by this document and estoppel had been pleaded, then, 
again, it would have been the duty of the Court to have decided 
what their written agreement meant. But this is neither of 
the above cases; plaintiff and Cook are, apparently, in agreement
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as to th<' meaning of ex. 2, and defendants have not been misled
S. C. by it and have not pleaded estoppel.

The actual question is: did Cook sell this horse as agent for 
plaintiff? Both plaintiff and Cook, in effect, say no. Is it, 
therefore, open to the Court to make Cook plaintiff’s agent against 
the will of both plaintiff and Cook? I am of the opinion, under 
the facts in this case, that it is not.

The guarantee under which plaintiff is held liable is signed 
by both himself and Cook. This guarantee was signed by 
plaintiff in blank, and filled up by Cook when he sold the horse 
to defendants. This guarantee was not shewn to defendants
before the transaction was completed.

The mere handing over to defendants of a guarantee signed 
by the plaintiff would not make him liable if he were not a party 
to the transaction. If plaintiff gave Cook a guarantee he could 
not, by merely handing it to a purchaser from himself, make 
plaintiff liable to his—Cook’s—purchaser. The plaintiff would 
only be liable on this guarantee if Cook was his agent, and, as 
Cook was not his agent, plaintiff is not liable to Good.

The defendants’ claim on the guarantee is, in my opinion, 
against Cook and not against Sim, and plaintiff’s appeal should 
be allowed and judgment entered for plaintiff on the counterclaim
with costs, and defendants’ appeal should be dismissed with 
costs.

Haultain, C.J., concurred with Newlands, J.
Appeal dismissed; Court divided.

WEYBURN SECURITY BANK v. KNUDSON.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Sir Frederick II nulla in, C.J., Lamonl, Prawn 

and El wood,,/./. July 14, 1916.

\Weyburn Security Hank v. K Hudson, 27 D.L.R. 789, varied.] 

Mortgage (§ VIE—90)—Foreclosure order—Variation.]—Ap
plication to vary the judgment of the Court given herein on 
March 18, 1916 (27 D.L.R. 789). Granted.

Johnson, for appellant.
No one contra.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Elwood, J.:—Application to substitute in the final order of 

foreclosure the following clause, namely:—
Subject to any execution registered prior to the registration of the caveat 

of the Weyburn Security Bank as number T. 2350 in the Land Titles office
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for the Moose Jaw Land Registration District in force and affecting the above 
lands.

I am of the opinion that the substitution asked for should be 
allowed as it affects what was the intention of the former judgment. 
As my recollection of the matter is that the clause1 objected to 
was more or loss the result of the statement of counsel on the argu
ment as to what would be sufficient. I do not think there should 
be any costs to any party of this motion. Application granted.

KELSEY v. VARCO.
KELSEY v. KLEIN.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Neuianda, liroivn and McKay, JJ.
July 14, 1916.

Gift (§ III—16)—Insufficient proof of delivery—Invalidity of 
unattested will.]—Appeal from the judgme nt of a District Court 
Judge' dismissing two actions for wrongfully depriving the plain
tiff of the possession of certain animals. Affirmed.

D. Buckles, for appellant.
II. Y. MacDonald, K.C., for respondents.
McKay, J.:—These two cases were trie-el together and argued 

togethe-r in appe-al on the same evidence. The actions were 
brought against the- defenelants by the plaintiff for wrongfully 
depriving the plaintiff of the possessiem of e-e-rtain animals; in 
the Varco case a mare-, anel in the Klein case a cow, heife-r, calf 
anel 39 chickens.

At the trial before the District Court Juelgc, at the e-lose of 
the* plaintiff’s case, the actions were elismisseel, anel from this 
juelgment the plaintiff appeals.

The plaintiff’s evielencc is to the effect that, some 2 years 
before his ele-ath, he-r deceased husbanel gave he-r the mare and 
cow in question and that the heifer anel calf are t he- e)ffspring of 
this cow. There is absolutely no evidence as te» the- chickens.

There is ne> evielence* of delivery of the mare- or row, and 
accoreling to the plaintiff's evidence they remained on the- premises 
of the dece-ased Samuel Kelsey. The plaintiff and he-r husband 
elo not appe-ar to have lived very happily toge-ther, and she was 
away from their home one winter, apparently in the winter of 
1913 and 1914, down in the States on a visit.

On January 5, 1915, the elay he was taken ill with his fatal 
illness, the plaintiff claims the decease-el signed the following

SA8K.
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document, which she wrote at his request and read to him before 
he signed it:—

This is for to show that my wife shall have all the personal property and 
if I should die I want her to have one-third and you children the rest of the 
real estate. Please don’t have no misunderstanding as I have no witnesses 
for this, but you see my name signed. 8. Kelsey.
Some corroborative evidence was given as to the alleged gifts.

The District Court Judge found against the plaintiff as to 
these chattels in question being gifts to her, and from my reading 
of the evidence 1 cannot find anything therein that would force 
me to the conclusion that he was wrong in this finding and will 
not disturb it.

As to the above document, I think it was intended for a 
testamentary document and, as it is not witnessed, it fails.

Plaintiff’s counsel also urged that, in any event, the plaintiff 
was in possession of these animals in question when taken from 
the deceased’s premises and she is now entitled to them as against 
the defendants. I do not think the evidence shews this. The 
animals were in jMJssession of the deceased on his farm where he 
was living with plaintiff when he was taken ill and removed to 
the Weybum Hospital in the month of January, 1915. The 
plaintiff continued to live there after the deceased was removed 
until about January 19, 1915, when she went to see her husband 
at the Weybum Hospital. During this time, in my opinion, 
the chattels in question being his property were still in law in 
his possession. If anybody had received them during that time 
he could have brought an action in his own name for their return.

The fact that, according to the plaintiff’s evidence, she em
ployed a man to look after this stock does not, in my opinion, 
take them out of the possession of the deceased. She was in my 
opinion simply acting for the deceased.

The appeal in both cases should be dismissed with costs.
Newlands, J., concurred.
Brown, J., agreed that the appeal should be dismissed.

--------- Appeal dismissed.
NORTHERN CROWN BANK v. ELFORD.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Sir Frederick Haul-lain, C.J., Lamont and 
Klwood, JJ. July H, 1916.

Guaranty (§ I—2)— Substitution — Consideration.]—Appeal 
from a judgment for the plaintiff in an action by a bank on a 
guarantee. Affirmed.
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J. F. Frame, K.C., for (Mondant, appellant.
//. Y. MacDonald, K.C. for plaintiff, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Lamont, J.:—The facts relevant to this appeal are all ad

mitted.
On November 28, 1911, the plaintiff bank loaned 8200 to one 

McKie on his promissory note, the payment of which was guar
anteed in writing by the defendant. This guarantee was in the 
form of a letter. After the note lnn-ame overdue some objection 
seems to have l>een raised by one of the bank's inspwtors l>eeau8e 
the guarantee was not upon the bank's regular form, with the 
result that the manager of the bank which advanced the money 
went to the defendant imd asked him to put his guarantee upon 
the bank's form. The defendant did so, and the manager then 
handed back to him the guarantee he had previously signed. 
The note not being paid, the bank sued the defendant upon 
both guarantees.

The only ground of defence advanced before us was that the 
plaintiff bank was not entitled to recover on the first guarantee 
because the bank had voluntarily given it back to the defendant, 
and that it was not entitled to recover on the substituted guarantee 
because no consideration had been given therefor.

The District Court Judge, before whom the matter was tried, 
held that the giving back of the first guarantee was a sufficient 
consideration to support the one substituted therefor, and he 
gave judgment for the plaintiff. In doing so, I think the Judge 
was right; although, in my opinion, the consideration supporting 
the substituted guarantee was not the men* handing back of 
the original guarantee, but was the advancing of the money to 
McKie. The transaction lîetw(*en the manager and the defend
ant amounted to nothing more than the substitution of the 
bank’s form of guarantee for the more informal one given by 
the defendant. Had the bank’s form been signed in the first 
place, no question as to the defendant’s liability could have 
arisen. The defendant agreed to put the guarantee he had given 
in the language of the bank’s form, there was no question of 
altering in any way his liability on his promise to pay if McKie 
did not. The transaction amounted simply to the substitution 
of one form for the other and the consideration supporting the 
original guarantee is, in my opinion, consideration for the one
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substituted therefor. But if this were not so, if the substituted 
guarantee was invalid for want of consideration, there would 
then be no consideration for the giving back by the plaintiff of 
the original guarantee, and, as the plaintiff sues also on that 
guarantee, the defendant would be liable thereon.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

YAGER v. CITY OF SWIFT CURRENT.
Saskatchewan Supreme ('hurt. Norlands, Lamont, Elux.od und Mr Kay, JJ.

July II 1910.

[Sec i:1ho Yager v. Swift Current, 22 D.1..R. KOI.]

Arbitration (§ III—16)—Validity of award for land injur
iously affected—Municipal expropriation—Injunction.]—Appeal by 
plaintiff from a judgment dismissing an action to recover moneys 
awarded under arbitration and for injunction. Affirmed.

//. Y. MacDonald, K.C., and D. Buckles, for appellant.
G. E. Taylor, K.C., and C. E. Bothwell, for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Elwood, J.:—In the year 1913 the city completed a dam for 

munieipal purposes on land the property of the city. At the 
time of the erection of the dam the plaintiff Yager was chairman 
of the committee of the council which had charge of its erection. 
In consequence of the erection of the dam the water in the creek 
flowing through Yager’s lands was raised ami the council in 
May, 1914, after the completion of the dam, by resolution, re
solved that the solicitor be instructed to take the necessary 
steps to expropriate the land required for dam purposes. Fol
lowing this, in June, the city clerk gave notice to Yager that there 
had been deposited with him on June 8, the plans and specifica
tions of the dam constructed and that the council intended to 
enter upon, take and use the lands necessary to be used in connec
tion with the said dam, being those shewn in red upon the said 
plans, and also stating that the owners, occupiers, and all persons 
intere sted in any lands so to be entered upon, taken or used 
for the said work, must within 15 days from June 8, 1914, file 
their claims for compensation. In consequence of this an appoint
ment was taken before a District Court Judge and the arbitration 
proceeded with.

From a iierusal of the award it would appear that the amount 
allowed by the award was for lands taken or to be taken and not
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for damages for lands injuriously affected. The award was 
never adopted by the city by by-law. At the trial, the trial Judge? 
held that as the award had not been adopted as provided for in 
see. 258, ch. 84 of the R.S.S., it was not binding upon the city, 
and that as Yager was a member of the council and on the com
mittee which had in charge the improvements, and knew of the 
probable damage to his property at the time of the erection of 
the works that he could not enjoin the city. From this judgment 
the plaintiffs appealed. Counsel for the plaintiffs urges that sec. 
258 above referred to is not applicable to this case as the arbitra
tion was apparently taken under sec. 30, R.S.S. 1909, ch. 91. 
That section in part is as follows:—

And in case of disagreement, the compensation or damages shall he ascer
tained as provided in like cases in the municipal law in force in respect of the 
particular municipality concerned.

It was urged on behalf of the plaintiff that sec. 258 was not 
part of the means for ascertaining the damages; and that the 
arbitration and the award made in consequence thereof were the 
means provided in the municipal law for ascertaining the damages.

In my opinion the damages art; not ascertained until they 
are conclusively ascertained, and under secs. 244 to 258, both 
inclusive, of ch. 84 above, tins»* damages are not conclusively 
ascertained until the award is adopted by the city by by-law. 
If the award is not adopted the property as mentioned in sec. 258, 
stands as if no arbitration had been held. 1 am also of the opinion 
that there was no expropriation by the city. All the city did was 
to pass a resolution authorizing the proceedings to be taken to 
expropriate the lands. There appears to be no authority for 
the notice given by the clerk to the plaintiff Yager, but assuming 
that the clerk had authority, that merely gave notice of intention 
to enter upon, take and use the land. The dam was constructed, 
and the damage, if any, occurred prior to both the resolution and 
notice above referred to, and there was nothing done by the city 
after the resolution above referred to, in the way of exercising 
rights of ownership to the plaintiff's lands. Sec. 10 of ch. 26 
of the statutes of Saskatchewan of 1912 is in part as follows: 
(1836)—

Every city shall have power to acquire ami hold real property situated 
within or without the city and to disjKise of the same to individuals or cor
porations for the erection of industrial or manufacturing establishments, 
provided that no expenditure shall be made by the council under this section 
until a by-law providing for the same has received the consent of a two-
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SASK. thirds majority of thi1 burgcs.es voting thereon, in accordance with the pro-
visions of secs. *210 to 210 hereof.

It was contended that the by-law which was originally passed 
authorizing the construction of tin1 dam was broad enough to 
cover the expropriation or acquisition of these1 lands. I am of 
the opiniem that that contention cannot be given effect to. The 
by-law was clearly passed to provide for the cost of the* eonstruc- 
tiem of the dam and not fe>r the acquisition of property, and it is 
quite clear that it vas never in the contemplation of the city 
or of the plaintiff Yager, at the time of the passing of that by-law, 
that the plaintiff’s lands would be in any way affected.

No other by-law having been passed I am of the opinion 
that before the city could acquire the plaintiff’s lands a by-law 
would have to be passed, under the above quoted section. The 
plaintiff Yager having actively taken a part in the construction 
of the dam, and having been aware during its construction of 
the probability of water backing up on his land in consequence 
thereof, and having in effect concurred therein, cannot now, in 
my opinion, l>e allowed to enjoin the city from using the dam 
and backing up the water. If the city does not expropriate his 
land, then, in my opinion, he must rely upon his claim, if any, 
for damages.

There were a number of objections to the award raised on the 
appeal but in view of the conclusion I have come to above, it is 
unnecessary that I should express any opinion on these objections.

Appeal dismissed.

YUKON SCHINK v. WHITE PASS A YUKON ROUTE, etc., CO.
— Yukon Territorial Court, Macaulay, J. August 29, 1916.

Pleading (§ IS—145)—Striking out scandalous allegations.]— 
Application made on behalf of the defendants, under r. 127 of the 
Judicature Act, to strike out pars. 4, 5 and 6 of the statement of 
claim herein on the ground that they are unnecessary and scan
dalous, and that they tend to prejudice, embarrass and delay 
the fair trial of the action; also, for a further order permitting the 
defendants to amend their statement of defence by adding thereto 
the paragraphs mentioned in the notice of motion, and for the 
postponement of the trial of this action from September 1, next, 
to September 14, next.

J. P. Smith, for motion.
F. T. Congdon, K.C., contra.
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Macaulay, J.:—I am of opinion that the matter alleged to 
be scandalous would not be admissible in evidence to shew the 
truth of any allegation in the pleading which is material with 
reference to the relief prayed for by the plaintiff. The allegations 
are of illegal transactions carried on between the defendants and 
others not parties to this action, and are not relevant to the issue 
between the parties to this action, and arc, therefore, scandalous 
matter which should be struck out; the Court having a general 
jurisdiction to expunge scandalous matter from any record or 
proceeding, He Miller (Love v. Hills), 54 L.J. Ch. 205; CrackneU 
v.%Janson, 11 Ch. D. 1, 13.

If 1 considered the said paragraphs to be only frivolous or 
vexatious I would, in my discretion, decline to exercise my juris
diction at this stage of the proceedings under the authority of 
Cross v. Howe, 62 L.J. Ch. 342, because tin1 application has not 
been made promptly; but being scandalous matter and, in my 
opinion, in no way affecting the issue between the parties in the 
present case, I feel it to be the duty of the Court to order that the 
said matter be expunged from the record; the plaintiff to be per
mitted to make any amendment necessary in his statement of 
claim by reason of this order.

On the hearing of the application the order was allowed for the 
amendment of the statement of defence and for the postponement 
of the trial, as asked.

By reason of the delay in making this application to strike 
out the said paragraphs of the statement of claim I am of opinion 
that the defendants, although successful on the motion, should 
not be allowed the costs of the motion. Costs of the whole 
application will, therefore, be costs to the plaintiff in any event.

--------- Application granted.
NORTHERN COMMERCIAL CO. v. NORTHERN LIGHT, POWER & 

COAL CO.
NORTHERN COMMERCIAL CO. v. DAWSON CITY WATER & 

POWER CO.
Y'ukon Territorial Court, Macaulay, J. August 21, 1916.

Payment (§ I—9)—Draft given “in settlement'1'—Withdrawal— 
Effect of non-presentment—Application of payments—Liability for 
price.]—Action for the price of goods sold and delivered to de
fendant upon his credit and request.

F. T. Congdon, K.C., C. W. C. Tabor, and J. P. Smith, for 
plaintiff.

YUKON

T.C.
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J. A. Fraser, J. A. W. O’Neill and C. If. Iflack, for defendant.
Macaulay, J.:—These are two actions brought by the plain

tiff against the Northern Light, Power & Coal Co. Ltd. (herein
after called the Power Company), and against the Dawson City 
Water and Power Co., Ltd. (hereinafter called the Water Com
pany) for goods and merchandise sold and delivered by the 
plaintiff to the said respective defendants, and which actions 
were, by consent, consolidated for the purposes of trial.

On applications made by the respective defendants, the 
Power Company and the Water Company, before the trial of 
these actions, Joseph Whiteside Boyle and Yukon Exploration, 
Ltd., were added as defendants in each action, and the said last 
named defendants duly filed statements of defence in each of the 
said actions.

On the application of counsel for the last mentioned defend
ants at the trial that the actions be dismissed as against the said 
defendants on the ground that the statements of claim in each 
case alleged no cause of action and claimed no relief against the 
said defendants, the said actions were dismissed as against the 
said defendants with costs as against their co-defendants the said 
Power Company and the said Water Company respectively.

The evidence shews that all the said companies were chartered 
companies and duly licensed or otherwise entitled to carry on 
business in the Yukon Territory.

By an Indenture of Lease dated February 15, 11)13, the said 
Power Company and the said Water Company, and other com
panies controlled by the said Power Company, demised and 
leased unto the Canadian Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd. (now the 
Yukon Exploration, Ltd.), for the term of 9 years, all the under
takings, property and right 3 of the said respective companies, 
for the consideration therein mentioned, and the said Joseph 
Whiteside Boyle, who was the president and general manager of 
the said C'anadian-Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., became a party 
to the said least; as a guarantor on behalf of the said Canadian- 
Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., for the due performance by it of the 
covenants entered into by it in the said lease.

The said lease, among other things, provided that all con
tracts and engagements entered into by the respective lessor com
panies should be entered into in the respective names of the said 
companies, and all actions instituted on behalf of the said com-
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panics, or any of them, might be instituted in the name of any of 
the said lessor companies.

In addition to the said lease each and every of the said lessor 
companies duly executed powers of attorney to the said Joseph 
Whiteside Roy le under which said jiowers of attorney they and 
each of them delegated to the said Moyle all the ] lowers, authority, 
privileges and rights of the said respective companies and each 
and every of them, and of their respective directors, including 
absolute power of administration, control and management of 
the said companies and each and every of them, and the said 
Moyle under the said instruments and least1 duly assumed control 
and management of the said lessor companies, and continued in 
such control and management under the said lease and said 
instruments, and under a further instrument dated May 13, 
1914, and duly executed, whereby the said Moyle was appointed 
general manager of the said lessor companies, until August 31, 
1914, when the said powers were duly cancelled.

July 29, 1914, upon an ation made unto this Court by 
one Oscar Newhouse, a shareholder in the Northern Light, 
Power & Coal Co. Ltd., at the suit of the said Newhouse v. Northern 
Light, Vou'er <t* Coal Co., 29 W.L.R. 249, it was declared that 
the said lease so entered into by the said lessor and the said lessee 
companies was ultra vires, and it was accordingly ordered that, 
the defendants in that action be restrained from further acting 
under the said lease, but the said Moyle under his said appointment 
dated May 13, 1914, continued to act as aforesaid as general 
manager of the said lessor companies until and including August 
31, 1914.

It is admitted that the said lease was never registered. It is 
also admitted that customers of the Water Company were sup
plied with water during the jieriod of the lease and were billed 
for the same and paid for the* same in t he name of the said com
pany.

The present actions are instituted by the plaintiff against the 
said defendants the Power Company and the Water Company 
respectively, to recover from them respectively the sums of 
$40,700.74 and interest and $8,598.03 and interest, for goods 
and merchandise sold and delivered by the plaintiff to the said 
defendants respectively at the request of the said defendants 
respectively, including therein the respective amounts of $2,590.29

YUKON

T. C.
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YUKON ttll(j $2,403.10 for lumber furnished by the Yukon Saw Mill Co.
T. C. to the said defendants res]x*etively and at the request of the defend

ants respectively, which said debts, with interest thereon, were 
by instrument in writing dated October 7, 1015, assigned by the 
said Yukon Saw Mill Co. to the plaintiff.

The evidence shews that the goods were delivered by the 
plaint ff ami the said Yukon Saw Mill Co. to the respective 
defendants as claimed, and tin* balances claimed by the plaintiff 
in each case res]actively, exclusive of interest, are admitted by 
the present general manager of the defendant companies to be 
correct, and to correspond with the Ijooks of tin1 respective 
defendants.

The defendants, however, contend:—1. That the said goods 
were sold and delivered to, at the request, and upon the credit 
of the Canadian-Klondykc Mining Co. Ltd., and that the de
fendants respectively are not liable therefor: 2. That the 
amounts claimed for the said goods so supplied and sued for in 
these actions have been paid and satisfied.

After considering the whole evidence I can only conclude 
that the said goods were supplied to the said defendants respec
tively, at the request and ujxm the credit of the said respective 
defendants: That the balance claimed in each case is correct, 
and that the plaintiffs are entitled to interest at the rate of 6% 
per annum as agreed upon, and I so find as a fact.

The evidence shews that a draft for $02,667.13, dated June 
30, 1014, and payable 30 days after date, was drawn either by said 
Boyle on the Canadian-Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., at its New 
York office, or by the Canadian-Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., on 
said Boyle at its New York office, or by the said company at 
Dawson on the said company at its New York office, the said 
draft itself, according to the evidence, having been lost or mislaid, 
and, in e<msequence, not produced at the trial; the draft having 
been given, according to the evidence of the said Boyle, to cover 
all the indebtedness of all the companies controlled by him to 
the plaintiff, including the accounts of the respective defendants 
in these actions.

The draft is taken by the plaintiff and entered with the follow
ing entry thereunder written:—

Ah |>er draft on Canadian-Klondyke Mining Co., Now York, signed 
C.K.M. Co., Dawson, dated June 30, due New York, Aug. 1, 1014, for collec
tion of the above accounth to June 1, 1014.
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This memo would indicate to me that the said draft was 
drawn by the said Canadian Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd. on the 
said Canadian-Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., New York.

On examination of the said memo, it would appear that the 
words “in settlement” had first been entered in the said memo, 
and afterwards erased and the words “for collection" written in 
place thereof. The writing is all done in the same handwriting 
and with the same kind of ink, and by its appearance looks as if 
it had all been done at the same time, and the ev idence also shews 
that the clerk who made the entry left the Yukon Territory 
shortly after that date and lias not since returned.

From the appearance of the writing on the journal, and upon 
the evidence, 1 am of opinion that the change in tin1 entry must 
have been made at the time of the entry of the* memo. 1 am 
unable to sec1 that the change in the words make any considerable 
difference in this case, but as counsel for defendants argued that 
the words “in settlement” should be construed as “in payment” 
I have decided to refer to it in my reasons for judgment.

When the said draft was delivered to the plaintiff the different 
companies aliove mentioned were credited with the respective 
amounts aliove mentioned. Afterwards, when the draft was 
cancelled, the said amounts were charged back in the books of 
the plaintiff to the accounts of the respective1 companies above 
mentioned.

The said Hoyle then paid the plaintiff $50,000 to be credited 
to the Canadian Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd. account, whirti 
amount was duly credited, and afterwards, during the latter part 
of the month of August, 1014, gave two separate cheques for 
$25,(KK) each to plaintiff, which cheques were paid in the early 
part of September following and, at the request of the said Boyle, 
were placed in a suspense account pending the settlement of his 
(Boyle’s) difficulties with the said defendants.

The said Hoyle’s appointment as general manager of the de
fendant companies having been cancelled on August 31, 1014, 
and negotiations for settlement between him and the new manager 
of the defendant companies having been carried on for over 
one year ami failing to effect a settlement, the plaintiff, at the 
request- of the said Hoyle,about October 12,1915,took the amount 
of $50,000 out. of the suspense account an l placed it to the credit

YUKON
T. C.
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of the Canadian Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., and, on October 13, 
1915, instituted these actions against the said defendants.

Counsel for defendants now contends that the draft dated 
June 30, 1914, for 892,000 was accepted by plaintiff in payment 
of the various accounts mentioned, and in payment of the ac
counts of the respective defendants in these actions. I do not 
think the evidence offered supports that contention.

Counsel further contends that the draft should have been 
presented for acceptance1 and by reason of the laches of plaintiff 
in not presenting the draft for acceptance and payment when due, 
as required by law, the indebtedness of these defendant companies 
is wholly extinguished, and in support of his contention cites many 
cases, among them the following: Bickerdike v. Bollman (1786), 
1 Term. R. 405, sec 79, sub-sec. 2, Bills of Exchange Act; Chal
mers Rills of Exchange, 305; Hill v. Heap, 25 R.R. 791; Keith 
v. Bushe, vol. 2, Digest English Case Law, p. 1559; Peacock v. 
Purssetl, 14 C.B., N.S. 728; Bishop v. Poire, 3 M. A: 8., 302; 
Maelaren on Bills, 268-9.

In my opinion this case dot s not fall within the line of authori
ties cited. In the case before me the drawer and the drawee 
are one and the same person, and at the request of the drawer, 
and before maturity of the bill, and witli the consent of the 
drawer, the drawee and the holder of the bill, and, it must also 
be taken with the knowledge and consent of the respective de
fendants, because the said defendants were, at the time, repre
sented by the said Boyle, the bill was withdrawn. Sec Ryles on 
Bills, p. 263-4-5.

The parties to a bill can always cancel it by consent, as was 
done in the ease before me.

Mr. Corbett, the manager appointed to succeed Boyle, also 
shews by his conduct that he acquiesced in the withdrawal and 
cancellation of the draft, although in my opinion such acquies
cence was unnecessary.

The evidence shews that after the cancellation of the draft 
Mr. Corbett, the then manager of the said defendants, in adjusting 
and reconciling the said accounts, admits the amount sued upon 
to be correct, and, according to the evidence of Mr. McG'jwan, 
agreed to pay the same.

As to the contention made by'counsel for said defendants
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that in any çvent the said accounts had been paid by the $50,000 YUKON 
paid into suspense account by Mr. Boyle, I am of opinion that T. C. 
such contention is untenable. The letters, exs. “Q” and “R,” 
written by Boyle to Corl>ett at the time the said $50,000 was 
paid into suspense account clearly shew that it was not made as 
a payment of the accounts sued upon, but was placed in suspense 
account by agreement made between said Boyle and Corbett 
pending a possible settlement between them, upon which nego
tiations were then pending, and in letter exhibit “R,” Boyle 
notified Corbett that unless settlement was completed on October 
5, 1014, negotiations would cease and the money would be with
drawn.

Whatever rights these defendants may have against the said 
Boyle and the Canadian Klondyke Mining Co. Ltd., in an ac
counting as between themselves, these defendants are, in my 
opinion, liable to the plaintiff for the amounts sued upon in this 
action.

There will, therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff in each 
action for the amount claimed with interest as claimed and costs 
of action. Judgment for plaintiff.

GREAT WESTERN SECURITIES ÀNP TRUST CO. v. McDONALD. SASK.
Saskatchewan Suprême Court, McKay, J. February 3, 1916. g q

Bills and notes ( § III C—75)—Liability of indorser—Dis
charge—Sufficiency of defence—Failure to take action—Impair
ment of security.]—Ap]>eal from an order of the Master in Chambers 
refusing to strike out par. 8 of the defence, and the counterclaim.

Jonah, for plaintiffs.
Samples, for defendant McAvoy.
McKay, J.:—The defendants McAvoy and Moffatt were sued 

as indorsees of several promissory notes, and par. 8 alleges that 
they indorsed as sureties for their co-defendant McDonald, and 
that because the plaintiffs refused or neglected to take sale or 
foreclosure proceedings under the mortgage given to them by 
defendant McDonald, which was by them assigned to plaintiffs, 
although requested so to do by defendant McAvoy, the said 
defendants McAvoy and Moffatt are thereby discharged from all 
liability under their indorsement.

I do not think this is a defence in law. The effect of this

M
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defence is simply that the plaintiffs delayed to press the defendant 
McDonald l»y legal proceedings. No loss of security is alleged.

De Colyar on Guarantees, 3rd ed., at p. 426, states:—
Since, in order to diwhnrgc the surety, there must be h l inding agreement 

by the creditor to give him time, it follows that mere passive inactivity, or 
omission to press the debtor, as distinguished from an agreement giving 
further time, will not discharge the surety, even when the debtor has become 
insolvent during the time thus suffered to elapse.

And cites a large number of authorities, among them Price 
v. Kirk-ham, 3 H. & C. 437.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that this paragraph should be 
struck out.

The counterclaim repeats pars. 7 and 8 of the defence, and 
alleges that the mortgage1 in question covers a hotel, situate in 
the Province of Saskatchewan, which lost its right to retail liquor 
by an Act of the Legislature of the Province of Saskatchewan: 
The Sale of Liquor Act, ch. 39 of the Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1915, and had the plaintiffs complied with the said defendants’ 
request to sell under the mortgage, at the time1 such request was 
made, a much better price could have been secured than can be 
obtained now that its license has been cancelled, and that, as 
a result of such neglect or refusal by plaintiffs, he has been greatly 
damaged and claims $10,000 damages.

I do not think this counterclaim shews any cause of action 
against the plaintiffs. In order that the plaintiffs should be 
liable in damages to the defendants the damages should be caused 
by the act of the plaintiffs, but in this counterclaim the defendant 
alleges depreciation of the securities held by the plaintiffs, and 
that this depreciation was caused by the action of the Legislature, 
for which, in my opinion, the plaintiffs are not in any way respon
sible, and therefore I think this counterclaim should also be struck 
out. Appeal allowed.

Re THE CITY COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. IN LIQUIDATION.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, McKay, J. September 18, 1916.

Corporations and companies (§ V F 3—270)—Liability as 
contributory—Stock at discount or by way of bonus—Winding-up 
as discharge of persons in employ.]—Application to settle whal 
amount, if any, is due by J. A. G3th on 168 shares which he holds 
in above company to bring them paid up to 50 per cent, the
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shares living $100 shares; or what amount, if any, is due by the 
said company to J. A. (loth, after paying 50 per cent, on said 
shares.

P. //. Gordon, for liquidator.
./. A. Goth, in person.
McKay, J.:—In his claim filed, Mr. Goth claims after paying 

50 per cent, on his 108 share's there is due to him from the com
pany $3,048.74.

On the other hand, the liquidator contends that the company 
does not oyve Mr. Goth anything, and that he has not paid 50 
per cent, on his said shares, but is short $1,304.38.

After hearing the evidence of Mr. Goth and Mr. Rooke, 
chartered accountant, who made an audit of the liooks of the 
company, some of the matters in dispute have been cleared, but 
st'll leaves the following in dispute:—

1. $500 claimed by (loth ns paid to Marshall & Knight on shares 209 to 
228 inclusive.

2. $525 claimed by (loth paid on shares 20-45 inclusive. $525 claimed by 
Goth paid on shares 309-328 inclusive.

3. Two cheques, one for $500 and another for $900, claimed by the liqui
dator to have been paid to Goth.

4. Goth claims salary at $250 per month from August 15, 1912, to Novem
ber 15,1914. The liquidator contends salary should be allowed only to Septem
ber 25, 1914, date of originating summons to wind up the company in liqui
dation.

As to No. 1. Shares 2(H) to 228.
Mr. Goth stated that he bought 100 shares (200 to 308) from 

the company through Marshall & Knight at a discount of 5 
per cent., which discount would amount to $500, and it is this 
discount of $500 that he claims as paid on shares 200-228 on 
January 10, 1012.

In the 1000 edition of Palmer’s Company Law, at 113, the 
author gives instances of issuing fully paid shares of a greater 
nominal value in exchange for property of less value, and con
tinues: “But except in this way it is not practicable or permissible 
to issue shares on a cash basis at a discount or by way of 
bonus. ”

And the following cases: Ooregum Gold Mining Co. v. Roper, 
[1802] A.C. 125; Re Eddy stone Marine Insce. Co. (1803), 3 Ch.D. 
0; Welton v. Saffery, [1807] A.C. 200, are authority for the fore
going statement.

SASK.

8. C.
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(Reference to sec. 112 of the Companies Act (R.S.S. 1909, 

ch. 72)[.
No evidence was produced before me that the company in 

liquidation was authorized by its articles of association to pay 
any commission or that such authority was disclosed in its pros
pectus. z

On the above authorities, therefore, I am of the opinion that 
Goth is not entitled to be credited with the discount he claims, 
and 1 disallow it.

As to No. 2. The evidence shews that these items, together 
amounting to $1,050, were not paid in cash, but these were credits 
allowed to Mr. Weir on his shares which he transferred to Cloth, 
and, according to the evidence of Rooke, on the understanding 
that this sum of $1,050 was to be charged to Cloth, which Cloth 
denies.

I find that this was the agreement, namely, that this sum of 
81,050 credited to Weir on his shares was to be charged to and 
assumed by (loth. This amount, therefore, is due by Goth to 
the company.

As to No. 3. Cloth admitted having received the $500 cheque 
for his personal use, the endorsement of which he admitted. He 
also admits the endorsement of the $900 cheque as his signature, 
which shews he cashed it, but says he does not recollect it.

I find that he received the benefit of both these cheques and 
that he is chargeable therewith.

As to No. 4. The order for winding-up the company herein 
was made on November 5, 1914, and 1 hold on the authority 
of Chapman's case, L.R. 1 Eq. 340, and In re Oriental Bank 
Corpn.y MacDowalVs case, 32 Ch.D. 300, that Cloth’s salary 
ceased on November 5, 1914.

Cloth, therefore, is entitled to salary up to and inclusive of 
November 5, 1914.

Goth is also chargeable with the $442 note made in his favour 
by the company, dated September 30, 1914, as of the date of the 
note.

As with the al>ove findings, and what the parties admit, the 
question of amount due on the shares is matter of detail, there 
will be a reference to the local registrar to ascertain the amount 
due, with leave to either party to apply to me for further direc
tions. Judgment accordingly.
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SHÀCKLETON v. EDMONDSON.

Quebec Superior Court, District of Montreal, Allard, ./. October 27, I9W.

Marriage < 6 IV H 5V>- A.n\u.mknt- Prior existing marriage.
A prior valid marri ago. which has not been legally dissolved, existing 

at _lhe time a marriage is eontraeted. renders the second marriage void 
and it will he annulled hv the Court.

QUE.

s. c.

Action to annul a marriage. Statement.
Surveyer A' Ogden, for plaintiff.

The Court having heard the plaintiff by her counsel upon 
inscription for judgment by default against defendant, and having 
examined the proceedings, the proof of record and having de- 
lilierated;

Whereas plaintiff, duly authorized to institute the present 
action to annul her marriage with defendant, alleges that on 
March 31. 1916, she was married to defendant at Montreal; 
that no anti-nuptial contract was entered into lietween the parties; 
that in the certificate of said marriage defendant is falsely des
cried as a bachelor; that defendant was previously married in 
the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of Manitoba, on February 
20, 1008, to Eileen Muriel Lloyd; that said Eileen Muriel Lloyd 
is still living, and that defendant has never been divorced from 
her by the Senate of Canada or any lawful authority; that on 
March 31. 1010, defendant was not free to marry the plaintiff 
who has a right to demand that said marriage Ik* declared null.

Considering that defendant has made default to appear.
Considering that the substantial accuracy of plaintiff's allega

tions is established by the proof of record.
Seeing art. 118 of the Civil Code.
Considering a second marriage cannot Ik* contracted before 

the dissolution of the first.
Considering that the marriage Mween plaintiff and defendant, 

contracted and solemnized on March 31, 1910, at Montreal, is 
illegal, null and void.

Doth annul and void said marriage for all purposes of law, 
a toutes Jins que de droit, with costs against defendant.

:t7 30 D.I..H.

./ udgment for plaintiff.
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MAN. ENRIGHT v. LITTLE.

V \ Maniloha Court of A/i/nnl, llourll, C.J.M., Uirhunlu. I’erilm, Cameron mol 
1 Influait, .1.1,A. Aufiuxt IS, 1916.

Landlord wo tk.xaxt (§ 1111) 3- 110) —Dinthkhk Chattel morti; v;k 
Intkrim.kadkr.

1 niler sec. .*» of Ile 1 liatress AH, R.S.M.. HM.'I. Hi. "crops ami
crain" arc not excepted from distress for. rent in favour of a |K*rson claim
ing ululer execution or attachment against the tenant; in»r are goods 
and chattels other than crops ami grain on the premises of a tenant 
excepted in favour of a person whose title is derived from the tenant; 
hut such goods and chattels on the premises subject to a mortgage 
given by a third party, from whom the tenant has acuuired the equity 
of redemption, are excepted from distress, in favour of the mortgagee.

Statement. Appeal from judgment of Dawson, Co.Ct. Judge, in an 
interpleader net ion. Reversed.

Perdue, J.A.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Périm é, J.A.: This is an interpleader issue concerning 
money in Court. Mrs. Rrad, it lessor, distrained on her tenant 
for rent. The goods, which consisted of hotel furniture, were 
claimed by a chattel mortgagee, one Little, against whom Lnright, 
the plaint iff in the action, had recovered judgment. Lnright 
had issued a garnishee order against Dowswell, an auctioneer, 
who by arrangement between the parties had sold the goods. 
It is admitted that Mrs. Brad has a valid claim against the tenant 
for $22") rent and $40 for costs of seizure. Little, it is admitted, 
has a valid chattel mortgage for $1,015. The amount in Court 
is $380.50. An order was in the County Court for payment
of $275 to Mrs. Brad.

The whole question in the issue turns upon the construction 
of see. 5 of the Distress Act ( R.S.M. 1013, eh. 55). The section 
is as follows:—

A landlord shall not distrain for rent on goods and chattels the prop
erty of any person except the tenant or person who is liable for the rent. 
although the same arc found on the premises; but this restriction shall not 
apply to crops or grain in favour of a jierson claiming title under or by virtue 
of an execution or attachment against the tenant, or in favour of any person 
whose title is derived by purchase, gift, transfer or assignment from the 
tenant, whether absolute or in trust, or by way of mortgage or otherwise, 
nor to the interest of the tenant in any goods on the premises in the |M>sscssion 
of the tenant under a contract for purchase or by which he may or is to become 
the owner thereof U|xm ix-rformancc of any condition, nor where goods have 
been exchanged between two tenants or persona by the one borrowing or 
hiring from the other for the purpose of defeating the claim of, or the right

4
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of dislrrss by, thv lundloH; nor shall tin* restrivtion apply where tin* pr<>|M‘rty 
is claimed by the wife, husband, daughter, son, daughter-in-law or son-in-law 
of the tenant, or by any other relative of his in ease such other relative lives 
on the premises as a member of the tenant's family; nor shall such restriction 
apply in favour of any person whose title is derived by purchase, gift, transfer 
or assignment, whether absolute or in trust, or by the way of mortgage or 
otherwise, from the wife, husband, daughter, son, daughter-in-law or son-in- 
law of the tenant, or front any other relative of his in case such other relative 
lives on the premises as a member of the tenant's family.

in order to t Mrs. Brutl to distrain on the goods it is 
necessary for her to bring herself within one of the exceptions 
mentioned in the section. It is claimed by the chattel mortgagee 
and his judgment creditor that all the first part of the exception, 
beginning with the words, “but this restriction," down to the 
words, “by way of mortgage or otherwise," where they first 
occur in the section, relate only to “crops or grain."

Sec. A was first passed in 1890 except that the last clause, 
commencing with the words "nor shall such restriction," was 
added by a subsequent amendment. The section was adapted 
from sec. 2 of eh. 23 of the Ontario statutes passed in 1887. The 
aliove sec. 2 was the same as sec. A of the Manitoba statute down 
to the word “premises" where it is first fourni in the section. 
The exceptions that follow, omitting the last, are the same in 
both enactments, only that the Manitoba section contains the 
words, "to crops or grain," which are not fourni in the Ontario 
section. The framer of the Manitoba statute took sec. 2 of the 
Ontario Act and inserted the words “to crops or grain," with the 
intention in his mind that these commodities should, under 
certain conditions. Is* excepted from the operation of the general 
clause. It is argued that all that follows down to and including 
the words .“mortgage or otherwise" refer only to “crops and 
grain." But 1 think that the history and form of the section are 
opposed to this interpretation. I think the meaning of the 
words as they stand is that the restriction upon the landlord’s 
right of distress contained in the first part of the section "shall 
not apply to crops of grain in favour of a person claiming title 
under or by virtue of an execution or attachment against the 
tenant," and that the first exception stops there. Then the 
section proceeds, "or in favour of any person whose title is derived 
by purchase, gift, transfer or assignment from the tenant, whether

05
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absolute or in trust, or by way of mortgage or otherwise,” as the 
second exception. 1 cannot believe that the words last quoted 
were intended to refer to “crops or grain only.” 1 think that the 
meaning of the alx>ve is that the landlord may distrain on crops 
or grain on the premises claimed under execution or attachment 
against the tenant, and may distrain on goods and chattels on 
the premises belonging to a third person whose tit It- is derived 
by purchase, gift, transfer or assignment from the tenant whether 
absolute or in trust or by way of mortgage or otherwise. The 
rest of the section provides other exceptions which do not concern 
this case.

Rut it appeared from tin* admissions of fact that the chattel 
mortgage had l>cen made by one Lots to Little and that the 
tenant dandy merely assumed the mortgage when he took over 
the hotel and furniture. The statute1 applies an exception to 
the general restriction in the case of a gift, transfer or assignment 
from the tenant, whether absolute or by way of mortgage, but 
this exception does not extend to a case where the mortgage 
had been made by a third person and his equity of redemption 
had been acquired by the tenant. It is true that the tenant in 
this case assumed the mortgage when he bought the goods, but 
he did not make it, and the statute docs not apply the exception 
where the mortgage was not made by the tenant himself.

I think the appeal should be allowed and that the money 
directed to be paid to Mrs. Rrad be paid to Enright.

Enright is entitled to costs against Mrs. Brad both in the 
County Court and in this Court.

Richards and H ago art, .1.1. A. dissented.

A ppeal allowed.
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DREWRY v. DREWRY. IMP.
Judicial Committee nf tin I'rrn Com c l. The Lin d Chancellor, Vixcount Haldane, p (' 

Ijord Atkinson, Lord Simm, a I Lord ltarmoor. Auijud t, I Hit!.

1. Demount and dimthiiution £ 1 I! l’Mi Married Women’s Relief
Act— Riciits of v mow Deekvk-l 

A wife's sf‘|»:ir:ition from lier husbaivl, unjustifiable by her. iind such 
us would he a complete de cnee to an action for alimony, disentitles 
her to any allowance ut of her husband's estate under the Alberta 
Married Women's Relief Act tl'MO. 2nd. sess., eh. IS).

|l)n n r;/ v. Drcirrif, 27 D.L.R. 7hi. reversed.]
2. Ktatotes i §11 A thi) Kxcress i.xnoi aoe Lec;islative intent

\ iolence must not be done to the express language of a statute in 
order to comply with a view entertained as to the intention of the 
legislature which enacted it.

Appeal from an order of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Statement. 
Court of Alberta (27 D.L.R. 716), which order dismissed an 
appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, dated 
January 17, 1916.

The judgment of the Hoard was delivered by
Lord Shaw :—The question in the case depends upon the Lord shaw. 

view which is taken of certain provisions of the Married Women's 
Relief Act of the Province of Alberta.

The late John Climie Drewry, whose executors are the appel
lants, and the respondent, Mrs. D re wry, were married on June 6,
1883. They lived together till June 9, 189(1. On that day Mrs.
Drewry left her husband. She remained separate from him 
during the remainder of his life. He died on December 28, 1914.
It appears from the facts as set out in the judgment of Walsh,
J., that the wife’s separation from and declinature to live with 
her husband were without legal justification. The separation 
lasted for over 24 years. The wife was possessed of certain 
means of her own, and made no claim for alimony or otherwise 
upon her husband during his life. Apart from certain requests 
by the husband for her return and from certain letters by her 
to him, the parties led entirely separate and independent lives.
After the separation he acquired a certain fortune ; and he died 
leaving a will in which no provision was made for his wife.

Hy the law of Alberta there is a certain invasion of the un
limited power of testacy. I’nder the law of Scotland, and of 
those nations which have followed the principles of the law of 
Rome, such a limitation is definite, and in certain countries, par
ticularly in Northern Europe, is very large. The limitation has 
not been adopted by the law of England, and the power of dis-

38—30 D.L.R.
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inherison both of wife ami children there remains to a testator. 
By the law of Alberta a middle course is adopted. As the appel
lants state in their ease : “Prior to the passing of the Married 
Women’s Relief Act a husband could by his will omit to leave 
any part of his estate to his wife, and she would have no relief 
whatever. This occasioned some hardship, and relief was thought 
advisable.”

Such relief was conferred by the Married Women’s Relief Act 
of Alberta (1910, 2nd sess. ch. 18), the material sections of which 
are these:—

2. The widow of a man who dies leaving a will by the tenus of which 
his said widow would, in the opinion of the Judge before whom the applica
tion is made, receive less than if he had died intestate may apply to the 
Supreme Court for relief.

8. On any such application, the Court may make such allowance to 
the applicant out of the estate of her husband disposed of by will as may 
be just and equitable in the circumstances.

10. Any answer or defence that would have been available to the hus
band of the applicant in any suit for alimony shall equally be available to 
his executors or administrators in any application made under this Act.

It is admitted that under the law of Alberta—there being no 
issue of the marriage—the widow would have succeeded to all 
the property of her deceased husband had he died intestate. The 
facts accordingly bring the situation within the seo]x* of sec. 2 
as one in which the widow “may apply to the Supreme Court 
for relief,” and in which, under sec. 8, the Court might make 
a just and equitable allowance to her, if her claim was not open 
to and excluded by the answer or defence set forth 'll see. 10.

It is this last-mentioned section which raises a question of 
construction not free from difficulty. The Courts below have 
held that the circumstances are not such as would have permitted 
alimony to be granted. But they have, notwithstanding this, 
reached the conclusion that it is open to them to make an allow
ance under the statute, although sec. 10 thereof already stated 
expressly makes available to the executors any defence which 
would have been open to the husband in any “suit for alimony.” 
It is suggested that, although this result appears to do violence 
to the language of the Act, that language must be construed 
according to, and if necessary must give way to, the view enter
tained as to the intention of the legislature in passing this statute.

This result is startling, and their Ixmlships are not prepared 
to hold that it is justified by law. Their view of the Act is this:
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Tilt* facts as to the situation and relations of the married persons 
must bo taken just as they were. It is to be observed that the 
defence, which is to be open to the husband’s executors, is a 
defence which would have been open to the husband himself, 
upon the figurative case that a suit for alimony had been brought 
against him, but this figurative case involves that the parties 
had been separated from each other. The difficulty, accordingly, 
which is raised in the Courts below, does not arise, namely, that 
the defence to a “suit for alimony” would have been it * to 
if the parties had be/11 living together, and that, accordingly, 
the innocent and disinherited wife could obtain no allowance from 
the Court. It is not so; in the case which is thus figured then* 
would have been no defence, because there would have been no 
suit, and it is a contradiction of ideas to suppose such a suit 
by the wife or defence by the husband when the facts of the case 
were that they were living together without any cause of action 
having arisen.

When, however, the parties are separate, and when they have 
been living independent lives, it is then that the figurative situa
tion has arisen, when a suit may be imagined to have been brought 
by the wife and the husband may be imagined to have been 
defending it.

So judged, th(i present cast* is clear. Had Mrs. Drewry, on 
the day of or immediately before her husband’s death, brought 
a suit against him for alimony, it appears to their Lordships that 
his defence would have been complete. In this the* Hoard is 
in entire agreement with the Judge who tried the case, and who 
observes: 4,I would have to dismiss her action for alimony if 
that was what I was trying.” Then* is no suggestion upon the 
facts that on the day of or immediately before his death Mrs. 
Drewry’s attitude towards her husband had altered, and it does 
not, in the view of the Board, appear to be open to the Courts 
to make an allowance out of the estate of a husband, upon whom 
during his life a wife separated from him and declining to adhere 
could have obtained no decree of alimony. In the present case 
it would be, in their Ixmlships’ opinion, a reversal of the express 
provision of the statute to permit the respondent, after 24 years’ 
separation—unjustifiable upon her part—from her husband, to 
make a claim upon his estate such as could be made by a wife

IMP

P. C. 
Dkk.wky 

Drkwhy.

Lord Shaw.
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living in family with him or having a just right to alimony from 
him.

Their Lordships will humbly advise 11 is Majesty that the 
appeal should be allowed, that the judgments of the Courts 
below should be reversed, and that the action should ho dismissed; 
the respondent to pay the costs here and in the Courts below.

A ppeal allowed.

REX v. RILEY.
Uriliyh Columbia Cour; of A/ytcal, Mactional<1, C.J.A.. ami Marlin, am!

Mcl'h.llip», JJ.A. (klobtr HUH.

(iamino (§1—2) Buna Kim. cun "Kkkpf.u” Want of vkkso.nai.

A bond fid* club v.here the members frequently play games of elmnee 
and skill, and form a |mm»1 from the money staked to expend for re
freshments and for the upkeep of the club, is not a common gaining 
house within the definition of see. 22<i of the Code, and the steward 
cannot be convicted as a “keejx*r” under see. 22S of the Code.

Appeal by way of cast* stated from judgment of Murphy, J.
C« *

Moore, for appellant.
Moresby, for respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The case reserved for the opinion of 

the ( ourt is:—
Whether the premises 434 Tender St. West is a house, room or place 

kept by a jierson for gain to which iiersons resort for the pur|M»ses of playing 
at a mixed game of chance and skill.

The question is not well framed, but I will assume that by 
“a person” is meant the accused.

The facts certified are that the premises 434 Pender St. W. 
are kept and used by the “Pender Club,” incorjxirated pursuant 
to the provisions of the Benevolent Society’s Act. At the time 
in question it had a memliership of 07 persons. The accused 
was the ^steward of the club, appointed to that office by the 
directors, and appeared to be a person assisting in the manage
ment of the club.

The game of ]>oker, admittedly a mixed game of chance and 
skill, was frequently played there by some of the club's members, 
and a “ rake-off ”of ">c. or 10c. was taken by the players from 
nearly every “pot ” of money staked on the game ami expended 
for refreshments for themselves, which the steward furnished 
from the club's stock at fixed prices, which were in excess of

C84::^
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the first cost of the articles to the club. The annual revenue B‘ 
of the club was a small fee payable by each member, quite in- C. A. 
sufficient to defray the club’s general expenses, and the money pEX 
received in payment for the refreshments as aforesaid. Kiijsy

It is not certified that the accused received anv part of the ----
Macdonald,rake-off for himself. cTT

The magistrate found the accused guilty under sec. 220 A 
of the Code, but reserved the question above set out for the 
opinion of the ( ourt.

While the accused has been found guilty as keeper, 1 think, 
on the true meaning of the findings of fact above summarized, 
he was found to be the keeper as defined by sec. 22S (2), which 
reads:—

Anyone who upiicars. note or behaves as loader or mistress, or as the 
IH-rson having the care, government or management «if any <li orderly house, 
shall 1m* deemed to be the kee|ier thereof.

The facts certified, 1 think, clearly shew that, in tin- real 
sense of the word, the club was the keeper, and, if the object 
was the acquisition of gain, the gain would be the club's gain. 
The accused could only be held liable to prosecution by virtue 
of said sub-sec. (2) of sec. 228.

It would have avoided any embarrassment if the magistrate 
had found specifically that the club was the keeper and the 
accused the manager, but I think that is, in effect, what his finding 
amounts to.

The place in question was furnished with a pool table, and 
there was a reading room and reading matter for use of the 
members, and some of the other equipment usually to be found 
in social clubs.

Eliminating the question of gain for the moment, on the facts 
stated, this was a social club.

In Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 4, p. 40t>, a club is defined 
as:—“A society of persons associated together for social inter
course, for the promot ion of politics, sport, art, science, or literature, 
or for any purpose except the acquisition of gain.”

There is no finding that the Pender Club was not a honâ Jute 
club; there is no suggestion that the accused conducted the house 
under the name of the Pender Club for personal gain, and, apart 
from the finding as to the “rake-off,” it is not suggested that 
the Pender Club was conducted by the members thereof for gain.
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The real question involved in the submission, therefore turns 
on whether or not the receipt by the club of moneys for refresh
ments, in the manner above set out, proves a keeping of the club 
premises for gain.

The rake-off was not compulsory—that was merely the method 
adopted by the players of paying for their refreshments. Instead 
of each one paying for his own refreshments, or treating in turn, 
they took from their common store, from time to time, sufficient 
money to pay for all the refreshments which they consumed.

I see a very clear distinction between this ease and The King 
v. James (1903), 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 190, in which it was held that 
the sale by the keeper of a cigar store of cigars to his customers, 
who played a mixed game of chance and skill in a room on his 
premises, thus enhancing the profits of his business, was a con
travention of the section in question here.

I think the section is aimed at the keeping of a house for 
gain to which persons come by invitation, express or implied. 
The members of a bond fide club come as of right.

This case is analogous to the case of Downes v. Johnson, 
[1895] 2 Q.B. 203, where it was held that members of a bona fide 
club were not to be considered persons who resorted to the club.

On the facts stated, I am of opinion that the Pender Club 
was not a house kept for gain, and that, therefore, the accused 
was wrongly convicted.

Martin, J.A.:—On the facts set out in the case, I am of 
opinion that the question reserved should be answered in the 
negative, with the result that the appeal should be allowed.

It cannot properly be said on such facts that the house or 
place in question, conducted by the hundred members of the 
social club, all equally interested (ef. vol. 4 Hals. 405, par. 802), 
was “kept . . . for gain" within the meaning of the section
and as defined by, e.g., R. v. James (1903), 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 190. 
The nearest case against the accused is R. v. Brady (1890), 10 
Que. S.C. 539, but there the “rake-off” was distributed among 
four certain jiersons, who were, as 1 understand the judgment, 
deemed by the police magistrate to be, in reality, proprietors. 
I think the conviction could have been supported if it had been 
found that the club was a sham one, but, while it appears from 
a stenographic report handed in after the argument that, in his
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oral reasons given at the time of conviction, his Worship stated "•
that the club was “not a genuine social club,” yet there is no C. A.
finding of that kind in the case which he later stated for our pKX 
opinion and to which we are restricted: li. v. Fortier (1004), 13 
Que. K.B. 308, 313, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 417, 423; li. v. Angelo, 16 
D.L.lt. 129, 19 B.C.R. 261. His Worship has found that this 
benevolent club is only enabled to be* kept open because of the 
gambling that is admittedly going on there, its revenue being 
otherwise very insufficient, but the correction of such an evil is 
for the legislature, and, in the circumstances, the Courts can do 
nothing to stop it.

McPhillips, J.A.:—1 have arrived at the same conclusion as McPhiiiips, j.a. 
my brother Martin, J.A., and .that the appeal should be allowed.

Appeal (illoxeed.

REX v. SMITH. B.
British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., and Martin, <i alii her C. A.

and McPhillips, JJ.A, October S, 1916.

Gaming (§ 1—6)— Automatic machine—Element ok chance.
Ed. Note.—The Court was equally divided in this case upon the 

question whether an automatic vending machine which indicates in 
advance exactly what the receipts from each drawing will lie is a “con
trivance for unlawful gaming, within the meaning of the Criminal 
Code.

[li. v. O’Meara (Ont.), 25 D.L.lt. 503 and It. v. Stubbs (Alta.). 25 
D.L.lt. 424, considered. See also It. v. Ocrasse (Man.), 29 D.L.lt. 523-1

Appeal by way of ease stated from Magistrate Shaw, of Van- statement, 
couver, dated March 30, 1916. Affirmed.

Sir Charles //. Tapper, K.C., for appellant.
H. L. Maitland, for Crown.
Macdonald, C.J.A.:—This case is not, in my opinion, dis- Macdonald, 

tinguishable from li. v. O'Meara, 25 D.L.lt. 503, 34 O.L.lt. 467.
The gambling machines in question in these cases are of pre
cisely the same type.

The facts certified by the magistrates are not materially 
different in the two cases; they are quite as specifically found 
in favour of the Crown in this case as in that, and I entirely 
agree with the unanimous decision of the1 Ontario Court of Appeal, 
and the reasons therefor of Magee, J.A. 1 would answer the 
questions submitted by saying that, in my opinion, the game 
complained of was a garni1 of chance, played in a place kept by 
accused for gain, and hence the conviction ought to be affirmed.
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Martin, J.A.:—There is, unfortunately, a conflict of authority 
on the point raised for our decision, arising from the fact that 
the < hitario ( ’ourt of Criminal Appeal, in the case of It. v. O'Meara, 
25 D.L.R. 503, 34 O.L.R. 4(i7, has refused to follow the decision, 
on identical relevant facts, of a Court of like jurisdiction in 
another province, viz., the Alberta Court of Criminal Appeal, 
in It. v. Stubbs (1915), 25 D.L.R. 424, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 303. 
This is contrary to the long-established practice of this Court of 
(’riminal Appeal, as has been lately again pointed out in It. v. 
Sam ./on (1914), 20 B.C.R. 549, wherein the weighty reasons, 
as they seemed to us to be, for making the criminal law uniform 
all over ( 'anada are given. Moreover, the decision of the Alberta 
Court gives effect to the same interpretation of the law in Quebec 
as shown by It. v. Lmujlois (1914), 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 43, and in 
Manitoba in It. v. O'Connor, unreported. The case at bar is, 
I think, on all fours with It. v. Stubbs, and I see no good reason 
why that decision should not be followed. With all due respect 
to other views, and apart from the paramount consideration above 
mentioned, 1 feel that it contains a sound exposition of the law, 
and that a conviction based on the necessary element of chance 
can only be secured in this case by transforming what is, in 
itself, a detached, complete and certain play, game, or opera
tion of the machine into a continuous series of plays, games or 
operations, something which is not warranted. The element of 
hazard, which must be present before there can be a mixed game 
of chance and skill, is entirely absent here—It. v. Fortier (1904), 
13 Que. K.B. 308, 313, 7 Cnn. Cr. Cas. 423; a decision of the 
Quebec Court of Criminal Appeal. The fact that there is an 
inducement to make a subsequent play or operation because the 
combination for the next play may be mere favourable than the 
fixed and certain one about to be played does not introduce the 
element of hazard in the true sense. When the next combina
tion is indicated for the next play, it is just as fixed and definite 
in its indication and results as the preceding one. In each case 
the player knows exactly what he will get when he puts his money 
or token in the slot and pulls the lever. If the rule of the pro
prietor of the machine provided that no one person should make 
two successive plays,The matter would be too clear for argument. 
And the element of hazard cannot depend upon succession.
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There is an additional reason for our not giving effect to the __;
decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal as applied to this case, C. A. 
and it is that it may lie distinguished on the facts, because that pKX
Court bases its judgment upon its belief in the existence of cor- sm'ith 
tain facts in It. v. Stubbs, supra, which are admittedly absent ----Martin, J.
in the case at liar. At the conclusion of the judgment of the 
Court, delivered by Magee, J., he gives his reason for refusing 
to follow the Alberta Court of Appeal thus (25 D.L.K. 508):—

With much res|>ect, I ttm unable to agree with this conclusion, as I 
consider that the fact was overlooked that there was not the element of 
certainty, except as to the minimum to be received; there was no certainty 
as to the maximum, as, it seems clear to me, the statement of the working 
of the machine at once discloses. The reasoning of Harvey, C.J., and that 
of Stuart, J., apjM'ar to me to be much more consistent with the plain facts.

But in the case at bar that fact has not been and cannot be 
“overlooked,” for there is no such element of uncertainty what
ever between the maximum and the minimum receipts, because 
the case stated, to tlie facts of which we are strictly confined 
(It. v. It iky, 30 D.L.R. 580, decided by us this day), shews beyond 
all doubt that the machine now in question indicated definitely 
in advance what the exact receipts would be from the result of 
each play or operation, and, therefore, the element of chance 
was entirely excluded, and the decision of the Ontario Court does 
not apply.

And, in any event, I feel constrained to add that, in my 
opinion, the brand of criminality, and the life-long social stigma 
of a conviction under the Criminal Code, should not be placed 
upon any citizen where the law is in such a state that a reason
able doubt exists as to whether or no the accused has done an 
act which brings him within the four comers of a penal statute 
under which his conviction is sought. He is entitled to the 
benefit of any reasonable1 doubt as to the law from the hands 
of the Court just as much as he is entitled to it as to the facts 
from the hands of a jury. Peonle ought not to be sent to jail 
upon reasonable doubt, but upon reasonable certainty. This 
accused, in my opinion, ought to go free, as others similarly 
accused have gone1 free in Quebec, Manitoba and Alberta. And 
in this connection I entirely agree with the following opinion of 
Meredith, J. (in which three other Judges concurred), taken from 
his judgment in the Ontario Court of Appeal in Hex v. Lee duty 
(1907), 15 O.L.R. 235, at 240:—
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The question arises under federal legislation applicable alike to all the 
Provinces of Canada: it obviously follows that the interpretation of such 
legislation should be the same in all parts of the Dominion. It would be 
unseemly, if not intolerable, that one view of it should be adopted in one 
province, and the opposite view in another; that the same fjerson, for the 
same offence, should, under the same law, lie deprived of his right of trial 
by jury on one side of an imaginary inter-provincial line, and yet, on the 
other side of it, be accorded that right—not through any fault in legislation, 
but solely by reason of a false interpretation of the enactment in one or other 
of the provinces.

In the* interests of justice, I cannot refrain from expressing 
regret that this opinion (which sets out the principle which this 
Court has hitherto been guided by, as above noted) was not 
brought to the attention of that same Court when Rex v. O’Meara, 
supra, and Rex v. Stubbs, supra, were under its consideration.

Gsiiiher.J.A CiALLiHER, J.A.:—1 am in accord with the judgment of the 
Court of Appeal in Ontario in Rex v. O’Meara, 25 D.L.R. 503, 
25 Can. Cr. C'as. 16, and would dismiss the appeal. 

icPhiiiipa, j.a. McPhilliph, J.A.:—I am in entire agreement with my brother
Martin, J.A. Conviction affirmed.

IMP. CITY OF TORONTO v. CONSUMERS’ GAS CO. OF TORONTO.
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, The Lord Chancellor, Viscount Haldane, 

* • C. lj(iry Atkinson, Lord Shau\ and Lord Parmoor. August l, 1916.

1. Municipal corporations (§ II G 3—235)—Liability for costs of
LOWERING OAK MAIN—INJURIOUS AFFECTION OF “ LAND."

Space occupied by gas mains, and the mains themselves, are of the 
nature of “land," as defined by see. 321 (b) of the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 
1914, eh. 192. and the lowering of a gas main, necessitated by the muni
cipality constructing a sewer, is an “injurious affection of land" in 
res|art of which the Gas Company, as “owner,” is entitled to com- 
pensation from the municipality under see. 325(1) of the Act. The 
cost of the lowering operation is the measure of compensation.

[Toronto v. Consumers (las Co., 19 D.L.R. 882, 32 O.L.R. 21, affirmed.]
2. Municipal corporations (§ 11 G 3—235)—Paramount power as to

health—Sewers.Vested rights.
There is, in English law, no doctrine of “paramountcy” in the ab

stract, with restart to the duty of a municipality in providing sewers 
on their streets, and, in the absence of legislative authority, the vested 
rights of parties must not be displaced or withdrawn except by legis
lative authority; it is not la-rmissible to have any preferential inter
pretation or adjustment of rights tinwing from statute.

Statement. Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Ontario 
(Appellate Division), 19 D.L.R. 882, 32 O.L.R. 21. Affirmed.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by 
Lordshaw. Lord Shaw:—The action out of which this appeal arose was

brought by the appellants, the city of Toronto, against the 
respondents, the Consumers’ Gas Co., to recover the cost of
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lowering a 20-inch gas main belonging to the defendants on 
Eastern Ave., at or near the intersection of that avenue with 
('arlaw Ave., both avenues being public streets of Toronto. 
There is no question of the propriety of the construction by the 
city of the public sewer on (arlaw Ave., nor of the fact that such 
construction necessitated the lowering of the gas main. These 
operations were not brought about in the interest or for the 
purposes of the gas company, but of the corporation, which, 
however, was acting undoubtedly in the* public interest. Upon 
whom—the city or the gas company—is the expense of the dis
placement and replacement of the gas-pi]>es to fall? This is the 
question in the case.

The trial Judge gave judgment in favour of the uppellunts. 
Upon an appeal by the resjiondents to the Supreme Court of 
Ontario that Court allowed the appeal and dismissed the action 
(19 D.L.K. 882). Although the amount involved is small, the 
question is of importance, and its settlement will regulate the 
general point of liability as between the city and the gas com
pany for the cost of operations of a similar nature.

The Board entertains no doubt that the Judges of the Supreme 
Court have come to a correct conclusion. In the opinion of their 
Lordships, it is within the right of the city, in constructing a 
drain, to order the lowering of the gas main, but it is the duty 
of the corporation to pay the cost of the operation.

The gas company was incorporated in the year 1848 by 
11 Viet. eh. 14. Under see. 1 of the statute it was given power 
to purchase, take, ami hold
lands, tenements, and other real property for the purposes of the said com
pany.

By see. 13 it was made lawful for the company, after two 
days’ written notice to the city,
to break up. dig. and trench so much and so many of the streets . . . 
as may at any time be necessary for the laying down the mains and pijies 
to conduct the gas . . . or for taking up, renewing, altering or repairing 
the same.

Provision was made by the same section against unnecessary 
damage being done and uninterrupted passage being kept through 
the streets, the work having to be finished and the replacing of 
the streets accomplished without unnecessary delay. By sec. 15 
of the statute the loeation of the gas-pipes was dealt with, and 
it was provided that they should be 3 feet from any other gas-
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pi]>es; and, with regard to their situation, if any differences arose 
on that point, these were to be settled by the surveyor.

Once the pipes were laid by statutory authority, then they, 
in fact, became partes soli. There seems little reason to doubt 
that in the year 1848, when the gas company thus laid down its 
pipes, the freehold of the ground was in the Crown. Whether 
this was so or not would not appear to make any difference as 
to the exact right acquired under the Gas Company Act of 1848; 
but it is a circumstance worthy of note that the present demand 
by the corporation is a demand founded upon a right which 
vested in it or its predecessors subsequent to those rights which 
were created by statute in the gas company itself.

In the Metropolitan It. Co. v. Voider, [1893] A.V. 410, 425, 
Lord Watson thus dealt with the legal position in reference to a 
tunnel constructed by that railway company under part of the 
city of London, and he observed:—

The tunnel has become pars soli in the strictest sense of the words. 
If it had been constructed by one who was proprietor a centra usque ad ctdum 
it would have passed, in the absence of exception, with his conveyance of 
the land. As matters stand the owners of the soil, whoever these may be, 
are practically divested of interest in that part of it which has been converted 
into tunnel. They have no right to occupy or to interfere with it in any 
way whatever and their exclusion is not for a |>eriod limited, but for all

And in another portion of his judgment he said, “I think the 
tunnel is as much ‘land’ as the highway itself or any other part 
of the soil beneath.” The same principle would appear to apply 
to the gas main in the present cast1, laid down as it was by virtue 
of the authority of the Act of 1848.

It is now expedient to see what are the powers relied upon 
by the appellants as entitling them to charge upon the gas com
pany the cost necessarily incurred by them of lowering the pipes 
of that company. One ground is thus stated by the trial Judge, 
whose opinion is that the corporation
has the paramount duty of providing for the health of the citizens with 
reference to the construction of sewers on their streets, and that the defend
ants have only the rights to use the streets for their own benefit, subject to 
that paramount authority.

Certain decisions of Courts in the United States Reports in 
support of this doctrine of paramountcy are quoted.

Their Lordships are of opinion that there is no such doctrine 
of parainountcy in the abstract, and that unless legislative
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authority, affirming it to the effect of displacing the rights acquired 
under statute ns above described by the respondents, appears 
from tiie language of the statute book, such displacement or with
drawal of rights is not sanctioned by law. In this, as in similar 
cases, the lights of all parties stand to be measured by the Acts 
of Parliament dealing therewith; it is not permissible to have 
any preferential interpretation or adjustment of rights flowing 
from statute; all parties are upon an equal footing in regard 
to such interpretation and adjustment; the question > is: 
What do the Acts provide?

Before dealing with the statute specifically founded upon as 
justifying the position and claim of the city, namely, that of 
1913, it may be convenient to state that in 1834, by 4 William IV. 
eh. 23, the limits of the town of York were extended, and the 
town was erected into a city under the name of the city of Toronto. 
Under sec. 22 of that statute, it was given full power with regard 
to the surface of the streets and with regard to the repair, etc., 
thereof. There was in that statute no vesting with regard to the 
soil.

In the year 1849, by the Act 12 Viet. ch. 80. re-enacted by 
eh. 81, it was provided by sec. 31 that the corporation had power 
to make by-laws for the erection, construction, or repair of such 
drains as the interest of the inhabitants required to be erected, 
etc., at the public expense. This Act was subsequent, in date 
to the gas company's statute. It was repealed by 22 Viet. eh. 99, 
but under the latter statute \ ower was give n to make regulations 
for “sewerage or drainage that may be deemed necessary for 
sanitary purposes.” It was, how< vet, not until that date, namely, 
1858, that by that statute all roads, streets, and highways were 
vested in the municipality.

This brief historical sketch has been ventured upon in order 
to make it clear that the position of the gas company cannot 
in any sense be looked upon as having been in the nature of 
encroachment upon existing rights, statutory or otherwise, of the 
city of Toronto.

The Act put forward, however, in support of the respondents’ 
case is the existing Municipal Act of 1913. By sec. 325 (1) of 
that Act it is provided:—

Where land is expropriated for the purposes of a corj>oration, or is in
juriously affected by the exercise of any of the powers of a corporation or of the
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council thereof, under the authority of this Act, or under the authority of 
any general or s|iecial Act, unless it is otherwise expressly provided by such 
general or special Act, the corporation shall make due compensation to the 
owner for the land expropriated, or where it is injuriously affected by the 
exercise of such powers for t he damages necessarily resulting therefrom, beyond 
any advantage which the owner may derive from any work, for the purjioses 
of, or in connection with which the land is injuriously affected.

It is, however, extremely important to ascertain what the 
word “land” here mentioned embraces. Unless a careful atten
tion he given to this point the danger might be incurred of 
applying principles laid down in England, which extend and were 
meant to apply solely to hind with the specific limitations of 
definition in the English Lands Clauses Act to cases where these 
specific limitations are not found or when* the definition is different.

Under the English Lands Clauses Act, see. 3, the definition is: 
“The word ‘lands’ shall extend to messuages, lands, tenements, 
and hereditaments of any tenure.” In the present case the 
definition of “land” is contained in sec. 321 (6). The whole of 
that section dealing with not only land, but the terms “expro
priation” and “owner” is important. The section reads in this 
way:—In this part :

(a) “Expropriation” shall mean taking without the consent of the 
owner, and “expropriate” and “expropriating’’ shall have a corresponding 
meaning.

(6.) “Land" shall include a right or interest in, and an easement over,

(c.) “Owner” shall include mortgagee, lessee, tenant, occupant, and 
a person entitled to a limited estate or interest in land, a trustee in whom 
land is vested, a committee of the estate of a lunatic, an executor, an ad
ministrator, and a guardian.”

The reasons have already been assigned for holding that the 
space occupied by the gas mains and the gas mains themselves 
of the appellants are of the nature of land in its ordinary sense. 
It must, however, lie added that, in any view, the definition of 
“land” in the Municipal Act unquestionably includes them. 
For it can hardly be denied that the words “a right or interest 
in, and an easement over land” would embrace the right of the 
gas company to have their pipes remain, and to have the interest 
and use of them, and the space1 occupied by them undisturbed; 
nor can it be doubted that the company falls within the* definition 
of “owner” as just cited. It thus appears plain that the1 taking, 
without the consent of the owner, of this right or inte‘re‘st becomes 
subject to those provisions contained in sec. 325.
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One of these provisions is that compensation is to lie made 
where the land (thus including a right or interest in the land) 
is injuriously affected by the exercise of such powers. The cor
poration is accordingly liable in respect of such injurious affection. 
All that is asked in the present case is that the displacement 
and replacement of the pipes shall be paid for. Without com
pensation the city would not be empowered to make such dis
placement, and the measure of injurious affection, namely, the 
cost of the operation, would seem to be fully covered accordingly 
by the terms of the Act of Parliament.

Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty that the 
appeal should lx1 disallowed. The appellants will pay the costs.

--------- Appeal dismissed.
Re GEFRASSO.

Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Marlaren, 
Magee and Hudgins, JJ.A. April 19, 1916.

Infants (§ I C—13)—Custody—Right or mother of illegitimate child 
—Welfare or child.

In awarding the custody of an illegitimate child, the desire of the 
mother is a primary consideration, but the child’s welfare, in view of 
all surrounding circumstances, is the determining factor.

(See also lie Maher (Ont.), 12 D.L.R. 41*2; Ile C., 25 O.L.R. 218; 
Ile Searth (Ont ), 26 D.L.R. 428; He Castle (B.C.) 20 D.L.R. 055; Smith 
v. Iteid (Sask.), 17 D.L.R. 50; He Evans (Man ), 15 D.L.R. 218, 16 
D.L.R. 851; He Kenna (Ont.), 11 D.L.R. 772. 15 D.L.R. 844; He Chis
holm (N.K), 13 D.L.R. 811; It, Haylis (Alta.), 13 D.L.R. 150; He 
l‘hill,i»s (Ont ), 12 D.L.R. 854; lie Sey (Ont ). 12 D.L.R. 248; lie 
Hutchinson (Ont.), 5 D.L.R. 701, 11 D.L.R. 827; He Hart (Ont.), 4 
D.L.R. 293; Woohen v. Aird, 14 Que. P.R. 165.]

Appeal from the judgment of Sutherland, J., refusing an 
application by the mother of an illegitimate child, for an order 
awarding the applicant the custody of the child, who, a few 
months after her birth, had been placed by the " ant with 
the respondents, in whose custody the child was at the time of 
the application. Affirmed.

T. C. Hobinette, K.C., for appellant.
IV. A. Henderson, for William and Jennie Warwood, the 

respondents.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by Millicent Uatcliffe 

from an order made by Sutherland, J., dated the 20th March, 
1916, dismissing the application of the appellant for an order 
that she should have the custody of her infant daughter 
Millicent Catharine Gefrasso.
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ONT. The infant is the illegitimate child of the appellant, by a man 
named Gefrasso, and is now six years of age. When the* child 
was three or four months old, the appellant, who was in indigent 

cumstances, placed the child in tin- custody of the respondents. 
c.J.o. There is a conflict of testimony as to the terms of the arrangement 

then made. According to the testimony of the appellant, it was 
that the respondents were to take care of the child until the ap
pellant could arrange for a * for her. This is denied by the 
respondents, who say that the arrangement was that they were 
to rear the child as if it were their own, and that the appellant 
should give up its custody and control to them. There is also 
a conflict of testimony as to the interest which the appellant has 
evince " " " r child and her welfare. According to the testimony 
of the respondents, she never, before last December, except for 
two months shortly after tin* child was taken by the respondents, 
during which the appcllunt was employed to nurse a son of the 
respondents, who was ill with scarlet fever, visited their residence 
or made any inquiries of them as to the child. This is denied by 
the appellant, but her affidavit on this point is not satisfactory.

There is also a conflict of testimony as to the can- that the 
resixmdents have taken of the child. The appellant deposes that 
she saw the child at the respondents’ house on the 20th December 
last, and that she was then dressed in rags and filthy, and that the 
house also was in a filthy condition. Catharine Rudd, who ac
companied the appellant on this occasion, deposes that the 
child was found to bo in a dirty and neglected condition. This 
is denied by the respondents in their affidavits; and, according 
to the affidavit of Rogina Ellis, a neighbour of theirs who has 
known them for ten years, and has had an opiwrtunity of observing 
the child from day to day ever since she has lived with the respon
dents, she has had the best care and attention and has been well 
provided for.

The child was baptized into the Roman Catholic Church, and 
the resjiondents are Protestants.

The appellant is now in service as a housemaid in a “rooming- 
house” kept by Catharine Rudd, and her wages are S20 a month, 
and there are nine roomers in the house, but whether men or women 
or both does not appear. The appellant proposes to take the child 
to this rooming-house to live with her there, and Mrs. Rudd is

08
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willing that she should do so, and says that she has a little girl 
of her own, eight years of age, and is in a position to provide a 8. C. 
comfortable home for the appellant and her child, and that she re 
will take an interest in the child and sec that she is properly cared Gefrahso. 
for and attends school as if she were her own child. Meredith,c.J.o.

Tin; proper conclusion upon the1 evidence, in my opinion, is
that the resjxmdents have properly cared for the child and that 
they will do so in the future, if she is allowed to remain with them, 
and that the interest of the child will be better subserved if she 
remains a member of the respondents’ family, than if she is 
entrusted to the care and custody of the appellant. I doubt 
whether a “rooming-house” is a desirable place in which to bring 
up a young female child, and at best there is no certainty that the 
home which she purposes to provide for the child will always be 
available to her. She is a monthly servant, and her engagement 
with Mrs. Rudd is therefore of uncertain duration. If she and 
Mrs. Rudd should part, the appellant will have no home to which 
to take her child, and she has no means for providing one. She 
says that she can always find employment, but it is at least 
doubtful whether there are many who would permit her child 
to live with her; and it is obvious that, even if she were permitted 
to do so, the child would not have the care and attention she ought 
to receive and the inestimable benefit of having a place which 
she could call “home.” In addition to this, if she remains with 
the respondents, and bears, as she now does, their name, the 
stain of illegitimate birth, of which she is guiltless, will lx* for
gotten or effaced, and there will be less danger of her having to 
undergo the humiliation of being pointed at as a “bastard,” 
a humiliation which will be the greater as her years increase. 
The question for decision then is, do these considerations affecting 
the welfare of the child outweigh the claims of the appellant?

It is settled law that the desire of the mother of an illegitimate 
child as to its custody is primarily to be considered and must 
be given effect to, unless it would be prejudicial to the child’s 
interests if it were delivered into the custody of the mother: 
Iiarnardo v. McHugh, [1891] A.C. 388.

The remarks of FitzGibbon, L.J., in In re O'Hara, [1900] 2 
I.R. 232, 240-1, appear to me to be directly applicable to the facts 
of this case. He was there dealing with the rights of the mother

39—30 D.L.R.
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ONT‘ of hvr.legitimate child, whose father was dead, and, speaking 
S..C. of what is sufficient to displace her primûfacic right to its custody,
He said: “It appears to me that misconduct, or unmindfulness of

GerRAsso. parental duty, or inability to provide for the welfare of the child, 
Meredith,c.J.O' must be shewn before the natural right can be displaced. Where 

a parent is of blameless life, ami is able and willing to provide for 
the child’s material and moral necessities, in the rank and position 
to which the child by birth belongs—i.e., the rank and jxisition 
of the parent—the Court is, in my opinion, judicially bound to 
act on what is equally a law of nature and of society, and to hold 
(in the words of Lord Ksher) that ‘the best place for a child is 
with its parent.’ Of course I do not s]x>ak of exceptional cases— 
of which this, fortunately, is not one—where special disturbing 
elements exist, which involve the risk of moral or material injury 
to the child, such as the disturbance of religious convictions or. 
of settled affections, or t he endurance of hardship or destitution 
with a parent, as contrasted with solid advantages offered else
where. The Court, acting as a wise parent, is not bound to 
sacrifice the child’s welfare to the fetish of parental authority, 
by forcing it from a happy and comfortable home to share the 
fortunes of a parent, however innocent, who cannot keep a roof 
over its head, or provide it with the necessaries of life.”

If thc*se exceptions warrant an interference with the primA 
facie right of a panait of a legitimate1 child, they d fortiori do so 
where the child is illegitimate.

The case1 at bar comes, I think, within the exceptions mentioned 
by FitzGiblxm, L.J. It is not unfair to say that the- appellant 
has been, in the years during which her child has been nmintaine-el 
by the resjxmde-nts, unmindful of her parental duty. This is 
shewn by the* fact, which is, I think, established, that eluring all 
that time until she was about to launch her application she* had 
evinced no interest in her .child and not even seen it except during 
the* two months in which she was in the service of the respondents. 
She* has also faileel to satisfy the* Court that she is able and willing 
to provide for the child’s material anel moral necessities, ami she 
is seeking to force it from a comfortable and happy home to 
share her fortunes when she is unable to provielc for it a permanent 
home or even a temporary one that is a suitable one in which to 
bring up a female child of tender years.

My brother Sutherland, in the exercise of his discretion, has
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decided Against the appellant. I cannot say that his discretion 
was wrongly exercised, or Hint it proceeded upon a misappre
hension of the facts or a mistaken view of the law, and it follows 
therefore that his order must be aflirmed and the appeal be 
dismissed.

The respondents expressed their willingness that the child 
should be brought up in the Roman Catholic faith if the appellant 
so wishes. If the parties desire it, the case may be sjKtken to 
as to tliis and as to making provision for the appellant seeing the 
child, but it is to be hoped that these matters may be arranged 
between the parties without further discussion before the Court.

I have not referred to the Infants Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 153, 
sec. 2. It may be that under it the right of the mother may not 
be as ample as it was held to be in the cases to which I have 
referred. No costs. Appeal dismissed.

Re OLIVER KING.
Manitoba King’s lit iuh, Matinrs, (’.J.K.H. ft'••pUmber 18, 1916. 

Incompetent persons (8 IV 20) I)i:ti:nîio\ or danokrocs insane
IllREOVLAIll.Y COMMITTED.

The Court has » discretion to refuse the discharge 
an insane as\ lum. if lie appears dangerous to he at large 
the proceedings under which he is detained.

Application by Oliver King, at present confined in the asylum 
for the insane at Brandon, for an order discharging him from that 
institution. Refused.

Matheson, for Crown.
./. F. Kilyour, for applicant.
Mathers, C.J.K.B.: By agreement between counsel for the 

Crown and the applicant, the matter was dealt with as though 
a writ of habeas corpus had been issued and a return made thereto 
producing the warrant of commitment and proceedings before 
the police magistrate. Counsel for the applicant moved for his 
discharge upon the ground that the proceedings relating to his 
confinement in the asylum were irregular and not in accordance 
with the Insane Hospitals Act. For the Crown it was contended 
that, even if the proceedings under which the applicant was con
fined were irregular, he should not lie discharged if he is now 
insane and dangerous to he at large. Upon this latter joint Mr. 
Matheson, for the Crown, said he had medical testimony to sub
mit which would go to shew that the ant was at the time 
of his confinement and still is a dangerous lunatic.
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The authorities shew that the Court has a discretion to refuse 
K. B. an application such as this if satisfied that the applicant is at the 

Re Oliver time of the application insane and dangerous to he at large, how- 
KlKli- ever irregular the proceedings under which he is held may be.

cj'k'b I” Shuttleu'utih, 9 Q.B. «51, Denman, C.J., said, at 662:—
If the Court thought that a party unlawfully received, or, detained, was 

a lunatic, we would still be betraying the common duties of members of so
ciety if we directed a discharge. . . . Therefore, being satisfied in my 
own mind that there wouhf be danger in setting her at large, 1 am bound by 
the most general principles to abstain from so doing; and I should be abusing 
the name of liberty if I were to take off a restraint for which those who are 
most interested in the party ought to be most thankful.

With this statement Coleridge, Wightman and Earl, JJ., 
agreed. In a subsequent case, in lie Greenwood, reported in 24 
L.J.Q.B. 148, Coleridge, J., discharged a patient from an asylum 
because of the irregularity of his confinement, being of opinion 
that, although possibly insane, the applicant was not dangerous. 
But, in the course of his judgment, he makes this observation:— 

I still feci that in such ease s where on the affidavits it ap|>care clear that 
the party confined is in such a» state of mind that to set him at large would 
be dangerous either to the public or himself, it becomes a duty and is within 
the common law jurisdiction of the Court, or a member of it, to restrain 
him of his liberty until the regular and ordinary means can be resorted to of 
placing him under |x*rmanent legal restraint.

Ii> lie Gibson, 15 O.L.K. 245, the Court of Appeal of Ontario 
held, upon the application of an alleged lunatic for his discharge 
upon habeas corpus, that the Court has no jurisdiction to direct 
an issue to try the question whether the applicant is at the time 
of the inquiry of unsound mind and incapable of managing him
self and his affairs and whether, if being found insane, he is 
dangerous to be at large. If as the result of such inquiry he is 
found to be sane, or, if insane, not dangerous to be at large, 
he should be discharged whether the proceedings under which 
he is held be regular or irregular: lie Davidson, 8 O.W.N. 481.

Following the practice laid down in lie Gibson, supra, I, with 
the consent of counsel for both the applicant ami the Crown, 
directed an issue to try the question of whether or not the applicant 
was, or was not, now insane and dangerous to be at large, and 
forthwith proceeded to try the issue so directed.

I heard the evidence of Dr. McFadden, who was superin
tendent of the asylum when King was first admitted and who 
had him under observation for about 6 weeks; the evidence of
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Dr. Hicks, the present superintendent, who has had him under MAN*
observation for over 3 months; and the evidence of Drs. Cundell K. B.
and Matheson, who examined him prior to his commitment. In pE omvkr
the o])inion of all of them he is now insane and dangerous to KlNU
be at large. I also heard the evidence of a number of lay wit- Mathera,
nesses and that of the applicant himself. I have also perused 
a great many letters written by Mr. King to a great many people, 
covering the period between August, 1914, and August, 1910.
In one or two of them he expressed most disloyal -sentiments and 
uses the most vulgar ami scurrilous language with respect to the 
present British Sovereign and his predecessor, Kdward X II.; he 
also expresses pro-German views and speaks in most disparaging 
terms of British soldiers and institutions generally. All, or 
nearly all, of them complain of some alleged injustice and contain 
vague, but none the less vigorous, threats of vengeance unless 
his wishes are complied with. His mind is completely obsessed 
with the idea of the existence of a conspiracy to injure himself, 
and he threatens all and sundry that, unless he can get redress 
of the kind and in the manner demanded, he will take the law 
into his own hands. He appears to have committed no acts of 
physical violence, but in some of his letters he directly threatens 
to do so.

The medical testimony classified the mental disease of which 
the applicant is suffering as “paranoia”—meaning a mental 
unsoundness specially characterized by delusion. Persons afflicted 
with this disease are, they say, frequently able to direct their 
minds with reason and propriety to the performance of their 
social duties, so long ils these do not involve the subject of their 
delusions. This testimony describes the applicant’s condition 
with accuracy. On subjects not connected with his delusions he 
appears to be rational. 1 was at first inclined to the view that 
he might t>e classified as merely an eccentric, but the evidence 
]x>ints out this difference between a merely eccentric man and 
a man afflicted with delusional insanity. An eccentric man may 
be convinced that what he is doing is absurd and contrary to 
the general rules by which those in the community where he 
resides regulate their conduct, but he professes to set these rules 
at defiance. A monomaniac cannot be convinced of his error; 
he thinks that his acts and conduct are consistent with reason
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MAN. and propriety. Then; is no doubt Oliver King thinks his con-
K. B. duct is in all respects reasonable, and he cannot by any argument

ItaOLlVER or process of reasoning be convinced that his conduct is wrong 
and absurd.

Mathers.
C.J.K.B. It is very apparent that the man is afflicted with insane delu

sions, but that is not enough to justify his detention in an asylum; 
his being at large must involve a danger to either himself or other 
members of the community. That Ik* contemplates resorting to 
violence is apparent from his numerous letters, and with a man 
in his mental condition it cannot be foreseen what form that 
violence may take. I, therefore, find that he is insane and 
dangerous to be at large. I must decline to set him at liberty 
because of any alleged irregularity in the proceedings under which 
he is detained. If his present detention is not in accordance 
with the statute, the defect should be remedied.

I may say, in conclusion, that if he was not insane, I should 
have recommended his arrest and prosecution for sedition.

A pplicatio n ref used.

CAN. CORPORATION OF WEST VANCOUVER v. RAMSAY.

8. C. Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, Idington, 
Anglin and Ilrodeur, JJ. June 24, 1916.

1. Highways ($ V B—255)— Municipal powers as to narrowing.
A municipality, empowered by statute (Municipal Act. R.S.B.C. 

1911, ch. 170, see. 52, sub-secs. 176, 193) to alter, divert or stop up public 
thoroughfares, has |>ower to close up a portion of a highway for the 
pur|H)se of narrowing it.

2. Eminent domain (§ III C II—143)—Narrowing of highway—Compen
sation to abutting owners.

The narrowing of a highway under municipal powers entitles abutting 
owners to claim compensation from the municipality for consequential 
injuries to their proix-rty.

[Ramsay v. West V ancouver, 22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401, approved.)

Statement. Appeal, per saltum, from the judgment of Murphy, J., in 
the Supreme Court of British Columbia, maintaining the plain
tiffs' aetion to enforce an award of arbitrators appointed under 
the compulsory provisions of the B.C. Municipal Act (see also 
22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401). Affirmed.

Lafleur, K.C., and H. M. Macdonald, for appellant.
James A. Haney, K.C., for respondents.

Fitipatrick.cj. Sir CiiARLEH Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—The principal question on 
this appeal involves the validity of a by-law passed in the follow
ing circumstances by the municipality appellant:—
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Thv Pacific Great Eastern R. Co., a provincial company, 
authorized by the legislature to be carried along any existing 
highway, subject to leave having first been obtained from the 
Minister of Railways and to the consent of the municipality 
within the limits of which the highway is situate—the consent 
of the municipality being evidenced by a by-law—located its 
line along the north shore of English Ray. The appellant, being 
of opinion that, in the l>est interests of the municipality, it was 
desirable to change that location, proposed that 
instead of Im-hik carried along the foreshore, the railway should he carried 
along a more northerly location as shewn on a plan submitted to the cor- 
I >oration.

The railway company accepted the proposal, and made the 
change upon the billowing, among other, conditions. The 
council of the municipality was to give its consent to the company 
carrying its lint1 or lines of railway upon, along or across the 
southerly 40 ft. of an unnamed highway, with full and exclusive 
right to the company forever to use and enjoy the same for the 
purposes of its undertaking. The company also undertook 
to purchase two strips of land, and out of those strips to dedi
cate 20 ft. in width to the municipality, to be used as a highway, 
so that there would be on either side of the railway right-of-way 
two highways, each 20 ft. in width, available for traffic. It has 
not been contended that by this bargain the municipality did 
not get ample consideration for the privileges granted the com
pany. To give effect to this agreement a by-law was passed 
conferring on the council of the municipality powrer to “stop up 
and close from traffic as a highway” the said southerly 46 ft. 
of the highway, and to indemnify the company against claims 
or suits arising out of that proceeding. The effect of the by-law 
was to narrow' the highway somewhat and to relieve the company 
of its statutory obligation to restore it after the rails were laid.

Actions were brought against the municipality by the plain
tiff respondent and some 16 others to enforce awards of arbitrators 
appointed to fix the compensation due them as owners of adjoining 
lands by reason of the narrow ing of the highway, and the question 
for decision is: Had the corporation power by by-law to close a 
section of the highway in the circumstances set forth? The pro
vincial Court of Appeal, on a previous appeal in these proceedings, 
22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401, maintained the by-law on the
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ground that by sec. 52, sub-sec. 176, of the Municipal Act power 
is given to municipal corporations to pass by-laws “for establish
ing, opening, making, preserving, improving, repairing, widening, 
altering,diverting or stopping up’’public highways, and that those 
powers, read in the light of sub-sec. 193 of the same section, are 
sufficient to authorize the closing to traffic of the strip of the 
highway in question. I am of the same opinion, and would suggest 
that sub-sec. 190, referring to bicycle-paths, might also be con
sidered in this connection. It may be that, in certain aspects, 
the by-law is of doubtful validity, but the only objection urged 
here and in the Court below is thus stated in the appellant’s 
factum:—

The municipality defend this action on the same jxiint of law ns pre
viously taken before Clement. J.. ami before the Court of Appeal, viz., that 
the council of 1913 had no power to stop up the strip of highway, that the 
assuming to do so was an ultra vires act, and, hence, no case existed for cum- 
IH-nsation, and the appointment of arbitrators was invalid.

It is not suggested that there was misconduct on the part 
of the council or that any of its members were moved by improper 
motives, and the provincial Courts, which are necessarily more 
familiar with local conditions than we are, maintained the validity 
of the by-law. The arrangement made appeals to be a reason
able one and in the public interest. In any event, as Chancellor 
Boyd said in lie Karry and City of Chatham, 1 O.W.N. 291:—

The Court is not to sit in judgment upon the propriety or alleged un
wisdom of the by-law if it achnits of reasonable justification.
See also lingers v. City of Toronto, 21 D.L.ll. 475, 7 O.W.N. 600, 
33 O.L.R. 89, and in Kruse v. Johnson, (1898] 2 Q.B. 91, at 99, 
it was said that by-laws of public representative bodies ought to 
be supported if possible.

The broad language of sec. 52, sub-sec. 176, read with 193 
and 190, is sufficient to justify the action of the municipality in 
stopping up the strip of highway in question in the special cir
cumstances of this case.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Davies, J. (dissenting):—This is an appeal, per saltum, 

from the judgment of Murphy, J., which involves a previous 
decision in these proceedings by the Court of Appeal for British 
Columbia, 22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401, the effect of which was 
to declare that power was vested by sec. 52, sub-sec. 176, of the 
Municipal Act to “narrow” a public highway, so that a railway
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company might have, when approved of by the Minister of Rail
ways and the consent of the municipality, the right to run its line 
along a public highway, a question not in dispute, but a right to 
the exclusive possession of a strip of the highway.

The facts are stated in the judgment of Macdonald, C.J., as 
follows:—

The upiH-llnnt, u municipal corporation, entered into »n agreement 
with the Pacific Great Kastern Railway Company, giving the company 
liberty to carry its line of railway along a public highway within the boun
daries of the municipality, together with the*exclusive right of possession 
of a strip of the highway 4(i feet wide, which strip the ap|>ellunt by by-law 
closed to public traffic This left still u|»eii to traffic a Ht rip of 20 feet in 
width of the original road allowance along the northerly side of the portion 
which had been so closed.
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The railway company, on its part, agreed to purchase and dedicate ns 
a highway a strip of land 20 feet wide on the southerly side of the said closed 
strip, so that the result of the by-law and agreement combined was that 
highways 20 feet in width were provided for traffic on each side of that portion 
of the original highway which was stop|>cd up as aforesaid.

The sole question, apart from one of res judicata mentioned 
later, is whether the said sub-see. 176 gave the municipality 
the power to narrow as well as to widen highways.

If they had such power, then the by-law purporting to give 
the exclusive right of possession to the railway company of a 
strip of the highway 46 ft. wide which the respondent corpora
tion closed to public traffic cannot be impeached.

I am of opinion that the section in question does not give 
them such power. It was evidently carefully drawn and gave 
power to municipal corporations to pass by-laws “for establishing, 
opening, making, preserving, improving, repairing, widening, 
altering, diverting or stopping up public highways.”

No express power to “narrow” such highways is given, and 
when such care seems to have been taken to expressly confer 
so many intended powers, it does not seem that a fair construction 
of the expressed powers would justify the inclusion of other powers 
very largely affecting the public rights and interests and not 
expressly given. Power to “widen” is given, also to “alter” 
or “divert” or to “stop up,” and the use of these several powers 
and phrases seems to me to indicate the length to which the legis
lature thought it desirable to go.

The general policy of the Legislature of British Columbia 
seems, from the Highways Act and the Land Registry Acts, 
that these highways should not be less than 66 ft. wide.
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If the legislature intended to give municipalities power to 
narrow a highway (Hi ft wide to one of 20 ft—a power which might 
so largely affect the g -ral public—they surely would have ex
pressed that intention by the use of the word ‘‘narrow” or some 
equivalent word.

The power to “alter” does not, I think, include the power to 
narrow; if it did, it would also include the powers to “improve, 
repair, widen and stop up,” which are each expressly given, 
and would be surplusage if “alter” included them. I think that, 
as contended for, the word alter should lie limited to such acts 
as are not inconsistent with the highway as such.

If my construction is right, the by-law is void, and that dis- 
poses of the the question of res adjudicate. Toronto If. Co. v. 
Toronto Corporation, 73 L.J.C.P. 120, [1004] A.C. 800.

I would allow the ap]>cal and declare the by-law in question 
void.

Idington, J.:—This is an action to enforce an award for 
compensation allowed to proprietors of lands adjoining a highway 
on account of the closing of part thereof.

The contention of the appellant herein is that its council 
had no power by virtue of sec. 53 of the Municipal Act, enabling 
it to make by-laws, and pursuant to one of the objects of such 
power expressed in sul>-sec. 176, which reads as follows:—

For establishing, opening, making, preserving, improving, repairing, 
widening, altering, diverting, or stopping up roads, streets, squares, allé)», 
lanes, bridges or other public thoroughfares, 
to close the part of the highway in question.

The by-law in question closed a strip 46 ft. wide of the southerly 
side of a street 66 ft. wide.

An agreement was entered into with a railway company 
whereby it was provided that the railway should occupy and use 
the part so closed, and secure for appellant a new road 20 feet 
wide on the southerly side of the said 46-ft. strip. The effect of 
the agreement being carried out would be that the respective 
proprietors and the public would have, in lieu of the old road 
allowance, two roads of 20 ft. wide, one on each side of the rail
way, and that the railway company would abandon its application 
pending before the proper authority to construct its proposed 
railway along the adjacent foreshore.

The cross streets were not to be closed. The neat point is
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whether or not the council acted ultra vires in closing part of the 
street.

The sub-section in question evidently was copied substantially 
from Ontario legislation tracing back to the origin of municipal 
institutions in that province when known as Upper Canada.

Beyond all manner of doubt the power to close or “stop up” 
cross sectional parts of streets has been exercised in scores of 
cases, and, so long as not depriving people of ingress and egress 
to their properties, has been treated as within the power of the 
respective municipal councils having jurisdiction over their 
highways. 1 am unable to distinguish as a matter of legal con
struction the power to close a cross-section from that to close a 
longitudinal section of a street. The occasion for exercising the 
former class certainly will, in number, far exceed those likely 
to happen in the latter class. I should be loath to cast a possible 
doubt ujxm the titles of those, in Ontario, for example, resting 
upon such an exercise of municipal power conferred by said 
language.

The words “alter” and “stop up” comprehend the whole, 
if need be, and surely as descriptive of a bare power must be held 
to cover the part in either class of cases.

I think that the closing of part of the street was, as held by 
the Court of Appeal, on a previous appeal in tlies'* proceedings, 
22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401, intra vires the council, and hence 
the appeal should fail.

The question of whether or not the motive for doing so was 
proper is one that, if impeachable, should have been attacked 
by way of a motion or action to quash. So long as the by-law 
stands, and is intra vires, I do not think it can be treated as void 
and proceedings thereunder held null.

We heard much argument on the illegality of the bargain 
and the impropriety of it. It may be, when due regard is had to 
secs. 332 and 333 of the Act, that the effect of closing the street 
was to leave the land vested in the Crown, and the acts of the 
Minister authorizing the railway company may turn-out to have 
l>een rested on the right of the Crown to so appropriate the land 
so aliandoned by the exercise of the council in closing the street. 
Indeed, that may have been part of the scheme for meeting a 
complicated situation arising out of a desire to save the foreshore 
from railway invasion.
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I express no opinion on the subject of the right in law to do 
so. I only desire to point out that others not parties to this 
proceeding ought to be before the Court and be fully heard 
before we should pass upon such an inquiry as started thus.

To allow the appeal and dismiss the respondent’s action, 
which seems well founded, would possibly leave the maintenance 
of this application and use of part of the highway to continue 
and respondent without a remedy, for the judgment could not 
bind the Crown or the railway company.

The decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 
in the case of the B.C. Electric Railway Co. v. Stewart, 14 D.L.R. 
8, (1913] AX'. 816, and the United Buildings Corp. v. City of 
Vancouver, 19 D.L.R. 97, (1915] A.C. 345, seem to render unten
able the objection to the by-law by reason of its not having 
the sanction of the ratepayers.

I do not overlook the principle that what cannot in law be 
done directly cannot properly be accomplished by an indirect 
and improper method.

If there was anything done for the mere purpose of evading 
the salutary provision requiring submission to the electorate, 
then it should have licen developed by bringing all concerned 
before the Court as already suggested.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Anglin, J.:—I am not prepared to overrule the unanimous 

judgment of the British Columbia ( 'ourt of Appeal, in the previous 
appeal in these proceedings, 22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.R. 401, holding 
that, under the powers conferred by sec. 53, sub-sec. 176, of the 
Municipal Act (R.8.B.C., 1911, ch. 170), the appellant municipal 
coloration has power to partially stop up a highway, as was 
done in this case. It may Ik* that the circumstances under which 
the by-law in question was passed and the motives that prompted 
it were such that in a proper proceeding it might have l>een quashed. 
But in this action, brought to recover the amount of compensa
tion awarded in consequence of the partial closing of the highway, 
upon the issue as to the validity of the by-law the only question 
open is the power of the municipal corporation to pass it. I 
express no opinion upon the estoppel invoked by the respondent 
alleged to arise out of the proceedings on the application for the 
appointment of arbitrators.
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Brodeur, J.:—This is an appeal, per sal turn, from a judgment 
rendered by the Supreme Court of British C olumbia confirming 
the award of arbitrators appointed under the provisions of the 
Municipal Act of British Columbia. The corporation appellant, 
in its statement of defence, claims that the appointment of arbi
trators was ultra tires, and that its own by-law, which has given 
rise to the claim for compensation, was ultra vires.

When the application was made by the present respondents 
for the appointment of the arbitrators, the questions now raised 
in the statement of defence were also raised before the Judge 
of the Supreme Court to whom the application had been made, 
and he decided that he had jurisdiction, that he could appoint 
the arbitrators, and his judgment was unanimously confirmed 
by the Court of Appeal, 22 D.L.R. 826, 21 B.C.H. 401.

I agree with the Court of Appeal in the construction they 
have made of sec. 53, sub-sec. 170, of the Municipal Act, and I 
concur in the reasons which have been given by the Chief Justice 
of the Court of Appeal on that question.

It was claimed by the appellant that the by-law in question 
in this case should have been submitted to the electors.

I find, however, a decision of the Privy Council in the case 
of United Buildings Carp. v. City of Vancouver, 19 D.L.R. 97, 
[1915] A.C. 345, in which it was decided that a by-law stopping 
up part of a street did not require the sanction of the municipal 
electors.

For these reasons I am of opinion that the appeal should be 
dismissed with costs. Appeal dismissed with costs.

mckay v. McDonald.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court. Harris, J. September 19, October 5, 1916.

1. Landlord and tenant (§ III 1) 1-05)- Date of rent—Memorandum.
The words of u writing creating a tenancy prevail over any contrary 

indication afforded by the dates for the payment of rent.
2. Landlord and tenant (§ 111 E—117)- Writ of possession—Written

demand
Under sec. 3 of the Overholding Tenants Act (R.S.N.S. 1000, ch. 

174) a written demand for possession must he made on the tenant before 
the County Court can have jurisdiction to grant the landlord a writ of 
poeeession; mere notice to quit is not sufficient.

3. Costs (6 I—1)—Unsuccessful action by landlord for writ of
possession.

The failure of a landlord in a proceedings under the Overholding 
Tenants Act (R.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 174). for want of a written demand 
required by the statute, renders him liable for costs, although the tenant's 
ixissession was illegal.

[Russell v. Murray, 34 N.S.R. 548, distinguished.!
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Application to a Judge of the Supreme Court for an order 
under sec. 6 of the Overholding Tenants Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, 
ch. 174, commanding the Judge of the County Court to send 
up the* proceedings for a writ of posse ssion by landlord. Granted.

F. J. Tremaine, K.C., for plaintiff.
James Terrell, for elefendant.
Harris, J.:—The1 plaintiff applied to the Juelgc of the County 

Court for an order for a writ e>f possession against an overholding 
tenant under the Overholding Tenants Act (R.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 
174), and the Judge, after hearing the parties, maele an order 
upon which a writ e>f possession has been issued. An applica
tion has been made1 to me for an order to remove the proceedings 
into this Court, under the provisions of se‘c. 6 of the Act. The 
first question is as te» the elay of the week ui»on which the* pre*se*nt 
tenancy l»e*gan. The defe-ndant’s mother was the tenant unele*r 
a memorandum in writing, which saiel that she was to take the 
premises from May 1, 1908, Friday, at a we*e*kly rental of $5 
pe*r week. It appears that, in collecting and kee'ping an account 
of the re*nt, the* landlord made the first charge under elate- June* 1, 
1908, 4 weeks’ re-nt. As a matter of fact, 4 weeks’ re*nt from 
May 1 would have* been due on May 29, so there was a period 
of 2 or 3 elays not chargent for. June 1, 1908, was Monday, 
and e*ve*r since the rent has been charge*d up in pe-rie»els of 4 we*eks, 
always on Monday. The contention is that the tenancy is te» 
be re-garele*el as weekly fre»m one Monday te» the* next. I do not 
agree with that. I think the tenancy began on Friday, and that 
the weeks begin and terminate* on Friday. The words of the 
writing pre-vail over any contrary indication afforded by the* 
dates for payment e»f rent: Sidebotham v. Holland, [1895] 1 Q.B. 
378, at 382, and Halsbuiy’s Laws of Knglanel, vol. 18, p. 447. 
I accordingly decide that the mother’s tenanc> began on Friday.

On May 1, 1913, the mothe*r gave* up one* room and eontinue*el 
the others, the rent being reduced to $4 per week. The rent 
continued to be charged and paid as before. I do not think the 
beginning of the weeks of the tenancy was changed by what then 
happened.

On March 8, 1915, the mother died, and the defendant con
tinued in occupation, the rent being ch irged and paid as before. 
I am told that March 8, 1915, was Thursday. There was no
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new arrangement with the son. I think the week of his tenancy, 
which is a continuation of his mother’s, begins on Friday, and 
I so decide.

On July 12, 1916, the defendant was notified by Mr. Tremaine 
to quit by the * the next week. He did not go.

On July 21 the defendant claimed to be a monthly tenant, 
and that he had not received a proper notice to quit, and Mr. 
Tremaine says:—

“I then and there told him he must he nut by tIn* end of the billowing 
week or 1 would apply to the Court for a writ of possession.

On August 2, 1916, which was a Wednesday, a written notice 
to quit at the expiration of 1 week from the service of the notice 
was served on defendant.

On August 4, 1916, a notice was served reading as follows:—
Notice is hereby given you that you are required to quit and deliver 

up possession of the premises, etc. (describing them) occupied by you as a 
tenant of Mary J. McKay on Friday the eleventh day of August instant.

And further take notice that unless you vacate such premises on or 
before the aforesaid time proceedings will be taken before the Judge of the 
County Court for a writ commanding the sheriff to deliver possession of 
said premises to the said Mary J. McKay, the owner.

Under sec. .'1 of the Overholding Tenants Act a demand in 
writing must lie made on the tenant after his right of occultation 
has been determined, and the contention of the defendant is that 
this has not been done, and, therefore, the County Court Judge 
had no jurisdiction. The plaintiff’s contention is that both of 
the notices of July 12 and July 21 wen good and terminated the 
tenancy, and that the notice of August 4 is to be regarded as a 
good demand in writing as required by see. 3. The two notices 
of July 12 and July 21 were both to quit by the end of the next 
week. That would, 1 suppose, mean Saturday.

It is familiar law that a notice to quit should be given to 
expire at the end of the tenancy, and if it is given for a later date it 
is bad.

There is an Irish case, Harvey v. Copeland, 30 L.R. Ir. 412, 
in which a weekly tenancy began on Thursday, and the notice 
was to quit “on or before Friday,” and it was held by at least 
one Judge that it was sufficient. Perhaps a notice to quit “by 
Friday” is equivalent to “on or before Friday,” and if the Irish 
case was correctly decided, perhaps these notices may be good. 
I am happily relieved from having to decide the cpiestion because
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I have reached the conclusion that, even if these two notices were 
good, they do not assist the plaintiff.

It is, I think, obvious that the plaintiff’s solicitor was not 
relying ui>on either of the verbal notices as sufficient. We find 
him giving a written notice on August 2, and another on the 4th. 
He says:—

There was a notice VV.B.C. (i.e„ the one of August 2), which on consul
tation with counsel 1 was advised might he iHissihly insufficient, so I gave 
the notice in August (»>., the one of August 4).

Of course, what he thought is not conclusive, but it is impor
tant as shewing the intention with which he gave the notice of 
August 4.

The law seems well settled that giving a second notice to quit 
will generally waive one previously given: Clarke on Landlord 
and Tenant, p. 3112.

As Bayley, J., said, in Doe d. Hrierly v. Palmer, 16 Fast. 53, 
56, the new notice
gives the defendant to understand that if he quits at the time mentioned 
in that notice he will not be considered as a trespasser.

Or, as Lord Kllenliorough, C.J., put it:—
It is generally considered as an acknowledgment of a subsisting tenancy.
In Re Grant and Robertson, 8 O.L.R. 207, Street, J., said:—
This notice hod the effect of extending the tenant’s right of occupation 

until March 23. Upon the tenant's failure to give up |s)ssession on the 
day named the landlord took proceedings under the Overlmlding Tenants' 
Act without any further demand of ixissession. . . . Upon this state
of facts . . . the case is not brought within sec. 3 of the Act for the
landlord «lid not, after the tenant's right of occupation hail expired, make a 
demand of |xixscsxinn.

With much regret I feel myself obliged to hold that the notice 
of August 4, 1916, extended the defendant’s right to occupy the 
premises until Friday, August II, and, in the absence of a notice 
or demand in writing after August 11, the County Court Judge 
had no jurisdiction. I think the application must succeed.

I think I have jurisdiction under (). 63, r. 1, of the Judicature 
Act. Unless 1 am to say that I will not allow a party who suc
ceeds on a technical objection, costs in any case—which I am 
not prepared to do—I think I must allow costs here. The ease 
of Russell v. Murray, 34 N.S.R. 548, differs in many resjiects from 
this. There the trial Judge thought the plaintiff had testified 
falsely and each side was entitled to some costs ujion issues on 
which they had succeeded, and these features are absent in this
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case. While I think the defendant was retaining possession 
illegally after the notire to quit was given, yet 1 do not consider 
that Ruflivient to justify me in withholding costs made necessary 
by the plaintiff's failure to give the notice in writing r« ‘ *iy 
see. 3 of the Act. The rent due. $56, will be offset against the 
costs. Application granted with costs.

N. 8.

8. C. 

McKay

McDonald. 

Harri*. J

AUGUSTINE AUTOMATIC ROTARY ENGINE CO. v. SATURDAY NIGHT ONT. 
LIMITED.

Ontario Su/trente Court, An/wUate Division. Meredith. Itiddell, ' *

IAnnas and Mnslcn, J.J. A/tril 14, I Hid.

1. I.IIIEL AND HI.ANDKH ($ III (' I 10) -l'*AIIt COMMENT Till III.
lu ii libel art ion. where “fair mniment " is iilemled. the defendant 

must prove the truth of the alleged farta commente<l upon, and allow 
that the comment was fair.

2. Appeal ($ XI 7:Z0> I.kxvk From oiidhis in examination koii ius-

Ix'ttve should not he granted to np|ieal to the A|»|H‘llate Division 
from an order by a Judge in ('lumihers rc<|uiring a witness t.i answer 
certain questiona in an examination for discovery.

Appeal by the plaintiff from an order of Royd, ('., directing Statement, 
certain questions to be answered on examination for discovery.
Affirmed.

/. F. Hcllmuth, K.C., and II’. ./. Flliott, for appellants.
(i. M. Clark, for defendants, respondents.
Meredith, (\J.f\l\:—The plaintiffs are tin incorporated ^‘(’'p1' 

company, and, in this action, have sued the defendants for libel 
in having said of th< u in print, in substance: that their stock is 
worthless because me rotary engine which they were form I'd to 
make and sell is of no value.

The alleged libel was contained in a long article published in 
the defendants’ weekly newspaper, an article mainly commenting 
u]>on the plaintiffs’ president ]xirsonally, in an extremely severe 
manner; and asserting that the formation of the plaintiff com
pany was only part of a fraudulent scheme on his part to make 
money by false pretences regarding the engine, of which he is 
the patentee; and a confusion of the attack upon him with that 
which was said regarding the plaintiffs has led to an interminable 
examination of him, for discovery in this action, out of wliicÿ 
examination the points involved in this appeal have been made, 
and much discussion has ensued, most of which might have been 
spared if the difference between the defendants and their presi-

3ft—.‘to D.I..R.

3547
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dent, and between what was said of him and what was said of 
S. C. them, had been borne in mind.

Augustins The appeal is from an order requiring the plaintiffs’ president,
Automatic who jg individually in no way a party to the action, to attend 

Rotary 9 _ ,
Engins Co. again for examination for discovery and to answer 2o questions

Saturday which, on the advice of the plaintiffs’ solicitor, he did not answer 
j Night on his former examination—25 questions out of the 1*60 then

__ asked, all of which wore answered except the 25.
cTc,ph’ The first two of these 25 questions relate to the number of 

shares of the witness in another company, formed for the same 
purpose as tin* plaintiff company, but in no way connected with 
it, sold by the witness; questions, plainly I should have thought, 
irrelevant to the real questions involved in this action.

The next three were aimed at shewing that the witness had 
said that which was untrue when, in his testimony, he stated 
that one of the engines in question had not been brought to 
Toronto, from Buffalo, to be tested at the School of Practical 
Science, because he had not the means to bring it. But how 
could that be evidence against the plaintiffs? Whether the 
engine is really only a “toy engine” or not is not to be deter
mined on the witness’s veracity or want of veracity, or confidence 
or want of confidence in any particular test : if he were the plain
tiff in this action, it would he different.

The remaining questions all relate to matters affecting the 
plaintiff company, their finances, their prospectus, and some deal
ings with the City of St. Thomas with a view to obtaining a Imhiuh 
for the establishment of a factory there, things which are not 
relevant to the substantial questions in issue between the parties 
to this action. This seems to me to be the more abundantly 
plain lKrause, although in the newspaper which contained the 
alleged libel in respect of which this action is brought, the plaintiff 
company arc attacked in statements of fact such as: that their 
stock is “almost worthless,” that it is “worthless paj>er,” and 
that the “whole flotation scheme is a yellow calcium glare;” the 
defendants have not attempted to plead the truth of any of these 
tilings, or of anything else aimed at the financial standing of the 
plaintiff company. To contend that the defendants may attempt, 
to prove any of these things without pleading the truth of them. 
I should have thought a waste of words. Equally so, indeed
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more so, if more so be possible, to contend that because the ONT‘ 
plaintiffs have, unnecessarily and inconveniently, set out in their 8. C. 
statement of claim the whole article, instead of the parts relating Avuuhtine

to them, they are therefore alleging that everything said in it is AAvtomatic 
lloTAKY 

Knuink Co.libellous of them.
I am therefore of opinion that, the witness was quite within

his right in refusing to answer all of these 25 questions; but I 
am quite as clearly of opinion that this appeal should be dis
missed, on a very different and much more inqiortant ground; 
and I Juive expressed my views ujnm the question of the relevancy 
of the questions, only because1 1 am not in agreement with all 
of the other members of the; Court upon that question, and desire, 
as far as is ixissiblo, to prevent the hands of the; trial Judge being 
tied on any question of admissibility or inadmissibility of 
evidence, at the trial.

The ground upon which I hold that this appeal should be dis
missed, is: that appeals to this Court on matters of practically 
no consequence should not l>e brought, that they should l>e dis
couraged and stopj>ed. Whether the witness did or did not 
answer these questions was and is a matter of no substantial 
consequence; he had answered scores of questions quite as irrele
vant; and, if he had answered these, they would have remained, 
like the others, unused and for all substantial puri>oses useless. 
The value and the purpose of these examinations is, I fear, seldom 
kept in mind; often the object of the examiner seems to In? 
only to keep on asking questions; no aim; no definite object. 
And in this case there was less excuse for waste of words than 
usual, because no part of the evidence could be used ii]><m the 
trial. Anything that tends to save time and costs of the trial, 
and everything that tends to prevent surprise and consequent 
disadvantage at the trial, may well be thoroughly gone into; 
but it must always be remembered that the examination is not 
part of a trial; that it is for the purpose of discovery; and that 
it should be kept to the point and within reasonable bounds.

This appeal, causing considerable delay and involving a very 
considerable sum of money in costs, for no substantial purpose, 
seems to me to be unwarrantable; indeed it is difficult to 
imagine any cast* of the kind in which an appeal to this Court 
is really likely to lie needed in the interests of justice, or in any

Meredith,
C.J.C.P
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Bulfctnntial interests of the parties. No princinle in involved ; there 
are hut 25 questions out of nearly the inexcusable number of 
a thousand; and those 25 questions, answered or unanswered, 
cannot really make a jackstraw’s difference to either party, at, the 
trial.

Although the vases are not quite alike, because in this case 
the question is, whether the questions should or should not be 
answered, and in the other, to which I am about to refer, the 
question was, whether or not the questions should be asked, the 
principle involved is much the same; so I wish to quote, for the 
benefit of all concerned in such ap]>eal8 as this, the words of one 
of the Lords Justices who dismissed the appeal in the case of 
Peek v. Ray, [1804] 3 Ch. 282, 288: “I say, speaking for myself, 
most emphatically, that where a Judge has, under these new 
Rules, had interrogatories brought before him, and has deter
mined whether he will allow them or not, or which of them he 
will allow, or what part of them he will allow, if any one chooses 
to appeal from that allowance, I hope he will never be allowed 
to succeed unless he can shew some serious question of principle 
in which the Judge, in the leave he has given, has made a material 
error. To say that this Court is to look through the interroga
tories which the learned Judge of first instance has allowed» and 
to see whether this, that, or the other part of an interrogatory 
has been properly allowed or not, is to my mind a total mistake 
as to the functions of the Court of Appeal. The allowance1 of 
interre>gatories is a matter very largely in the discretion e>f the 
learned Judge before whom the interrogatories are* brought, and 
from such discretion the rule is that although an appeal may 
be brought, no appeial shall be alloweel to succeeel unless it shall 
be shewn that in the exercise of that discretion a material mis
take has been made. ... I confess that I think this kind 
of appeal should be discouraged in every way possible” (p. 290). 
Another of the Ix>rds Justices used the>se equally firm words 
(p. 286): “I protest altogether against settling interrogatories. 
I admit the right to appeal, anel it is our duty to entertain the 
appeal and say whether there is any substantial injustice done 
by the order appealed from.” And the third, these (p. 287): 
“I think no appeal ought to be brought, and no appeal I am 
certain will be allowed by this Court in a case like this, unless
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there is some error on a question of principle involved, or some 
substantial injustice lias been done.”

It should be laid down now, in equally unmistakable words,, 
that no appeal such as that in question should be brought unless 
something really substantial depends upon the points involved 
in it. There is nothing of that sort in this appeal; indeed it, 
and all the long delay in bringing this ease down to trial, a delay 
filled up with at most not very important interlocutory appli
cations, carried, whenever the opportunity could bc> grasped, to 
this Court, seems to have been prompted more by excessive 
resentful personal feelings than any desire to get to a just end 
of this litigation. It may be that those concerned in this case 
think it a matter of transcendent importance, whether the one 
or the other solicitor was the more correct in his contentions as 
to the admissibility of answers to the few questions involved, 
but I do not. and that really is the “most important” question 
involved in this appeal, for all present substantial purposes.

My firm opinion regarding the case is therefore this: that, 
unless the parties now get to trial promptly, they had better get 
out of Court altogether.

I would, for these reasons, dismiss the appeal.
My brother Mastcn has found some difficulty in considering 

the case because we have not been furnished with the reasons 
of the learned Chief Justice for giving leave to appeal, and 1 
add these few words merely to point out that, if the solicitors 
have been remiss in that respect, they have been at least quite 
impartially remiss, for neither have they furnished us with the 
reasons of the learned Chancellor for ordering the witness to 
attend again for examination and to answer all of these 25 ques
tions.

Riddell, J.:—This is an appeal by the plaintiff company from 
an order of the Chancellor directing their manager to answer cer
tain questions put to him on his examination for discovery as an 
officer of the company, leave having been given to appeal by the 
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench.

The plaintiffs arc a company exploiting a certain “new and 
improved” engine: the defendants, a company publishing in 
Toronto a weekly periodical, “Saturday Night,” so called from 
being issued on Thursdav.
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The plaintiffs brought an action of libel, claiming that the 
defendants “falsely and maliciously printed and published of the 
plaintiffs and of and concerning their business and mode of con
ducting the same the words following, that is to sav” (here 
follow six foolscap pages of closely typed writing).

Then, without particularising, innuendoes are added: “mean
ing thereby that the engine, the manufacture and salt* of which 
is the plaintiffs’ business, was not what it was represented to 
be; that it was not a bond fide engine, but was a mere toy or 
plaything, and that the plaintiffs’ enterprise of building and 
selling the said engine was nothing but a fraudulent device and 
was being used by the plaintiffs for fraudulent purposes; that 
the plaintiffs were about to defraud the Corporation of the Town 
of Chatham in connection with a . . . contract ... ;
that the capital stock of the plaintiffs was worthless, or all but 
worthless; and that the* flotation or business of the plaintiffs 
was a wholly fraudulent business, and was being carried on for 
the purpose of defrauding the public and any one who would 
buy shares of the plaintiffs’ capital stock.”

To this, the defendants plead: (1) did not publish; (2) words 
not defamatory; (3) “if they did publish, etc., the said words, 
in so far as they consist of allegations of fact, are true in sub
stance and in fact, and, in so far as they consist of expressions 
of opinion, they are fair and bond fide comments made in good 
faith and without malice upon the said facts, which arc matters 
of public interest, and the publication of the same was for the 
public benefit.”

This is one of the defences which mean that the defendant 
had the right to say of the plaintiff what he did. Where a de
fendant conceives he is right, he may: (a) “justify,” i.e., plead 
that all he said was true; or (b) say, “What I said of you was 
of two classes, facts and comments—I had the right to say the 
former because the facts alleged are true, the latter because the 
comments are fair.” Hither method of pleading is a justification, 
but it is only the former that receives the name in our technical 
teminology, the latter is technically called the plea of “fair com
ment.”

But, under either plea, the defendant is bound to prove the 
truth of the facts.
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However unsatisfactory the nomenclature may he or the 
practice—see per Vaughan Williams, L.J., in Peter Walker dr Son 
Limited v. Hodgson, [1900] 1 K.B. 239, at p. 247—it is well estab
lished.

The plaintiff, by the pleading of fair comment being put on 
notice that the defendant undertakes to prove the truth of some 
facts, naturally desires to know what these are, and accordingly he 
demands particulars.

In the present case particulars were ordered and furnished.
When we remember that a charge with an innuendo is in our 

practice equivalent to two charges, one without and one with 
the innuendo: Watkin v. Ilnll ( I SOS), L.U. 3 Q.B. 390. 402; 
and that, while the plaintiff cannot throw overboard his innuendo 
and adopt a new one, he may rely upon the natural and primary 
sense of the words themselves: Hunter v. Sharpe (1800), 4 F. 
& F. 983: Simmons v. Mitchell (1880), 0 App. ('as. 150; Ituel 
v. Tatnell (1880), 29 W.R. 172; Fisher v. Nation Newspaper Co., 
[1901] 2 I.R. 405; we see what burden is cast upon the defendant— 
he has to meet (after publication proved): (1) the charge that 
the words employed have the special meaning alleged in the 
innuendo—he may if he is so advised give evidence as to this: 
Folkard, 7th cd., p. 498; (2) the charge that the words are action
able in themselves. So much for the statement of claim and 
the matters contained therein which the defendant has to con
sider.

Then, in the defence, he must (3) prove to be true all the 
alleged facts, and (4) that his comment is fair, always bearing in 
mind that an allegation of fact is not comment, and, however 
thoroughly believed by the defendant and honestly stated, it 
must be proved to be true.

With these issues in mind, it seems to me that this appeal 
cannot succeed except in some minor and unimportant matters.

It will be necessary to take up the various questions which 
were objected to and directed by the Chancellor to be answered :—

Questions 142, 143, 146. The plaintiffs allege that all that 
was contained in the article was a libel on them—not on their 
manager. One of the statements in the article is: “Augustine 
. . . . is peddling almost worthless stock to persons in 
Canada. ... He sells stock instead of selling engines. 
. . .” The particulars of fact contain this: “Augustine . . .
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was . . . endeavouring to sell stock in the Augustine Auto
matic Rotary Engine Company of Canada ... of which 
he was promoter.” These questions relate to the sale of stock 
in a Buffalo company, and I cannot see how they come within 
the particulars—the defendants do not undertake to prove that 
Augustine is selling “stock instead of engines,” but only that 
Simon said so: particulars (c), (</). 1 think these need not be
answered.

Questions 640, 641, 614, 646, 647. The witness was being 
asked about the sale of stock of the Canadian company—the 
allegation that he was doing so is complained of by the plaintilïs 
as a libel upon them; the defendants undertake to prove the 
truth of the allegation. Moreover, the defendants claim as fair 
comment; “Augustine . . . proceeds to scatter his worth
less paper through Ontario and Quebec;” and also, “Ilis whole 
flotation scheme is a yellow calcium glare,” etc., etc. I see no 
reason why these questions should not be answered.

Question 730 is covered by the same principle—the manager 
was selling for the company. .

Questions 738, 730. An objection is made to giving the finan
cial status of the company. The article charged that the stock 
was almost worthless, but the defendants do not undertake to 
prove that as a fact; had they done so, I think these questions 
should have been answered. The defendants do plead comment 
“in good faith and without malice;” and the truth or falsity 
of the statement that the stock was almost worthier might go 
toward shewing the good faith and absence of malice: McKeryow 
v. Com,stock, 11 O.L.R. 637; Jenourc v. Delmtge, [1801] A.C. 73. 
Sec also Watt v. Watt, [1905] A.C. 115, at p. 118. The questions 
should be answered.

Question 740 is too broad and need not be answered in that 
form.

Questions 787-700 arc not quite intelligible. What purports 
to be a prospectus of the plaintiff company is produced : the wit
ness is asked if that is a copy of the prospectus issued by the 
company, but is not allowed to answer—why, does not appear 
Finally, counsel for the plaintiffs takes the positioi. that the wit
ness must not answer any question “as regards tks contents of 
the prospectus.” As regards exhibit 1, the alleged copy not being 
put in before us, we have no means of knowing its contents. I
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think that here we cannot interfere with the order of the Chan
cellor. We have more than once spoken of the omission to put 
in documents that are considered material.

Question 798. The witness was asked “to look at that docu
ment . . . and tell ... is that a document . . . 
got out by the plaintiff company;” he thought it was. Ques
tion 798: “Then is the statement contained in this true?” The 
witness declined to answer—why, we do not know, nor what the 
statement was. Without some information, we cannot interfere 
with the Chancellor’s order.

Question 849 is equally unintelligible, with the same result.
Questions 8C2, 865. The witness employed a man by the 

name of Thomas W. Brown to sell stock—he refused to say 
whether a photograph produced was of this Mr. Brown, although 
he expressed his ability to identify. It is to be presumed that 
the defendants intend to shew something of the sales through 
Brown, the plaintiffs' agent, employed by the plaintiffs’ manager 
—ami desire to know' whether the Brown that sold is the Brown 
employed. I can see no objection to the questions.

Question 867 is immaterial in the present form, but the wit
ness could be asked if the plaintiffs caused the document to be 
printed.

Question 872 is covered by w hat is said as to questions 862, 865.
Quest ion 873 can only go to shew that the witness is manager 

of the plaintiff company, and that elsewhere appears—it is only 
repetition, but there can be no reason for refusing to answer.

Question 874 may or may not be of importance: we have 
not the exhibit—it may be quite proper to ask the question, or 
it may be that the question is an endeavour to have the witness 
interpret a written document—we cannot tell. We should not 
interfere with the order lælow.

Questions 910-912. Certain propositions were submitted to 
the industrial committee at St. Thomas, but the witness swears 
that they were not submitted by the plaintiffs. Nothing more 
appearing, I cannot see why he should be compelled to slate 
from whom they were submitted. It might be, at some other 
stage and after other evidence, that such questions wen- proper, 
but not here and now'.

With the few and trifling exceptions noted, I think the appeal 
should be dismissed with costs.
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Lennox, J.:—I agree.
Màsten, J.:—This is an appeal from an order of the Chan

cellor, reversing in part an order of the Master in Chambers and 
directing that Augustine, the president of the plaintiff company, 
do attend for examination for discovery and do answer certain 
questions, particulars of which are set forth in the notice of 
motion, he having previously refused to answer such questions.

The action is an action for libel, and arises out of a some
what lengthy article alleged to have been published by the de
fendants concerning the plaintiffs and concerning 1). F. Augustine, 
president of the plaintiff company, and particularly concerning 
the rotary engine manufactured by the plaintiff company.

In this case, speaking for myself, I would have been glad to 
have had before the Court a statement of the reasons u|>on which 
an appt-al was permitted to this Court. By Rule 507 it must 
appear to the Judge permitting such an appeal that there is good 
reason to doubt the correctness of the judgment or order from 
which the applicant seeks leave to appeal, and that the appeal 
involves matters of such importance that in the opinion of the 
Judge leave to appeal should be given.

A perusal of the material filed on this appeal leads me to the 
conclusion that the questions to which answers have been refused 
relate to issues in this action. If I am right in that view, the 
questions should be answered.

Confusion, difficulty, and expense will be unending if in every 
case the opinion of a court of appeal has to be taken as to whether, 
as a matter of discretion, questions should or should not be 
answered. The only solution under our present practice seems 
to be to require questions to be answered whenever they relate 
to a matter in issue.

Of the practical value of this discovery one may have grave 
doubts. It may prove a valuable education to the plaintiffs, 
but such matters are for the determination of counsel in the 
action and not of the Court. The only principle that can be 
applied is such as I have indicated above.

It may be suggested that such proceedings tend unwarrant
ably to delay the trial of the action; but, if such delay occurs, 
it is always in the power of the party desiring to bring the cast- 
on for hearing, to set it down and force it to trial, and on any 
motion to postpone on the ground that discovery has not been
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completed very different considérations from those which govern 
the present motion will l>e applicable. Personally I would have 
dealt with the matter simply by dismissing the appeal, but my 
brother Riddell has gone seriatim through the questions to which 
answers were refused, and I concur in his conclusions, only pro
testing again that I do not apprehend on what grounds the leave 
to come to this Court was granted. Appal dismissed with costs.

LOGAN v. GRANBY CONSOLIDATED MINING CO.
Hritisk Columbia Court of A />/* 'll, Munlonahl, C.J.A.. and Martin 

and Mt-PhiUi/is, Jj.A. (kUdnr 8, 1916.

Pleadinu (| I 8—1451—Stkikim;; opt ukkknvk Leave to hion ji hument.
A local Judge ha* jurisdiction, under the BA\ practice rules tr. 303), 

to make an order striking out a defence and giving the plaintiff liberty 
to sign interlocutory judgment ; oliee tlie judgment has lx*en entered 
the plaintiff mux prorevd with the assessment of damage*.

[Loomis v. Abindt. 2f> l).l ,R 7•*>!>. distinguished.!

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Hunter, 
of NovemlxT 15, 1913. Affirmetl.

E. V. Hod well, K.C., for appellant.
Aler. Mac Neill, for respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The up]>cul turns on questions of prac

tice and procedure. A local Judge of the Supreme Court ordered 
the statement of defence struck out. It was within his powers 
as such local Judge to do this. By the same order he gave the 
plaintiff lilx-rty to sign interlocutory judgment.

Whether the Judge was within his powers in doing this is, 
I think, of no consequence in this apix-al. It was merely sur
plusage. After the statement of defence had lieen struck out the 
defendants were in the position of being in default in delivering 
their statement of defence, and by virtue of (). 27, r. 4, the plain
tiff could enter interlocutory judgment without the order of a 
Judge. Interlocutory judgment was in fact entered,*and there
after the plaintiff proceeded to assess damages before a Judge 
presiding at the regular sittings of the Supreme Court. I can 
find no grounds for interference.

Martin, J.A.:—In my opinion the local Judge had, in a case 
of this class, jurisdiction under r. 363 to make the order striking 
out the defence and giving lilierty to sign interlocutory judgment: 
Loomis v. Abbott, 25 D.L.R. 759, does not apply to this case. 
And further, 1 have no doubt that where as here the claim is for 
|x‘cuniary damages only the plainüIT may, under r. 299, “enter
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interlocutory judgment for . . . the damages" (to be finally
ascertained as directed by r. 297 and sec. 53 of S. C. Act), where 
default has been made in the delivery of a defence, and the position 
is the same under r. 303 where a defence has been struck out as 
though it had never been duly delivered, and the defendant 
is by that striking out inevitably “placed in the same position 
as if he had not defended," and it is not necessary to insert a 
special direction in the order to obtain that result. The words 
in the rule “the party interrogating may apply to the Court 
or a Judge for an order to that effect" are not easy to construe, 
and 1 can find no decision uj)on them in the English Rule. Hut 
whatever state of circumstances they may apply to they do not 
apply to these, so far as defining the defendant’s “]x>sition" is 
concerned, after his defence has l>een struck out. In my opinion 
the words in the order complained of giving the plaintiff “liberty 
to sign interlocutory judgment forthwith," after directing the 
defence to be struck out, are in any event superfluous, because 
it was the right of the plaint iff to sign that judgment without any 
s|)ecial direction immediately after the defence was got rid of. 
Other proceedings may have to be adopted in other kinds of actions, 
f.(/., under r. 304—cf. Salomon v. Hole (1905) 53 W.R. 588; and 
Young v. Thomas, [ 1892] 2 Oh. 134, but 1 am only now shaking 
of what is before me.

Once the validity of the judgment is established the api>eal 
presents no difficulty, Ix-cause no evidence could properly lx* given 
before the Judge on the assessment of <lamages except on that 
head. Even in the case of motions to obtain judgment under 
said r. 304, Bowen, L.J., said in Young v. Thomas, supra, p. 137:—

There is no doubt that, in determining the rights of the parties in the 
aetion, the statement of elaim alone is to be looked to, and the reason of this 
rule is obviorts, namely, that the facts stated therein are taken to be admitted 
by the defendant ; and, as has been decided by lx>rd Justice Kay in Smith 
v. Buchan, 36 W.IL, 031, no evidence can be admitted as to those facts.

The statement of claim herein disclosed two causes of action, 
one at common law and the other under the Employers Liability 
Act, and the Judge stated that he intended to assess the damages 
under the first cause, which was not only open to him to do, 
but was his duty as judgment had been entered establishing 
that case and the plaintiff had a right to have the damages assessed 
on the cause of action which would most adequately compensate 
him for the injuries he had sustained.
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Therefore the np]>cnl should he dismissed with costs.
MrPwLLira, J.A.:—I am of the same opinion ns my brother C. A. 

Martin, J.A., and would dismiss the appeal. Appeal dismissed. Mcphiiiipe, j.a.

BEAUVAIS v. GENGE. CAN.

IdingtonSuprtme Court of Canada, Sir Charh > Filzjmtrirl:, C.J.. ami bar 
buff ami Anglin, JJ. .May 2, lHIV. s. c.

Appeal (| II A 1—35)- Jvimimkxth or Covkt ok Hkvik« Jvkihiiktional
AMOt'KT.

The judgment!* of the Court of Review ((piebeei are apiieftlahle to 
the Supnine Court of Canada under we. 40 of the Supreme Court Art 
(R.S.C. 1000, eh. 1310 and art*. OH and OH, ( '.( .1*. djir. >. at* amended 
by H Kdw. VII. ell. 75. where the amount or value tla.mcd in the de- 
cfarat.on exeeedt* 15,000.

Motion to quash an apiieal from the judgment of the Court Statement, 
of Review, sitting at Montreal, affirming the judgment of Marti
neau, J., in the Superior Court, District of Montreal, by which 
the plaintiff’s action was maintainc-d with costs.

The plaintiff, by his declaration, prayed that the defendants 
should be condemned to pay him the sum of $5,017.20, for dam
ages claimed under several specified items which, however, 
when correctly added together, did not amount to $5,000, and, 
by the judgment in the Superior Court, he was awarded $2,303.
The Court of Review, by the judgment appealed from, confirmed 
this award. In the circumstances, the resjamdent moved to 
quash the Supreme (ourt of Canada on the ground
that the true amount of the demande was less than $5,000; that 
the controversy on the appeal involved merely the amount of 
the condemnation ($2,303), and that, under see. 40 of the Supreme 
Court Act, no appeal could lie.

Louis Coté, supported the motion.
A. Lemieux, K.C., eontra.
Fitzpatric k, C.J.:—This is a motion- to quash an apja-al Fiupatripk.cj. 

for want of jurisdiction. The facts, as disclosed by the material 
filed, apja-ar to be that an action was brought by respondent 
(lenge to recover from the defendant (as stated in his declaration) 
the sum of $5,017.20. Certain affidavits are tiled shewing tliat 
the particulars attached to the claim had lieen incorrectly addl'd 
up, and that, in fact, the only amount, even on the plaintiff’s 
shewing, was $4,978.20.

In my view, the question of jurisdiction must be concluded 
by the prayer of the plaintiff in his declaration, where he says:—

554^06
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Wherefore the plaint iff prays that the defendants may lie jointly and 
severally condemned and adjmined to pay to the plaintiff the sum of $5,017.20, 
with interest from that date, etc.

This appeal is taken from the judgment of the Superior Court 
of the Province of Quebec, sitting in review, which confirmed 
the judgment of the Suiterior Court awarding damages in favour 
of plaintiff for the sum of 82,303.00. The jurisdiction of this 
Court dc)>cnds upon the interpréta 'on to be given to see. 40 
of the Supreme Court Act which reads as follows:—

In the Province of Quebec an ap|N>al shall lie to the Supreme Court 
from any judgment of the Sujierior Court in Review where that Court con
firms the judgment of the Court of first instance, and its judgment is not 
appealable to the Court of King's Bench, but is ap|>calable to Ilis Majesty 
in Council.

This section of the statute had its origin in 54 & 55 Viet., 
ch. 25, see. 3, ami was passed to meet certain decisions of this 
Court in which it had been held that no appeal lay from the Court 
of Review of Quebec, but only from the Court of King's Bench.

To determine our jurisdiction it is also necessary to consider 
the provision for ap|N*al to His Majesty in Council from the Court 
of Review in the Province of Quebec.

Art. t)8 (3) of the ( ’ode of ( 'ivil Procedure provides as follows:—
An apiical lies to Mis Majesty in Ilia Privy Council from final judgments 

rendered in ap|ieul by the Court of King's Bench :
(1) In all canes where the matter in dispute relates to any fee of office, 

rent, revenue or any sum of money payable to His Majesty;
(2) In cases concerning titles to lands or tenements, annual rents or 

other matters in which the rights in future of the parties may he affected;
(3) In every other case where the amount or value of the thing demanded 

exceeds five thousand dollars.
Art. til) provides ns follows:-----
Causes adjudicated upon in review, which are susceptible of api>eal to 

His Majesty in His Privy Council, but the ap|ieal whereof to the Court 
of King's Bench is taken away by arts, 13 and 44, may, nevertheless, be 
Spiraled to His Majesty.

The present ease is one in which an api>eal to the Court of 
King’s Bench is taken away by arts. 43 and 44. We have, there
fore, simply to determine whether this np|K*al is in a ease where 
the amount or value of the thing demanded exceeds 85,(XK).

Previous to 8 Kdw. VII., ch. 75, art. (i8 (3) of the Code of 
Civil Procedure read as follows: “ In all other cases where the mat
ter in dispute exceeds the sum or value of five hundred ]>ounds 
sterling.” The question came up for determination under this 
sub-section of the article as to the interpretation to lie placed
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upon the words “matter in dispute,” and the history of the 
decisions is somewhat curious. 8. C.

Previous to the ease of Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. (as. 780, Bkaivais

it hatl been held in this Court and in the Courts of Quebec that '•
... (Iknue.this language must he interpreted in the light of a provision

of the Consolidated Statutes of Lower Canada which provided 1',up“t^,Lk•c,,
as follows:—

Whenever the jumilirtiuu of tlu* Court or the right to ap|H*nl from any 
judgment of any Court is dc|>ondcnt upon the amount in dispute, such 
amount shall be understood to be that demanded and not that recovered, 
if they are different ;
hut in Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780, it win held that, in 
determining the right of apjieul, the judgment is to he 1<hiked 
at as it affects the interests of the party who is prejudiced by 
it, and who seeks to relieve.............. it by appeal, and, there
fore, it is not the amount claimed by the declaration, hut the 
amount actually in controversy which determines the right to 
apiieal.

Subsequent to this decision, this Court, in Dufresne v. (iuévre- 
mont, 20 (.'an. S.C.R. 210,and('Miens Light ami Power ( 'a. v. Parent,
27 Can. S.C.K. 310, refused to follow Allan v. Pratt. 13 App.
Cas. 780. All these earlier decisions, however, have no applica
tion to the present case. They were predicated ujmui the fact 
that the language of the Code was “the matter ’ exceeds,
etc.,” hut now by the amendment, 8 Kdw. VII., eh. 75, the 
matter is made clear, and it is “the amount or value of the thing 
demanded” which governs. The jurisprudence, both in this 
Court and in the Province of Quebec, can now he made harmonious 
and uniform.

In the present case, therefore, the amount demanded in the 
declaration l>eing over 85,000, although the judgment is only 
for the sum of $2,303, this Court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal.

It has lieen decided here that the amount “demanded” is 
the amount claimed in the conclusion of the declaration. See 
Town of Outremont v. Joyee, 43 Can. S.C.R. (ill; Dominion 
Salvage and Wrecking Co. v. Drown, 20 Can. S.C.R. 203.

If 1 were free to deal with this motion without reference to 
our previous decisions, 1 would unhesitatingly come to the same 
conclusion on the literal construction of arts. 08 and 00 of the 
Queliec Code of Procedure.

626
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Thu general principle applicable to appeals in the French 
system of procedure is thus expressed in Dalloz, Repertoire 
Pratique vo. “Appel,” No. 50:—

Pour déterminer si une affaire vxevdv ou non le taux du dernier ressort 
il faut se référer en priiiri|ie au chiffre de lu demande exprimée duns les con
clusions.

And Rousseau, Laiiu'*, vo. “Appel,” No. 64:—
Kn prinei|H\ et cela ne se conteste plus aujourd'hui, c'eut la somme 

demandée et non le somme adjugée (pie détermine le premier ou dernier 
ressort.

And at No. 73 the same author says :—
On ne pout prendre |Miur hase du derniér ressort que la somme réclamés. 

Elle seule fait l'objet de la contestation.
Fuzier-Herman, vo. “Appel,” No. 182:
Is* taux de l'appel se calcule sur la demande en instance et non sur la 

condamnation.
As 1 read arts. 68 and 69 of the Quebec Code of Civil Pro

cedure, an ap]H>al is allowed to His Majesty in His Privy C ouncil 
from final judgments rendered in appeal by the C ourt of King’s 
Bench or the ( ourt of Review: (1) In every case where the amount 
or value of the thing demanded, exceeds $5,000; (2) in eases where 
the matter in dispute relates to any fee of office, etc., (3) in cases 
concerning titles to lands or tenements, etc.

In (1) the right to appeal depends upon the amount dnnanded 
in the case in which judgment is rendered. In (2) and (3) appeals 
are allowed where the matter in dispute relates to titles to lands, 
etc., fees of office, etc., irrespective of the amount demanded.

In (2) and (3) the matter in dispute must of necessity relate 
to the matter in dispute in the ease. The judgment is appealable 
clearly because the matter in dispute in the case relates to titles 
to lands, etc., fees of office, etc. Why should the same interpreta
tion not apply to (1)?

It is said that the word “demanded” does not mean “demanded 
in the action” or “demanded by the declaration.” With all 
deference, I submit that, when the appeal is contingent u|»on the 
amount demanded, articles 68 and 69 fix the appealable limit 
by reference to the amount demanded in the “case” or “cause.” 
Article 69 refers to “causes" adjudicated upon in review which 
(causes) are susceptible of appeal to His Majesty in His Privy 
Council, and art. 68 (3), omitting the unnecessary words, provides 
in every other “case” where the amount demanded exceeds
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$5,000. This must surely mean the amount demanded in the 
“ case ” or “cause.” The word” case ” is synonymous with “cause,” 
“suit” or “action.” Those words are used as convertible 
terms all through the Queliec Code of Procedure, e.g., arts. 44 
and 51, which deal with appeals to the Court of King's Bench 
and the Court of Review.

CAN.

H. C. 

Bkavvaih

I itspwtrirk.C J.

It is all made abundantly clear when we consider the French 
version of art. 08. The language is:—

Il y u appel il Ha Majesté en son conseil |>rivé de tout jugement final 
rendu par la cour du Imnr du roi:

(1) Dans tous les ru* où la matière en litige se rapporte il quelque honoraire 
d'office, etc.;

(2) Lorsqu'il s'agit de droit# immohiliers. rentes, etc. ;
(3) Daim toute autre raune où le moulant ou la valeur de la chime rMamée 

excede la nomme ou la valeur de cinq mille piastre*;

What is the grammatical construction of this last sentence (3)» 
if not “Dans toute autre cause dans laquelle”; “où”—adverbe 
de lieu—remplace “lequel" précédé d'une proposition.

The language is not perhaps very aptly chosen, but the mean
ing is clear.

Reference to the Code will shew that the jurisdiction of the 
different Courts in the province is regulated by the amount 
demanded in the action. For instance, art. 52 provides for an 
apiH-al in suits in which the sum claimed or value of the thing 
demanded is less than $500. It is not the amount of the judgment 
that regulates the appeal, but the ap|)enl is from tin* final judg
ment in all nuit* nr actions which are up|>calahlc. The action 
must involve an appealable claim, whatever may Ik* the amoun 
of the judgment.

As to the meaning of the word “demand,” 1 again submit 
that it has, in the Quebec Code, a well-settled meaning when used 
in the connection in which we find it in art. 08 (3), and connotes 
the claim of redress which the plaintiff makes against the defendant for or 
by reason of the facts which constitute the cause of action.
By the writ the defendant is summoned to appear and to answer to 
the demand of the plaintiff contained in the annexed declaration. 
Reference to the notes of Sewell, C.J., in Pact/net v. (lan/tard, 
Stu. K.B. 100, in 1817, shews that the Code in art. 08 (3) uses 
language which had previously acquired a technical meaning.

Dît me also refer at random to some of the articles of the Que-

41—30 D.L.N.
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Iht Code of Civil Procedure when» the word is used, for instance, 
under the captions:—

Jurisdiction, arts. 54 and 59(2); Joinder of Issue, art. 
214; Incidental Proceedings, art. 215; Confession of Judg
ment, art. 527; Filing of Exhibits, arts. 155, 157 and 174(5); 
Object of the Demand, art. 124.

The motion should In* dismissed with costs.
Davies, J.:—The only doubt which has l>een raised in my 

mind as to the proper disposition to be made of this motion 
to quash this appeal arises out of the decision of the Privy Council 
in the case of Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780.

As, however, was pointed out by Taschereau, J., who delivered 
the judgment of this Court in Dufresne v. (iuivremont, 26 Can. 
8.C.R. 216, the attention of the Judicial Committee does not 
appear to have been drawn in that case to art. 2311, R.S.Q., 
which provides that

Whenever the right to appeal is dependent u|k>ii the amount in dispute 
such amount shall be understood to be that demanded and not that recovered, 
if they are different.

I agree with the construction placed upon this article of the 
Code by this Court in the case last cited, and 1 cannot but conclude 
that, had the attention of the Privy Council been called to this 
article of the Code, their decision in Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. ('as. 
780, would liave lieen different.

I would, therefore, reading the article of the Code and the 
decision of this Court alwve cited, in conjunction with sec. 46, 
sub-sec. 2, of the Supreme Court Act, affirm our jurisdiction 
and dismiss the motion.

Idington, J.:—I think, if for no other reason than out of con
sideration due to the probable reliance placed by those, including 
the legislature of Quel>ec, concerned in such questions as involved 
herein, upon the decisions of this Court in the cases of Dufresne 
v. (Suiirrcmont, 26 Can. 8.C.R. 216, and Citizens' Light and Pmm 
Co. v. Parent, 27 (’an. S.C.R. 316, wre should feel bound thereby 
and dismiss this motion to quash with costs.

Duff, J., agreed that the motion to quash the apix-al should 
Im» dismissed with costs.

Anglin, J. (dissenting):—The respondent (plaintiff) moves 
to quash an appeal by the defendants to this Court from the judg
ment of the Court of Review, affirming, on an appeal by the dc-
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tendants the judgment at the trial for $2,303, <m the groun<ls 
that the amount demanded by the plaintiff’H ilvvlarati<m was less 
than $5,000 an<i that tin» sum “demand«*d” is that now in dis
pute, vi*., the amount of thv judgment in thv trial Court, againsi 
which thv plaintiff did not api>eal.

By thv conclusion of his declaration thv plaintiff demanded 
$5,017.20 as damages for loss sustained by him through a fire, 
for which he asserts defemlants were responsible. He now 
alleges that it is apparent on the face of an itemised statement 
of <tamagcs, filed with his declaration, that the sum of $5,017.20 
was inserted in the conclusion of the latter as the result of mistake 
in computation or rlcrienl error, and that the true amount sought 
to be recovered has always been $4,874.20. But at the trial he 
made no modification or reduction in the amount of his demand 
as stabxl in the conclusion to his declaration and he has not 
seen fit then or since to ask any amendment to correct this allegnl 
error. For the puntose of this motion, the amount demunded 
in the action must, I think, 1m* taken to Is* that stated in the 
vonclusion of the declaration.

There remains the more iuqiortuiit ami difficult question 
whether the right of api>enl is governed by the amount so demanded 
or by the amount of the judgment recovered, which alone is now' 
in controversy, the plaintiff not attempting to api>eul against it, 
ami his claim for any larger sum ls*ing concluded against him 
by his failure to up|s*al from the judgment at the trial.

The Court of Review not Is-ing “the highest Court of final 
resort” (Supreme Court Act, sec. 3fi) in the Province of Quebec, 
the right of apj>cal from it to this Court de|M*mls tqsm sec. 40 
of the Supreme Court Act :—

40. In the Province of Quclicc tin nppcul shall tie to the Supreme Court 
trom any judgment of the 8u|ierior Court in Review when* that Court con
firm* the judgment of the Court of first instance, and it* judgment is 
not ap|**alal>le to the Court of King's Bench, hut is up|H*alnhlc to His Majesty 
in Council.

Under this provision, assuming that the decision is not apftealablc 
to the Court of King's Bench (arts. 43 and 44 C.P.Q.), which is 
conceded, in order to establish a right of ap]>eal from it to this 
Court the only other condition prescrib'd is that it should be 
appealable to the Privy Council. Upon this question sec. 46(2) 
of the Supreme Court Act, which deals with appeals to this
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s. c. has no liearing.

Bkauvair By art. 01* (formerly 1178(a)) of the Quebec Code of Civil
Procedure, it is enacted that :

Cases adjudicated u|hhi in review, which arc susceptible of ap|>cul to
His Majesty in his Privy Council, but the ap|>cul whereof to the Court of 
King's Bench is taken away by articles 43 and 14, may, nevertheless, be 
appealed to ilis Majesty.

Since by art. 08 C.P.Q., a right of appeal to His Majesty
in Council is conferred “(3) in every other case when» the amount 
or value of the thing demanded exceeds five thousand dollars."

Art. 08 C.P.Q. (formerly 1178 C.P.Q.), as it stood prior to 
1008, by clause 3 conferred a right of up|>eal to the Privy Council 
"in all other cases wherein the matter in dispute exceeds the sum 
or value of £500 sterling.”

Art. 2311 of the K.K.Q., 1888, was as follows:—
Whenever the right to ap|>cal is dc|>cndent upon the amount in dispute 

such amount shall Is* understood to In* that demanded and not that recovered, 
if they arc different.

In the C.S.L.C. (1800), eh. 77 (the Act respecting the Court 
of Queen’s Bench), which, by sec. 52 (afterwards art. 1178 C.P.Q.), 
prescribed the conditions of the right of appeal to the Privy Coun
cil, this provision (first enact td by 12 Viet., ch. 38, see. 82), 
appeared as sec. 25, in the following terms:—

Whenever the jurisdiction of the Court, or /Ac right to a/i/ieal from the 
judgment of any Court, is dependent upon the amount in dispute, such amount 
should be understood to In* that demanded and not that recovered, if they 
are different.

The same provision is also fourni in sec. 2 of ch. 82 of the same 
Consolidated Statutes, which has general ation to the admin
istration of justice.

2. Whenever the jurisdiction of any Court, or the right to ap|ieal from 
any judgment of any Court, is dc|>endent u|sm the amount in dispute, such 
amount shall lie understood to be that demanded, and not that recovered, 
if they lie different ; . . .

In Dufrenne v. (iuéiremont, 2ti Can. S.C.K. 21ti, in 18%. 
it was unanimously hold by this Court that art. 2311 of the U.S.Q. 
(1888), applied to appeal's to the Privy Council. The same view 
luul been taken by Dorion, (in CJ.T.R. Co. v. Godbout, 3 Q.L.H. 
346, in 1877, in regard to sec. 25 of ch. 77 of the C.S.L.C., ami 
whatever might be thought had the provision been found only 
in that chapter (Queen’s Bench Act), its presence in ch. 82 of 
the Consolidated Statutes would seem to put it beyond doubt

5
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that this view is correct, alt hough Gugmnc, J., expressed the 
contrary opinion in Citizen«’ Light and Power Co. v. Parent, 27 s. <\ 
Can. 8.C.R. 310, at 318. In the revision of 1888 the portion of pKA, x xl,
see. 2 of eh. 82, C.S.L.C., above quotwl, was dropi>ed (vol. 11., ,
app. C, p. cxix.), no <loubt because, in view of what Dorion,
C.J., liu<l said as to the sco)>e of s<-e. 25 of eh. 77 in (I.T.N. Co. v. Xnitl1" J 
(iodbout, 3 Q.L.R. 340, and in Stanton v. Home In». Co., 2 L.N.
314, in 1870, it was thought unnecessary to ' ate the latter 
provision. With the law in this state, the Privy Council, in 
Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780. in 1888, held that

The mviieurc of value for determining a defendant's right of up|ieal is 
the amount which the plaintiff recovered ; when this falls short of the ap|#al- 
able amount, the Court Mow cannot give leave to appeal; 
and on that ground the Judicial Committee dismissal the ap|)enl 
in that ease, where, upon a claim for $5,000, the recovery had 
I men $1,100, notwithstanding that leave toap])eal had lx*en granted 
by the Court of King's Bench. The Board followed its prior 
decision in Macfarlane v. Leclaire, 15 Moo. P.C. 181, in which 
the luisis of the right to ap|>eal to the Privy Council had Ix-en 
held to lie not the amount demande<l in the action (in that ease 
€417 0s. 8d.), but the extent to which the judgment affected 
the interest of the party prejudiced by it and s<-eking to relieve 
himself from it by appeal.

In Nicher v. Voyer, 2 ILL. 244, the plaintiff's claim was for 
$2,001.07 with interest. By the judgment, interest and costs 
In-ing added to capital, he recovered a sum in excess of L'500 ster
ling. The Court of King’s Bench refused to allow an appeal 
to the Privy Council on the ground that the amount demundt-d 
in the action was less than €500 sterling, although it had appar
ently taken the contrary view in Hellcrose v. Hart, 1 R.L.
157. The Privy Council, however, granted a |>etition for leave 
to appeal to it. The ground ujxm which it did so does not appear 
in any report of the case tliat I have been able to find. But in 
Stanton v. Home Ins. Co., 2 L.N. 314, Dorion, C.J., says that 
leave was granted on the ground that, by adding interest and 
costs (which were included in the judgment), the amount in dis
pute was over £500 sterling, lie adds that, in his opinion, 
tliat was contrary to the course of di-cisions in this country 
ami to the statute (C.8.L.C., eh. 75, see. 25). See, too, Beullae,
< 'ode of Civil Procedure, p. 84, No. 24.

5
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that, with interest awl costs added to the principal sum recovered 
on an insurance policy, a sum amounting to £035 currency, 
which exceeded £500 sterling, was in issue. Hut, upon the respond

Anglin, J. ent shewing an error in this calculation, the leave was disciuirged,
7 L.C.Jur. at p. 151. In this case the i>et it ion for leave expressly 
stated that “By the Lower Canada Act, 12 Viet. eh. 38, sec. 82, 
the right of ap])vnl depended upon the amount demanded and 
not the amount recovered.”

The whole rejxirt shews that leave was granted, not as an 
exercise of the royal prerogative, hut lxrause, in the opinion 
of the Hoard upix-alahility dc piano dcix-ndwl on the amount 
involved in the apjx'al.

In Roswell v. Kilborn, 12 Moo. P.C. 407, in 1859, the claim 
was for £000 currency (less than £500 sterling), and the Court 
of Queen’s Bench refused leave to ap]x-al to the Privy Council 
on that ground. Hut the Judicial Committee granted leave to 
appeal “first, lx*cause by the law of Canada interest ran with 
the judgment, which would bring the subject-matter within the 
apix alable value.”

No direct allusion is made in the Macfarlane cast*, 15 Moo. 
P.C. 181, or in Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780, either to sec. 
25 of ch. 77 or to sec. 2 of eh. 82 of the C.8.L.C., 1800, and we are 
asked to assume that in both these cases this statutory provision 
escaped the notice of the Judicial Committee itself as well as 
that of counsel. In view of the decisions in Dufresne v. (iuétre- 
mont, 20 Can. S.C.K. 210, (l.T.R. Co. v. Codbout, 3 Q.L.K. 340, 
and Stanton v. Home Ins. Co., 2 L.N. 314, we can scarcely suppose 
that it was regarded as wholly inapplicable to ap|xals to the 
Privy Council. In Stanton v. The Home Ins. Co., 2 L.N. 314, 
Horion, C.J., in delivering judgment in the Court of Queen’s 
Bench, referring to Richer v. Yoyer, 2 ILL. 244, said that in that 
case

The attention of the Privy Council |>erhnp8 had not lx*en drawn to the 
statute (C.8.L.C., c. 77, s. 26), and it might he well that it should he put 
before them on the next occasion.

How this statute could have escajx*d attention in Richer v. 
Yoyer, 2 ILL. 244, it is difficult to conceive, since in that case 
leave to appeal to the Privy Council had been refused by the Court
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of King's Bench on tho ground that the amount demanded by 
the declaration ami not that recovered <h‘tennin<‘<l the right of H. C. 
ai>|)val. The same observation may Ik- made- u|hhi Rosietll v. iuavvaik 
Kitborn, 12 Moo. P.C. 407. In Queltec Fire Inn. Co. v. Andernon, .. •'

’ ^ <»KN«K.
7 L.C.Jur. 150, the statute 12 Viet. eh. 38, hoc. 82 (re-enacted 
by C.S.L.C. ( 184VO), eh. 77, see. 25, and eh. 82, see. 2) was expressly 
brought to their liordshi|>s' attention; and, having regard to what 
was said by Dorion, C\J., in Stanton v. Hume Inn. Co., 2 L.N. 314, 
it is seareelv credible that if the statute had esea|H-d attention 
in Richer v. Y oyer, 2 H.L. 244, in Howell v. Kilborn, 12 Moo.
P.C. 407, and also in Macfarlam v. Leelaire, 15 Mini. P.C. 181, 
it was again entirely overlooked in Allan v. Frail, 13 App. ( 'as. 780.

Although Taschereau, J., made that assumption in l)ufre«ne 
v. (luévremont, 20 Can. S.C.K. 210, at 220 (wrongly, (îwynne, J., 
suggests, in Citizens’ l.itjht atal Poner Co. v. Parent, 27 Can.
S.C.K. 310, at 318), the Queliee Court of Ap|H-al, in Clengoil 
•S'.,S'. Co. v. Pilkington, 0 Que. Q.B. 202, in 1807, with the judg
ment in Dufrenne v. Cuhremon*, 20 Can. S.C.K. 210, at 220, 
liefore it, and with art. 2311, K.S.Q., 1888, in mind, holding 
itself I found by the deeisions of the Privy Council in Maefarlnne 
v. Leelaire, 15 Moo. P.C. 181, and in Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas.
780, refused to allow an ap|>enl to the Privy Council because 
the amount of the judgment was less than L'500 sterling, although 
the plaintiff's demand in his declaration exceeded that amount.
The Court evidently tlaiught that it should not assume that two 
statutory provisions, one of them at least (sec. 2 of ch. 82, C.S.L.C.) 
unquestionably bearing iqion this much debated question, had 
lieen entirely overhfoked on each occasion when that quest ion 
was In-fore the Judicial Committee. If thune statutory pro
visions were brought to the attention of the Hoard, as they 
undoubtedly were in the Andernon ease, 7 L.C.Jur. 150, and as 
1 think we should assume they were in the other cases, unless 
they were deemed wholly irrelevant, which we cannot assume 
in view of the deeisions to the contrary here and in QueU-c ami 
of what took place in Anderton’s ease, 7 L.C.Jur. 150, and in 
Richer v. Coyer, 2 ILL. 244, its decisions must mean tliât, not
withstanding the declaration of the provincial legislature (which 
it was competent to make), Cuvillier v. Ayluin, 2 Knapp. 72, 
that the amount in dispute
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shall lie umlenitoori to lx* that «ieniandcd ami not that recovered, if they are 
different,
the right to ap|M*nl de planç to the Privy Council .shall, in the 
ease of an apiieal by a defendant, lie determined by the amount 
recovered, liecause the amount demandai may, and should lie, 
held to mean that demanded on the a)>|>eal, t.e., the amount 
or value of the matter in controversy in the np]>enl, and in such 
a ease the only relief sought is from a condemnation for the amount 
of the judgment. On an appeal by a plaintiff, on the other hand, 
from a judgment of dismissal, the whole sum claimed in the declara
tion may Ik* demanded on the ap]>enl, and. unless the claim is 
modified, is in fact the amount in dispute. Where a plaintiff 
merely seeks to increase the amount of a judgment in his favour, 
the case may lie different. A similar view of the construction 
of the like provision of the Supreme C ourt Act (sub-.see. 4 of sec. 
29 of cli. 135, R.S.C., 1880, added by 54 A: 55 Viet., eh. 25, see. 
3; now sub-see. 2 of see. 40) was unanimously taken by this Cour, 
in lieauchemin v. Armstrong, 34 Can. S.C.H. 285, in 1904, where 
an appeal by a defendant against a judgment for $031 of costs 
in an action in which the original claim was for $2,217 was 
(plashed on the ground that “the interest of the ]iarty api»ealing 
was less than $2,(MM),” the Court expressly following Allan v. 
Pratt, 13 App. ('as. 780, and Monnette v. Lefebvre, 10 Can. S.C.H. 
387, in 1889. This judgment was delivered by Taschereau, C.J., 
who had delivered the judgment of the (’ourt in Dufresne v. 
(iuivremont, 20 ('an. S.C.H. 210, and of the majority in Citizens' 
Light Co. v. Parent, 27 Can. S.C.H. 310.

In Dufresne v. Fee, 35 (’an. S.C.H. 8, at 11, the same Chief 
Justice would distinguish lieauchemin v. Armstrong, 34 Can. 
S.C.H. 285, on the ground tluit "it was not a case where there 
was a difference between the amount demanded and tluit recover
ed.”

The decision in Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780, would also 
ap|N‘ar to have lieen followed by this Court in Kennedy v. (iullaghrr, 
Cam. S.C. Prac. (2nd ed.), 183, decided on October 0, 1908. The 
claim in that case was for $10,400; the recovery, $1,800. The 
defendants apt>ealed from the judgment of the Court of Review. 
Their ap|H*al was quashed. Mr. Cameron suggests a possibility 
that the case may have |>roceoded on another ground.
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It seems difficult to escape the conclusion that in the foregoing i__* 
cases (with the exception of Dufresne v. GuévremotU, 20 Can. 8. C. 
S.C.H. 210, in which, although the question as to the right of Bkacvap
Appeal was the same as that in Hichtr v. Vouer, 11 ILL. 244, ,, '11 Uknoi:.

the allowance of an ap]x-al by the Privy Council in that case —
was apparently not brought to the attention of the ( ourt, Citizens' n“ "
Light and Dower Co. v. Dorent, 27 ( 'an. S.C.H. 31(1, which followed 
Dufresne v. Guêtre mont, 2(1 Can. S.C.H. 21(1, and Dufresne v.
Fee, 35 Can. S.C.H. 8, at p. 11), the word “demanded” in art.
2311 of R.8.Q. (1888), (see. 25 of eh. 27 and sec. 2 of eh. 82 in 
the C.S.L.C., 18(10), was construed as meaning “demanded or 
in controversy on tin- ap]>eal.” In Came v. Consolidated Car 
Heating Co., 4 Q.P.C. 25(1, in 1901, the Court of King's Bench 
again recognized the rule that the quantum of the interest of 
the appellant determines the value of the matter in dispute for 
purges of the appeal to the Privy Council. In this case leave 
to api>eal was afterwards granted by the Privy Council apparently 
on the ground that the value of the rights in dispute, apart from 
the claim for damages, exceeded £500 sterling. (Note, p. 258.)

The rule in Allan v. Draft, 13 App. Cas. 780, was also accepted 
by the Court of Review in Marchand v. Moiteur, 4 Que. S.C. 200, 
in 1893.

With the law in this state, the Quelx*e Legislature by 8 Kdw.
VI1., eh. 75, substituted for clause 3 of art. 08, C.P.Q., which 
had formerly read as follows: —

(3) In nil other cases wherein u matter in dispute exceed# the sum or 
value of 1*500 sterling (the following):—

(3) In all other case# where the amount or value of the thing demanded 
exceeds the value of 15,000.

In the revision of the Quelx-c statutes in 1909 art. 2311 of 
the R.S.Q. (1888), is not found, having lx*dn repealed by eh. 37 
of the statutes of 1908.

The question now presented is whether, as a result of the 
substitution in clause- 3 of art. 08, C.P.Q., of the words, “the 
amount or value of the thing demanded” for “the matter in 
dispute,” appealability to the Privy Council no longer d«-|x-nds 
upon the amount of the interest of the uppellant, but is to Ik* de
termined, alike in the ease of plaintiff and defendant, solely 
by the amount claimed in the declaration, regardless of the value 
of the nuit ter in controversy on the ap|x-al—with the result that
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in an action in which $5,001 has been claimed, the defendant 
8. <'. would he entitled to appeal de plum> to the Privy Council, although 

Hi:u vais judgment had been recovered for some very trifling sum and the 
i irNcK plaintiff had acquiesced therein.

In the only reported cast1 since 1008 that 1 have found, although 
in his reasons for judgment, Jette, C.J., says: “The sum demanded 
by the action determines the jurisdiction in the formal
judgment the refusal of leave is based upon the fact that "tin 
amount in controversy does not exceed $5,000.” Contrary to 
the view of the Privy Council, in Richer v. 1 ’oyer, 2 R.L. 244, 
and Quebec Fire 1 ns, Co. v. Anderson, 7 L.C.Jur. 150, in I860, 
the Court refused to take costs into account in considering the 
amount in controversy for purposes of appeal. The judgment 
also rests, however, on the ground that the proceeding had been 
taken under the Winding-up Act, and that it does not authorize 
an appeal to the Privy Council: Lapierre v. La Banque de St. 
Jean, 12 Que. P.R. 152, in 1010.

Rut if the proper inference from the earlier cases is that, 
for purposes of appeal to the Privy Council, the word “demanded” 
in sec. 25 of ch. 77 and sec. 2 of ch. 82 of the C.S.L.C. (1860), 
(R.S.Q., 1888, art. 2311) had been construed to mean “demanded 
or in controversy on the appeal,” so that under that provision 
the value of the interest of the appellant determined the right to • 
appeal, the same construction should be put upon the word 
“demanded” in the new clause 3 of art. 68 C.P.Q., there being 
nothing in the context to forbid it. Creates v. Tofietd, 14 Ch.D. 
563, at 571; Avery v. Wood, [1801] 3 Ch. 115, at 118; Jay v. 
Johnstone, [1893] 1 Q.B. 25, at 28; Joyce v. Hart, 1 Can. S.C.R. 
321, at 328; Casgrain v. Atlantic and N.W.R. Co., [1895] A.C. 
282, at 300. If by* the change made in 1908 the legislature 
meant to enact that the right of appeal should for the future 
depend upon the amount claimed in the declaration, in view of 
the existing jurisprudence we should have expected to find it 
make use of some unmistakable phrase to express that intention, 
such as “demanded in the action,” or “demanded by the declara
tion,” instead of the hare and equivocal word “demanded," 
shorn even of the words which formerly accompanied it, “and 
not that recovered, if they be different,” which were at least 
indicative, one would have thought, of an intention to use “de-
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manded” in the sense of “demanded in the action or by the < AN. 
declaration,” Dut were apparently deemed insufficient to warrant S. ('. 
giving that construction to it in view of the unsatisfactory basis Heacvaih 
of appeal to the Privy Council which would result.

Having regard to the reasons assigned by the Judicial Com- 
niittee in Macfarlane v. Lectairr, 15 Moo. PC. 183, and Allan An‘"" ‘ 
v. Pratt, 13 Ap]). Cas. 780, for holding that the right of appeal 
to the Privy Council should depend upon the amount of the 
appellant's interest, 1 would not be prepared to give to the word 
“demanded” in clause 3 of art. 08 C.P.Q. the meaning “demanded 
in the action,” even if 1 were satisfied that the predecessors of 
art. 2311 of the R.8.Q. (1888), had been entirely overlooked 
in those cases or hud been deemed inapplicable, because, to do 
so, would overturn well-settled jurisprudence with revolutionary 
consequences, and because that is not, the only meaning of which 
“demanded” is reasonably susceptible.

In Macfarlane v. Leclaire, 15 Moo. P.C. 183, the statute 
34 ( leo. III., ch. 0, sec. 30, upon which the right of appeal depended, 
declared final the judgment of the Court of Appeals 
in all cases where the matter in dispute shall not exceed £500 sterling; but 
in cases exceeding that sum or value ... an appeal shall lie to His 
Majesty in his Privy Council (hough the immediate sum or value appealed 
for be less than £500 sterling . . .

Nevertheless their Lordships said:-
In determining the question of the value of the mutter in dispute upon 

which the right to appeal depends, their Lordships consider the correct course 
to adopt is to look at the judgment as it affects the interests of the parties 
who arc prejudiced by it, and who seek to relieve themselves from it by an 
appeal. If their liability upon the judgment is of an amount sufficient to 
entitle them to appeal, they cannot be.deprived of their right because the 
matter in dispute hapi>ens not to be of equal value to both parties and, there
fore, if the judgment had been in their favour, their adversary might possibly 
have had no power to question it by an upjieal.

The right of appeal was maintained, although the original 
claim had been only for £417 0s. 8d. currency, because “the 
effect of the judgment was to place in jeopardy” goods for which 
£1,042 currency had been paid, “and it is the immediate effect 
of the judgment which must be regarded.”

The principle of this decision, their Lordships held, governed 
Allan v. Pratt, 13 App. Cas. 780.

If (as I think they should) the decisions of the Judicial Com
mittee above mentioned should be taken to have put upon the
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word “demanded’’ used in the sections of the Consolidated 
Statutes to which 1 have referred the meaning “demanded or 
in controversy in the appeal,” as was understood by the Court 
of King’s Bench in (llengoil S.S. Co. v. Pilkington.2H Can. 8.C.R. 
140, and apparently also by our own Court in Beauchcmin v. 
Armstrong, 34 Can. S.C.R. 28Ô, and Kennedy v. (iallaghcr, Cam. 
S.C.Prac. (2nd ed.) 183, a contrary intention not being clearly 
apparent, the legislature should be deemed to have used the same 
word in a subsequent statute dealing with such appeals with the 
meaning thus attached to it.

1 am, for these reasons, of the opinion that unless the interest 
of the appellant—the amount demanded or in controversy in 
the appeal—exceeds $5,000, no right of appeal to the Privy Coun
cil is conferred by arts. 00 and 08(3), C.P.Q., and that the respond
ent’s motion to quash should therefore be granted.

Motion dismissed.

HARMER v. A. MACDONALD CO. LTD.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, FAwood, J. July 26, 1916.

Constitutional law (5 II A 2—194)—“Direct taxation within prov
ince”—License on foreign corporations—Dominion com-

The license fees imposed on corporations by the Companies Act of 
Saskatchewan (1915, ch. 14, Pt. II.). for carrying on business within 
the province, are “direct taxation” within the powers conferred upon 
the province by sec. 29(2) of the B.N.A. Act, 1807. and may be made 
to apply to Dominion companies; the penalties prescribed by the Act, 
for carrying on business without being registered or licensed, do not 
interfere with the status of a corporation, or prevent it from exercising 
the powers conferred upon it by its Dominion letters patent.

[John Dure v. Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353, distinguished; llaug liras, v. 
Murdoch. 26 D.L.R. 200, referred to; Smith v. Mawhood, 14 M. <Sr. W. 
450, applied. See also Bonanza Creek v. The King (P.C.), 26 D.L.R. 
273; The Insurance Case (P.C.), 20 D.L.R. 288; The Companies Case 
(P.C.), 26 D.L.R. 293; Alberta Drilling Co. v. Dome Oil Co. (Alta.), 
27 D.L.R. 118, 28 D.L.R. 93; Mickelson v. Mwkelson (Man.), 28 D.L.R. 
307; Treasurer of Ont. v. Can. Life Assur. Co. (Ont.), 22 D.L.R. 428; 
Willett Martin Co. v. Full (P.E.I.), 24 D.L.R. 672.1

Action by shareholder for injunction and mandamus in 
alternative.

E. B. Jonah, for plaintiff.
F. L. Bastcdo, for defendant.
P. S. Stewart, for Attorney-General.
Elwood, J.:—The questions involved in this ease are the 

result of the following stated case, namely:—
This action was commenced on May 6, 1916, by writ of sum-
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mons wherein the plaintiff claimed, as a shareholder of the defend
ant company, an injunction against the defendant company 
restraining the defendant company and its directors, agents and 
representatives from continuing to carry on business in the J 
Province of Saskatchewan without being registered or licensed Macdonald 
as required by the Companies Act of Saskatchewan, Sask. Stats. ^°‘ yrD 
1915, eh. 14. Kiwood.;.

The plaintiff claimed in the alternative a mandamus command
ing the said defendant company and the directors thereof to 
cause the said defendant company to be registered under sec.
23 of the said Companies Act of the Province of Saskatchewan, 
and to maintain such registration and to maintain licenses as 
required by sec. 25 of the said Act so long as the defendant com
pany shall carry on business in the said Province1 of Saskatchewan.

The parties have1 concurred in submitting the following 
statement of facts, anel the1 questiems of law arising thereon, for 
the1 opinion of the1 Court:—

1. The de'fenelant company is a company incorporated by 
le-tters patent elate‘el December 7, 1912, issued by the1 Secretary 
e>f State for Canada uneler the1 authority of the1 Companies Act 
of Canada (R.S.C. 190b, ch. 79), with head office* at the* city of 
Winnipeg, in the Province of Manitoba, anel empoweml inter 
alia to carry on thremghemt Canada the business of whole*sale 
anel re-tail merchants.

2. In pursuance* of the* powers uneler the saiel letters patent, 
the* defendant company has bee-n and is at the date* of this action, 
maintaining at Meieise1 Jaw anel other places in Saskatchewan 
branch others for conelucting its business in general merchandise 
through the* Province* of Saskatchewan anel part e>f the Province 
of Alberta.

3. On or about January 15, 1913, the defenelant company 
made1 application to the registrar of companies of the* Province 
of Saskatche wan for registration uneler tin* Foreign Companies 
Act of Saskatchewan (R.S.S. 1909, ch. 73), and receiveel from 
the saiel registrar a docume-nt purperting to be a e-ertifiente of 
registration date-el January 20, 1913.

4. On or about December 8, 1914, the de'fenelant company 
receiveel from the saiel re-gistrar of e-ompanies a notice elated 
December 1, 1914, accompanied by a schedule of fee-s anel calling
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for a remit tance of $85 on account of annual license fee, to which 
the defendant company replied by letter dated December 8. 
1914, and received in turn a reply from the said registrar of 
companies a letter <latcd Dcccml>er 12, 1914.

5. On or atiout March 3, 1916, the defendant company re
ceived from H. E. Sampson, one of His Majesty’s counsel, acting 
as crown prosecutor for the Government of Saskatchewan, a 
letter dated February 28, 1916, whereupon there ensued lietween 
the defendant company and the said H. E. Sampson and the 
said registrar of companies the correspondence emliodied in the 
copies of letters thereto annexed.

6. The defendant company was struck off the register of 
joint stock companies on September 15, 1915, and no application 
has been made to restore the said company on the said register.

7. The defendant company claims by way of defence that the 
said defendant company has in virtue of its letters patent and of 
sec. 29 of the Companies Act of Canada, (R.8.C. 1906, ch. 79), 
full authority and right to exercise in the said Province of Sas
katchewan the status and functions of a cor])oration for the 
purpose of carrying out in the said province the objects and under
taking set forth in the said letters patent ; and that the provisions 
of the said Companies Act of Saskatchewan in so far as they pur- 
]>ort to apply to the said company are ultra rires of the legislature 
of the Province of Saskatchewan.

8. The questions for the opinion of the Court are:—(1). 
Whether the provisions of the said Companies Act of Saskatche
wan in so far as they purj)ose to apply to the defendant company 
are intra vires of the legislature of the Province of Saskatchewan.

(2) . Whether the defendant company is precluded by reason 
of not being registered or licensed under the said Conqmnies Act 
of Saskatchewan from carrying out its objects and undertaking 
in the Province of Saskatchewan.

(3) . Whether the defendant company is subject to penalties 
prescribed by the said Companies Act of Saskatchewan for 
carrying on business without being registered or licensed.

9. If the Court shall answer any of the above questions so as 
to sustain the validity of the plaintiffs claim, then judgment 
shall l>e entered for the plaintiff for an injunction, or in the 
alternat ive, for a mandamus, as claimed by the plaintiff, upon 
such terms as the Court may deem just.
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10. If the Court shall not sustain the validity of the plaintiff s 
claim, the action shall be. dismissed on such terms as the Court 
may deem just.

The sections of the Companies Act of the Province of Sas
katchewan being eh. 14 of the statutes of 1015, material to this 
cast*, are secs. 23. 24, 25, 20, 27, 28 and 30.

In considering the questions raised, it seems to me in the first 
place important to determine whether or not the effect of the 
legislation above referred to is to impose direct taxation or whether 
it interferes with the status of Dominion companies or prevents 
them from exercising the jxjwers conferred upon them by the 
Parliament of Canada. Dealing with the question as to whether 
or not the legislation is direct taxation I am unable to distinguish 
this case from the cases of the Bank of Toronto v. Lambe, 5l> 
L.J.P.C. 87, and the Brewers' and Masters' Assn. v. A.-G. of 
Ontario, (it) L.J.P.C. 34, [1897] A.C. 231, and it seems to me 
from what is held in those cases that I must hold in this case that 
the fees imposed are direct taxation within the powers conferred 
upon the province by the provisions of the B.N.A. Act. The 
next question to determine is whether or not, in view of tin- 
penalties imposed by the Act, there is an interference with the 
status of the defendant company preventing it from exercising 
the powers conferred by the Dominion incorporation. The 
following cases were cited by counsel for defendants: Brown v. 
Moore. 32 Can. S.C.R. 93; N.S. Construction v. Young, 13 B.C.R. 
297; IIany Bros. v. Murdoch, 26 D.L.R. 200; John Deere v. 
Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353.84 L.J.P.C.04; La Compagnie Hydraulique 
v. Continental Heat Co., [1909] A.C. 194; Iiussell v. The Queen, 
7 App. ('as. 829; Union v. Bryden, [1899] A.C. 580, 587;
Citizens Ins. Co. v. Carsons, 7 App. Cas. 90.

In all of the above cases it will be found that there was appar
ent in the legislation an interference with the corporate powers 
of the company, attacking the legislation, or a prohibition from 
carrying on business. For instance, in Brown v. Moore, supra, 
there was a statutory prohibition of the salt1 of intoxicating liquors, 
and it was held that a contract entered into in face of the statutory 
prohibition was void, and that the imposition of a penalty for the 
contravention of the statute avoided a contract against the 
statute. In John Deere v. Wharton, supra, there was a pro-
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hibition against carrying on business until the extra provincial 
company was licensed or registered. In the case at bar there 
is no such prohibition. It seems to me that this case comes 
within what was held in Learuyd v. Bracken, [1894] 1 Q.R. 114, 
and Smith v. Maichood, 14 M. & W. 402. The latter case seems 
to me to be particularly applicable to the present In that case, 
sees. 25 and 20 of the Excise License Act, 6 Geo. IV. ch. 81, 
subjected to penalties any manufacturer of or dealer in or 
seller of tobacco, who should not have his name painted on his 
premises in manner therein mentioned. At p. 404 of the above 
report Alderson, B., is reported as follows:—

The question is, does the legislature mean to prohibit the act done or 
not? If it does, whether it be for the purposes of revenue or otherwise, 
then the doing of the act is a breach of the law, and no right of action can 
arise out of it. But here the legislature has merely said, that where a party 
carries on the trade or business of a dealer in or seller of tobacco, he shall 
be liable to a certain penalty, if the house in which he carries on the business 
shall not have his name, etc., painted on it in letters publicly visible and 
legible, and at least an inch long, and so forth. Me is liable to the penalty 
therefor, by carrying on the trade in a house in which these requisites 
are not complied with, and there is no addition to his criminality if he makes 
fifty contracts for the sale of tobacco in such a house. It seems to me there
fore, that there is nothing in the Act of Parliament to prohibit every act of 
sale, but that its only effect is to impose a penalty, for the purpose of the 
revenue, on the carrying on of the trade without complying with its requi

lt is quite true that the Saskatchewan Act does provide a 
penalty for each day on which the business is carried on in contra
vention of the Act. If the legislation had provided a penalty 
for each contract made while the company were unlicensed or 
unregistered, then, following what Alderson B. said above, it might 
possibly be held that the intention to prohibit the act was evi
denced. But that is not the case here. Any number of contracts 
may be made during the same day and there is the one penalty 
for each day the company fails to register or to take out a license. 
I am, therefore, of the opinion that the imposition of the penalty 
does not interfere with the status of the defendant company or 
prevent it from exercising the powers conferred on it by its 
Dominion incorporation. It was urged that the effect of the 
legislation complained of was to make the defendant company 
subject to the provisions of the Companies Act. Sec. 25, sub-sec. 
3, it will be noticed, provides that:—
ii company receiving a license from the registrar may, subject to the provisions
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of its charter, Act, or other instrument treating it, carry on business to the 
same extent as if it had been incorporated under this Act.

It scorns to me, therefore, that the defendant company, 
though registered or.having got a license, has preserved to it all 
its corporate capacities and powers conferred by its Act of In
corporation. I would, therefore, answer the questions as follows: 
1. Yes. 2. No. 3. Yes.

The result will be, according to the above submission, that 
there will be judgment entered for the plaintiff for a mandamus 
as prayed for in the statement of claim. The defendant will pay 
the plaintiff his costs of this action, and as I understand there is 
to be an appeal, there will be a stay of proceedings pending the 
appeal. Judgment for plaintiff.

REX v. BROWN.
Alberta Supreme Court, Scott, Stuart and McCarthy. May Id, 11)10. 

Appeal i§ I C—25)—Rioht of appeal—Re-hbarino vxder Cr. Code 797
IN DISORDERLY HOUSE CASE—TRIAL BY TWO JUSTICES.

The intention of Cr. Code 797. as amended 19Id. eh. 13, is to limit 
the right of appeal by way of re-hearing in respect of summary trial 
convictions for keeping a disorderly house so that there should be no such 
appeal where a police magistrate or other functionary having the powers 
of two justices had made the conviction ; and the right of appeal given 
by see. 797 is limited to eases where two persons who are justices of 
the peace are sitting together as a summary trial Court under Part XVI. 
for the trial of an offence within sub-secs, (ai or if) of Cr. Code sec. 
773, i.e., theft or receiving where under $10 or keeping a disorderly house.

Action on behalf of the defendant for an order of mandamus 
directing the Judge of the District Court Judges’ Criminal Court, 
to enter and hear an appeal brought by the defendant against a 
conviction entered against him by a Police Magistrate on a charge 
of keeping a common gaming house.

E. B. Cogswell, for the Crown.
J. A. McCaffry, for the defendant.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Stuart, J.:—It appears that the defendant, after his convic

tion, served a proper notice of appeal within the prescribed time. 
When the District Court Judge opened his criminal Court and 
application was made by counsel for the accused to have the appeal 
entered for hearing, objection was made to the entry of the appeal 
by counsel for the Crown on two grounds: first, that under sec. 
797 of the Code, as amended by sec. 28 of ch. 13 of the Dominion 
Statutes of 1913, there was no appeal provided for, and second, 
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that there was no proper recognizance filed by the proposed ap
pellant as provided by sec. 750 (c) of the Code.

The learned District Judge gave effect to the first objection, 
while expressing, so we are informed, some grave doubt as to the 
validity of the second objection, because of his impression that 
the recognizance as tiled should be treated as sufficient.

Under sec. 707, as it stood before the amendment, an appeal 
was given for the offences specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
see. 773, without any restriction as to the character of the tribunal 
by which the conviction had been made. Hut by the section as 
amended the right of appeal is given only where the conviction 
has been made by “two justices sitting together.”

The contention of the applicant is that inasmuch as by the 
provincial Act, eh. 13 of lOOti, see. 1, sub-sec. (2), a e magis
trate shall have all the powers by any law vested in two justices 
of the peace sitting together, therefore the words of sec. 797, 
giving a right of appeal from two justices must be interpreted 
as also giving a right of appeal when the conviction has been made 
by a police magistrate. #

In my opinion this contention cannot be sustained. It is true 
that sec. 771 of the Code interprets the word “magistrate,” 
where it is used in part XVI., as including in Alberta“ two justices” 
but it does not follow that because this is so the words “two 
justices” must be interpreted as including a police magistrate 
having the power of two justices. It seems to me that sec. 797 
means simply what it says. A police magistrate, no doubt, has 
the power of two justices, but he certainly is not “two justices.” 
It will be observed that in Saskatchewan and Alberta by sec. 
771 (a—IV.) a “magistrate” under part XVI. includes a Judge 
of any district Court as well as a police magistrate having the 
power of two justices. As sec. 797 originally stood, there would 
have been an appeal from a District Court Judge to himself or 
to another Judge of the same Court. It was, it seems to me, quite 
plainly the intention of Parliament to withdraw the right of 
appeal when the conviction had been made by a district Judge 
or a police magistrate and to retain it only, as the section says— 
where the conviction had been made by two justices of the peace.

I think that the application must be dismissed on this ground 
and that it is therefore unnecessary to deal with the sufficiency 
of the recognizance. Mandamus refused.
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ST. DENIS v. E. ONT. LIVE STOCK AND POULTRY ASSOC.

Ontario Suprntu Court, Appiilah Ihrismu, Mcmlith, C.J.O., Machircn, 
Maya anil li oily in-. 1. April 1.9, 1916.

Death (§ IX' 28) Compromise of claim Si fficikncy- I'uoximati

An unconehuled seulement hy a plaintiff with :i party huciI cannot be 
m*t up as a défonce hy an aller defendant in an action hy tin; same 
plaintiff.

In an action for negligence, in the absence of positive evidence as to 
the cause of the mishap, the verdict of a jury will lie upheld, if there is 
no other reasonable explanation t han t lie negligence charged and found.

[McArthur v. Dominion Cartriilge Co., (10()ô| AX'. 72, applied.)

An appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Suther
land, J., at the trial, upon the findings of a jury, in favour of the 
plaintiff in an action under the Fatal Accidents Act. Affirmed. 

Peter White, K.C., for appellants.
It. V. Sinclair, K.C., for plaintiff, respondent.
The judgment of the Court, was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendants 

from the judgment, dated the 21st January, 11116, which was 
directed to l>e entered by Sutherland, J., on the findings of the 
jury at the trial of the action at Ottawa on the 19th and 20th 
days of that month.

The action is brought, under the Fatal Accidents Act, by the 
widow of Napoleon St. Denis, who met with his death owing, as 
she alleges, to the negligence of the appellants.

The deceased was killed owing to the explosion of a boiler 
which was in use for heating a building in which the appellants 
were holding an exhibition, and it is admitted that the 
are liable if t he explosion was due to their negligence or t hat of 
any person entrusted with the superintendence of the boiler and 
its operations, unless the n is bound by an agreement
made by the solicitors for the defendants in an action brought 
by the respondent against the Corporat ion of the City of Ottawa, 
with Mr. Lemieux, the former solicitor for the respondent in that 
action, for the settlement of the respondent’s claim for $3,000, 
that action being against the corporation, who were charged with 
negligence to which the explosion was alleged to have been 
due.

The learned trial Judge ruled that, in the absence of express 
authority from the respondent to the solicitor who made the agree-
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incut, to make the settlement, she was not bound by it, and he 
left it to the jury to find whether the respondent had authorised 
Mr. Lemieux to settle, and the finding was that she had not.

It was argued by counsel for the appellants that this ruling 
was erroneous, and that the learned Judge should have ruled that 
Mr. Lemieux had authority to make the settlement, it not being 
shewn, as was contended, that the solicitor's authority had been, 
to the knowledge of the defendants the Corporation of the City 
of Ottawa, withdrawn, and Mr. Lemieux forbidden to make the 
settlement.

It is unnecessary to consider this aspect of the case, because 
1 am of opinion that, assuming that this contention is well- 
founded, the appellants must fail on this branch of the case, 
because there was never a concluded bargain binding on the 
Corporation of the City of Ottawa for the settlement of the 
respondent’s claim.

There was no corporate action by which the settlement was 
agreed to, and the only corporate action was the passing of a by
law on the ‘21st December, 1014. By this by-law the sum of 
$7,800 was set aside and appropriated for the purpose of making 
provision for the payment of certain death and personal injury 
claims filed in respect of the boiler explosion at Ho wick Hall, 
i.e., the boiler explosion which caused the death of the respond
ent > husband; these claims are set out in the by-law, and the 
p: nent to “the widow and seven infant children of Napoleon

Denis, deceased,” of $3,000, is provided for.
The by-law, however, contains a provision that no part of the 

$7,800 “shall be paid out or disbursed to the respective claimants 
therefor until the Board of Control . . . shall have been
first satisfied that all damage claims of every kind and nature, 
including all claims arising as well from loss of life and from 
personal injuries, as from loss of, or damage to, stock, or for 
damages sustained by exhibitors, made as a result of the said 
boiler explosion at Howick Hall, have been released and discharged 
as well against the Corporation of the City of Ottawa as against 
the Central Canada Exhibition Association and the Eastern 
Ontario Live Stock and Poultry Association.”

The by-law also provides that “neither the passing of this 
by-law nor the payment of the said sum of money, or of any part
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thereof is to be, or is to be construed to be, an admission that 
the corporation of the said city are in anywise liable in law to 
make payment to any of the said claimants.”

When Mr. Lemieux accepted, as he says he did, the offer of 
$3,000 in settlement of the respondent’s claim, is not shewn, 
and there is nothing to indicate that he accepted it subject to 
the qualification which the by-law contains, and there was not 
therefore, I think, at any time a concluded bargain “that the 
claim should be settled for $3,000” binding on both parties. It 
is somewhat singular that, although later letters referring to the 
settlement were put in at the trial, the letter which Mr. Lemieux 
says he wrote agreeing to take $3,000 in settlement of the claim of 
the respondent was not put in, nor was any reason assigned for 
not putting it in.

In addition to this, no settlement could properly be made 
without the sanction of the Court, because the rights of the seven 
infant children of the deceased were involved.
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In my view, therefore, the appellants failed as to the* alleged 
settlement.

It was further argued for the appellants that the deceased 
was a servant or employee of the association, and that, the negli
gence found being, as was contended, that of a fellow-servant, the 
action did not lie. No such defence is set up by the appellants 
in their pleading, and no question as to it was put, or asked, at 
least specifically, to be put, to the jury. The pro]>er conclusion 
upon the undisputed evidence is, that the deceased was a partner 
of a man named Hilliard with whom the appellants had entered 
into a contract for the killing and dressing of such cattle as the 
appellants desired to have dressed, and who was in no sense the 
servant of the appellants, and that the deceased met with his 
death while engaged in carrying out this contract.

There remains to be considered the question whether the 
findings of the jury mean that, in their opinion, the appellants or 
their superintendent, Davitt, were guilty of negligence which 
caused the death of the deceased; and, if that is their meaning, 
there was evidence to warrant the findings.

In order to determine this question, four of the findings have 
to be considered.

The first finding is, that “the explosion which resulted in the
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death of the plaintiff’s husband was the result of negligence and 
not of pure accident.”

The third finding is, that the negligence which caused the 
explosion was the negligence of the appellants.

The fourth finding is, that that negligence consisted “in the 
fact that the Eastern Ontario Live Stock and Poultry Association 
continued to operate the boiler knowing that the safety valve 
was not working properly.”

And the eighth finding, in answer to the question, “Did the 
defendant association, the Eastern Ontario Live Stock and 
Poultry Association, employ a competent superintendent?” 
is: “Yes. However, we believe that Mr. Davitt made an error 
of judgment in allowing the engineer to continue to operate the 
boiler after the second steam gauge had been applied for a test, 
and there was still shewn a serious discrepancy between the 
safety valve and the steam gauge.”

In order to understand these findings, it is necessary to men
tion some of the facts.

It is not disputed that the engineer in charge of the boiler 
found that there was a serious discrepancy between the indica
tions of the steam gauge and the working of the safety valve, and 
that the same discrepancy existed when a new steam gauge was 
substituted for the one that had been in use. There was also 
evidence that the explosion occurred through a very high pressure 
being on, and that this was indicated by the result of the explosion. 
It is true that a witness who said this, and other witnesses, say 
that the explosion might have occurred with a pressure of only 
forty pounds if there had been some other defect in the boiler. 
Of this there was no evidence, and, according to Mr. White’s 
argument, an examination of the boiler or the remains of it after 
the explosion failed to disclose anything in the condition of the 
boiler that would account for it. The case is not unlike 
McArthur v. Dominion Cartridge Co., [1905] A.C. 72. In this case, 
as in that, there was no other reasonable explanation of the mishap 
than that it was occasioned by the negligence charged, and found 
by the jury.

Inasmuch as the deceased was not a servant of the appellants, 
no question of common employment arises, and the appellants are 
liable if the explosion was caused by the negligence of their ser
vant, acting in the course of his employment, and not only for
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the negligence of the superintendent Dnvitt, but also for that of 
the engineer who had the immediate charge of the boiler when the 
explosion occurred.

The jury’s answers, taken together, amount, I think, to a 
finding of negligence on the part of Davit t, and there was evidence 
to warrant that finding. The fact that the safety valve and the 
indication on the steam gauge did not correspond was brought to 
his attention by the engineer, as well as the fact that there was 
the same result when the new steam gauge was substituted, and 
the jury may well have come to the conclusion that Davitt should 
have known from this that there was something wrong with the 
boiler and have taken steps to find out what it was, and to remedy 
the defect, and that he was negligent because lie did not do this, 
but permitted the boiler to be operated in its defective condition.

If the finding of negligence does not include a finding that the 
engineer was negligent, we ought to supplement the findings of 
the jury by making that finding.

It is warrant ed by the evidence, and is the necessary corollary 
of the finding as to Davitt, because what was notice to him of a 
defect in the boiler was notice also to tin1 engineer, who evidently 
thought the matter serious, and called Davitt’s attention to it, 
and, though the defect was not remedied, continued to operate 
the boiler. If the engineer was a fit man to be entrusted with the 
operation of it, he must have known that it was dangerous to 
operate it in the condition in which it was.

I would, for these reasons, affirm the judgment and dismiss 
the appeal with costs. Appeal dismissed.

PELLY v. CHILLIWACK.
liritish Columbia Court of .1 pjteal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Martin, (lallihcr and 

McrhUlips, JJ.A. Octufxr .1, I9ltl.

Taxes (6 111 E 140)—Local improvement assessments—As debt— 
Validity "Instalments."

Rates levied on land under the Municipalities Local Improvement 
Act (B.C. Statutes 1013, eh. 40) arc recoverable as a debt, and may 
lx» counterclaimed in an action on an award for land taken under the 
Act; any defects in the by-law or assessments are cured by secs. 38 
and 44(2), ami cannot therefore be set up. The expressions "number 
of instalments" in sec. 30(c) and "annual instalments" in sec. 42(2) 
mean one or more instalments.

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Mclnnes, Vo. J., 
of February 25, 1916. Reversed.

E. P. Davis, K.C., for appellant.
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Martin, J.A.

It. L. Iteid, K.C., for respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A.:—The plaintiff sues on an award of 

$250 for land taken under eh. 47 of the statutes of 1013, known as 
the Municipalities Local Improvement Act.

I'efendant counterclaimed for the rates levied on plaintiff’s 
land under by-laws under which the local improvements in 
question were made.

The County Court Judge gave judgment for the plaintiff 
for the amount of the award and dismissed the plaintiff’s counter
claim. The plaintiff’s defence to the counterclaim may be divided 
into two parts: (1) defects in the by-law and assessments, and 
(2) that the rate is against the land and not against the owner, 
that there is no right of personal action against the plaintiff.

As regards the first of these defences, it is in my opinion not 
open to the respondent to set up the alleged defects in view of 
secs. 38 and 44 of the said Act.

With regard to the second defence, sec. 43 of the above Act 
makes all the provisions of the Municipal Act “as to the collection 
and recovery of taxes and the proceedings which may be taken 
in default thereof” applicable to the rates imposed under this 
Act, and sec. 275 of the Municipal Act gives the municipalities 
power to recover taxes and rates by suit.

The appeal should be allowed and judgment should be entered 
below for the defendants on their counterclaim.

Martin, J.A.:—Several points were raised on this appeal. 
That as to double taxation we disposed of at the argument in 
favour of the appellant.

As to the meaning of “number of instalments” in sec. 30(e) 
I am of opinion that language taken in regard to the subject 
matter is satisfied by the payment of one instalment. The ex
pression is not free from doubt, but by sec. 25 (2) of the Inter
pretation Act words importing the singular number inqiort 
more than one, and also the converse, the greater including the 
less. It would be strange if the statute were to be held to require 
that a small total assessment on a work for, say, $50 should 
inexorably have to be extended over more than one year. Differ
ent meanings are, in law particularly, attached to the same word 
in different circumstances. In the case of a mortgage, for ex
ample, Maclennan, J.A., in Biggs v. Freehold L. & S. Co. (1809),
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26 A.R. (Ont.) 232 at 240, referring to the expression “instal- c> 
ments hereby secured” said:— C. A.

"Instalment,” no doubt, primarily signifies a part of a larger sum. But pnTy
I think it is here used in the sense of "payment," and was intended to mean j, ' 
every sum which by the deed the mortgagor was to pay, every sum hereby Chilliwack. 
secured, and to include liens, taxes, rates charges, insurances and incumbrances 
mentioned in paragraph 5. It is as if it said the whole of the payments, art“,,A' 
or the whole of the money, hereby secured, shall become payable. It would 
not be incorrect to say that the principal money of a mortgage was all payable 
in one instalment. That would plainly mean in one sum or in one payment, 
and not in several.

And see Moss, J.A., on p. 247, who, after pointing out the 
difficulties, nevertheless comes to the same conclusion, the other 
Judges concurring.

I have not overlooked the fact that in sec. 42 (2) the expression 
“annual instalments” is used in relation to these special assess
ments, but the result of the best consideration that I am able to 
give a point of some difficulty is that I think the council has the 
power to assess for one or more instalments.

As to the right of the municipality to sue for these taxes, I 
am of the opinion that sec. 43 which is sweeping in its terms 
introduces the provisions of the Municipal Act to such an extent 
as to render the plaintiff liable to an action. I would allow the 
appeal.

G alliher, J.A. :—I would allow the appeal. Gaiuher, j.a.
I think any defects in the special assessment roll or the by-law 

are cured by the pro visions of sec. 38 and 44 (2) of the Local 
Improvements Act, statutes of B.C., 1913, ch. 49.

There only remains the question as to whether the corporation 
could sue for the special rates as a debt.

Sec. 43 of the above Act says:—
All the provisions of the Municipal Act as to the collection and recovery 

of taxes, and the proceedings which may be taken in default of payment 
thereof, shall apply to the s|>ccial assessments and the special rates imposed 
for the payment of them.

This, taken with sec. 275 of the Municipal Act of 1914, makes 
it clear that these rates can be recovered in an action.

McPhillips, J.A. (dissenting):—I find myself unable to agree McPhiiiipe, j.a. 
with the majority view of the Court—with great respect, i 
would dismiss the appeal. The ground upon which I wxnild 
dismiss the appeal is that by-law No. 161, 1915, and the assess
ment thereunder for a work of local improvement is illegal—it
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0- < • was contrary to the plain reading of the statute to make the
C. A. payment of the cost of the work payable in one instalment.
Peli.y Sec 42 of the Local Improvement Act, ch. 49, 3 Geo. V., B.C.

' • Stats. 1913. in part roads as follows:—“The same shall be payable
< nil U« 1CK. , , , . . . -I i it .. ,,

---- m such annual instalments as the council shall prescribe.
McPiuiiipa, j.a jn j)r Murray’s New English Dictionary (1901) “ Instalment ” 

is defined to be:—
The nr rangement of the payment of a sum of money by fixed portions 

at fixed limes (also) Ihe payment or the time apj>ointed for payment of 
different portions of a sum of money which by agreement of the parties, 
instead of being payable in gross at one time is to lie paid in parts at certain 
stated times.

(Tomlin’s Jacobs Law Diet., 1797.) In Wharton’s Law 
Lexicon (10th ed. 1902) we read:—

Instalment—a portion of a debt. When a debt is divided into twp or 
more parts payable at different times each part is called an instalment and 
the debt is said to be payable by instalments. Where in a County Court 
judgment has been obtained for not more than £20, exclusive of costs, the 
Court may order payment by instalments—County Courts Act (1888) 
f>l & 52 Viet. c. 43, s. 105. As to delivery by instalments of goods sold see 
s. 31 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 by which “ unless otherwise agreed the 
buyer is not bound to accept delivery by instalments.”

Unless it be that there is statute law which absolutely inhibits 
the question of illegality being raised—the Court may declare 
the by-law illegal—a great body of authority can be found to 
support this proposition. I only refer to two recent cases in the 
Supreme Court of Canada where the question of illegality was 
considered : Anderson v. Municipality of South Vancouver (1911), 
45 Can. S.C.R. 425, Duff, J., at p. 440; District of West Van
couver v. Ramsay (1916), 30 D.L.R. 598, 53 (’an. S.C.R. 459.

Sec. 38 of the Local Improvement Act is relied upon as being 
a statutory validation of the special assessment, but it is to be 
observed that the validation is after all limited in its nature 
“notwithstanding any defect, error or omission therein or any 
defect or error in the by-law for undertaking the work or in any 
notice given or proceeding taken or the omission of any proceeding 
or thing which ought to have been taken or done before the 
passing of the by-law for undertaking the work or thereafter 
down to and including the completion of such revision.” I 
would apply the language of Duff, J., in Anderson v. M un. of 
South Vancouver, supra, at p. 440, to the position of matters we 
have to deal with on this appeal :—
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It (Duff, J., is referring to sec. 12(> (3) of ch. 33 Municipal Act 1892, 
R.8.B.C. (1897) ch. 144. sec. S(i (2). and the application here is to sec. 38 
of the Local Improvement Act, ch. 49, B.C. 1913) has, I think, nothing what
ever to do with proceedings so fundamentally defective as those we have to 
consider in this appeal.

Further, the Local Improvement Act itself shews that the 
question of illegality will always he open this is seen to he set 
forth in the clearest terms, sec.,44 (2) reading as follows:—

In the case of a work undertaken after the passing of this Act if the 
special assessment in respeet of it has become confirmed under the provisions 
of sec. 38, no by-law for borrowing money to defray the cost of the work 
or for imposing the special assessment shall be quashed, set aside or adjudged 
to be invalid by reason of its illegality or of any defect in it; but the Court 
in which any proceeding for quashing, rotting aside or declaring to be invalid 
the by-law is taken shall on such terms and conditions as to cosis and other
wise as may be deemed projier, direct the council to amend or to repeal such 
by-law, and, where a repealing by-law is directed, to pass a new by-law in 
pro|x»r form in lieu of the repealed by-law, and it shall be the duty of the 
council to pass such by-law or by-laws accordingly.

In that the judgment of the Court dot's not adjudge the by-law 
for imposing the special assessment to he invalid—no order to 
carry out this enactment is required. In my opinion the by-law 
imposing the special assessment is illegal and the assessment 
cannot be supported—it would therefore follow that in my opinion 
the trial Judge was right in dismissing the counterclaim which 
was suit brought by way of counterclaim in respect of what was 
an illegal assessment—it was at least necessary that there should 
have been two annual instalments—and I think, according to 
the decisions, they should lie equal annual instalments; had 
there been no illegality, my opinion is that special assessments 
may be sued for, as taxes may be sued for. Mr. Davis, counsel 
for the appellant, referred to Biggs v. Freehold L. & S. Co., 26 A.R. 
Ont. 232, Maclcnnan, J.A., at p. 210, as being authority for the 
proposition that although the statute reads “annual instal
ments” it is satisfied by making the assessment in one instal
ment. With deference I cannot adopt the argument advanced, nor 
do I think that the Court of Appeal so decided. Maclennan, J., 
said:—

It would not be incorrect to say that the principal money of a mortgage 
was all payable in one.instalment. That would plainly mean in one sum or 
in one payment and not in several.

With this statement of that distinguished Judge 1 quite 
agree, but when we turn to the statute we have to construe we

B. C.

C. A.

Chilliwack. 

MePhillipa, J.A
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are confronted with very different language—"Annual Instal
ments—” the language is intractable; it is plain ; it cannot be mis
understood—to construe it otherwise is to run counter to the 
patent meaning of the legislature. I would therefore dismiss 
the appeal. Appeal allowed.

MAN. BURNS v. ROGERS.
jj Manitoba King's Bench, Mathers, C.J.K.B. September 18, 1916.

Replevin (§ I A 1)—Moratorium War Relief Act Removal of
UOODS IIKFOKE ENLISTMENT—POSSESSION.

The words “now in his possession' in the War Relief Act, 1015, 
(Man. 5 (leo. V.. eh. HK, as amended by (i Geo. V. eh. 122). referring to 
property exempted from recovery in any action or proceeding, mean in 
the possession of a volunteer when he enlists, and ben mes entitled to 
the benefit of the Act; not property which he possessed at the date of 
the Act, but has ceased to possess at the time of his enlistment.

Statement. Apmoal from the order of the local Judge at Brandon setting 
aside an order of replevin. Reversed.

J. F. Kilguur, for respondent.
Mathew, Mathers, C.J.K.B.:—The replevin order was issued on 

praecipe, pursuant to r. 859, sub-clause (b), and the order to set 
it aside was made under r. 861. The facts as disclosed by the 
affidavits filed are as follows :—On August 14, 1914, the defendant 
purchased from the plaintiff a threshing outfit, and gave lien 
notes therefor. These lien notes, or agreements, provided that 
the title, ownership and right to possession of the property should 
remain in the plaintiff until the notes and all renewals thereof 
were fully paid and, if default should be made, the plaintiff had 
full power to declare the notes due and payable and to take 
possession of the goods, and hold, or sell by public auction or 
private sale. The defendant was given possession of the threshing 
outfit and used it during the seasons of 1914 and 1915. At the 
close of the season 1915 the outfit was upon the farm of one Roy 
Smith and, with Smith’s consent, the defendant left it there. 
The defendant made default in paying the lien notes or agree
ments, and the plaintiff determined to rc-possess the outfit. On 
May 22, 1916, he went to Mr. Smith’s farm, uixm which the 
machinery had been left, and took possession of and removed the 
separator to his son’s farm; later in the day he returned to Smith’s 
farm, and, with a number of teams of horses, endeavoured to 
remove the engine to the same place. He moved it a short 
distance, but was unable to take it further, and he then asked
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and obtained Smith’s'permission to leave it there. On May 31, 
the defendant enlisted in the 209th Overseas Battalion. On 
June 19, 1916, the plaintiff’s solicitors wrote a letter to Mr. 
Smith, stating that the plaintiff hail resumed possession of the 
engine and machinery and that no person other than the plaintiff 
must be allowed to take it away. On August 23. 1916, tin- defend
ant went to the farm of the said Smith for the purpose of removing 
the engine, but, before he did so, Smith delivered to him the 
letter referred to above, dated June 19. He, nevertheless, 
removed the engine, and took it to the city of Brandon. On 
August 25, 1916, this action was commenced and the order of 
replevin in question was issued. Subsequently an application 
was made, on behalf of the defendant, to the local Judge to dis
charge the said order, and upon such application the order appealed 
from was made.

The defendant relies upon see. 2 of the War Relief Act. ch. 38 
5 Geo. V., as amended by ch. 122 of (i Geo. V. This section, as 
amended, provides that, during the continuance of the war, and 
for a year thereafter, it shall not be lawful for any person to 
bring any action, or take any proceedings either in any of the 
civil Courts of this province or outside of such Courts, against 
any person who is, or has been at any time since the 1st of August, 
1914, a resident of Manitoba, and has either enlisted and been 
mobilized as a volunteer in the armies raised by the Government 
of Canada in aid of His Majesty in the said war, or has left Canada 
to join the armies of His Majesty in the said war as a volunteer 
or reservist,
for the enforcement of payment by any such iK>rson of his debts, liabilities 
and obligations existing or future, or for the enforcement of any lien, encum
brance or other security, whether created before or after tin* coming into 
force of this Act, or for the recovery of possession of any goods and chattels 
or lands and tenements now in his possession or in the possession of his wife 
or any dependent member of his family, and, if any such action or proceeding 
is now pending against any such person, the same shall be stayed until after 
the termination of said war.

If the defendant was in possession of the engine at the time 
he became entitled to the benefit of the Act, the plaintiff had 
no right to replevin it from him. On the other hand, if the 
defendant was not at the time in possession, he is not protected 
by the Act. This is a question of fact to be determined at the 
trial, and should not be disposed of on affidavits in Chambers: 
Gilchrist v. Conger, 11 U.C.Q.B 197; Ryan v. Fraser, 2 O.W.N. 1386.

MAN.
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Muthcre, C.J.K B
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It is quite clear. 1 think, that, apart from this statute, the 
plaintiff was, umler the terms of the agreement with the defend
ant, entitled to the jxjssession of this threshing outfit. The undis
puted fact disclosed in the affidavits is that from the close of 
the season of 1915 until May 22, 1916, the whole outfit remained 
on the farm of Smith. It was not in the actual possession of 
the defendant, hut was, no douht, constructively in his posses
sion. On May 22 the plaintiff, with the intention of reducing 
the outfit into his actual possession, took and removed the sepa
rator to his son’s farm; he then attempted to similarly remove 
the engine and actually did remove it for a short distance. Failing 
to remove it the entire distance, he asked for and obtained Smith’s 
consent to leave it where it was. His intention was to take 
possession of the entire outfit. From May 22 until August 23 
following, the engine remained without change of custody where 
the plaintiff left it.

The wording of the Act is peculiar. It says, “now in his 
possession.” Does that mean in his jxjssession at the date the 
Act came into force, namely, April 1, 1915? Undoubtedly the 
engine was in the defendant’s possession on that date, but he 
had no right to the protection of the Act until May 31, 1916. 
Prior to that the plaintiff had lawfully resumed possession of the 
separator and had attempted to remove the engine, with the 
intention of taking actual possession of it. At that time the 
plaintiff had a lawful right to take possession. It could hardly 
be contended lluit possession, if lawfully taken on May 22, 
should become unlawful because the defendant subsequently 
enlisted. If the plaintiff was in lawful possession of the engine 
on May 22, then the defendant was not in possession at the time 
of his enlistment, and the plaintiff was entitled to the possession 
of the engine at the time the order of replevin was issued. Upon 
this ground alone, 1 think the local Judge erred in discharging 
the replevin order. Even if the merits be gone into, the material 
filed, in my opinion, fails to make a primû facie case in favour 
of setting the order aside, but I do not want to say anything 
further, as by doing so I might prejudice the trial of the action.

The appeal is allowed, the order of the local Judge discharged, 
and the order of replevin restored with costs in the case to the 
plaintiff in any event. Appeal allowed.
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Re DALTON.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Drysdale J. March 10, 1916.

1. Shipping (§ IV—20)—Offences under shipping laws—Desertion.
Where ;i summary conviction of a seaman for desertion under I he 

Canada Shipping Act, R.S.C. 1900, eh. 113, see. 287, as amended by 
1907, Cumula Statutes, eh. 40, does not show that the ship was registered 
in one of the provinces at the time of the offence, the defendant will 
be discharged in habeas corpus proceedings from custody under the 
commitment following such conviction.

2. Shipping (§ IV—20)—Desertion and refusal to do duty—Single

It is not a ground for discharge on habeas corpus that the summary 
conviction and commitment purported to include as one offence the 
desertion of a seaman and also his refusal to do duty which are 
declar'd to be off lives by th • Canada Shipping Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
eh. 113, sec. 287, as amended 1907.

Motion in halieas corpus proceedings on behalf of James 
Dalton confined in the Sydney jail under a warrant of commit
ment based on a summary conviction for “desertion” and “refus
ing duty” in violation of sec. 287, ch. 113 R.S.C. The applicant 
had been sentenced to eight weeks’ imprisonment and to pay the 
prosecution costs, $10. The prosecutor and the Crown prosecu
tor, for the County of Cape Breton were notified of the motion. 

The applicant’s discharge was asked on the following grounds:
1. The warrant and conviction did not show that the offence 

was committed by a seaman on a ship, “registered in one of the 
provinces at the time of the offence.”

2. Two offences, viz., “desertion” and “refusing duty” were 
included in the conviction and warrant.

3. The words “due process of law” in the commitment impose 
an unlawful condition of discharge.

W. J. O'Hearn, K.C., for the applicant: As to the first ground, 
see ch. 40, Canada Acts, 1907, as amending sec. 287, ch. 113 
R.S.C. The language of the amendment constitutes a necessary 
element of the offence. As to the second ground see Code, sec. 
110(3) H. v. Matey, 37 U.C.Q.B. 248, Paley, 8th cd., 291, 2. 
It is uncertain as to which offence imprisonment has been inflicted. 
If for “refusing to do duty” under 287 (d), eight weeks is exces
sive. As to the third ground, no form is provided by statute, 
and the inclusion of the words “due process of law” make an 
illegal condition of discharge, Ex parte O'Donnell, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 
367.

Drysdale J.:—Suppose I give effect to the first ground,

N. S.
s. c.

Statement.

Drysdale, J.
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__ can I not remand the prisoner and direct a new warrant to be 
8. C. lodged with the gaoler?

Re Dalton. O'Hearn :—No. The conviction is before you and it is equally
Drysdaie j defective, being minus the same allegation.

Drysdale, J., by an oral judgment discharged the prisoner 
on the first ground, but stating that, in his opinion, the motion 
could not prevail on the second and third grounds alxive set 
forth. Brisoner discharged.

ONT. LATIMER v. HILL.
S C Ontario Sujneme Court, Av/wUate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Maclarcn, 

Magee and llodgins, JJ.A. March 21, 1916.
Parent and child (§ I—4)—Liability of parent for maintenance— 

Agreement—U reach I )ama<;eh.
Where a parent arranges that his minor child shall reside with a rela

tive, without charge, and give the relative his services free, the parent 
is liable to damages if he induces the child to leave the relative while 
vet a minor; the value of the child's keep while with the relative, above 
his value as a labourer, is the measure of the damages.

[Latimer v. Hill, 20 D.L.R. 800, affirmed except as to damages.]

Statement. Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Boyd, C., 
26 D.L.R. 800, 35 O.L.R. 36.

J. H. Rodd, for appellant.
R. L. Brackin, for plaintiff, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 

Meredith,c.j.o. Meredith, C.J.O.:—It is clear that it was not intended that
the appellant should have to pay for the support and upbringing 

of the boy in money; but it is equally clear that it was in the con
templation of the parties that the respondent should be compen
sated by having the benefit of the boy’s services after he became 
old enough to render useful service to the respondent.

I have no doubt that a jury might properly infer from all that 
took place an agreement that the respondent should be com
pensated in that way, and that the appellant would do nothing to 
prevent the respondent from getting the benefit of the boy’s 
services after he had attained an age when he would have become 
useful to him; and, if that be the case, the Chancellor, as judge of 
the fact as well as the law, might properly draw that inference, and 
having drawn it his finding ought not to be disturbed. It is also, 
I think, a fair inference that, if the appellant should take the boy 
away from or induce him to leave the respondent, he was to be 
compensated for his care of the boy and bringing him up.
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The respondent doubtless took the risk of the boy dying before 
reaching an age when lie would have become useful to the respon
dent, and also the risk of his proving useless when lie had reached 
the age when he should have been useful; but, in my opinion, he 
did not take the risk of the boy, under the persuasion or compul
sion of his father, leaving the respondent when he had become use
ful and his services would have been of value to the respondent.

The Chancellor found that the boy was induced by his father 
to leave the respondent. The basis for the finding was an offer 
the father had made to the boy to give him $2,000 “if he would 
come back and stay with him” until he reached the age of 21. It 
was arguai that that was not the real cause of the boy’s leaving, 
and that the offer of $2,000 was not made seriously but jokingly, 
and it was also argued that the time which claps**! Ijetwoen the 
making of the offer and the boy’s leaving was so great that i was 
unreasonable to conclude that the offer was the inducing cause 
of his leaving.

All these considerations were doubtless urged upon the Chan
cellor, but without effect; and it is impossible for us to say that his 
conclusion was clearly wrong or one that might not reasonably be 
reached, esjiecially ns it is clear upon the evidence that the appel
lant was anxious to get the boy back to work on his farm, and that, 
ever since he left the respondent, he has been doing for his father 
what he ought to have been doing and what it was contemplated 
he would do for the respondent.

Much stress was laid by the appellant’s counsel on the fact 
that about two years after his wife’s death the appellant asked the 
res]tondent what he was going to “tax him,” and that the reply 
was “nothing.” There was nothing in this inconsistent with the 
arrangement having been what the Chancellor found that it was. 
If the boy had been taken away at that time, the respondent would 
have been saved the expense of bringing him up, and he might well 
say that under such circumstances he expected nothing for the 
two years’ care that the boy had been given.

The remaining question is as to the damages. The Chancellor 
assessed them on the basis of reasonably remunerating the res
pondent for his care of the boy and bringing him up. He allowed 
nothing for the first two years, or the last three years, of the boy’s 
stay with the respondent—for the first two years because of 
what was said in answer to the question as to how much the ap-

ONT.
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pellant was to bo “taxed,” and for the last three years because he 
thought the boy’s services were sufficient compensation for those 
years. This loft seven intervening years, for which he thought it 
would In* fair to allow at the rate of $1.50 |ht week; and, aft or strik
ing off the fraction over 8500, he assessed the damages at 8,">00.

1 think that the damages were assessed upon too liberal a scale, 
and that, under the circumstances, 810 a year on the average would 
be adequate compensation for the care and bringing up of the boy 
during the seven years for which the Chancellor thought that com
pensation should be allowed; and 1 W'ould, therefore, vary the judg
ment by reducing the damages to 8280, but I would not disturb 
the disposition that was made of the costs of the action, which 
should be to the respondent on the County Court scale without 
set-off, and I would leave each party to bear bis own costs of the 
apiicnl. Judgment below mried.

QVE. RAGUSZ v. HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF MONTREAL.
K. B. Quebir King's llench, Sir Horace Arrhambeau'l, C.J. ami Tree, hoi me. Lacrgnc 

ami Pelletier,September 23, 1010.

Aliens (6 111—15)—When deemed enemies- Hostile acts.
The subjects of enemy nuti >i s residing in Canada are not necessarily 

"alien enemies.” Residence in the enemy’s country is the deciding 
factor. They cannot he deprived of civil rights and privileges until 
some definite net of hostility by them is proven.

[Canadian Steimrl v. Perih, 25 (Que.i Ivlt. 158,distinguished; Viola v 
Mackenzie Mann & (’<>., ‘24 D.L.R. 20H, followed. See annotation in 
23 D.L.K. 375.1

Statement. Appeal by the plaintiff from a decision of the Superior Court 
suspending adjudication until after the war. Reversed.

Archajnbeault. Slit HORACE A R< HAM BE AULT, C.J. I—The appellant ill this Case 
is suing the defendants in damages owing to an accident which 
happened in the course of his work. He is an Austrian residing 
in Montreal. He alleges in his declaration that he was inscribed 
as a subject of the double monarchy of Austria-Hungary and 
that he has conformed himself to the rules and regulations which 
govern the subjects of enemy nations residing in Canada.

The defendants have encountered this action by a plea in 
which they allege, among other things, that the appellant being 
an Austrian subject cannot prosecute any right or any claim 
before the civil Courts of this province.

The appellant has inscribed in law against this paragraph of 
the defendant’s plea.
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The Court of the first instance has neither maintained nor 
rejected the inscription in law, but suspended the adjudication 
on this inscription as long as tin* war between Austria-Hungary 
and (treat Britain will last. In tin* judgment it is declared that 
a subject of a nation which is at war with ( Ireat Britain is unable, 
during the war, to prosecute any instance before our Courts.

The Court in tin* first instance relied on the judgment which 
we rendered on the 161 h of December last, in the case of the 
Canadian Stewart Co. v. Peril), 25 Que. K.B. 158.

There exists an essential difference between the ease of Peril» 
and the present litigation. Peril» was an Austrian residing in 
Austria, and describing herself as such in the writ and declara
tion. In this case, the appellant resides in Montreal. This 
difference in the place of residence entails with it a dissemblance of 
rights. Any person residing in an enemy country is an alien enemy. 
He, on the contrary, who resides within the limits of the British 
Empire is an alien friend. The summary in the case of Perih 
is incomplete. It is sufficient to read the Judge’s notes to con
vince ourself. The notes of the Judge say in effect: The 
defendant is an Austrian and is so described in the writ and declara
tion in this case as residing in (lalicia, in the Austrian Empire. 
There is, therefore, no doubt but that she is an alien enemy and 
she is, therefore, unable to proceed in justice in our country as 
long as the hostilities between Austria-Hungary and the British 
Empire will not have ceased. This question of residence is the 
reason of this decision. It is not the fact that the plaintiff was 
an Austrian which prevented her to prosecute; it was the fact 
that she was residing in Austria.

In the present case, I repeat it, it is not an Austrian residing 
in Austria, but an Austrian residing in Canada. We should, 
therefore apply to him the rule which this Court has sanctioned 
in the case of Viola v. Mackenzie <V Mann, 24 D.L.R. 208. It was 
judged therein that an alien who resides in this province is not 
necessarily an enemy because he is born in a state which is at 
war with the British Empire; and that he has the enjoyment of 
his rights and privileges, providing he does not render himself 
guilty of any hostile acts. It is the person who alleges an hostile 
act who must prove it.

It is useless for me to repeat here the arguments which give
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rise in favour of this derision. 1 am nut isfivd to refer the interested 
parties to the report of this ease.

In the present instaure, the defendants do not invoke any art 
of hostility on the part of the appellant. Their allegation of 
inraparity is, therefore, not well founded.

It is evident that the différence which exists between the rase 
jf the ('anadiaii Shirnrt v. Penh, mipra, and the present rase 
has not hern understood. From thence, the error into which 
we have fallen. The judgment should, therefore, he reversed.

The appellant complains of another interlocutory judgment 
which was also suspended during the war, to wit, a petition for 
a provision during the present instance. This judgment, based 
on the same reason of the nationality of the appellant, is also un
founded. However, we cannot adjudge on the petition of the 
appellant for a daily allowance. It is for the Superior Court to 
decide on thi- matter (art. 7343, K.S.Q., 1009). A/until alltnved. 

TOWNSHIP OF CORNWALL v. OTTAWA AND NEW YORK R. CO.
Supri in Crurt of Canada, Sir Charles FiC/mtriel;. < mol Dories, Idinylan, 

Duff and Anglin, JJ. February 14, 1016.

1. Am:\i. i$ N il A—2110)— By conhknt or parties.
Where an appeal woulil In from the decision of an intermediate trib

unal. the appeal Court, with (he consent of the parties to an action, 
max hear and determine an appeal from the Court of first instance, 
ami subsequent iinsvetblips will not be affected by the departure from 
the practice of the ap|ieal Court.

2. Am:xi. t$ Il A I 35) Assessment mmilks Ji rihuiction or (’an.
Si vkkmk Coi rt.

Appeals from the Court of Revision under sec. SO of the Assessment 
Act i R.S.O. 1014, ch. 105). taken bx consent o| the parties direct to the 
Railway and Municipal Board and later heard and decided by the 
Ap|iellate Division (Out.) in the ordinary way. max be taken to the 
Supreme Court of Canada under sec. 41 of the Supreme Court Act 
(R.S.C. 11)00. ch. 13V).

3. Taxes t $111112 132) Assessment Railway property Hkiimie —
I Al XIPI ION.

A railway bridge, constructed under Dominion authority and resting 
on Crow n soil, is not assessable as railway properly under sec. 47 of the 
Assc.—ment Act R.S.O. 11)14. ch. 11)5); if it were included, sec. 47(3) 
xxould exempt it from taxation.

[I(i (HI a ira «V' X.Y. /»*. Co. and Cornwall, 23 D.L.R. 010. 34 O.L.R. 
55, aflirmed.l

Appeal from a decision of the Appellate Division of the 
Supreme Court of Ontario, 23 D.L.R. 010, 31 O.L.R. 55, 
reversing the ruling of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board 
and quashing the assessment of the respondents' bridge over the 
St. Diwrenee.

Two questions arose on the appeal. (1) Had the Railway and
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Municipal Hoard jurisdiction to deal with the matter except on 
appeal from a decision of the County Court Judge? (2) llad 
the Township of Cornwall a right to assess the respondents for 
the Canadian porliou of their bridge over the St. Lawrence? 
The Appellate Division derided against the right to assess. 

Watson, K.C., and (logo, for ap]>ellunt. 
lùrart, K.C., and It . />. Scott, for respondents.

.

Fitzpatrick, C.J.: 1 think this appeal must be allowed on 
tin ground that the Ontario Railway and Municipal Hoard had 
no jurisdiction to hear the appeal from the Court of Revision 
of the Township of Cornwall. The judgment of the Hoard was 
a complete nullity and the Appellate Division could not vary it.

The Assessment Act. R.S.O. 1914, ch. 195, see. 72(1), 79, 
80(1) (2) (6).

At the opening of the proceedings before the Ontario Railway 
and Municipal Hoard the Chairman said:

The Hoard lias already he'd that it has no jurisdiction to entertain an 
ap|H»al from tlie Court of Revision; an ap|ieal only lies to tlie Board from 
the County Judge.

Nevertheless the Hoard by consent of the parties proceeded 
to hear and adjudicate upon the matter.

It is perfectly clear that no consent of the parties can give to 
the Court a jurisdiction which it does not possess. In the case 
of lie Animer, 20 (J.H.D. 258, at 262, Lord Esher, M.R.. said:—

If. on the other hand, it is an attempt to give to the Court a similar 
power resting on the eons-nt of the parties, the well known rule applies that 
the consent of partira cannot give the Court a jurisdiction which it does 
not otherwise possess.

In the American and English Encyc. of Law and Practice, 
vol. 4. under the title “Appeal," is is said in a note on p. 44:—

When an ap|H*ul should have been taken to an intermediate appellate 
Court, consent cannot give the Supreme Court jurisdiction of it.

The statute having ordained the means by which an appeal 
may be brought against an assessment and prescribed the Courts 
which shall have power to entertain such appeal, the parties cannot 
at their own pleasure agree on a different procedure. This is no 
mere question of formality or abbreviation of procedure. In 
every legal proceeding it would certainly be simpler to go per 
8altum direct to the final Court of appeal. If this course had 
been permissible the parties need never have gone to the Railway 
and Municipal Board at all, but might have carried an appeal
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direct from the Court of Revision to the Appellate Division or 
even this Court if we hn<l tieen willing to entertain it.

If the Court has no jurisdiction to hear a cause, its proceedings 
cannot, of course, lie in any way validated by an appeal from 
the judgment, neither can the Court to which the appeal is carried 
entertain the same. Kncyc. of Law and Practice, vol. 4, p. 40:—

Though an u|»|M*al will lie to the Supreme Court from a decision of an 
appellate Court in a ease in which the Court has no jurisdiction by reason of 
any of the questions involved, the appeul cannot he entertained by the 
Supreme Court for the pur|M>se of passing U|MH the merits of the case, but 
only for the purisme of reversing or vacating the judgment of the appellate 
Court and remanding the cause to that Court with direction to dismiss the 
appeal.

I think it is only necessary to point out in addition that the 
rules which would ordinarily govern in cases between private 
individuals do so with greater force in one in which the public 
has an interest. In the present case we have a Court without 
jurisdiction undertaking to direct the alteration of a municipal 
assessment roll. This it certainly can obtain no authority to do 
from any consent of parties.

Davies, «L:—The competency of this (ourt to entertain this 
appeal was first ehallenged on the ground that the parties had 
agreed during the course of the litigation to skip the statutory 

county Judge from the (ourt of Revision and apjical 
directly from the latter Court to the Hoard of Railway Com
missioners.

At the hearing, the Hoard called attention to this deviation 
from the course of the statutory proceedings, but as it would 
appear to have been then the desire of both parties, in order to 
abbreviate procedure and save expense, went on and heard and 
dismissed the appeal.

On that hearing after some discussion between counsel on 
the question of the necessity of an api>enl to the county Judge 
before coming to the Board of Railway Commissioners, Mr. 
Scott for the railway company said:—

Then this appeal will be taken as if it lnul gone before the county Judge 
and we arc ap|Hialing against an adverse division of the county Judge, 
which apparently was accepted as the correct statement of the 
fact, whereupon the chairman said:—“Your contention is that 
under the provisions of the Assessment Act the property is not 
assessable.”

663^49
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There is not anything, however, in the proceedings before the 
Railway Board indicating any intention upon the part of either 
party to treat the proceeding as one extra curaum curiœ and to ask 
the Board to act as arbitrators merely. On the contrary, it was 
to be treated
ns if there had been an appeal to the county Judge and the railway company 
was appealing against an adverse decision of his.

The question both parties desired to have decided was that 
stated by the chairman: Was or was not the bridge over the St. 
Lawrence River assessable property?

It is only fair to say that counsel for the municipality followed 
the chairman’s statement with a claim that counsel for the railway 
should admit that the bridge “was not on railway lands,” appar
ently to exclude a claim that it was exempted under sub-sec. 3 
of sec. 47 of the Assessment Act, which admission counsel for the 
railway company, evidently acting upon an understanding which 
had been reached, immediately made qualifying the admission 
afterwards with the statement that “some ]>ortions of the bridge 
might be on railway lands, but the whole bridge is over the 
St. Lawrence River.”

As a fact, the bridge1 is one known as a cantilever bridge which 
crossed the St. Lawrence, an international public river. It was 
contended at bar that this admission, when read with the con
current statements, was a concession as to the facts only, leaving 
the broad question open as one of law whether such a bridge 
“lut on the lands of the railway,” but crossing the St. Lawrence 
River came within the provisions of the Assessment Act.

It is well to note that while sec. 48 of the Railway and Muni
cipal Board Act, ch. 180, R.S.O., gives an a])]teal from the Board 
to a Divisional Court upon a question of jurisdiction or upon any 
question of law, suli-sec. 0 of sec. 80 of the Assessment Act, 
eh. 105, R.S.O., enacts:—

An nppnul shall lie from the derision of the Hoard under this section to 
a Divisional Court u|nui the question of law,

omitting any reference to questions of jurisdiction. Under both 
Acts, the appeals are dependent upon leave being obtained from 
the Divisional Court, but under the Assessment Act they are 
confined to appeals “upon questions of law,” while under the 
Board Act they expressly embrace questions of jurisdiction as 
well as of law. 1 conceive the legislature intended that in ;.!l
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cases where the Board had original jurisdiction under the Act 
constituting it. leave to appeal might lie granted either on ques
tions of jurisdiction or of law while such leave could only In* 
granit d from the Board’s decisions when acting under the Assess
ment Act as a Court of Appeal, on questions of law.

Leave on this appeal was only granted as it could only be 
granted under the provisions of the Assessment Act on a question 
of law. which in this particular ease was whether the particular 
bridge was or was not within the Assessment Act and liable to be 
assessed.

On the question of jurisdiction 1 have reached the conclusion 
that the Divisional Court of Appeal had jurisdiction to grant 
leave to appeal from the judgment of the Railway Board nul to 
hear and determine the question of law raised, and that the 
appeal to this Court from their judgment is competent.

I so hold upon the broad grounds that the parties to the 
appeal were within the jurisdiction of the Railway Board, that 
the subject matter of the appeal was one within the competence 
of that Board to decide upon and that while the agreed departure 
by the parties from the regular procedure to bring the matter 
before the Board was, it is true, a deviation from the cursus 
curia. it was not an attempt to give the Board a jurisdiction over 
the subject matter and the parties it did not possess, or such a 
departure from the ordinary practice by consent as would deprive 
either of the parties of the right of appeal from the Board's 
decision. No objection was taken to the jurisdiction of the 
Appellate Division to grant leave to appeal to that Court. No 
objection to the Appellate Division’s jurisdiction was raised before 
that Court on the.argument of the appeal. It is clear that all 
parties thought such an appeal would lie, and it hardly seems 
to me open to argument that the Court of Appeal acted as ar
bitrators only and not as a competent Court believing it had full 
jurisdiction over the subject matter and the parties.

The judgments of their Lordships of the Judicial Committee 
in the appeal of Pisa ni v. A Ai. far (HbraUar, L.R. ô I’.C. 510, in 
which Sir Montague Smith review's Bickclt v. Morris, L.R. 1 
ILL. Sc. 47, ami other cases upon the question 1 am discussing 
seems to me to lay down at p. 522 the true principle upon which 
deviations from the cursus curia’ should be determined,
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It is true that there was a deviation from the cunus ruriir, but the 
Court had jurisdiction over the subject, and the assumption of the duty of 
another tribunal is not involved in the question. Departures from ordinary 
practice by consent are of everyday occurrence; but unless there is an 
attempt to give the Court a jurisdiction which it does not possess, or something 
occurs which is such a violent strain upon its procedure that it puts it entirely 
out of its course, so t hat a ( 'ourt of Appeal cannot properly review the decisions 
such departures have never been held to deprive either of the parties of the 
right of appeal.

Ah to the merits, I have had much difficulty in construing and 
reconciling the several provisions and sub-sections of sec. 17 of 
the Assessment Act, but I agree that the language of sub-sec. 3, 
beginning with the words: “Notwithstanding anything in this 
Act containedmakes it clear that the superstructures, etc., 
“on railway lands” (outside of the specified exceptions named 
in sub-sec. 2 within which this bridge does not admittedly come) 
“shall not be assessed.”

This railway cantilever bridge spanning the St. Lawrence, it 
was claimed by respondent was admitted by Mr. Scott before the 
Hoard “not to be on railway lands” and so it was claimed not to 
be within the exemption of sub-sec. 3. Apart from such admis
sion, 1 would feel strongly inclined to hold that as a matter of 
law this bridge was on railway lands and was exempt.

For me, however, a larger and broader question arises than 
the meaning of the exempting clause read in connection with the 
admission referred to or irrespective of that admission and that 
is whether such a bridge as this comes within sec. 47 at all.

It is not enough to satisfy the Court that under the circum
stances and in view of the admission of Mr. Scott the bridge does 
not come within the exempting clause of the Act. The appellant 
must go further and shew that it comes with reasonable clearness 
within the provisions authorizing the assessment of railway 
property.

Where is the language to be found evidencing an intention on 
the part of the legislature to authorize the assessment of such a 
bridge or that part of it within Dominion territory? The soil 
of the river to the international line is in the ( Town, the abutments 
supiiorting the • are built in and upon the soil. The river 
is a public international river, and 1 agree with the Divisional 
Court that the bridge over that soil authorized to be so con
structed by the Dominion Parliament should be held, as the
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Divisional (’ourt hold, to lx* in one sense a part of the soil itself. 
It is a unique structure not provided for by the clauses of the 
Assessment Act authorizing the assessment of property.

Built under the authority and with the license of the Dominion 
Parliament over a public international river the soil of which to 
the Umndary line is in the Oown, with supi>orting piers in this 
Crown soil, this “superstructure” is then licensed by legislative 
authority for railway purpose* ami, as 1 have said, is part of that 
soil. I am unable to conclude that the word “highway” used in 
connection with the words “street or road” in clause (c) of sub-sec. 
2 of sec.47 includes this public international river. I am not able 
to find any words in the clauses authorizing assessments of bridges 
or superstructures on railways w hich would include such a unique 
structure ils this and Ixing unable to find language authorizing 
with reasonable dearness such an inclusion 1 must, of course, 
hold the bridge1 not be assessable. As was said by lord Chan
cellor Lorcburn in linnktwck Coal Co. v. Laurie, (1912] AX’. 105, 
at 110-11, quoted at p. 737 of Mr. Chartres's Book on the Judicial 
Interpretations of Workmen’s Compensation Law:—

We arc not at liberty to amplify an enactment so aa to ineliule within 
its amhit matters which the plain meaning of the language an* not
included, even if convinced that the omission was inadvertent and unde
signed.

1 would, therefore, dismiss the appeal with costs.
Idington, J. (dissenting) :—It is quite clear to me not only 

that the whole submission to the Board was irregular and a 
something never the Act, unless and until the
matter had been passed ufxm by the county Judge, after a 
pro|x*r trial which should have elicited and made clear all the 
relevant facts, but was also a limited submission proceeding 
iqxm the elimination of any claim to exemption on the ground of 
the bridge being on or over railway lands as provided for in sec. 
47, sub-sec. (3) of tin1 Act.

It puzzles one to understand why such a course should have 
been pursuit!. Assuming the Board had decided the other way 
1 mu at a loss to understand how such a proceeding and possible 
judgment could have overridden the plain terms of sec. 70 of the 
Assessment Act, making the roll as certified by the clerk, after 
the Court of Revision, final and binding upon all concerned.

The five gentlemen composing the Court of Revision are the

2^318393
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same who presumably chose to make that submission. They had 
no itower thus to interfere with the legal product of their own 
work thus validated by sec. 70.

A judgment of the Hoard under such circumstances was clearly 
not appealable to the Appellate Divisional Court.

It would be difficult to conceive of its being appealable, even 
if the language providing for an ap]>cal from the Hoard to the 
Appellate Division had been much more comprehensive than 
it is; unless for the limited purpose of having it declared to have 
Itecn made without jurisdiction.

Moreover, the appeal provided in assessment cases coming 
l>efore the Hoard to the Appellate Division is of a very limited 
character. It is somewhat analogous to that provided in the 
way of appeals to this Court from the Hoard of Hailway Com
missioners for Canada. It is limited to questions of jurisdiction 
and questions of law. [See. SO (0) of the Assessment Act.]

The next sub-section provides for the practice and procedure 
on such appeals following that prescribed in county Court appeals.

The whole jurisdiction rests entirely upon see. SO restricted 
by sulnsec. 0 unless, as may be arguable, aided by sec. 48 of 
the Ontario Railway and Municipal Hoard Act, eh. ISO, 
K.S.O., 1014.

Sub-sec. 1 of that section seems to give the Divisional Court 
express |>ower to hear appeals from the Hoard iqxm any question 
of its jurisdiction as well as upon any question of law.

As the appeal in any ease is only upon leave being given one 
might have expected the order giving leave to define what is to 
be dealt with. We get no aid in that regard from the order 
made herein giving leave. [See. 48 (3) aforesaid.]

I shall assume for our present purjiosos that these two sub
sections are applicable to such appeals as contemplated and pro
vided for by sub-sec. t> of see. 80 of the Assessment Act.

It is possible by doing so to give that some wider meaning 
than it might otherwise have in itself, ami lienee due to the 
Appellate Division, ]x>ssibly taking that view to so consider it.

In view of the course of the argument herein before us 1 should 
not express any definite opinion as to their applicability. I only 
desire, for argument’s sake, to assume that as far as jurisdiction 
of the Hoard came in question that may have been appealable

New York. 
R. Co.
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and that inferences of fact, from facts found by the Hoard, might 
on such an appeal he drawn.

The Division seems not only to have set aside,
or at all events overlooked, the terms of the submission, and 
proceeded as if the whole of the questions of both law ami fact 
possible to have been originally raised were open for it to deal with, 
as might be done in an ordinary ap)>cal and that notwithstanding 
the express concession of counsel as quoted above, emphasized 
by the express statement of the Board, " re, and by
the meaning evidently attached by him at the time, as the course 
of his argument before the Hoard indicates, to the concession he 
had made.

1 am unable to understand why, under the circumstances, 
the matter should have been again agitated, or |M*rmittod to lie 
so, before the Appellate Division.

Not only that but further evidence was introduced, a plan 
was tiled, and correspondence between the Registrar of the Court 
and counsel had, explanatory thereof. As the result of doing so 
the Appellate Division has discarded the ground taken by res- 

s, when before the Board as appellants, and adopted the 
ground delilieratcly abandoned before the Hoard, as the- basis 
of an opinion which should, if competent, lead to the Hoard 
reversing its judgment.

We have not Is'en helped much by anything appearing upon 
the* record to understand such a result as springing from a mere 
submission by the parties eoneemed to a tribunal chosen by them 
and acting entirely beyond the course defined by statute for such 
a tribunal to follow, when discharging its statutory duties.

1 am driven to the conclusion that the Appellate Division 
must have inadvertently overlooked the fact that the Hoard 
was acting and could not properly act in any other way than as 
the result of such a submission, and in such a case its deliverance 
was not appealable.

In such explanation as Mr. Scott offered us he frankly stated 
that at some stage in the proceedings before the Appellate Division, 
Mr. (logo, as counsel for respondent, called attention to the 
limiting effect of the concession which had been made, and some
thing ensued ils result which is not clear. The Court has not 
dealt at all with that aspect of the case.

^
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Mr. Kwnrt properly declined 1<> enter upon any tliseussion of 
the disputed faets upon or in regard to which a misunderstanding 
(to which he was no party) had evidently arisen, hut submitted 
to us in argument that the question was only one of law and 
involved no matter of fact.

For two reasons 1 cannot accede to that view. In the first 
place, as already stated, both questions of law and fact were 
taken and treated by the Hoard as taken out of the cast* sub
mitted to them. It is their understanding of what it was they 
complaisant I y had undertaken to decide, which must govern, 
and 1 respectfully submit ought to have governed all concerned.

In the next place it is impossible as the Appellate Division 
found, to treat the whole question involved as one of law. The 
course of calling for evidence of fact upon which to proceed puts 
aside Mr. Kwart's submission on that head. Tin* basic facts 
upon which to fourni and frame any opinion of the law to govern 
are disputed unless confined to what the Hoard expressly states 
was admitted and acted upon by it. There is no room left 
therein to draw inferences of fact found in the lease and plan filed 
in the Appellate Division.

Indeed, the lease alone now appearing in the case, presents 
many arguable questions of law as to the legal result thereof 
|h-fore applying the provisions therein as fact to the determination 
of the rights of the parties hereto under the Assessment Act.

The lease to the holding company is for VU years and it is by 
the terms thereof that company which must bear the burden of 
taxation. And the assessment roll, but for the curative clause 
already referred to is. I incline to think, defective in form in that 
connection.

Whether the contracting parties sought to avoid by the form 
of the provision in the lease relative to taxes, the claims of direct 
taxation of the holding company as being more favourable for 
all concerned than a taxation of the reversions, I know not.

Then, again, evidently there was in contemplation some 
improvements and additions to the structures to be made by the 
holding company and respectively become the respective proper
ties of the leasing companies at the expiration of the term.

Are such improvements ami additions taxable, and if so 
against whom?
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I nm not concerned with nil those things further than to point 
out the involved nature of the faets to Ih* determined before the 
Assessment Act can In* projierly applied. And 1 express no 
opinion U|m>ii their effect in that regard.

I may he iiertnitted, however, most respectfully to sugge st, 
from what appears in the ease, that if the Appellate Division had 
refused, as I submit it should have done, to entertain such an 
irregular appeal, the facts might have been better ascertained by 
the investigation in due course of law before the county Judge 
and then and thereafter fully considered and given due efleet to.

These considerations, moreover, suggest to me that the 
Appellate Division so far as it did go into an examination of the 
facts, went beyond its jurisdiction which was confined by the 
very terms of the Act enabling it to entertain any appeal to mere 
questions of law, even if the case could otherwise have lieen held 
ap|N*alable.

The case thus presented for our consideration in appeal is 
clearly one in which we cannot deal with the merits.

It falls in principle within what the House of Lords had to 
consider in the case of Burgekh v. Morton, (18%J A.C. 130. There 
the Court had determined, at the request of the parties, upon a 
submission to the said Court of an imperfectly stated case, and 
thcrcu|xm an appellate Court had heard an appeal from such 
determination on the like material and the House of Lords declined 
to go into tin* merits and confined irself to declaring that the 
appellate Court had no jurisdiction and to reverse it accordingly.

There are numerous cases upon the subject, but this one seems 
in principle, in its essential features, as nearly on all fours, as one 
might ex|M*ct to find, with what hapiiened and is involved herein.

Hut the question that has puzzled me most and in which we 
have not been able to elicit assistance from counsel is whether or 
not this Court can be said to stand in relation to the Courts 
below' in the same position as the House of Lords stood in that 
case and numerous others to the Courts ap|>eulcd from.

We must never forget that we are not, as the Court of (jueen’s 
Bench formerly in Kngland was, and its successors still are, 
possessed of an inherent jurisdiction in many ways to keep other 
Courts within the limits of the jurisdiction assigned them.

Our duties in this case are confined within the terms of sec. 
41 of the Supreme Court Act.
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It is quite clear that the Ap]>ellatc Division is a Court of 
last resort ami answers all the requirements of the section in any 
ordinary ease involving an assessment of not less than £10,000.

Do the words, “in eases where the ]>vrson or jiersons presiding 
over sueli Court is or are by provincial or municipal authority 
authorized to adjudicate," eliminate such a case as this?
• At first blush it seems incongruous for us to hold by virtue 
only of this section that the Court appealed from had no juris
diction and that we are entitled not only to so hold as a matter 
of opinion, but also to reverse on that ground.

Though counsel were invited to consider the section and aid 
us in regard to its construction no one has remarked upon this 
difficulty, and 1, therefore, am content to assume the difficulty 
I suggest as possibly in our way does not exist. Indeed, we have 
heard no argument on the section, though it was invited.

I have also observed since the argument the use in said section 
of the words "or municipal" therein which suggest the possi
bility of municipalities in some of the provinces being empowered 
by statute to submit to the Court of last resort in the province 
a question needing determination. I know of none in Ontario 
and assume if any other power given than what 1 have referred 
to it would have lx*en cited.

1 may also add that 1 have considered whether the mere power 
to express an opinion can be held an nut limit \ "to adjudicate" 
within the meaning of the words of the section. I conceive so, 
if the opinion is intended to be imperative when confined as it 
ought to be to a question of law. and hence there may be herein 
an adjudication within the meaning of the section.

Moreover, on due reflection, the authorization dealt with in 
these words is that over the subject matter involved in the section 
as a whole, and not only over such merely incidental matter 
as arising in its application. Many variations of that which has 
occurred herein or of an accidental excess of the jurisdiction of 
the Court might in course of time arise. It would seem as if to 
give effect to any of the objections 1 suggest might be too much 
in line with the microscopical method of analyzing a statute and 
thereby laying a foundation for frittering it away instead of 
fitting the whole to what it was intended for. In this case the 
attempting to do so would disappoint what I think was the evident
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purjiose of parliament in assigning to us the jurisdiction it has 
by the enactment in sec. 4L

Assuredly neither the formal judgment nor the opinion 
judgment gives us any right to assume that the Appellate Division 
imagined it was acting upon or pursuant to a submission by 
consent to obtain its opinion, or doing anything but determining 
as the Court of last resort in a province what it sup]>osod it had 
power to determine.

I do not see how we can escape from declaring our opinion 
that it is because of the incom]ietcncy of the Ap]>cllate Division 
to review and in effect reverse the Board that we are debarred 
from examining the case on its merits and as a logical result 
must give ils far as we can effect to such opinion.

Such a mode of dealing with ap|>enls eallii.g in question the 
jurisdiction of the Court ap|>enled from by merely expressing an 
opinion that the Court below had no jurisdiction was in vogue 
in Ontario (then Upper .Canada) at an early date. See the 
remarks of Hagarty, C.J., speaking for the Queen's Bench in 
F erg u not) v. Township of Ho trick, 2f» V.C.Q.B. 547, at T>f>3, in the 
year I860.

The later development of the law in Ontario appears in 
Howard v. Herrington, 20 A.R. Out., 175, ah led. 1 think, then by 
legislnt i ve enact ment.

It seems to me that we should not only declare the Ap|>ellate 
Division incompetent to pass ujmhi the judgment of the Board, 
but also give the judgment that Court should have given. To 
do so is to reverse its judgment.

There is a question suggested by the ease* of Bickett v. Morris, 
L.K. 1 ILL. Sc. 47, and the course of appellant in the Court 
below. In that case the Judge ordinary deviated from the 
cursus curio- and the party against whom he had decided appealed 
and succeeded, whereupon the unsuccessful party appeaUnl to 
the House of Lords when the objection of assent was taken. 
The Court held it was not disabled from pronouncing judgment. 
Though it was intimated that if the pursuer had been appealing 
his doing so might have been an answer to him, but not to one 
who had not acquiesced.

I cannot say that appellant acquiesced for its counsel raised 
the objection, though perhaps he did not take as determined a
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stand as some others might have done. Indeed, I douht much 
if it ever was competent for the present appellants to acquiesce 
in anything depriving or tending to deprive the municipality of 
its taxes to which its legal right was established by the Assessment 
Act until the liability of appellant therefor had been got rid of by 
due course of law.

In view of both parties having pursued the course taken in 
this case, I do not think costs should be allowed.

The only justification for such litigation as has been followed 
herein might be the hope of a final and binding decision upon the 
questions raised ami that was hopeless from the start if due regard 
had been had to the recognized state of the law.

In any result got or likely to be got it would not bind either 
party in future years. Indeed, even as to the year involved 
herein such a decision a either the Board or Appellate Division 
or this Court might render as against the appellant might 1m* 
tested by litigation rested U|Mm the prior validation of the roll by 
the Assessment Act and the result in the Court of Revision.

I, therefore, think the appeal should be allowed on the ground 
that the Court appealed from had no jurisdiction to promu nee 
the judgment it did or award the costs awarded.

Dt FF, .1.:—This appeal concerns the assessability under the 
provisions of the Ontario Assessment Act (R.S.O.. eh. It*/», secs. 
47 and 48) of part of a railway bridge owned and occupied by the 
respondents, the Ottawa and New York Railway Co., crossing 
the St. Lawrence River near Cornwall. Part of this bridge is 
within the territorial limits of the Township of Cornwall and was 
entered in the assessment roll for the year 1V11 of the appellant 
township and assessed at the sum of .8300,000.

Before coining to the merits of the question of the legality of 
the assessment there are two technical points which it will he 
convenient to consider together. The first concerns the com
petence of the present appeal, or, as 1 prefer to put it. the appeal- 
ability of the judgment of the Court of Appeal; and the second is 
the question whether assuming that judgment to be apjM'alable 
to this Court. it ought to be reversed on the ground that in tin- 
particular circumstances in which it was pronounced, the Court of 
Appeal had no authority to give judgment on the validity of an 
assessment under the statutory enactment or enactments, sec.
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NO, Asm'skiihiiI Avt, Hi. 9.î, R.S.O., Mil l; sec. IN. Hailxvay ami 
Municipal Hoard Avt, vli. INti, R.S.O., Mill, umlvr which it 
limfcsMil to act hocaiiH' the essential statutory prerequisites of 
that authority xvere wanting.

The proceeding inii-t lie briefly noticed. The respondent gave 
notice of appeal from the assessment to the ('ouit of Revision, 
and on that apfieul the assessment was confirmed. No notice 
of appeal to the County Court .lodge was given under see. 72 
of tlie Xssessinent Act. hut on Max 2“>. MII4, the respondent 
gave notice of appeal direct from the Court of Revision to the 
Ontario Railway and Muncipal Hoard, and on October 7 of the 
same year judgment was pronounced dismissing the appeal. 
On Decenilier I. Mil l, leave was obtained by the respondent to 
appeal to the Appellate Division under sec. Nil of the Assessment 
Act. ami on this appeal judgment xxas pronounced on April 2b, 
1015, declaring I lie assessment to be invalid. Moth parties appear 
to have concurred in the view that as the right of ap|ienl expressly 
given by the Assessment Act to the Railway and Municipal 
Hoard was a right of appeal from a decision of a County Court 
Judge pronounced under the authority of see. 72. ami that tin- 
respondents could mit without the consent of the npiiellant 
municipality bring the question disputed between them before 
the Hoard by way of direct ap|ieal from the Court of Revision; 
at the same time they apfiear also to have concurred in the view 
that the objection to the competence of such an appeal direct 
could lie effectively waived by tlie appellant municipality.

The objection was waived and the Hoard acting obviously on 
the view of the parties that the effect of the waiver was to bring 
the provisions of sec. Nil of the Assessment Act into play just as 
if there had been a judgment by the County Court Judge and 
they were hearing an appeal from that judgment, heard the 
appeal and pronounced judgment in favour of the municipality 
dismissing the appeal oil the merits.

It is now said against the municipality that this
order was not an order of the Hoard pronounced in exercise of 
its statutory jurisdiction and consequent lx that it was not appeal- 
able to the Court of Ap|>eal under see. NO of the Assessment Act. 
or see. IN of the Ontario Municipal and Railxvay Hoard Act ; 
and that in consequence the judgment of the Court of Appeal

3^47
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must be deemed to liaw liven a judgment pronounced in an appeal 
ht‘ar<l pursuant to a directio /># rsonmnn and not in exercise of any 
authority given hy law with the result, of course, that it is not 
appealable to this Court on the authority of linrge.su v. Morton, 
[lK<Hi| A.( 130, and the decisions referred to in the judgments of
the Law Lords in that ease. While on helialf of the appellant 
municipality it is said that the judgment of the Court of Appeal 
declaring the assessment in question invalid was a judgment 
which the Court of Appeal had no legal authority to pronounce; 
because the authority of tin* Court of Appeal in respect to such 
matters arises only when there is an appeal before that Court 
from an order made by the Board in a proceeding in which the 
Board itself would have had authority to deal with an assessment 
by pronouncing it valid or invalid, and that the Board in this 
instance had no such authority because the objection referred to 
above going to the statutory conditions of tin* Board's authority 
was an objection of the kind that cannot lie waived. The judgment 
of the Court of Appeal nevertheless, it was argued on behalf of the 
appellant municipality, is a judgment of a ( ourt of general juris
diction having inter alia authority certain conditions being 
satisfied to pronounce a judgment of the character of that now 
appealed from: that the judgment necessarily involves a decision 
that the conditions of jurisdiction existed, a decision appealable 
to this Court as being a judgment of a ( ourt of last resort in an 
assessment matter within the meaning of sec. 41 of the Supreme 
Court Act.

I have no difficulty in holding that the appeal lies. The 
judgment of the Court of Appeal is exfaeit a judgment pronounced 
in an appeal regularly before the Court after leave given under 
sec. SO of the Assessment Act. There is not a suggestion in the 
formal judgment, in the reasons for judgment, in the order giving 
leave, to appeal that the Court was acting otherwise than in the 
normal course. It must, therefore, be taken in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary, and there is none, that the appeal was 
heard and judgment was pronounced in the ordinary course of 
jurisdiction.

That being so. the jHiint as to the appealability of this judgment 
is, 1 think, disposed of by the judgment of the Court of Appeal 
in an appeal from a winding-up order made in exercise of the
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jurisdiction given by the Companies Act, 1802. In n Padslow 
Total Loss amt Collision Assurance Association, 20 ('h. I). 137. 
At p. 1-12. Sir (!eo. Jessel, M.R.. puts the matter in a sentence:—

The first |M>int to lie considend is whether, assuming that the association 
was an unlawful one, and that the Court had no jurisdiction to make the 
order, an n|i|ieal is the pro|M>r mode of getting rid of that order. 1 think 
that it is. I think that an order made by a Court of coni|>etcnt jurisdiction 
which lias authority to decide as to its own competency must he taken to 
he a decision by the Court that it has jurisdiction to make the order, and 
consequently you may appeal from it on the ground that such decision is 
erroneous.

In this connection t hreeother decisions may usefully lie referred 
to. In Pisani v. A.-C.for (iihrnltar, L.R. ô 1\C. Alt», il was in 
substance held that even where there was a deviation from the 
cursus curin' unless there was an attempt to give the Court a 
jurisdiction which it did not possess or a strain upon its procedure 
putting it so entirely out of its course that the decision could 
not properly be reviewed, such a departure does not deprive 
either party of the right of ap|>eal. 1 refer particularly to the 
judgment of Sir Montague Smith at p. 522.

Then there is Morris \. Davies, 5 Cl. F. 103, the effect of 
which is summarized in Sir Montague Smith's judgment at p. 
524. A new trial having been ordered, Lord L> ml hurst instead 
of sending the case back to a jury by consent of the parties heard 
and disposed of it himself. In the House of Lords the objection 
taken to the comjietenco of an appeal from Lord Lyndhurst’s 
decision was rejected by their Lordships on the ground that it 
was never intended that Lord Lyndhurst should try the case 
otherwise than as a Judge or that it was not to go on subject to 
all the incidents of a cause regularly heard in Court, including 
an appeal, if the parties so desired.

In Low v. General Steam Fishing Co., 11W./J A.C. 523, at 
528, the House of Lords had to consider the appealability of a 
judgment by the Second Division of the Court of Session, in these 
circumstances. On the hearing of a claim under tie* Workmen’s 
Compensation Act by a sheriff substitute, the sheriff substitute 
refused to state a case upon a question which was afterwards 
held to be a question of law. On appeal, the Second Division 
after intimating their view that the arbitrator was bound to 
state a case suggested that counsel should concur in a minute, 
the effect of which was that the case should be disposed of by
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the Second Division ns if upon u case stated by sheriff suhstitute 
in terms oi the statute, which was accordingly done. On appeal 
it was held by their Lordships that what was done merely 
amounted to an abbreviation of procedure and was not such a 
departure from the cursus curia as to deprive the parties of their 
ap|M*al. In the first and fourth of these eases it may Ik* noted 
that the jurisdiction in dispute was a special statutory jurisdiction.

The contention of the appellant municipality presents a more 
difficult question. The fii>t step i~ to consider t ho character of 
the order of the Board. There is sufficient evidence in the form 
of the order itself and in the reasons for judgment that the order 
was intended to be and was pronounced in exercise of the cor
porate authority of the Board. The meinbeis of the Board were 
not as individuals arbitrating in a matter before them by consent ; 
the order was pronounced upon a matter in respect of which it 
must be assumed they held themselves to have jurisdiction by 
reason of the fact that the objection above referred to had been 
waived.

riu* view of the Board and of the* parties was that waiver by 
the appellant municipality of the objection that no up]>cal lies 
to the Board from the ('ourt of Hexision /;rr mltum and consent 
that the appeal should be treated as an appeal from the county 
Judge was sufficient to give the Board power to grant the relief 
asked in exercise of its statutory authority; and it is manifest 
that the Court of Appeal treated the appeal before them as an 
api»cul in the ordinary course, and that they had no thought of 
exercising a jurisdiction resting upon consent alone.

In the view 1 take it is unnecessary to say whether or not the 
Board rightly decided that the objection to the appeal could be 
overcome by waiver. I have no difficulty in holding that by its 
conduct in concurring with the respondent company’s invitation 
to the Board to hold that the objection could be waived and in 
taking part in tin* appeal to the Court of Appeal which followed 
without objection the appellant municipality has precluded itself 
from contending on this appeal that the decision of the Board 
upon the point of competence was erroneous.

Two considerations weighing against this view have to be 
examined. (1), it is said to be a case for the application of the 
maxim “consent cannot give jurisdiction.” This, of course, simply
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lu-gs the* quest ion. Consent can give jurisdiction when it consists 
only in waiver of a condition which the law permits to he waived, 
otherwise it cannot. Where want of jurisdiction touches the 
subject matter of the controversy or where the proceeding is of 
a kind which by law or custom has been appropriated to another 
tribunal then mere consent of the parties is inoperative. No 
consent, for example, could give the Supreme Court of Ontario 
jurisdiction to hear a petition for determining the right to a seat 
in parliament. But the question before us is not whether the 
consent of the municipality did in point of law give the Board 
jurisdiction, but whether the municipality having concurred 
with the respondents in asking the Board to hold that such was 
the effect of consent, and the Board having so held and acted 
upon its holding, and the municipality having taken chances of 
a favourable decision by the Board, and by the Court of Appeal 
on that footing, can now. on appeal, dispute the Board's decision 
on the point of jurisdiction, (lenerally speaking, where tin* 
proceeding is of a character appropriate to a tribunal which has, 
in given conditions, jurisdiction over the subject matter and is 
competent to decide the question whether such conditions can 
be waived, it is competent to the parties to agree to recognize 
the validity of the tribunal’s judgment and thereby (if the trib
unal decide that it may act upon such an agreement and do so) 
to preclude themselves from raising afterwards the objection that, 
in tin particular case, some condition of jurisdiction was wanting 
in fact.

Reverting to the case before us, the question brought before 
tin1 Board was in itself precisely the kind of question which it. 
would be the Board's duty to determine under see. HU of the 
Assessment Act. and the object of the parties in omitting what in 
the circumstances they no doubt, without any disrespect regarded 
as the formality of an appeal to the County Court Judge was, 
to use an expression taken from a reported case to which 1 have 
referred, merely the abbreviating procedure and saving expense. 
The effect of such an agreement has been considered in a number 
of cases, to some of which it will be useful to refer. In Forrest 
v. Ilarvey, 4 Bell App. Cas. 197, the House of Lords had to con
sider the effect of a defendant appearing before the magistrates 
of Leith in answer to an application under a statute conferring
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jurisdiction with respect to small debts. It was admitted that 
the jurisdiction of the magistrate might have been successfully 
objected to on the ground of non-observance of certain essential 
formalities, and the principal question their Lordships had to 
consider was whether this defect had been cured by waiver, 
liord Brougham appears to have taken the view, although it was 
not strictly necessary to the decision that the defect could not 
have been cured by any agreement to waive the objection, and 
Lord Cot ten hum agreed that the mere failure to take the objec
tion at the earliest moment was not an answer to it. Lord 
( 'ottenham and Lord Campbell, however, concurred in holding 
that the parties might contract together in such a way as to pre
vent them disputing the competence of a tribunal which had 
assumed jurisdiction, although some otherwise essential statutory 
condition of jurisdiction were wanting. In Ex parti Pratt, 12 
Q.B.D. 334, at 341, the same principle, the primary Court being 
a superior Court, is expressed by Bowen, L.J., in these words

Tlu-rc is a good old-fashioned rule that no one has a right so to conduct 
himself before a tribunal as if he accepted its jurisdiction, and then afterwards 
when he finds that it has decided against him. to turn round and say. “ You 
have no jurisdiction.” You ought not to lead a tribunal to exercise juris
diction wrongfully.

It is not disputed that there was an express agreement between 
the municipality and the respondents to submit the point of 
competence to the judgment of the Board; to invite the Board 
to hold that it had jurisdiction: and 1 think the proper conclusion 
is that it is not open to the appellant municipality to raise by 
way of appeal this objection which 1 am now considering.

The second point touches the effect of the Ontario Assessment 
Act and the Railway and Municipal Board Act. It is said that 
the effect of sec. 70 of the Assessment Act is that the assessment 
roll is binding as finally passed by the Court of Revision except 
as altered on appeal to the Judge of the county Court and that 
this provision in fact forbids any exercise of jurisdiction by the 
Board or the Court of Appeal in the absence of an appeal to the 
county Court.

1 agree that if on the true construction of those statutes an 
agreement not to dispute the jurisdiction of the Board in the 
circumstances in question here is in conflict with the policy of the 
law, effect cannot be given to such an agreement. I do not think 
such is the effect of the statutes.
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The provisions of the Railway and Municipal Hoard Act and 
the Assessment Act relating to the flowers ami character of the 
Hoard as a tribunal evidence an intention on the part of the legis
lature that the Hoard should have jurisdiction, subject to review, 
to pass upon any question whether as regards any apjicnl touching 
a subject-mut ter within its competence the conditions precedent 
of its authority had been fullilled. |R.S.(>. eh. 180. HI 14, sec. 5, 
sub-sec. 4; sec 5 sub-sec. 5(6); see. 7; see. 21, sub-sec. 3; sec. 
21, sub-sec. 4; sec. 22; sec. 38 111 (2); see. 43; see. 48(1) (8); 
Assessment Act, eh. Htô R.S.O. 1014. sec. 80 (5) (0) ].

Sec. 21, sub-sec. 4, indicates an intention on the part of the 
legislature that it should lx* the duty of the Hoard to decide 
whether or not the conditions essential to its jurisdiction as regards 
any subject-matter within its coni|>etcncc have or have not l>een 
fulfilled, and 1 think the pro]>cr conclusion having regard to the 
quoted provisions as a whole, is, for all relevant purfioscs, inde
pendently of sec. 48, sul>-see. 8(6), that a decision of the Hoard 
upon such a question is equivalent to a decision of a superior 
Court. In so far as the decision relates to a question of fact 
it is final, in so far as it depends upon questions of law, then an 
appeal lies under sec. 48. It is not necessary to decide whether 
sec. 48, sub-sec. 8(6) applies to orders made by the Hoard in 
professed exercise of the jurisdiction given by some statute other 
than the Railway and Municipal Hoard Act. It is clear to my 
mind that a decision of the Hoard that the conditions of the 
jurisdiction under see. 80 of the Assessment Act have been 
observed, in so far as it is not a decision upon a mere question of 
fact, is a decision upon a question of law within that section and 
apfiealable as such. In those circumstances I see no reason 
why the parties to an appeal may not competently contract to 
accept the judgment of the Hoard on any such question as final; 
ami. if so, it would follow that a party inviting the Hoard to find 
on a certain state of facts that it had jurisdiction to deal with a 
subject-matter which is in given conditions within the cognizance 
of the Hoard and having had the advantage of the Hoard’s de
cision that it had jurisdiction by getting a hearing on the merits 
of a question which it desired to have dis|>osed of, could not after
wards Is* heard to say by way of appeal that the facts did not 
exist which were necessary in point of law to give the Hoard 
jurisdiction.
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dandy v. dandy, 30 ( 'h. I). 57, at 82; Rut v. Tin Mutual Loan 
Fund, 10 ().!«.I ). 1117. Sv<- Everest A St rot Ip, Estoppel.

Is tin- bridge assessable under secs. 47 and IS of the Ontario 
Assessment Act?

These provisions are, perhaps, a little wanting in precision, 
but one thing is not doubtful, and that is that "structures, sub
structures and superstructures" on "the roadway or right-of-way " 
are not assessable; il being understood that this does not apply 
to "structures, substructures and superstructures . . . upon,
in, over, under or affixed to any highway, street or road" except 
in the case of a mere crossing. It is also clear that all such 
"structures, sub-structures and Miperstructures" which are on 
“railway lands" and are used exclusively for railway purposes or 
incidental thereto are (with certain exceptions not material at 
present ) not assessable. By sub-sec. .">(//) of the interpret it ion 
section (see. 2), all structures and fixtures “erected or placed 
upon. in. over, under or affixed to any highway, lane or other 
public communication or water," are comprehended under the 
word "land." It was admitted on the hearing before the Board 
by the respondents that the part of the ' the assessment
of which is now in quest ion, is supported by piers resting on the 
bed of the St. Lawrence River, which is the property of the 
Crown; and 1 propose to consider the construction and applica
tion of the Act in view of this admission of fact and afterwards 
to discuss the point made on behalf of the appellant municipalit y 
that the admission was of such a character as to preclude the 
re? from invoking sub-sec. 3 of sec. 47 for any purpose
whatever. I should add, however, that it seems to me to be 
perfectly clear that both parties intended that the hearing before 
the Board should proceed and that the hearing did proceed upon 
the assumption that the bridge is lawfully where it is.

In these circumstances. I have reached the conclusion that on 
this question of the assessabilit y of the bridge the appellant muni
cipality must fail. It is a long settled rule that a given subject 
is not to be held to be a subject of taxation unless the intention 
to include it among the subjects of taxation is expressed in "clear 
and unambiguous language."

Oriental Rank ('ary. v. Wright, 5 App. Cas. S42. at 856; Simms 
v. Reg. of Probates, [19(H)] AX’. 323, at p. 337.
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TIm* rulv is so well settled anti ho wvll known that it is right 
to read every taxing Act on the assumption that it has I teen framed 
in view of the rule. 1 am not disposed to go so far as to say that 
the intent ion to exclude such property as that in question is 
clearly expressed in sec. 47. Hut on the other hand “railway” 
in my judgment in suit-sec. 2(a) is capable of being read as in
cluding a viaduct resting by piers upon land occupied solely 
under authority of a licenee to occupy, ami if it Ik- right to read 
it in that broad sense there can lie no question that this bridge 
is excluded by the last sentence of that clause. Nor have 1 any 
doubt (having regard to the part of the interpretation section 
quoted above) that sub-sec. 3 of see. 47 can reasonably be read as 
extending to structures such as this bridge.

These views of these provisions are not free from objection; 
but it is sufficient to find that, on a reasonable construction of 
the enactment upon which the ap]>cllunt municipality relies, the 
bridge is excluded. That is sufficient on the principle aliove 
indicated for holding it to lie noil-assessable. And that is the 
conclusion to which. 1 think, effect should be given.

I must add a word u|miii the effect of the admission made 
lief ore the Board. Counsel who api>cnrcd for the respondent 
company assumed that suli-sec. 3 had no application to the 
question before the Board ami said so. In this he was a little 
precipitate. But reading the proceedings as a whole 1 am quite 
convinced that it would be doing him an injustice to construe 
what was said during the course of the argument by him as 
amounting to an agreement (as one of the terms of the consent 
for the hearing of the appeal) that consideration of suli-see. 3 
should lie entirely eliminated.

It is quite plain, I think, that the admission went to the {mint 
of fact and to that only, that the piers supporting the bridge 
rested on the bed of the river which was public property. I do 
mit think that anybody was misled by that admission into think
ing that counsel was conceding that the bridge was wrongfully 
there or that he was consenting to a hearing of the appeal u|xm 
that fmiting; and 1 see no reason to sup]Kise, and I cannot suppose 
that counsel for the appellant municipality assumed that any 
such consent was licing given.

I entirely agree with Mr. Watson that the Court ought not
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to tolerate any attempt, if such an attempt were made, to recede 
from the admission of fact which undoubtedly was given whatever 
the consequences might he: hut giving full effect to that admission 
fairly construed from the point of view of both parties, I can see 
nothing which precludes us from considering and giving effect 
to sub-sec. 3 upon the basis of fact above indicated.

In the result 1 think the appeal fails and should be dismissed 
with costs.

Anulin, .1.: At the threshold of this appeal we are confronted 
by two questions of jurisdietion—one a question of the jurisdic
tion of the Appellate Division raised by the appellants; the other 
a quest ion of the jurisdiction of this Court, raised not by the 
resjMUidents but by the Court itself.

Ill lie Ontario amt Minnesota Power Co. and Town of Fort 
Frances, 22 D.L.R. 701. 32 O.L.R. 235, the Appellate Division 
on November 27. 1014, held that the Ontario Railway and Muni
cipal Board had no jurisdiction to entertain an appeal brought to 
it directly from a Court of Revision. In that ease the question 
of jurisdiction arose on an application for leave to appeal, made 
under R.S.O., 1914, eh. 195, see. 89. sub-sec. 0 (then 3 & 4 (ieo. 
V., eh. 4li, see. 13), from the decision of the Board that an appeal 
did not lie to it directly from the Court of Revision.

In the present case, decided in the Appellate Division on 
April 24», 1915, leave had been sought and obtained for an appeal, 
and, although the fact that the appeal to the Railway Board 
had been taken directly from the Court of Revision appeared on 
the face of the order of the Board and cannot conceivably have 
escaped the attention of the Appellate Court, if proceeded to 
hear the appeal and to deal with it, so far as the certificate of 
its judgment shews, in the ordinary course, as from a decision of 
the Board made in the exercise of its jurisdiction under sec. 80 
of the Assessment Act. Why? Certainly neither because the 
Court had forgotten that within six months it had affirmed the 
decision of the Railway Board that no appeal lay to it directly 
from the Court of Revision, nor because it meant to reverse that 
recent judgment without alluding to it. That is to me inconceiv
able. Then why? Either because the ( ourt regarded the consent 
or waiver upon which the Board had proceeded as involving an 
agreement that its decision should be subject to an appeal to the
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Appellate Division that Court thus itself proceeding by consent 
or because, applying the ratio of the decision in Morris v. Davits, 
•") ( *1. iV: F. 103, and giving effect to the consent or waiver according 
to the intention of the parties, it allowed it to operate so as to 
make the decision of the Board regular and subject to the right 
of appeal conferred by the statute. That such a consent may be 
given that effect was the basis of the decision of the Judicial 
Committee in Pisa ni v. A Ai. for (libraltar. L.R. f> 1\C. 510, at 
521 et stq.

If the Appellate Division proceeded upon the former assump
tion its opinion as certified would not be a “judgment of the Court 
of last resort within see. 41 of the Supreme Court Act. Its 
validity and binding effect would depend wholly upon the consent 
on which it was based; it would not be for any purpose appealable 
to this Court: and this appeal should be quashed.

But if the Appellate Division had proceeded by consent that 
fact would almost certainly have appeared on the face of the 
certificate of its judgment. The certificate is silent as to consent 
and is in the form usual upon appeals from the Railway Board. 
It would, therefore, seem to me more probable that the Court 
dealt with the order of the Board as appealable to it under sec. 
SO of the Assessment Act. As already pointed out, it cannot 
have made the mistake of considering that the Board had juris
diction apart from consent or waiver to entertain an appeal 
directly from the Court of Revision. It follows that, if the 
Appellate Division did not itself proceed by consent, it must have 
deemed the question of jurisdiction concluded.

But. it may be said, the jurisdiction of the Appellate Division 
was purely statutory and the principle of the judgments in 
Morris v. Dories, .1 Cl. & V. 1(13, and I*iso ni v. A Ai. far (libraltar, 
L.R. 5 P.C. 511», is inapplicable. Without at all acceding to that 
contention, if it be sound, the parties having both acquiesced 
in that Court hearing and disposing of the appeal to it in the 
exercise of its curial function, and not as a body proceeding by 
consent only and discharging the function of quasi-arbitrators, 
upon the principle of the decision in Pickett v. Morris, L.R. 1 
ILL. Sc. 47, there is a personal bar against either of them taking 
the ground, whether for the purpose of entirely precluding an 
ap]H>al to this Court, or of preventing an apjwal upon the merits.
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that the decision of the Appellate Division is not a final "judg
ment of the Court of last resort in the province,” made in the 
exercise* of its jurisdiction under see. SO of the Assessment Act, 
and, therefore, appealable to this Court under see*. 41 of the 
Supreme Court Act. That this Court has jurisdiction to entertain 
this appeal, if only for the purpose of determining that the judg
ment of the Appellate Division was pronounced without juris
diction, is the appellants' contention. But, upon the authority of 
liickelt v. Morn's, L.K. 1 ILL. Sc. 47. they cannot he heard to 
urge that ground of appeal. If the Appellate Division proceeded 
by consent, there would be no appeal whatever from its order; 
if it did not proceed by consent, its judgment is subject to appeal 
and. its jurisdiction not being open to question, the appeal must 
be dis]H)sed of on t lie merits.

Sec. 48 of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board Act, 
in my opinion, has no application to appeals under see. SO of the 
Assessment Act. If it had. its 8th sub-section would have con
cluded against the appellants the question of jurisdiction raised 
by them.

On the merits 1 agree that the authorization by parliament, 
in the exercise of the paramount jurisdiction conferred upon it 
in regard to railways extending beyond the limits of a province, 
of the construction of the bridge in question not only renders the 
occupation by it of the land upon and over which it is erected 
lawful, but vests in the railway company owning the bridge such 
an interest in that land that it may be deemed for the purpose 
of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 47 of the Assessment Act iR.S.O., 1914, eh. 
195), railway land upon which a superstructure is erected, and 
that such superstructure is, therefore, exempt from assessment.

It is very strongly argued either that it was made a condition 
of the consent of counsel Idr the municipality to the Railway 
Board hearing the appeal to it from the Court of Revision, that 
the appeal should be dealt with on the footing, or that there 
was an admission of counsel for the railway company binding 
upon his clients, that the bridge in question does not stand on 
railway lands. So far as such a condition can be established, 
it must be strictly observed; so far as any such admission is an 
admission of fact it is undoubtedly conclusive. But a mere 
admission upon a matter of law is equally clearly not binding, and, 
if erroneous, may, and should, be ignored by the Court.
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An examination of tin- record makes it clear that counsel for 
the municipality did not ask for, ami counsel for the company 
did not assent to, any such admission licing made as a condition 
of the Board proceeding to hear the appeal as if it had been 
brought from a decision of the county Judge.

The only admission that is binding is that the bridge 
is over the St. Diwrenee Hiver and is there with the per
mission of the Crown. The statements that it is not on railway 
lands and that sub-see. 3 of sec. 17 does not apply are merely 
mistaken admissions of legal consequences which were not asked 
for as conditions of the Board being allowed to assume jurisdiction 
and are, therefore, not binding u|niii the company.

If I had not reached the conclusion that the respondents’ 
bridge is exempt under suli-sec. 3 of sec. 17, and that there i> 
nothing to preclude their invoking that sub-section, 1 should be 
prepared to sustain the judgment of the Division on
the ground that a bridge situated as is that in quest ion. is not 
declared by the statute to be a subject of taxation with sufficient 
clearness and certainty to justify its being assessed.

1 would, for these reasons, dismiss this appeal.
A/i/u ni (liKUiissrtl.

STONEY POINT CANNING CO. v. BARRY.
Ontario Supnim Court [pptllali Division, Mvrvdith, C.J.C.I1 2., ami lliddvll.

Lvnnoi and ManU n, JJ. April l\, I ft in.

1. Principal ani> ai.kxt (| II I) 25» Authority to pi uni ask -Cîknkkai.
OK 8PK<I.U. RaTIKK ATION.

A |M*n»on originally employed ns a "special agent" for purchasing 
certain goods max l»\ the subsequent conduct of the parties become a 
■‘general agent " for purchasing that class o! goods; such purchase* 
being xxithin the scope n| the business intrusted to him. and a number 
having lieen ratified by bis employer, parties with whom In- deals baxi 
a right to assume that he has full authority to make such purchases.

2. Principal and aoint (| Il C 20) Sputum; commissions I rai n
RkPI IIIATION nv principal.

The fact that the “general agent" of a buyer arranges to "split 
a commission with the seller's broker, in accordance xvilh a practice 
"common in that class of business," does nut of itself entitle the buyer 
to subsequently repudiate the purchases on the ground that they have 
Ix-en secured by fraud and collusion.

Appeal by the plaint ill" from a judgment of Middleton, J.. 
in an action to recover the difference lictween the contract price 
of goods, and the price realized on a resale, the defendant having 
refused to accept delivery.

The judgment apiiealed from is as follows:

97
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This is one of those unfortunate cases in which a serious 
loss must be borne by one of two innocent parties, owing to 
the misconduct of a third person, who is financially worthless.

Mr. Desmarais, who is really the plaintiff, acted, 1 think, 
in perfect good faith throughout—supposing that he had in 
truth made the contract sued upon with Mr. Harry, who was 
carrying on business under the name of John Harry A: Son. On 
the other hand, Mr. Harry acted, I think, throughout, with per
fect honesty, and 1 accept his evidence without question.

The real issues in the action relate to two supposed contracts 
for the purchase of canned tomatoes. There is a minor issue 
arising out of an earlier contract, concerning which there is no 
dispute, and this may as well be first cleared up. Upon this 
contract tomatoes were sold, but the purchaser was unable to 
accept delivery. He requested the vendor to arrange for storage. 
There was no place readily available, and the vendors finally 
arranged to have the tomatoes cared for in the basement of the 
Roman Catholic Church at Stoney Point. Naturally this has 
occasioned a good deal of expense, greater than the ordinary 
charge for warehousing canned goods. The ordinary charge 
would amount in round figures to $100. The claim made amounts 
to $400. I cannot say that this is unreasonable, and the plain
tiffs should, in any event. have judgment for this amount.

The first transaction concerning which there is dispute re
lates to the purchase on the 12th October, 1011, of eleven thou
sand east-K of canned tomatoes, three dozen to the ease, at the 
price of $16,879.50. The second transaction relates to the pur
chase of twelve thousand cases of tomatoes by the acceptance 
of an option dated the 1st October, 1914, at the price of $18,000, 
the acceptance said to have been by letter of the 7th November, 
1914. The controversy in both cases is as to the authority of 
one Durocher, who purported to make the contract in the name 
of the defendant. It may he taken for granted, l think, that 
Durocher had not in fact any authority to make the contracts; 
and the question really is, whether the defendant is precluded 
from denying Durocher’s authority because of having held him 
out as his agent under such circumstances that authority would 
be presumed.

The whole story is extraordinary. Durocher is a compara
tively young man, who had failed in his own business. Harry

Canning
(Jo.
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had succeeded to the business carried on for many years by his 
father, and is a successful business man of considerable means. 
As a mere act of friendship towards Durocher, Barry had given 
him office room in his office. He allowed him to bring his desk 
there and make it his business headquarters. While there, 
Barry had permitted Durocher to avail himself of the services of 
Barry's stenographer, and Durocher had, for his own purposes, 
used Barry’s stationery.

Last summer there Mas a good deal of talk of crop failure. 
When Mar Mas declared, there Mas much conjecture as to the 
demands that Mould be made upon the goods available on the 
market. Durocher and Barry naturally Mere much throMii 
together, although Barry was a great deal axvay from the oflice. 
Durocher talked to Barry of tin* possibility of making money by 
purchasing eaimcd goods, and finally Barry sanctioned the pur
chasing of $15,000 or $20,000 Morth. In the meantime, Durocher 
had been making inquiries from different persons as to the mar
ket prie esc commodities. Barry learned that Durocher, 
in making these inquiries, had used his (Barry’s) trade name, 
but he did not regard this as a matter of any particular signifi
cance, thinking it Mas in line with Durocher’s suggestion that 
profitable contracts could be made, and in none of the letters 
Mas there anything more than mere inquiry as to price and terms. 
When Barry gave Durocher the authority to buy the quantities 
specified, he kncM* that Durocher went on the market to buy; 
and, when drafts for the price came* in, he accepted them, upon 
Durocher’s assurance that they were all right. The purchases 
so made exceeded the amount authorised, but the excess Mas 
trivial, and none of these purchases are in controversy here.

It should be also mentioned that Barry had aided Durocher 
financially to a very considerable extent. Durocher’s remaining 
business consisted almost entirely of some vinegar works in 
Montreal. Barry financed him in connection with this; and, at 
the time of the transactions now involved, Durocher was hope
lessly indebted to Barry. The question ot remuneration of Duro
cher for the services rendered in the purchasing of these goods 
does not appear to have been discussed. It M’as understood that 
some remuneration would be allowed, but Durocher’s debt was 
so great that this remuneration M’ould at most be a small credit 
upon the large total.

ZZ
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The Stoney Point Canning ('oinpany had placed their out
put in the hands of W. B. Millman A- Sons, who acted as bro- 
kers for the Independent ('aimers. Durocher, without Barry’s 
autlioritv, on the 5th August, BU I, made a contract to purchase 
in Barry’s name fifty thousand eases of tomatoes. This was 
supposed to be made up by allocation of portions among the 
different eanners represented by Mr. Millman. Millman, on 
the 5th October, 1914, made an allocation, and asked the assent 
of Durocher to this. The Stoney Point Canning Company 
were given as their share eleven thousand cases. Durocher 
assented in the name “John Barry & Sons, per A. Durocher;” 
and, on the 12th October, the usual bought and sold notes were 
sent by tin* broker.

On tilt* 23rd November, a draft was made for the purchase- 
price, accompanied by an invoice. This draft was not presented 
to Barry mitil the 28th, when it was nut accepted; Mr. Barry 
telling the banker that no such draft was authorised.

The second contract in controversy arose in this way. Duro
cher, at the time of making the contract already referred to, had 
conceived this scheme of cornering all the goods which were not 
controlled by the Dominion Cannera Association, and then 
forcing the situation with the Dominion (aimers in such a way 
as to mure to his own benefit. Following out this scheme, he 
procured options from the different eanners for the whole of tlieu- 
prospective output for the year 1914; the earlier contract re
lating to the 1913 pack. These options he took in the name of 
John Barry & Sons, tin- option to remain open until the 1st 
November, 1914. The option was not exercised within the 
time; but, on the 7th November, Durocher purported to exercise 
the option, signing the documents in the name of John Barry & 
Sons “per A. Durocher.” The time for acceptance had been 
in some way informally extended, and the plaintiffs recognised 
the right to accept by their letter of the 19th November, when 
they said they were drawing for the price under both contracts.

Turning now to the real relations between Durocher and 
Barry: there never was any relationship of master and servant. 
Durocher never had any general authority from Barry, lie had 
been authorised to purchase certain goods for Barry, and the 
transaction had grown to much larger bulk than originally con-
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templatecl. Two letters, of the 7th November and the 8th Nov
ember, respectively, are of importance. At this time Harry was 
finding himself most seriously embarrassed by the large quantity 
of goods which he was carrying. He had been led into this by 
Durocher. He was looking to Durocher to help him out of the 
situation. The bank which held Harry’s notes was pressing. 
The market was poor. Un the 7th October, Durocher wrote from 
Toronto stating that, as the result of a meeting of Canned Foods 
Limited—i.e., of a combination opposed to the Dominion ( mi
ners—he had secured an option till the next Monday on the 
balance of their pack, one hundred and twenty-five thousand 
cases. He suggested that he could not sec any way out except to 
try and gobble up all the tomatoes left unsold in the hands of these 
packers, and also those outside, about seventy-five thousand 
cases additional, and then to approach the Dominion Canncrs. 
Durocher said he would not commit himself to any further pur
chases, but was getting options on the best terms possible, 
and suggested to Harry to see the bank and ascertain what could 
be done, ns they might have to “swing these goods” until spring.

To this Harry replied on the 8th, stating that he already owed 
the bank over $140,(NX), covering payments falling due on Duro- 
cher’s purchase, and he did not wish to incur any further liabil
ity or to borrow any more money; he had all he could carry, and 
he would nqt attempt to purchase the two hundred thousand 
cases, assuming a liability of approximately $300,000, single- 
handed. He then urges an effort to sell, so that he may be in 
funds to meet his notes. He hoped for some report of progress 
in the negotiations with the Dominion Canners.

Negotiations were continued by Durocher, and on the 15th 
he wired Harry asking him if he would give an option on his in
terest in the deal—that is, as I understand it, upon the tomatoes 
he had already purchased—for $10,000 profit. Apparently this 
was assented to, as on the 10th Harry wrote Durocher stating 
that he hoped he would succeed in turning the deal over at 85 
cents, “with the division we discussed.”

On the 20th, this was followed by another letter, stating: 
“We are heavily overdrawn in the bank, and if you do not make 
a deal with the parties you arc negotiating with it will be neces
sary to sell, to realise enough to cover these drafts.”
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On the 21st, Barry again writes, giving Duroeher a list of 
payments falling due, $174,775, and advising “the bank will 
make no further advances, and there must be a sale to enable the 
drafts to be met”—again referring to the $10,000 coming to him 
on the basis of a sale at 85 cent s—and suggesting a mode of ap
proach to those with whom Duroeher was negotiating.

Again, on tin* 2Gth, Barry wrote urging realisation. About 
this time an interview took place with the representatives of the 
Dominion (.'aimers, at which Barry was present, but nothing was 
accomplished.

About the 4th November, Barry again wrote from New York: 
“If deal goes through, we must get some money quick; if deal 
does not carry, we must sell some goods quick by wire to realise. ”

The next document of importance is an undated letter, ex
hibit 14, probably written on tin* 19th November. A telegram 
had been sent on the same day, asking for funds to cover ex
penses. The letter first refers to this. Duroeher appears to 
have been fairly well convinced that his negotiations with the 
Dominion Canners would be abortive, unless through some 
masterpiece of strategy he could change the situation. He 
had prepared a telegram which he proposed sending to the trade, 
offering to undersell the Dominion Canners’ prices, and this he 
had placed before the officers of that association. He then prom
ised to turn all his effort to the selling of the goods irrespective 
of the Dominion ('aimers or any organisation. His threatened 
telegram was sent with this letter. This telegram was to be in 
the name of Barry & Sons, advising that that firm had purchased 
from the Independent Canners and controlled all unsold goods 
of 1914 pack. To this Barry replied next day, by wire: “Not 
losing nerve, but bank insists covering overdraft and meeting 
payment. Must sell or arrange to get fifty or sixty thousand, 
December 1st. Wire fully collect.” The reply to this is not pro
duced. It was probably a request for a meeting, as Barry 
wired Duroeher on the 21st November: “Impossible: have to go 
to New York Monday ; think you had better come down to
night. ”

On the 23rd, Barry wired, apparently in response to some other 
message, that he was leaving for New York, but would go to 
Toronto, “if you wire me to-day that you will then be in a posi-
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tion to conclude definite arrangement without further delay." 
Barry went to New York, returning to Montreal on the 27th; 
and on the 28th the draft already mentioned was presented, 
which was the first intimation Barry received that Duroeher 
had been exceeding his authority. He wired that day to Duro- 
cher: "Everything stopped; you must come down to-night and 
bring all contracts and documents with you.” Mr. Barry at
tempted to see his solicitor, but the latter was out of town. Next 
day was Sunday. On the 30th, after consulting his solicitor, 
Barry wired Duroeher: “You must not sign our name to any cor
respondence or document unless authorised;" and also, by an
other wire, “Must repudiate option you exercised without auth
ority," and instructing notice to be given to Flynn, a merchant 
who also had an unauthorised contract, and stating that Barry 
would himself send such a notice. A third telegram appears to 
have been sent on the same day, “Have you received any definite 
offers?" Durocher’s reply, sent, as stated by Mr. Thomas, 
when Duroeher was intoxicated, was, “Cannot repudiate con
tracts and will not do so." Barry then sent out letters, dated 
the 1st December, to all those with whom he thought Duroeher 
might have had dealings, repudiating any authority in Duroeher. 
From that time on there were communications, but in none of 
these was there any ratification of what had been done by Duro- 
cher.

The situation seems to me plain upon the facts. Duroeher 
never had any authority; there never was any ratification; and 
there never was any holding out by Barry. This being so, the 
plaintiffs must fail.

In scrutinising the documents produced, the real question 
must be kept clearly in mind. The correspondence between 
Barry and Duroeher may justly be looked at carefully to ascer
tain whether credence should be given to the statements made 
by both that Duroeher had no authority; but documents which 
were never communicated to the plaintiffs must not be looked 
at with a view of seeing whether possible inferences might 
be drawn if these wc.e evidence upon the holding out branch of 
the case. That branch of the case must r<*st on holding out to 
the plaintiffs, either directly or indirectly.

Vpon another branch of the defence the plaintiffs must, 1
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think, also fail. Mr. Millman, who says that he regarded Duro- <>NT- 
cher as Harry’s broker or agent, agreed to divide with Durocher S. ('. 
the commission which he as vendor’s broker would be entitled Stonky
to receive. Mr. Millman seeks to shew that that division was I’oim

not to be with Durocher, but between Millman and Harry & c,>.
Sons. I cannot so find upon the evidence. „ *’•

In Hitchcock v. Sykes (1913), 29 O.L.R. 0, I stated my view 
(p. 14) that the payment of any sum to any person occupying 
any fiduciary position, by way of secret commission, is fraudulent 
and cannot be permitted to be explained away, and that, as 
held in Panama and South Pacific Telegraph Co. v. India Rubber 
Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Co. (1875), L.R. 10 Ch. 515, 
any surreptitious dealing between one party to a contract and 
the agent of the other party is a fraud in equity, and invalidates 
the agreement. Although this was said in a dissenting opinion, 
that view was subsequently sustained (sec the judgment of the 
Court of Appeal, 13 I).L.R. 548 et seq., and Hitchcock v. Sykes. 23 
I).L.R. 518, and I am informed by counsel who presented a peti
tion to the Privy Council for leave to appeal, that their Lord- 
ships expressly assented to this view.

The action therefore fails, save as to the 8400 for storage.
This forms a very small portion of the controversy, and ought 
not substantially to affect the incidence of costs. The plaintiffs 
will have judgment for $400 and costs fixed at 875. The defend
ant will have the costs of the action, save any that relate solely 
to the $400, these amounts to be set off pro tanto.

At the trial I gave leave to amend by setting up the pay
ment of the commission. This amendment ought to be made 
before the judgment issues.

/. F. llellmuth, K.C., and ./. (1. Kerr, for appellants.
If. McKay, K.C., for respondent.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The trial Judge said that this is a case cTcîp.’ 

in which one of two innocent parties must suffer from the wrong
doing of a third person: if so, the word “innocent” must be a very 
elastic one, and in its use, or misuse, may sometimes cover a 
multitude of sins. The plaintiffs' innocence in this cast1 con
sisted of entering into an ordinary contract of sale of goods, to 
the defendant, in the usual manner of merchants’ dealings the 
one with the other; the whole correspondence between them having 
been carried on directly through His Majesty’s post offices. The
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innocence of which the defendant was guilty was in placing in 
the hands of his “dear” friend and associate, the witness Arthur 
Durocher, the weapons by which, if the judgment in appeal stand, 
the plaintiffs shall have been “bled” to the extent of about 
$8,000, largely in the defendant's own counting-house.

The plaintiffs, in ordinary mercantile methods, by corres
pondence, conveyed in the public mails, and properly directed 
to the defendant, entered into negotiations with him—in answer 
to a letter from him so conveyed to them, which letter was the 
beginning of all the business between the parties to this action- 
which ended in the contracts in question being made: and these 
simple indisputable facts make, as it seems to me, a strong prima 
fade case of a legal right to enforce those contracts in this action. 
Then how is that case met? Not by evidence that the plaintiffs’ 
letters were stolen,and the answers to them forged, by the writer of 
them for his own gain. On the contrary, it is admitted: that the 
plaintiffs’ and their brokers’ correspondence came, in due course, 
to the defendant’s office, and that, under his directions, but 
during his absence, they were given to the witness Arthur Duro
cher, to be dealt with and answered by him; in the defendant’s 
office, where his office desk, and work, was, and was done, and 
had been for some considerable length of time; that such correspon
dence was so dealt with there, the defendant's answers to the 
plaintiffs’ and their brokers’ letters being either written by the 
witness Arthur Durocher, or written by the defendant's stenog
rapher upon his dictation, all upon the defendant’s busin<*ss 
stationery, and in all things, even to the postage* stamps, dealt with 
as the business letters of the defendant; and that all were signed 
in the firm name in which the defendant was carrying on busi
ness^—some with only his rubber stain]) signature, kept for that 
purpose—but some having in addition the word “per” and the 
letter “D.” or the signature “A. Durocher” following it.

A number of contracts were thus made, for the purchase of 
goods such as those in question, all signed by Durocher in the 
firm’s name per himself; and most of them have been carried out 
by the defendant as his contracts, although the authority for 
making most of these seems to be now denied by the defendant 
in the same manner as the authority to purchase those in ques
tion is. Among the contracts so made was one, at least, with 
the plaintiffs, the validity of which was never questioned, and
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which hits been carried out, and that was the first contract In*- <>^T. 
tween these parties. But it is now said: that the making of the s. c. 
contracts in question, which were parts of larger ones “split Stoney 

up” among several other manufacturers as well as the plain- Point
(. ANNINO

tiffs, was not authorised by the defendant, and that, although Co. 
made in substantially the same way as all the contracts which 
have been carried out, the defendant is not liable upon them.

Meredith,
The circumstances under which it was made arc these. Until c jcp. 

some time in the earlier half of the year 1914, the defendant had 
not dealt in such goods as those in question—commonly called 
“canned” or “tinned” goods. His friend and associate, the 
witness Arthur Duroeher, had; and. when the defendant did enter 
into this branch of trade, he did so evidently depending upon 
Duroeher and his knowledge and skill in it. The defendant’s 
story is, that he authorised the purchase of only twenty thousand 
cases, but Duroeher bought, according to the defendant’s testi
mony, ninety-four thousand, for all of which the defendant ac
cepted and admits liability. The market was stagnant, and, if 
nothing were done to avert it, there would be great loss upon the 
goods thus purchased; and, besides that, the defendant was not in 
a position financially to carry so large a load of stagnant stock.

In these circumstances, there seems to have been but one of 
two things to be done: submit to the loss, which is always a 
hard thing to do; or else “comer the market,” which being in
terpreted means get substantial control of some particular mar
ketable produce in such a way as to be able to control its market 
price and then sell to great advantage, an heroic remedy as well 
as an alluring and exciting undertaking: the witness Arthur 
Duroeher naturally preferred this course; and his familiar and 
confiding friend, the defendant, assented to and took part in an 
effort to relieve the situation and make much money in this 
way; and, as in all the “canned goods” transactions, this one was 
left in the hands of the witness Arthur Duroeher; and, more than 
that, all the defendant’s letters upon the subject were handed 
over to him, because the operations were intrusted to him. Much 
negotiation took place; an office was opened in Toronto in the 
defendant’s name, with money supplied by the defendant; twice,
I think, the defendant came to Toronto solely about, and took 
part in, these operations; and was fully advised by letter and 
telegram of them. After varying fortunes, and earnest efforts to
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make the heroic remedy a success, it ended in failure, leaving on 
the defendant’s hands, if the contract in question binds, him, 
one hundred and seventy thousand cases more of “canned goods” 
than he had before, of which the twenty-three thousand in 
question in this action formed part.

The loss is a very considerable one: and the failure of the 
heroic remedy, a very serious one: so serious that naturally the 
defendant is extremely anxious that the loss should fall upon 
any one rather than upon him. Hut how can he escape? The 
means adopted for that purpose, and very forcefully urged by 
Mr. McKay in his behalf throughout this action, is: that really 
he had nothing to do with this attempted remedy for his over
stocked condition, and coup by which he was to be so much 
enriched: that it was entirely an affair of the witness Arthur 
Duroeher, carried on against the defendant’s wishes and without 
any kind of authority from him.

But how can such a contention succeed, in the face of the 
indisputable main facts of the ease? The whole thing began, 
and was carried on throughout, with his knowledge and con
sent, in his business name, a name long used by his father before 
him as well as himself, and a name well known and trusted in and 
by the business community: and which began, and was carried 
on to conclusion, in connection with correspondence addressed 
and sent, in the manner I have already mentioned, to the defend
ant, and correspondence in answer to such correspondence, com
ing in all things as if in due course from the defendant. The 
new office, in Toronto, was opened in the way and with the means 
I have mentioned, and the defendant in person went from his 
place of residence or from New York to Toronto once or twice for 
the sole purpose of seeing about the buying up operations, and 
in person took some part in them.

Among the many evidences in writing making it impossible 
to come to any other conclusion, let me refer to two only: the 
heart-courageous telegram : “Not losing nerve, but the bank 
insists . . . ,” sent by the defendant to the witness Arthur
Duroeher more than a month after the purchase of eleven thou
sand cases of the goods in question : and the telegram of the 26th 
November, sent somewhat broadcast in the defendant’s business 
name, announcing the purchase of all the Independent Canners’
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poods, and fixing prices, of which telegram the defendant had 
knowledge, but never in any way repudiated.

It is not a question whether the defendant assented to. or 
did not assent to, any particular sale : that narrow view of the 
ease seems to have led to some serious misconceptions of the 
parties’ rights: there was the general power, and the authority, 
to use the defendant’s name in these operations: they could not 
have been carried on without that; no one would have wasted 
an hour upon any scheme that had no more than the credit, 
financially, of the witness Arthur Durocher behind it: the de
fendant knew this; no one concerned in the matter could help 
knowing it; and, in view of the manner in which the correspond
ence began and was carried on throughout, the purchases made 
by Durocher and treated by the defendant as binding upon him, 
the opening of the office in Toronto, and the defendant’s per
sonal participation in the negotiations for the purchase of a con
trolling interest in the output of the “independent” factories, 
with a lull knowledge that all had been done and was being done 
in his name and on his credit, how is it |M>ssible for him to escape 
liability on the contract in question merely because he did not 
give any specific authorisation respecting it? It is idle to con
tend that all that was done and authorised by the defendant was 
done and authorised merely for the purpose of selling his goods 
on a stagi ant and impossible market.

The triid Judge took quite too narrow a view of the evidential 
purposes to wnich the correspondence between the defendant and 
the witness Arthur Durocher might be put; it is helpful, very 
helpful, on the question of estoppel, in so far as it contains admis
sion of facts and circumstances relied upon by the plaintiffs as 
having led them into the contract as being one really made with 
the defendant

I agree with my brother Lennox in the view expressed in the 
the observation, made by him during the argument , that there was 
sufficient evidence, adduced at the trial, to put upon the defend
ant the onus of proof that the goods in question are not part 
of the ninety-four thousand cases regarding which the defendant 
admits liability: the knowledge and the proofs, upon that ques
tion, are altogether with him ; and, not having been given, or 
until given, it should be held that they were. But I do not put
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the now admitted liability of the defendant for the seventy-four 
thousand cases, which he would have us believe were bought 
without his authorisation, upon the ground of ratification: 
it is much better put upon the ground of the previous general 
and undisputed authority.

Another circumstance, whatever may be its weight, sup
ports that view of the case; the defendant and the witness Arthur 
Durocher were in such confidential and familiar relations the one 
to the other that some of the defendant’s letters, although deal
ing altogether with business matters, begin “Dear Arthur” and 
end with the signature “Dick;”whilst some of the letters of the 
witness Arthur Durocher to the defendant begin with the words 
“Dear Richard” and are signed only “Arthur;” and, as I have 
mentioned, the witness Arthur Durocher had his place of busi
ness in the defendant’s counting-house, made use of the defend
ant’s stationery and ])ostage stamps, had writing done by the 
defendant’s stenographer; and, by the defendant’s order, was 
given all the defendant’s correspondence relating to “canned 
goods” to be read, attended to, and answered by the witness 
Arthur Durocher for the defendant: and, as the defendant was 
much away from his office during the summer, and there appears 
to have been no one else put in charge of it, it is but a short step 
to the conclusion that the witness Arthur Durocher was.

So, too, when failure became evident to the defendant, he 
hastened to relieve himself if he could from his liability. His 
telegram to the witness Arthur Durocher to repudiate the 
contracts as unauthorised and the latter’s blunt refusal and 
denial of right to do so; the long lesson by telegraph given by the 
former to the latter regarding excess of authority and so forth 
and what to say and do; and the other circumstances attending 
this jieriod of the transaction are all quite unlikely if the case 
were one of no liability because of no authority, very likely in 
a case such as this was of authority, unwisely given and ending 
in loss, the consequence of which it was sought to be got rid of.

And so, too, of the defendant’s denunciation in unmeasured 
terms, through his counsel, of his familiar friend and associate; 
denunciations to the extent of accusations of robbery and per
jury; and assertions that the man ought to be in the penitentiary ; 
the dramatic effect of which, however, was spoiled by the» subse-
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quent assertion of counsel for the plaintiffs, not contradicted, that 
“dear Richard” and “dear Arthur” art- still carrying on busi
ness in the same way and the same Montreal counting-house, 
protected and comforted by the judgment in appeal.

I cannot but find, upon the whole evidence, that the purchases 
in question were purchasc‘8 within the authority of the witness 
Arthur Durocher, acting for and in the name of the defendant, 
carrying on business as John Harry A Sons: and that, if that were 
not so, the defendant is plainly estopped from denying that the 
contracts in question are his contracts.

But, after being asked to swallow the camel of the defend
ant’s “innocence,” involving more than $8,000, we are urged to 
strain at the gnat of the divided commission, amounting to a few 
hundred dollars, and upset this whole transaction on the ground 
of fraud in it.

The commission transaction was this: Millman Sons have 
by some means become the sole brokers for the “independent” 
canning factories, of which the plaintiffs own one; a commission 
of two cents the hundred is allowed to them upon sales made 
by them; and it is quite usual, according to the witness Millman’s 
testimony, and there is nothing to the contrary, for them to 
divide that commission with the purchaser or purchaser’s broker; 
a thing that seems to be quite well known in the trade. Mill- 
man & Sons agreed with the witness Arthur Durocher, who was 
treated by them as representing with authority the defendant, 
representing him, as it was put in some of the defendant’s corres
pondence, as “our Mr. Durocher,” to divide the two per cent, 
commission in the usual way, aqd that was done, and “our Mr. 
Durocher” received, I understand, tin1 half commission on the 
transactions carried out by the defendant.

And in the correspondence between Millman & Sons and the 
defendant, carried on in the way I have more than once mentioned, 
the arrangement for the “splitting” of the commission was 
very plainly stated. It is said that the letter in which it was so 
stated had upon the envelope the words “Attention, personal 
Mr. Durocher;” but I cannot think that that detracts from its 
effect as notice to the defendant of this arrangement. There 
is nothing to shew, but the contrary should be found on the whole 
evidence, that this letter was not dealt with under the defend-
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ant's general direction, that is, opened by his clerk ami handed to 
the witness Arthur Durocher as a letter dealing with that branch 
of the defendant’s business which he had put in the charge of 
Durocher, or so handed to him unopened. The words “Atten
tion Mr. So and So,” or “Attention personal Mr. So and So,” 
written on the envelope of business letters, have come into com
mon use, in some business communities, in recent years, the 
purpose being to direct the attention of the person or concern 
to whom or which the letter is addressed to the fact that it re
lates to a matter which has had, or is having, the personal atten
tion of Mr. So and So. Rut it is none the less the post letter of 
the person to whom it is addressed and not of Mr. So and So, who, 
without the authority of the person or concern to whom or which 
it is addressed, has no right to, or in, it any more than if it had 
not had upon it the words referring to him.

The trial Judge seems to have been carried away by the notion 
that, if the purchaser’s agent receive a commission from one who 
is not his employer, the transaction in which the commission was 
received cannot stand. It need hardly be said that that is not 
the law. In such cases it is fraud, and fraud only, that has that 
effect: the defence on this ground, added by leave at the trial, 
puts it thus: that the contracts in question were “procured by 
fraud, bribery, and improper dealing.” The payment may or 
may not be fraudulent: the payment of a commission is nothing 
more than evidence of fraud. If a seller bribe an agent, of a 
buyer, to buy from him, the seller is guilty of fraud and cannot 
ordinarily enforce the contract: that is obvious: though at one 
time it was ruled that the contract was not vitiated unless “the 
operation of the gratuity was to influence the mind of the agent 
in a manner favourable to the party offering it ” in other words, 
unless the fraudulent act bore fruit: and that whether it had such 
effect or not was of course a question for the jury: Smith v. Sorky 
(1875), 3 Q.B.D. 552 (note); but, soon afterwards, that ruling 
was modified, and the existing rule established, namely : that where 
a person in the employment of another is bribed with a view to 
inducing him to act otherwise than faithfully to his employer, the 
agreement is a corrupt one and unenforceable at law, whatever 
die effect produced on the mind of the person bribed might be: 
Harrington v. Victoria (Iraving Dock Co. (1878), 3 Q.R.l). 541): 
and of course all questions involved in such a defence of fraud are
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questions of fact to be found by the jury in vases tried by a jury. 
One must not confuse, ns is sometimes done, the right to set aside 
a transaction, on such a ground of fraud, with the right of the 
employer to recover from his agent t he commission or other benefit, 
which the agent had a right to receive only for his master's benefit. 
The case of Ilippisley v. Knee li ml hers, [1905] 1 K.l». I. affords 
an illustration of this: there the “secret profit ," was received by 
the agent in good faith; and accordingly it was held: that, though 
the principal might recover from the agent the “secret profit;" 
the taking of it, and the making of the agreement between principal 
and agent with the intention of taking it, “ * vitiate that agree
ment, or prevent , in any way, the agent from recovering from his 
principal the commission he had agreed to pay the agent. And 
the case Great Western Insurance Co. v. Cunliffe (1874), L.R. 9 Ch. 
525, affords an instance not only of the receiving the secret com
mission not being a fraud vitiating anything, but indeed of the 
agents being held entitled to retain tin- “secret commission;" 
and the dismissal of an action brought by the principal to recover 
it from them. 1 quote these words from one of the judgments, 
because they are the words of a Judge who was temperamentally 
so opposed to commissions, gratuities, and presents, to servants 
and agents, that in reading some of his judgments it is impossible 
to quite keep out of mind the proverbial “red rag:" “I believe 
that the principle is correctly laid down in the case of Queen 
of Spain v. Parr (1809), 39 L.J. Ch. 73, 7ti, but the questions here 
are, whether the agent has been otherwise reimbursed and whether 
he has received a gratuity which his principal is supposed to be 
ignorant of."* The case of Baring v. Stanton (1870), 3 Ch.D. 
502, is another case of that kind; and it also contains observations 
applicable to this case, for instance (p. 505): “If a person employs 
another, who he knows carries on a large business, to do certain 
work for him as his agent with other persons, and does not choose 
to ask him what his charge will be, and in fact know s that he is to 
be remunerated not by him but by the other persons— is
very common in mercantile business— and does not choose to 
take the trouble of inquiring what the amount is, he must allow 
the ordinary amount which agents are in the habit of charging;" 
in that case the commission was received from the principal’s 
customer.
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Now, what arc? the circumstances in this erase»? The» elefemd- 
ant neither paid, nor agre-ed to pay, “our Mr. Duroelier" any
thing for his services : the defendant paid his expenses out of 
pocket, in the “canned goods” busine-ss, including the expenses 
of the» Toronto temporary office: the defendant knew that the man 
could not live upon air alone; the* “splitting” of the commission 
was one of those things Hint are “very common in mercantile 
business:” the men are on most familiar and confidential terms 
with one another; it is impossible to believe that the commission 
received was a secret one or that, there was anything like fraud 
in its payment, made, or to be * , or bad faith in any way : 
and, as 1 find, the defendant had formal notice of it in the com
munication 1 have referred to. Whatever e»lse may be said 
against the witness Arthur Durocher, and a great deal may lie 
said, no man can truthfully say that he was disloyal, that, from 
first to last he has been anything but very loyal—in his testimony 
epiite* too loyal to his friend and associate, the defendant. And, 
in addition to all that, it is very plain to me* that, this defence* to 
the action is in truth only a solicitor's defence, and a solicitor's 
defence raised only at the- eleventh hour—at the* trial: I should 
not, have given leave then to plead it,, because admittedly the 
plaintiffs were entirely without part in or knowledge» of it.

The cases re»fe*rre»d to by the trial Judge* are extremely unlike* 
this ease : in the- case- of Panama and South Pacific Telegraph Co. 
v. India Publier (lutta Percha and Telegraph Works Co., L.H. 10 
Ch. 515, the defendants, having contracts with the plaintiffs t< 
the doing of work costing about a million and a half of dollars, 
bribe-d. as it was found, the- chic?f engine-er of the plaint iffs, upon 
whose e-ertifie-ate the.- price* of the work was to be- paid.

The other case, Hitchcock v. Sykes, 13 D.L.R. 548,23 D.L.R. 518. 
was one- in which there* was a good deal of conflicting judicial 
finding; and was one in which vendors had paid, or agreed to pay, 
a secret commission to the? agent of one of two purchasers, the 
age-nt being the- other purchaser. Eventually an application 
for leave* to appc-al to the- Privy Council, by the party who
had appealed to the Supreme Court , was unsuccessful : but how 
could it be* otherwise; how could any one* reasonably expect that 
it ce.ild? The* question was one* only ; whether the* sellers
were* guilty of fraud against the* one pure-baser; a question in which
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the parties themselves alone were concerned ; and a case which, 
being decided on its facts, could not govern any other case.

And yet there is another ground upon which, in my opinion, 
the trial Judge erred on this branch of the case : no one suggests 
that the plaintiffs were in any manner connected with, or had any 
kind of notice or knowledge of, the splitting of the commission 
transaction; on all hands it is admitted that they are quite in
nocent, really innocent in that respect : so the question arises 
whether they would be answerable for their brokers’ wrong-doing, 
if the brokers had done wrong, in splitting the commission. Mill- 
man A Sons unquestionably would : but it by no means follows 
that the plaintiffs would : the rule governing the liability of a 
principal for the fraud of an agent is thus stated by Willes, J., in 
delivering the judgment of the Court in the case of Harwich v. 
English Joint Stock Honk (1867), L.K. 2 Ex. 2511, 265: “But with 
respect to the question, whether a principal is answerable for the 
act of his agent in the course of his master's business, and for his 
master’s benefit, no sensible distinction can be drawn between 
the case of fraud and the case of any other wrong:” see also 
S. Dearson <V Son Limited v. Dublin Corporation, [111071 AX’. 351.

Assuming that Millman A' Sons had bribed the witness Arthur 
Durocher, and every one else with whom they divided commission 
on independent factories’ goods sales, how can it he found that that 
was in the course of the independent factories’ business and for 
their benefit? Why not in the course of their own business and 
for their own benefit, to make their own half of the commission? 
And, if it he put on the ground that the plaintiffs cannot take 
advantage of their brokers’ fraud ; what evidence is there that they 
obtained the contracts or any kind of advantage by it? The 
witness Arthur Durocher was not hunting for gnats: it was very 
large game only that he sought : nothing less than controlling the 
market and winning a fortune, or that which would be a fortune 
to some men; and all this, in a legal sense, solely for the benefit 
of his dear friend and associate, the defendant, relying upon such 
friendship and the moral right involved in it only for any siiarc, 
in the fortune, to come to him.

One more circumstance 1 mention, though of no great moment: 
the trial Judge, apparently through a lapse of memory, said that 
the witness Millman had testified that he regarded the witness 
Arthur Durocher as the defendant’s broker. 1 can find nothing
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in the evidence to support that ; on the contrary, the witness 
Millman firmly denied that he ever knew that the witness Arthur 
Durocher was a broker; denied that he had ever, before these 
transactions, had any dealing with him, except on one occasion, 
when he bought for himself.

1 would allow the appeal, and direct that judgment be entered 
for the plaintiffs and damages in such amount as the parties may 
agree upon, or, if unable so to agree, as the proper local officer 
may, on inquiry, find that the plaintiffs have sustained by reason 
of the defendant’s breach of his agreement to buy the twenty- 
three thousand cases of “canned goods” in question the success
ful parties are entitled to their costs here and below.

It is hardly needful to say that I recognise the hardship of the 
load falling altogether upon the defendant ; that it would have given 
greater satisfaction if it could be a divided loss; but justice must 
be done: and it is only just to add that, having taken the chances 
of winning all, all rules of all games require that the defendant, 
should bear all loss.

Lennox, J. (after referring to and quoting from the judgment 
of Middleton, J., supra):—With very great respect, it is not 
quite clear to my mind that “it may be taken for granted . . .
that Durocher had not in fact any authority to make the contracts” 
in question, or that “general authority” is always the equivalent 
of “general instructions.” If a dealer in merchandise commits 
to an agent, say Durocher, the sole management of one branch 
of his business, constitutes him the purchaser of all goods of a 
certain class, houses him at his place of business, leaves him in 
control during frequent and long absences of the employer, com
mits to him the inspection, purchase, storage, insurance, sale, and 
management incident to the carrying on of this branch of trade, 
and authorises him to conduct the negotiations and carry on cor
respondence in the name of the employer and without his inter
vention, if the alleged limitation upon quantities to be purchased 
from time to time has been invariably exceeded by the agent and 
as invariably disregarded by both, if the employer adopts these 
unauthorised contracts, accepts and pays for the goods, and, 
without complaint and conscious of his agent’s methods, semis 
him out again and again to purchase more, and if this is all part 
of a premeditated scheme to form a combine, force the hands of 
the Dominion Canners, control and “boost” the market, and
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enhance prices—a huge gambling deal, involving secrecy, risk, 
prompt action, and financial obligations of uncertain limit—and 
all to be brought about by the sagacity, strategy, and daring of 
the employer’s confidential representative, Durocher, his hitherto 
unrestrained and unrestrainable wizard of finance—if this is 
the effect of the evidence, and it is very like it, I am unable to 
see how it can l>e unhesitatingly affirmed that “there never was 
any relationship of master and servant ” (or principal and agent 
or partnership) or that “Durocher never had any general author
ity” (actual or ostensible, or to be implied) “from Barry ” to enter 
into the contracts in question. What had Durocher the right to 
infer, after a number of “excesses,” from the general course of 
dealing? 1 am for the moment only referring to the out and out, 
direct purchases —not to the option, if any distinction is to be made.

On the 10th November, 1014, the plaintiff company wrote 
John Barry iV Sons that they were drawing upon them to cover 
the two sales. It is not shewn, 1 think, that this letter was posted 
on that day, or in fact that it was posted at all. On the 23rd, the 
company appear to have1 made out bills or invoices charging the 
defendant with the amounts of these two purchases, $16,870.50 
and $18,000.

On the 28th November, the plaintiff company drew upon the 
defendant for these two sums. I do not find any specific evidence 
either way as to the letter of the 10th November, but the trend 
of Barry’s evidence is to shew that he knew nothing whatever of 
either of the contracts sued iqion until the 28th November, when 
lie returned to Montreal, after an absence beginning on the 23rd.

There are three questions to be determined
(1) Was Durocher in fact authorised to enter into the alleged 

contracts?
(2) Is the defendant estopped from denying that Durocher 

was authorised?
(3) Was there a secret commission invalidating the contracts?
I will deal with the last question now, as, if it can lie answered

affirmatively, there is no need to go further. It is so much a 
question of fact that no nice point of law arises ; and the reliable 
evidence in this case is documentary. That the divided commis
sion was not intended as a dishonest or fraudulent inducement, 
or to be kept from the knowledge of the defendant, is manifest
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from the correspondence. The contracts ought not to lie avoided 
upon this ground.

The first branch of the claim, for eleven thousand cases con
tracted for on the 5th October, 1914, can, I think, be safely 
determined by a careful examination of Mr. Harry's letter to 
Durocher of the 8th Octolier, 1914, in reply to Durocher's letter 
to him of the; day before, the admitted confidential relations, 
common purpose, and course of dealing established between these 
two men, and Barry’s total inability to account for a liability 
for ninety-four thousand cases of tomatoes mentioned in his 
letter, without including in the ninety-four thousand the fifty 
thousand cases purchased by Durocher on the 5th October, and 
of which the eleven thousand cases sued for is the part allotted 
to the plaintiff company.

In this letter Mr. Harry says: “Yours of the 7th received and 
noted. 1 already owe the bank over $140,000, to cover payments 
falling due on your purchases up to November 5th, and I do not 
wish to incur any more liability, or borrow any more money, as 
I have all I can carry, and have not the Hank of Montreal at my 
back. Now, in addition to this, you have made purchases of a 
total of ninety-four thousand cases tomatoes, twenty thousand 
cases of which, at 77*^ cents to 80 cents, are payable thirty days 
from date of shipment, and seventy-four thousand cases art- 
payable net sixty days from date of shipment. You have also 
contracted for five thousand cases pease at 67)^ cents and eighteen 
thousand five hundred cases at 90 cents less 10 per cent., payable 
in ten days, and, in order to carry out our contracts, it will lie 
necessary to 8(41 most of the goods already paid for. It is all 
very well for you to say at this stage that the only way is to try 
and gobble up all the tomatoes left unsold in the hands of the 
Canned (loods Limited, and also those outside, a total of two 
hundred thousand cases, a liability approximately $300,(MX); but 
it is impossible for me to do this single-handed, as I am already 
tied up for more than I can carry. If you can obtain an option 
from ( 'aimed (ioods Limited, and then make a deal with Dominion 
Canners, well and good. Failing this, I cannot see where you can 
figure out on making any money. In any case, you will have to 
make an extra effort to sell some of this stuff, as I will have to meet 
my notes as they become due, and uphold my credit with the bank.

In this letter Harry goes minutely into his purchases ami
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liabilities through the agency of Durocher. He joints out that, 
in addition to owing more than $140,000 to the bank, there are 
other purchases of tomatoes made by Durocher, aggregating 
ninety-four thousand cases, seventy-four thousand of which are 
payable “net GO days from date of shipment,” and a lot of other 
minute details.

1 cannot read this letter, full of figures and dates as it is, 
without coming to the conclusion that Mr. Barry is possessed of 
an exceptionally good memory, or that it was compiled from 
records of purchases then in his jiossession. The theory of a good 
memory is completely dispelled upon reading his examination for 
discovery and his evidence in ( ourt. Assuming that he is honest, 
and was anxious to make full disclosure, 1 would judge that he 
has a very defective memory indeed. The alternative is inevit
able, namely, that he consulted records, and from them obtained 
the detailed statements contained in his letter, including the 
ninety-four thousand there spoken of as a liability to be provided 
for. The very pertinent question necessarily arises, what pur
chases created this liability? And this question became an acute 
issue as early as the defendant’s examination for discovery. There 
was no room left for doubt, then or thereafter, as to the attitude 
of the plaintiff company—the contention that the ninety-four 
thousand cases included a fifty thousand case purchase, of which 
the eleven thousand sued for is the company’s allotment. This 
was followed by a statement of the defendant’s liabilities for 
stock purchased by Durocher; and, if the fifty thousand eases 
arc not included, counting as of the 5th or 8th October, there is a 
huge discrepancy somewhere. But neither during that examina
tion, in the first instance, nor after it was adjourned and resumed, 
nor at the trial, was the defendant able to account for this ninety- 
four thousand purchase and liability, even approximately, without 
including the fifty thousand cases in dispute. His books and office 
records, if produced, however meagre they may be, would have 
gone a long way towards settling this question either for or 
against the defendant; but they were never produced. Why 
not? Nobody could be in doubt as to the incidence of this ques
tion. It is impossible to believe that the defendant, or his 
solicitors or counsel, could fail to appreciate its relevancy and im
portance. Why was this matter allowed to remain hazy and 
indefinite? As to twenty thousand cases included in the ninety-
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four thousand, the parties seem to he in agreement that they were 
purchased from K. B. Smith, and the terms mentioned for tin- 
twenty thousand, I think, coincide with the Smith terms. Millman 
swears that he sold Harry, through Duroeher, the fifty thousand, 
another lot of twenty thousand, and two lots of two thousand 
each, making just the unaccounted for seventy-four thousand 
cases. Millman's evidence is perhaps none of the best; but there 
was nothing to prevent Mr. McKay, if he deemed it advisable, 
from putting the matter to the test by asking this witness, “Who 
were the vendors in the three transactions aggregating twenty- 
four thousand cases?” And the defendant, subsequently called, 
was not asked if the three transactions aggregating twenty-four 
thousand cases were entered into as a matter of fact. Again why?

“Net 60 days from date of shipment” is, 1 understand, one 
of tin- most favourable alternative terms of the fifty thousand 
case contract, and it is to be presumed that Millman, representing 
Canned Foods Limited, if lie sold the twenty-four thousand la- 
speaks of, complied with the provisions of his patron’s agree
ment by selling the goods of all upon the same terms. Barry’s 
letter speaks of twenty thousand (Smith’s), on one set of terms, 
and seventy-four thousand, on other terms as above. Why 
were the lots mentioned in the letter grouped in this way? Harry 
suggests that his estimate of liabilities may not have been.accurate, 
but does not shew that it was not. and seventy-four thousand 
cases, or $100,000, is not a trifling discrepancy. Duroeher, who 
knew of every purchase, and would naturally be anxious to 
minimise liabilities, made no correction.

This letter was written just three days after the date of the 
fifty thousand case contract.

With very great deference for the opinion of the trial Judge, 
and realising, too, that he had opportunities for judging of the 
character of the verbal testimony which 1 have not, I feel com
pelled, ui)on a careful examination of the undisputed facts, the 
admitted relationship of Harry and Duroeher, this unexplaim d 
discrepancy, and the documentary evidence generally, to con
clude that, whether Duroeher had actual antecedent authority 
to purchase the fifty thousand cases, or not, Harry knew and 
approved of it and included it as a liability when he wrote the 
letter of the 8th October; and the defence fails upon this item of 
claim.
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I had gr(‘at<‘r difficulty in reaching a conclusion, either way, 
founded upon the option of the 12th October, and accepted by 
Durocher, in the name of the defendant, on the 7th November. 
1914. If Mr. Barry’s letter of the 8th October was more than 
cautionary as to the future—if it could lx* read as an abandonment 
of the scheme he and Durocher were engaged in, a cancellation 
of the authority which unquestionably continued up to that time, 
it would aid the defendant in his defence, though it would not 
lx* conclusive as to liability. But it must be read in the light of 
conditions as they then existed in relation to the vendors, the 
enterprise which John Barry & Sons had launched, the trans
actions already consummated with these vendors, through 
Durocher as the accredited medium, and in the light of the ante
cedent and subsequent communications—as far as they can be 
ascertained—between the principal and the now repudiated 
agent. Did Barry turn his back upon the enterprise, and sever 
the connection on the 8th ( )ctober ? “ If you can obtain an option 
from (’aimed Foods Limited." says Mr. Barry, “and then make 
a deal with the Dominion (’aimers, well and good. Failing this, 
I cannot sec1 where you can figure out on making any money.” 
But tin1 man whom he foolishly regarded as a financial giant is 
to keep on and in some way get the money so urgently needed, 
and lose no time in getting it. Just as well as if he had personally 
conducted the bargaining, Barry knew what was going on, and 
that Durocher was regarded as his buyer and general represen
tative, without limit, by Millman and his patrons; and, knowing 
this, Barry does not even tell his agent to break off; on the con
trary, the status quo is to be maintained, and was maintained, 
as tlx* subsequent correspondence shews, until the crisis on the 
28th November; and then he says, for the first time, “ Every
thing is stopped.” (’an Barry now say that everything was 
stopped on the 8th October? And why docs he wire, on the 30th, 
‘ You must not sign our name to any correspondence or docu
ments unless authorised?” What was stopped on the 28th, and 
what had been going on, to the knowledge of Barry, until then? 
The principle determining the question of liability upon this item 
of claim is not in all respects identical with that to be applied to 
the sale of the 5th October—here the ostensible authority of the 
agent becomes imixirtant—but it is imixissible to divorce the 
second transaction from the first, or either of them from the
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earlier undisputed purchases from the same parties, through the 
same agency, in determining what sellers would have a right to 
imply and rely upon. If this condition was to be put an end 
to, there was a legal duty to notify the vendors.

On the 26th November, with Harry’s knowledge and approval, 
Durocher sent a night letter to the wholesale trade of Canada, 
signed John Barry & Sons, stating that they had purchased the 
entire stock of the Independent (’aimers (the one hundred and 
twenty-five thousand cases, which includes the 12,000 sued for) 
and solicited wired contracts for the goods, at prices named. Was 
Mr. Harry not aware of the twelve thousand case purchase at 
this time? He was offering to sell them as the projierty of John 
Harry & Sons. If acceptances had been wired, what would be 
the jxjsition of the firm?

Year after year, our great departmental stores send out their 
buyers to Euro]>ean capitals, and all of them with more or less 
specific instructions. If upon occasion after occasion the agent 
exceeds his instructions, but time after time the goods are accepted 
and paid for without question or complaint, can the company, 
after a coimection and a course1 of dealing has been established, 
suddenly and without notice, repudiate the contract and resist 
payment simply upon the ground that the old excess has been 
repeated—can they even refuse to pay their buyer his cus
tomary remuneration? Would not the answer in both cases be: 
“It is not what you said but what you have sanctioned time and 
again.” And these agents arc not acting in pursuance of a com
prehensive scheme to comer the market and enhance prices. 1 
cannot help feeling sorry for Mr. Harry—I would prefer that the 
producers should each be confined to the actual value of his good» 
rather than that an enormous loss should be borne by Harry 
alone—and the damage here is only a tithe of a possible total 
liability—but it must sometimes hapi>cn that the gamester is 
beaten at his own game.

I think the appeal should lie allowed and judgment entered 
for the plaintiff company, upon both branches of the claim, with 
costs here i.nd below; but a part of the incidental expense claimed 
is not reco’ erable, and there should be a reference as to this if 
the parties cannot agree.

Masten, J.:—In his reasons for judgment the learned trialManteii. J
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Judge says: “Mr. Barry acted, 1 think, throughout, with perfect 
honesty, and I accept his evidence without question.”

Turning to Barry's evidence, at p. 198, line 2ü, he is asked:- 
“Q. Then, speaking with reference to both contracts, the 

eleven thousand cases and the twelve thousand cases, the exercise 
of the option, had you any knowledge at all of them as existing 
for any definite amount prior to November? A. No, sir.

“Q. Had you given any authority? A. No, sir, none whatever.
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“(j. To Mr. Duroeher to enter any such contracts? A. No, 
sir.”

In view of the statement of the learned trial Judge which I 
have just quoted, this evidence is conclusive to my mind: (1) 
that Barry gave no express authority to Duroeher to pledge his 
credit; and (2) that Barry never had any intention of doing or 
saying anything to authorise Duroeher to pledge his credit in the 
purchase of “futures,” as they are called in the evidence.

Further, there is no doubt in my mind that originally in con
nection with the first purchase the position of Duroeher was that 
of a special agent, and not of a general agent.

The definition of a special agent given in Bowstead on Agency, 
p. 4, is as follows: “A special agent is an agent who has only 
authority to do some particular act, or represent his principal in 
some particular transaction, such act or transaction not being 
in the ordinary course of his trade, profession, or business as an 
agent.”

Duroeher was not a regular broker in canned goods, and in 
fact had been engaged, so far as. he had been engaged at all, in 
entirely different lines of business. Barry's regular business was 
that of a wholesale importer of and dealer in green tropical 
fruits. The house1 was a well-known house, of excellent reputation, 
but confined to that branch of trade. He had never dealt in 
canned tomatoes or other like merchandise. That was not his 
business. He had no organisation for the purpose. Duroeher 
was not a permanent employee of his, was not obliged to devote 
any particular part of his time to the business: and this was in 
fact a special and separate venture, just as the parties might 
have gone into the stock market to buy shares for purjioRes of 
speculation.
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The beginning of all was that Harry specially authorised 
Durocher to buy for him canned tomatoes at from 70 to 721 ■> cents, 
on what were characterised as “spot purchases,” which I under
stand to involve an immediate draft by the purchaser on Barry 
at thirty days, covering the purchase-price. The amount to be 
invested was not to exceed $20,000. Under those circumstances, 
1 think there can be no doubt that in the beginning Durocher was 
a speeial agent, within the definition which I have quoted ; that 
he had not authority to pledge Barry’s credit ; and that, if the 
plaintiffs were suing on a contract made through Durocher at 
that time, they must fail.

A careful perusal of the evidence and of the exhibits has com
pelled me to the view that, at some subsequent time prior to the 
date of the contracts here sued on, the business changed, and that 
Durocher became in fact the general agent of Barry in the buying 
and selling of canned tomatoes, pease, and other like merchandise. 
This conclusion rests on a general course of dealing rather than on 
any s]x-cifie act or occurrence. Just precisely when this change 
took place, I.think it is im]>ossible to say. It is sufficient that it 
took place, in my opinion, before the contracts now sued on wen- 
entered into.

In reaching this conclusion, 1 do not for a moment differ from 
the learned trial Judge in his estimate of the evidence given by 
the witnesses. The only point in which 1 differ is the proper 
inference to be drawn from the admitted facts, and from the cor
respondence and documents which are in evidence. While Barry 
was away, throughout July and August, he was giving almost no 
attention to this business, leaving it entirely in the hands of 
Durocher, and carrying it on to an extent greatly in excess of 
the specific and narrow limits of $20,(KM) originally proposed ; 
and, I think, the result was that, so far as the public was con
cerned, and so far as these plaintiffs were concerned, Durocher was 
in fact authorised to conduct this particular trade or business, 
to act generally for Barn- in connection with it, and that he had 
implied authority to do whatever was incidental to the ordinary 
conduct thereof. It seems to me that the contract here in ques
tion was within the ordinary scope of the business so intrusted 
to Durocher.

I prefer to put it upon that ground rather than on the ground
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of “holding oui," because 1 doubt whether there was any actual 
holding out to these plaintiffs of such a character as to make a 
basis for the liability here claimed ; but I do think that, Durochcr 
being a general agent and representative of Barry, the plaintiffs 
were entitled to deal with him on that basis, and were not put 
upon inquiry as to the extent of his authority. His authority, 
in fact, as between him and Barry, was such that he had, according 
to his instructions, no right to buy these “futures” on credit ; 
but that was a circumstance into which it was not the duty of 
the plaintiffs to inquire; and, Durocher being a general agent, the 
plaintiffs were entitled to assume that lie had full authority to do 
what was done.

With respect to the question of commission paid by Millman 
to Durocher, I have felt great difficulty, but 1 have reached the 
conclusion that the truth is that the splitting of commission with 
Durocher by Millman was not, under the circumstances here shewn, 
done with the view of influencing Durocher to purchase more 
canned goods or to pay an enhanced price.

I think Durocher expected to gain personally to a large extent 
by carrying through the transaction in a profitable manner.

His interest was immeasurably greatest in the direction of 
doing the best he • Barry, and the commission receivable
from Millman was not such, I think, either in amount or in the 
way in which it was received, as to be a bribe: Rowland v. Chapman, 
17 Times L.R. tififl.

While I do not think that Barry ever had actual knowledge 
that Durocher was getting a commission, the manner in which the 
correspondence regarding the commission passed indicates that 
no effort was made to conceal it from him.

I am quite unable to adopt the view that there was anything 
in the nature of a conspiracy to defraud, between Barry and 
Durocher. In the circumstances, Barn’ finds himself in the un
fortunate position of being liable for the loss in question without 
any impropriety on his part.

I think the appeal must be allowed.

Riddell, J., agreed in the result.
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WATERS v. CAPE.
Quebec Superior Court, (irct nxhuld*. J. Se/itnuber 27, I9l(i.

M aster and servant (| Y .’140) Workmen’s compensation Amoi xt

A plaintiff suing um 1er tin* Workmen's ('<»m|ieniiation Art Que.) 
rannot obtain a romlriunation for general «lamages, hut the Court 
may on a pro|H*r prayer by him, fix ami determine the annual rent to 
which he is entitled.

Action under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, Que. 
(ÏHKKNHHIKLOS, ,1.: Seeing the plaintiff alleges in his principal 

demainl, in effect : that while in the employ of the defendant, 
on or alwiut November 13. 1014, he met with an accident during 
the course of his employment, and as a result of said accident 
his ribs were fractured, and he received a severe shock to his 
nervous system; that he has been ever since totally incapacitated 
from work, and will lie unable to work for some time; that he 
was earning 40 cents per hour, or an average yearly wage of 

that he has suffered damages in pain and suffering, loss 
of enjoyment of life, loss of wages and medical attendance in 
the sum of $400; that the said injuries resulted from the inex
cusable fault of the defendant : wherefore the plaintiff concludes 
for a judgment against the defendant for the sum of $400.

Seeing the defendant pleads; denying the essential allegations 
of plaintiff's demand, but admits the plaint iff was employed by 
the defendant and was earning 40 cents per hour; that the 
plaintiff is able to work;

Seeing the plaintiff answers the said plea generally:
Seeing on June 14, 1015, the plaintiff produced an incidental 

demand, in which, in effect, he alleges: that he desires to add to 
his principal demand something that he omitted in making it, 
and which is due to plaintiff upon the same cause of action; 
that the plaintiff's injuries arc more serious than he anticipated; 
that ever since the said accident the plaintiff has lieen totally 
incapacitated from working, and will lie totally incapacitated 
up to Septemlu-r 15, 1010; that the loss of wages from November 
13, 1014, the date of the accident, up to September 15, 1010, 
amounts to the sum of $1,742; that, further, plaintiff will suffer 
a permanent disability of one-half his earning capacity from 
September 15, 1010, and the damages resulting therefrom amount 
to at least the sum of $2,500: wherefore the plaintiff concludes
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<l<-hy his incidental dviiiaml for a condemnation against tli< 
fendant for the sum of $4,242;

Seeing the defendant pleads to the incidental demand of the 
plaintiff denying the essential allegations thereof, and alleging, 
that the plaintiff has no right to recover by way of an incidental 
demand, and the same is unfounded in law and in fact;

Considering the plaintiff's action is taken under tin- statute 
known as the Workmen’s Comix-usâtion Act and amendments 
thereto;

Considering the plaintiff alleges, that the accident was due 
to the inexcusable fault of the defendant, and lie has suffered 
as a result of said accident permanent and partial incapacity.

Considering even if inexcusable fault on the part of the de
fendant is established, the plaintiff cannot obtain a condemnation 
in his favour for general damages as claimed by the plaintiff's 
declarat ion ;

Considering the Court must fix and determine the annual 
rent to which the plaintiff is entitled, if any, the capital of which 
rent the plaintiff may at his option compel tin* defendant to pay 
to an insurance company designated by the I,ieutennnt-(îovemor 
in Council, or obtain payment thereof to himself;

Considering there is no prayer that the Court do fix the 
annual rent to 1m* paid to the plaintiff;

Considering the plaintiff's action in the manner and form as 
brought cannot be maintained;

Considering, however, the plaintiff should be permitted to 
amend his demand and the conclusions thereof;

Doth discharge—d th grant the plaintiff shall have a delay 
of ten days within which to apply for an amendment to his demand 
and conclusions if he sees fit so to do. Judgment accordingly.

AMAR SINGH v. MITCHELL.
Hritixh Columbia Court of Ap/teal, Macdonald. C.J.A.. and Martin and 

Mcl’hillips, ,1.1.A. October 8, 1910.

1. Vendor and pvhchahkk (§ I (.' 10) Breach of covenant of title. 
The limited statutory covenant of a right to convey (Real Property 

Conveyance Act, R.H.B.C. 1911, eh. 47), does not constitute a warranty 
of title; only that the vendor has done no net to derogate from his title. 
If he had no title whatever, there is no breach of the covenant by failure 
to give one.

[Thackeray v. Wood, ti B. <V S. 70b. followed; Cray v. Franco-Can. 
Mortgage Co., 29 D.L.ff. 200, referred to.]

B. t.

C. A.
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K\idks« k jj \ I I "»«»«»» I'akoi, evidence—Conditional dki.iaeuy ok 
deed Khi'Ri iw.

l'a roi i‘viilvnci is iii:i«luussil»l«* lu hIii*\y that a tient tleliverni tu a
pureluiscr wan donc coiulitiuiially ur in twrow.

A it k al h y defendant from judgment of Macdonald. .1.. of 
February 25, 1015. Reversed.

/•'. ./. Stac jh h tie, K.( for appellant.
I). S. Tait, for resj suident.
Macdonald. ('..LA.: The parlies to this action agreed to 

exchange lands. At the time of the agreement the plaintiff was 
in a )K>sition to give a deed, hut the defendant was not in a like 
position, he being a purchaser merely under an agreement with 
his vendor. The plaintiff was informed of this fact, hut never
theless deeds were delivered by each to the other. The defendant 
has not succeeded after a long delay in getting a deed from his 
vendor, and the plaintiff brings this action for breach of the 
covenants of right to convey and for further assurances. The 
deed u]sm which the plaintiff relies is in the statutory short form. 
The covenant for further assurances has. in my opinion, no 
application to the facts of this case.

Evidence was adduced by defendant and objected to by 
plaintiff to the effect that the deeds were delivered conditionally; 
that the defendant should withhold the deed he received from 
registration; and that neither party should deal with the lands 
in question until defendant should have obtained title from his 
vendor. The Judge admitted the evidence tentatively, but in 
his reasons for judgment gave it as his opinion that that evidence 
was not admissible on the ground that it contradicted the deed.

If the parol evidence aforesaid was inadmissible, then this 
is the situation: the plaintiff has accepted a deed containing a 
limited covenant, only, for title of land in which the grantor 
had only an equitable interest, and which at liest o|>erates only 
as an assignment of that interest. If the defect in the title is 
attributable to the grantor’s own act. the action will lie, but in 
this ease the defect was. in my opinion, not brought about by 
“any act, deed, matter or thing by the said eoxennntor so executed 
committed or knowingly or wilfully permitted or suffered to tin- 
contrary.”

As Erie, C.J.. said in Thackeray v. Him*/ (1865), 6 R. A S. 
766. 773. if the vendor had no title at all to the property there 
would be no breach of such covenant.
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Oil the whole evidence I have come to the eoiielusioii that the 
deeds wen* delivered as that term is understood in the law.

I would understand from what the witnesses say that no 
difficulty was apprehended in netting the deed from Macalister 
to the defendant Mitchell, and hence no precautions were taken 
against the event which afterwards happened- failure without 
fault on defendant's part to obtain the deed.

Now, whatever may be the plaintiff's remedy for the unfor
tunate position in which he find.- himself by reason of what 
passed between himself and the defendant verbally at the time 
of the delivery of the deeds, this much appears to me to be true 
in law, that what was then said or agreed upon cannot be imported 
into the covenants in the deed, and as this action is for breach 
of those covenants. I am concerned with that only.

The defendant has acted honestly, as the Judge has found; 
he has offered to make a re-exchange, or to give other lots of 
equal or greater value, he says, to which he has good title, in lieu 
of the ones to which his title has failed.

The ap|H'al should be allowed.
Martin, J.A. : In my opinion this appeal should be allowed. 

The difference between the qualified statutory covenant in the 
deed under consideration and an absolute covenant, and the obli
gations they import. is so well pointed out in Williams on Vendor 
and Purchaser (2nd ed. 1910-1 ) at pp. (147. 052-3, 1130-7, where 
the leading authorities are collected in the notes, and the vendor's 
remedies set out at pp. 1031 and 1050. that it would lie superfluous 
to re|x*at them here. A recent illustration of the length to which 
an absolute covenant “upon payment of the purchase price in 
full to give a good title in fee simple free from incumbrances" 
will go is (l'reiy \. Francit-Canadian Morly<m< Co. Mil., 29 D.L.R. 
200. It was there held that in such case the purchaser not only 
need not search the title but could rely upon the covenants to 
protect him from known defects. In Howard \. Maitland ( 1K83), 
11 Q.13.I). 095. a covenant against the acts of the vendors' “an
cestors or predecessors in title" as well as his own did not 
cover a general right of common over the land declared, after 
conveyance and possession taken, by a decree in Chancery to 
exist, which was not shewn to be occasioned by said predecessors 
or ancestors.

B. t\

C. A.

Mitchell.

Mnrilonald,
C.J.A.

Martin, J.A.
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M<'Phillips, J.A.: I would allow this appeal. The Judge 
though, in my opinion, was right in holding that no escrow was 
established—the conveyance must he deemed to have been de
livered U]H)ii the facts as disclosed at the trial.

Foundling Hospital (Governor's) v. Crane, [1911J 2 K.B. 3(>7, 
80 L.J.K.B. 853, is a ease in which the Court of Appeal recently 
passed upon the rules relating to escrows.

It is with regret that I find myself fettered by binding authority 
in the present case—but it has been the law for years that the 
limited covenant for the right to convey, t'.e., implied covenant 
in pursuance of the Real Property Conveyance Act (ch. 47, 
R.S.B.C. 1911) in no way constitutes a warranty of title. It is 
only operative as to the vendor’s own acts. The leading ease 
upon the point is Thackeray v. Wood (1805), 6 B. & S. 700, the 
judgment of the Court—Exchequer Chamber—was delivered by 
Erie, C.J., and concurred in by Willes, Keating and Smith, JJ., 
and Channel and Pigott, BB. at p. 773. Erie, C.J. at p. 771, 
said:—

The o|M*rution of a qualified covenant for title is well known and has 
been established by a series of eases and I do not feel myself justified in 
departing from the construction established by those decisions. Upon a 
sale of real property it is for the purchaser to ascertain what the title of the 
vendor is and to satisfy himself that he has a good title. The vendor then 
makes a conveyance and usually covenants that he has done no act to affect 
or derogate from his title. If the vendor had no title at all to the property 
conveyed there would be no breach of such a covenant.

This case makes it very clear that in all conveyancing work a 
solicitor should be called in—as the non-professional man may In- 
deluded into the belief that the vendor has warranted the title 
when such proves not to be the case. The words “notwithstand
ing any act, deed, matter or thing by the said covenanter done, 
executed, committed or knowingly or wilfully permitted or suffered 
to the contrary” which are contained in the implied covenant 
have the effect, according to the decided cases, to read out and 
render nugatory the later language “the said covenanter now 
hath in himself good right, full power and absolute authoritx 
to convey”—so that, without title, the vendor may execute a 
conveyance in the statutory form and escape liability if it 
turn out that the vendor is absolutely without title (this is. of 
course, leaving out of consideration any right of action for fraudu
lent concealment and misrepresentation if any facts support
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such a ease: Thackeray v. W'wtd, supru, at p. 773), the acceptance 
of a conveyance by the purchaser executed by the vendor under C. A. 
the provisions of the Real Property Conveyance Act without a mar 
the interposition of a solicitor to examine the title before the 
acceptance thereof is fraught with great danger—and a statutory Mitchell. 

pitfall for the unwary a cursory reading of the covenant would McPhiiiip*. j.a. 
not lead the non-professional person to so limit tin* meaning iff 
the language used.

If tin* matter was re* integra 1 would have been strongly 
impelled to so read the covenant as to impose liability upon the 
appellant upon the facts of the present case, where no title of 
any nature or kind is shewn in the lands, but constrained and 
fettered as I am by authority full effect must be given to the 
decided cases—it is a case of stare decisis.

1 have carefully examined David v. Sabin, (1893] 1 Ch. 523:
Page v. Midland H. Co., (1894J 1 Ch. 11; Turner v. Moon, [1901]
2 Ch. 825; O. W\ H. Co. v. Fisher, [1905] 1 Ch. 316; Stait v.
Fenner, [1912] 2 Ch. 504; and Eastwood v. Ashton, [1915] AX’. 900, 
but all these cases can be readily distinguished, and it would not 
api>car that Thackeray v. Wood, supra, has been in any way 
disturbed and is still good law. Appeal allowed.

FRY AND MOORE v. SPEARE. 0NT.
Ontario Su/iretm Court, Ait/silole Division. Mimlith. C.J.O.. Marian n, « ^ 

Magee, ami lloilgins, JJ.A. March it, 1910.

Adverse poasEHiuoN (6 1 I1’ 2ft)—Tenants in common -Possession iiv 
one—Guardians ok co-tenants Brexk in possession Limi
tations Act -Kqvitaiii.e iiiuiits.

The relationship of a widow as bailiff of her husband's projierty for 
her husband's children may be dissolved by circumstances; where the 
widow pays all taxes, improves the properly and clears it of encum
brances at her own ex|iense, and the children put in no adverse claim 
for several years after they come of age. such facts are sufficient to 
warrant a finding that the relationship of bailiff had ceased, and the 
widow was justified in treating the properly as her own.

[Fry ami Monte v. .S'/* an. 21» D.L.lx. 7!Hi, affirmed.]

Appeal by the plaintiffs from the judgment of Meredith, statement. 
C.J.C.P., 26 D.L.R. 796, 34 O.L.R. 632. Affirmed.

./. //. Spence, for appellants.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal by the plaintiffs from t he Meredith,c.j.o. 

judgment dated the 19th November, 1915, which was directed 
to be entered by the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, after
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the trial before him, sitting without a jury, at Walkerton, oil tlie 
9th day of that month, of an issue which was directed by an order 
dated the 4th day of May, 1915.

The issue was directed in a proceeding taken by the* appellants 
for the partition or sale of a lot in the town of Southampton, 
which at the time of his death belonged to their father (ieorge H. 
McNab; and the claim of the appellants is that each of them is 
entitled as one of his heirs at law to an undivided interest in the lot.

The question which was directed to be tried was. “ whether ” 
the respondent “has acquired a title to the lands . . . under
and by virtue of the statute known as the Limitations Act."*

That the appellants are the owners of the undivided interests 
which they claim, unless by the operation of the Statute* of Limi
tations their title has l>een extinguished, as the respondent asserts 
that it has been by her possession of the lot, is not disputed.

McNab died intestate on the 30th day of June, 1892, leaving 
the respondent, his widow, and four children by a former wife 
and one by the respondent, his heirs at law surviving him. Dun
can John, the eldest of the children, was Ikuii on the 19th ( fetober, 
1870, Victoria Llizabeth on the 23rd Septemlier, 1878. Bolena 
Ami, or Dollena, as she is called in these proceedings, on the 5th 
December, 1880, Mary Irene on the 15th December, 1883, and 
Barbara Jane on the 15th April, 1891.

Bolena Ann and Mary Irene are tin- appellants.
When McNab died, he was living with his wife and his live 

children in a log-house on the lot in question, and there was allot her 
house on the lot, partly finished, ami the lot was mortgaged.

The respondent subsequently paid off the mortgage, completed 
the unfinished house, and made improvements to the other house.

No one obtained letters of administration of the estate of 
McNab, but the respondent t«w>k upon herself the administration 
of it, sold the household furniture, and paid her husband’s debts.

At the time of McNab's death, the unfinished house was rented. 
The respondent continued to live with her children, except Bolena 
Ann, in the log-house until April, 1893, when she moved with 
them to Kincardine and lived there with her mother until the 
following June. She then removed to Dubuque, Iowa, taking the 
children with her, and she and they, except Bolena Ann, lived
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there, with her mother-in-law, brother-in law, and sister-in-law, 
until March, 1895. The two eldest children were “out earning 
their living,” and Bolena Ann lived with her grandmother. In 
March, 1895, the respondent returned to Kincardine to her 
mother’s house and rema.aed there until 1896, when she went to 
keep house for a Mr. Sang. She then married her present hus
band, Speare, and the two lived together in Hamilton, the husband 
going there in September, 1896, and the resjxmdent in the follow
ing April. In 1899, they came to Southampton and occupied the 
log-house, in which they lived until the spring before the trial. 
While the respondent was away from Southampton, the two houses 
were rented at times, but were idle for sometimes a month, some
times two months, and sometimes three months, and the rents 
were collected by the respondent.

From 1900 the lot has been assessed either in the name of the 
respondent or her husband, as owner, and one or other of them has 
paid the taxes.

When the respondent left Dubuque, she left there furniture 
worth more than the furniture of her husband which she had sold, 
and while in Dubuque she paid out of her earnings debts of her 
husband McNab to the amount of nearly $200. She also expended 
in making improvements on the property between $700 and $800. 
The mortgage was partly paid by $200 of insurance money, 
which belonged to the respondent, and she “scraped to get the 
rest,” and her present husband gave her $66 “to finally clear it

ONT.

- C

Meredith,( Jo.

That the jiossession of the respondent after her husband’s 
death was, as respects the interests of the five children, that of 
bailiff for the children, cannot be and is not disputed; but it is 
argued for the respondent, and was held by the Chief Justice, 
that, in the circumstances of the case, that relationship was put 
an end to more than ten years lieforc the proceedings for par
tition were begun.

The view of the Chief Justice was, that this relationship came 
to an end in 1897, when the respondent returned to Canada from 
Dubuque, leaving there all the children except her own daughter 
Barbara Jane, or at the latest in 1899, when, after her marriage 
with her present husband, he and she went to reside on the lot.

The question to be determined is one of fact ; and, in my
47 .'U) D.I..K.
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opinion, the fact that the respondent and her husband have for 
nearly twenty years been in occupation of part and in receipt of 
the rents and profits of the remainder of the land, and during all 
that time until quite recently no claim to or assertion of any right 
in the land or to an account of the rents and profits of it has been 
made by the children, is an important fact leading to the conclusion 
that the relationship of bailiff had come to an end and that that 
was recognised by the children.

That view is strengthened when there is added to the fact I 
have mentioned the further facts that, during all that time, the 
respondent has treated and dealt with the land as her own, has 
had it assessed in the name of herself or of her husband as owner, 
has paid the taxes, has made the improvements on the property 
at a cost of $700 or $h(M) very nearly three-quarters of the 
present value of the property -and has, mainly by using her $200 
of life insurance money and from the proceeds of her own latfour, 
and partly with money obtained from her present husband, paid 
off a mortgage on the property which existed when McNab died, 
as well as paid the interest on it for many years; and that at no 
time has she kept any account of her receipts and expenditures, 
believing, as she did, that what she was receiving was her own and 
what she was expending was l>eing expended for her own benefit.

The facts of the ease in In re Maguire and M'CUiland' * Con
tract, [1907] 1 I. It. 303, referred to by the Chief Justice, l>enr a 
close resemblance to the facts of the case at bar, though there is 
the difference between them that in the Irish case the children 
left the parental roof, one of them to go into a convent and the 
others to go to the United States of America; while, in the case 
at bar, the children were taken by the mother to Dubuque and 
left there when she returned to Canada in March, 1805. The 
api>ellants had not then attained their majority, but one of them 
arrived at the age of twenty-one on the 5th Deeeml>er, 1901, 
and the other on the 14th December, 1004. It is not stated in 
the report of the Irish case whether, when the children left the 
parental roof, they or any of them had attained their majority.

1 was much struck with the observations of the Chancellor 
(Sir Samuel Walker) that “according, however, to the argument 
of Mr. Horner” (i.e., the eounsel for the purchaser who was 
objecting to the title), “a title never could be made, even after the
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lapse of fifty years or mon», under the Statute of Limitations, 
because the children were minors at the date of the father’s death. 
There is no case that so deckles; the cases shew that the relation
ship of principal and agent will be dissolved by circumstances; 
the attaining of twenty-one years of age by the children is not 
enough in itself to dissolve the relationship, provided there is no 
break; but here the children left the place a long time ago; no 
claim has ever been put forward by any of them; and 1 am of 
opinion that those facts constitute a sufficient break in the josses- 
sion to dissolve the relationship of principal and agent or guardian 
and ward” (p. 400).

Accepting, as 1 do, this as a correct statement of the law, 1 
am of opinion that there was, on the facts of this case, a sufficient 
break in the possession to dissolve the relationship of principal 
and agent, bailiff, or guardian and ward, that existed between the 
respondent and the appellants, and that the judgment of the 
Chief Justice should Is» affirmed and the appeal lx- dismissed with 
costs.

The judgment may In» supported on another ground. The 
right of the appellants to treat the respondent in respect to her 
possession as bailiff for them rests u])on equitable principles; 
and, in the circumstances of the case which 1 have mentioned, 
they are, 1 think, precluded by their acts and conduct from 
invoking the equitable doctrine ujhjii which they rely. They all 
along, at all events after having arrived at years of discretion, 
knew that the respondent was treating and dealing with the 
pro|M*rty as her own, that she was at her own expense improving 
it, and that she was paying off the incumbrances u|x»n it with her 
own money, and they made no objection to her doing all this, 
although they must have known that she was doing it under the 
belief that she was the owner of the property and doing it not for 
the !x»nefit of the children but of herself.

The principle which was applied by the Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council in Snider v. (’urleton, 25 D.L.R. 410, 35 
O.L.R. 240, [1910] A.C. 200, sub nom. Central Trust and Safe 
Deposit Co. v. Snider, is, in my, opinion, applicable, and the appell
ants cannot be heard in a Court of Equity to say that the respond
ent’s |M)sesssion was, in the eye of that Court, their jiossession.

In parting with the cast», I cannot refrain from expressing my 
regret that a very expensive litigation has been entered upon about

ONT.
8 C.

Speare.
Meredith,CJO
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ONT. a piece of property which, with the improvements the respondent
8. C. has made, is not worth more than $1,200, and the interest of the

Try and 
Moore

appellants in which is not worth, after deducting the respondent's 
slian-, more than $300, to say nothing of the long ami expensive 
inquiry that, if the appellants had succeeded, would have been

Meredith,c.i.o necessary to ascertain the state of the account between them and 
the respondent after allowing to her the value of the improvements
she has made and the money she expended in paying off the mort
gage, the result of which probably would have been to give to 
the appt s but a barren victory over their stepmother, owing
to whose struggles and exertions, and to them alone, is due the 
fact that any part of lier first husband's property remains to lie 
fought over. Appeal dismissed.

ALTA. The KING v. FIELDS.

£c. Alinrln Su/tnim Court. Ilj/nitmon. J. September g7. 1916.
MwDAMAN 1 § 1 H *» JlDiei.M. ACT PENALTY II.IJCUAU.V IMI'OhKD.

Mandamus due# not lir in mmpvl a magistrale, acting within hi* 
judicial capacity, to reverse his decision as regards a |ienalty he im|Mised 
not in accordance with statute.

|It. v. Wong Tun. 28 D.L.It. IMIS, 26 Can. (>. Cas. S; /{. v. Com. 
7 Can Cr. Cas 204. followed.)

Statement. Application by 1). W. McDonald registrar-treasurer of the 
Pharmaceutical Association of Alberta, for a mandamus to 
compel P. ('. H. Primrose, Police Magistrate for the City of 
Kdmonton, to impose upon the defendant Fields a fine of $20 
instead of $"> already imposed by the said magistrate. Dis
missed.

./. K. McDonald for ant.
,S. A. Dickson, for defendant.

Hyndman, J. Hyndman, J.: —As disclosed in the affidavit of the said D. XV. 
McDonald, on July 12, 1010, three charges under the Alberta 
Pharmaceutical Association Act, being eh. 38 of the statutes of 
1010 (2nd sess.b were laid against the defendant, namely for (a) 
selling poison to a person unknown to him, and (b) selling ]>oison 
without making any record thereof, and (c) advertising as a 
druggist without being registered as such. The three charges 
were tried together and after hearing the evidence and arguments 
of counsel, the defendant was convicted and fined $5 and costs. 
That immediately after the said police magistrate announced 
his decision his attention was called by counsel for the association

0

4
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to the provisions of sec. 33 of said Act, Lut tin* magistrate refused 
to alter his decision as to the amount of t 1m* penalty.

It will 1m* noticed that the informant in the prosecution was 
W. M. Campliell and not Mr. McDonald. Mr. Dickson took 
the preliminary objection tlmt the applicant for the mandamus 
was not the prosecutor and therefore had no Incus standi in the 
prosecution.

Sec. 33 of said Act reads as follows:
Any person violating any of the provisions of this Act. shall for the first 

offence incur a penalty of twenty dollars and costs of prosecution, and for 
each offence committed subsequent to such conviction, a |tenait y of fifty 
dollars and costs of prosecution, to he recovered in a summary manner under 
the provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada.

The applicant says that the police magistrate should have 
imposed a penalty of 320 instead of ff>. and he asks that a manda
mus do issue calling ii|>on him to do what applicant contends it 
was his duty to do.

Mr. Dickson argues that this is not a proper case for mandamus 
inasmuch as the magistrate throughout, including the fixing of 
the penalty, was acting in his judicial, not ministerial capacity. 
The decision seems to bear out this contention. The case of 
The King v. Case (No. 1), 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 204, is entirely similar 
to this one. In that cast* the magistrate imposed a penalty of 
$f>0 ami costs or ti months in goal with hard labour, and the 
prosecutor applied for a mandamus to com]>el the magistrate to 
impose a penalty of 3400 ami imprisonment for oik* year. The 
judgment of Britton, .1., is very enlightening on tin* subject, and 
it is unnecessary for me to repeat what lie has said.

See also King v. Wong Tun, decided in our own Appellate 
Division, February 19, 1910, 28 D.L.R. 098, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 8, 
referring to lieg. v. Adamson. 1 Q.B.I). 205: l{. v. Justices of 
Kingston (1902). 80 L.T., N.S. 591.

On the authority of the above decisions 1 think this application 
should be dismissed with costs. Application dismissed.

ALTA.

8. C.

H> minimi, J.

Re ELLIOTT v. McLENNAN
Ontario Supreme Court, Ap/sUati Dieisum. Murdith, t'.J.C.I'., Hiddell, 

Lennox and \f listen, JJ. April l\, I It I ti

Certiorari (6 1 A 1) Ministerial irrkui i.aritiks Hu.hi ok appeal.
Certiorari will not lie to remove a ministerial act: consequently it 

will not he granted to ouash an examination for discovery where the 
issue is irrelevant, and the special examiner has neither jurisdiction nor 
authority; if the examination In- used in an action, the remedy is by

ONT.

S. C.
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upIN'ul; any irregularity in County Court proew»lings shotihl he brought
to I lie notice of t lmt Court, not to the Appellate Division.

Appeal from the judgment of Britton, .1.. dismissing a motion 
by solicitor, in an action in the County Court, for a writ of 
certiorari to remove into the Supreme Court of Ontario the 
examination of the plaintiff taken for discovery in that action. 
Affirmed.

The judgment appeal» d from is as follows:
I am of the opinion that certiorari will not lie uixm the 

facts now presented. The case of ltex v. Wood house, [1W0G] 
2 K.B. 501, where the whole subject is fully dealt with, is not 
authority for cirtiorari in a case like this.

The object of the motion for a certiorari is to get rid of the 
judgment. The argument is that, the answers to the questions 
put to the plaintiff by counsel being the only evidence, there will 
be nothing upon which the judgment can rest, and the plaintiff 
will be at liberty to go to trial.

The learned County Court Judg<1 dismissed the action. It is 
said he did so for alleged reasons that were none in fact. It is 
said there was no ]>ower on examination for discovery to elicit, 
and particularly by the defendants' solicitor, in the absence 
of the plaintiff’s solicitor, the alleged fact that the plaintiff did 
not authorise the bringing of the action. Upon principle, I see 
no difference, apart from collusion between the plaintiff and the 
defendants' solicitor such as is alleged, and which, if proved, 
cannot be too strongly censured—I see no difference .from the 
case of deciding upon improper evidence.

The rejection of proper evidence and the admission of impro|>er 
evidence are grounds of appeal. The law is quite clear that the 
plaintiff had the right of appeal subject to complying with the 
law as to time, notice, and other prescribed terms. Where 
there is such right of appt'al, the certiorari ought not to be granted.

Certiorari is prohibited in cases of summary conviction where 
the right of appeal is granted.

J. li. Mackenzie, the appellant, in person.
./. M. Ferguson, for defendants.
Riddell, .1.:—This is an action qui lam in the County 

Court of the County of York.
The plaintiff was examined before John Bruce, Esq., Special 

Examiner, for discovery : on his examination he said he had not
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instructed the action to he brought. At'the trial, this statement 
was read, whereupon the learned County Court Judge dismissed 
the action: no appeal has been take n from this decision.

Mr. Mackenzie, who acted as solicitor for the plaintiff in the 
County Court, is naturally indignant at the plaintiff’s statement 
reflecting as lie thinks upon his professional honour; and he moved 
before Mr. Justice Britton for a certiorari to bring into the Supreme 
Court the obnoxious examination “for the puri>ose of being 
quashed.”

My learned brother refused the motion, and Mr. Mackenzie 
appealed to this Court, joining in his motion a substantive 
motion for a certiorari. As the same considerations govern this 
additional motion as the appeal, I treat them together.

There is no pretence that our legislation, the County Courts 
Acts, etc., is of assistance to the applicant—these Acts might 
hamper, they cannot assist—and the application is merely as at the 
common law.

The two grounds alleged in the original notice of motion are: 
(1) that the examination dealt with an irrelevant issue; and (2) 
Mr. Bruce (tin- Special Kxaminer) had no jurisdiction to take the 
examination, as the plaintiff resided in the county of Ontario, 
and his solicitor had not given consent to an examination in this 
county.

For the purpose of this judgment, 1 propose to take it for 
granted that both grounds express a correct view of the law, 
i. e., that the examination was on an irrelevant issue (though I 
am when I think of the percentage of examinations for
discovery which might be (plashed were this a good ground for 
(plashing), and that Mr. Bruce had no authority for holding the 
examination: Rule 345 (1);‘ Maclean v. James Hay It. IF. Co. 
(1905), 5 O.W.H. 440; Drydcn v. Smith (1897), 17 P.R. 500.

Yet 1 cannot but think that the application has been made 
without full consideration of the real functions of certiorari and 
the rules which the Court has laid down for its own guidance 
and the limitation of its activities. The writ is a most valuable 
one, and the i>ower to grant it could not be abdicated without 
danger to the administration of justice; but the power is not to 
be exercised in every case in which an applicant thinks it would 
or might advantage him.

ONT.
8. C.

F KE

McLennan. 

Riddell. J.
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The nature and objects of “certiorari” are so fully discussed 
in the judgment of the Appellate Division in Rex v. Titchmarsh 
(11)14), 22 D.L.R. 272, 32 O.L.li. 569, that it is unnecessary again 
to dilate upon them—it is sufficient to quote one sentence: “The 
theory is that the Sovereign has been appealed to by some one 
of his subjects who complains of an injustice done him in an 
inferior Court : whereupon the Sovereign, saying t hat he wishes 
to be informed—certiorari—of the matter, orders that the record 
etc. be transmitted into a Court where he is sitting.”

That Court at the common law is the Court of King's Bench 
—all the powers of the English Court of King's Bench were for 
this Province vested in the Court of King’s Bench for the Province 
of Vpper Canada by the Provincial Act of 1794, 34 (leo. III. eh. 
2, sec. 1—and by several Acts of the Legislature1 these powers 
were continued and are now in the Supreme Court of Ontario.

There are many difficulties in the applicant’s way—more than 
one, in my view, most serious. I do not propose to go into all of 
them ; it will suffice here to mention one which lies at the thres
hold and is fatal.

The jurisdiction to grant certiorari is and always has been 
jealously preserved: but the Court, while insisting on its power, 
has been careful to observe the limits within which it will he 
exercised.

As early as 1751, in Michaelmas Term, 25 Geo. II., it was 
decided by the Court of King’s Bench that nothing but a judicial 
act will be removed by certiorari. The remedy against an 
offender for a wrongful ministerial act is by action: The King v. 
Lediard (1751), Sayer 6.

This was followed in Rex v. Lloyd (1783), Caldecott 309, in 
which Mr. Justice Buller (than whom there never was a greater 
master of the common law) says: “It is settled in the case of 
The King v. Lediard that a certiorari does not lie to remove any 
other than judicial acts.” That the examination was wholly 
illegal in the present case is shewn by Rex v. Lloyd to be imma
terial—“Bower (counsel for the applicant, who had obtained a 
rule to shew cause) urged that this act of the Sessions was clearly 
illegal . . . The Court admitted this . . . but did not
change the determination to discharge the rule."

These cases are considered and followed in Rex v. Woodhouse, 
2 K.B. 501, by Vaughan-Williams, L.J., p. 512. It is3
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true that the decision of the Court of Appeal was reversed in 
Dom. Proe., sub nom. Lord Mayor, etc., of Leeds v. Ryder, 11007] 
AX’. 420, hut it was not suggested that the law in these eases 
was not sound. All the cases of importance are considered in 
one or other of the judgments in the case just cited—and the 
result is plain that certiorari will not lie to remove any but a 
judicial act.

In the present case what is to be removed is a mere ministerial 
act of an officer of the Court—that he had no authority to do this 
act (if such is the ease) is immaterial.

It may be contended that we have power to remove the record 
with the judicial act of dismissal of the action, and that on such 
removal the obnoxious examination will be transmitted also to 
this Court. That the examination would come up with the 
record I do not determine—but, granting that this is the case, 
the applicant is not advanced.

Aside from other difficulties, the Court will not remove a 
record upon which it cannot proceed.

There has only been one instance in which a contrary rule 
was followed, and that in the evil days when the King was actually 
a ruler, when he took a personal interest in his Courts, and when 
a supersedeas might be confidently expected byaJudge bold enough 
to act contrary to His Majesty's wishes. James, Duke of York, 
afterwards James II., King of England (James VII. of Scotland), 
was, in the reign of his brother Charles II., presented by the 
Grand Jury at the Quarter Sessions under the statute 3 Jac. I. 
eh. 4, for not going to church (i.c., the established Church of 
England, for he attended his own, the Roman Catholic, church 
faithfully enough.) This was part of the long and violent struggle 
to exclude him from the succession to the Crown, which failed 
through the firmness of the King. The presentment was removed 
on certiorari into the King’s Bench, and nothing more was heard 
of it—this order of the Court was rather political than judicial, 
an I has been uniformly and consistently condemned.

The first reported case in which this decision was considered 
is Dr. Sauds} Case (1690), 1 Salk. 145, in which Holt, C.J., speak
ing for the Court, expressly disapproves the Duke of York's Case 
and indicates the rule I have stated.

We could do nothing with the judgment if we had it before us

733
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—there is no appeal taken, and the judgment is the judgment of 
a Court of competent jurisdiction, properly seized of the case.

It would be impossible for us to order this record to be removed, 
and we cannot bring up the examination by itself.

There is another consideration which should be weighed, even 
if other difficulties were out of the way.

It is pointed out in lie Aaron Erb (1908), 16 D.L.R. 597, that 
after judgment there is always a judicial discretion to grant or 
refuse a certiorari. In the present case I cannot understand what 
advantage there would be to have the examination before this 
Court. Everything is in the County Court of the County of 
York ; and that Court has the same power over the proceedings 
now as we should have were they here. Any application which 
could be made in the Supreme Court can be made in the County 
Court—and 1 venture to think the latter the proper tribunal.

Nor am I able to see any advantage to be gained by an appli
cation to quash the examination, even if successful.

So far as the judgment is concerned, the examination has done 
its work, and that cannot be undone—if it is proposed to punish 
the examiner for his alleged excess of power, the examination in 
existence will be more useful than the examination quashed—or 
at least as useful.

Mr. Mackenzie contends or suggests that it might hamper 
him in his efforts to recover his costs from the plaintiff—but I 
cannot follow that argument. If the plaintiff is sued, his evidence 
before the examiner cannot be used for him: if Mr. Mackenzie 
wishes to make use of it, he may use it as a statement of his client, 
but he need not—his rights would not b( <me greater by quashing 
the examination.

The dispute by client of retainer is too common to call for 
remark—so common is it that a general rule has been adopted by 
the Courts to cover the case. It is rare that there is a direct 
contradiction of fact, often there has been a misunderstanding, 
between the solicitor and his supposed client, and not seldom a 
view occasioned by the desire of an unsuccessful litigant to get 
out of paying the costs. Paying for a dead horse is proverbially 
unpleasant. The Courts have laid down the rule that, if there 
be nothing more in the case than the word of the solicitor against 
the word of the person he alleges to be his client , the word of the 
latter is to be taken—accordingly the prudent solicitor takes his
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retainers in writing. Most of those who would refuse to sign a 
written retainer either do not have much wish to go to law or 
intend to heat the solicitor out of his costs if they should he called 
upon to pay them.

Erskino is said once to have told a jury “the reputation of a 
cheesemonger in the city of London is like the bloom upon a 
peach. Breathe on it—and it is gone for ever!!” In view of 
thi‘ frequency of clients repudiating their retainers, it cannot he 
said that the evidence of the plaintiff will produce any appreciable 
damage to the solicitor, however exasperating it may he.

I think on all grounds the appeal fails, and it, with the sub
stantive motion, must he dismissed with costs.

Lennox and Masten, J.I., concurred.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.—Mr. Mackenzie's indignation, as a 

solicitor, at having his retainer, in a County Court action, re
pudiated, has got the better of his judgment as a member of the 
Bar, and brought him into the wrong Court seeking redress; 
that I quite understood him, at the conclusion of his argument 
of this appeal, to admit ; hut, whether admitted or not, it is quite 
too plain to be the subject of any kind of doubt, that is, as to his 
being in the wrong Court.

If there were any irregularity or impropriety in any of the 
proceedings in the action in the County Court, any motion re
specting them should be made in that Court, which is a court of 
record, having the same practice, and, generally speaking, the 
same power, in all cases within its jurisdiction, as the High Court 
Division of this Court has iii cases within its jurisdiction, with 
ample right of appeal, from each Court, directly to this Court.

Whether the proceedings in the County Court were regular or 
irregular, and whether either solicitor was or was not retained in 
it, the action is the action of the parties, not of the solicitor, and 
they may discharge, or repudiate, solicitors, and carry on, or 
end, the action as they see fit, subject to this: that, if there be 
collusion between them, for the purpose of defeating a solicitor’s 
right to costs, the Court can, at the instance of the solicitor, 
interfere to prevent that purpose being carried into effect.

The solicitor’s way is a plain one1, leading not to this Court, 
but to the Division or the County Court. He may render his 
bill of costs, and, in due course, sue for the amount of it in the 
proper Court, no doubt the Division Court; or, if he charge
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collusion, by the defendants with the plaintiff, to deprive him of 
his costs in the action, he may apply to the County Court, in a 
summary manner, for an order for payment of them by them.

Britton, J., properly dismissed the application to him, a 
writ of certiorari being out of the question; and this appeal must 
meet with the same fate. Appeal dismissed.

BUSCOMBE v. STARK.
British Columbia Court of Ap/teal, Macdonald, C.J.A.. and Marlin and 

Me Phillip*, .1.1.A. OcUtbtr t, 1916.

Landlord and tenant (§ Il B I 11)—Covenant to restore in orioin vl 
condition- Breach Measure of damaoen.

Breach of covenant by n lessee to restore the demised premises to their 
original condition, after structural changes had been made by him. 
renders him liable to the lessor for the estimated costs of restoration 
regardless whether the costs were or ever will be actually incurred.

[Joyner v. Weeks. (1M)1| 2 Q.B. 31, followed.)

Appeal by defendant from th judgment of Hunter. C.J.B.C., 
dated December 17. 1915. Affirmed.

Harris, K.C., for appellant.
Douglas Armour, for respondent.
M ac Donald, C.J.A.:—This case is not distinguishable in 

principle from Joyner v. Weeks, [1891] 2 Q.B. 31, referred to with 
approval by Haldane, in British A'c. v. I nderground A'c., 
|1912| A.C. 673 at p. «91.

There is. in my opinion, no real distinction, in so far as it 
affects the' particular matter, between a covenant to repair and 
one to replace. In this case the lessee was permitted to change 
the shop front, but covenanted to put it back into its original 
condition at the end of the term if requested by the landlord to 
do so. The only contention made by appellant’s counsel, which 
is not covered by the authorities above referred to, is this : they 
say the defendant was not notified to replace the shop front 
until after the expiration of the term. They concede only res
pondent's right to elect before the expiration of the term, and sax 
that as she did not do so her right of election was lost. It is not 
necessary in this case to decide that question of law as it is plain 
from the correspondence that an arrangement was made between 
the parties that the shop front should be left as it was until it 
should be seen whether the new tenant would be satisfied with 
it. The time for election was by this arrangement enlarged, 
and the right was not lost.

I would dismiss the appeal.
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Martin, .LA.: In my opinion this covenant is in princi])Ic one B* { 
to repair by restoring. The alterations authorised by the lease (\ A. 
involved the partial destruction of the premises, which is waste Biscombe

at common law. and I regard the covenant as equivalent to a
. . . Stark.

special one to repair and the damages for breach thereof come —
within Joyner v. WV/,*, |1K!II] 2 (j.H. 31. Thr raw is quili- ',"nm J ' 
distinct from II igsell v. School for Wind, 8 Q.B.I). 357, which 
was an action on a covenant to build a new wall round a piece of 
property purchased by the defendant corporation. In certain 
cases, where the lease contemplates them, the making of such 
alterations as enlarging windows, opening external doors and 
removing partitions do not amount to a breach of covenant to 
repair, I)ocd. Dolton v. Jones (1832), I B. A; Ail. 12b. 110 K.R.
403, but here acts of that nature are specially provided for. The 
position is analogous to a covenant to leave in repair under which 
the landlord is entitled to the cost of repairs, and, as Cave, J.. 
said, “none the less so because in fact the landlord ultimately 
resolved to pull the house d >wn.” Indertvick v. leech (1884) 1 
T.L.R. 484; and cf. liuwlings v. \torgan, 18 C.B.X.S. 77(i.

Me Phillips, J.A.: This is a case between lessor and lessee— McPhiiiipe, j.a. 
and an action for the breach of a covenant by the lessee. The 
covenant being that the lessee would at the expiration of the lease 

if required by the Iessor—restore the gallery and show windows 
to their condition as at the date* of the demise. Structural changes 
were made in the shop premises and although the request was made 
the restoration to the original condition was not carried out.
The action went to trial before Hunter. C.J.B.C., and judgment 
was entered for the respondent (the lessor) for the amount which 
would affect the restoration called for by the covenant. The 
apjxdlant’s (the lessee’s) counsel very ably advanced the argument 
that the true measure of damages was not what it would cost to 
restore the shop premises in their original condition but what 
(if any) depreciation to the shop premises there was by the non
performance of the covenant. That in fact the premises were 
improved in value rather than depreciated, that the rentable 
value was increased rather than decreased, and pointed to some 
observations of the Chief Justice upon this head. Upon careful 
consideration of the law governing in the matter and in particular 
the case of Wig sell v. School for the Blind, 8 Q.B.D. 357, upon 
which the counsel for the appellant amongst other cases relied,
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I am of the opinion that the decision in the Court of Appeal in 
Joyner v. Weeks, [1801] 2 Q.B. 31, is conclusive.

With respect to the argument advanced that it is improbable, 
in fact, may almost be taken for granted that the respondent will 
not restore the shop premises as called for in the covenant- that 
in my opinion in no way meets the1 breach of covenant. The 
covenant was made and it is to be performed; in the present 
case there are no facts to enquire into which would entitle con
sideration or relief from the terms of the covenant.

In the present case the respondent is the freeholder and she 
is entitled to have the covenant performed; what she may do 
with the shop premises it tloes not occur to me matters: Conquest 
v. Ebbetis, [18(H)] AX'. 400, 65 L.J. Ch. 808, at 810; British 
Westinghouse Electric v. Underground Electric R. Co., [1012] AX'. 
073, at 001, Joyner v. Weeks, supra.

Were it open to view the appeal unfettered by authority, 
it is indeed questionable if complete justice would be accom
plished in saying that no damages have been proved, i.e., that 
the shop premises have by the changes made been increased 
in value rather than depreciated. There is no certainty that 
this is the true situation—the shop premises at the time of the 
trial were unlet and it might result that the restoration of the 
premises to their previous condition or other equally onerous 
changes may be necessary to bring about the reletting thereof. 
It is preferable that the principles of law be adhered to and that 
there be as much certainty as possible in exacting compliance 
with matters of contract. It is true that in the ion of
principles, in what is after all the inexact science of law, there 
may be at times seeming instances of injustice, yet to enter into 
fields of speculation as to the probable subsequent happenings 
is to render nugatory the solemnity and responsibility of contract. 
Parties to contracts (where there is no fraud or misrepresentation) 
cannot complain if they are held to them.

I would dismiss the appeal. Appeal dismissed.

McDonald v. the king.
Quebec King's Bruch, Sir Horace ArchambeauH, ('..I , ami Lavergne, Cross, 

Carroll and Pelletier, JJ. March 6, 1916.
1. Depositions (§ 111 -14)—Authentication—Preliminary enquiry.

It is not necessary that the deposition of each witness on a preliminary 
enquiry should he separately certified; all may he included in one certi-

8749
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2. Depositions i§ Ml 14) Preliminary enquiry— Appointing a STENO
GRAPHER.

The fact that the* steiu-grapher ap|x>inted by the justice to take down 
the »l«*|H»sitions on a preliminary enquiry was duly sworn tCr. Cod»* see. 
♦483, as amended 1913), may be proved by the justice's certificate,alt hough 
the stenographer did not sign the oath.

3. Depositions (§ Ml ID Criminal puocekdin<is—Itkadin<i shorthand
NOTES OF DEPOSITIONS TO ACCUSED.

The reading of the depositions on the part of the prosecution to the 
accused on the preliminary enquiry in conformity with Cr. Code sec. 
t>S4, may be proceeded witfi from the shorthand notes without the delay 
incident to transcribing them.

Motion for leave to appeal from a conviction on indictment 
for setting fire to a railway car. The various grounds on which the 
motion was based are set out in the following opinion handed 
down by Cross, J.

An indictment was found by the (Irand Jury for the district 
of St. Francis against the appellant, on October 5, 1015, for 
having unlawfully and wilfully set fire to a railway car, the 
property of the Grand Trunk Railway Company. Before any 
plea was produced, a motion was presented by the accused to 
quash this indictment. On the 13th of October following, this 
motion was dismissed by the ( 'ourt of King’s Bench for the district 
of St. Francis. The accused was found guilty.

The trial Court having refused a reserved case, the accused 
presented a motion to the Court of King’s Bench, at Montreal, 
for leave to appeal.

./. C. Walsh, K.C., for the accused.

./. Nicol, K.C., and A. C. Hanson, for the Crown.
The opinion of the Court was delivered by 
Cross, J.:—The grounds for the petition for leave to appeal, 

not abandoned at the hearing, are in substance that the indictment 
should have been quashed on the petitioner’s application before 
trial because he had not been lawfully committed for trial, in
asmuch as, firstly, the stenographer was not duly sworn; secondly, 
the transcript of each deposition of the evidence was not signed 
by the justice; thirdly, that the accused was not lawfully called 
upon for voluntary statement under sec. 084, inasmuch as the 
evidence had not yet been transcribed when he was so called upon.

Upon the first objection, the certificate of the justice establish
ing that the oath was taken by the stenographer was shewn to 
us at the hearing and establishes that the oath was taken.

That certificate makes proof notwithstanding that the sténo*
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grapher did not himself sign tin- oath. The first ground of ob
jection is consequently not made out.

The second objection rests upon the pretension that there 
should be a certificate signed by the Justice on each deposition. 
That however is unnecessary. Provision is in fact made for a 
form of certificate applicable to a number of witnesses whose 
names can all be put in the heading. That course - a common 
one in practice—was followed by the justice in this case. The 
second objection is therefore not well taken.

The third objection rests upon the pretension that an accused 
person cannot be asked if he wishes the depositions to lx* read 
again unless the depositions have then already been signed.

In our opinion, when the evidence has been taken in short
hand, the accused party can lawfully be asked if he wishes the 
depositions to be read again before the stenographer’s transcript 
has been made. In such a case, sec. 084 is sufficiently complied 
with, if when the justice asks the accused whether he wishes the 
depositions to be read again, he has the stenographer in attendance 
with his note-book ready to do the reading, even if the depositions 
have not yet been transcribed, though of course we do not say 
that the accused may not ask to have the transcript made before 
he is called upon for the statement. I consider (speaking in this 
regard for myself) that the accused party can dispense with the 
entire proceeding of preliminary inquiry. The third objection 
is also unfounded.

It appears that the defendant was indicted for commission 
of the offence described in the commitment, and, though we have 
passed upon the merits of the objections above mentioned, we 
are not to be understood n* holding that, even if these objections 
had been founded in fact, the indictment ought in such a case to 
have been quashed.

The preliminary inquiry must no doubt be conducted in the 
prescribed way, but it is not part of the trial. The object of 
it is to provide against vexatious indictment. The petition is 
dismissed. -------- Leave to apjteal refused.

TAYLOR v. STEELE.
Manitoba Court of A p/teal, Hoirell, C.J.M., and Richards, Perdue. Cameron, 

and Hayyart, JJ.A. July 10, 1916.

Pleading (§ I T —160)- Right to dismissal- Irregi larities in service— 
“ Fresh step"—Waiver.

A demand for particulars by defendant is not a “fresh step" within
the meaning of rule 304 (King's Bench Act, R.8.M. 1913, eh. 4ft). and,
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therefore, does not operate as a waiver by the defendant of his right to
have the action dismissed for any irregularities in service of the statement
of claim.

Appeal from an order of Curran, .1.. reversing the order of 
the Referee in C iers. Affirmed.

//. A. Bergman, for appellant.
H. Hailey Fisher, for respondent.
Howell, Richards, and Perdue, J.J.A., concurred

with Cameron, J.A.
Cameron, J.A.: This is an appeal from an order made by 

Curran, J., May l(i, 1916, setting an ' Referee,
made April 4, 1916, dismissing a motion of the defendant to set 
aside the statement of claim and the service thereof and allowing 
a motion of the plaintiffs to renew the statement of claim and 
extending the time for the service thereof until June 1, 1916.

The point was taken that the demand for particulars was a 
“fresh step” within r. 364, and therefore a waiver of the irregu
larity. I agree with the view taken by Curran, J., that it was 
not so. The decision cited by him of Kekewich, J., in Ives v. 
1 Villons, [1894] 1 Ch. 68, seems directly in point. See also 
Stroud, Judicial Dictionary, 2nd ed., p. 1935, and the authorities 
there referred to

With reference to the application to extend the time to serve 
and homologating the service already made, inasmuch as the 
effect of an order made allowing it would be to deprive the de
fendant of the right to plead the Statute of Limitations, I can see 
no reason for differing from the conclusion of the Judge. The 
plaintiffs have entirely failed to make out a case for relief. The 
fact is they deliberately allowed the time to pass by because they 
thought that from a financial point of view, it was inadvisable 
or altogether useless to go to further trouble or expense in the 
action. In my opinion the appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Haggart, J.A.:—An application was " by the defendant 
for an order setting aside the statement of claim and the service 
thereof on the ground that tin1 service was not effected within six 
months from the date of the statement of claim as required by 
r. 176 of the King’s Bench Act. A cross application was made 
by the plaintiffs asking for the renewal of the statement of claim, 
the extension of time for service and for the homologating and 
validating of the service theretofore made. The referee heard

48—30 D.L.R.
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both motions together and ordered that the defendant’s motion 
should be dismissed, that the time should be extended, and that 
the service already made should be homologated and validated. 
Curran, J., allowed the appeal, set aside the order of the referee 
and ordered that the service of the statement of claim should be 
set aside. The plaintiffs now appeal to this Court asking for 
the reversal of the Judge’s order and the restoring of that of the

There is no dispute as to the material facts. The note sued 
on became due on February 4, 1909. The statement of 
was issued on February 1, 1915, and served on the defendant on 
February 11, 191(1.

If the statement of claim and service is set aside and the 
plaintiffs are compelled to commence a new action their cause 
of action becomes barred by the Statute of Limitations.

The plaintiffs urge that the demand made for particulars 
by the defendant a few days after the service of the statement 
of claim and the ' with such demand was a step in the
cause within the meaning of r. 3(14; that the service was merely 
an irregularity and that such irregularity was waived and further 
that the referee in making the order exercised a discretion and 
that the Judge erred in interfering with that discretion.

As to the plaintiffs’ contention that the service of the demand 
was a fresh step in the cause, 1 agree with the conclusion arrived 
at by Curran, J. The step taken must an operative and 
effective one: An. Pr. 191(1, p. 1344.

In Rein v. Steii}, [1892] 1 Q.B. 753 .♦> L.T.R. 4(19, Cave,

With regard to the application here t - «• the documents which were 
mentioned in the affidavit, that is the affidavit ujw>n which leave to issue the 
writ was obtained, it would be impossible to say that an application for leave 
to see these documents amounted to any indication that there had been a 
waiver of the objection to the writ. On the contrary, it rather leads to shew 
the reverse. . . . He did no more, it seems to me, than he had a right
to do, that is to say, take steps to procure a sight of the affidavit which he 
had got to answer and uj)on which the leave to issue the writ had been ob
tained.

Here the defendant wanted to see the note which was the 
cause of action. Here no papers were filed. No official of the 
Court had anything to do with the proceeding directly or in
directly. There could be no inference drawn from this action

4

409
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that it was the intention of the defendant to waive any right. 
There was not even a paper put upon the files of the Court. 
The suit was no nearer the issue than it was before the request 
was made.

I do not think the demand and the e therewith was
a step in the eause within the meaning of the rule.

I also agree with Curran, J., when he refuses the relief asked 
by the plaintiffs which would eut out the defence of the- Statute 
of Limitations. Judicial opinions as to the ethics of using the 
Statute of Limitations are not along the same line. Lord St. 
Leonards, in Trustees v. Dugald (1852), 1 Macq. ILL. at p. 321, 
says:—

Alt statutes of limitation have for their object the prevention of the 
rearing up of claims at great distances of time when evidences are lost, and in 
all well regulated countries the quieting of possession is held an important 
|K>int of |Hilicy.

Lord Kenyon describes them as “statutes of repose." Brain- 
well, B., spoke of them as “statutes of peace.”

There tire judicial intimations, however, of a contrary opinion. 
In lie Baker, [181)0] 44 Ch. 1). 262, at 270, Cotton, L.J., went so 
far as to say that the plea of the statute was never looked upon 
with any favour, and Lindley, J., in Stamford Banking Co. v. 
Smith. [18021 1 Q.B. 765. spoke of the ease before the Court as 
“one of the few cases in which the Statute of Limitations comes in 
aid of an honest defence.”

I do not think it is necessary to say more than that both 
parties when they entered into tin* obligation which is here sought 
to be enforced knew that after the lapse of a certain time Courts 
were not open to either of them.

In Hewett v. Barr, [1891] 1 Q.B. 98, it was held by the Court 
of Appeal that the rule of practice is not to extend the time for 
renewal of a writ of summons after the expiration of the 12 months 
from the date of the writ where the plaintiff’s claim would, in 
the absence of such renewal, lie barred by the Statute of Limita
tions. It is intimated, however, that there might be a discretion 
to extend the time under very exceptional circumstances. And 
Lord Esher, M.H., at p. 99, thus discusses the proposition:—

It has been laid down in Weldon v. .Weal, 19 Q.B.D. 394, as a general rule 
of conduct with regard to the granting of amendments, that they ought not 
to be granted where they would have the effect of altering the existing rights 
of the parties. This being the rule with regard to amendments of pleadings,

MAN.
C. A. 

Taylor

llaggnrt, J.AC16D
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MAN. the same principle applies still more strongly to the case where we are asked
cTa. to allow the renewal of a writ, though by so doing we should deprive the de

fendant of his existing right to the benefit of the Statute of Limitations.
Taylor In Ontario, in the case of Mair v. Cameron, 18 P.R. (Ont.),
Stkki.k 484, it whs lii ld that where orders were made from time to time

IlaKftart, J.A. renewing a writ of summons, and it appeared that the plaintiff 
all the time knew, but did not disclose, where the defendant 
could be served, and the Statute of Limitations had, but for the 
renewals, barred the plaintiff’s claim, the orders were rescinded 
upon an application by the defendant after the orders had come 
to his notice.

It is possible the Court may have an inherent power to validate 
and homologate the service, but the facts do not bring this case 
within r. 274 of the King’s Bench Act. That rule authorizes 
the Judge to order substitutional service or other service “in 
such manner as shall seem just and right,” and then the rule 
goes on to say, “and any previous service so made may be homol
ogated by a subsequent order.” What the referee assumed to 
homologate was not under any previous order.

I think Curran, J., was right in allowing the appeal and 
discharging the order of the referee. Appeal dismissed.

ONT. KENNEDY v. SU YD AM.

8. C. Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, J. April IS, 19Id.
1. Executors and administrators (§ II A 2—30)—Power op sale—

Rule of perpetuities—Devolution of estate.
The power given to an executor by the Trustee Act. R.8.O. 1807, 

ch. 120. sec. It», to sell real estate to pay a legacy for payment of which 
no express provision is made, is not cut down by the Devolution of 
Estates Act. R.S.O., 1011. ch. 110.

A power of sale expressly conferred by a will does not fail merely be
cause the use to which the fund is to be put offends against the rule 
as to |H>rpetuities; in such an event the fund goes to those who would 
take u|M»n an intestacy.

2. Judgment (§ II D 5—130)—Res judicata—Concluhivenehs ah to
executor’s power of sale.

A judgment determines every right, question, or fact distinctly put 
in issue as a ground of recovery or defence, and all matters which ought 
to have been brought forward as part of the controversy. A judgment 
by which an executor was ordered to make a sale is conclusive as to his 
power of sale though not expressly adjudicated.

[Kennedy v. Kennedy. 3 D.L.R. Sfttt. 11 D.L.R. 328. 13 D.L.R. 707; 
Kennedy v. Kennedy. 24 O.L.R. 183; Foiwell v. Kennedy, 24 O.L.R., 
189, referred to.]

Statement. Action to set aside a sale of land by an executor to the 
defendant company. Dismissed.

./. H. Fraser, for plaintiff.
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I. F. HeUmuth, K.C., for the defendants Henry Suydam and 
the Suydam Realty Company Limited.

E. D. Armour, K.C., and W. //. Clip sham, for the defendants 
the Toronto Development Company.

Middleton, J.:—This action is the last of a long series in 
connection with the estate of the late David Kennedy. The 
question raised is of importance, and it is singular that in none 
of the numerous judgments that have been pronounced is there 
any clear expression of opinion concerning the precise matter 
which is now raised.*

David Kennedy died on the 17th February, 1900. By his 
will, dated the 4th July, 1903, he appointed his son James 
H. Kennedy, his granddaughter Gertrude Foxwell, and Annie 
Hamilton, executors. The two last named having renounced, 
probate was granted to James H. Kennedy alone.

By the will the testator gave to James H. Kennedy his dwell
ing-house ; and, after making certain provisions for different 
members of his family, which are not now material, he directed 
that out of his estate there should he paid to his son David the 
sum of $400 per annum during the term of his natural life, add
ing: “I hereby charge my estate with this annuity in favour of 
my said son David.” This provision is followed by a number of 
further provisions for other members of the family, which are 
also now immaterial. Then follows the residuary clause, which 
has given rise to much controversy :—

“The rest residue and remainder of my estate both real and 
personal I give devise and bequeath to my executor executrices 
and trustees aforesaid to be used and employed by them in their 
discretion or in the discretion of a majority of them in so far as 
it may go to the maintenance and keeping up my house and 
premises herein bequeathed to my son James Harold Kennedy 
with full power and authority to them to make sales of any real 
estate upon such terms and conditions and otherwise as may be 
expedient and to execute all deeds documents and other papers 
necessary for the sale of same and to make title thereto to any 
purchaser thereof and the proceeds of such sale to devote as in

• See Kennedy v. Kennedy, 3 D.L.R. 536, 11 D.L.R. 328, 13 D.L.It. 707, 
Kennedy v. Kennedy (1011), 24 O.L.R. 183; Foxwell v. Kennedy (1011), 24 
O.L.R 180.
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their discretion or in the discretion of a majority of them may 
seem meet and necessary to keep up and maintain my said resi
dence in the maimer in which it has been heretofore kept and 
maintained and if for any reason it should be necessary that the 
said residence should be sold and disposed of I direct upon such 
sale being completed that the residuary estate then remaining 
shall be divided in equal proportions among the several pecuniary 
legatees under this my will.”

After the death of the testator, there was litigation as to the 
validity of this will and as to the validity of certain deeds, cover
ing a large portion of the testator’s property, made by his son 
James in assumed pursuance of powers conferred upon him by 
a power of attorney executed by his father. These contentions 
were disposed of by Mr. Justice Anglin, who set aside the con
veyances, upheld the will, and directed that the lands conveyed 
should be reconveyed to the executor.

Robert Kennedy, the present plaintiff and one of the testator’s 
sons, having failed to obey the direction to reconvey the land 
which had been conveyed to him, a vesting order was made, 
vesting the lands in the executor.

Assuming that he had power to do so, James H. Kennedy 
executed a deed poll bearing date the 20th January, 1911, by 
which he appropriated the entire proceeds of the residuary estate 
for the maintenance and upkeep of the residence which had been 
devised to him.

In the meantime, on the 26th September, 1910, James H. 
Kennedy had entered into an agreement w ith the Suydam Realty 
Company Limited to convey certain property, forming the bulk 
of the residuary estate, to that company for the price of $97,000.

An action was brought by Gertrude Maud Foxw'cll, attacking 
the right of the executor to sell and the validity of the residuary 
clause. A preliminary objection to the status of the plaintiff 
was taken,.and argued as a point of law. The decision upon 
this was adverse to her, and her action was dismissed.

In that action, however, James H. Kennedy counterclaimed, 
asking for specific performance of the agreement entered into by 
the Suydam company, and claiming damages against the plain
tiff by reason of the carrying out of the sale being obstructed 
by the registry of a caution in the Land Title's office. To this
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counterclaim Robert Kennedy entered a defence in which he 
denied the right of the executor to be recorded in the Land Titles 
office as the absolute owner of the land and his right under the 
will to sell, and further alleged that the sale was an improvident 
one, made at a gross undervalue.

This counterclaim came on for trial before the present Chief 
Justice of Ontario, then Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and 
a good deal of discussion took place as to the issues that were 
really open for determination in that action. It was then pointed 
out that, after the failure of the plaintiff to obtain the redress 
she sought in the main action, another action had been brought 
by David Kennedy for the purpose of obtaining construction 
of the will, and that this action had not yet been heard. Evi
dence was given at some length upon the value of the land, with 
a view to shewing the improvidence of the sale, and judgment 
was reserved, without the question of construction of the will 
having been argued; his Lordship stating that he would let this 
matter stand to allow the parties to take such course as they 
might be advised.

On the 30th January, 1912, judgment was given; it is said 
upon the application of James H. Kennedy and the Suvdam 
Realty Company, and upon the statement of the purchaser 
that he did not desire a reference as to title. This judgment 
declares that the sale was not improvident, directs specific 
performance, and further directs that th<e balance of the down 
payment of purchase-money be made to the purchaser, the con
veyance and mortgage to secure the balance to be executed, 
such conveyance and mortgage to be settled by the Master if 
the parties differ.

It is to be noted that this judgment, which was not accom
panied by any reasons, does not expressly deal with the question 
raised by Robert Kennedy and his co-defendants as to the 
power of the plaintiff to sell under the will, and does not in any 
way reserve the rights of the contesting defendants.

On the 3rd March, 1911, David Kennedy brought his 
action asking for the construction of the will, and in it he set 
out his contention that the devise in the residuary clause of the 
will above quoted w-as void, and that the residue should be divided 
as upon an intestacy; and finally, in clause 13 of the statement of
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claim, submitted a series of questions upon which the opinion 
of the Court was asked, inter alia : “(a) Is the devise of the said 
residue for the purpose of maintaining and keeping up the house 
and premises bequeathed to the defendant James II. Kennedy 
void for remoteness? (b) If it is void, has the said James II. 
Kennedy power to sell the said lands, as to which there would 
therefore be an intestacy? ”

Robert Kennedy, by his defence filed in that action, made 
common cause with the plaintiff. The action came on before 
Mr. Justice Teetzel on the 5th March, 1912, and he delivered 
judgment on the 28th March, holding that the provisions found 
in the residuary clause for the upkeep of the house were void as 
tending to create a perpetuity and that there was an intestacy 
as to the whole residue; but nothing was said either in the reasons 
for judgment or in the formal judgment expressly dealing with 
the question which had been clearly enough raised concerning 
the right of James H. Kennedy to dispose of the lands under the 
power of sale also found in the residuary clause, or otherwise.

An appeal was had by Robert Kennedy from the judgment of 
the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas. This came before a 
Divisional Court on the 6th May, 1912 (see Foxwell v. Kennedy, 3 
D.L.R. 703), but the appellant seems to have failed to present 
his case in any very intelligible manner, and the Court affirmed 
the judgment without in any way dealing with the real ques
tion involved, namely, the existence of any right on the part 
of James H. Kennedy to sell the lands at all.

James H. Kennedy, dissatisfied with the judgment of Mr. 
Justice Teetzel (Kennedy v. Kennedy (1912), 3 D.L.R. 536), 
appealed from it to the Court of Appeal. In that action the Suy- 
dam Realty Company had been made parties defendant, and 
the plaintiff had contended that the sale ought not to be carried 
out, even if Kennedy had authority to sell, as the sale was im
provident and at a gross undervalue. As to this defendant, 
the action had been dismissed with costs. The appellant, being 
contented with the sale to the Suydam company, did not make 
that company respondent upon the appeal, his contention being 
that the residuary clause was valid.

Robert Kennedy and his brothers, by their reasons against 
appeal, sought not only to uphold the judgment of Mr. Justice
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Teetzel, declaring th<‘ invalidity of the residuary gift, but sought 
to cross-appeal in so far as the action was dismissed as against 
the company; asserting, in clauses 7 to 9 of their reasons, the 
alleged error in the judgment under review; clause 9 reading: 
“The disposition of the residue being void, the power of sale 
for the purposes thereof was and is also void and should be so 
declared. ”

The cross-appeal came to nothing, because no notice of it was 
given to the Suydam company; the certificate of the Court of 
Appeal reciting that no effective appeal had been launched as 
to it.

The reasons for judgment of the Court of Appeal (Kennedy v. 
Kennedy (1913), 11 D.L.R. 328), deal with the gift only, and do 
not discuss the question of the validity of the power of salt1. 
The judgment of Mr. Justice Teetzel was varied by directing 
James II. Kennedy to pay into Court the proceeds of the sale 
to the Suydam company and by directing an administration of 
the estate of the testator, and referring the action to the Master 
for that purpose.

Ui>on this reference the Master proceeded to deal with the 
matters referred to him, and by an interim report found that 
certain moneys in Court, including the proceeds so far realised 
of the Suydam sale, could safely be divided among the heirs, 
there being 827,000 thus available; and, upon this rejiort being 
confirmed, it was ordered that the share of each of th<* nine per
sons entitled should be paid out to him. Robert Kennedy was 
represented before the Master and upon the motion for dis
tribution. It is said that before the Master he protested, but 
his objection was overruled, and he did not appeal from the 
report. He has not taken his 83,000 out of Court, but he was 
party to his wife receiving a certain sum out of one of the other 
shares, and also to an adjustment of the costs of litigation by 
which a certain sum was paid out of the share of one of the other 
brothers.

The decision of the Court of Appeal was taken to the Privy 
Council, and there the decision was affirmed without qualifica
tion: Kennedy v. Kennedy, 13 D.L.R. 707. Their Lordships 
dealt with the only question which was argued before them, 
namely, the validity of the residuary gift, and did not in any way 
discuss the question of the power of sale.
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The Suydam company were not parties to the appeal.
In the action tried before Tcctzcl, J., and ultimately taken 

to the Privy Council, res judicata by reason of the decision in 
the earlier litigation was set up; but, as pointed out in the deci
sion of the Court of Appeal, the matter then in litigation had 
not been passed upon in any of the earlier decisions, and the 
statement of their Lordships in the Privy Council must be read 
in the light of the facts pointed out in the Court of Appeal, and 
cannot, I think, be regarded as in any way interfering with the 
well-established principles underlying this plea.

In the action before me, the plaintiff’s fundamental contention 
is, that there is no power of sale which James H. Kennedy could 
rightly exercise, and that therefore the sale falls to the ground. 
To this contention the defendants make several answers, which 
I think are well-founded.

First, it is claimed that there is a valid power of sale; secondly, 
that, by reason of the litigation which I have outlined, the matter 
is res judicata; thirdly, that, by reason of the proceeds ot the 
sale having been dealt with in the way that I have stated, 
Robert Kennedy cannot now claim to be entitled to the land ; 
fourthly, that, by reason of the registration of the conveyances 
under the Land Titles Act, the title of the Suydam company and 
the title of the Toronto Development Company, to which it 
has now sold the land, is absolute; and, lastly, that a large portion 
of the land having been sold and conveyed to purchasers who 
have registered their conveyances under the Land Titles Act, 
and who arc not parties to this litigation, their title should not be 
interfered with. A small portion of the land is not in the Land 
Titles office, has been sold, and the right of these purchasers 
also ought not to be interfered with.

Dealing with these matters in order, 1 think that there is, 
quite apart from the residuary clause, a statutory power of sale 
vested in the executor. By the Trustee Act, R.S.Ü. 1897, ch. 
129, sec. 16, which was the statute in force at the time, if a testa
tor charges his real estate with the payment of any legacy, and 
devises the estate so charged to any trustee, without making ex
press provision for the raising of the legacy, notwithstanding any 
trust actually declared, the trustee may raise the legacy by sale 
of the land, and (sec. 19) purchasers are not bound to inquire 
whether the power conferred has been duly exercised.
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Applying that to this cast1, the testator, having charged the 
$400 per annum legacy upon his estate, and having devised his 
estate to his executor by the clause in question, gave to the ex
ecutor an implied power of sale, and this power might be exercised 
without the purchaser being put on inquiry to ascertain if it 
was being duly exercised.

It was argued that this power had been cut down by the 
provisions of the Devolution of Estates Act. With this 1 cannot 
agree. That Act, I think, confers upon the executors an addi
tional power to sell, where the sale is authorised by it, during the 
limited period of three years, which may be prolonged by the 
registration of a caution ; but this power in no way derogates 
from the powers which are expressly given either by the will 
itself or by any statutory implication from the words used in the 
will: 2 Edw. VII. ch. 17, sec. 1 (amending the Develution of 
Estates Act, It.S.O. 1897, ch. 127; see now sec. 14 of the Devolu
tion of Estates Act, 11.8.0. 1914, ch. 119).

Further, I think the power expressly conferred by the will 
did not fall merely by the direction given to the executors to usc 
the fund for a purix>se which offends against the rule as to per
petuities. The executor held the fund to be distributed among 
those who would take upon an intestacy. Frequently this is 
spoken of as an intestacy as to the property, but this is not, I 
think, strictly accurate.

ONT.

8. C. 

Kennedy

SVYDAM. 

Middleton. J.

Then it seems to me that the plea of res judicata has been 
satisfactorily made out; not so much because of any clearly ex
pressed adjudication upon the precise point, as because the adjudi
cation which has taken place is necessarily predicated upon a 
determination adverse to the plaintiff of the very point in issue. 
Both before the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Tectzel, the sale 
to the Suydam company was upheld. It was directed to be car
ried out. The proceeds were directed to be paid into Court 
and to be divided among those entitled. This could not have 
been found and directed save upon the antecedent finding that 
the executor had the power to sell. The power to sell was neces
sarily in issue in both cases.

This was known to Robert Kennedy, for in the pleadings and 
in the reasons for appeal that I have quoted it is plainly brought 
in issue. That, through some mischance, the question was not
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investigated and discussed in a way that would be satisfactory 
to Robert Kennedy, does not prevent the actual adjudication 
having its conclusive effect.

A judgment determines every right, question, or fact dis
tinctly put in issue as a ground of recovery or defence. It also 
determines all matters which ought to have been brought for
ward as part of the controversy. In both these issues a sub
stantive part of the controversy was the validity of the sale now 
in question.

Two grounds were put forward as shewing its invalidity, and 
the judgment is conclusive as to both. The judgment would 
have been equally conclusive if in the litigation one ground alone 
had been maintained : Henderson v. Henderson (1843), 3 Hare 100; 
Bake v. French, [1907] 1 Ch. 428; Humphries v. Humphries, 
[1910] 1 K.B. 796, [1910] 2 K.B. 531; Be Ontario Sugar Co., Mc
Kinnon’s Case (1910), 22 O.L.It. 621; and Southern Pacific B.R. 
Co. v. United States (1897), 168 U.S. 1.

I am also of opinion, as far as the land registered under the 
Land Titles Act (R.S.O. 1914, ch. 126) is concerned, that the 
registration has been sufficient to confer an absolute title upon 
the purchaser. I do not feel called upon to go through the 
different sections of the Act at length on this occasion.

Since the above was dictated, my attention lias been drawn 
to the fact that, while the sale was agreed upon before the Trus
tee Act (R.S.O. 1897, ch. 129) was amended in 1911 (by the 
Trustee Act, 1 Geo. V. ch. 26), it was not carried out until after 
the new Act came into force, and that this Act (sec. 46) makes 
the provision found in sec. 16 of the earlier Act “subject to the 
provisions of the Devolution of Estates Act.”

I do not think this in any way changes the result; for, as I 
have pointed out, the Devolution of Estates Act expressly pre
serves the express and implied power of sale found in the will; 
and, further, the right of the purchaser is based upon the con
tract, which was made before the amendment. See sec. 14 of the 
Interpretation Act.

The action fails, and must be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.
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REX V. PIERCE.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, El wood, ,/. January 18, 1916.

Municipal corporations (§ II C 3—62) —License- Unreasonableness— 
Quashino conviction.

A summary conviction under u municipal by-law imposing a license 
tux on commercial travellers selling direct to the consumer will he 
uuashcd on certiorari if the Court is satisfied by evidence that the 
license fee sought to be imposed is prohibitive.

(R.8.H. ch. 84. sec. 184 and City Act 1015 (Sask.l eh. 1 *>. sec. 204, 
considered.]

Application for an order for a writ of certiorari to issue to 
remove a certain conviction into this Court and for an order 
to quash the conviction without further order.

F. L. Bastcdo, for applicant.
Robinson, for magistrate, the City of Saskatoon and the 

informant.
Elwood, J.:—The conviction in question is on an information 

charging the applicant:
“For that he did, being a commercial traveller, sell goods, 

wares or merchandise, or offer the same for sale by sample, 
cards, specimen or otherwise for or on account of a wholesale 
or retail merchant, manufacturer or other person or corporation, 
selling direct to the consumer, and not having a place of business 
in the City, without having license therefor from the City of 
Saskatoon, contrary to the provisions of By-law Number 890 
of the said City.”

A portion of the by-law in question is as follows:—
“Commercial Travellers. A license shall be taken out by every 

commercial traveller selling goods, wares or merchandise or offer
ing the same for sale by sample, cards, specimens or otherwise 
for or on account of any wholesale or retail merchant, manufac
turer or other person or corporation selling direct to the consumer, 
not having a place of business in the City; and by every com
mercial traveller whether acting for himself or as agent for another 
person, firm or corporation, who takes orders for goods which 
arc to be manufactured, made, grown or completed in part or 
in whole in any place outside the City by any wholesale or retail 
merchant, manufacturer or other person or corporation not having 
a place of business in the City, and selling direct to the consumer.

“ (2) The annual fee to be paid for every license issued to a 
commercial traveller shall be three hundred dollars ($300.00).” 

The by-law in question appears to have been passed on Decem-

SASK.
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Statement.

Elwood, J.
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her 29, A. D. 1914, and therefore, prior to the coming into force 
of the City Act assented to June 24, 1915. The power to make 
the by-law in question is contained in sec. 184 of ch. 84 of theR.S.S. 
as amended. In my opinion the above sec. 19 of the by-law in 
question is ultra vires in that it discriminates between those 
who have and those who have not a place of business in the city 
of Saskatoon.

In Jonas v. Gilbert, 5 Can. 8.C.R. at p. 305, 1 find the follow
ing:—

“This Act, in my opinion, only contemplated and authorized 
the establishment of a uniform rate to lie paid by persons to lie 
licensed under it, to do business in the said city. I think this 
general power to tax by means of licenses involved the principle 
of equalit y anil uniformity and conferred no power to discriminate 
between residents and non-residents; that this is a principle 
inherent in a general power to tax; that a power to discriminate 
must lie expressly authorized by law and cannot be inferred from 
general words such as are used in this statute; that a statute such 
as this must lie construed strictly; and the intention of the legis
lature to confer this power of discrimination, must, 1 think, 
explicitly and distinctly appear by clear and unambiguous 
words.”

See also Itex v. Pope, 7 Terr. L.R. 314, 4 W.L.R. 278; Regina 
v. Pope, 1 O.R., 43; Regina v. Flory, 17 O.R. 715. I am also 
of the opinion that the by-law is ultra vires in that the license 
fee of $300 is, in fact, prohibitive. There is no finding of the 
magistrate of whether or not the license fee is prohibitive, but 
I am satisfied from the evidence that it is prohibitive, and living 
so, it is ultra vires. See Virgo v. Toronto, 22 Can. S.C.R. 405; 
Merritt v. Toronto, 22 A.R. 208; Roland v. Collimvood, 16 O.L.R. 
672.

It was contended on behalf of the city that sub-sec. 62 
of sec. 204 of ch. 16 of the statutes of 1915 gave the city power 
to pass a by-law similar to that objected to, and that the power 
having lieen given the by-law in question was good. I am of opinion 
and hold that the by-law passed in 1914 being ultra vires is not 
made intra vires by the subsequent legislation, but requires a 
positive enactment of the city following the passing of the sub
sequent legislation by the legislature. In any event, I am of the 
opinion that sub-sec. 62 does not give the power to the city to
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impose a prohibitive fee, such as I hold this to be; and, therefore, 
that even if sub-sec. 02 did have a retrospective operation upon 
the by-law it was otherwise bad because it was prohibitive.

The result will be that the conviction in question will be 
quashed without the necessity of issuing a writ of certiorari; 
and any monies paid by the applicant shall lie restored to him; 
and the informant will pay to the applicant his costs of this appli
cation. Conviction quashed.

PATENAUDE v. THIVIERGE.
Quiht r Court of Sessions, Langelier, J.S.I*. March 17, 1910.

Criminal law < § I A 5)—Intent—Mens kea Revenue laws.
Criminal intent is not an essential element in the offence of vending 

a patent medicine without atlixing the revenue stamp required under 
the War Tax Act 1915 (Can.); and the dealer is liable to conviction in 
respect of the failure of his salesman to affix and cancel the stamps at 
the time of sale as the law required and as he had been instructed to 
do by the defendant.

(See also R. v. McAllister. 22Can. Cr. Cas. 160, 14 D.L.R. 430.J 

Lucien Morand, for tho prosecution.
Langelier, J.:—The defendant is prosecuted for having 

illegally sold to a customer a bottle containing a patent medicine 
as described in sub-sec. 4 of sec. 14 of the War Tax Act 1915 
(Can.), that is a bottle of “Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,” without 
having affixed the war stamp required by law.

Section 15 compels every person selling to a consumer a bottle 
or a parcel containing patent medicine to affix upon it a war 
stamp of the value mentioned in the schedule of the said Act, 
and, in default of his doing so, sec. 18 declares the seller liable 
to a fine not less than $50.00 and not to exceed $250.00.

Section 20, sub-sec. 3, declares that these actions may be 
instituted for the fines levied under Pt. III. of the Act in the name 
of the Minister of Inland Revenue. The fine recorded in the 
present case comes under the direction of Pt. III. of the above 
statute.

The complaint was sworn by Mr. Alex. LaRue, Deputy Col
lector of Revenue, duly appointed by order-in-council.

The defendant swore that he had instructed his clerks to affix 
the stamps required l^y the law, and that he had no intention to 
violate the law. In other words, he stated he had no criminal 
intention and evoked his good faith.

There are some offences to which a criminal intention—mens 
rca—is requisite; but that rule is not inflexible. A statute may be
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framed in such a manner as to make an offence of an act without 
the one who committed it having any intention of violating the 
law or of doing any wrong. In such a case the infringement of 
such a law constitutes an offence the moment it has l>een com
mitted.

It is the opinion expressed by Judge Brett in the case of 
King v. Prince, L.R. 2 C.C.R. 154, and quoted from Endlich 
on Interpretation of Statutes, p. 137, No. 136, as follows:— 

“The enactments which by their form seem to constitute the 
prohibited acts into crimes and by virtue of these enactments 
persons charged with the committal of the prohibited acts may 
be convicted in the absence of the knowledge or intention supposed 
necessary to constitute a mens rea.”

Russell on Crimes expresses the same doctrine on page 102:— 
“ In some cases enactments by their form seemed to constitute 

the prohibited acts into crimes, even in the absence of the know
ledge and intention necessary to constitute a mens rea. Few, 
if any, such enactments relate to indictable offences, and usually 
they prohibit such an act in the interest of the public revenue.“ 

It is exactly the case in the present action. The moment the 
law has been infringed by any person the good faith of the accused 
is not to be considered and he must l>e condemned. In conse
quence the defendant is fined $50 and costs.

Defendant convicted.

Re CARRIE BRADBURY.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Wallace Craham, C.J., amt Russell, /singley, 

and Drysdale, JJ., and Ritchie, E.J. August g5, 1916.

1. Intoxicating liquors (8 III G—87)—Penal provisions or Temper
ance Act—Places applicable.

Part 2 of the N.8. Temperance Act, 1910, is in force under Acts 1916, 
ch. 22, in the city of llalifaxj the )>enaltics provided thereunder are 
applicable to offences in the said city against Part 1 of that Act.

2. Constitutional law (§ II A 5—233)—Cancelling liquor licenses
IN FURTHERANCE OF TEMPERANCE.

A provincial statute cancelling all existing liquor licenses, in further
ance of its temperance laws, is not unconstitutional. (Obiter dictum).

Application to discharge defendant, convicted by the stipendi
ary magistrate for the city of Halifax for having unlawfully kept 
liquor for sale in said city contrary to the provisions of Parts 
1 and 2 of the N.S. Temperance Act, under habeas corpus pro
ceedings. Refused.

H. Meüish, K.C., and W. J. O’Hearn, K.C., for applicant.
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A. Cluney, K.(’., and H. H. Murray, K.C., for Crown.
Sir Wallace Graham, (\J.:—The defendant lias been 

imprisoned under a conviction of the stipendiary magistrate for 
the city of Halifax for violation of Parts 1 and 2 of the N.S. 
Temperance Act 1010.

The question in short is whether under the legislative pro
visions Pt. 2 of that Act applies to and is in force in the city 
of Halifax.

The provisions of that Act are grouped in 5 parts and sometimes 
a group is referred to by its number. And it may he said in a 
general way that it was contemplated that these parts were not 
all in the first instance to be applicable to all areas in the province, 
or to come into force all at the same time.

In the first place the Canada Temperance Act was already 
in force in some of the municipalities. The N.S. Temperance 
Act was only to apply to other areas and to some of those on the 
happening of contingencies.

Pt. 1 sec. 3 is as follows:—
This part shall apply to every part of Nova Scotia in which the Canada 

Tenqierance Act is not in force, excepting the municipality of the county 
of Halifax, the county of Richmond and the city of Halifax; and at and 
after the expiration of any licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors 
existing in the municipality of the county of Halifax this part shall 
apply to and be in force in the said municipality; and at and after the 
expiration of any license for the sale of intoxicating liquor existing in the 
said county of Richmond this part shall apply to and be in force in the said 
county of Richmond; and upon and after the day fixed and appointed in 
that behalf by the proclamation in this Act provided for this part shall also 
apply to and be in force in the said city of Halifax.

It is not necessary to say anything about the county of Halifax 
or the county of Richmond where the licenses had expired or 
to refer again to the Canada Temperance Act areas.

Part 2 is entitled “Offences and Penalties.'’ There have been 
a great many amendments and additions made in the different 
years since. But there is this peculiarity about Pt. 2, that there 
are sections w’hich especially provide penalties for breaches of 
certain provisions of Pt. 1, referring to them specifically. There 
are, also, among other provisions some for seizing and destroying 
liquors when found under circumstances which would constitute 
illegality, as keeping them for sale, or that they are likely to be 
used for that purpose.

N. 8.
8. C.
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Pt. 3 applies to those municipalities in which the Canada 
Temperance Act is in force, principally to aid in its enforcement. 
Pt. 4, secs. 02 to 80 , applies to the city of Halifax.
It makes provisions for licenses, and the Liquor License Act, 
ILK. 1000, ch. 100, previously in force, is to remain in force in 
Halifax.

But there is a provision for a plebiscite of the citizens as to 
whether the Temperance Act of Nova Scotia is to lie brought 
into force there and if it resulted favourably to prohibition there 
was to be a proclamation:

That this Act shall he in force and take effect in the city of Halifax 
from and after the day on which the licenses . . . then in force will

As a fact tilt- plebiscite failed and there was no proclamation. 
Pt. 5, which is a repealing provision in respect to the liquor 
licenses, has this closing fiction:- “This Act shall come into 
force on July 1. 1910.”

There were, as I have said, many amendments in 1911. Ch. 
33 of the Acts of 1911, passed March 31, 1911, sec. 2, provides 
as follows:—

Section 3 of the said Act is amended by striking out the words “This 
l’art” in the first line of the said section and substituting therefor the words 
"Parts one and two of this Act.

1 may say in passing that this lends countenance to the con
tention now made on behalf of the defendant.

Then, in 1910 (ch. 22), another Act was passed which was 
to come into force on June 30, 1910. These are the important 
provisions, 1910, ch. 22:

1. Ch. 2 of the Acts of 1910, the N.8. Temperance Act, is hereby amended 
by striking out sec. 3 thereof and substituting therefor the following:

“3. This part shall apply to every part of Nova Scotia in which the 
Canada Temperance Act is not in force."

2. Part 4 of the said ch. 2 of the Acts of 1910 is hereby re|x>aled.
3. Sec. SI of said ch. 2 of the Acts of 1910 is hereby repealed, and the 

following is substituted therefor:
“SI. The Liquor License Act. Iw-ing ch. 100 of R.S.N.S. 1900. and all 

the amendments thereto are hereby wholly repealed and all licenses issued 
under the provisions of said ch. 100 shall immediately uj>on this Act coming 
into force become and be null and void and of no force and effect.

By the General Interpretation Act, ILS. 1900, eh. 1, see. 
3, it is provided that:—

The day of the assent (of the Lieutenant-Governor) or signification, 
as the case may be. shall be the date of the commencement of the Act, if no 
later commencement is therein provided.

^
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Then, of course, a later commencement is provided. See. 
8 of eh. 1, R. S., the Interpretation Act, is ns follows:—

The rc|M*al of any enactment shall not revive any Art or provision of 
law re|>ealed by such enactment, or prevent the effect of any saving clause 
therein.

Now it is contended that inasmuch as in the amendment of 
1911 there is express provision that:—

Parts 1 and 2 of this Act shall apply to every part of Nova Scotia. < /- 
ccpting the city of Halifax.

And inasmuch as sec. 1 of eh. 22, 1910 (while repealing all 
of sec. 3 of ch. 2 of 1910, exceptions and all) enacts that “This 
Part,” that is Pt. 1. “shall apply to every part of Nova Scotia,” 
therefore Pt. 2 is not applicable to the city of Halifax.

The result of such a contention, if successful, would he that 
the Criminal ( 'ode of Canada and ' procedure by indictment 
would have to be resorted to to enforce its provisions, which would 
not be convenient, and that the provisions for seizure and des
truction of liquors would not be available in Halifax as they are 
in other places.

Nothing is said expressly that Pt. 2 is to come into force 
there when Pt. 1 does and there is express provision that Pt. 1 
is to be in force.

1 think that there are so many express provisions about 
the date or contingencies on which different provisions of this 
Act are to apply to or to come into force in different places that 
one looks for such a provision when it is really not necessary, 
and there is a tendency to confusion.

We arc frequently passing Acts which come into force when 
the Lieutenant-(lovernor signifies his assent or the date fixed 
transpires, and in those Acts there are provisions which are by 
the terms of the legislative provisions suspended in effect until 
some preliminary provisions art* worked out. Take the Towns 
Act. There are long provisions for a plebiscite as to whether 
there is to be incorporation of the town. Then there are also 
provisions for governing the affairs of the town if it becomes 
such a town. But the legislature did not expressly divide the 
Act into parts and say that the later sections meanwhile in 
suspense should come into force after the citizens decided in 
favour of incorporation. That is the effect of the legislation. 
It was not necessary to say it expressly. So in the Canada
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Temperance Act, whicli tlie Temperance Act of N.S. followe<l in 
this respect, Ft. 2 is a prohibition provision in one section, a 
contingent provision which is only to come into force automatic
ally after a municipality has under Pt. 1 decided by a plebiscite 
that it shall come into force and there is a proclamation to that 
effect. Nothing is said about when Ft. 3, relating to offences 
and penalties and prosecutions, is to come into force. But it 
has never been successfully contended that it is not in force in 
municipalities in which Ft. 2 has been automatically brought 
into force—in effect, that it required an express provision to 
make it effective there.

One cannot expect decisions to be cited on such a subject, 
but 1 refer to American dicta which seem to me to have some 
bearing as to the suspension of certain provisions of an Act until 
a contingency happens while the Act as a whole is in force on a 
fixed date. 1 refer to Warren v. Charlestown, 2 Gray, at 91, 
Shaw, C.J.; State v. Perry Co., 5 Ohio St., at 504; Clarke v. 
Rochester, 24 Barb. 440, at 490.

Looking at this Act of 1910 as it was Iwtween July, 1910, and 
March, 1911, I think it might be fairly said that the whole Act 
came into force July, 1910. It was a valid Act. It took effect 
as an entirety at one and the same time, but in resect to par
ticular localities certain provisions were suspended. In respect 
to the city of Halifax Ft. 1 was in effect deferred until the con
tingency of the plebiscite and proclamation happened. When it 
would happen Ft. 2, which was always immediately in force in 
respect to some areas of the province, and contingently in force 
in respect to Halifax, but in suspense by the terms of the Act, 
then would become operative and would apply as in the case of 
the two legislative enactments I have just mentioned by way of 
example.

The amendment of 1911 was, no doubt, a provision passed 
ex abundanti cautelâ. Some cautious draftsman thought it 
necessary to express in plain words that Ft. 2 was to take effect 
whenever and wherever Ft. 1 took effect. They were put on 
the same plane. I must confess I sympathize with the good 
intention of that draftsman. 1 see no good reason for having 
these 2 parts in separate groups when one was quite sufficient. 
In the provisions of Ft. 1 and Ft. 2 subdivision was carried to
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excess. And it was no harm to put them on the same * and 
in effect to say that Pt. 2 should come into force with Pt. 1.

But I think it was not necessary to make that amendment of 
1911. Pt. 2 always It was of no use and had no aim
other than supplying penalties and procedure for Pt 1.

In 1916 the whole of sec. 3. ch. 2 of the Acts of 1910 as amended, 
the exceptions and all, was repealed. A fresh section was sub
stituted. It, like the original section of 1910, made express 
provision for Pt. 1 only applying and nothing is said about Pt. 2. 
It was not and it could not be contended by the prosecutor that 
the repeal of the amendment of 1911 revived sec. 3 of ch. 2, 1910, 
for two reasons. First, there is the Interpretation sec. S already 
quoted. Then, in 1910, there is a section substituted for it. 
But. if I am correct in the first point, I have endeavoured to make 
in respect to see. 3 as it was in 1910, and that Pt. 2 then applied,
1 think the same thing may be said of the see. 3 of eh. 22, 1910, 
namely: Pt. 2 was always in force and to be resorted to wherever 
and whenever Pt. 1 became operative. There could be no breach 
of Pt. 1 in any place unless and until it was in force there and now 
being in force in Halifax the general provisions of Pt. 2 apply. 
The repeal of the exception in the case of Halifax was repealed. 
The repeal of an exception in a former Act makes that Act that 
much larger. I think because the legislature in 1911 thought 
that something had better be expressed that was not absolutely 
necessary to be expressed is not a sufficient reason for us to say 
it is necessary now if it is not so. Inasmuch as this defendant 
had not obtained and did not hold a license I forbear to express 
any opinion on .the validit y of sec. 3 of 1916 destroying the current 
licenses in Halifax, that is, whether it is ultra rires the provincial 
legislature or not. In my opinion the defendant is not entitled 
to be discharged. No costs.

Russell, .1.:—By the Act of 1916 the N.S. Temperance Act 
of 1910 is amended by striking out sec. 3 and substituting the 
following:—

This part shall apply to every part of the Province of Nova Scotia in 
which the Canada Temperance Act is not in force.

The part referred to by the words “This Part ” is, of course, 
Pt. 1, and there is nothing anywhere in the Act of 1916 to say 
that Pt. 2 is in force in the city of Halifax. The conviction 
under which the defendant is held was made in the city of Halifax
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under the provisions of Pt. 2 and if those provisions are not in 
force in the city of Halifax the conviction is had and the prisoner 

|{K Cakkik must lie released.
Hradhvhy. But why is it contended that Pt. 2 is not in force in the city 

itumeii, j. of Halifax? It is simply because in 1011 an amendment was made 
to see. 3 of the Act of 1010 under the operation of which it could 
he fairly contended that the city of Halifax as well as the county 
of Richmond and the municipality of the county of Halifax 
were excepted from the operation of Pt. 2. 1 say nothing as to
the contention that after the expiration of licenses in Richmond 
and the municipality of Halifax Pt. 2 was not in force in those 
places. As to the city of Halifax the provisions of Pt. 2 were not 
needed because1 the city continued to he governed by the Liquor 
License Act in the Revised Statutes. When the provisions of 
Pt. 1 were made applicable to the city, whatever difficulties and 
doubts had been created by the Act of 11111 were removed.by the 
repeal of the section by which they had been created. Sec. 2 
of the Act of 1911 was a part of sec. 3 of the Act of 1910, and when 
sec. 3 was repealed in 1910, sec. 2 of 1911 was repealed with it. 
This answer to the contention of counsel for the prisoner seems 
obvious and conclusive. If one had kept his statute books 
posted up by means of paste and scissors, or better still with pen 
and ink. he would have substituted for the words Pt. 1 in cl. 3 
of the N.8. Temperance Act the words Pts. 1 and 2 in the first 
line. When the Act of 1910 had been passed he would have 
scored out sec. 3 altogether and with its disappearance as amended 
would have utterly vanished every possible basis for the conten
tion so strenuously urged that Pt. 2 was not applicable to the city 
of Halifax.

The question of ultra vires is not necessarily involved in the 
decision upon this application, but I should not like it to be 
assumed that there is any doubt as to the validity of the Act. 
The objections urged by counsel for the prisoner would be appro
priate for an application for disallowance, but in view of the 
plenary legislative authority of the provincial legislature when 
acting within its powers I do not think it will ever be held that the 
Act is ultra vires. This, however, is merely obitir dictum and the 
point must for the present remain open for discussion and decision.

Longiey.J. Longley, J.:—By the Act of 1910 the Act is amended by 
striking out sec. 3 and substituting the following in its place:—

7li2

1
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'I his Part shall apply to every part of Nova Scotia in which the Canada 
Teiu|xiranee Act is not in force. •

The effect of this would he to make the first part of the Act 
applicable to Halifax. The only question remaining is the 
amendment of hill which substituted for this part the words 
“Parts 1 and 2 of this Act.” It is perfectly plain that this Act 
was repealed by the Act of 1916. All the laws of interpretation 
are to this effect, and all the laws of interpretation embraced in 
large volumes on the subject are simply what one's common sense 
would suggest. Consequently, I find now that the N.K. Tem
perance Act of l'.HO has been amended by li nking Pt. 1 applicable 
to all parts of Nova Scotia not under the Canada Temperance 
Act, and the application for a habeas corpus must I e refused.

An objection was raised to the Act on the ground that it was 
unconstitutional, since it had the effect of makingall liquor licenses 
in the city of Halifax cease on June 30, 1916, whereas they ran 
until the end of March, 1917. 1 do not think that the claim that
the legislature had passed an Act that was contrary to good 
morals or good faith is any ground for disallowance whatever. 
The city of Halifax has no power at the present time to appropriate 
any money to the paying back to the licensees the amount of 
the license fees which are of no effect on account of the Act going 
into force. It may obtain power to do this at the next session 
of the legislature, but in any case the Court has no power in such 
a matter to intervene.

Drysdale, J. (dissenting):- Counsel for the prosecution allege 
that “this Part” in the 1916 Act ought to be read as “this Part 
and Part 2” but I think fail to give any sound reason for such 
contention.

In my opinion the proper construction of the Acts in question 
leaves Pt. 2 as affecting Halifax as it stood before the passing of 
the 1916 Act. It was not then applicable to Halifax city; it is 
not now in force in Halifax city. Consequently a conviction 
under it as against tin1 applicant is bad in law and she is, 1 think, 
entitled to her discharge. I do not deal with the ultra vires point 
raised by counsel because 1 think it is only open to a licensee and 
the applicant does not bring herself within that position.

Ritchie, K.J.:—[Reference to sec. 164 of the Criminal Code].
Counsel for the prosecution argued that, assuming that 

1*1. 2 was not operative in the city of Halifax when eh. 22 of the
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_* Acts of 1916 was passed, it was made .so operative by that chapter. 
s- C. They admitted that “This Part” meant Pt. 1. It was not pos- 

Rk Cakkik ***»le with any show of reason to contend otherwise. This Court 
Bkadhi ky was asked to hold that when the legislature said “Part 1“ it 
Ritchie,e.j. meant “Parts 1 and 2.” That is to go directly in the teeth of 

plain, clear unambiguous words.
The contention carries with it the answer. Of course it cannot 

be done unless the Court assumes legislative functions, which 
it has no jurisdiction to do.

But there is another ground upon which I am of opinion that 
the N.8. Temperance Act can and ought to be upheld.

Pt. 1 of the Act is in force in the city of Halifax. As tj this 
there is no dispute. The sale of intoxicating liquors has been 
made an offence. Pt. 2 does not have to be brought in force* 
in the city in any special way. It is part of the general law of 
the province. It stands on the statute books ready to be used 
when an offence created by Pt. 1 has been committed.

I think the whole difficulty has bien caused by see. 2 of ch. 
33 of the Acts of 1911, which strikes out the words “This Part " 
(i.e„ Part 1) in the original Act and substitutes the words “Parts 
I and 2." The gentleman who drafted this section evidently 
did not realize that Pt. 2 was the general law of the province, 
applicable and ready for use whenever an offence was committed 
against Pt. 1. This section gave colour to the very able argument 
of Mr. Mellish, but it has been repealed and it is as though it 
had never been enacted, except in so far as it may he an aid to 
construction as a statute in pari materia.

Under sec. 8 of our Interpretation Act the repeal of an Act 
does not revive an Act repealed by it, but the Act of 1911 does 
not repeal the original Act, it merely intercepts its operation and 
when an intercepting Act is gone* the* law is as it stood before.

In Endlich on Statutes (1888), p. 980, it is said:-
So where u statute merely intercepts a particular class of eases from a 

prior general law which continues in force, a repeal of the intercepting statute 
returns that class of cases to the operation of the general law.

I also refer to Mount v. Taylor, L.R. 3 C.P. 45; Mir fin v. 
Attwood, L.R. 4 Q.B. 330; Bank for Savings v. Collector, 3 Wallace 
495 at 513.

It is clear that the intention of the legislature was that the
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prohibition should be uniform throughout the* province. This 1 
need not elaborate*.

Part 2 e>f the* N.S. Temperance Act (whe*n by re*j)e*al we get 
rid of se*v. 2 of eh. 33 of the Acts of 1011) stands in the* same* 
relatiem te» Pt. 1 as l*t. 3 of the Canada Temperance Act stands te> 
Pt. 2 e»f that Act.

Pt. 2 of the last mentioned Act cre*ate*s the offence and Pt. 3 
is the* ge*ne*ral law applicable to all parts e>f Canada where Pt. 2 
is in fe>re*e*. Much ingenuity anel great legal ability has fre>m time 
te> time* be*e*n displayed 1 in attacks upon the Canaela Temperance 
Act, but I think it has never l>een suggested that Pt. 3 is other 
than general law applicable where Pt. 2 is in force. It was cem- 
tendeel that the* cancelling of licenses by the* Act of the
legislatiem ultra riren. I am of opinbn that it elid not have that 
effect. At all e*ve*nts, so far as the* elefendant is eroncerned, as 
she eliel ne>t have* a license.

In my opinion the* j " atiem for discharge shoulel be* refusee 1.

Harris, .1.: It is perfectly obvious from a perusal e»f the 
legislatiem that the* sole object anel intent of the* legislature was 
to repeal the Liquor License Act and bring the city of Halifax 
under the* pmvisiems e»f the* N.S. Temperance Act.

But it is said that this has not been elone so far as Pt. 2 e»f the 
Act is concerned, anel the* argument is that the legislature having 
in 1011 ameneled sec. 3 and said that Pt. 2 shoulel not apply in 
the* except eel are*as, it was ne*e*essary in the* Act e>f 1010 to expressly 
bring Pt. 2 back into tom* again anel that this hael not been 
done. 1 am absolutely unable* te» agree with this view. In my 
opinion Pt. 2 of the* Act is in feirce in the* city e»f Halifax, and 1 
think no other meaning can re»asonably be* given to the Act of 
1916.

Be*fore* proceeding te> give* my re*asons for so eleciding, it is, 
s, worth while te» point emt what the e*ffee*t e>f the opposite 

view is.
If Pt. 2 is not in fe>re*e* in the* city of Halifax, then, while the 

sealing of intoxicating liepmr is prohibited by Pt. 1, which ael- 
mittedly is in fe»rcc, there* is ne» punishment prescribed for a 
violât ion e»f the Act anel ne» moele of enforcing the* Act. The Act 
becomes practically a eleniel letter so far at le*ast as the city e»f 
Halifax is cemcerne*el. The* Act e»f 1910 has cance*lled all the
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licenses in the city of Halifax and all machinery for issuing further 
licenses has been repealed, and it is therefore obvious that if the 
contention now set up prevails any one and every one can now 
sell intoxicating liquor in the city of Halifax without fear of 
consequences so far as the N.K. Temperance Act is concerned.

Hut it is said that under sec. 164 of the Criminal ('ode of 
Canada, any person violating a provincial statute for which no 
punishment is expressly provided, can be punished by indictment. 
Assuming this section of the Code to apply, it does not need 
any argument to shew that it is absolutely and entirely inadequate 
as a remedy. To any one familiar with the course of legislation 
upon the subject and its enforcement here and elsewhere, it is 
laughable to suggest indictment as the method of enforcement 
of a so-called Temperance Act. The summary trial, the right to 
search for and destroy liquor, and other provisions * " necessary
for the enforcement of such an Act would not exist, and in their 
place there would be only the right to go before a grand jury 
twice each year. It is unthinkable that the legislature intended 
such a departure from the whole theory upon which the Act was 
framed.

It is also to be noted that the contention involves the con
clusion that either Pt. 2 of the Act is no longer in force in any 
part of the Province of Nova Scotia, or that it is in force in every 
other part except the city of Halifax. It was put both ways by 
the different counsel for the defendant. The first alternative 
attributes to the legislature an intention to absolutely emasculate 
and destroy a workable Act; and the second is only consistent 
with the idea that the legislature deliberately intended to provide 
a different mode of punishment in the city of Halifax from that 
provided in other parts of the province for the same offence, 
and, because of the difficulty of enforcing the Act with no remedy 
other than by indictment, to permit the indiscriminate sale of 
liquor in an area where theretofore there had been restrictions 
upon the numbers permitted to sell and the methods of selling.

It will be conceded by everyone that such a construction of 
the legislation is not to be favoured.

Now lot us look at the Act and see what the legislature has 
said and done. It was argued that we must look at the whole 
history of the legislation and I agree that the history of the Act 
is one of the things which has to be considered.

4
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It will not be disputed that an Act of the legislature primA 
facie applies to the whole province. In the original Act in question s C.
Pt. 2 was general and applied to the whole province. There was Carrik 
no specific restriction upon the application of Pt. 2 in sec. 3. **RAPBUHY' 
The restriction there applied only to Pt. 1. But in 1911 Pt. 2 Ham», j. 
was included specifically in the restriction. In 1916 the legislature 
did two things:—(a) It repealed or cut down the excepted areas; 
and (b) it repealed the amendment of 1911 to sec. it which specific
ally restricted the general application of Pt. 2.

It is apparent that the immediate object and intent of the 
legislature was to bring tin- whole Act into force in the city of 
Halifax. Sec. it was found to contain certain excepted areas to 
which the Act did not apply. The counties of Richmond and 
Halifax as well as the city of Halifax were still mentioned ns 
excepted areas although they had subsequently come under the 
Act. What the legislature did was to redraft sec. it to make it 
applicable to the new conditions and in redrafting it they first 
of all left out the excepted areas. In the second place, finding 
that Pt. 2 of the Act which as originally i assed was not specifically 
restricted in its application, had boon specifically restricted by 
the amendment of 1911. they repealed the Act of 1911 and thereby 
restored Pt. 2 to the position which it occupied under the original 
Act.

If we take the various sections of the original .Act as now 
amended, and codify or consolidate them by substituting the new 
sections for the old, without altering a single word, wo find that 
the Act forms a perfectly reasonable and sensible code w hich can 
be understood only in one way, so far as the question under con
sideration is concerned.

We find that by the new’ see. 3 of 1916 Pt. I is made applicable 
to the whole Province of Nova Scotia except where the Canada 
Temperance Act is in force, and that all restrictions upon the 
application of Pt. 2 contained in the old sec. 3 as amended by the 
Act of 1911 have been repealed —that specific restriction upon 
the application of Pt. 2 is no longer in force and l?t. 2 stands as 
it was in the original Act, applicable to the whole province gener
ally whenever there is an offence coming within its provisions or 
whenever its provisions are applicable.

1 cannot understand what the legislature did in any other
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_1 ’ way, nor van 1 understand that there was any necessity for it
‘s C. to declare otherwise than it has done that Pt. 2 of the Act was in

Re Carrie force. The legislature has repealed the specific restriction of 
Bradbury, jojj U|Hm the application of Pt. 2, and indicated clearly its in- 

Harru.j. tention to restore that section to its original position under the 
Act. 1 do not see why this Court should he asked to read into
the Act what is not there, i.e., words regaling or restricting tIn
application of Pt. 2 of the Act, particularly when it leads to such a 
manifest absurdity and such deplorable results as I have re
ferred to.

1 am unable to find any repeal of Pt. 2, or anything restricting 
the general application of it, and if the legislature intended the 
Act of 1916 to have any such effect I should have expected it to 
say so definitely and clearly as it did say with regard to Pt. 1 
of the Act. The fact that Pt. 1 is expressly repealed is, I think, 
a clear indication that Pt. 2 was not intended to be repealed or 
its general application restricted. If Pt. 2 is so affected it can 
only Ik* by implication and as I understand the authorities we 
ought not to hold it repealed in whole or in part by implication.

Maxwell on Statutes, 5th ed. 1912. pp. 268 and 269.
See also Endlich, 280.
In (Ireat Wentern R. Co. v. Swindon and Cheltenham R. Co., 

9 A.(\ 787 at 809, Lord Bramwell said:—“We ought not to hold 
a sufficient Act repealed not expressly as it might have been, 
but by implication, without some strong reason.”

There is not only no strong reason why we should hold Pt. 2 
to be repealed or restricted in its operation, but, as I have en
deavoured to shew, there is every reason why we should hold 
otherwise.

But it is said that see. 8 of ch. 1 of the Revised Statutes, the 
Interpretation Act, prevents the adoption of the construction 
I have indicated. That section says that: “The repeal of any 
enactment, shall not revive any Act or provision of law repealed 
by such enactment, or prevent the effect of any saving clause 
therein.”

It is said that this Act prevents us from saying that the repeal 
of the Act of 1911 revived or restored Pt. 2 of the Act.

27 Halsbury’s Laws of England, p. 198, sec. 397.
In Endlich on Statutes, at p. 680. in referring to Lord
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Brougham’s Art, from which the above section of our Interpreta
tion Act is taken in a modified form, the learned author says:—

But it see ma not to apply where the first Act was only modified by the 
second by the addition of conditions and the enactment which imposed these 
was itself afterwards repealed. In such a case the original enactment' would 
revive. So where a statute merely excepts a particular class of cases from 
a prior general law which continues in force, a repeal of the excepting statute 
returns that class of caws to the operation of the general law.

Sec also Maxwell on Statutes, 5th ed., 671; Craies’ Statute 
Law, pp. 310, 311, 347; Mir fin v. AtUrood, (1869), L.R. 4 Q.B. 
330 at 340; Bank for Savings v. Collector, 3 Wallace, 495,

The cardinal rule, or rather the end and object of all construc
tion of statutes, is the ascertainment of the intention of the 
legislature, and, in this case, 1 think the intention of the legis
lature is clear and unmistakable.

In my opinion Pt. 2 of the Act of 1910 applies to and is in 
force in the city of Halifax, and I would therefore dismiss the 
application.

Chisholm, ,1.:—I concur in the result. The rule of construc
tion which counsel for the prisoner invoke is sec. 8 of the Inter
pretation Act, R.S.N.S. 1900. which is as follows:—

The rc|X‘ul of any enactment shall not revive any Act or provision of the 
law re|iealed by such enactment, or prevent the effect of any saving clause 
therein.

I do not think that the rule can be applied to the facts of this 
case. The argument on behalf of the prisoner, as I understand 
it, is, to state it briefly, that ch. 33, sec. 2 of the Acts of 1911 
(passed March 31, 1911) repealed Pt. 2 of the N.S. Temperance 
Act, so far as the city of Halifax is concerned; that this enactment 
of 1911, or, if you prefer it, sec. 3 of the N.S. Temperance Act, 
as altered by the Act of 1911, is in turn repealed by ch. 22 of 1916; 
and that the Act of 1916 must be interpreted in the light of the 
rule above quoted, that is to say, it shall not prevent the effect 
of what they claim to be a saving clause therein, namely, the 
clause which states that Pt. 2 shall not apply to the city of Halifax.

1 think this argument starts out with a false premise. The 
Act of 1911 does not in fact repeal Pt. 2 so far as the city of 
Halifax is concerned. It is not contended—it cannot be suc
cessfully contended—that Pt. 2 from the time of its enactment 
down to March 31, 1911, when the Act of 1911 became law, was 
in force m or applied to the city of Halifax. How, then, can it

N. 8.
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ho said that the Act of 1911 repealed Pt. 2 so far ns the city of 
Halifax is concerned? The N.S. Temperance Act did not require 
the aid of the Act of 1911 to make Pt. 2 inapplicable to the city 
of Halifax; and the conditions in that respect, as they existed 
before March 31, 1911, were in no way different from what they 
were between that date and June 30, 1910.

In my opinion there is, therefore, no repealing statute in the 
sense intended by sec. 8 of the Interpretation Act, and conse
quently no “saving clause” therein the effect of which must 
according to the rule lie preserved. Application dismissed.

OTTAWA SEPARATE SCHOOL TRUSTEES v. CITY OF OTTAWA. 
OTTAWA SEPARATE SCHOOL TRUSTEES v. QUEBEC BANK

Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Harrow, Maelaren, 
Magee and Hudgins, JJ.A. April 3, 1916.

Constitution ai. law i § 11 A 1 154>--Denomin ational schools—Pro
vincial REGULATION AS TO MANAGEMENT- COMMISSION.

To establish and maintain Separate Schools, an exemption from 
contributing to the support of Common Schools was the only right 
or privilege with respect to denominational schools which the Homan 
Catholics had by law at the Vnion.

The Act res|X'cting the Board of Trustees of the Roman Catholic 
Separate Schools of the city of Ottawa, 5 Geo. V eh. 45. providing for 
the Hii8|x‘nsion of (lowers of a denominational school hoard and for con
ferring such powers upon a commission, is within the legislative powers 
of the province, and does not prejudicially affect any right or privilege 
with res|iect to denominational schools guaranteed by sec. 93 of the 
B.N.A. Act. |S(i7. particularly where the statute aims to sus|icnd a 
body because it persists in managing these schools contrary to law.

/*<r Magee, J.. The province having constitutionally the exclusive 
powers to make laws in relation to education, relief against such laws 
must be sought from parliament, and not from the judiciary.

|Ottawa Separate School Trustees v. Ottawa, 24 D.L.R. 497. 34 O.L.R. 
024. affirmed. See also Mackell v. Ottawa Separate Schools, 24 D.L.R. 
475 (annotated). 18 D.L.R. 450.)

Appeals by the plaintiffs from the judgment of Meredith, 
C.J.C.P., 24 D.L.R. 497, 34 O.L.R. 624. Affirmed.

A. C. McMaster, for appellants.
A. It. Clute, for the defendants the Corporation of the City of 

Ottawa, respondents.
J. D. Bissctt, for the defendants the Quebec Bank, respondents. 
J. A. McEvoy, for the Attorney-General for Ontario.
Meredith, C.J.O.:—These are appeals by the plaintiffs from 

the judgment dated the 18th November, 1915, which was 
directed to be entered by the C’hief Justice of the Common Pleas, 
after the trial of the action before him sitting without a jury at 
Ottawa on the previous 13th day of October; and the reasons 
for judgment arc reported in 24 D.L.R. 497. 34 O.L.R. 624.
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ONT.The sole question for decision is as to the validity of an Act of 
the Legislature of this Province passed on the 8th day of April, 
1915, intituled “An Act respecting the Hoard of Trustees of the 
Roman Catholic Separate Schools of the City of Ottawa,” 5 Geo. 
V. ch. 45.

The contention of the appellants is, that this Act contravenes 
the following provision of sec. 93 of the British North America
\

“93. In and for each Province the Legislature may exclusively 
make laws in relation to education, subject and according to the 
following provisions:—

“1. Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right 
or privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class 
of persons have by law in the Province at the Union.”

Prior to and at the time of the passing of the Act in question, 
the Separate Schools of Ottawa were under the management of 
the appellants, who are a corporation created and existing under 
the authority of the Separate Schools Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 270, or 
the Acts which were consolidated in that Act.

Questions having arisen as to the validity of two regulations 
made by the Minister of Education as to the teaching of the French 
language in the Public and Separate Schools of the Province, 
regulation number 17 of 1912 and regulation number 17 of 1913, 
as they are called, an action was brought by a supporter of the 
Separate Schools in Ottawa named Mackell, on behalf of himself 
and other supporters of these schools, for the purpose of obtaining 
a declaration that these regulations were “ultra vires the Province 
under the British North America Act, and that the Province had 
no legislative authority under that Act to regulate the use of 
French as a language of instruction and communication in the 
Public and Separate Schools of the Province or the teaching therein 
of the French language;”* and pending that action the Act in 
question was passed.

The preamble to the Act recites the bringing of the action 
and its objects; that the appellants had failed to open the schools 
under their charge at the time1 appointed by law or to pay quali
fied teachers for the schools and had threatened at different times 
to close the schools and to dismiss the qualified teachers duly 

•See Marked v. Ottawa Separate School, ‘24 D.L.H. 475, 34 O.L.R. 335.
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engaged for them; and that the statements of the preamble were 
true was admitted by counsel for the appellants at the trial.

By the first section it is declared that, subject to the ques
tion of the legislative authority of the Province under the British 
North America Act which I have mentioned, the regulations that 
were questioned were duly made and approved under the authority 
of the Department of Education and became binding according 
to their terms and provisions upon the appellants and the schools 
under their control.

By sec. 2. certain duties in respect of the schools under the 
control of the appellants are imposed upon the Board of Trustees 
of the Roman Catholic Separate Schools for the City of Ottawa 
(the appellants) and the members thereof.

The duties which were thus inqxised were already inqiosed 
by the Separate Schools Act, and sec. 2 was but an affirmance 
of the provisions of that Act as to the matters with which sec. 2 
deals.

By sec. 3 it is provided that :—
“If, in the opinion of the Minister of Education, the said 

Board fails to comply with any of the provisions of this Act, 
he shall have power, with the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council—

“(a) To appoint a commission of not less than three nor 
more than seven persons;

“ (b) To vest in anti confer upon any commission so appointed, 
all or any of the powers possessed by the Board under statute 
or otherwise, including the right to deal with and administer 
the rights, properties and assets of the Board and all such other 
powers as he may think proper and expedient to carry out the 
object and intent of this Act;

“(c) To suspend or withdraw all or any part of the rights, 
1 lowers and privileges of the Board, and whenever he may think 
desirable to restore the whole or any part of the same and to 
revest the same in the Board ;

“ (d) To make such use or disposition of any legislative grant 
that would be payable to the said Board on the warrant of any 
inspector for the use of the said schools or any of them as the 
Minister may in writing direct.”

And the provisions of sec. 4 are that :—
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“Nothing in this Act shall he construed to relieve the Hoard 
or any of its members from the discharge and performance of 
any duties imposed upon it or them by law or by any judgment 
in the said action, or from any liability to any supporter of the 
said schools or other person interested that has been or may be 
incurred by reason or on account of the failure or neglect of the 
Hoard or any of its members to discharge or perform any of the 
said duties.”

The result of the action of Mackell was that it was determined 
that the Legislature had the authority which was challenged, 
and that the regulations in question were valid, and the action 
was dismissed.

After the dismissal of the action, the acting Minister of Educa
tion decided that the appellants had failed to comply with the 
provisions .of the Act, and, with the approval of the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council, put into execution the powers conferred 
upon the Minister of Education by sec. 3, and the respondents 
the Ottawa Separate School Commission are the Commission 
appointed under the provisions of the section.

l'he argument of the appellants’ counsel is based on the 
proposition that at the time of the Union it was tin- right or 
privilege of Roman Catholics to establish Separate Schools for 
the education of their children; to control and manage these 
schools by means of Boards of Trustees elected by themselves; 
and to have for the support of them a share of the public grunts 
for public school purposes, ascertained in the manner provided 
by the Separate Schools Act; and that the Act in question preju
dicially affects this right or privilege, because it takes from the 
supixirtors of the Roman Catholic Separate Schools in Ottawa 
the right, to control and manage their schools through the medium 
of their elected representatives, and vests the control and manage
ment of them in a Commission api>ointed by the Crown.

A brief reference to the history of the legislation as to public 
elementary instruction or common school education and the 
genesis of the Roman Catholic Separate School will, I think, 
assist in reaching a conclusion as to the question involved in the 
present litigation.

At the time of the Union of the Provinces by the Hritish 
North America Act, the law relating to Separate Schools in
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Upper Canada (now Ontario) was contained in the Act 26 Viet, 
eh. 5, which came into force on the 31st December, 1863.

Prior and up to the time of the passing of this Act, there 
had been bitter controversies on the subject of Roman Catholic 
Separate Schools, the policy of engrafting on the Common School 
system provision for the separate education of the children of 
Roman Catholics being vigorously opposed by a large part and 
probably a considerable majority of the people of Upper Canada, 
and the right to this separate education being as vigorously 
demanded by the Roman Catholic minority.

Provision for the establishment of these Separate Schools 
was made in the School Law of 1841,4 & 5 Viet. eh. 18, the first 
of such laws passed after the union of the Provinces of Upper 
and Lower Canada, and in the School Laws passed between 1841 
and 1863: 7 Viet. ch. 9, 12 Viet. ch. 83, 13 <fc 14 Viet. eh. 18, 
II k 15 Viet. .h. 111. 16 Viet. eh. 185, 18 Viet. ch. 131.

These provisions varied from time to time the privileges of 
Roman Catholics as to the establishment, control, and main
tenance of the schools. Sometimes they were enlarged beyond 
those conferred by the School Law of 1841, and sometimes they 
were abridged; and it was in consequence of the existing legisla
tion having abridged the privileges conferred by previous legis
lation that the Act of 1863 was intituled “An Act to restore to 
Roman Catholics in Upper Canada certain rights in respect to 
Separate Schools,” and that its preamble recited that “it is just 
and proper to restore to Roman Catholics in Upper Canada 
certain rights which they formerly enjoyed in respect to Separate 
Schools.” It is imiKjrtiuit also to notice the remainder of the 
recital: “and to bring tin* provisions of the law respecting Sepa
rate Schools more in harmony with the provisions of the law 
respecting ( ommon Schools.”

The ground upon which was based the claim of the Roman 
Catholics to Separate Schools was the injustice of compelling 
them to contribute to the support of schools to which, owing 
to the character of the instruction given in them, they could 
not for conscientious reasons send their children, because in their 
view it was essential to the welfare and proper education of 
their children that religious instruction according to the tenets 
of the Roman Catholic Church should be imparted to them as 
part of their educational training.
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This injustice, it was claimed, was greatly aggravated when, 
by the School Law of 1850, a system of compulsory free primary 
education in schools, supported partly by Government grants, 
but mainly by taxation, to which all ratepayers were liable, was 
established.

The Act of 1803 provided for the establishing and main
tenance of Roman Catholic Separate Schools, which were, with 
their registers, to be subject to such inspection as might be 
directed from time to time by the Chief Superintendent of Educa
tion, and to such regulations as might be imposed from time 
to time by the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada.

The initial step for bringing into existence a Roman Catholic 
Separate School was the convening, by not less than five la ads 
of families, being freeholders or householders resident within any 
school section of any township, village, or town, or within any 
ward of a city or town, and being also Roman Catholics, of a 
meeting of persons desiring to establish a Separate School for 
Roman Catholics in the school section or ward, for the election 
of trustees for the management of the school. A majority of 
the persons present at the meeting thus convened, being free
holders or householders and Roman Catholics, were authorised 
to elect trustees for the management of the school; and, after 
the trustees had been elected and certain formalities had been 
complied with, the trustees became a body corporate.

The support of these schools depended upon the voluntary 
action of the Roman Catholic ratepayer, and provision was made 
as to the manner in which his intention to be a supporter of the 
Separate School was to be signified, and provision was also made 
for the manner in which a supporter of the school might with
draw from it his support.

Provision was also made that every Separate School should 
be entitled to share in the fund annually granted by the Legis
lature for the support of Common Schools, and in all other public 
grants, investments, and allotments for Common School pur
poses then or thereafter made by the Province or the municipal 
authorities on the basis of school attendance.

The provisions of the Common School Act relating to the 
mode and time of election, appointments and duties of chair
man and secretary at the annual meetings, term of office and
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manner of filling up vacancies, were made applicable, and the
8. C. trustees were to perform the same duties and be subject to the

Ottawa same penalties its trustees of Common Schools, and the teachers
Separate were to he liable to the same obligations s as teachers

School
Trustees of Common Schools.
City of The trustees were empowered to impose, levy, and collect 
Ottawa; school rates or subscriptions upon and from persons sending 
.Separate children to or subscribing towards the support of the school,

and were invested with all the powers in respect of Separate.School
Trustees

Schools which the trustees of Common Schools had and possessed
Ïank*7 ull(*or tl>e Common School Acts; and the Act contained other 

----- provisions to which, for the purpose of the* present inquiry, it
Meredith,C.J.O.

is unnecessary to refer.
It will be seen from this summary of the main features of 

the Act that the Homan Catholic Separate Schools were part 
of the Common School system of the Province, and as much 
Common Schools as those schools which bon* that name. The 
terms “Common School” and “ Homan Catholic Separate School” 
or “Separate School” were adopted as a convenient mode- of 
distinguishing between the two classes of Common Schools; and 
they were all State Schools, the Separate Schools as well as the 
( 'ommon Schools.

Having regard to these facts and the course of the legislation, 
it is clear, 1 think, that the only right or privilege with respect 
to denominational schools which the Homan Catholics had by 
law in this Province at the Union was the right or privilege, 
so long as a system of compulsory free primary education existed, 
to establish, manage, and maintain Separate Schools for the 
education of their children and to be exempt from contributing 
to the support and maintenance of the Common Schools while 
they continued to be supporters of the Separate Schools; and 
I agree with the trial Judge that, if it should ever become the 
policy of the Province to abolish the existing system of primary 
education—I mean by that the system of State Schools—it 
would be competent for the Legislature to repeal the Separate 
School Law without contravening the provisions of sec. 93 of the 
British North America Act.

However, be that as it may, I am of opinion that the Act in 
question does not, within the meaning of sec. 93 (1), prejudicially

35911^
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affect any right or privilege with respect to denominational 
schools which the class of persons called Roman Catholics had 
by law at the Union.

The right or privilege which that class, as a class, had at the 
Union, is not prejudicially affected by the legislation, or even 
interfered with. All that is done is to suspend the right of a 
particular body of persons of the class to manage its schools, 
because it persistently refuses to obey the law and insists upon 
managing them contrary to law and in open defiance of it.

The right or privilege which the Act of 1863 conferred upon 
Roman Catholics and the persons chosen by them to carry on 
and manage their schools was not to manage and conduct them 
according to their own will and pleasure, but only to do so in 
accordance with the law and the regulations: and, in my opinion, 
a body of Roman Catholics which is managing and conducting 
its schools as the appellants were doing, and insisted upon doing, 
is not exercising any right or privilege which sec. 93(1) was in
tended to preserve; and it would be, in my judgment, an extra
ordinary thing if the Legislature were powerless to intervene and 
to put an end to the state of things which existed and was the 
moving cause for the enactment of the legislation in question.

It is in the highest interest of the State that its children 
should be educated, and it cannot surely be, when the body 
whose duty it is to provide for that education and to carry on 
the schools under its charge abnegates its functions, refuses to 
perform its duties, and insists upon carrying on the schools not 
in disregard only, but in defiance of, the law. that it cannot 
be displaced and the powers and duties which it should have 
exercised and informed J>e vested in a body which is willing and 
able to obey the law and to provide the needed instruction for 
the children whose welfare is jeopardised by the action of the 
unfaithful stewards to whom the Legislature has committed the 
care of their education. It is, to my mind, a monstrous proposi
tion that the effect of sec. 93(1) is that the State, whose creature 
the appellants and the schools under their charge are, is powerless 
to act where a body it has created flouts its authority and dis
obeys its laws.

It was argued that the remedy which the Legislature has 
applied is too drastic, and that, if the members of the present
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(^2’* Board arc disobeying the law, there are means by which they
S. C. can be removed from office and others be elected in their stead.

Ottawa The alternative suggested would, in the circumstances, be no 
Separate remedv at all. It is not onlv the members of the Board or a

majority of them that defy the law; they are supported in their 
action by a majority of their constituents; and to remove themaction by a majority of their constituents; and to remove them

Ottawa; from office would only result in the election of another set of
( )TTAWA

Separate

Trustees

men which would follow the course they have taken.
The contention of the appellants' counsel ignores the fact

that the minority of the Board and of the ratepayers is desirous 
of obeying the law and conducting the schools in accordance 
with it, and the further fact that the minority of the supporters 
of the schools, owing to the action of the appellants, are deprived 
of the privilege the enjoyment of which is guaranteed to them 
by sec. 93 (1), and that one of the purjxises and the effect of 
the legislation in question is to enable them to enjoy that privi- 
lege.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the actions of the 
appellants were rightly dismissed, and that the appeals should 
be dismissed with costs.

Muphîron.TA. 
llodgina, J A. G arrow, Maclaren, and Hodgins, JJ.A., concurred. 

Magee, J.A.:—Fully concurring in the reasons and conclu-Magoe, J.A.
sion of my Lord the Chief Justice and in the dismissal of the 
appeals and actions, I merely desire to say that it is not necessary 
in this case, nor has it been in any of the recent cases relative 
to these Ottawa Schools necessary, to decide that it was ever 
intended in the British North America Act that the question 
of the prejudicial effect of legislation in any Province upon the 
existing rights or privileges of any class as to education or the 
validity or invalidity of such legislation in that respect should 
be dealt with by the Courts of law—or otherwise than in the 
mode provided in the third and fourth provisions of sec. 93 of 
that Act.

I see no reason to believe that the Imperial Parliament in
tended that the subject of education should be less fully and 
completely within the control of some legislative body or bodies 
in the new Dominion than any of the many other subjects which 
had to be distributed between the Provincial and Federal juris
dictions, or that any residuum of legislative power on that sub-
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jeet, mon? particularly than others, was intended to be xvithhehl 
for exercise only in the United Kingdom. Within the vertical 
lines of division, as full powers were conferred upon the respective 
legislative bodies as were possessed by the Imperial Parliament 
itself. No ground presents itself to me on which to base a sup
position that the new Union and its comixment parts were not 
considered fully capable of doing justice to all its citizens as 
much with regard to education as to trade, marriage, or civil 
rights.

If such full jiower was conferred, it must have been placed 
somewhere; and, wherever placed, it must be absolute and can
not be questioned by any tribunal. Where then dot's it rest? 
By sec. 92, exclusive power was given to the Provincial Legis
latures upon the various subjects therein mentioned, that of 
education not being alluded to. By sec. 91, certain other speci
fied subjects, not including education, were assigned exclusively 
to the Dominion Parliament, and also power to make laws in 
all matters not coming within the “classes of subjects” assigned 
exclusively to the Provincial Legislatures—as to none of these 
subjects specified in secs. 91 and 92 was there any restriction 
or appeal. Then education is dealt with separately in sec. 93, 
which opens like sec. 92 by saying that in each Province “the 
Legislature may exclusively make laws” in relation thereto, but 
adds, “subject and according to the following provisions,” which 
are four in number.

That section, 93, is the only one relating to education, and, if 
full power was intended, as I think it was, to rest somewhere 
in Canada, and was not wholly conferred upon the Province, 
we must look for the unconferred part as being placed in the 
Dominion somewhere in the Act. Section 91, as already men
tioned, does give to the Dominion Parliament authority in rela
tion to all matters not coming within the “classes of subjects” 
“assigned exclusively” to the Provinces, but education is assigned 
exclusively to the Legislatures, though subject and according 
to certain provisions, but not with any exceptions. It would 
thus appear that not under sec. 91, but within the four pro
visions of sec. 93, is to be found the only power given to the 
Dominion Parliament with regard to education. Outside of 
whatever is given to the Dominion Parliament, the power of the
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Provincial 1 legislature must be absolute, if absolute power was 
transferred to this side of the Atlantic.

The first of the four provisions declares that nothing in any 
such Provincial law shall prejudicially affect any right or privi
lege with respect to denominational schools which any class of 
persons had by law in the Province at the time of the Union. 
The second provision extends to dissentient schools in Quebec, 
the powers, privileges, and duties of the Homan Catholic Sepa
rate Schools and School Trustees in Upper Canada—and inci
dentally these plaintiffs might take notice that duties as well 
as privileges attached to them. Then the third and fourth pro
visions shew what may happen if the first provision is not lived 
up to by the Provinces. The third gives an appeal to the 
Governor-General in Council from any Act or decision of a 
Provincial authority affecting any right or privilege of a Protestant 
or Homan Catholic minority in relation to education in any 
Province, where there or thereafter a system of separate or dis
sentient schools exists. And the fourth and last provision is 
that, if the decision on such appeal is not duly executed by the 
Provincial authorities, or in case any such Provincial law as from 
time to time to the Governor-General in Council seems requisite 
for the due execution of the provisions of sec. 93, is not made, 
the Parliament of Canada may make—what?-—remedial laws for 
the due execution of the provisions of the section and of any 
decision of the Governor-General in Council.

This remedial power is the only power given to the Dominion, 
and it is given only in ease1 the Province itself fails to supply 
the remedy. But remedial laws, whether of the Province or the 
Dominion, imply tliat the law or state of affairs to be remedied 
is in force or actual existence, not that it is invalid or non-existent. 
This qualification that the Dominion may make remedial laws, 
on the refusal of the Province, would seem to be the only quali
fication of absolute power in the Province, and would seem to 
imply absolute1 power if the qualification never takes effect.

Moreover, as the British North America Act gives the appeal 
against the infringement of the rights which it creates, it would 
appear from the broad and general nature of the subject, in
volving matters of high policy and liberal, generous, and wise 
treatment of minorities, which should not be the subject of tech
nical construction, that the words of Lord Herschell in Barra-
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dough v. Brown, (1807] A.C. 615, might well apply. At p. 620 
he said: “I do not think the appellant can claim to recover 
by virtue of the statute, and at the same time insist upon doing 
so by means other than those prescribed by the statute which 
alone confers the» right.” And see also Pasmore v. Oswaldwistle 
Urban District Council, [1808] A.C. 387.

It appears to me, therefore, that it may well be open to argu
ment that the only relief ever intended from a Provincial law 
prejudicially affecting rights or privileges as to denominational 
schools, was intended to come from the Provincial Legislature 
itself, or, failing that, then from the High Court of Parliament 
itself ; and that it is not open to have the validity of every change 
in the law, however trifling or local, in a matter affecting what 
are. after all, though in a sense state schools, as purely volun
tary as joint stock companies or societies, from which members 
may at any time withdraw, brought before» Courts of law in 
various places to decide, perhaps without adequate evidence, 
whether a great class throughout the Province is prejudicially 
affected.

In City of Winnipeg v. Barrett, [1862] A.C. 445, 5 Cart. 32, 
the Privy Council considered that under the Manitoba Act such 
questions could be dealt with by the Courts. But it may be 
that Manitoba powers, being carved out of the Dominion powers, 
might be considered more restricted than those which were 
merely the subject of rearrangement of the powers of independent 
Provinces at Confederation.

In Brophy v. Attorney^ieneral of Manitoba, [1865] A.C. 202, 
a question had been submitted to the Court by the Governor- 
General in Council. In Ex p. Renaud (1873), 1 Pugsley (N.B.) 
273, 2 Cart. 445, the New Brunswick School Act of 1871 was 
held valid, though the Court assumed it was their right and 
duty to deal with such questions. In Belleville Separate School 
Trustees v. Grainger (1878), 25 Gr. 570, 1 Cart. 816, changes in 
the Ontario Separate School law were held valid by Blake, V.-C., 
who pointed out that no appeal to the Governor-General in Coun
cil had been made.

However, these actions fail, without our having to consider 
that question. Appeals dismissed.
NOTE: This judgment was reversed by the Privy Council, which held that 

sec. 03 of the B.N.A. Act. 1807. only confers |lower to pass laws which 
do not transgresss.s. 1, and that an "nnconferred part" iper Magee, J.A.) 
resides in the British Parliament. -Lu.
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ONT. BRANT V. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO.

8. C. Ontario Supreme Court, Ap/nUati Dins,mi. Meredith, C.J.O., and Marl arm, 
Magee and Hodgins, JJ.A. April 19, 1916.

1. Railway commission (§ 1 2) («rade crossings- Elimination -Cluh-
inc; highway Powers.

The Board of Railway Commissioners is empowered by the Railway 
AH, R.S.C. 1900, eh. 37, see. 23S, as amended by S & 9 Kdw. VII, eh. 32, 
see. 5. to act upon its own motion to facilitate the elimination or dimin
ishing of grade crossings; and for this purpose authority is conferred 
upon the Board to order that part of a highway be closed or to mpiire 
the pro|KT municipal authority to close it.

\Cor/mration of Varkdale v. H t si (1KS7), 12 App. Can. 002. distinguished. |
2. Railways (§ 11 B 19)—Altering grade ok highway Damages

Remedy Arbitration.
For damages to nrofierty by altering the grade of a street under a 

valid order of the Board of Railway Commissioners, to alter a grade 
crossing, the remedy is by arbitration proceedings under the Railway 
Act, R.S.C. 100t). not by an action against the railway company acting 
under the order.

Statement. Appeal by defendant in an action for damages caused by 
closing part of a highway and by the elevation of railway tracks. 
Reversed.

Angus MacMurchy, K.C., for appellants. 
ratson, K.C., for respondent.

Meredith,C.J.O.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendants 

from the judgment, dated the 4th February, 1916, which was 
directed to be entered by the Chief Justice of the King’s 
Bench, after the trial of the action before him, sitting without 
a jury, at Toronto, on the previous 31st January.

The respondent is the owner of part of lot number 2 in block 
B. on the west side of Albany avenue, in the city of Toronto, 
and sues to recover damages for the alleged wrongful interference 
by the appellants with the grade of the street, for closing up that 
part of it which lies to the north of the respondent’s land, and for 
the injury to his house caused, as he alleges, by the additional 
vibration occasioned by the running of the trains on the tracks 
which have been elevated; or, in the alternative, for a mandatory 
order requiring the appellants forthwith to give the necessary 
notices and to take all necessary and proper proceedings under 
the Railway Act to provide compensation to the respondent, 
and for payment to him for the injury and loss which he had sus
tained, and, if necessary for that purpose, that arbitration pro
ceedings be directed and ensue.

The acts of which the respondent complains were done in the

LL
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course of elevating the tracks of the railway between Davenport 
road and Suminerhill avenue, and for the purpose of carrying out 
a plan which had been adopted for getting rid of certain of the 
grade crossings in that part of the city.

The appellants justify these acts as having been lawfully 
done under the authority of the Railway Act (Canada) and of 
an order made by the Hoard of Railway Commissioners of Can
ada; and they contend that, if the respondent’s property has 
been injuriously affected by what has been done, he must seek 
compensation under the Act.

ONT.

s. c.

Canadian 
Pacific 

R.W. Co.
..

The adoption of the scheme for the elevation of the tracks 
which has been carried out was brought about in consequence of a 
communication dated the 15th July, 1909, addressed by the Hoard 
to the appellants the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as 
well as to other railway companies, in which attention was called 
to the provisions of sec. 7 of an Act of the Parliament of Canada 
(8 & 1) Edw. VII. ch. 32) passed for the purpose of securing in 
the public interest the gradual elimination of grade crossings, 
and the railway company were asked to furnish to the Hoard a 
list of the crossings upon their lines which in their opinion “should 
be the ones to make a start at.” In compliance with this request, 
the appellants the Canadian Pacific Railway Company designated 
(I apprehend in addition to other crossings) the Yonge street 
crossing. The Hoard's Chief Engineer (Mr. Mountain), by 
direction of the Hoard, examined this crossing, and recommended 
as “the proper solution of the question” the elimination of two 
or three grade crossings on each side of Yonge street as well as the 
one on Yonge street, by elevating the tracks. The report of Mr. 
Mountain is dated the 19th January, 1010. A meeting of the 
Hoard took place on tin1 271 h of the same montl^ for “consider
ation of the elimination of the grade crossing of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company at Yonge street, North Toronto, 
Ontario.” At this meeting, representatives of that company 
and of the City of Toronto were present, and the proceedings 
began by the representative of the railway company saying: 
“This is another case taken up on the initiative of the Hoard.”

No conclusion was come to by the Hoard at this meeting, but 
an adjournment was made until the 1st February following. Mr. 
E. W. Beatty appeared for the railway company at the adjourned
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meeting. The further consideration of the matter was again 
adjourned, and the adjourned meeting was held on the 7th June, 
1910, at which Mr. Beatty again appeared, and the City of 
Toronto and the Toronto and York Radial Railway Company 
were represented.

At or before this meet ing, plans of the proposed track eleva
tion prepared by the railway company were filed with the Board, 
and Mr. Beatty said that they had been tiled “as ordered by the 
Board in March.” There does not appear to have been any meet
ing in March, and the reference is probably to what occurred at 
the meeting on the 1st February, at which it appears that it was 
arranged that the railway company should furnish plans shewing 
what “they propose doing.”

On the 13th September, 1910, an order was made by the Board 
approving “the plan dated May, 1910, shewing the proposed 
lay-out across . . . Yonge street and Avenue road filed by 
the railway company, and on tile with the Board under file number 
9437153.”

Nothing further appears to have been done until the 23rd 
May, 1912, when the matter was further considered by the Board 
and detail plans of the separation of grades at Yonge street and 
Avenue road were approved as submitted.

By an order of the Board, dated the 29th June, 1912, made, 
as it states, “in the matter of the consideration of the question 
of the elimination of grade crossing by the tracks of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company at Yonge street, North Toronto, in 
the Province of Ontario,” it is ordered that “the plan shewing 
the track elevation of the said proposed joint section of railway 
to be used by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the 
applicant company from Summerhill avenue to Dovercourt road, 
dated May 15th, 1912, filed with the Board under the said file 
No. 1202170, is hereby approved, except . . .”

The plan referred to in the order is annexed to it, and the plan 
shews the crossing at Albany avenue and the grade of the track 
there, and it shews also that part of that street is to be closed.

Acting under the authority of this order, the elevation of the 
tracks was proceeded with and has been completed, and a by-law 
has been passed by the Municipal Council of the Corporation of 
the City of Toronto closing that part of Albany avenue which is 
bounded on the north by a line distant forty-one feet six inches
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northerly from the northerly limit of the right of way of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and on the south by the 
southerly limit of that right of way. The by-law was passed on 
the 21st May, 1915; but it appears that, after the work of ele
vating the tracks was begun, fences were erected and maintained 
by the appellants or one of them at each end of the part of Albany 
avenue which is closed by the by-law.

It was contended by Mr. Watson that the appellants had no 
right or power to proceed with the elevation of the tracks or 
otherwise to interfere with Albany avenue unless and until they 
had complied with the requirements of see. 107 of the Railway 
Act (R.S.C. 1906, ch. 37), by submitting to the Hoard of Rail
way Commissioners for Canada a plan, profile, and book of refer
ence of the portion of the “railway proposed to be changed, 
shewing the deviation, change or alteration proposed to be made,” 
obtaining the sanction of the Board to the proposed change being 
made, and by depositing copies of the plan, profile1, and book of 
reference in the office of the Registrar of Deeds for the locality, 
and giving public notice of the deposit, and had also made com
pensation to the respondent before interfering with his rights.

Mr. Watson also contended that the order of the Board was 
made on the application of the appellants or one of them, and that 
the Board had no jurisdiction to make the order, because, as he 
contended, the applicants had no locus slam!i to make the appli
cation.

He also contended that the Board had no jurisdiction to close 
a highway or to order a highway to be closed.

Unless the changes that have been made in the Railway Act 
since the case of Corporation of Park dale v. West (1887), 12 App. 
(.'as. 602, was decided, have1 altered the law so as to make what 
were then held to be conditions precedent to the right of the rail
way company to lower the grade of a highway and to carry it 
by a subway under the railway pursuant to an order of the Railway 
Committee of the Privy Council, sanctioned by the Governor in 
Council, no longer conditions precedent, that case is conclusive 
against the appellants.

It was there decided that an order of the Railway Committee 
of the Privy Council, under sec. 4 of 46 Viet. ch. 24, did not of 
itself, and apart from the provisions of law thereby made 
applicable to the case of land required for the purpose of carrying
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out the requirements of the Railway Committee, authorise or 
empower the railway company upon whom the order is made to 
take any person's land or to interfere with any person’s right; 
that where a railway company, acting under an order of the 
Railway Committee does not deposit a plan or book of reference 
relating to the alterations required by the order, and give the 
notice of the deposit prescribed by the Act, it is not entitled to 
commence operations, and that payment of compensation by 
the railway company was a condition precedent to its right of 
interfering with the possession of land or the rights of individuals.

The Act under consideration in that case was the ( onsolidated 
Railway Act, 1879 (42 Viet. ch. 9), as amended by 40 Viet. cli. 24.

Sections 48 and 49 of the Act of 1879 were repealed by sec. 
4 of the amending Act, and there was substituted for sec. 48 the fol
lowing section: “48. In any case where any portion of a railway is 
constructed, or authorised or proposed to be constructed, upon or 
along, or across any turnpike road, street or other public highway, 
on the level, the railway company, before constructing or using 
the same, or in t he case of railways already constructed within 
such time as the Railway Committee shall direct, shall submit 
a plan and profile of such portion of railway, for the approval of 
the Railway Committee; and the Railway Committee, if it 
appears to them necessary for the public safety, may, from time 
to time, with the sanction of the (iovemor in Council, authorise 
and require the company to whom such railway belongs, within 
such time as the said Committee directs, to carry such road, 
street or highway either over or under the said railway, by means 
of a bridge or arch, instead of crossing the same on the level, 
or to execute such other works as under the circumstances of 
the case appear to the said Committee the best adapted for re
moving or diminishing the danger arising from the then position 
of the railway, or to protect such road, street or highway by 
a watchman, or by a watchman and gates or other protection; 
and all the provisions of law at any such time applicable to the 
taking of land by railway companies and its valuation and con
veyance to them, and to the compensation therefor, shall apply 
to the case of any land required for the proper carrying out of 
the requirements of the Railway Committee. . . .”

The Railway Committee, acting under the authority of this 
section, on the 21st September, 1883, reported that the Com-
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mittee deemed it necessary for public safety that the railway 
companies interested be authorised and required to carry Queen 
street under their railways by means of a bridge or subway with 
the necessary approaches to it, and the report was approved by 
the (lovemor in Council.

A subway was accordingly constructed, the effect of which 
was to lower the roadway in front of the plaintiffs’ property and Meredith,c.J.o. 
to deprive them of the access to Queen street which they had 
previously enjoyed, and to injure their property very seriously.

No plan or book of reference of or as to the work had been 
deposited in the office of the Clerk of the Peace, as required by 
clause 2 of sec. 8 of the Act of 1879, nor had any notice been given, 
as required by clause 10 of sec. 9 of the same Aet; and, therefore, 
as provided by clause 8 of sec. 8, the railway companies were not 
entitled to proceed with “the exet ' of the railway, or of the 
part thereof affected by the alterations, as the case may be.”

As 1 have said, it was also held that until < nsation had 
been paid to the persons whose lands were or would be affected 
injuriously by the work, or a warrant for imim " possession 
had been obtained after notice to these persons (sec. 9, clauses 
27 and 28). the railway companies were not entitled to proceed 
with the work.

It is unnecessary to go through the various changes that have 
been made from time to time in the legislation. It will suffice 
to say that changes were made in 1888 by 51 Viet. eh. 29, and in 
1903 by 3 Kdw. VII. ch. 58; that the Railway Act was revised 
in 1906, and appears as ch. 37 in the Revised Statutes of that year; 
and that the provisions which affect the question for decision 
were enacted by 8 & 9 Kdw. VII. ch. 32.

By secs. 4 ami 5 of that Act, secs. 237 and 238 of ch. 37 of 
the Revised Statutes were repealed, and new sections bearing the 
same numbers were substituted for them, and (by secs. 6 and 7) 
new sections, numbered 238A and 239A, were added.

Section 237 deals with applications for leave to construct a 
railway upon, along, or across a highway, and its provisions need 
not be referred to further than to say that it deals only with ap
plications by railway companies.

An important change was effected by the new sec. 238, which 
provides as follows:—
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“238. When* a railway is already constructed upon, along 
or across any highway, the Board may, upon its own motion, or 
upon complaint or application, by or on behalf of the Crown, or 
any municipal or other cor]«ration, or any jierson aggrieved, 
order the company to submit to the Board, within a specified 
time, a plan and profile of such portion of the railway, and may 
cause inspection of such portion, and may inquire into and de
termine all matters and things in respect of such portion, and the 
crossing, if any, and may make such order as to the protection, 
safety and convenience of the public as it deems expedient, or 
may order that the railway be carried over, under or along the 
highway, or that the highway be carried over, under or along the 
railway, or that the railway or highway be temjxirarily or per
manently diverted, and that such other work be executed, watch
men or other persons employed, or measures taken as under the 
circumstances appear to the Board best adapted to remove or 
diminish the danger or obstruction in the opinion of the Board 
arising or likely to arise in respect of such portion or crossing, if 
any, or any other crossing directly or indirectly affected.

“2. When the Board of its own motion, or upon complaint 
or application, makes any order that a railway be carried across 
or along a highway, or that a railway be diverted, all the pro
visions of law at such time applicable to the taking of land by 
the company, to its valuation and sale and conveyance to the 
company, and to the compensation therefor, shall apply to the 
land exclusive of the highway crossing, required for the proper 
carrying out of any order made by the Board.

“3. Notwithstanding anything in this Act, or in any other 
Act, the Board may, subject to the provisions of section 238A 
of this Act, order what portion, if any, of cost is to be borne 
respectively by the company, municipal or other corporation, 
or person in resjx'ct of any order made by the Board under this 
or the preceding section, and such order shall be binding on and 
enforcible against any railway company, municipal or other 
corporation or person named in such order.”

Section 238A made it the duty of railway companies, in the 
ease of railways constructed after the passing of the Act, at their 
own cost and expense, to “provide, subject to the order of the 
Board, all protection, safety and convenience for the public in 
n*spect of any crossing of a highway by the railway.”
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Section 239A is a new section, and makes an appropriation for 
the purpose of aiding in the providing, by actual construction 
work, of protection, safety, and convenience for the public in 
respect of highway crossings of the railway at rail level, in exis
tence on the 1st day of April, 1909.

Section 238 plainly, I think, deals with proceedings in invitum 
of the railway company, and was passed to facilitate the elim
ination or diminishing of grade crossings, which was, in the 
opinion of Parliament, so important a matter as to justify the 
application of public money in order more easily and speedily 
to effect the desired object ; and it was in furtherance of this 
object, no doubt, that the Board was empowered to act upon 
its own motion, as it is provided in sec. 238 it may.

The power vested in the Board to order that a “highway be 
temporarily or permanently diverted,” and the wide power to 
order such measures to be taken “as under the circumstances 
appear to the Board best adapted to remove or diminish the 
danger or obstruction in the opinion of the Board arising or 
likely to arise in respect of such portion or crossing, if any, or 
any other crossing directly or indirectly affected,” in my opinion 
confer authority upon the Board to order that part of a highway 
be closed, or at all events authority to require the proper municipal 
authority to close it.

If I am right in so interpreting sec. 238, it follows, 1 think, 
that Corporation of Parkdalc v. West does not apply. It was 
by reason, and by reason only, of the provisions of the Railway 
Act which were applied having been made applicable by sec. 4 
of 46 Viet. ch. 24, that the conclusion to which the Judicial Com
mittee came was reached.

Section 238, it will have been observed, does not make applic
able the provisions of law as to the matters to which it refers, 
to anything but an order that “a railway be carried across or 
along a highway” or that “a railway be diverted.” The order 
in question does not require that the railway “be carried across 
or along a highway,” nor does it require the “railway to be di
verted.” It in effect blots out the highway between the points 
mentioned in the by-law and vests that part of it in the railway 
company.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that Corporation of Parkdale
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v. West does not apply, and that the acts of which the respondent 
complains were lawfully done in the execution of the order of 
the Hoard, unless the contention of the respondent’s counsel 
that the Board had no jurisdiction to make the order, for the 
reason I have already mentioned, is entitled to prevail.

I am of opinion that that contention is not well-founded. 
It is manifest from the narrative I have given of the proceedings 
of and before the Hoard, that the Hoard, in making the order 
in question, was acting under sec. 238, and upon its own motion. 
The proceedings were initiated by the Hoard, and everything 
that was subsequently done was consequent upon the initial 
action taken by the Board with the view of carrying out the 
policy of Parliament to eliminate, or to diminish the number of, 
grade crossings.

In the view I take as to the proper disposition to be made of 
the appeal, it is unnecessary to determine the question as to the 
right of the respondent to be compensated for the damage alleged 
to have been done to his building, which he attributes to the in
creased vibration caused by the elevation of the railway tracks, 
as that is a matter which will be dealt with in determining the 
compensation to which the respondent is entitled.

Upon the argument, counsel for the appellants expressed their 
willingness to proceed to arbitration to determine the compen
sation to which the respondent may be entitled for the injurious 
affection of his property by the closing of the part of the highway 
which has been closed and for any injury he may have sustained 
by the elevation of the tracks, so far as that is a matter for which, 
under the Railway Act, he is entitled to be compensated; and, 
in my opinion, the proper disposition to be made of the appeal 
is that, u]xm the appellants undertaking to proceed without 
delay to determine the compensation to be paid to the respondent 
in respect of these matters, the appeal should be allowed and the 
action be dismissed, and that in the circumstances the parties 
should be left to bear their own costs of the action and of the 
appeal. -------- Appeal allowed.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. v. HOGAN.
Alberta Suftrcnic Court, Ives, J. September 18, 1916.

Execution (§ I—11)—Moratorium—Volunteers and Reservists Relief 
Act—Judgment ah new debt.

The Volunteers anil Uvscrvists Relief Act (Alta. 1916, eh. (», sec. 3) 
protects only against proceedings for the enforcement of any "debt,
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liability nr obligation” incurred before the passing of the Act, and lms 
no application to the enforcement of a judgment, which in itself creates 
a new debt, obtained on the day on which the Act became effective.

Appeal in Chambers from a judgment of the Master dis
missing an application by plaintiff for leave to sell defendant's 
goods under an execution under which the sheriff has seized. 
Reversed.

.S. W. Field, for plaintiff.

./. F. Wallbridge, K.C., for defendant.

Ives, J.:—The judgment was obtained on April It), 1916, 
the same day on which the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act 
(1916, ch. 6) came into force. The defendant, having become 
a member of the Reserve Militia subsequent to the judgment, 
claims the protection of the Act. The sheriff’s sale would, 1 
think, be a “proceeding” against the defendant. Rut the Act, 
sec. 3, protects only against proceedings for the enforcement of 
any debt, liability or obligation incurred before the passing of the 
Act.

The question therefore arises, is the judgment a debt, liability 
or obligation incurred before the passing of the Act? I think 
not. The judgment creates a new debt; the old debt is gone, 
merged in the judgment. The new debt is distinct from the 
original claim and is not merely the evidence of the creditor’s 
claim but is the substance of the claim itself, 23 Cyc., p. 1111. 
By the judgment the debtor is freed from the original liability 
and is subjected to a new liability and the creditor has obtained 
a fresh cause of action. He may sue upon his judgment in the 
same Court in which he obtained it. Garnishment may issue not 
on the original claim but in respect of the judgment which only 
declares the existence of the original claim and fixes its amount. 
It is true that in some cases the judgment may only declare an 
old debt in a new form when justice to the parties so requires, as 
where the original debt is based upon an agreement which pro
vides, inter alia, that a judgment shall not merge the debt.

With respect then, I think the judgment of the Master wrong 
in so far as it extended the provisions of the Act to this defendant. 
The plaintiff should renew his application to the Master. Plain
tiff to have the costs of the appeal.
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Appeal allowed.
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WILKS v. LEDUC AND TORONTO GEN'L TRUSTS.
Manitoba Court of .1 />/#<#//, lloinll. C.J.M., 1C chants, I’nituc, Cameron and 

Haggart, JJ.A. August is. min.

Mechanic*' liens ($ VI—4(1)— Hioht or sub-con tractor—Contractor’s 
DEFAULT.

A sub-contractor supplying materials is not entitled to claim under
the provisions of the Mechanics' Lien Act (K.S.M. 1913, oh. 125, secs.
4, 7. 9), where, owing to the contractor’s default, there is no “sum justly
due or payable" to the contractor by the owner.

Appeal from n judgment under the Mechanics Lien Act, 
K.S.M. 1913, eh. 125. Varied.

8. Hart Green, for rescindent, plaintiff.
.4. K. Hoakin, K.C., for Toronto General Trusts.
K. R. Levinson, for executors.
//../, Symington and ./. If. ('ranford, for lienholder Jack.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Cameron, J.A.:—This is an action to enforce a mechanic’s 

lien brought by the plaint iff against Lucien (’. Leduc, a contractor, 
and the Toronto General Trusts Corp., for supplying 21 yards 
of gravel of the value of S33, and doing 3221 ■> hours of teaming, 
at GO cents per hour, being $193.50, the whole sum claimed 
being $227.10. The premises arc in the city of Winnipeg. The 
plaintiff registered his lien September 18, 1014. The lien filed 
claims a lien upon the estate of the Trusts Corporation.

The referee held the plaintiff and another, H. A. Jack, entitled 
to liens and judgments for their debts and costs; as to the plain
tiff against Leduc and the Trusts Corporation “executor of the 
last will of Abram Milmet, deceased;” and as to Jack against the 
Trusts Corporation.

With reference to this appeal, in so far as Jack’s claim is 
concerned, I see no reason for varying the judgment.

The contract with the principal contractor, made July 7, 
1914, provided that the contractor should provide the materials 
and perform the work mentioned in the plans and specifications 
to the satisfaction of the architect ; said work is to be done and 
materials to be used in connection with the erection of basement, 
foundation and for alterations on the premises named. The 
work was to be completed August 22, 1914.

IamIuc did not ‘ e even the basement and the Trusts 
Corporation, after his failure to complete, gave notice in accord
ance with the contract and completed the work through another 
contractor. There was no work done by Leduc after August 7.

05
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The architect made an estimate, September 8, of the amount 
due in respect of the actual work done by Leduc, and fixed it at 
$1,498.20. On this amount the Trusts Corporation paid into 
Court 20/c, or $299.04, when action was brought. The Trusts 
Corporation claims that the amount fixed by the architect was 
fully paid.

Wilks commenced his action October 14, 1914. The state
ment of claim originally did not allege any contract between the 
Trusts Corporation and Leduc. On the second «lay of the trial 
an amendment to that affect was allowed by the referee, and that 
there was money remaining due to Leduc on that contract suffic
ient to pay the plaintiff’s claim, or that the owners had notice 
before paying out the money and should be liable. The difficulty 
in making substantial amendments to the pleadings in lien cases 
is obvious.

I think it clear that the position of the plaintiff is not that of 
a wage-earner but that of a sub-contractor to Leduc. His agree
ment with Leduc was to furnish gravel and the use of three teams. 
He uses the term wages in his claim, but that is for the purpose 
of computing the amount claimed by him.

August 7, 1914, the plaintiff procured from Leduc an order 
on the Trusts Corporation for $135 for wages July 9 to August 
(i. August 20, he procured an order for $52.50 for wages from 
August 10 to August 20. Each order was served on the cor
poration on the day of its date.

The various accounts paid out by the corporation amounted 
to $1,022.73 up to August 31. One of these amounts was $300 
paid to Jack on August 8, on an order filed with the corporation 
dated July 27 and received August 3 or 4. .lack obtained an 
order from Leduc for this amount his contract with
the corporation was direct. He says he thought that was the 
proper way to get his money. In addition, sums amounting to 
$350 were paid to wage-earners and the sum previously mentioned 
was paid into Court.

The contention of the corporation is that there was nothing 
due Leduc to which the plaintiff’s claim could attach. By sec. 
4 of the Act (R.S.M. 1913, ch. 125) the amount of the lien to be 
claimed is limited
in amount to the sum justly due to the |ierson entitled to the lien and to the 
sum justly owing (excepting as herein provided) by the owner;
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Also, in see. 7—
Save as herein provided, Men shall not attach . . . for a greater

sum than the sum payable by the owner to the contractor.

The provisions of sec. 9 were also referred to at length on the 
argument, particularly those of sub-sec. (4).

It is contended that, with respect to Jack’s claim for $300, 
the owner had a right to hold and pay the amount under section 
0 of the contract, and this appears to In* the case. A certificate 
was given by the architect for this $300 and for that payment the 
corporation held Leduc’s order as well as the architect’s certificate. 
The propriety of this payment cannot, it seems to me, be disputed.

Payments were made after notice of the plaintiff’s orders 
to the extent of $350 in addition to the Jack payment of $300. 
These, however, were to wage-earners whose claims are preferen
tial under sec. 12, sub-sec. (2), and were in accordance therewith.

Par 10 of the contract provides:—
(10). It is hereby mutually agreed between the parties hereto that the 

sum to be paid by the owner to the contractor for the said work and materials 
shall be 42,500 (subject to additions and deductions as herein provided) 
and that such sum shall be payable os follows:

The sum of six hundred (000) dollars as soon as the rear basements 
under the kitchens arc fully completed. The sum of three hundred and 
fifty (350) dollars as soon as the foundations under front and sides of building 
are fully completed. The sum of two hundred (200) dollars as soon os the 
brick work in the building is fully complet «I. The sum of two hundred (200) 
dollars as soon as the kitchen floors are raised and the carpenter work put in 
the cellar. The sum of three hundred (300) dollars as soon os the concrete 
floor in the catch basin and the catch basin drains are fully completed. The 
sum of two hundred (200) dollars as soon as the grading in the yard is fully 
completed and the balance to be paid thirty days after all the work is fully 
completed and erected. No work is to be paid for until the said architect 
shall give his certificate that such money should be paid.

Now, it appears, as already stated, that not even the basement 
was completed by the contractor, and we have before us the ex
press provision as above that no work is to he paid for until the 
architect has given his certificate that the money should be paid. 
In these circumstances it cannot be said that there was at the
time of the service of the orders any sum justly due the contractor 
or that there was any sum whatever payable to the contractor 
by the owner.

It was explained, and it appears by the evidence, that the 
payments made by the corporation, amounting to $350, after 
receiving the Wilks’ orders were on account of claims by wage-
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earners which were recognized by the Trusts Corporation in 
accordance with the provisions of sec. 12, sub-sec. (2). 1 hose
payments were, therefore, properly made. And 1 fail to see how 
they or the payment to Jack can be considered an acknowledgment 
of any further liability by the corporation, nor can the payment 
of 20% of the amount estimated by the architect as the value of 
the work, into Court be considered such. That payment was 
made in accordance with the Act, in view of the favoured position 
of wage-earners and as a measure of precaution.

From both the points of view dealt with, 1 think the Wilks’ 
appeal by the Trusts Corporation must be allowed. The appeal 
against that portion of the judgment giving .lack relief must he

MAN.
C. A.

Ledit and 
Toronto

Cameron, J.A.

dismissed.
Ibis Wilks any charge upon the percentage paid into Court? 

Under sub-sec. (2) of sec. 9:—
The liens created by this Act shall be a charge upon the amounts directed 

to be retained by this section, in favour of sub-contractors whose liens are 
derived under jiersons to whom such moneys so required to be retained are 
respect ively payable.

On the wording of this sub-section, there being no money 
payable to the contractor, and, therefore, no lien by virtue of, 
or created by the Act, there can be no charge on the money paid 
into Court in favour of this plaintiff. In Rice Laris v. Rathbone, 9 
D.L.R. 114, 27 O.L.R. <130 (where there was no n ntract to pay 
except on fulfilment of the contract, p. 032, per M< redith, J.A.), 
the statement of Middleton, J., in Farrell v. Gallagher, 23 O.L.R. 
130 at 139, that

When, by reason of the contractor’s default, the money never becomes 
payable, those claiming under him and having this statutory charge upon 
this fund, if and when payable, have no greater right than he himself had, 
and their lien fails,
was approved by Magee, J.A., p. 040, who adds, at p. 041:—

Except in so far as moneys become actually . there is no i>er-
centage upon which liens other than wage-earners' liens can become a charge.

It is to be noticed that in this case in the præcipe on appeal 
(par. 8) the Trusts Corporation says that if the plaintiff has any 
claim it should In; included amongst those of the general l>ody 
of lienholders and that he is restricted to participation in the 
amount paid into Court by the defendant corporation for the 
benefit of all lienholders. There is no question that the plaintiff 
is entitled to a personal order against Leduc and in that sense he 
has a “claim.” But he is not a lienholder under the Act or in

55
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the terms of the statement in par. 8. and. therefore, not entitled 
to share in the amount so paid into Court. And in a subsequent 
paragraph (11) the ground is expressly taken that the plaintiff 
is not entitled to any lien whatever. As, in my opinion, that 
contention is correct the logical result is that he is not entitled 
to participation in the amount paid into Court. The undisputed 
rights of the other parties to share in this amount cannot be 
affected by the plaintiff’s claim which is not one against the land 
or the Trusts Corporation on the percentage, but against Leduc 
only.

In Ihiilo v. dough Seller*, Ltd., 25 D.L.R. «02. 34 D.L.R. 274, 
it was held by the Ontario Court of Appeal that the rights of 
lienholders are measured by the amount “justly owing” by the 
owner to tin- contractor, and the owner is not liable for a greater 
sum than is payable to the contractor.

There was no appeal involving the claims of any other of 
those < d to payments out of Court and mentioned in the 
third schedule of the judgment than that of the plaintiff.

The judgment must go back to the Referee to be modified in 
accordance with the foregoing.

The Trusts Corporation is entitled to the costs of the Wilks’ 
appeal and of his action so far as his claim is concerned but must 
pay those of Jack. Judgment varied.

GREENWOOD v. RAE.
Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Dirixion, Meredith. < '7.0. Mitel area.

Magee and Hodgim, JJ.A. March 21, 10Hi.

Landlord and tenant (§ III E—116)—Liability to tenant for wronu- 
rn. re-entry—Nominal damages.

Re-entry by a lessor, under the provisions of a covenant in the lease, 
by reason of the breach of that covenant by the lessee in giving a mort
gage upon the chattels on the demised premises, is wrongful if the lessor 
does not first comply with the requirements as to notice contained 
in sec. 20 (c) of the Landlord and Tenant Act. R.S.O. 1914, eh. 155; 
for such wrongful re-entry the lessor is liable in damages to the lessee, 
but, by reason of his breach of covenant, the lessee is only entitled to 
nominal damages.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Coatsworth, 
Junior Judge of the County Court of the County of York, dis
missing an action, brought in that Court and tried by him without 
a jury, to recover damages for the wrongful entry of the defendant 
upon a farm demised by the defendant to the plaintiff and the 
wrongful ejection of the plaintiff therefrom. Reversed.

J. M. Ferguson, for appellant.

89
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Frank Arnoldi, K.C., for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.O. : This is an appeal by the plaintiff from the 

judgment of the County Court of the County of York, dated 
the 15th November, 1915, which was directed to be entered by a 
Junior Judge of that Court (Coatsworth) after the trial of the 
action before him, sitting without a jury, on the 9th day of that 
month.

The appellant was tenant of the respondent of a farm in 
the township of Georgina, held under a lease from him dated the 
28th September, 1908. The term of the lease is seven years from 
the 15th March, 1909, and the rent is 8125 for the first year, 8150 
for the second year, and 8175 for each of the remaining five years 
of the term.

The lease contains a provision that : “If the term hereby granted 
or any of the goods or chattels of the said lessee shall be at any 
time during said term seized or taken in execution or attachment 
by any creditor of the said lessee, or if the said lessee shall make 
any chattel mortgage or bill of sale of any of his crops or other 
goods and chattels, or any assignment for the benefit of creditors, 
or, Itecoming bankrupt or insolvent, shall take the l»enefit of any 
Act that may be in force for bankrupt and insolvent debtors, or 
shall attempt to abandon said premises or to sell and dispose of 
his farm stock and implements so that there would not in the 
event of such sale or disposal be a sufficient distress on said pre
mises for the then accruing rent, of which the said lessor shall be 
the sole judge, then in every such ease the then current and next 
ensuing year’s rent and the taxes for the then current year (to be 
reckoned u]>on the rate of the previous year in ease the rate shall 
not have l>een fixed for the then current year) shall immediately 
become due and payable, and the term hereby granted shall at 
the option of the said lessor immediately become forfeited, void 
and determined, and in every of the above cases such taxes or 
accrued portion thereof be recoverable by said lessor in the same 
manner as the rent hereby reserved; and also in case of removal 
by the lessee of his goods and chattels in whole or a substantial 
part thereof from off the said premises, the said lessor may follow 
and distrain the same for thirty days in the same manner as is 
provided for by law in cases of fraudulent or clandestine removal.”

The action is brought to recover damages for the wrongful
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entry by the respondent upon the demised premises and the wrong
ful ejection by him of the appellant from them.

By his statement of defence the respondent, besides putting 
in issue the fact of the alleged eviction, justifies his entering into 
possession of the premises because: (1) the appellant had made 
a mortgage of his chattels; (2) had removed his chattels from the 
demised premises in the month of April, 1914; and (3), in the judg
ment of tlu; respondent, the appellant, in April, 1914, abandoned 
the demised premises, and did not leave on them a sufficient dis
tress for the rent then accruing; and alleges that, therefore, by 
virtue of the provisions of the lease which I have quoted, the 
term granted by it became immediately forfeited and void, and 
the respondent “became entitled to enter into possession of the 
demised premises, as he did.”

. The resjxmdent also claims t hat, by reason of the acts alleged 
to have been committed by the appellant, the then current and 
the next year’s rent and the taxes for the current year became 
immediately due and payable, and by counterclaim he claims 
judgment for $350 “rent forfeited by the defendant by counter
claim by his acts, and for taxes.”

Besides the defence justifying his entry, the respondent at 
the trial endeavoured to establish that the appellant had volun
tarily left the premises and had surrendered his lease and the term 
granted by it. The learned Judge makes no finding as to these 
matters; but, in my opinion, the proper conclusion upon the 
evidence is that neither of these defences was made out.

The learned Judge, howe/er, dismissed the action, holding 
that, “taking into consideration all the circumstances, the notice 
by the plaintiff to the defendant, the chattel mortgage, the leaving 
and apparent abandonment of the premises by the plaintiff, and 
the removal of his goods therefrom, so that, in the judgment of 
the lessor, there was not suEcient di. tress,” the respondent “was 
quite justified in taking possession of the premises, and he was 
entitled to do so.”

The appellant relied upon the provisions of sec. 20 of the Land
lord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 155, but the view of the 
learned Judge was, that that section applies o,dv where the land
lord is suing for the recovery of the premises.

Sub-section 2 of sec. 20 provides that “a right of re-entry or 
forfeiture under any proviso or stipulation in a lease, for a breach
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of any covenant or condition in the lease other than a proviso in 
respect of the payment of rent, shall not be enforceable, by action 
or otherwise, unless and until the lessor serves on the lessee a 
notice specifying the particular breach complained of, and if the 
breach is capable of remedy, requiring the lessee to remedy the 
breach, and, in any case, requiring the lessee to make compensa
tion in money for the breach, and tin- lessee fails, within a reason
able time thereafter, to remedy the breach, if it is capable of 
remedy, and to make reasonable compensation in money to the 
satisfaction of the lessor for the breach.”

ONT.

8. C.

Greenwood

IIae.

Meredith, C.J.O.

I am unable to agree with the conclusion of the learned Judge 
that sub-sec. 2 applies only where the landlord is suing for the 
recovery of the premises. It was held otherwise under the cor
responding section of the Imperial Act (44 & 45 Viet. ch. 41), by 
Wright, J., in In re Higgs, Ex p. Lovell, [1901] 2 K.B. 1G. The 
view of that learned Judge was that the notice which the Act 
requires is necessary as a preliminary to re-entry without action; 
and, referring to the words “or otherwise,” he said (p. 20) that 
“no mode of enforcing such a right otherwise than by action has 
been suggested except that of peaceable entry.” He also thought 
that the use of the words “if any” in sub-sec. 2 (i.c., of the Imperial 
Act)—“the lessee may in the lessor’s action, if any”— 
indicates that entry without action was within the purview of 
sub-sec. 1.

Although in this Province there is a mode, other than an 
action, by which a right of entry or forfeiture may be enforced, 
namely, under the overholding provisions of the Landlord and 
Tenant Act, and to that extent one of the reasons assigned for 
the conclusion of the learned Judge may be somewhat weakened, 
we should, I think, adopt his construction of the Act, especially 
as in the leading text-books on the law of landlord and tenant 
his view is adopted: Woodfall’s Landlord and Tenant, 19th ed., 
p. 384, note (o); Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 18, p. 539, note 
(n); Foa’s Landlord and Tenant, 5th ed., p. 741, note (a).

The giving of the chattel mortgage was, no doubt, a breach of 
the provisions of the lease which I have quoted, which gave to 
the resixmdent a right of re-entry and to put an end to the lease; 
and, but for the provisions of sec. 20 of the Landlord and Tenant 
Act, that would be sufficient to entitle him to succeed. That
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ONT‘ right is, however, qualified by site. 20, and the rescindent was not
ts. C. entitled to enforce) it unless or until ho had complied with the

Grbknwood requirement of the section as to notice, and that ho had not done. 
HaV. *n entering lie was, therefore, in my opinion, a wrongdoer, but it
---- does not follow that the api>ellunt is entitled to more than nom*

Meredith,c j o. damages. He had committed a breach of the condition,
and the right of the respondent to re-enter, though the putting 
of it into force is suspended, still exists, and it is only in the event 
of the apiN'llant being able to obtain relief from the forfeiture that 
the right of re-entry will be gone. He has taken no steps to obtain 
that relief, and it is by no means clear that, if it had been applied 
for, it would have been obtained. It would therefore be mani
festly unfair that he should recover damages based upon his hav
ing been deprived of the use of the premises and of the benefit 
of the ploughing that had been done in the fall before his eviction 
—in other words, the damages to which he would have ljeen 
entitled if there had Ixen no breach of the condition and no right 
in the landlord to evict him.

It is difficult to find any satisfactory basis upon which the 
damages are to be assessed at more than a nominal sum. If the 
measure of them is the loss the aptiellant has sustained by having 
lost the chance of succmling in an application to be relieved from 
the forfeiture, I am unable to see how that loss can be satisfactorily 
measured, having regard to the fact that the giving of the notice 
which the statute required the rescindent to give before entering 
was not a condition precedent to the right of the rescindent him
self to apply for relief, which, under sub-sec. 3 of sec. 20, he 
may do; and, uc>n the whole, 1 am of opinion that only nominal 
damages should be awarded.

I would, for these reasons, the ap|>etd with costs and
substitute for the dismissing the action judgment for
the appellant for $">, with costs on the appropriate scale.

A ppeal allowed.

8
448
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ciency of proof of claim 519
Unreasonable and excessive verdict 381

NOVATION—
See Chattel Mortoaok.

PARENT AND CHILD—
Liability of parent for maintenance—Agreement—Breach—Damages 660

PARTI E8-
Creditor’s action to set aside fraudulent conveyance—tirant or as 

party defendant 284
Interest of plaintiff—Possessory title ......... . ... 250

PAYMENT
Draft given “in settlement"- Withdrawal—Effect of non-present

ment—Application of payments—Liability for price.................. 567

PERPETUITIES—
Power of sale under will 744

PLEADING—
Coverture—Failure to plead 424
Replication—Issue as to invalidity of security to bank—Confession 

and avoidance 144
Right to dismissal—Irregularities in service—“Fresh step”- Waiver 740
Striking out defence—Ix*ave to sign judgment................................... 623
Striking out scandalous allegations  566

K)WER8—
Appointment to one's self.......................................................................... 303
To edi Mortgage 471

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT—
Authority as to warehouse receipts 316
Authority to purchase—(leneral or special ratification 690
Commissions—Termination of agency at will 471
Customs brokers—Liability of nominal principal for rebate cheques

received from agent—Estoppel 545
Sale—Proof of agency—Principal's liability for breach of warranty

as to fitness for breeding 554
Splitting commissions—Fraud—Repudiation by principal 690
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PRINCIPAL AND SURETY—
Dim-barge- Failure to insure 475
Impairment of surety’s rights—Discharge -Liability 471

PRIZE-FIGHTING—
Intent—Boxing match 419

PUBLIC LANDS-
Indian reserve lands—Indians as purchasers 123

RAILWAY BOARD—
(lra<le crossings— Elimination—Closing highway—Powers............ 782
Jurisdiction- Protection of crossings -Apportionment of costs.......  86

RAILWAYS—
Altering grade of highway- Damages- Remedy—Arbitration.. . 782
Expropriation—Costs -Arbitrators’ fees................................. 346
Fires—Interest of plaintiff—Wrongful owner in |Kwsessiun..............250
Liability for injury to trespassers .................... .... 240
Registration of location plan—Seniority over municipality- High

ways.......................................................................................................222

RECEIVERS—
Affected by moratorium .... ......................................301

REPLEVIN—
Moratorium—War Relief Act—Removal of goods before enlistment

—Possession    656
Sufficiency of affidavit—Means of knowledge of agent of corporation

—Omission of word “Limited”.............................   498

RES JUDICATA 
See Judomknt.

8ALE-
Appropriation—Reasonable time of delivery 70
F.O.B.—Right of inspection—Refusal—Liability for non-acceptance 350 
Goods to be procured from another—Rights and liabilities of seller—

Promissory note...................................................  369
Implied warranty of fitness—Caveat emptor 369
Liability for breach of warranty—Fitness for breeding—Agency 554
Warranty—Failure of consideration—Findings........ 370

SCHOOLS—
Separate schools, see Constitutional Law.

SHIPPING—
Desertion and refusal to do duty—Single offence 659
Offences under shipping laws—Desertion 659
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AOLDIERS
See M oka T« »iu i'M.
V *ers anil Reservists Relief Act Fraudulent conveyance*.. 220

SOUCITORf*-
Riglit to fees in ion to wage»—Dual rapacity................... 2W0

SPECIFIC PERK Ht MANCE
Exchange of lande—Property eituate in foreign country. 22K
Parol agreement partly performed- Want of cor|x»rate seal no de

fence—Completeness...................................................... . 116
Sale of land—Time as essence of contract .......... 31

STATUTE OK FRAUD*
See Contracts.
Part performance—Possession ........................... ........................... . . lit»

STATUTES-
Express language— Legislative intent.................................................. 581

STREET KAILWAYS-
Negligence—Escape of electric current - Jurisdiction of commission

—Appeals from—Constitutionality—Appointive powers 15V
Protection of crossings—Apportionment of costs . ................. 86

SUM M AH V ( ON MUTIONS
Defective complaint and plea of guilty............................. 304
Indefinite adjournment agreed U|»on.............................. 326
Waiving written depositions .. ........................ 327

TAXES-
Appeals from assessments...............................  004
Assessment—Ap|»eals from—Extension of time. 537
Assessment—Railway property—Bridge—Exemption.................. 004
Assessment—Revision—Powers of Board—Finality............ 51 3
Crotvn lands—Intcr«*st of lessees........................................................... S3
Local improvement assessments—As debt —Validity—“Instalments" 051

TIMBER—
Appropriation— lns|»celion Measuring and branding................. 70

TRADING WITH ENEMY 
See Aliens.

TRIAL—
Comment on failure of prisoner’s wife to testify Can. Evidence Act.

Conclusiveness of verdict as to negligence 047
Improper verdict—Judgment .312, 495
Questions for jury Warranty Failure of consideration. 370

53 —30 n.L a
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TRUSTS—
Deed of trust —Floating charge or security—Registration 468
Husband's property in wife’s name—Rights of creditors 204
Liability of wife for procuring husband's breach of trust—Accounting

latavmt 110

VAGRANCY
Living on avails of prostitution 327

VENDOR AND PURCHASER—
Ability to convey—Mortgage -Promise to discharge 31
Breach of covenant of title............    710
Conveyance à droit de réméré Delay in redemption—Extension 40
Rescission—Fraud of agent 600
Specific performance—Land outside of province 228
Specific performance—Time as essence of contract 31

WAREHOUSEMAN—
Warehouse receipts— Releasing goods without holder's jierniission—

Liability 316

WARRANTY—
See Sai.k.

WAR TAX ACT—
Set* Ckiminai. Law .

WILLS—
Equitable doctrine of election—Lunatic legatee 301
Life eat ate—General | mwer of disposition- “Or otherwise"—Ap

pointment to one's self . 303
Validity—Attestation 561

WORDS AND PHRASES—
“Alien enemies” 662
“Amount claimed in the declaration" . . . . 625
“ Annual instalments" 661
“Contrivance for unlawful gaming" 587
“Debt liability or obligation" 701
“Direct taxation within province" 640
“Extraordinary costs, charges ami ex|ienses" ...... 276
“Fair comment " 613
“Final judgment " .... 228
"M *Up” 7 in
“General agent" ..................600
“Injurious affection of land" .................. 600
“Instalments" 651
“Just allowances” .... .. ............. ........ 275
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WORDS AND PHRAHE8—continued.
" Keeper”................................. 584
" Land".................................... 590
"Land reserved for the Indians"...................... 1#
"Now in his |H»sscssion”............................................ 656
"Number of instalments” 651
"Owner"............. .................................. 590
"Paramountry".......................................................... 590
"Public place of amusement ” 217
" Reserve"........................................................ 123
"Spteial agent" .................... 690
•split” 690
"Sum justly due or payable" 792

WRIT AND PROCKSS
Service on corporation—“Office"—Notice of libel action against

ncwH|u(i>er—Service on reporter ............................................. 4.92


